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THE DEFINlTfON OF NATIONAL INCOME

Till!: great iticreawc of the share of income taken by the (State

makes necessary a reconsideration of the methods which were

sufficient for the computation of aggregate income when the

interest on the National Debt was an inconsiderable percentage

of that aggregate.

Statisticians may fairly look to economists for definitions of

the terras whose numerical content it is tlieir task to estimate.

They might be justified in expecting definitions succinct in wording

and logical in concept, and though the field of possible ol)serTa-

tions would not necessarily coincide with the region so (lefincd,

they would then be able to bring their computations into clear

relationship wftli the theoretical definition. Unfortunately it

is not at all easy to interpret such definitions as are available in

measurable terms.

Marshall speaks of Social Income, for which we are to look at

“ the production of the eominunity as a whole and at its total net

income available for all purposes.” This “ may be estimated by

adding together the incomes of the individuals in the society in

question,” taking care to avoid duplication of income.^ Again,

“ The terms, National Income and National Dividend, are con-

vertible.” “ The labour and capital of a country, acting on its

natural resources, raise annually a joint product consisting of a

certain net aggregate of commodities, material and immaterial,

including services of all kinds. This is the true pet annual in-

come of the country.” ^ ‘‘ This National Dividend is at once

the aggregate net product of, and the sole source of payment for,

all the agents of production within the country
;

it is divided up

into Earnings of Labour, Interest of Capital, and lastly the l^ro-

ducer’s Surplus, or Rent, of land and of other differential

1 Economics, 1907 Edition, pp. 76 and 79.

2 EconomWf of Industry, p. 257.
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advantages for production. It constitutes the whole of them,

and the whole of it is distributed among them. . .

^

We have thus the equation :

—

National Dividend = National Income = Earnings, interest and

rent = sum of incomes of individuals.

We may notice that these definitions do not explicitly allow

for interest payable to residents in one country by those in another,

leave open questions of what constitutes membership of a society,

and leave no room for indivisible incomes of institutions.

In jVIt. Flux’s Report on the Census of Production of 1907 ^

the left-hand side of this equation was worked out, viz. net

output of land, mines and manufacture + services of distribution

+ personal services services of houses, and equated
.
with

very fair success to the total of individual incomes obtained by

other computers.

To suit the statistician the definition is W'atercd down ® in

Marshall’s analysis. Omitted on both sides of the equation

are free gifts of Nature, use of possessions other than houses,

servicers rendered by members of a household to each other and

by individuals to theJiiselves, and so on.

Caiman ^ includes in individual incomes, liesides income that

comes as money, the annual value of houses, and value of living

from farms, but not the value of the annual services of clotlies,

furniture or motor-cars. Allowance must be made for dei^recia-

tion of property. The expense of living in a highly rented

locality, or paying railway or tram fares to avoid doing so, may
be deducted when the expense is necessitated by the person’s

income-producing work.

Since he wTote, this last consideration has become of more

importance. Owing to the shortage of iiouscs many people have

to travel considerable distances to work, and the effect of the

Rent Restriction Acts has been to keep people where they w^ere,

though their place of work has changed. But the matter has been

important for a long time
;
a great part of the local differences of

wages was due to rent and other expenses of congestion in towns.

Instead of a five-roomed house with a small garden for 66*.

(including rates) in a provincial town, lOj. was paid for three

rooms in London and Is. for tram fares; the additional 5s.

presumably gave him no addition of satisfaction. This is not,

however, the final consideration; his services were worth ds.

1 Economics of Industry^ p. 25S. • (5d. 6320, pp. 30-4.
» Principles, pp. 78-7. * Wealth, Chap. VIII.
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more in London, and the aggregate of comiiiodities includes

this 5s. in the left hand of the equation above ; if the equation is

true it must also be included in income, but we must add that £1

is not of the same value to consumers in all districts, and that the

total on the right hand includes money units not interchangeable

and not of uniform purchasing power. The same consideration

applies to expenditure on restaurant food and other expenses

which the earners of salaries in large towns have to meet. .

There are, of course, many other cases wJiere the money

values (whether of services or of incomes) arc not interchangeabJe

and equal to different persons or in different places. Marshall’s

definition (‘‘ a certain net aggregate of commodities,” etc.) does

not necessarily imply that there is a numerical measure of this

aggregate, but the equation docs imply this in " earnings of

labour,” etc., unless the equation merely identifies the content.-

without totalling them.

The ignoration of the value of womeji’s domestic services ha.-

been less plausible in recent years. During the war the domestic

staffs of many houses decreased and well-to-do women rendered

more services to their own households. If the housemaid left

and made numitioJis and the housewife did her w ork, the total of

goods and services was increased by tiie value of the munitions,

but part is cut out of the reckoning because no longer paid for.

If in 1920 the former servant helped in her own home, wdien her

usages wore no longer needed, the total of services is still greater

tiian in 1914 if Jier former mistress is doing the housemaid’s work,

but since there is no payment to either income is decreased. Dr.

Dalton ^ points out that though services rendered wdthin the

households can be omitted for some comparisons, yet in many
measurements of the inequality of incomes proportional diti’erences

are involved, and therefore the complete totals are needed.

In consequence of these and other w^ays in wJiich elements

of income, which were ignored before the war as not affecting

comparisons, have become of some importance, I question whether

Sir J. Stamp’s dictum ^ that “ the sum total of wages, salaries,

profits and interest presents a fairly comprehensible idea, free

from important ambiguities, for ordinary comparative purposes,”

is valid as betw^een 1914 and 1921.

In logic w c can conceive an aggregate of commodities and

services however w^e define them ;
but when w^e come to measure-

ment we are driven to their value in exchange before we can obtain

a conyDQon unit for addition. In recent years the value expressed

1 InequaUiy of Incomes, p. 168. • British Incomes and Property, p. 416.

b2
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in currency has varied greatly even within a year, as has also the

value of one commodity in terms of another. If a farmer sells

a fleece when wool is dear, by the time the wool has been cleaned,

combed, spun and woven and the cloth made into clothes and
exposed for sale, the price of wool may have so fallen, or the

effective demand for clothes so slackened, that the clothes are

worth fewer currency notes than were paid for the fleece
; are

the services of the manufacturers and spinners of negative value ?

If a coal-mine is working at a loss, being financed from reserves

or loans, is the capital (the mine in working order) rendering

negative services ? If the value of currency falls rapidly during

the year, is there any useful meaning in a statement that a man’s

earnings, received weekly, aggregate £200 in a year, when the

last £5 was worth only four-fifths of the first £5 ? In the ordinary

method of computing part of income from income-tax statistics

and part from wage-estimates, we should for the year 1920-1 be

adding together wages, salaiies, rent and some interest for the

year April 1920 to March 1921 to one-third of the profits of each

of the years 1917, 1918 and 1919—items extending over more

than four years during which the unit of measuroment continually

varied.

Again, furniture, bicycles, motor-cars, clotlies and all commo-

dities not consumed at a gulp yield an income in the same way
as houses do. Owners of a good stock of such things in 1914 got

a high income from them in subsecpient years, which ought not

to be neglected, as before the war, on the ground that the annual

variation was little and most persons had some such goods, for

those whose stock was low were definitely worse off when it was

necessary to replenish it. Of such commodities houses are the

most important instance, and have ])een in a peculiar position

owing to the Rent Restriction Acts. If a house was of annual

value £50 in 1913 and has been kept in repair, it would be worth

not far less than £100 now, apart from any change in supply and

demand, in the sense that the goods its use would exchange for

are now reckoned at £100 instead of the former £50. The value

of houses inhabited by their owners since 1913 and of houses let

that come under the Acts should in a total of incomes be counted

as of much more than their pre-war value. Actually in available

statistics houses still stand at their pre-war levels, and even new
houses are assessed for rates at a value equal to that of pre-war

houses of the same kind. This house valuation is an extreme

case of the complexity already noticed, that income totals can

only be measured in units as variable as the values of currency
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from 1014 to 1021. This, Jiowovcr, is a statistician’s, not an

economist’s difficulty.

All those questions are troublesome and some are of numerical

importance, but the main question, and that of most numerical

importance, is still to be discussed :—To wliat extent do taxation

and rates lead to dupluiate reckoning ?

If tlie rat(\s 1 pay go in policemen ’s or sanitary ins])ectors’

services, I get the benefit of their services, aiid their incomes are

additiv'e to mine before rates arc deducted just as much as my
gardener’s would bo. If the rates, however, go to the support

of
2
)aupers, to the edu(;ation of other people's children, to the

upkeep of parks and libraries 1 do not iis(‘, or in aid of the rent

of houses built without my consent, 1 get no services,— at least no

direct services. 1 niiglit pay for these things out of my free-will,

heaping up treasure in heaven: but when 1 am forced to pay for

them, I tloubt the realisaticjii of that treasure. 1 may regard it

as ransom, as insurance against discontent; and though \h\

Cannan excludes tlie proceeds (d robbery recognised as such from

income, those of robbery not recognised but actually enforced

by the State are no doubt income to the beneficiaries, but are

they also income to me ? Before tiie war the values of education

and of institutional maintenance uere not included as income of

the students or the inmates, Imt 1 raised the question in 1919

whether old age pensions were not income. Xow tluTc are

2)ensions of soldiers and others arising from the war; are these

incomes both of the pensioner and of the taxpayer? Wo could,

of course, make rules, but they would be ar})itrary : e. g. old age

pensions are not income if we reckon that out-relicf and paupers'

food are not income; soldiers' jxmsions arc back payments for

services, and are income for the same reason as 2)oliccmen's

wages. Thus a man with an a
2:)imrent iiu'ome of £1000 may

spend £50 as taxes in back payment for tlie services of soldiers

who fought and cai^italists who lent money in the war, and £5

for police and other communal servants, and £10 for the relief

of distress and for public education. The £50 and the £5 appear

also in the incomes of the soldier, his widow, the capitalist, the

policeman and tiio inspector. Of the £10, half appears in the

salaries of teachers or of the workhouse staff, the other lialf

does not appear.

Here is introduced the payment of interest on the war loans.

If I have a salary of £1000, of which £50 goes in that part of

income tax which pays interest on war loans, and T have also war

stock that brings in £50 tax-free, my income is reckoned as
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£1050, £1000 for present services, £50 for helping to finance the

war. But if the Chancellor of the Exchequer by a capital levy

cancelled my stock and remitted my tax, my income would be

reckoned as only £1000, though I had the same as before. We do

not appear to arrive at a logical result by this method; let us

then return to the definition.

Under Marshall’s definition interest on the National Debt

would be excluded from the left hand of the equation—it is not

an addition arising from labour and capital acting on natural

resources during a year—and so would pensions of most kinds.

Then on the other side of his equation in the sum of the incomes of

individuals, either they would have to be reckoned as not after

payment of the corresponding tax, or pensions and interest on

National Debt would be excluded. In tJie material reckoning the

taxpayer does not enjoy the bread tlie pensioner eats or the motor-

car the owner of war stock uses; in the double reckonihg it

blesses him that gives and him that takes.

At this point let us take Dr. Dalton’s view, as a result of Ins

analysis of the Distribution of Income. “ For our ])resent pur-

pose ” (to facilitate comparisons between the means of economie

welfare available to dilfcrent persons), “ no elements of real

income can usefully be said to correspond to those elements of

money income w hich the recipient is compelled to pay in taxation

to public authorities.” ^ If this view is not taken, transference

from the rich to the poor by taxation and beneficial expenditure

W'ould not be reckoned as diminishing inequality,” as he thinks

it essentially should. He w ould then reckon individuals' incomes

as net after all compulsory payments to public autliorities w^cjre

subtracted (including payment of workmen's insurance), and

then “ include benefits from public expenditure, in so far

as they can be estimated, in the income of the beneficiaries.”

On this method interest on the National Debt is only counted

once. Pensioners’ incomes are counted to them, whether for

old age or war services. Receipts from the National Insurance

funds are income to the recipient. Ediu^ation is an income

( ? deferred income) to the child. Parks and libraries and streets

afford income to those who use them. Dr. Dalton, of course,

recognises that much of this income is not measurable
; but there

is no doubt that he is right in holding that if by taxation or

otherwise a rich man’s garden becomes a public park, inequality

is diminished.

But in making an aggregate statistically we should lose part

^ The InequdlUy of Incomes,^, 165.
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of income by his method—^all such items as the income enjoyed

by children in school hours, by the populace talking during a

band performance in a public park, by the workman sleeping

over a newspaper in a public library, by students dozing in the

Museum Library. If we take it that the value to recipients of

public services equals their cost, and intend to avoid duplication

on Dalton’s principle, we shall got the result more easily by taking

incomes gross (not deducting taxes and rates) and excluding from

the total all incomes from public sources. This would exclude

not only public pensions and interest on the National Debt, but

also the salaries of teachers paid from public sources, policemen,

park-keepers, municipal bandsmen ; moreover, it would exclude

incomes of all Civil Servants, of the king, the judges, in fact the

Civil List as a whole—exclude from our total, on the ground that

they were included already in the incomes of those who paid them

compulsorily. But this would assume that because wo must pay

for a service whether we wanted it or not, it was therefore valueless

to ns. A private scavenger renders us a service, a public authority

docs not, on this reckoning. In a completely socialistic state

there would be no aggregate income.

It becomes evident that a statistical account must be made on

an arbitrary category of what should be included, and it may
hajipen that sucli a category will bo a near one on the basis of includ-

ing all that can be measured. Till decision is readied I am in

favour of two totals, one containing pensions and debt interest,

another excluding them
;
and I think that we also need two

aocoiinls of the distribution of income.

Wo have still to deal with Professor Cannan, who (p. 157)

points out the difficulties that arise in connection with indirect

taxation. If twoStcatesin the same circumstances raise rev'cnue,

one by income tax and the other by indirect taxation, and in the

reckoning of Aggregate Income wc count out interest from debt

and pensions, the income of the former will come out as so much

less than that of the latter. For comparison of National Incomes

of two countries or at two dates, we ought therefore to include

debt interest, etc., unless we are prepared to sulitract indii*eot

taxes also.

I do not propose to discuss the incidence of indirect taxation.

I believe the usual method is to inquire who would be better off

if the taxation did not exist, and though this may lead to a con-

sistent analytical statement as well as to stimulating dialectics,

it does not, I think, lead to definitions by which statistical measure-

ments can be made.
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If we go back to goods and services we may reach the view that

in a State which raises the interest on its debt and its pensions

by indirect taxation there is no duplication. To the purchaser

of wdiisky, tobacco and entertainment tickets the goods bought

are worth what he pays; it is indifferent to him whether the

State or the producer gets the money. In the Keport on the

Census of Production, the Net Output of Breweries and Distilleries

(when the aggregate of the value of goods of all industries is in

question) is not merely the excess of value on completion over raw

materials, but this plus Dxcise; and, simila^l3^ to the value of

Imports for consumption is added the corresponding Customs.

The manufacturer produces goods wliicli not on[v pay for materials,

wages, salaries and profits, but also taxes. In a similar way it

might be argued that tlic provider of a house calls into existence

annual services whose value is not only rent but also rates. The

workman docs not distinguish between rent and rates; he pays

10.>‘. a week for shelter and lets the landlord attend to the division

between himself and the local authority. Heaven sends the rain

and the local authority removes it; he cannot control the one

and does not try to control the other. In the Cemsus of Pro-

duction reckoning, rates on business })remises arc Jiot deducted

in obtaining net output ; the value produced by a factory is

divisible among the local and central authorities as well as between

workers and owners. But in making up the National Income by

adding other elements to material production, the value of

residential houses is taken as the assessed value, not assessed

value + rates
;

thus the rates on fact(uies are part of output,

but those on houses are not.

One wa3" roiuid Dr. Caiman's dilemma would be to correct

comparisons of total income by 2)ricc-indi{;es. 'Phis ought to be

done in any case. If the natural income of U.S.A. is so many
dollars, we can only compare it with that of IJ.K. if we know
the relation between ? and £. The use of the exchange rate

between $ and £ docs not (in present circumstances) give

us a valid result. A complete index-nuinber including in due
proportion excisable and dutiable goods might yield a true

comparison.

We can evade the difficulty by making our totals on the sides

of goods and services, not that otindividual incomes. National

Income is not necessarily the total of individual incomes; it

depends on the definitions. But though we escaped one horn of

the dilemma in this way, 1 think we should presently meet the

other.
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Let u« give up the idea of couipariiig toiuls, and first get a

definition adequate for one total. It is true that statistics are

relative, and only useful in comparison; but the comparison

can be made between the whole and its parts, or between the whole

income and the iiopulation, and in such a question as, If we
divided up the National Dividend equally among families, how
much would each Imvel From this point of view we want a

total of goods and services, and not the total of individual incomes

if it is not the same thing.

I doubt whether the “ aggregate of individual incomes
”

has more th<‘in a niniiorical moaning. No douljt we want a

definition of individual (and of family) income for consideration

of Inequality of Distribution, of how many are rich and how
many poor, and the total may enter as a working number if we
arc constructing an index of distribution. Further, we may
make the measurements on net incomes (after subtractif)n of

direct taxes and non-beneficial rates), and (with Dr. Da' ton)

add to net incomes the receipts from public funds privately enjoyed,

and if we like wo can introduce hypotheses about the incidence

of in(liro(;t taxation. But we need not use this method for

obtaining National Income.

If we use Marshall's term, ^Social Income, wo may avoid

confusion. I suggest that Social Income does not equal tJie

aggregate of Individual Incomes and that the equation abov^c is

not true, for the quite simple reason that in Individual Incomes

parts of Social I ncome may be counted twice.

Altering Marshall's phrasing, we may define Social Income

tentatively as the aggregate of goods produced in a country (less

imported materials used in production) and of services rendered

by persons in the country, and by the direct use of capital goods,

less goods and services necessary to maintain capital (and trade

connections and goodwill), together with goods imported from

(or services rendered) aliroad in payment of interest or profits

on capital or businesses owned by residents of the country, less

similar goods and services rendcretl to owners abroad, all recjkoned

during a year (or other fixed interval). {Services at sea, etc., to be

included with home or foreign goods, but not both.

Under this definition services rendered during the war, whether

by persons or capital, are not part of current income, tliough they

may be paid to individuals out of it. The services of Civil

Servants and poVico (and of all persons whom individuals or groups

engage) are current income.

(loods arc (‘ither consumed or prestu’ved, services vanish in
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their performance; social income therefore equals the total of

consumption of goods and services and saving.

Goods cannot be consumed twice. The part of individual

income that is also part of social income is receipts of money

(goods and services) less transfers to other people. To compute

social income we must therefore either take individual incomes net

after compulsory deductions, and include incomes of pensioners,

holders of National Debt, etc., or take individual incomes net

after subtracting receipts from funds obtained by compulsory

deductions, and include all incomes.

When ve come to valuation of income, we have to decide

the question of rates and indirect taxes. I incline to the view that

the value of goods is that when they are bought, after licenses

and duties Jiave been paid. Also the value of a house cannot

depend on ownership, and what I have called the workman’s

view, that its value is rent + rates, is correct. If 1 own the house

I live in, its value is that for which I could let it to a person with

similar needs and tastes rate free. These points come up finally

if we interpret £100 sterling in terms of goods, and if the method

of index-numbers could be stretched to include all purchases,

comparisons between countries and dates could be made.

Social income then ~ consumption and saving in a year =
aggregate of individuals’ incomes (as ordinarily reckoned, say,

for income tax), less incomes received from compulsory reductions

for no services or for services not rendered in the year in question

(old age pensions, soldiers’ pensions, interest on National Debt).

I do not olTer this as a final definition, but as the result of a

preliminary examination of the question, a question which hitherto

has neither deserved nor received very mucli attention because

the quantities in doubt were hitherto small in relation to the

aggregate, and the measurement of the aggregate was subject

to other errors greater than these quantities.

There is plenty of time to decide the definition before we shall

again be able to compute the National Income. Income tax

statistics will not be of use till values have settled, and the changes

during the four years averaged are slight; wage statistics cannot

be used till workmen are again at work at stable wages. Inter-

mediate income must be estimated afresh in the doubtful light

of the 1921 Census, and will need a new investigation.

The most hopeful method will be, I think, a new Census of

Production, taken in the first year of steady trade at steady values,

with more definite investigation of the cost of distribution and the

expense of depreciation.
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Possibly three years hence there may bo material for making a

measurement the precision of which will be comparable with those

made before the War. ]\Ieanwhile we can only say that there are

strong a 'priori reasons for liolding that the National Income,

even if every one was at work, defined so as to be free of dupli-

cation, would be less than in 1913, when the change in pur-

chasing power of currency is eliminated.

A. L. Bowley



THE ALLEGED EXHAUSTION OF THE SOIL IN
MEDIEVAL ENGLAND

In Denton’s posthumous volume on England in the Fifteenth

Century, Avliich was published in 1888
,
it is suggested that the

agrarian changes of the sixteenth century were, at least in part,

due to the exhaustion of the soilA This theory has since been

developed, and in the hands of its latest exponents has received

a more uncompromising form. It is the basis of an interesting

article by Dr. V. G. Simkhovitch of Columbia University ,2 and

has been made the subject of an important monograph by Dr.

Harriett Bradley of Vassar College.^ More recently Lord Ernie

has popularised it in two articles published in the Journal of

the Ministry of Agriculture.^

A few quotations will suffice to show the exact nature of the

theory as it appears in the writings of its most recent champions.
** The enclosure movement,” says Dr. Bradley, “ is explained

not by a change in the price of wool, but by the gradual loss

of productivity of common-field land.” ^ Lord Ernie asserts

that the worst feature of the open-field system was ‘‘ the in-

evitable and progressive decdinc in the pi’odactivity of the soil.”

“ Strong evidence exists,” ho says, “ to show that in the four-

^ W. Donton : EmjUmd in the, Fiftcmlli dentary (1888). “It was dour at

the end of tlio fifteenth century that the fertility of the urulile laud of Knj^liind

M^as well-nigh oxhauated ” (p. 153). “ Tho returns of wlu'at and other grain
wore inconsiderable, and even this was diminishing. U’Jie demand for labour
in tho commercial and niaiiufucturing towms— small us Micso towns were—
forced up tho wages of agricultural labourt^rs biyond tho means of tho farmers.
It was this which compelled them to lay down their lands in grass, and to turn
their attention to sheep-farming. . . . Much present inisi'iy was tho conse-
quence. It is well, however, that necessity should have forced on the change.
On every side the old arable fields were being converted into sheep pastures,
and grazing became tho chief occupation of our agriculturists during most part
of the sixteenth century. 7’hcn the ground had the rest it needed ”

(pp. 153-4).

* V. G. Simkhovitch :
“ Hay and History ” in the Political Science Quarterly

XXVIII (1913).

» Harriott Bradley :
“ The Bnclosures in England : An Economic Koeon-

struction ” {Columbia Studies in History, Economics and Public Law, Vol LXXX
No. 2, 1918).

* Lord Ernie ;
“ The Enclosure of Opon-fiold Farms ” in the Journal oj the

Ministry of Agriculture for December 1920 and January 1921.
* Op, cit., p. 13.
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teenth and fifteentli centuries the arable land, continuously

cropped for corn for several hundred years, was losing its fertility.

The yield was falling. Land which had produced a livelihood

for a man and his family ceased to siii)ply his necessary food.

Portions were being abandoned as tillage.” ^ His second article

contains the following passage :

—

” Reliable statistics arc not available on so extensive a scale

as to demonstrate in conclusive fashion the degree to which the

yield had declined. Rut such figures as can safely be used seem

to show that, even on demesne lands, the produce of wheat per

acre had fallen from the neighbourhood of 10 bushels in the

thirteenth century to between 0 and 7 bushels in the fifteenth

century.”

^

i venture to thiiik that the axailable evidence does not

support the view of medieval agricultural history which is im-

plied in these quotations. There is, of course, no doubt that

the systems of cultivation whicli were in use during the Middle

Ages prodiu.’od wretclu'd crops and involved great waste of land

tlirough frequent bare fallowing, and personally I certainly

consider that enclosure was necessary to agricultural progress.

Rut it seems to mo more than doubtful whether the defects of

medieval agriculture included progressive exhaustion of the soil.

One’s suspicions are aroused at the outset by certain in-

accuracies and disagreements in the writings of those who

advocate the theory of soil exliaustioii and by tlie inadequate

and unscientific nature of the evidence which is advanced to

prove it. Dr. Simkhovitch, for example, speaks of the soil as

being already exhausted in the thirteenth century, and quotes

thirteenth-century wheat yields of 4*3 bushels and 5 bushels an

acre.® Lord Ernie, on the other hand, postu^tes a 10-bushcl

yield for the thirteenth century and argues for a progressive

decline in yield in the two following centuries. In a footnote

appended to the sentence in which he speaks of “ such figures

as can safely be used,” Lord Ernie says :

‘‘ The yield in 1397

was on the Winchester land 6 bushels, and on the Whitney land

6J bushels, to the acre. The thirteentli century work on agri-

culture, known as Walter of Henley’s Husbandry, calculates the

expected yield of wheat per acre at 10 busliels.” ^ As a matter

of fact Walter of Henley is not the author of the estimate which

is here attributed to him. The only remarks which Walter of

Henley makes about the yield of corn are to the effect that a

1 Op. cit., p. 838. » Op. cif., p. 809.

• Op. cit., p. 394 and footnote. * Op. cii., p. 899.
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crop of six bushels of wheat per acre will involve a loss “ unless

corn sells well.** ^ Apparently Lord Ernie has confused Walter

of Henley*s Le Dite de Hosebondrie with the anonymous tract

called Hosebonderie, which is bound up with Lamond’s edition

of Walter of Henley. It is true that this anonymous liose-

bonderie is at least as old as the thirteenth century, that it says

“ wheat ought by right to yield to the fifth grain,” and that it

estimates the seed at from 2 to 2 5 bushels per acre. This means

a crop of from 10 to 12 bushels an acre. But it is impoitant

to notice that such a crop is only what wheat “ ought by right

to yield ** according to an advanced agricultural writer, and

that the author of the Hosebonderie goes on to speak of the

chance of cither the spring or the winter sowing being a failure

and says definitely one cannot be sure of the yield above men-

tioned.** He even alludes to the possibility of the crop being

less than the seed sowii.*^ There is really very little reason

for supposing that he regarded 10 bushels as an average croy).

In any case it is surely very unscientific to make a comy)arisoii

between a thirl eenth-centuiy estimate and two crop records of

the year 1397 the basis of a sAveeping generalisation about the

yield of wheat having fallen from about 10 bushels in the thirteenth

century to between 6 and 7 bushels in the fifteenth century. It

would perhaps be if anything more to the point to compare the

thirteenth-century statement that wheat ought by right to

yield to the fifth grain **
Avitli the assumption of Thomas Tusser

(in the edition of 1577) that one-tenth of the corn grown should

suffice for seed.^ Besides, the use whieh Lord Ernie makes of

\Yalter of Henley's Hyshrindnj^ edited by Klizabeth Lumoiid (181)0), pp.

18*19. Simkhovilch remarks that Walter of Henley “ shows a distinct tendency

to exaggerate rather than to underestimate.’* Op. cit., p. 391. Mail hind 8a3's

“ he represents the *
higli fanning ’ of his time, uiid in his two-eourso liusbandry

would plough the land thrice over between every two crops.’* F. \V. ]\Iaitland :

Domesday Book and Beyond, 1907, p. 438.

• Walter of Henley's Husbandry (edited Lainond), pp. 06-7, 70-1.

• Thomas Tusser ; Five Hundred Pointes of Good llusbandrie (English Diaject

Society, 1878), pp. 136-7. William Harrison (1577) seems to confirm Tusser.

He says :
“ The yeeld of our corne-ground is also much after this rate folowing.

Through out the land (if you please to make an estimat thereof by the acre) in

meane and indifferent yearos, wherein each acre of [rie or] wheat, well tilled end
dressed, will yeeld commonlic [sixtoene or] twentie bushels, an aero of barlie

six [ ? two] and thirtio bushels, of otes and such liko [foure or] five quarters,

which proportion is notwithstanding oft abated toward tho north, as it is often-

times surmounted in the south.” {Harrison's Description of England, edited

by F. J. Furnivall, Now Shakspero Society, Series VI, Part III. The Supple-

ment, § 1, pp. 133-4.) I do not maintain that theso estimates are trustworthy,

but only that it is more scientific to compare estimates with estimates and crop

reccads with theii like. It is, of course, a far cry from the last quarter of the

sixteenth century back to the fifteenth century.
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the figures of the year 1397 is also open to criticism. To begin

mth, the two figures are not independent data. The Witney

crop is included in the average figure for the demesnes of the

Bishop of Winchester.^ Secondly, it is surprising that Lord Ernie

chooses to compare these fourteenth-century figures with the

estimate of the Ilosebonderie rather than with the earlier figures

for the same lands which arc given in Dr. Bradley’s hook. It

would have been more pertinent to notice that the average wheat

crop on the Winchester demesnes was only 4| bushels in the

year 1208-9, and that at Witney it was only 3f bushels in that

year.2 Lastly, neither Lord Ernie nor Dr. Bradley seems to

be aware of the hypothetical character of these crop records.

The figures are obtained by the process of dividing the total

amount of produce by the number of acres sown in ike following

season^ not in the preceding seedtime^ and are therefore only true

on the hypothesis that the acreage under wheat was not altered.^

This fact adds importance to the omission of croi)s other than

wheat from the statistics on which the arguments 1 am criticising

are based.

Of course a theory may be sound though the arguments

advanced by its champions arc faulty, and I pass to a more

general examination of the evidence which bears upon the whole

question. Tlie best medieval crop records are derived from a

comparison of the seed sown in one year udth the crop harvested

in the next. Such a comparison eliminates the uncertainties

which are produced by local differences in corn measures and in

the size of the acre. But except in cases where the comparison

was made in the minister’s accounts themselves, as occurred at

Fornceti in Norfolk between 1290 and 1306, * this method of

investigation can only be employed when accounts are available

for two or more consecutive years. And though no doubt a

considerable number of such accounts would be fortlicoming if

one had time to embark upon the limitless sea of manorial manu-

soripts, only a few seem to be available in print. In a good

many published statistics the figures are given without any

^ “ Whitiipy ” is clearly a misprint for Witney.
, ^

* Bradley : op. cit.^ p. 52.

* This is fr€mkly recognised in Mr. Hall’s edition of the infic/i/fsftr Pipe

RoU, from which the figures for 1208-9 ar^ obtained ; sec Hubert Hall : The

Pipe BoU of the Biahopric oj Winchester, im->9 1903), p. xxvi^ Dr. Gras alsQ

calls attention to the dependence of the Winchester statistics upon this hypo-

thesis; see N. S. B. Gras : The Evolution of the English Com Market, 1915,

p. 216, footnote.

* F. G. Davenport : The Economic Development of a Norfolk Manor, 1006#

p. 29, footnote.
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indication whether they are obtained by the more exact method

described above or are based, like those of the Bishop of Win-

chester’s demesnes, upon the hypothesis that the area sown in

the year covered by the account was approximately the same

as that sown in the preceding year. In the following summary

of the evidence which I have come across I shall indicate which

figures are “ exact.”

It will be best perhaps to start by collecting the data century

by century, in order to see whether the figures seem on the face

of them to support the tlieory of progressive soil exhaustion ;

—

A. WirEAi’.

Place. Year. Ratio produce to seed.

Wootton (Oxon) ' 127<S 3

Forncett (Norfolk) ^ 1290 r> (-i- 1.1 bush.)

1293 41 ( }- 3| bush.)

13(^0 5 (
- 2 qrs. 7 bush.)

Wistowe (Huntingdon) “ 1298

B. Oats,

l.'i’ (-1- Sj bush.)

Wootton (Oxon) *
.

. }

1278 o:«
*• H

Basingstoke (llant.s) *
. ..

i
1281 2] (- 4 l.usli.)

Forncett (Norfolk) * .. 1 1290 3 (—1 bush.)

..
j

1293 4 ( — 6 fp‘s. 7 busl>.)

. . I
1300

C. Baklev.

3 ( -| 5 qrs. 7 bush.)

Wootton (Oxon) ^ 1278
Basingstoke (Hants) *

. . 1281 41 (- bush.)

Forncett (Norfolk) ® 1280 Less (hail 2J
1290 4 ( i- () qrs. 3 bush.)

1293 3]^ (-1 3 qrs. 41 busii.)

1300 41 ( 1
ok qr.s.)‘

Wistowo (Huntingdon) ’ 1298

D. Peas.

2'i (— 1 qr. 2| hiisJi.)

Forncett (Norfolk) ^ 1290 3 (1-2 qrs. 21 bush.)
1293 31 (— 4 bash.)
1300 6 (

- 2 qrs. 71 hash.)

^Adolphus Ballard: “Woodstock Manor in (he Tliirteeiitli Century”
{Vierteljahrachrift Jur (Social- und Wirlechajtsycitchichtei VI, 1908). 1 am not

certain that Ballard obtained his figuies by tho “ exact ” method, though many
of the accounts ho used were for consecutive years, but at Wootton tho areas

sown with wheat, barley and oats were almost tho same in 1277 as in 1278.

* F. G. Davenport : op. cit., p. 30, footnote.

3 N. Ncilson : Economic Coyidiliom on the Manors of Ramsay Abbey, 1808.

The Wistowc accounts are printed in full. I have assumed that Rogers is right in

thinking that tho “ring” of these accounts, like tho coomb of tho Eastern
CJountics, was 4 bushels. This seems almost C(jrtain on internal evidence, and
it would not affect the ratio much if it were not.

* F. J. Baigont and J. E. Millard : A History oj Basingstoke, 1889, pp. 633,

636. Tho interpretation of some of the Basingstoke figures is not free from
doubt. I have taken the alternative least favourable to my argument.

* F. G. Davenport : op. cit., p. 29. “ ib. p. 31.
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1. The Thirteenth Century .—In considering the thirteenth-

century evidence, it will be well to bear in mind the expectations

of the author of the Ilosebonderie, since Lord Ernie makes his

statements about the yield of wheat the foundation of a sweeping

generalisation. The author of the Hosebonderie says that wheat

ought to yield to the fifth grain, oats to the fourth, barley to the

eighth, and beans and peas to the sixth.’ Now the “exact”
crop records of the century which I have come across are as

in the preceding table (page 16).

It will be noticed that except the Forncett wheat crops and

except the Forncett oat crop of 1293 and the pea crop of 1300,

all these yields were considerably lower than those expected by

tlie author of the Homhonderie. Probably the crops ought to be

increased by onc-ninth to allow for the deduction of tithe before

the grain was carried to the barn. An allowance for tithe would,

however, make but little difference to the yield figures : at

Wootton, for example, it would raise the figure for wheat from

3 to 3J. For purposes of rough comparison with the statistics

of the next century it may be allowable to take an unweighted

average of the yields, ignoring the odd quarters and bushels.

This process gives us less than four-fold as the yield of wheat,

less than three-fold as the yield of oats, less than four-fold as the

yield of barley and rather more than four-fold as that of peas

—

the exact figures being : Wheat, 3.1 J ; Oats 2],; ;
Barley (if we take

the yield of 1280 as 21), 312 \ Peas, 4J. The question, of course,

arises whether the years to whicli these figures belong were

normal or exceptional years, and perhaps the best test of this is

to be found in Rogers’ average prices, for we should expect prices

to range high after a scanty harvest and low after one that was

abundant. Urifortiinately, the books from which 1 have ob-

tained these figures do not, as a rule, make it clear whether the

date given is the year of the harvest or the year in which the

account was compiled, that is, the year following the harvest

whose yield is recorded in the account. But whether, in these

uncertain cases, we take the prices of the years given in the table

or those of the following years, the averages work out for wheat

at something between 6 per cent, and 7 per cent, above the

average of Rogers’ decennial average prices for the period.

For oats the figures are in both cases slightly below the

average of the decennial averages, while for barley they exceed

that average by about IJ per cent, in the one case and less than

6 per cent, in the other. The corresponding figures for peas

^ Walter of Ihnlry'tt JUitibamlry (edited Lamond), pp. 70-1.

No. 125.

—

VOL. XXXTI. c
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are less than If per cent, above the average if we take the years

given in the table, but nearly 20 per cent, above it if we take

the following years. Thus it appears that on the whole the years

to which these crop records refer were not untypical of the last

three decades of the thirteenth century. Only as regards peas

does there seem any likelihood of their being years of abnormally

low yield.

For further information about thirteenth-century erops we

must turn to figures obtained by the “ hypothetical method

mentioned above, and certain other figures as to which I am
uncertain whether they were obtained by the “ exact method

or not. The following table gives for the principal crops such

figures coming within these two classes as I have been able to

collect :

—

1
Biiehels per acre.

,
Bushelu per acre.

Year. !
Places. Year. • Places.

1200
!

Demesnes of Bp. of 7i 81 1218 Wooton 74
Winchester * Crondal (Hants) * 201 HI

1242 ! Bladon (Oxon) * 4 Sutton (Hants ?)
* 01 Hit 13f

Combe (Oxon) H 41 1219 Bladon 0 lol 51
llandboroujih (Oxon) 5 C^ombe 3 71 11

Wootton (Oxon) 3i 71 Hand Ikm-ou

'

ill ) 71
1244 Bladon 12J Wootton 10

‘

41
Combo ? 4f 12«:i Bladon 4 5 4
HandborouKh 1« 94 1277 Combe lU 0
Wootton 10 9 Wootton Cl 8

1245 Bladon 101 7 Witney (Oxon) *
l.'d iOi

Combe 7 0 278 (Jombe 41 <)

IlandborouKh 101 9.1 282 Handborough •11 11
Wootton 91 111 283 Handborough r. 0

1240
1

Bladon 71 84 Witney 8 12 Kit
Combe 8 , 7 28.1 Witney 10 20 iii
Ilaiidborniigb 91 81 28."> Witney 7 Hi 10^

1247
Wootton 0 Si 289 Combe 71 17 71
Bladon 91 <11 Wooth^ii T.t

Combe loi
1

8 1294 Combe 1 1 12
Ilandborongh 71

'

8.1 Wootton J L 8
Wootton 9? 101 1300 Demesnes of Bp. (

1248 Bladon 91 8 Winchester • 10] 81
Combo 0 «1
Handborough 8 11

* Hubert Hall : op. cit.^ pp. xvi, xliv, xlv. Those estates were in the soiitJi

of England and mainly in Hamp.shiro, the areas being 6838 acres (wheat), ISOOA

acres (barley), 7317 acres (oats), and the yield (compared with the seed sown
for the following season) 2J for wheat, for barley and 2J for oats.

^ All the Bladon, Combo, Handborough and Wootton figures are from
A. Ballard : op. cit., p. 459.

* F, J. Baigcnt : The Crondal Becords (Hampshire Record Sociely, 1891),

Part I, pp. 67-8, 67-8. The yield was 6 for barley 3 for oats.

* 26id., pp. 78, 81-2. Yield, wheat SJ, barley oats 4.

® The Witney figures are from Ballard's chapter in A. E. Level t and A.
Ballard : The Black Death on the Estates of the Sec of Winchester (Oxford : Studies

in Social and Legal History, Vol. V, 1916), p. 203.

* N. S. B. Gras : op. cit., pp. 263-4. The area was 3353 acres of wheat,

1170J acres of barley and 3665 acres of oats, and the yields (based upon a some-
what larger area) were ; wheat 4, barley 3, oats 2. I have avoided the error

which Dr. Bradley has pointed out in Gras’s totals. Bradley : op. ciU, p. 63.
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Many of tho figures in this table, and perhaps all of them,

depend upon the hypothesis that the area under a given crop

was not changed in the seedtime following the harvest to which

the crop record refers, but this defect also applies to the figures

on wliich Dr. Bradley and Lord Ernie rely, as does also tho

uncertainty wliich attaches to all figures based on acreages because

of local varieties in the size of the acre. The author of the

Hosebonderie says that “ acres are not all of one measure,’* and

mentions acres measured by perches of from 16 to 24 feet, and

Ballard, in connection with the figures for Bladon, Combe, Hand-
borough, and Wootton, which are included in the table, remarks

that “ the strips which were called acres, were probably less than

160 polos in extent,” and that “ the old maps of Oxfordshire,

imblishcd by the Clarendon Press, show that the customary

acre in this county varied from 90 to 120 poles.” ^ On the other

hand, we read in the Hosei)ondeTie that “ one can in many places

reasonably sow four acres with a quarter of seed, where the land

is measured by the perch of sixteen feet and a half,” and that

“ in many places it requires a quarter and a half to sow five acres

with wlieat, rye, and beans and peas, and two acres with a quarter

of barley and oats ”
;
^ and Ballard tells us that at Wootton and

Combe “ it was customary to sow 2 bushels each of wheat, barley

and peas, and 4 bushels of oats to the acre,” and that the seed

sown at Witney was 2| bushels of wheat to tho acre, and 4 bushels

each of barley and oats.” ^—figures which seem to suggest that on

these manors the acre did not differ much from the statutory acre.

The deduction of tithe is another factor to be remembered.

Taking the figures in the table as they stand, one notices

that, of the 45 wheat yields, only 1 (that of 1284 at Witney)

reached the figure which the author of the Hosebonderie expected

and which Lord Ernie considers was the usual yield in the

thirteentli century, thougli an allowance for tithe would bring

one other instance (the Winchester demesnes in 1300) up to this

standard.^ Even if one allows for tithe deduction, it appears

^ A. Uallard : op. cit., p. 450.

2 Walttr of Htnley's Husbandry (edited Lainond), pp. G6-7.

A. Ballard: op. cit., p. 448, and A. 111. Level t and A. Ballard: op. cit.,

p. 192.

* Tho fact that these were ecclesiastical estates does not affect their liability

to pay litho. I am informed by Prof. E. W. Watson that lands which the Bishop

of Winchester held as part of the temporalities of tho seo would pay tithe just

as if tho land was held by a layman. Monastic lands also paid tithe as a rule,

though tho Cistercians wero exempt on land which they owned o?id farmed^ and

the military orders also had special privileges in this respect. Land which had

once belonged to tho privileged orders might continue to be exempt after it had

passed into other hands.
o2
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that no less than 26 of the wheat crops were less than the 6-bushel

standard which Lord Ernie takes as marking the reduced yield

of the fifteenth century. As regards barley the figures arc even

more striking. The author of the Hosebonderie expected 32 bushels

per acre, and the heaviest crops in the table arc one of 20 J bushels

at Crondal in Hampshire (1248) and another of 20 bushels at

Witney (1284). Even if we assume that the sowing was in every

case as light as it was at Wootton and Combe, the ratio of crop

to seed must have been less than half that mentioned in the

Hosebonderie in 9 cases and can only have come up to it in 7.

Of the oat crops, only 1 reached the standard of the Hose-

bonderie (16 bushels), and in 15 instances out of the 46 the crop

was less than half that standard, in drawing these conclusions

1 have made allowance for tithe deduction.

But the general implication of tlie figures (^an best be shown

by an average
;
and, in order to diminish the influence of possibly

exceptional seasons, I have taken an average for each year foi*

which the table contains statistics (adding one-ninth for tithe)

and then have taken an average of the resulting figures. The

result gives the following average yieJfls for the 18 seasons (of

which it should be noticed tliat 8 belong to the fij'st half and

10 to the second half of the century) : Wheat, between 6-^ and

6 j bushels per acre
;
Barley, between 11 } and 11 J bushels

;
Oats,

between and 91- bushels.^

2. The Fourteenth Centurij.—The fourteenth century data,

like those of the thirteenth century, had best be divided into

two groups according to the method by which the resultant

figures have been calculated. And first I shall consider crop

records which have been obtained by the “ exact ” method

—

^ Siiico the tallies for the thirteenth century werii coinjiiled 1 have noticed

that some additional figures can be obtained by the “ hypothetical ” method
from the Forncett AccoinU Roll of 1273 winch is printed in .Appendix VllI

of Miss Davenport’s Eronomic Jfrvehpment of a Norfolk Manor. The figurti's

are as follows :

—

Wheat, nearly 12 l)ushels an acre. Ratio of produce to seed, Ti].

Barley, nearly 13 bushels an aerre. Ratio of produce to seed, 2}.

Oats, 18 J bushels an acre. Ratio of produce to seed, 4|.

Peas, ‘) bushels an acre. Ratio of produce to seed, 4.

'riicsc crops are heavy for the period (espec ially as thero was some curallum

or small corn of wheat and barley which I have not counted), and their in-

(‘liision in the table w'ould tend to raise tlio average figures. But it appears

from the figures in the first table given above that the Forncett wheat yields were
c'xceptionally good, and it is certain that in the Middle Ages the districts most
suited to a particular crop must have had loss influence in raising the natioTial

average than they have to-day. Lack of transport and the prevalonco of sub-

sistence farming meant that there was little specialisation of districts in the

crops to which they were best suited by soil and climate.
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that is to say, by a comparison of the seed sown with the produce

garnered in the following harvest. The figures are given in the

next table :

—

A. WllKAT.

Place. Year.
|

Total seed. Total crop.
Eatio of produce to

seed.

Forncett (Norfolk) ' 1303 54 ( -h 2 ipH. 6J bush.)

Ten ’’Manors ”of Merton
1306 5 ( — 4 hush.)

(College, Oxford, in six
Southern and Midland
Counties •

Eleven Manors of Merton
1334 !

lO.', qrs. 6 bush. 715 qrs. 54 husli. 1 i ( i 11 qrs. 2 busii.)

College in seven South-
ern and Midland
Counties 1335

;
154 qr.s. 0 hush.

I

727 qr^i. 2 hush. IJ (— 4 qrs. 5 bush.)
21 pec^ks

Eleven Manors of Merton
College in seven South-
ern and Midlatid
Counties 133(1 148 qrs. 32 husli.

1
."iOl) qrs. 22 hu>h. ,4 ( H- 5 (irs. .52 bush.)

Hawsted (Suffolk) ® I38S 10 qrs. 4 bush. i ('0 qrs. 2 hii-h.
i 4i (- 7 bush.)

11. Oats.

Forncett (Xorhdk) 1 30.3 .31 ( j 3i hush.)
1 304 34(1 3 qrs. 3.1 hush.)
I30(i 3 (

- .3 (|i's. 5 hiisii.l

Seven .Manors of Mciton
College in live Southern
.and .Midland Counties 1 33 1 158 qrs. 4 husli. 120 qrs, 71 l»ns),. 22 (

- 5 (jrs. 71 hush.)
Eight Manors of Merton

College in six Suntliern
and Midland Counties

Seven Manors of Merton
133.', 101 qr.H, 2 huvh. 408 qrs, 4 hush. 3 ( ; 14 qrs. 6 hns)i.)

College in five Stnithern
and Midland Counties 1 3,30 154 qrs. 02 hnvli. 4 1 1 qrs, 0 hush. 2? ( - 10 qrs. 72 hush.)

Hawsted (Suffolk) 1 38H 19 qrs. 3 Imsli. 10 qrs. 4 hiisli. 2 ( { 1 (|r. 6 hush.)

C. B\ni.KY.

Forncett (Norfolk)

1304

3 ( -11 qr. 5 bush. 3
peeks)

4 (1 3 qrs. 12 busli.)

Eight Manors of Merton
1300 4 (— 2 qrs. .5 hush.)

(U)llege in live Southern
and Soutli Midland
Counties

Eight Manors of Merton
13.M 07 qrs. 44 hush. 387 qrs. 2J hush. 4 (- 2 qrs. 71 bush.)

College in live Southern
and South Midland
(loiintkis

Seven Alanors of Merton
1335 80 qrs. 2 bush. 388 qrs. 22 bush. 42(4 0 qrs.)

College in live Soutfieni
and South Midland
Counties 1330 92 (p's. 0 bush. 421 qrs. 22 hu.sli. 44 (f- 7 qrs. 2.1 Inish.)

Hawsted (Suffolk) 1388 13 qrs. 0 biisli. 52 ips. 2 ),ush. 4 (-i- 2 bush.)

1). Pkas.

Forncett (Norfolk) 1303 4 ( 4- 1 qr. 2 bii.sh.)

1304
1

4 (1-

3

qrs. 1 1 hush.)
J300 3 (“Iqr.)

Seven Manors of Merton
(%>]lege in live Midlaiui

and Soutli Suiitheru
(loiintieH 1334 12 qrs. 0^ busli. 83 qra. I busl). 0} (

I

Seven M.anors of Merton
College In six Sonthern
and Midland Counties 1335 28 qrs. 34 bush. 125 qrs. 12 bush. 41 (-

Seven Manors of Merton
College in six Southern

!

and Midland Counties 1336
! 21 qrs. 61 bush. ' 7!) qrs. 52 bush. 32 (-

^ All the Forncett figures come from F. G. Davenport : op. cit., pp. 29-.11.

* The figures for the Merton College manors are calcnlatcd from the tables

in J. E. Thorold Rogers ; A History of Agriculture and Prices, Vol. 1 (1806), pp.

:is 45.

* The figures for Hawsted come from Sir John Cullurn ; History and Antiquities

of Hairsted and Hardirick in the County of Suffolk (2nil edition, IS] 3), pp. 215-1 9.

2 bu»li.)

~ 2 (irs. 6 buslj.)

2 qrs. 0,*fl bush.)
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The statistics in the above table yield the following figures

as the (unweighted) averages of the yields shown in the fifth

column : Wheat, 4|; Oats, 2}^; Barley, 3g ‘

;
Peas, 4J. It will

bo noticed that the figure for wheat is considerably larger, and
that the figures for oats and barley are slightly larger than the

corresponding figures for the thirteenth century. Peas sliow a

slight decline.

The test of Rogers’ prices seems to indicate that the seasons

to which these crop records belong were on an average rather

more abundant, except perhaps in the case of oats, than were

the various decades to which they belong taken together. But

the most notable sign of the seasons being super-normal is the

fact that the average price of wheat for the various years taken

together was nearly 12 per cent, below the average of llie de-

cennial average prices for the decades to which those years

belong, and this difference depends on the assumption that the

dates of the Forncett figures are tJie dates of the rolls, not the

dates of the harvests. If we assume the contrary, tlie difference

in price is reduced to less than 2 jxt cent. On the whole the

evidence does not seem to me to suggest that the years of the

crop records were sufficiently abnormal to invalidate the com-

parison made above between these records and those of the

preceding century.^

The table on i^ago 23 gives fourteenth-century figures which

have been obtained by the ‘‘hypothetical” method mentioned

above, or as to which I am uncertain whether they arc

“exact” or “hypothetical.’’

A comparison of this table with the corresponding table for

the thirteenth century shows (i) that in 4 cases the w'heat

crop, in 6 cases the barley crop, and in 1 case the oat ci op was

heavier than the heaviest crop of the kind in the thirteenth-

century table
;

(ii) that only in 15 instances out of 35 was the

wheat crop less than 6 bushels, whereas of the 45 wheat crop

records of the earlier table no less than 31 failed to reach that

figure; (iii) that, as regards barley, 12 crops out of 36 were

under 10 bushels in the later period as compared with 26 crops

out of 45 in the thirteenth century; but (iv) that in the case

* Besides the statistics given in the table, “ exact ” figures are also available

from Hawsted on an acreage basis for the harvest of 1300. They are : Wheat,
nearly 0 bushels an acre; Barley, 12J bushels; Oats, iif?arly /3 bushels; Peas,

121 bushels. The fact that the price of wheat in 1391 was, according to Rogers,

68. 6id., while the average prices were 68. 2d. ior the decade 1381-90 and 58. 3d.

for the decade 1391-1400, seems to suggest that the harvest of 1390 was somewhat
scanty. In 1388, however, the crop of peas at Hawsted was less than 7^ bushels

an acre.
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of oats 18 crops out of 34 fell short of an 8-bushel standard in

the fourteenth century as compared with 20 crops out of 46 in

the earlier period. In making these comparisons I have taken no

account of tithe deduction. In order, however, to obtain average

figures comparable with tliose which were calculated from the

(jorresponding table for the thirteenth century, I have added

onc-ninth for tithe, taken an average for each year for which

there are figures, and tlien have taken an average of the resulting

figures. Tlie following is the result : Wheat, between and

7| ;
Barley, between 15J and 15^ ;

Oats, between 8^ and SJ bushels.

As compared with the corresponding thirteenth-century figures

I

Busliela p(;r acre. Bus}iels per acre

TMace Year. Place.

l.'JO.'i Combe (Oxoii) * 31 in 1.348 Witney 6| 211 101
Wootton (Oxon) 4 r* Prightweil 2.') 101

i:m Combo li 7 Down! on 33 101 16
Wootton 5 51 31 1.349 Witney 4i 8 61

]:K)7 Combo 6 6 Downton 31 71 81
Wootton n H •11 1350 Wibiey 51 10 6
Cuxlmni (Oxon) * 71 61 V Brigbtwell 91 181 4

V.i'.lH Ki^ht Manors <if Downton oi 16 7}
.Merton College in Witney 61 11! 111
live fSouthern and ! Brightwell 81 20}
South Midland Downton 41 13 9i
CountieR* n 201 ,

12 1352 Witney Si 71 4!
1310 Witney (Oxon) ‘ oi isf 71 Brightwcll 81 21
i.-MI M'itney ‘ 71 20} 8{ ,, Downton 14 81 0
1:512 Witney a 18 6 135.3 W’itney 5 81 8
1:54 (i Witney ! ft! 101 17 Brightwell 131 20 J 21

briWlitvvcll (Herks) 101 251 •>i

1^7
Downton 7 12 fj

Downtoii (Wilts) 51 14 81 Hawsted (Suffolk) • 81 161 81
Witney 61 2(51 8 1307 Demesnes of the Bp.
Brighlwell 28 51 of Winchester • 6 : 15 10
Downtoii 31 10 81

^ Tho ligures for Combe and Wootton are from Bullard : op. cit., p. 459.

* These ligaros are calculated from tho roll printed iji .1. 10. Thorold Rogers :

op. cli.y Vol. IT (ISfiO), pp. G17-30. The hypothetical yields were : Wheat, 3} ;

Barley, 2.

These figures are calculated from the tables in J. E. Thorold Rogers :

op. cit.j Vol. I, pp. 38-9. Tho number of manors are those for which wheat

figures are available. The hypothetical yield averages aro: Wheat, 5^; Barley,

f>i ;
Oats, 31.

* TJio figures for Witney, Brightwdl and Do\Miton are from Lovett and

Ballard : op. cit.f pp. 203, 210, 210.

* Tho figures for Haw.stod are calculated from those given in Cullum : op.

ril.^ pp. 215-19.

« These figures aro calculated from tho tables in Gras : op. cit., pp. 267-8.

Tho areas were : Wheat, 23661 acres; Barley, 13021 acres; Oats, 1060| acres.

Tho yields were : Wheat, 3; Barley, 3}; Oats, 2}. Besides the figures in the

table “ hypothetical ” yields are available for a few years for Wistowe, Hunting-

donshire, viz.: Wheat, IJ ? (1307), 4^ (1311), 7§ (1316), 3 (1318?); Barley,

51 (1307), ^ (1311), 31 (1318); Oats, 3i (1307), IJ (1311), ^ (1318 ?). 2 (1.361),

less than 1 (1368). But I suspect that sheaves of oats fed to stock were not

counted. These figures are calculated from Neilson : op. cit., passim.
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these show an increase of over 1 bushel for wheat, an increase of

4 bushels for barley and a decrease of about | of a bushel in

the case of oats.

3. The Fijteenfh Century .—For tlie fifteenth century neither

Lord Ernie nor, I think, Dr. Bradley quotes any figures at all,

and statistical evidence of this period is certainly hard to come

by. VoY one thing, scholars have ])aid less attention to the

fifteenth-century account rolls than they have to those of earlier

date. The thirteenth-century accounts have attracted attention

because they are the earliest we possess, and the fourteenth-

century accounts have interested historians because of the light

they throw upon the effects of the Black Death and the Revolt

of 1381. But in any case a fifteenth-century minister’s account

is liable to be deficient in figures bearing upon tJie yield of the

crops. It was becoming increasingly common to lot the demesne

to tenants, and when the land was dealt with in this way the

lord's bailiff was no longer interested in keeping an account of

the crops.

It may, however, be worth while to set forth the fi'agments

of evidence whicdi I have been able to collect. The first is some

figures relating to Adisham in Kent which come from a docu-

ment in the archives of Canterbury Cathedral. This document

is, unfortunately, undated, but Thorold Rogers says it ‘‘ is certainly

to be assigned to the middle of the fifteenth century.'’ And
Rogers tells us that it shows the rate of pi oduction per acre to

have been: Wheat, 12 bushels; Barley, 16 bushels; Oats,

20 buslu3ls.^ It will be noticed (a) that these figures are

all l;{rg(‘r than the average figures both of the thirteenth

and the fourteenth centuries; (b) that the crops of wheat and

oats exceed the largest in the thirteenth-century table and are

only surpassed by two fourteenth-century wheat crops
;

(c) that

the barley crop is only exceeded by 4 thirteenth-century and
14 fourteenth-century crops. The second piece of evidence is

that supplied by the Account Roll of Ansty in Hertfordshire

which is printed in the Appendix to the first volume of Cunning-

ham’s Growth of English Industry mid Commerce and belongs to

the year 1402, so that the harvest of which it tells us is that of

1401. The application of the “hypothetical^^ method to this

document gives the following figures : Wheat, between and 8i

bushels per acre; Barley, between 26J and 26| bushels; Oats,

between and bushels; Peas, between 6f and 7 bushels.

Wheat, barley and oats were thus superior to the averages

* J. K. ThoroM Rogora ; op. ri/., Vol. IV (1882), p. 30.
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of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.^ The ratio of pro-

duce to seed was, however, less than 3 in the case of peas—

a

figure considerably poorer than the average figures for the pre-

ceding centuries. J^astly, an account roll of Wistowe in Hunting-

donshire, which probably, but not certainly, belongs to the year

146C, contains particulars (on the hypothetical ” basis) of a

barley crop of over 23 bushels (with 5 as the return of produce

to seed), which is larger than any barley crop in the thirteenth

century table and considerably above the average for the four-

teenth century. As regards the character of the seasons it should

be noticed that wheat and barley prices were abnormally high in

1402, and that prices in 14G7 seem to indicate that the barley

harvest of 1400 was little if at all above normal.

Before an atlem2)t is made to summarise the conclusions which

are suggested by all this evidence a word must be said about

another method of testing the information which bears upon

the theory of soil exhaustion. No doubt one of the best tests

would bo to compaie the average yields of the same manors for

the thirteenth and fourteentJi centuries. This method would

eliminate uncertainties whi(;h spring from differences in the size

of the acre and in the oiiginal fertility of the soil as betw€‘on

place and place, and, if records for a sufficient number of seasons

could be obtained, the influence of abnormal seasons would be

discounted. , But data arc not available in print for an adequate

application of this test. Dr. Bradley attempts to apply it in the

case of Witney, but she fails to recognise that some, and possibly

all, the Witney figures are “ hypothetical,’’ and she only applies

the method to the case of wheat. It is true that the oats at

Witney, as well as the wheat, show a fall in the fourteenth century

as compared with the thirteenth century (from an average of

about 13 bushels to one of not quite 0 bushels)
;
but the signifi-

cance of these figures is reduced by the fact that the barley

average sliglitly improved, being between 14 J and 14f bushels

in the later and almost exactly 14J bushels in the earlier century.

In any case Witney is only one manor.

In regard to the problem as a whole I wish to emphasise the

fact that I do not j)rofess that tlic evidence I have brought for-

ward is adequate to prove, or even to make jirobable, any positive

conclusion. I am not prepared to maintain that the yield of corn

improved or even remained steady in the later Middle Ages. All

I contend is that until much stronger evidence is fortJicoming

* That is, if ono-nintU is added for tilUo to make rigiuert comparable. But

I fool uncortuin about iny interpretation of the entry rognnling oats.
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than that provided by Lord Ernie and Dr. Bradley, it is quite

unscientific to conclude that the open field farms did decline in

fertility in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. For the in-

direct evidence cannot easily bear the construction put upon it.

It is suggested by Jjord Ernie that in the later Middle Ages the

poorer land “ dropped out of arable cultivation because it no

longer produced enough to make tillage lucfltable,” and that

land which had produced a livelihood for a man and his family

ceased to supply his necessary food.’’ ^ But surely, unless the

population declined, a diminution in the fertility of the soil

would tend, in a self-supporting countiy, rather to produce an

increase than a restriction of the arable area. And if the popu-

lation declined—if the reduction of population by the Black

Death was not rapidl}^ made good— then the most obvious ex-

planation of the conversion of arable to ginss would seem to be

the diminished demand for bread-stuffs. The new theory is so

hard to reconcile with the facts of general economic history.

If men found it harder to get food because of the exhaustion of

the soil, how can we explain the expansion of industries such as

cloth-weaving which did not increase the food supply ? Is there

any evidence of considerable and increasing imj^ortation of food-

stuffs from abroad ? If food did conic from abroad, how is it

that the open fields of the continent were able to supply it ?

Why did not they, too, suffer from this process of vsoil exhaustion ?

And why did wages in England rise ? How was it that the

amount of wheat which the agricultural labourer’s wage would

buy increased so enormously between 1300 and 1500 ? If the

peasant’s holding was no longer able to supply liim with as much
food as it formerly did, he would surely have dragged wages down

by his urgent need of part-time einployjncnt as a wage-earner.

Thus the indirect historical evidence, like that which directly

bears upon the question of yield, does not even point in the direc-

tion which the theory of soil exaustion seems to require. And
apart fi*om histoiical facts the theory is on the face of it anything

but probable. It is as hard to reconcile it with what we know of

the processes of soil exhaustion as it is to fit it into the general

framework of English economic history. On heavy land a bare

fallow every third year would probably be sufficient to maintain

fertility. Moreover, the arable did receive some manure in the

Middle Ages, and some of it was cultivated on the two-field system

and was fallowed every other year. Finally, if the fertility of

the soil was reduced, is it likely that the course of events would

1 Lord Emle : op. cU,, pp. 838, 899.
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have been such as Lord Ernie supposes? The arable was not

virgin soil in the thirteenth century
:
probably the greater part

of it had been under the plough for many hundred years. If,

then, the yield was 10 bushels of wheat per acre in the tliirtcenth

century and thereafter declined, we must cither suppose that

the crops were incredibly large, say, at the time of the Norman
Conquest, or else that tlie system only began to exhaust the soil

after giving stable or increasing returns for several centuries.

But the Rothamsted experiments in continuous cropping seem

to indicate that tlie tendency of an exhausting system of culti-

vation, at least in tlie case of wheat, is to reduce the crop to a

minimum in a few decades, but that this minimum, once it is

reached, can be maintained almost indefinitely. A plot at

Rothamsted lias been under wheat every season for 78 years

mthout receiving any manure : tlie crop diminished rapidly in

the first 30 years
;
but Sir Daniel Hall (then Mr. A. D. Hall),

writing in 1905, said ;
“ All the evidence seems to point to the

fact that this plot, which luis been without manure of any

description since 1839, has reached a stationary condition, and

that the average crop of 12| bushels for the last 40 years will in

future (linunisli very slowly, if at all.” ^

Reginald Lennard

* A. D. Hall ; The Hook of the Rolhameted Experiments, 1905, p. 37. The case

of barley is somewhat different, and Sir Daniel Hall, speaking of the plot on
which barley has been grown for the past 70 years, snys ;

“ On tho whole, Iho

results point to the probability that unmanurod land will become unable to grow
barley continuously at a much earlier date than wnll b© the case with wheat, so

comparatively restricted is the range of the barley roots,” op. cit, p. 76. But
though tho crop of barley has d ’dined continuously from decade to decade, a
decline in tho later decades also took place on the manured plolss, and I notice

that tho steepness of tlio curve which shows the decline oji the unmanured plot is

loss for tho later decades (when tho dunged plot was also declining in yield) than

it is for the earlier period when the crop on tJio dunged plot was increasing,

'^rheso fads seem to iiidicnte that tho tciidoney to stability is not peculiar to

wheat. T am indebted to Professor Somorvillo for valuable information in regard

ti» those experiments.



INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL PURCHAS1N(I POWER
OF PAPER CURRENCIES

There lias been some discussion as to the relationship between

change in the value relatively to the American dollar of national

monies which are practicably inconvertible, and the change in

the general level of wholesale prices as shown by index-numbers.

Although there is a substantial measure of (correspondence, there

are important discrepancies and discussion has centred upon the

explanation of tlie discrepancies.

In this connection Prof. Pigou has shown ^ that the dis-

crepancies vary considerably according to the particular index-

number used for each country, but that there nev(Ttheless remains

something w'hich is not to be explained by mere accident.

It appears to have been the case that during tlic lirst half of

1919 the exchange value of European currencies in terms of tlie

dollar had not fallen by so mucli as the extent to whicli European

prices had risen relatively to American prices (measuring in each

case the rise since 19111). By 1920 the revc^rse was the case.

Exchange values of money in terms of the dollar had fallen by

more than the extent to which European prices had risem relatively

to dollar prices.

^

In the early part of 1919 the exchange value of the franc had
^ Economic Journal, Decembor 1920 :

“ Some ProlJoius of Foroi^ii

Exchange.”
* As it is intended to question the theory wliicli u{)j)eurs to be implied in inueli

of the discussion of the causes of this phenomenoji, (he naturr rjf the question

may be made plainer l)y the use of a hnv symbols. Let a stJectod group of

goods cost in France in J9l.‘l F| francs, the .same goods in America cost in lOl.’l

Dj dollars, and tho oxcluinge valm* of the franc is R| frniies for one dollar.

For a year later let the same groiij) of goods cost Fg francs in Franco and
Dj dollars in America, and let tluj exchange value of francs ho francs

per dollar.

VTho internal purchasing power of tho franc 1ms changed in tho ratio of

{e.g. if prices have doubled, the purchasing power is lialved). Tho oxternal

purchasing power of tho franc has changed in tho ratio of Tho oxtorit of
1-iji R'j

the chango will bo tho same for internal and oxteriml piircliasing power only

—

F’ D, r;
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not fallen so much, liaving regard to the changes in price levels,

as might have been expected, and in the latter period it has

fallen further than might have been expected.

With regard to the first period, the “ pegging,” more or less

successful, of exchanges together with financial borrowing from

the American Government, etc., may account for the phenomenon,

as Prof. Pigou contends. The main question which interests

people now, however, is the low exchange value of continental

currencies in terms of the dollar. There has been much dis-

cussion, and it may bo said briefly in the words of Mr. T. E.

Gregory, 1 that “ Exchange experts at the present time are divided

into two camps : those who think that the exchanges are dis-

located because of infiati<m, and those who think that they are

dislocated because of ‘ an excess of imports over exports.’
”

Mr. Gregory pronounces his adherence to the former school and

will allow no merit in the latter. Prof. Pigou is not to bo readily

fitted into any liriefly described school, but may be said, in the

article cited, to imply a recognition of what Mr. Gregory would

call the “ balance of trade theory.” The present writer has no

substantial quarrel with most of Prof. Pigou s discussion, but he

takes exception to his statement of the general doctrine of pur-

chasing power parities, and submits that some further analysis

of the theory is required in order to make clearer the points at

issue between the more controversial writers.

Ko one will deny that if one ooxintry, say France, inflates its

inconvertible paper money whilst England, let us say, has ceased

to do so, that wdll result in a fall in the value of francs in terms

of English money and a rise in all prices in France, expressed in

francs. There seems also, in the absence of any change except*

ing tins purely monetary change, to be no reason whj^ prices of

all goods in France, wdicther domestic or imported, mobile or

immobile, should not move in the same degree, given sufficient

time for tlie adjustment to take clTect. The real position in the

end would be exactly the same as before, so far as the production

and distribution of goods w^as concerned. If all prices in France

had doubled for purel}^ monetary reasons, and no such change

had occurred in England, one would expect to find that the

franc had fallen to exactly half its former value. If it Avas

otherwise, there would be 2
>ormanent alterations in trade, wdiich

there does not seem to be any reason to expect. During the

process of adjustment, however, there would bo alterations in

trade. France would at first experience an adverse balance of

' Foreign Exchange^ Before, During and After the Uar.
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trade. In such circumstances it may,be perfectly correct to say,

with Mr. Gregory, that the adverse balance is an effect and not a

cause. It is the result of the inflation, and if other circumstances

remained the same, and if the additional inflation, once made,

were to cease, the fall in exchange value of the franc would

check imports into France and stimulate exports, and would

ultimately put an end to the adverse balance of trade. A new

equilibrium would be reached on the basis of a lower level of

value of the franc. There is also the complication, recognised

by Mr. Gregory, that if the inflation of francs persists, dealers

may depress the value to-day below the point which the existing

volume of francs would justify, in anticii^ation of future depression.

On the contrary, they may anticipate that the future is going to

make for an improved value of the franc, and the value may bo

raised, by bull speculation, above the point which would be the

equilibrium if the present volume of francs and of English money

were stereotyped. •

It is open to question, however, how far this tendency to

anticipate events can be accepted as an explanation of the low

external purchasing power of continental currencies, relatively to

their internal purchasing power. If dealers can anticipate that

the value of the franc will bo lower in six months* time because

of further inflation, and tiiercfore depress the value at once, b^'

bear speculation, why should not dealers in wheat and other

commodities in France equally anticipate a future rise in th(^

price of wheat, etc., in France, and consequently raise the price

at once in anticipation ? Jt i.s not apparent why anticipation

should be more effective in relation to external than in relation

to internal purchasing powx^r.

So long as changes occur solely on account of changes in the

volume of inconvertible paper money, any index-number, whether

of wholesale or of retail prices of goods in the country in question,

should serve to register correctly the change in the value of

money and should be reflected in a corresponding change in the

foreign exchange quotation of the money, allowance being made
for any similar and contemporaneous changes in the volume of

foreign money, and provided that time is allowed for the sub-

sidence of incidental temporary variations between the effect on
different kinds of goods, and provided that prices arc free from
control. In fact, in pure theory the price of any one article

should suffice for an index-number.

Actually, however, there are other changes occurring, and in

particular the foreign exchange value of money may be strongly
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affected by a change in the demand for foreign goods, or in the

circumstances of supply of goods available for export or by the

necessity for payment of foreign debts.

In the circumstances of Germany, for instance, following the

end of the War, a heavy depreciation of the value of the mark in

terras of dollars would have been inevitable even if there had not

been a great inflation of the volume of marks. It is nothing

anomalous that the external purchasing power of the mark has

fallen to a greater degree than has the internal purchasing power.

It is a natural consequence of abnormal indebtedness and

dependence on foreign imports coupled with inability for a long

time to produce goods for export.

The elTccts of circumstances of this kind, with regard to

index-numbers of prices and the foreign exchanges, can best be

considered if we make abstraction of changes in the volume of

money. Wc might, of course, consider the problem on the

hypothesis that the pre-war gold standards were in general use,

but it is probably simpler to retain the supposition tliat the

country under consideration has an inconvertible ]^aper money.

Suppose we take an extreme case of two countries which are

isolated, each having its own inconvertible paper money. Sup-

pose first that there is no foreign trade at all, and therefore no

excliange of the money and no rate of exchange. Some kind

of comparison of the relative values of the monies might be

made, however, by compiling index-numbers. Calling the monies

shillings and marks and the countries A and B, we may suppose

it is found that wheat sells, on an average, at 50 shillings per

quarter in A and 50 marks per quarter in B. It is enormously

against the probabilities, however, that, in the circumstances

supposed, the equality of prices would apply, even approximately,

all through tJie range of goods. Tiiat natural inequality of the

conditions of production in diflcrent “ countries “

is the fuuda-

nicntal fact underlying international trade. We may suppose,

however, that by computing index-numbers of all those com-

modities which were tolerably comparable in quality, a rough

comparison could be made of the purchasing power of the shilling

and the mark, and that they arc about equal. It is of some use

to think out wdiat this w’ould mean in various circumstances, but

that cannot bo entered upon here.

Now let there be communication opened which permits trading

in only two commodities—say tin is exported by A and copper

l)y B. This will result in the determination of a rate of excliange

iiotwcen marks and shillings ;
but there is no reason at all why
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it should lead to equality between shillings and marks. The

rate will depend entirely on the circumstances of supply and

demand of these two articles. The shilling may exchange for

two marks, without any substantial alteration of the general

index-numbers, and this may be a permanent and normal state

of things.

Now it is quite true that if, in these conditions, country B
doubled the amount of its money, for some reason of internal

policy, that would react on the foreign trade and the ultimate

cllect would be, other things being unchanged, an exchange of

four marks instead of two for the shilling. Any temporary

adverse balance of trade would be a mere episode and an effect

of the ulterior cause, the change in volume of money. It is also

true, however, that if there were no change in the relative volumes

of money a similar change—or one in the reverse direction—could

be brought about by a change in the circumstances of supply of

or demand for cither tin or copper, and such change might be of

any degree of 2)ermaiiencc and might coincid(5 with and complicate

effects due to changes in the volume of money.

We may now go to the other extreme, and endeavour to

suppose every commodity to be the subject of international

exchange, in a world market which is very large in comparison

with that of any one country, country A now standing for the

world, and the cost of transport so small that the price of no

article is, to any appreciable extent, affected by local conditions.

Even so, an alteration in the exchange rates of country B may
be produced witliout any change in tlie volume of its money.

Suppose persistent drought diminishes the harvests and compels

more dependence on foreign food supplies. That creates an

adverse balance of trade and lowers the exchange value of marks.

The extent of the alteration will depend on the circumstances of

supply of goods available for export and of demand for goods to

be imported. Conceivably the value of the mark, in foreign

money, may be halved and, in the special conditions assumed,

one would be obliged to infer that all prices of goods in marks

would be approximately doubled, and one might then be tcn\pted

to say that people in B would be getting the same income as

before in marks but would be able to buy only half as much. If

that were a possible result Mr. Gregory might say that it was in

accordance with his view, since he recognises that halving the

volume of goods must be more or less equivalent to doubling the

quantity of money. Actually, however, we cannot really postu-

late any such si/nplc result even in tiu' jnost abstract imaginary
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case. Jf the price of raw cotton in B were doubled by reason of

the halving of the value of the mark, and the same wages in

marks continued to be imid to the spinner, weaver, etc., you

could not have a simple doubling of the price in marks of yarn

or piece goods. The doubling of wholesale XJrices of goods entirely

imported could not and would not mean that just half the volume

of physical wealth was available for purchase.^ The effect on

the exchange value of the mark would (£uite properly be said to

be the result of the change in the relations of supply and demand

in connection with foreign trade, and would iiave no necessary

leiideiKjy to be ecpial to the change which might occur in the

j>hysit;al volume of the flow of wealth. We might say, however,

that whole.sale ])rice.s of many goods woiihl exactly reflect the

cliange in the value of the mark.

Th(^ case just postulated, however, is also an extreme case.

The liuth about any particular country is somewhere between

the lirst case, vhere there was only one article of import and

export, end the second, in which wo tried to suppose that every-

thing on which money was Rt)ent responded perfectly to a w’orld

market price on which the inhuence of any one country was

ncgligil)lc. The price of milk and bricks and liay in Dresden, for

instance, would have to correspond witli the prices in Chicago,

for any givem value of the mark in dollars. In the former case

it was S(‘(.Mi that tliere might he great changes in the rate of

exchange without any appreciable correspondeiiee with a change

in the index-number of prices as a whole. In the latter ease

then? would be some approximation towards a corresponding

change in wholesale prices. %

It is obvious tliat the abstracting of all costs of transport

means ])()st ulating a state of things so imr(*al as to he praeticalh"

unimaginable. The true bearing of transport costs requires con-

sideration, whieli will be given later on. It may be useful, how'-

cver, to mention first of all some s])(*eial circumstances whieli

tend to prevent any close coiTespundence between the rise in the

index-numbers of prices, both wholesale and retail, and the fall

in the value of a paper mone.y, and we may take the German

mark as an illustration.

JSo far as retail prices are concerned, a considerable lag in

' Even L£ the hypothesis o£ no Iransporl costs applunl also to retail goods,

it would still be the ease that personal services were not tranafcrablo from country

to country, nor tiio uao of real property, if money incomes in marks were

unaltored, in tlio aggregate, tho index-number whicli was to register change in

the cost of living would havo to include services and routs.

No. 125.—VOL. xxxn. »
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time may be ex])ccted between a fall in the value of the mark

due to circumstances connected with foreign trade and a change

in German retail prices. This would not be the case, however, if

the sequence of events were as it is represented by those who

make everything turn upon currency inflation. From that point

of view we should expect to find, with increasing volumes of

marks being issued, no effect in the direction of depreciation in

the exchange value of the mark until first of all money incomes

in Germany had risen, causing additional demand for goods,

including foreign goods. The increase of retail demand sliould

be, either the first event in the sequence, or at least contem-

poraneous with the otlier events.

With respect to w^holesale prices, there aie several circum-

stances not yet mentioned which tend to prevent close corre-

spondence between the rise in their index-number and the fall in

the mark.

In the first xdacc, there lias been and still is a substantial

amount of Government control of prices. It is extremely diificult

in looking through lists of German j^rices to know how far they

represent really free market conditions. In the second place,

even where Government control is not exercised, there is a great

deal of control by syndicates—far more than in this country.

Thirdly, there are restrictions on exports of many materials. If

a Loncloji dealer calculates that at the day's quotation of the

mark and of the price of some material as quoted in Hamburg in

marks, it would pay to use his English money to buy that material,

it docs not follow that he can do it witli any real advantage,

because he may not have the ability, if necessary, to bring the

goods to London and sell them for pounds sterling. The fact of

these restrictions is one circumstance which helps to render

possible such rapid changes in the value of the mark as occurred

in the autumn of 1921.

Independently of restrictions on trade and price control, how-

ever, there has to be considered also the inevitable and abiding

influence of cost of transport. Under a gold currency the cost of

transport of gold is not zero, and its existence allows of fluctuations

in exchange rates between the “ gold-i)oints.'’ What corresi)onds

to that under a regime of paper money ?

It is the cost of transport of goods of all kinds—from platinum,

for which that cost per unit of value is very small, to land, for

which it is infinite.

Associated with this is the fact that there are likewise costs

of internal transport within each country, but for the moment
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we can leave that out of account and consider Haniburg, let us

say, as equivalent to Germany and London as equivalent to the

British Isles.

Let us siip2>f).se that in an initial state of equilibrium wool is

one of the articles which is inijKuted into (Jerniany from Lnglaiid,

and for simplicity we assume that “ wool ' stands for one homo-

geneous article. The German 2>rice is the Knglish price plus cost

of transport (it does not matter Avhether that cost is incurred in

marks or in pounds). Now siqqiose that under altered conditions

the value of the mark falls, but without any increase having

occurred in the volume of marks. Before this can have the

effect of reversing the direction of trade in wool, the change in

jiriccs must be such that the Knglish price exceeds the German

lirice by the cost of transxiort—that is, the underlying condition

even when time has Ix'en allowed for the incidental changes in

industrial organisation which this change would imply.

The question is further simj)lified if we assume that London

stands for the world at large and that the change in conditions

which has occurr(‘d is local to Germany and that Germany is

small relatively to the world at large. In that case, the price of

wool in ])ounds sterling will not be affected to any great extent.

The greater part of the change in price will be in the German

price, 'that must change, but not sinqffy in proportion to the

fall in the value of the mark. The change must be equivalent to

two opposite effects - (!) a rise iRoportionatc to the fall in the

value of the mark countiu’acted more or less by (2 )
a fall equivalent

to double the cost of transport of wool.

Jn actual conditions, for wool we must substitute numerous

kinds of wool, of yarn and of cloth, some of wdiich normallj’’ arc

sent from England to Germany and some in the reverse direction.

And there are all the other materials and articles and services

which enter into international trade. We can keep, however, to

the idea that “ wool ' stands for one of those which, \inder tlu^

altered conditions, would be changed from a (^Jerman import to a

(humaji export. Tlic change in its price must be compounded

of tw'o opposite tendencies, as shown. Tn other cases one may
siinj)ly have a cessation of import by (Germany witliout any

export. Tliat i*equires a rise in the tJerman price equivalent to

the drop in value of the mark eompounded with a fall equivalent

to at least once the cost of transport, but less tJiaii double that

cost. In other cases Germany still continues to be an importer

and the price in Germany must rise by at least as much as the

fall in the value of the mark.
D 2
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Even, therefore, if we confine our index-number of German

prices to goods entering into international trade, the net result

will be that it should be expected to rise by less than the extent

to which the mark has fallen, in so far as that fall has not arisen

solely through currency inflation.

If w’e approach nearer to actual conditions and recognise that

Germany is a large area, we may have, in the initial circumstances,

wool imported and taken both to Hamburg and to Dresden. As

the result of the fall in the value of the mark wool may cease to

be sent to Dresden, though still imported into Hamburg. Tlic

price in Hamburg must rise as mueli as the niark has fallen, but

in Dresdeji this will not be the case. Even, therefore, in the

case of articles which continue to be imported to some extent, an

average price, taken over the whole of Germany, will not show a

rise equal to the fall in the mark.

It is submitted, therefore, that Prof. Pigou's statement ^ of

tiic doctrine of purchasing power parities and of the eftccts of a

cause such as “ an alteration in comparative productive ellicicncy

or in comparative demand requires modification. The phras.’

“allowance being made for transport charges'’ is too brief to

bring out the importance of these charges as taking the place of

gold-points ” when one has to deal witli ])aper money. For

problems such as those under discussion it is not admissible to

abstract all transport charges. That is to rule out esse»)tial and

fundamental conditions, even if we are dealing with gold standards

only, but a forliort when we aie conctuned with pa})er money

and the connection between foreign excliange and index-numbers

of prices.

It is to be noted that it is not only the transport charges of

those goods for which these eharges are lightest relatively to

their value that come into play. Tin is a good instance of such

an article, but the restoration of the bahniee of trade need not be

brought about by a reversal of the moveniefit of such things as

tin. It happens that Germany must import tin. Its price must,

sooner or later, rise in marks in proportion to the fall in the

value of the mark, and so it happens to be the case also with

many of the analogous commodities.

To summarise the conclusions of this part of the argument,

they are that when a fall in the mark occurs from some cause

other than inflation of the volume of marks, (1) the index-number

even of articles and materials which continue to bo imported

should not be expected to rise by the full extent of the fall in

‘ Kconumh: Juurnal, Docoiubvr 1920, pp. 4G2, 403.
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the mark, if the index is an average of prices over the whole

Germany. (2) This is still more true of an inclex-niimbcr whicli

is an average of prices which include prices of things ceasing to

be imported or becoming exported instead of imported. (3) This

is still more true wlien things are included which arc too immobile

to bo included in international trade to any important extent.

When wc liave regard to an index-number of retail i)riccs, wo
have case (3) in a more extreme form. In S(j far as the mark
falls in value solely in consctpieiKJo of the kind of cause under

(‘-onsideration, there would bo no tendency for the index-number

of cost of living to rise in anything like the same ratitj. If tlie

incomes of the German public in marks is not increased, there

being, by hyj)othesis, no increase of money, the fall in the mark
I’aises prices of imported goods and materials, but in so far as

G(‘ijnan wages and salaries and profits enter into the cost of

]ji<Kluction of goods and services, there would be no increase of

pilces, and a sufficiently comprehensive index-number should

re 1 loot this fact.

Exception must be taken, therefore, to Prof. Pigou's state-

ment ^ that '*
if any cause, .such as an alteration in comparative

productive efliciency or in comparative demand, alters the relative

value of tlic things England imports and the things she exports,

and Jio other change occurs, the external and internal purcliasing

])owcr of sterling will remain unaltered.'’ If the change is

unfavourable, tlie ext(u nal ])urcliasing power slioiild fall relatively

to 1h(* internal purehasiug power.

'Die low value of external relativity to iulei’ual purchasing

])ower of continental currencies generally is, it is submitted, th(‘

effect of impoverishment and such as might be expected to result

fiom llic conditions brought about by the War, and may be

expected to cimtinue for a long time.

In the ease of the mark, the very severe (lepress’ion of the

exehangi' valui* may be, for the moment, largely broiiglit about

by bear speculation or tlie collapse of bull speculation. Pnefiy

it may be said that - every fall in the ([uotatioii makes the

balancing of payments in and out more and md less dilfimilt

v;ithin periods which are not long enougli to comprise extensivi'

changes in the structure of industry and commerce. The con-

ditions are extraordinarily favourable for periodieal iits of altci -

nating bull and bear speculation, and if these conditions are

^ lor. rit. p. 403.

* Vide Not© by tho writer in EcoNt>Mie Jock-val, March 1020, on “ Tlie

insfubiJity of Foreign Exchange.”
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likely to continue for a long time, it might have to be considered

whether, in spite of all the difficulties, some kind of control

designed to clieck such speculation might not be worth attempting.

A condition precedent would be, of course, the stopping of

further multiplication of the currencies. The bear speculators

would always come out best if furtlier floods of paper money

were always being produced. Given that this increase was

stopped, however, it might be possible to arrange for maintain-

ing a comparative degree of stability if the central banks of

Germany, France, etc., were to acquire holdings of sterling or

dollar securities or commercial paper whicli could be put on the

market whenever there was reason to believe that the exchanges

were being depressed unduly by mere speculation—that is to

say, when the situation was such, to put it in a brief phras(>i,

that the value of the mark was falling further just because it

had already fallen.

Complete stability of exchange rates, either by return to tlic

gold standard, or to the gold-cxcliange system as operated before

the War by a number of countries, can scarcely be expected for

a long time to come. A gradual approximation to stability may
prove feasible, however, by the method above indicated, once

the continued increase of currencies can be stopped.

C. F. BrCKEllDlKE



KNAPP’S I^HEOPvY OF MONEY '

Professor Knapp's lectures iu Berlin in 1895 had laid down
two leading principles : (1) that a country's money is what the

State accepts in payment at its own counters, ^ not simply what
is of general accei^tance among the people

; (2) that a particular

metal is selected for the standard of currency not from any

regard to the (qualities of metals, but with an eye to the better

control of exchanges with the commercially strongest foreign

States (see Preface, v, to 1st ed., 1005).

The i^rofessor developed these ideas further in his Chair at

Strasburg, and the first edition of his book is dated from that

city with the present title. He has become the chief spokes-

man of what is called inexactly the legal theory of money. The
adjective is inexact, because, though he indeed says, “ Money is

the creature of Jtight *’ {Rex^hti^, p. 276), it is government and

administration, the State and not tJic Statute Book, wliich he

regards as settling a country s money (pp. 95, 97, 105, 159).

The title is therefore best rendered "The Stale Theory of

Moiu\y.‘'

His attitude to the theory of currency is like that of Bagehot

to economics. As an Economist, Bagehot deliberately confined

himself to modern great industry and commerce without

denying the riglit of their predecessors to be studied, indeed

himself stud^nng them in another capacity. Professor Knapp
deliberately chooses (Preface v, 2; cf. p]>. 82, 201, 281) to

regard money as it now' is in fully developed civilisations,

wdthont denying that primitive man had means of exchange

worthy of study (c. j/. p]). 8, 23). In a c‘enturv when absolute

sovereignty is challenged on all sides, he contends that the pxjt

of the ruler decides what shall be the money of tlic country, the

money in which («) the State shall make its own payments

(“ apocentrically '), (h) the subjects shall make their payments to

the State (“ epicentrically and (c) their payments to one

* The Stxite Theory of ^loney {Staatlirhe Thenrie des Oeldes). By Gkoro

Frikdiuch Kn.^pp. (Dunckor and Humblot : Jrinii(*h and Leipzig. 1921. Third

Edition, revised and enlarged. Pp. viii -f 491.)

* Cf. pp. 87, 90, 121. Hut on p. I0.'>, middle, it is whnt the State pai/if out

(ef. pp. on, 07, US font).
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another (“ paracentrically ”) (p. 86). He gets to the heart of his

subject by considering (p. 9, cf. VT.) what is implied in “ means of

payment/’ and he finds the most fruitful clement is the notion

of Debt and Obligation, indispensable in all business. Money
is necessary because obligations incurred in tlie past must bo

met in the future, and it is the part of the State to provide the

appropriate instrument, wliich may be this metal or tliat metal,

or (it may be) paper and no metal at all (p. 52; cf. ])p. 42, 43).

In a cliange from one to another, say from silver to gold, the

old units of value arc preserved in order that the obligations

may be evidently maintained
;

if a man owed five pounds before',

he owes five pounds now (cf. p. 47). Our author has not much

sympatliy for sulferers by alteiud value; they must be prepared

for the chapter of accidents like other mortals (pp. 12, 14 -17,

195, 443). The essence of the change of standards is the pre-

servation and transfer of the obligation, which during tlie

process of change is disembodied, existing only in a con-

dition of “ Nominality (p. 21). Alost Germans would have

said “ Ideality, “ for the process is like that of translation

from one language into another; to translate is to transfer;

and, during the translation, the transferred subject of the

change, for the moment disembodied, is lud the words but

the meaning. In the change of standard this disembodied

meaning (in Professor Knapp's opinion) thrown light on the whole

mystery of money. Later, he finds help in a similar disem-

bodiment, the bare form of “payment,’' which is tiu* h'gal

transfer of claims and counter-claims, expressed in units of valiu;

(p. 138). Honey is essentially no metal but a *’ clnii tal
' creation

of authority (pp. 20, 26, 31, etc.). The State' finds itself in

surroundings made for it by history, tradition and custom.

It acts according to its lights, which are sometimes v(*ry ijii-

perfcct (p. 172). In the discussion of monetary tln'ory, there-

fore, though money is of politic^al origin, j)olitics should Ix' ex-

cluded so far as may be (pp. 447
;

cf. j). 101, et(t.). Hence tlu'H'

is only a brief accoimt of bimetallism (p. 101 ,scry.). He finds in it

a good illustration of bis State theory. TJiere is always one of tln^

tw^o metals really the standard, the one in W'hieh the State ( ic. f ;

to pay its own obligations. The chosen money has then (In

his phraseology) the position of “valutary” money, the other

being “ accessory, ’ in which the subjects may pay if they like

(pp. 94, 97, 105; cf. 305).^ In ordinary language, botli gold

^ English Treasury Hills being receivable in i)iiyinent of taxes might pre-

sumably bo elaased as “accessory.’*
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and silver money would be legal tender, but, when the State pays

only in one, that one thereby becomes the standard money of

the country. The State is most inllucneed in its choice by the

example of its commercially strongest neighbour. If countries

had no need of foreign loans, they might, like England, imitate

nobody (pp. 259, 201, 278); but the continental States in their

own interest have followed Ihiglisli example and adopted the

gold standard. Each State deals in a sovcu’cign manner with

its OAvn “ chartal money, but cannot so deal with that of any

other State. It may light this difficulty by treaties and by

unions, such as the Cermaii-Austrian Monetary Union of 1857

(j)j). 252, 3110), the Latin Union, and (‘veu the German Empires

itself with its removal of Particiilarist currencies (p. 341
;

cf.

p. 331). Apart from these it Jiandles inter-state relations, on

serious occasions (p. 242), by what our author calls exo-

dromic" policy, a policy seeking to improve tiic position of its

curreuc}' among foreign currencies (p. 238). He concedes that,

wdiere Hie related States have a common metallic standard,

ordinary short-lived fluctuations regulate themselves auto-

malically ; but he thinks that, where tlicre arc signs of a long-

continued depression of our money in the fonngn exchanges,

there should be inierventioii (pp. 242-3, 257). So England

intervenes with the Hat(' of Discount
:

professedly to guard its

reserves, really to keep up the par of its money (p. 244). This is

not to be (*alled a metallic par; it results from general trade,

not the trade in metals alone, and from delil)erate ]H)lic.y (p. 209;

cf. p. 211). So Austria fnmi 1S94 regularly formed a store of

bills oil England, whicli it sold at par whiMi the exchange was

below' par.^ So Eussia about the same time (1894) supplied its

banking agents in Lei’lin with a stoi'k of roubles and marks,

with instruetiuns, when exehange fell below the par of 2*10

marks per rouble, to oiler 2-l() marks I'or roubles brought to

them, and, wlien exehange rosi' above 2*1(), to oiler roubles at

that figure of 2-10 (j)]). 248, 249). Ijike the
'

dollar ill 1918, this last proceeding was at the expense of the

taxpayer. In AustiLa the proceedings were at the expense of the

Dank, in England at the expense of the world of business (j). 251).

It would be better to be so strong eouimeieially that we need no

* P. 24(). 8oo Mr. «l. ^t. Koyiius, Jmlian ( urnm ii anil Fiiianrr, 1012. p. 24 :

“ 111 tlio third qiuirtt'r of llMl tho Bank plmvd not loss than i'l.000,000 uoitJ)

of gold bills at tho disposal of the Aiistro-llungaria.n inarkot in order to support

oxelningo.” Cf. ib., pp. 28, 23. Sco also Iu onomio Joi rnal, Juno PJOy (articles

of Mr. Conant and llorr v. Misi-s).
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such sacrifices
;
and for this wo need a firm commercial policy;

mere monetary regulation will not go to the root of the matter

(p. 252). But it will go fortlicr than most people think. Our

author tries to show that in the gold and silver markets its

scarce-suspoctod presence animates the whole (pp. 210-2110).

First of all, consider two extreme assumptions : (1) That the

gold standard has been adopted everywhere. Then silver be-

comes a more metal, like lead or tin, tlie price of which depends on
‘‘ supply and demand,’’ and the use of it is left to the arts entirely

(pp. 210 7). (2) That only one country, say India, clings to the

silver standard, that there are no arts in competition with the

Mint, and tliat therefore the only employment of silver is in

the coinage. London is the great silver market of the world.

The price of silver, then, is determined by the Anglo-Indian

exchange, in short by purely" monetary causes (pp. 21 7- S).

As a matter of fact (he says) neither hypothesis is true; but

the second is the nearer to the truth, for, under free coinage, the

Mints dominaie the markets, not the markets the Mints. Kven

in presence of a gigantic disturbance of normality like the great

increase of tJic prcjduction of gold in California and Australia,

the machinery by wliich the [)rico of gold is lo\v<‘red and of silver

raised is the foreign exchanges, and this means “ exodromic

policy. ' In India, for example, the Mutiny of 1S57 -8 created

a State need for rupees without end, and the pricie of the rupee

rose, followed by the jirice of silver generally (pp. 22()-7). “It

was not the dear silver that made the rupee rise; it was the

dear rupee that made the silver rise ” (p. 227). After the adoption

of the gold standard by so many States in 1871 fi, the ])osition

of India was weaker; India and Mexico were the only main-

tainers of the silver standard, (hina (we are startled to iiear)

need not be considered (p. 229). Free coinage gives a lowest

limit of market price, and the cessation of it in so many countries

would tend to a lower price for silver even if there had been no

increased production from the mines (p. 228). In 1893, when
there was suspension of free coinage in India, the want of the

lowest limit was soon felt. The case was the reverse of the case

in 1857, whcji rupees must be got at whatever cost. In order

now (after 1893) to pay pensions and interest, it is the sovereigns

that must be got at any price, even if the weekly drafts go below

the figure fixed in 1893. From being a buyer the Indian Govern-

ment has become a seller of rupees (pp. 231-2; cf. p. 233).

Though the condition of trade and commerce contributed to

the depression, it is the new' monetary situation wdneh explains
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why the rupeo went to such depths so often and remained there

so long (p. 233).

These are eases where Professor Knapp himself allows that

the fiat of Government can do nothing; it cannot lay down
the law for foreigners. Contrariwise, liis critics would admit

that within each State legal tender money cannot be so without

the imprimatur of the State, and in this sense it is open to the

author to declare that no money is money but what the State

chooses. But in spite of a strong assertion (p. 280; cf. p. 68)

that the rule of custom is over, it turns out that the State more
often follows its subjects in this matter than leads them, giving

a desirable thougli sometimes reluctant ratilication to the claims

of commerce and custom (cf. p. 06). The i\umismatist's doctrine

that the rule of tradition and custom prev^ails nowhere so obsti-

nately as in types of coins is no doubt not decisive of the larger

question. But modern history tells of “ currency zones ” and

of an invasion of dollar currency in Nortli America, spreading

from the islands to the ends of the earth and forcing its w^ay into

legal re(?ognUion. The Maria Theresa dollars persist in Abyssinia,

the rupee persists in India. Government may indeed control

the money that figures in foreign exchanges, and credit itself

with having led its people, when really (as our author often

tells us) following the example of foreign States. Within its

own borders it seems to some of us not more but less free to

modify things as they are.

Passages might be quoted {e,g, pp. 1
, 178, 201, 248) to show

that Professor Knapp is substantially at one with orthodox

economists in currency policy and practice. His par of exchange,

though not to be called a metallic par, coincides therewith.

Even liis plea for paper money does not involve heresies in

practice. He is fond of disguising his own orthodoxy by pre-

ferring Jiew names to old, and new reasons to old. Jomini said

that the ^loscow army was “ destroyed not by the cold but by

the commander.'’ A conjunction of causes is surely conceivable,

whether in politics or in economics, as our autlior himself

has warned us (p. 446, foot). But he usually suggests that the

new reason is enough by itself, and the old may be set aside.

He is not a Bimetallist
;
he is not a Metallist at all (p. 7 ;

cf

.

pp. 101, 235). Gresham's Law is to him a half-truth (pp. 147-8,

but see p. 77, top); for example, paper does not displace metal

because it is the worse driving out the better, but because the

State has made it the better. It might he replied tliat the State

chose it because it u as the cheaijer.
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In the new order of things after the War (p. 362) he foresees

no reign of mere paper, but a righne of domestic jiapcr under a

Gold Exchange standard. Ho thinks, however, that both the

laity and the economists liave wrong ideas ahout paper money.

Bank notes, he saj^.s, are not rightly taken as promises to pay,

and an inconvertible note is not a thing of notlung (p. J20).

The notes are not money unless the State says tlu^y are (]). 121),

and tlicy would be, if ])romise8 at all, promises to j>ay the legal

tender money of the country, whieli, if Stale will, miglit bo

simjdy paper (p. IIS). A bank-note is iin ollicial instrument

for making payments to the Bank itself; and this fiuudion

survives even when redemption ceases (pj). IIS, 120 ). 1'lie note

is a till-Avarrant {Kasscn-scheia) of tiie Jlank. becojuing money

wJien so proclfiinicd. Tlie Slate in standing behind th(» banks

has made them privileged beyond other forms of “ (•a[)italisni
’

in sure hope of service in return (p]). 1 23, 1 2S). Th(> old Hamburg

Giro (or Transfer) Bank gives a useful hint. Its customers were

depositors who drew on their deposits by orders of transfer ifi

payment of creditors who were also de])0 '^itoi's. In this private

Paying-club {Zahhje}ne{ thschaft, p. 135) theie was evem created

a new unit of value, in the marc l)aneo. 2s o moiuy passed

;

payment did not mean a transfer of gold or silver or a/iy othei*

“thing*' (pp. 131, 133). The State, too. is a Pitying Society en i

can effect transfers Avitliout “ things **
(p. 13S). Payment is

essentially the legal transfer of claims and counter-claims in

units of valiK* (//>., cf. j). 21). The money itself n(‘(Ml not pass;

and all that is left to pa.ss is the paynumt itsedf, an ohligatioii

expressed in units of value (p. 142). V"alu(‘ itself is not discussed.

Professor Kna])p stands perhaps alom^ in pr(‘s{‘nting a th(*orv of

money without a theory of value. 1’he probhuu, Ia‘ says, is a

“ shoreless sea '

(p. 440), and is hest left to economies (p. 437)

from which, therefoi'c, w(; are to understand monetary th(‘oiy

can be safely detached. ( Yiticisin of indc'x numbers is begun bn

|

not pursuefi, for llic same rea.son (p. 441). In oui* author s vi(‘W

his subject belongs rather to polities than to ])olitical economy.

He does not, however, find much comfort in ])olities, and the

action of the State, for exarnphg in (‘ansing revolutions in prices

is not praised (p. 44.S). Ju spite of his self-d(mying ordinances,

he gives us oeeasifujal critici.sm.s of ])olitical economy. We ar(^

told, for example, that the Quantity theory of money is of little

value. By that theory tlic Californian gold afh^cted prices by so

increasing English money that the exchange against silver countries

was made to fall (p. 22o). Our author, without questioning
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the result, thinks the process of arriving at it was probably quite

different ; that the acquirers of the new gold, seeking investment

for it, found the rate of interest higher in the silver countries,

especially (Germany in the ’fifties, and sent their gold thither

for investment, say in German State loans (p. 225), thereby

raising the rate of exchange in favour of the silver countries.

The theory (wliich is Ricardo’s) that the par of excliange is

restored by the diminished money of one country being re-

plenished from another is an amateur's theory {i-olliy Jaic'uhaft,

]). 241 : ef. ])p. I131), 240, 381). Professor Knapp usually answers

an o]}posing tlieory by setting u]) his own against it. This

Avonid l)e ([uite fair, if his own covered as much ground as the

otlier, whieli is not always the case. He sometimes leav(‘s us

with tiu* feeling that he has made his own tlieorv plausible by

narrowing the iiekl of ditticulties.

On the other hand, he has been too much blamed for his

terminology, lie adopts it for brevity and clearness of state-

numt (Preface, vi, 1905), and finds that (ho want of it may have

led to mistako in policy (pp. 10, 108, 340, etc.). He does not

try the ])aticnce of his readers nearly so much as Bentham and

Herbert Mpencei’ in tlu‘ir later days, ami bis own countryman

Krauso all his clays. Some of his new terms (say exodromic and

accessory) may l>i'eoine .:s familiar as oiiJ i(y and (piiddity. All arc

derived from Latin or (Jrec'k Avords Avitli their meaning iji their

face or not far to seek. Ibit it is not an example to bo generally

folloAV(‘d. Few learned men ean be safely trusted with the

invention of a ncAv language'.

He says himself (Preface, viii, Daiiiisladi, 1921) that in

teaching he iisiudly begins Avith the liistorioal part of his book.

It covers Knglaud, France, (Jermany. .\uslria (283-40.’)). and is

a masterly sketch, Avitli many fresh inehicnts. We read, for

example, that, Avhen free coinage of silver Avas suspended in

Austria, for the geiK'ial pu])lie in 1879, the (JoAd’iiment went

on coining from the product of its oAvn siHer mines, which

naturally came to it clieap (p, 384). We read also in an

A})pendix (pp. 400-30) the full story of the Austrian Custcmis

duties, which Avere Ainder a special monetary arrangement from

1854 to 1900.^ At the lime of the Crimean War, to raise silver

money for 2)ayment of interest on a foreign loan (\Adiere the

lenders could not be expected to take paper) tlic Government,

exacted all Customs dues in silver pieces of the agreed standard

* Tho heading of tho Hcction sny.s 11100, hnt lh<' stalon\onl on ]). 410 gives

tho lator dale explicitly.
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of tiu* IVIoiK'lary Convention betweeJi Austria and Prussia, ail

inland taxation being satisfiable in paper. Austrian importers

were thus driven to purciiase silver with paper, thereby sending

up the papc*r price of silver. This agio on silver encouraged

exports while the silver dues discouraged imports, a j<hni result

possibly desired on the principles of Mercantilism (pp. 410-11).

Gold displaced silver in 1878. Customs payments thereafter

must be made in gold pieces duly coined ad hoc by the Austrian

Mint, though equivalents in German or other gold were

accepted. The unit of value Avas called the gold gulden
'

(pp. 41.‘b 4 IT), 118). The arrangounejit was really a second

sj^stem of ciirieiK^x'
;

and to our author it is an instance of

“ Synchartism ’ or tw'o standards at once (p. 417). Perhaps

we have no close parallel. In one respect the regulations j^re-

vailing in (‘anada before the War for the chartered Banks supply

an analogy. The banks paid for their supplies of Dominion

notes and token money in gold, which went into the reserves of

the Finance Department.

TJie ‘‘ Syiichartism * in Austria seems to have lasted till

1906 (p. 419). It is common knowledge that the gold standard

of 1892 had not satisfied expectations. After 1892, gold was

Ijrocured by a foreign Gold Loan and coined into gold pieces,

not for issue but as a reserve against the State notes (pp. .‘191,

394). The exchanges remained unfavourable, especially with

Germany, for commercial reasons, in spite of the full covering

of the notes (pp. 39“), 39(i) ; and a decree of 1899 redeemed the

notes, not with the gold pieces but with silver coin, .solid and

satisfactory (p. 398). The Stale notes disappeared in favour of

ordinary Bank-notes (p. 399). Afl(*r 1900 the domestic money
of Austria, in spite of the legislation of 1892, was notes and
silver (p. 402). The foreign policy above dt'seribed (sec also

pp. 430, 431, 433) kept the Austrian money at par abroad

(p. 402). Austria, in fact (to u.se common language), had slipiJed

into the Ciold Exchange .stajulard, where it stayed till the war

(l^p. 404 fool, 436). Gold pieces were issued tentatively; but

there was no evitlent desire for them (p. 426; cf. p. 428). They
came back to the banks, like the Canadian gold pieces of

1912-4.

Professor Knaj)p s history of the currencies is full of instruc-

tion, not only in regard to (iermaiiy, Prance and Austria, but
even in regard to our own country. He regards our system of

gold currency before the War as exemplary (p. 298). Most of

tile book was written before the War, or he would not have said
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that there have never been State notes in England (p. 292).

What he says of the Germany of 1914 applies to the England of

1922—that coining of gold was not stopped, but the permission

was a dead letter, for private persons were not allowed to handle

it with the old freedom (p. 360).

J. Bonar



RECONSTRUCTION AND MONETARY REFORM

Dt^rixo the war, and for some while after, high hopes were

nursed and bold schemes formed of reconstruction.'’ Reformers

had tlie briglit vision of a new world, diiroring from the old, wlierc

the ago-lojig j)nzzles that had given pain and Iwought strife

would be happily resolved amid general consent. Tlie sequel has

been disappointing, and one reason can be found in the fact that,

while the loss of lile and health, tlealt pitilessly by the conflict,

could be seen at once, the ^sonomie blow of the enormous wastes

of wealth was not felt till afterwards. We can, for example,

appreciate now how capital was consumed and not replaced,

past, present, and, to some extent, ev(?n future, savings being

exhausted, and, by modern ways of banking, the resources of

credit were miraculously stretched to extreme limits. The

consequent lack of means availabk? for cosily reform is disagreeably

manifest.

It has also become transparent that, though the path pursued

may have been in some countries novtdly indirect, belligerents,

and even neutrals, in this, as in previous wars, sought the ambiguous

aid of the "printing press' to meet their big outlay, raising

“ forced loans by paper i.ssiies “ inconvertible " in fact if not

in name. They have l;een no more successful than tlu'ir predeces-

sors ill escaping the result of inflated prices and lliuduating

exchanges. There can remain no dould that the wauls, inevitable

or aggravated, of the Avar have brought turmoil or havoc to

currencies in most lands, and that in tiiis crucial ])art of economic

business some rccoustr’ is imperatively needed. It must

perforce be attempted: but it should save rather than entail

fresh expense. As usually happens, however, at such junctures,

monetary debate is haunted by the noisy presence of crazy

charlatans or honest self-deceivers, with theii’ bloun bubbles of

credit-mongering or new or old juggling of clastic i)aper. Yet

the season is opportune for fastening attention on a remedy that,

aiming at final and large improvement, could be applied with

less friction and more benefit at such a time than wlien familiar

monetary arrangements had been exhibiting normally ordinary

behaviotu*.
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We refer to the design to ‘‘ stabilise the general price-level

without fixing individual prices,” to which Professor Irving Fisher

has for many years devoted great ability, keen logic and wide

knowledge. He has made thereon many contributions, as

English students are gratefully aware, to learned special periodical

and popular magazine and newspaper. The bibliography sup-

plied in his last book upon the subject, entitled Stabilizing 1 he

Dollar^ which was published in New York in 1920, demonstrates

the extent and character of that re-polishing work, and exhibits

also its respectable lineage, deriving from the direct anticipations

of the American astronomer and economist, Newcomb, and our

own veteran teacher, Dr. Marshall. For it is no wild empty
theorising. On the contrary, much of its solid strength is got

fi’om concrete cognate experiment. In the book referred to we
think that the claim is justified that no difficulty has been hid,

no criticism shirked, and no objection blufled. The statement

seems complete, and, for ourselves, we have not found any

imbridgcd gap or tlircatening fiaw. To that book in particular

we would accordingly direct the readers of the Economic Journal
for a full detailed study : now and here we would briefly recall

the outstanding features of the scheme, and adduce a few of the

main n^asons for wliich, as we judge, it merits the prompt close

attention of financial statesmen and Treasury officials, of expert

bankers and professional economists, as well as of the general

]>ublic. We l)elieve that essentially it is so simple and convincing

that ** he who runs may read.”

We will quote the neat summary of the fj^ithor, reminding our

readers that, while he is concerned with the standard of his own

nation, the remedy, used independently b^ any single country,

can of course stabilise the pound, for example, no less surely than

the dollar. It is, like most notable discoveries once they are

made, by no means recondite. “ The real culprit, ’ the Professor

observes, “ being the dollar, the real j’emedy is to fix
'*

its ” pur-

ciiasing power.” At present it is a *’ unit of weight masquerading

as a unit of value.” ” We have a gold dollar of constant weight

and varying purchasing-power: we need a dollar of constant

imrchasing-powcr and therefore of varying m eight :

” “ Abolish,
’

therefore, he declares, ‘‘ gold coin, redeeming certificates in bullion

only; establish an index number; adjust the dollar's weight by

tlie deviation of this index number from ])ar
;
charge a brassage

fee, and never at any one time alter the dollar's weight more than

that : keep the gold standard of unrestricted deposit and redemp-

tion, and keej) a sound banking system.” Such is the broad

No. 125.—VOL. XXXII. ®
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plan slunmarisod aptly in tlie briefest terms. It should be noted

(1) that the brassage fee and the limit of the change up or down

made at any one time to a less amount than that are addenda to

the original Kschemc to meet the menace of speculation
; (2) that

unrestricted deposit and redemption imply convertibility of paper

currency and free mintage, with automatic international movement

of bullion; and (3) that the plan docs not pretend to diminish or

remove the need for sound, safe banking.

What are the main powerful arguments in its behalf, and what

is their present relevance ?

First and foremost, we imagine, nobody would deny the

supreme benefit of equipoise, and the considerable harm of

instability, in the monetary standard. That lesson has been

driven home of late. But it is, or it should be, an anachronism

that labour “ unrest ' be allowed to hinge on speculation in

gold-mining or depend on metallurgical invention. TIic “ unit

of money,'’ the Professor justly remarks, “ is the only inconstant

unit we have left in civilisation,'' and it “ is a survival of barbar-

ism.’’ While wc remember that changes in the ])rico level an?

not wholly due to monetary causes, and that the (uodit cycle
”

is a known characteristic of modern trade, wc are not concerned

to dispute the plea that the “ great bulk of alniost all " such

changes can be ascribed to ‘‘ money, deposits, and their velocities,’’

and it follows that the chief cau.scs of the variations in the pur-

chasing-power of money arc to be found in the money itself.

Adjustment, too, such as that coiitempJated, to the general

movement of prices reflected in tlu^ index numlxu’ wcrnld correct

whatever influence, credit or other, to which such movement
might be due. The resultant evils now |)rodueed arc; great. They
are worse because they are subtly insidious. (h>ld, vulgarly

deemed unchanging, is (miy stable in terms cjf itself, ('ontraets

upset, the slow adjustment of salaricvs, wages, and rates lixed by

law or custom, the unpopularity of the alterations most needed,

like rents or railway fares, cause obvious inconvenience; and

bad remedies arc sought and seized in ignorance, unjust suspicions

and class hatred arc begot, and partial inadequate diagnoses

formed, based on “ profiteering," jniddlemcn and what not.

A second group of arguments confirms the first. The sub-

stantial merits and the possible defects of the remedy proposed have

become more exactly understood during the last quarter of a

century or so. The special instrument for measuring aberrations

of unstable money funiishcd by the index number has in our

day alone been scientifically studied, its precise valiu^ ascertained
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and its true capacity probed and gauged, (^orrecjtivc measures

have also been devised and applied. It has been extensively

used in actual practice for wage-adjustment during the war and
afterwards in our own country, and, though it must be admitted

that it has not been immune from <acuto, and sometimes adverse,

criticisms by expert authorities and by the lay public, its broad

sufficiency for the end in view, and its adaptability, have, wo
think, been established. What is even more important, as wo
judge, is the notable addition made to monetary practice,

necessitating, we suggest, an entire fresh eliapter of monetary

theory, by recent experiments. They liave on the whole won
a success whicli was not originally considered likely to ensue,

strained though they latterly have Ix^en by the severe abnormal

pressure of the war. For such expedients as the gold-exchange

standard in India and elscwlu're, described lucidly and instruc-

tively by Dr. Kemmerer and Mr. Keynes, prompt the inference

that, if silver or paper can thus be kept on a ])arity with gold,

the varying of the mint pric.'o of gold itself in accord with the

iiulex number might similarly be employed to ensure agreement

of the basic unit of values used with a goods standard.*' Wo
doubt wheth(‘r the full pertinence of these experiments has yet

been n^alised in many (piarters. To this it may now surely

be added that the smootli initiation, and warm welcome, of

“daylight saving ' afford independently, as Professor Irving

Fisher (jogontly ma’mtains, a compelling poinilar illustration of

what can be done hy suitable deviee to {lugment enjoyment with-

out occasioning serious iueonvetiienco or engendering unreason-

able alarm, 'riie analogy is a])t.

Thirdly and lastly, we would urge that the particular momtmt
is not unfit for tlic introduction of the eliange. The situation

resembles that obtaining when l^icardo, ])utting forward his pro-

posal for an economical and secure currency, set a pattern followed

after a century or so in the gold-exchange standard. Now, as

at the close of the Napoleonic war, the adjusting process recom-

mended could obviously be put to Mork, and would continue

operating, with more facility and less notice, when gold coins

are generall}’’ disused, and paper suhstitiites have become com-

monly familiar. Tliere would be no need for altering the habits,

and in consequence there should be no fear of shaking the

confidence, of plain humble folk, while the great upheaval of

prices that is now causing world-wide discontent must strengthen

with informed exports the argument, always powerful, for

stability, and the prevailing mood favouring “ reconstruction
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accords rather than conflicts with the advocacy of this special

change in a dominant department of our economic life.

For on the sure, smooth revolution of the mechanism of the

currency the prosperous advance of industry and commerce

is dependent, and a bad or an imperfect monetary system saps

the vitals of a nation's trade as it impairs the equity of bargains.

We cannot but bo confident that, in some such direction as

Professor Irving Fisher points, the desired stability of the

monetary standard will eventually be gained. He distinguishes

three “ milestones ” on liis road. The first is the general

support of economists,” and that he claims he has passed. The

second, which he hopes is now being left behind, is the “ general

approval of the business and industrial world.’’ The tliird and

last is the adoption of this or of some similar j)lan by men in

political life. It is a tolerably certain sign of progress when tiin

Times at the conclusion of a leading article, refers, as the other

day, to a goods standard, like that urged and explained by the

Professor, as undoubtedly entitled to a place in the discussion of the

omitted present currency situation. It should not, v e believe, be

from the programme, supported influentially, of rchaliilitatiou

of the gold standard
;
and for that reason we have been anxious

to discharge the duty here of pressing, with all the earnestness at

our command, on the readers of the Kooxomio Journal the

careful study and friendly scrutiny of Professor Irving Fisher’s

scheme as set forth in rounded mature shape in the special book

to wdiich we liave referred.

L. L, Prk L



MR. AND i\IRS. WEBB ON CONSUMERS’ CO-OPERATION i

In The Consumers' Co-operative MoremeM Mr. and Mrs. Webb
have added yet anotlier important work to their wonderful series

of social studies. TIjero is the same clear arrangement, the same
power of lucid narrative, the same mastery of detail and boldness

of generalisation that distinguish sirmi Democracy and its

numerous companion volumes. It is not necessary to agree with

the authors’ conclusions or analj^ses—and, indeed, there is much
w ith which tlie present writer does not agree—in order to recognise

the high service that they liave rendered, and are still rendering,

to social science. Economists of a different school, or, more

properly, a different method of economic thought, will not be

the last to offer their tribute of respectful congratulation.

I he Consumers' Co-operat!re Morenient is divided into six

chapters, entitled respectively. The Co-o2)erative Store, Fetleral

Institutions, The Co-operative Emplo3X'es, The Effect upon the

Co-operative Movement of the Great War, Some Remediable

Defects and Shortcomings in the Consumers' Co-operative Move-

ment and The Future of Consumers’ Co-o2)eration. The dis-

cussion is concerned in the main with the retail stores and the

two Wholesales, together with their as.sociated productive depart-

ments and establishments in England and Scotland. Very little

is said of the various purchasers' associations to bo found among
the farmers of Ireland anti the Continent. It is recognised that,

from one point of vicw% these might properly be regarded as

instances of consumers' co-operation, but for Mr. and Mrs. Webb
the essential note of the co-operative movement is the exclusion

of
2)rivate prolit-making, and these associations, valuable as

they arc acknowdedged to bo, do not pass that test. The authors'

analysis rests ut^oii a sharp distinction between production for

use ” and “ production for prolit.” That distinction is plausible,

but, as I think, in the main illusory. There is not really much
to choose between a person—or group of persons—who gets

bread by making it himself and one who gets it by making boots

^ The Consumers* Co-operative. Movement, By Sidney and Beatrice Webb.

(Longmans. 1921. Pp. 604. Price 18#.)
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for sale at a profit and buying bread with the proceeds. Each

alike aims at securing the things he wants; the fact that the

process of doing this has a money stage in it for one of them and

not for the other is not fundamental. Nobody, of course, would

suggest that the distinction has no importance. In some cir-

cumstances, particularly when monopoly is present, it is very

imj^ortant indeed. But Mr. and Mrs. Webb, and some others

who follow them, claim for it a dominant 2)lacc that not all

economists would be willing to concede.

The device of tlie dividend on purchase has social and economic

consequences that have often been described. In this work,

however, especial stress is laid upon its effect on the constitution

of co-operative societies. It is a potent engine for securing

complete democracy of ownersliip and control—and a democracy,

moreover, that remains always open to new-comers. Thus, since^

members are tinaficially interested in their capacity as purchasers

and not as shareholders, and since the amounts of their jmrehases

vary, there is no })racticable alternative to one man (or woman)

one vote. On this basis all the recent diwelopments of con-

stitutional form that have accompanied the enormous expansion

in the scale of the co-operators' woik have been built up. One

im2X)rtant characteristic in wliich up-to-dale societies differ from

earlier ones is in tlu' greater continuity of office secured to the

committee of management. In om^ society (the Royal Arsenal

Co-oi)erative Society) the old committee has given i)lace to a

whole-time directorate of s(‘ven [persons each paid £100 a y(‘ar.

“ This transformation of the executive, in a few of the largest

societies, from a eomniittt'c paid only by fees to a small number

of full-time salaried oliicers is, perhaps, tht; most momentous of

the changes that are now taking place in the constitution of the

co-operative societies (p. 35). 1'he large size of many of the

societies has also made necessary some modification in the method

of election and of mcTubers’ meetings. The device has been

invented of a series of divisional gatherings, all of which are

legally part of a single members' meeting, before all of which

identical resolutions and amendments are placed, and the votes

obtained added together to produce a decision. In rare cases

there is a provision for votes to be taken by ballot without

attendance at meetings. There is also to be descried by the

discerning student “ a first beginning, in the co-operative society,

of the characteristic organ of BritisJi political d(jmocracy, the

elected representative assembly, intcTimnliatc^ between the

electorate and the executive ’’
(p. 59).
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A very important feature of the co-operative stores in their

original form was the practice of devoting a part of the accruing

surplus to common purposes of a non-economic character. The

educational work of the societies has been in part superseded by

the universal State provision of elementary education and the

widespread provision by local authorities of evening classes and

free libraries. But there is still much that co-operators can do.

In the big stores, ‘‘ above the tiers of retail departments and

showrooms there will usually be a great assembly liall for the

meetings, lectures and entertainments, to which the members

resort. . . . There may even be smoking-rooms and billiard-

rooms, and certainly a lending library. . . . Not yet common,

but now increasingly prevalent, is the maintenance of a country

mansion for the use of the members with extensive gardens and

playing-lields " (pp. 78 82). These services for the common
good are not, however, made use of by more than a very small

proportion of the jnom])ers. There is a tendency in some societies

to cut tliem down. There is uncertainty of aim and infirmity

of purpose in educational work and a certain intellectual dead-

ness. To the great majority of the members the societies are

merely dealers in household supplies and the source of dividends

on purchases. Here Mr. and Mrs. Webb regretfidly record

“ arrested devtdopment.
'

The Chapter on Federal Institutions is largel}’^ concerned with

the English and Scottish Wholesales, whkdi together supply the

stores with about five-eighths of all the goods they distribute. It

desciribes their productive operations at home and abroad, and

explains incidentally the comparative failure of the attempt to

e.stablish a co-ojjerative shipping fleet. “ Experience taught the

clirectors that, whilst they could economically arrange for imports,

they are not ofttai in a position to make up full expt)rt cargoes,

and the co-operative fleet has sunk down to four vessels and ten

lighters ” (p. 107). The constitution of the Wholesales follows

closely that of the stores, but the voting power of the stores that

are members varies with the amount of purchases that they make.

Alongside of tin* Wholesale is the (V)-operative Union, ' which

summons and manages the Uo-operative Congresses. Mr. and

Mrs. Web!) consider it desirable that this body should become

explicitly a federation of consumers' societies only, instead of

also embracing, as it now does, associations of workers organised

as producers. This, of course, is an opinion which many friends

of co-operation would oppose; holding that consumers' associa-

tions should frankly ally themselves with, and lend their strength
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to help, these weak but socially valuable forms of workpeople’s

effort.

Chapter III on the Co-operative Employees and Chapter IV

on the effect of the Great War contain much interesting material,

upon which lack of space forbids comment here. In Chapter V,

under the headifi^Kcmediable Defects and Shortcomings, Mr. and

Mrs. Webb advance, as friendly critics, a series of practical

suggestions. In the final chapter, on the future of consumers’

co-operation, they touch in part on ground already covered in

A Constitution for the Socialist Commonwealth of Great Britain,

The keynote is struck early : Unless we completely misinterpret

the essential groundswell of British democracy, it is this con-

sumers' co-operation, in its twofold form of voluntary associations

of members (in what we now know as the Co-operative Society)

and obligatory association of citizens (in Local Government)— in

organic connection with an equally ubiquitous organisation of the

producers by hand or by brain (in Trade Unions and Professional

Associations)—which will contribute the greater part of the new

social order that is destined very largely to suporsede the present

Capitalistic ^System (pp. 38^1-4). It may well be that this

anticii)ation goes too far. Mr. and Mrs. W^ebb .scarcely attach

sufficient weight to the difficulty of securing adequate capital

under voluntary co-operation in forms of production that

involve large risk
;
nor to the danger, under obligatory co-opera-

tion, of checking enterprise and experiment. Nor is the claim

to greater steadiness of production under the co-operative form

of industry convincing, if \vc allow for the fact that, were co-

operation universal, there would be no fringes of private producers

upon whom the variable part of the demand could be thrown.

Nor, again, would “ the economists themselves ” readily admit

parenthood of the doctrine attributed to them on p. 391, that

“ capitalist ownership and control inevitably mean the abstrac-

tion from the actual producers and consumers, in the form of

rent, of the differential advantages of all but the worst of the

instruments of production for the time being in use.” But,

whether or not we accept Mr. and Mrs. Webb’s far-reaching

forecast, there can be no doubt that voluntary and obligatory

co-operation have in many fields great advantages, and are likely

to play in the future an even greater part than they play now.

Particular interest, therefore, attaches to the excellent discussion,

beginning on p. 396, of the relative spheres of voluntary and

obligatory associations of consumers.

At the end of their long study of social machinery the authors
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emphatically declare that this machinery is made for man, not

man for the machinery, and that the test of a good economic

organisation is that it shall leave people time and energy, after

their material needs have been satisfied, for the pursuit of higher

things. “ The final end to be secured by social organisation can

be nothing but the largest possible amount of the highest possible

development of individual i)crsonality ” (p. 481). A crude and

ambiguous statement this, in which it would be easy to pick

holes ! But the practical intention is plain, and the emphasis

that Mr. and Mrs. Webb lay upon it is well-timed.

A. C. PiGOu



RECENT MEMOIRS ON CURRENCY POLICY

Currency Inflation and Public Debts : An Historical Sketch. By
Edwin R. A. SELroMAN. (Now York ; The Equitable Trust

Co., 1921. Pp. 86.)

Phe World's Monetary Problems : Two Menioranda. By Custav

Cassel. (London : Constable & Co., 1021. Pp. 151.)

Monetary Policy : Beiny the Bepori of a Sub-Connnittee on (Unrency

and the Gold Standard. By J. H. Clapuam, C. W. Ctille-

UATJD, E. LAvrNOTON, and D. If. Roheutsox. (London :

P. S. King Son, 1921. Pp. 75. Price 2.s'. iyd. net.)

PuoFEssoR Seijoman s skotcli covers the United States,

Franco, Croat Britain, Italy, Russia, Austria, Spain, South

America and Japan. It leads him to eont*lu(l(‘ (hat public debts

are due to war, that tlie issue of inconvert ibh* ]>apt*r aIwa3^s ends

in depreciation, that the rapid rise of ])ri(*es (*aus(Ml by large issues

of such paper create an illusory prosperitx^ follow(‘d by painful

ilisillusionment, that the only ways of e.sca])e are (1) reduction of

public debt either by (a) redemption or (b) repudiation, and

(2) contraction of currency or stabilisation at a hjvver level, and

lastly, that i)ublic debts and currtmey have become international

y)roblems. For getting rid of her present troubl(‘s, he sa^’s,

Europe must have the co-operation of the United Stales. In

the historical sketch he fails, like nearly all historians in this

province -Mr. Ilawtrey is a recent and honourable (*xception

—

to explain what happens to contracts expressed in money when
the monetary unit in which people reckon is suddenly made much
more valuable. We all know what happens when the unit

depreciates or appreciates without losing its identity, but who
knows what happened when, for example, the American issues

known as Continental were ‘‘ redeemed in new bills at the rat(‘

of 40 to 1 ” in 1780? Did persons who had contracted a week
before, a month before, and a year before to pay 1000 each have

to pay 1000 dollars in the new currency, or could they all get oft*

by paying 25 dollars in the new currency, that being equivalent

to 1000 in the superseded? Or take the recent and interesting
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case of Mexico, which is not dealt with by Prof. Seligman : when
the Mexicans gave up paper pcsoes as hopeless, and without any

Government action suddenly took to reckoning in gold pesoes,

did the sponge pass over all contracts, or how were they

acquitted ? Mr. Hawtrey has told us how in 1797 Prance and

in 1809 Austria arranged for a scale of iiaynicnts varying with

the extent of the depreciation prevailing at the time when the

contract was made, but the question whether sucli an arrange-

ment is possible under modern conditions is always ignoretl in

discussions about the desiz'ability of returning to the old metallic

units.

Professor (Jassel's first Memorandum, written for the Brussels

International Financial (Vmference, was completed in June 1920,

and first publislied in Vol. V of the Ih'oceedings of that ( on-

fcrence. 'I'he second Memorandum was written for the iMuancial

Committee of the League of Xations for its nieeting in September

1921 ;
in the Foreword, dated October, the words “ not hitherto

published in any form '*
are used, but it was print(‘d in tlu^

Miiuclmif.r Gnnrdlnn ('ommerdid on October 27.

The lirst .Memorandum has become so well known that it is

not necessary to say much about it here. It remains th(‘ most

brilliant and useful (u)ntribu(i(m to monetary literature made

since the outbre^ak of the Great War. It has iudped enormously

the very considcrabh* return to soun<l thinking and sound aedion

which has taken place sin(*e the dale of its pul)lication. The

second Memorandum tlo(\s not seem (piite so succc'ssful. Prof.

(Missel, while strongly opposed to any inflation being allowed to

occur, has ahvays been inclined to acquiesce in the results of any

which has actually taken ])Iace. This attitude, wdneh made him

perhaps a more ctlective preacher against furtlier inflation by

suggesting that his views were moderate, ranged him on the side

of the inflationists as soon as the fall of prices set in. He seems

to underrate the advantage.s of returning to the old level of prices,

while greatly overrating both th(* probability of prices falling to

that level and the probability of their falling gradually below’ that

level after getting dow n to it.

To treat a return to a level of prices which existed eight years

ago, and from whicli the inaximiiin departure w^as two years ago,

almost us if it were exactly the same thing as an equivalent fall

of prices from a level wliieh had been stable for a century is surely

very misleading, lii this country and others like it lumdreds of

millions of fixed sums in money are still being paid annually

under contra(ds made before the War, and these sums are very
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largely still paid by and to the same persons. Moreover, the

ideas of the people about what is a proper price for commodities

and services have by no means altogether accommodated them-

selves to the liiglier level of prices. Anything under ten years

should be reckoned a “ short period ” in monetary iiistory, and

if we are to acquiesce in every inflation which takes place in less

time than that wo certainly shall not get stability in the long

run. For some compromise between complete acquiescence in

the new level and complete return to the old, no doubt there is

much to be said when tlie old level has receded more than three

or four years into the past.

In fact at the present time a return to their old gold pai-s

seems to offer a very suitable compromise, at any rate for tlie

countries which have the least depreciated currencies, and when

writing Jiis first Memorandum, Prof. Cassel was prepared to grant

tills, though even then lie was somewdiat oppressed by the fear

that prices reckoned in gold might be too low and might go on

falling unless all countries took great care not to demand gold

either for circulation or reserves. Before September 1921,

how’cvcr, he became much more alarmofi by the rise in the value

of gold which had then taken place, and wdiich he ]mts as high as

75 per cent, in the twelve nuinths. (Ho says on p. 122 that gold

had “ lost in some few years perha])s more than 60 per cent, of

its pre-war value, and then in one single year recovered something

like half this loss, ' /. c. the value fell from 100 to 40 and then

W'ont up to 70 : from 40 to 70 is a rise of 75 ])er cent.). Hiis

instability of gold he found very shocking, and wo arc almost

tempted to say that the instability of gold infected the stability

of his view^s. The United States, under the guidance of the

Federal Reserve Board, becomes a bogey which is set up in the way

of those w ho wish to tread the path w Inch leads to stable money

and exchanges. “ International relations and the actual situation

of the gold market being such as here outlined, it seems to be

almost a practical impossibility for any European country,

acting alone, to restore a gold standard, even at a reduced parity.

This is clear enough so far as the smaller countries arc concerned.”

If such a country by itself attempted to restore convertibility of

paper into gold, says Prof. Cassel, “ it might quite easily see its

whole gold fund suddenly exported to satisfy foreign demands
for gold.” This is just the kind of thing which used to be said

by financial writers who would have liked to see Prof. Cassel's

head on a charger. Prudent bankers manage to avoid positions

in which they will have to meet inconvenient demands whether
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from domestic or foreign creditors ; and oven if a country’s whole

gold fund was exported (in exchange for commodities or in pay-

ment of obligations), it is certainly not very obvious how its

position would bo worse than when, as at present, its w^hole gold

fund is locked up in cellars and serves no useful purpose what-

soever—in fact it would bo better, since some useful commodities

would have been bought or some obligations discharged by the

export. Now, towards the end of January 1922, six months

after Prof. Cassol wrote, the small country of Switzerland has

restored her currency to the old gold standard and kept it there

for more tlian a montli, and it seems perfectly possible, and on

tJie whole probable, that, with or without free gold markets,

Holland and Sweden, two other small countries, may join her

before Great Britain comes in with Australia and South Africa

in her train and Canada in front of her.

Another of Prof. Cassel's propositions which it is even more

imi)ossiblo to accept is that the specification of the Reparations

payments in gold must liavc the important and disastrous effect

of raising the value of gold. None of the governments which

are hoping to receive those payments will refuse to receive them

in their own currency, and all that the si)ccification of gold means

i-; that the quantity of that currency which they are to receive

will vaiy with the varying gold value of the unit of that currency.

“ A milliard of gold francs ” means to the Frenchman two milliard

francs when the franc is w^orth half its old gold value, and means

four milliards ^vlion the franc is worth only a quarter. To say

that reckoning in gold must raise the value of gold seems to be

much like saying that the value of gold must have been greatly

raised by the rupee having been on a gold basis from 1897 to

1914, since it caused all payments in India to be reckoned in a

rupee equal to onc-liftcenth of a sovereign.

When w'c ask to what practical conclusion Prof. Cassel is

k'ading us, w'e find that ho wants us to believe that co-operation

hctw’ccn the difi’erent countries is an absolute essential for a

solution of the present monetary difiicultics, and that the first

step is “ to refer the whole problem —parUiriuni )nonle <— to

a small committee of experts." A better conclusion, attaching

a modern tail to an old proverb, is that Heaven hel])s those who

help themselves and hang committeevs.

Which leads us by a natural and easy transition to the con-

sideration of the third of the little books of wdiich the titles head

this notice. The Sub-Committee responsible for it was appointed

by the British Association’s Committee on tlic “ EJfecls of tno
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War on Credit, Currency, Fina!)('c and t!ie Foreign Ex(?hanges,'’

and consisted of Dr. Clapham and Messrs. C. W. Guillebaud,

F. Lavington and D. II. Robertson. It reported to Section F
at Edinburgh last September, but the Section, which had not

had any opportunity of reading the Re])ort, declined to bo

cominilted by it, so that it has ])een published, as the title-page

says, by the individual members of the Sub-Committee. The
Section's caution was prudent, but there is nothing very dangerous

in the Report.

Part 1, by Dr. Clapliani and Mr. Guillebaud, brings togetluT

the British statistics for banking currency, national debt, foreign

tivide and prices in a way which juakes them as little repulsive

as possil)le to the average man. I doubt, however, if tin; banking

Hgures can bo explained without more inside knowledge than the

authors possess. Tln^y ignore altogether the “ Special deposit
"

system under which the Bank of England eolb'cted largo sums
from the other banks and handed them to the Government with-

out putting them into “ OtluT deposits " and “ Government
securities ” in its weekly return, though the Government put

them into “ Ways and Mt'ans Advances from th(j Bank of Eng-

land,” thus a2)pearing to borrow from the Bank money which the

Bank had not lent—a thing suggestive of certain Divorce Court

decisions. Whether the plan was adopted merely to prevent

the Bank of England's reserve ])erccntage looking so small as

it would otherwise have done, or for some otlua* reason, or

whether it sim])ly grew up in eonsecpience of some accident, has

never been explained. Ah)r has it been stated under what head

these amounts app(‘arcd (or rather were eonceal(Ml) in the other

banks’ accounts. J3ut the enormous drop of “ Money at call

and short notice " from £275-G m. at the end of 1018 to £150*6 m.

at the end of 1019, accompanied as it was by an increase of

£89*5 m. in “ Casli in hand and at Bank of England,’’ certainly

suggests that it was classified as money at call or short notice,

since it was in 1919 that the system was abandon(;d. The Report

can only suggest that the drop was ‘‘ probably due in the main

to the extra demands made by Industry, and to the credits

extended to customers to buy Funding Stock.” It is character-

istic of the somewhat airy jnaimer of the authors that they do

not ask from whom the £125 m. was withdrawn.

On j). 23 silver is mistakenly included as “ cover ” wliich is

reckoned in calculating the limit of the fiduciary issue of Currency

notes, and it is misleading to say, “ In order to maintain this

limit, Bank of England notes were transferred from the Bank s
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r(’-seive to the currency note redemption account as further

increases were made in the currency note issue.” There is no

ground for believing that if the £10,450,000 Bank-notes were not

locked up in the Currency Note vault they would be in the Bank

of England reserve : it is much more likely tliat they wouki all

be in the “ active circulation.” To say that they were ‘‘ trans-

ferred froTU the Bank s reserve disguises altogether the true

nature of one of the oddest of post-war monetary transactions- -

the issue of £10,450,000 in notes for £l and iOs. (and in certifi-

cates entitling the holders to such notes) in order to acquire and

liold, or at any rate with the result of acquiring and holding,

£19,450,000 of Bank notes for £5 and upwards. The only thing

which could justify such a transaction would be some change

which caused banks and individuals to want to hold more small

notes in proportion to large ones, and there is no reason foi*

supposing any such change in the months of 1920 during which

most of tJu) transaction was carried out. In the absence of such

a change it is clear that as it was possible for tlie Treasury to

acquire and store up £19i m. in large notes, it could, if it had

chosen, liave adopted instead the simple and more economical

course of issuing £l9i m. less of the small notes. Happily,

whether ow ing to a (diange of men or of mind, the absurd policy

of paying out (hirrency notes and buying in J^ank notes with

them lias long been abandoned, though it is still ])erhaps too much

to hope that its memory may soon be blotted out by the Treasury

sending in the Jkink notes to the Bank to be cashed in gold,

adding the gold to the £2S* m. of gold at present held, doing

away with a stupid double reckoning wdiicb unnecessarily increases

the a])parent total amount of the paper currency, and dispensing

with a line in the weekly Currency note account.

The current topsy turvy doctrine represents banks as getting

more deposits tlio more they lend, instead of vice versa, but it is

surely carrying this unusually far when the authors of Part i

attribute tlie “ maintenance of a very high hve\ of deposits
”

partly to “ the large amount of long-term credits to foreign firms

which the exceptional eoiulitions of the period made it impossible

to call in.” Lend largely to foreigners wdio can t pay you back,

and your deposits will grow !

The section on Foreign Exchanges and the Balance of I’rade

smells somewhat of mercantilism.

In Part II Mr. Lavington aims at answering “ the fundamental

question : What price level is now desirable in the general interests

of the euminujiity i ” i. c. the 2)eople of the Ibiib'd Kingdom, but
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adds a gloss, ‘‘ Would it be higher or lower than the post-war level,

and by how much ? ” which involves him in a wholly unnecessary

and confusing investigation of the question, “ What is the normal

post-war level ?

*'

The post-war level is, tlie reader will at once object, likely to

be affected by action adopted in consequence of views held about

what it ought to bo. A thorough inflationist policy on the part

of the Goveinment and legislature, acquiesced in by the people,

could raise the price level in this country to the dizzy heights

attained in Russia and Austria, and a thorough deflationist policy

could similarly bring it back easily to gold level, and with a little

difficulty to a still lower level. Why then does Mr. Lavington

ask whether the desirable level is higher or lower than the post-

war level ? The other collaborators in the Report seem to have

scented a difficulty and tried to meet it on ]). 8 by substituting

that post-war level which, in the absence of deliberate action,

may be expected to establish itself (cp. p. CO, bottom). Are

w^e back in the middle of the eighteenth century, hankering after

the rule of Nature ? We are reminded of Quesiiay’s motto :

JJ,i‘ naturdy juSy ordoy IcfjeSy

Er honiiney arbUrinmy regimea et coerciiio.

But did Nature prescribe the Bank Charter Act of 1844? or the

Currency and Bank Notes Act, 1914, wdiicli gives the Treasury

power to issue unlimited amounts of Currency notes and to

autlioriso the Bank to issue unlimited amounts of Bank notes \

or the Gold and Silver (Export Control, etc.) Act, 1920, which

virtually annuls the convertibility of the Baidv and Currency

notes ? or the Treasury ^Minute of loth December, 1919, in wdiicli

“ directions are given to tlic Bank, as the agent of tlic Treasury,

to limit the issue of Currency notes in sucli manner that the

fiduciary portion shall never exceed the maximum attained in

the X)rcccding calendar year ? Perhaps it will be answered that,

the maintenajice of the existing law and regulations is deliberate

ijiaction rather than " delibei'ate fiction.’' But this will not do.

TJie one tiling on which all schools are agreed is that even within

the present law and regulatimis, the action of the Government

affects the purchasing power of money. The Treasury cannot

avoid deciding every week whether it will arrange for meeting

its expenditure by the aid of an increase of notes issued or in

spite of a decrease of notes. In the course of a year it has re-

deemed £o0 m. of notes, giving its subjects in exchange £50 in.
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of interest-bearing securities. Can any one say that is not

“ deliberate action,” or that prices are not affected by it?

However, the post-war level is put by Mr. Lavington at 240

per cent, by the Times index number. He arrives at this figure

by regarding the top, 329, reached in April 1920, and what he

seems to have thought the bottom, 189 in April 1921, as both

abnormal, and then splitting the difference, but supporting the

guess by an estimate of “ purchasing power ” existing at the

moment of writing, without, apparently, asking whether this,

too, might not be abnormal. He then discusses the advantages

and disadvantages of a higher or lower level fairly enough, but

without arriving at any positive conclusion whether it would be

better to aim at something different from 240.

In Part III Mr. Robertson argues very sensibly in favour of

the restoration of the gold standard as a ‘‘ respectable interim

measure ' pending the evolution of sojno better standard. He
justly rejects the policy of reducing the amount of gold in the

sovereign “ except as a last resort,*' in case of dire necessity.

He deprecates any attempt to bring down prices further, but

recommends sharp resistance to the rise which may be expected

at the end of the depression, and hopes that this may put the

level of prices hero on an equality with the gold prices of the

countries already on a gold standard, and so bring us back to

the old parity by a method actually advantageous in itself, as

it involves use of the one real prophylactic against depressions,

the damping down of the preceding boom.

Edwin Cannan

No. 126,—voL. xxxii.



THE INTERNAL PURCHASING POWER OF THE GERMAN
MARK (11)1

The deprccialion of the inaik has procctMlod with immense

rapidity since the middle of the year l!)2I. The continued

deficit led to an extraordinary fall in the Gorman rate of

exchange, that is, of the value of her money abroad. This

circumstance, together with increased inflation -sometimes over

four milliard paper marks per week were brought into circula-

tion “ caused a (‘onsiderable decrease in the value of money at

home, although the internal value only followed the value abroad

with a lag.

During the second half of the year IU21

-

The £ rose from 280 to 780, i. e. nearly 2| times (after a temporary

rise to four times).

The wholesale tiade figure rose from 135 to 320, i. e. nearly

times (Frankfurier Zeitumj),

The cost of living rose froni 293 to 439, i. e. nearly 1.1 times

(Elsas).

The movement of the various German caleulations of the cost

of living during the second half of 1921 was, in detail, as follows.

(1) The index figure of Richard Caheer (weekly food require-

menls )
:

—

January 1st, 1014
July 1st, 1021
August 1st, „
September 1st, „

25-/57 October 1st,

WO-Or ' November 1st,

JiOo-Ob i Ooeembor 1st,

lOO-oO
I

1921 418*42

.. 473*89
r)14*(>3

(2) The index figure of the Statistical Bnre<iu of the Realm for

the Cost of living :

Average price figure 1913-14
July lat, 1921
August 1st, „
Soptembor Ist, „

100
I
October 1st, 1921

903
!
November Ist, ,,

l,04/> i December 1st, ,,

1,0G2 I

1,146

1,397
1,650

1 Supplementary to tho article in tho Economic Journal for Soptembor
1921, p. 320.
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(3) The index figure for the cost of living to a family of four

(for Frankfurt a. Main, Berlin, and the most important industrial

towns in the Realm), by M. Elsa^ :

—

January 1st, 1014 20-5 Novombor 1st, 1921 .‘182

July Isfc, 1021 203 January 1st, 1022 430
Soptoniber 1st, ,, 310

(4) The cost of food requirements according to the Berlin

Statistical Bureau (Silbergleit),

The weekly cost of food requirements :

—

Per hofid for adultH.

Middle of July—Middle of

For husband, wife, and ehik]

7 to 12 years old.

from

August 1919 26-55 July 1921 130-46

July 1021 .59-75 August ,, 137-47

August „ 61-58 September ,, 142-56

September ,,
64-43 October ,, 154-13

Oelober ,, 69-37 November „ 179-08

November ,,

Dceoinbcr ,,

87-56
02-.59

December ,, 191-50

(5) The wholesale trade figure of the “ Frankfurter Zeilung ” .

Middle of 1014 8-9 October 1st. 1921 184

July Isl, 1921 1,35 November 1st, ,, 249
August Jst, ,,

September 1st, ,,

100 ’ December 1st, ,, 303
164 .January 1st, 1922 320

Summary,

Index figure. Dale.
Increase
(approxi-

mute).

Cnhver. Food'StulTs only. Hotween Dec. 1921 and 20 times

Statistical Hureaii Tlu> most important
Jan. 1914

Between Dec. 1921 and
of the Koulm. necessities without 1913-14 15^ „

Elsas.

clot lies.

All important neces- Between Jan. Ist, 1022
sities. and Jan. 1st, 1914. 16i „

Silbergleit. Food only. Between Dee. 1921 and

Wholesale trade .Ml important neces-

July- Aug. 1919.

Between Jan. 1st, 1922,
3i „
36 ,,

figure of the sities. and peace time.

Frankfurter
Zeitung.

The mean value (the arithmetical mean) of Calwer'^ ligiire

and the index figure of the Realm for January 1922 agrees

approximately with the index figure arrived at by the writer for

the cost of living, substitution being taken into account. Elsas’s

index figure for the total cost of living gives 16 J times tliat of

peace time; accordingly the value of money at home is 1/16-5,

and, if substitution is taken into account, which involves a
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diminution of 10 per cent.,^ 1/18*3, that is 5*5 pfennigs for the

mark.

Calvver’s figure for food-stuffs amounts to twenty times that

of pre-M^ar days. The index figure for the Realm (whole cost of

living without clothing) amounts to 15^ times that of pre-war

days. The arithmetic mean of the two figures is 17*75 times.

According to this the value of money at home is 1/17*75, or

5*6 pfennigs for the mark.

It is of further interest to note the conformity in the degree

of increase in the various index figures, in spite of the wholly

different range of necessities to which they apply. At the end of

December all the index figures had risen by almost exactly

50 2:)er cent, in comparison with July 1st, 1921, with the exception,

of course, of tJie wholesale trade figure, which had risen by 140

per cent.

Let us now examine the circulation of notes of the Rcichsbank

during the same period (the second half of 1921).

The note circulation of the RcicJisbank (in millions of marks)

amounted :

—

On Juno 30th, 1921 ... ... ... ... to 75,321

„ Septombor 30th, 1921 ... ... ... ,,

„ December 3Jst, 1921 „ 113,039

Increase shu'O Juno 30lh, 50 per eent.

The circulation of bank notes and treasury notes together

(in millions of marks) amounted :

—

On June 30th, 1921 to S1,02S

„ September 30th, 1921 „ 93,994

„ December 3 Int, 1921 ... ,, 121,904

Increase since Juno SUtli, 45 per cent.

And if, finally, we examine the movement of account settle-

ments through the Rcichsbank during tlie same period (in

millions of marks) ;

—

July 1921 78,337 October 1921 1I0,49(>

August ,, ... ... 79,172 November ,, ... ... 140,493
September ,, ... ... 98,004 December ,, ... ... 120,835

Increu-se since June 30th, 54 per cent.

Thus the note circulation of the Rcichsbank has also increased

by almost exactly 50 per cent. The same applies, with rather less

steadiness, to the settlement of accounts through the Reichsbank.

Here, too, the increase in December amounted to about onc-half

in comparison with July 1921, but in November it considerably

exceeded that proportion. But it must be expressly stated

1 Compare the September number of the Economic Journal; M. Elsas,

“ The Internal Purchasing Power of the Gorman Mark ” (1921).
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that the increase in account settlements through the Reichs-

bank must not be interpreted so simply as, for instance, that of

the note circulation.

This conformity in the economic curve relating to the increase

in note circulation and the increase in the cost of living is some-

what surprising. For it is known that the amount of money in

circulation is only one of the factors which determine the level

of prices at homo. But the equally important factor, the balance

of receipts and expenditure, which, as we know, is no less signifi-

cant, docs not yet find expression in the increase in the cost of

living for the second half of 1921.

This apparent contradiction is resolved if we consider the

wholesale trade figures more closely. In the tliird quarter of

1921 they rose barely 40 per cent., but in the fourth quarter of

1921 they rose about 100 per cent, in comparison with July Lst,

1921. In other words, the falling rate of exchange, which began

in the second half of 1921, already finds expression in the wliole-

salc prices (as distinct from the retail jirices) in the fourtli quarter,

and tliese facts justify the conclusion tliat retail prices, and

consequently the cost of living, may be expected to follow the

increase to a certain extent in the first quarter of 1922.

ForcUjn Value of the 21ark.

Rato
of Rx.
cliange
to tlie t’.

...

Jlritish

Labour
(iftzfite

Index
Number.

Colimin
2 X 3.

Piircha.sing power of

the mark in relation

to cost of living in

in Knglaiul.

July 11)21
1

280 211)
1

016 about 3J pfennigs
August 1 aOvS 222 ()S4

Sopteinbor ,, I
;ji)o 220

1

S.7S ” H ”
>* »>October ,, ... ...

!

o82 210
j

1,122
Novoinbor ,, ... ...

|

1,041 203 2,132

December ,, ... ...
j

770 11)9 l,a33
1

.. U M

Value of the Mark at Home.

^frulex figure for

tlio eo.st of

living (Elsas).

Increase eom-
parod with

1914.

Purchasing power of

I
the mark in relation

to cost of living in

Germany.

January 1st, 1914 20-5 about 100 pfennigs

July 1st, 1921 293 1 1 time.?

September 1st, ,, 319 12 „ s

November 1st, „ 382 144 „
January 1st, 1922

1

439 10-6 „ 6
i
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1921 1921 1921 1922
Purchasing power of tho mark in relation to cost of living at homo.

^ . Purchasing power of tho mark abroad in relation to cost of living

in Kngland.
Rate of oxehango (exchange value of the mark in England).

In the above comparison the violent eliange in the value

of money abroad and the relatively calm cliange at liomc are

especially characteristic. 1'he honie-vahie of the mark has

diminished from »]iily 1st of last year to January 1st, 1922, at

intervals of two month.s 1)}^ about one pfennig each time, from

0 to S, to 7, to G pfennigs. A decrease which absolutely is steady

involve.s, of cour.se, a relatively progressive detaease.

I'liis relatively rhythmic course results from the principle of

inertia, which characterises the value of money at home, in so

far as it is based upon retail prices in the case of the cost of living.

The j^rinciple of inertia results here from the endeavour of retail

trade to avoid violent changes in price. Since the adaptation of

retail prices to the changes in the value of money abroad is

specially delayed, as we have ascertained, this fact cnaldes us to

forc.sce already that, even if the rale of exchange does not alter

in the near future, a further fall in the value of money at homo
must nevortheloss occur.

This tendency on the ])art of the value of money at home to

fall further will be reinforced if, a.s is to be expected this yeai’,

the ])roccss of adapting the prices of important necessities to
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world prices continues; for instance, bread, coal, railway rates,

and postage. There is in addition the increased tax on sales.

Let us assume that in the near future this adaptation is com-

pleted, though gradually; two factors then finally remain which

will raise the value of money at home above its value abroad for

some time to come, even with a stable rate of exchange. These

factors arc, first, house-rents, which will not be ada])ted wholly to

the depreciation of money within measurable time in consequence

of their still quite disproportionately low rate (at the present time

rent amounts only to per cent, of the wiiolc cost of living, in

comparison witli an average of 20 per cent, in pre-Avar times).

Tlien there are Avages, Avhich, e\"en taking into consideration

tlic greater purcliasing power of tlic mark at home, are still very

low : a phenomenon Avhich has clearly accompanied paper

inflation at all times and among all peoples.^ Tlie primary cause

of tin's sloAV moA^eiruMit of Avages is no doubt to be attributed to

the fact that tlie })riA’ations Avhieh long wars bring upon peoples

cut oft from the Avorld market usually greatly de])ress the standard

of living of the masses, and its recovery ])roceeds but sloAvly.

1i)(m a ])art is also played here by the psychological factor

invoUTd in the nominally large sums paid in Avages. And,

finally, CA^rv rise in wages is immediately ov^ertaken by a fresh

rise in the level of prices (and thus a fall in the v’^alue of money),

because inereased wagt's oiler a Avelcomo excuse for fresh increases

in prices, Avhilst in reality Avages, as a passive element, have no

causal significance in the vicious circle.

But eA'-en this partial ajjproach of the value of money at home

to its value abroad iin^olves the assum])tion that no additional

mistrust of German currency- no fresh crisis of confidence—such

as occurred in the second half of last year, further depresses the

value of money abroad, thus constantly ov'crtaking the process

of adaptation of the value at home.

So long as the present condition of \dolent fluctuations in

the exchange continues, ev’^eii the best will to keep pace with

world prices will be in vain. We may take coal as an example : in

the summer its })rice Avas nearly the Avorld price, but in the autumn,

in consequence of the ra])id fall of the mark, it sank much below

half the Avorld j)rice.

If a stable exchange AA^ere unattcninablo, automatic regulation

of the price of coal, and accordingly of the coal tax, say from

* tn Fraiioo at the bop;iiiiiiiig of the year 1702, whon tho valuo of monoy

stood at only 70 per cent., appear to have remained at tho loA^el of 1788

(compare I. Fisher, The Purchasing Power of Monet/).
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month to month according to the rate of exchange, might solve

this difficulty, hut such uncertainty concerning the most im-

portant raw material would l)c intolerable for industry and trade,

upon which presumably the risk would be thrown.

And finally we come to the main question : in which direction

will the rate of exchange of the mark move? This question

involves a complexity of questions.

Tjot us pick out only a few factors
;

will the printing press be

brought to a stand-still ? That is, will not only the budget of

the Realm be made to balance, but will the balance of German

receipts against expenditure cease to be adverse ? The answer to

this question depends in the first instance upon whether those who
rule tlie destinies of flic nations arc able to ic'alisc the inevitable,

but often disregarded, naliiro of oconoiuic ])rocossca. Or will

those prove right who believe that they have learnt from

the economic history of the world that, when a currency has

passed a certain low level, it is no longer practicable to count on

its recovery- in S2htc of all theoretical possibilities? And
finally, in connection with this, is Gresham’s law incorrcit in the

long run? Does, then, bad money not oust good in the end,

but will a contrary tendency set in? It must bo .said with

regard to the last question, that perhaps economic laws, like

physical laws.i only hold good with precision within certain limits,

whilst in certain extreme ca.ses there arc exceptions.^

May Germany and the world Ix'; spared the fate of proving the

correctness of this theory.

M. Rosas

^ Kdwin Ctinnan, Kgonomtc Jouknai-, j)ooombcT 1021.

2 Tims, for GXrtmpIf', in m-tnin oxtronio ensos ions !o tlio OnyJ.ussnr,
noylo-MarioHfi laus ronfcrnin^ gns appoar, so that it. heroines neressary to

formulato a fresh law for t]io.so cases.
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Tlie Political Economy of War, By A. C. Piaou. (London :

Macmillan & Co., 1921. Pp. 251.)

Tjie subject of this book is brought into clear relief by the

distinction which is drawn in the Tntroductioji between the cool

rhythm of a settled order and the “ strained and stressed

economy of a world-shattering war.’' The latter .subject might

seem not peculiarly adapted to llie powers of abstract reasoning

which Professor Pigou evinced in his Wadlh and Welfare and

other pre-war writings. Tie 1ms, however, successfully handled

problems relating to war in his Economy and Finance of the War,

reviewed in this Joi knal, 1910, in several articles contributed

to the Joi’iiNAL, and other recent writings. Many of the argu-

ments fir.st presented in these publications are restated in the

pages before us in a clear and simple form, divested of details

and technicalities. We venture to .suggest that in a second

edition there might usefully be appended a list of references to

the author’.s writings which are put under contribution in the

present study. The student would ])e as>istcd thereby, and the

general reader would not be incommoded.

Of the numerous points which are either usefully retouched

or freshly handled in the work before us, we can only indicate a

few specimens, following an order which the author seems to

have had in mind, we may separately consider the periods before,

during, and after a war- -/Ac war we might almost say, as Pro-

fessor Pigou writes with special reference to the Great War
and tlie experience of this country.

Among the antecedent.s of war is the .sliadow which the coming

event casts : the los.ses due to the diversion of productive

resources from applications which but for the prospect of war

would be the most advantageous. Universal conscription is a

conspicuous example of loss to industry. Professor Pigou argues :

“ Whatever benefit to future efticiency may result from military

training is probably more than outweighed by the lo.ss of the

corresponding benefit that w’ould otherwise have resulted from

industrial experience. ’’ Perhaps he has not sufficiently taken
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into account the educational advantages ascribed by Adam
Smith to military training. Other examples of resources diverted

from production are the protection of “ key-industries (well

defined by our author), the development of agriculture to secure

the supply of food in time of war, beyond the point which would

otherwise have been advisable, the modification of mercantile

marine to suit the exigencies of war.

The antecedents which it specially concerns us to examine

are the preventible causes of war. Professor Pigou docs not

hold with the simplifitefi—not to say simpletons—who maintain

that economic motives are the sole cause of war. The desire

for gain,” ho j)oints out, “ is not the only ferment that

makes for international war.” The lust for domination, the

love of liberty, these and kindred potent motives are not ignored

by him. But the present study is confined to the discussion of

economic causes. Of these the most important is the influence

of financiers seeking concessions in undeveloj^ed countries. An
international agreement to open the foreign possessions of

European Powers to the traders of other countries on equal terms

with the traders of the possessing Powers is a desideratum.

International agreement is also invoked to clujck another cause

of war, the private interest of armament-makers. But it would

not be safe for a Government to take the industry into its own

hands without an international understanding. The difliculty

of adequately expanding production in wartime wouhl otherwise

be too great.

Ardently as our author desires to avert war, ho is not to be

ranked with the pacifists who counsel non-resistance even in

case of a hostile invasion (cp. Hon. Bertrand Russell, Inter-

natioital Journal of Ethics, 1015, p. 130). So wc infer from his

giving directions for the utilisation of a country’s resources with

a view to efficiency in war. Wc may begin w ith the rules which

refer to the c(>nduct of individuals rath(?r than that of Govern-

ments. If a person has resolved to cut down his aggregate

expenditure by £100, or £1000, it makes a difference on what

branch of expenditure he ccoiiomises. If he sets free chauffeurs

and young able-bodied men fit for military services, lie contributes

more resources to the service of the country than if he abstained

from the purchase of lace (Ch. VJ). Indeed if he obtains funds

to pay subscriptions to War Loan by cutting off gifts, pensions

to old servants, and tlio like, he is said not to be economising at

all, not to be shouldering any part of the State’s burden (p. 47).

The Government may, of course, promote and direct personal
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economics by judicious regulations. Of such is the rationing of

consumers. On what principle should rations be allocated, as

between the rich and poor, for instance ? The analogy of taxation

suggests the issue between equality of sacrifice and minimum

aqgregaie sacrifice. Professor Pigou decides in favour of the

latter principle. The record of the difficulties whicli rationing

involved during the War seems fatal to the project, entertained

by some socialists, of continuing the practice in peace time.

There is a connection not generally understood between the

rationing of consumers and the control of prices. Rationing is

required not so much to prevent the rich obtaining an undue

share of a limited supply, as to prevent the chaos which would

ensue in a competitive market when price is fixed below the point

at which the demand just takes off the supply. The number of

adjustmimts required for the limitation of prices is bewildering.

Account must bo taken of the various grades of quality into

which, often under the same name, a commodity is divided.

Diffei'CMices of time and of jilacc require attention. The evasions

of the middleman must be defeated. And ever there is the danger

of seriously restricting ])roduction. The chapter on price-control

should 1)0 pondered by those who in the cause of Protection

or of Communism would manipulate the tangled skein of inter-

dependent prices.

What the consumer gained by the limitations of particular

prices he often lost by the rise of general prices during the War.

The process by which this rise was effected has long eluded

inqui^3^ The liest analysis of the process known to us—a simple,

clear, concise and authentic description—is given in Professor

Pigou ’s chapter on Finance by Bank Credits. As we understand,

the j)urists who contended that the processes employed by the

Covernment came to the same as the. simple use of the printing

press were nearer the truth than the apologists of the Government.

TJie principal difference between currency notes and mere paper-

money consists in the incident that the notes when returned to

the Bank of England automatically expire. How' far does this

difference lighten the injury to the public, and the responsibility

of the Government ?

The expansion of bank credits wdiich led to a rise of prices

was aggravated by the methods pursued in raising loans. But

loans arc not open to the objections which are brought against

them on the ground that they sacrifice the future to the present.

TJie correct doctrine is restated b}^ Professor Pigou, with explana-

tions which sliould obviate captious misunderstandings. Some
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indirect burden to the future is no doubt caused by loans so far

as the rich relieved from the present payment of taxes make
less provision for the future than would otherwise have occurred.

The fact that generally, though not necessarily, the burden of

the rich is lessened, that of the poor increased, by the use of loans

rather than taxes forms a strong argument in favour of the latter

alternative. But in a great war ‘‘ taxation alone, however excel-

lent it might be in theory, is in practice out of the question.’^

As to the principle on which the burden of taxation in war-time

ought to be distributed, we understand our author to prescribe

minivium aggregate ratlier than equal sacrifice, and that w'ith less

reservation than is necessary in the regime of peace. In a pre-

eminent national emergency the call from each should be for his

utmost rather than for his share.”

We pass over many other interesting recommendations,

hoping that they will not be again required in practice.

In the period after the War wo meet problems of present

interest. Under the heading, Aftermath in Currency and

Exchanges,'’ Professor Pigou explains lucidly the nu?chanism

of the exchanges, and balances the argum(‘nts for and against

deflation. He considers whether we shoidd devaluate ” our

currency by making the papcT pound convertible into a smaller

quantity of gold than ))eforc the War. He regards the question

as one of degree. Seeing that our paper is now only depreciated

as compared with gold by some 20 per cent., “ the balance,” he

thinks, “ is in favour of an ultimate and not too long delayed

return to pre-war parity,” So Bicardo argued in 1S22 (June 12).

“ If in the year 1819 the value of the currency had stood at 14.s-.

for the pound note, he should have thought that upon a balance

of all the advantages and disadvantages of the case it would

have been as well to fix the currency at the then value; but

when the currency was within 5 per cent, of its par value . . .

they had made the best selection in recurring to the old standard.”

The authority of Ricardo may also be invoked for the plan

of a capital levy wliich our author defends with many persuasive

arguments new and old. But we are not quite persuaded by

his reply to the objection that there would be created a dangerous

precedent, that the expectation of renewed levies would chock

saving. “ It is arguable,” says Professor Pigou, “ that when
once a levy had been actually made, peojjle would feel that things

were settled, at all events for a considerable time, and would

therefore be actually less fearful of the future than they arc at

I)resent.”
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With respect to sequels, as well to antecedents, the author

is confined to the discussion of economic problems. He does not

ignore the aftermath of war outside the economic sphere—“ the

accumulated suffering in wounds and disease of many who go

to fight, the accumulated degradation in thought and feeling of

many who remain at home.”

F. Y. Edgeworth

.1 ReriHion of the Trealtj, hehuj a aei^uel to the Economic (Jonse-

f/aence.s of the Peace. By John Maynard Krynes, C.B.

(London : Macmillan & Co., Ltd. J^p. viii 22.‘5.)

Tffis is in sonic wa3^s an even better book than its predecessor,

it is as closely ])ackcd with valuable information, as excellent

a model of limpid exposition, as deadly in the devastating verbal

jiarsiniony of its attacks; and it forms on the whole a more

compact and well-ordered unity. If it is, in current jargon,

less epoch-making, it is because events, of wliich the jiublicatioii

of The Economic Hon.'ieqnences of the Peace was not the least,

have done their work; and the vitalising paradoxes of two years

ago have become the dreary platitudes, or even the dangerous

half-truths, of scared captains of industry and belated politicians.

After a little iiolitical philosophising, Mr. Keynes gives us

an extremely u.seful summary, well documented in an ajipendix,

of the course of events since the signing of the Treaty. He
passes on to discuss the nature and effects of the London settle-

ment of May 1021, the impracticability of which was brought

home to the world, almost simultaneously with the publication of

this book, by the arrangements provisionally substituted for it

at Cannes. He then re-examines, in tlie light of fresh evidence,

the question of the amount of Germany's liabilities under the

terms of the Armistice and the Treaty of Versailles respectively,

and finds no reason to depart from his previous conclusions.

Finally, he elaborates his own proposals h)r the settlement of

Europe, which amount to the ])aymont by Germany of an

annuity of £54 m. (gold) to France and £9 m. (gold) to Belgium

for thirty years, coupled with the remission by Britain and

America of the war-debts of the Continental Allies, and special

but moderate assistance for Austria and Poland. It would be

hard indeed to devise a scheme at once simpler and more effective.

From the point of view of the general economic reader two

portions of the book are particularly illuminating—the excursus
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on the mark cxcliange, and the chapter on Reparations, Inter-

Ally Debt and International Trade. What arc the causes and

eflects of the depreciation of tlie mark ? How far is the payment
of an indemnity or the repayment of debt necessarily injurious

to the receiving country ? In discussing these questions

Mr. Keynes, in the w'ords of a once famous detective story,

“ takes hold of his reason by the right end,” and steers us through

conflicting sophistries with an unerring liand. No better

example of economic method, of the marriage of reason with

fact, could be found.

One word of criticism and one of special approval remains

to be said. In discussing the fate of Upper Silesia, Mr. Keynes

miglit perhaps have given more weight to the view that to draw

frontiers mainly on economic grounds may serve only to aggravate

the tendency, already disastrous enough, to identify political

boundaries with economic barriers. In any case it seems a

little unkind first to blame the Versailles statesmen for tlieir

neglect of economic considerations, and tiicn to twit the League

of Nations on the “ complicated economic provisions of doubtful

efficiency ” embodied in the Silesian settlement.

But finally, the triumph of Mr. Keyries’ economic views has

not led him to w ithdraw into a discreet shade the moral aspects

of his case. He examines fully the legality of the claim upon

Germany for war-pensions, and of the occupation of her territory

beyond the Rhine—in both cases with very damaging results.

“ We reserve,” he says, the whole stock of our indignation

over illegality between nations for the occasions when it is tlio

fault of others.” This kind of thing needs saying now that

economic sanity has become fashionable no less than in the good

old orange-squeezing days of 1919.

1). H. Roheiitson

The Econoynics of Everyday Life. By Sir T. H. Penson. Part II.

(Cambridge: The University Press. 1921, Pp. x + 111.

8vo. Price 4s*. OcZ.)

Before the war, in 1913, tlie author of this volume published

Part I of what he has described as a ‘‘
first book of economic

study ”
;
and a manual, in which no pains were spared, by a full

well-designed table of contents, by clear and very simple state-

ment in the text, and by the abundant opportune help of leaded

type and illustrating '' graphs,” to meet the primary needs of
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teachers and their commencing pupils, has had, we understand,

the deserved success of several editions. It has been prescribed,

with satisfactory result, for such examinations as those held by

the Oxford Delegacy of Local Examinations. The first part

having dealt with “ effort, excliango and income,” the present

second part, plotted and executed on lines similar to those pursued

before, shows how the income obtained is applied to the “ satis-

faction of human wants,” for the whole work, properly, “ aims

at being an explanation of the economic relation ” between

what Bastiat pithily summed up as the subject of Economics in

the order of actual occurrence and fit discussion—namely, “ w^ants,

efforts, satisfaction.” A short account ” is also comprised of

the “ economic wants of the State and how they are sui)plied,*’

and of the “ aims and methods of various forms of association,

such as Trade Unions and Co-operative Societies.”

Not a few elementary manuals or introductory text-books,

both on economic tiieory and on economic Jiistory, have been

published recently, and, while wc sometimes wonder whether all

can fill a gap, yet their very multitude is an encouraging sign

that publishers feel a growing deraaiul for such literature by a

widening public. The war, too, with its puzzling and not very

welcome ” aftermath,” has stirred a lively interest in many

economic matters on which the competent use of systematic

thought should throw needed bright light. Sir Henry Penson is

an ccpiippcd student and a skilled teacher of economic science,

and, as the administrator of a War Department, he has been

enabled to add the great advantage of close experience of practical

affairs.

Yet, were we disposed to be critical, we might find in this

second portion of his manual too much rather than too little

reference to what wc judge must afterwards be viewed as the

passing incidents of a temporary crisis. We think too that,

compared with the earlier part, the first subject treated here

lends itself less readily to the method followed. It is, we fear,

intrinsically more difficult, and in a sense the ordinary ground

of economic theory was covered in Part I. Nor does our author

escape the dilemma by wdiich expositors of economic principles

have been beset, of including, or excluding, the topic of taxation.

That, arbitrarily settled by comparison with the regularly work-

ing motives affecting value, rent, interest, profits and wages, has

yet a traditional right to a place in a text-book, or at least in an

appendix. But the discussion of Trade Unions and Co-operation,

in spite of their undoubted interest and agreed importance,
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will not, we have some misgiving, be immune from a suspicion

of being added as “padding ’'complement rather than as form-

ing an integral portion of a whole. We would offer, lastly, a

hint that in a fresh edition some graphical illustration in

the shai^e of a curve or curves should be given of what must

present, as we conceive, somewhat formidable difficulty for most

readers of a “ first book of economic study ”—namely, the index

numbers that are used to indicate the general level of prices.

But these are minor blemishes and should not interfere with

our congratulation of Sir Henry on the successful finish of his

useful work. Wo will anticipate for his Pai*t II a sale not much,

if at all, less large than that achieved and earned by Part I.

Such a response must be gratifying to the author
;
and it rejoices

those who have at heart the wide diffusion of elementaiy

economic knou Jedge. L. L. Price

Prohhmi Sociologlci della (Jaerra. By Professor (,^orraj)0 Gini.

(Bologna: Zanichelli. 1921. Pp. ,‘19i).) Price 32 lire.

Tins book consists of a number of e.ssays previously published

by the author between January 1915 and April 1920. The

problems discussed are various, but all either arise out of, or

arc suggested by, the war. In his preface Professor Gini expresses

the hope that, in spite of the political interest of much of his

subject matter, his method of treatment will not be found lacking

in the scientific spiiit. His hope is abundantly justified.

“ Scientific serenity (serenifd .^ciettlifica) f)ervadca the book.

There is hardly a hint anywhere that war is a beastly business or

that it is ever any one's duty to try to prevent it. Such reflec-

tions, in a society based on division of labour, are left to the

poet, the politician and the preacher.

Most of these essays are statistical studies, on infantile

mortality during the war, on the effects of military service upon

health and upoji size of families, on the cost of the war, on the

assessment of war damage, on the amount of indemnity to which

Italy is entitled, on methods of estimating national w'ealth, and

so forth. These contain many interesting and suggestive ideas

and are, for the most part, models of lucidity. But occasionally

one is in doubt as to what precisely is intended. On pp. 377-8,

for example, Professor Gini, after dwelling upon the increasing

burden of a public debt when prices arc falling, suggests tliat

payments to the creditors of the State should vary .with the

general level of prices, like wages on a cost-of-living sliding scale.
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But it is not clear whether he means that war loans should, in

the past, have been issued subject to this condition (for which

there is a good deal to be said), or that this condition should now
be suddenly introduced (which would involve partial repudiation

and discrimination against a particular group of property owners),

or that an attempt should now be made to secure voluntary

conversion of existing debts into new debts subject to this con-

dition (which would involve an addition to the present burden
and, unless creditors of the State under-estimated the future fall

of prices, would bring no relief on balance).

There are, however, four essays which arc of special interest.

In the first three (pp. 1-93) Professor Gini propounds a theory

of the causes of war. In the fourth (pp. 155-74) he reprints a

memorandum drafted by himself and submitted in the name of

the Italian delegation to tJie C.8.I.T1. (Comn^ission Scientifi(iuc

Interallicc du Ravitaillcment) in 1918.

It was the function of this Commission, which consisted of

representatives of the chief allied and associated governments,

to make recommendations as to the distribution of available

food-stuffs between the various countries concerned. It appears

that the Commission was instructed to ignore financial con-

siderations. “ Ability to pay " was, therefore, Jiot in question,

and the problem was simply that of securing a distribution

according to needs as between the allied and associated com-
munities. At its third session the Gommission decided that

3300 gross calories should be taken to represent the daily food

requirements of an average man in the British, French and
Italian populations regarded as a single aggregate, '^rhey further

decided that, for the purpose of distributing food-stuffs according

U) this formula, an ‘‘ average man '* should mean a male more
than fourteen years of age, whether British, French or Italian.

8o far, then, we have a proposed distribution between the three

countries proportionate to the numbers of their male populations

over fourteen years of age. At this stage enters Professor Star-

ling, the British representative on the Commission, who argues

that such a distribution would give too much to the French and
Italians and too little to the British, and that, having regard to

tJie influence of anthrotiometric and ciimatologieal factors,’’

if 3300 calories represents the daily requirements of an average

hiUglishman, that of a Frenchman should be reduced to 3220
and that of an Italian to 3177. Professor Gini's memorandum
is a reply to Professor Starling, designed to confute liis argument
and to re-establish the case for equality. Professor Starling’s

No. 125.
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anthropometric argument is that individual food requirements

are proportionate to tlie superficial area of the body, which is

greater in the average Bnglishman than in the average French-

man or Italian. Professor Gini replies that this difference is

small as between men; that with women the difference, if any,

is the other way,— there is a prevailing impression tl)at English-

women are thinner than French and Italian w'omen ” (p. 158);

—

that other factors besides superficial area determine food require-

ments, such as the greater vivacity and intensity of s])eech and

movement among Southern peoples, involving a greater expendi-

ture of nervous cnerg}^ and finally, that, in reality, a smaller

superficial area signifies, not less need for food in the j^resent,

but less consumption of food in the past. Professor Starling s

argument from climate is based on the average mean temperature

of groups of towns in Great Britain, France and Italy respectiv ely.

Great Britain being colder than France or Italy, he argues that

Englishmen require more food than Frenchmen or Italians.

Professor Gini replies, first, that the greater heat of Italy is

exaggerated in Professor Starling's figur(\s, since all the Italian

temperatures taken, except on(% are practically at sea level,

whereas nearly three-quarters of the Italian po])ulation live more

than fifty metres above the sea
;
second, that where the artificial

and the natural temperatures differ, it is (he former which is

relevant, and that Englishmen heat their dwellings more efl'ec-

tively and clothe their bodies more warmly than Italians; third,

that large numbers ot British soldiers are lighting in warmer

climates than those in which they nonnally live, wlicn-eas the

great majority of Italian soldiers are fighting in colder climates.

Further, among the civilian pf)j)ulation, the average working day

in Italy is longer than in England, aiul a larger ju’oportion of

the population is engaged in heavy manual labour. And so on,

a very pretty argument, which ajiparenlly ])roducc(l more elTeci

on the Commission than on tlic British and American Govern-

ments, which had (jontrol of the food-stuffs.

Professor Gini's theory of the causation of war is a demo-

graphic ” theory. He holds that all wars are fundamentally

due to “ the pressure of population.” Oilier causes, which arc

commonly assigned, quarrels about women in the classical legends

of Greece and Jlorne, religious quarrels in the Middle Ages,

dynastic quarrels, quarrels about national independence in the

nineteenth century, quarrels about economic interests and

imperialist expansion since 1870, are not, he thinks, true causes,

but only pretexts and occasions (pp. G4-6). This thesis, as
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Professor Giiii admits, is not new^ It has long formed part of

the stock-in-trade of certain journalists and pseudo-seieiitific

writers. “ The need to find an outlet for oiir surplus population
”

was part of the German patter before 1914 (though only 2(),000

Germans oTiiigrated in 1913), as, with slightly greater plausibility,

it is part of the Japanese patter to-day. What is new is the

clothing of this ancient thesis, at the hands of Professor Gini,

with new and attractive-looking garments of rational defence.

These garments are skilfully woven and, in the cjourso of his

weaving, nnich that is ifiteresting emergc's. He works out, for

example, more fully and suggestively than 1 have seen elsewhere,

the analogy between the ag(^ and youth of individuals and of

races (pp. 10-19), and he indulges in some acute criticisms of

]Mr. Norman Angell (pp. 5“) 62). But the nc*w trap])ings do not

make the c)ld thesis much more aece])table than before. It

would be idle, of course, to deny that pressure of population has

sometimes been a contri})utory. and occasionally even a dominant,

eaiis(‘ of wars and invasions. The barbarian invasions of the

Homan Hmpire are an obvious ease in point. But emphasis

upon this cause, to the practical exclusion of all others, does

not provide a tenable theory. Jt is only a restatement of

this theory to say that the cause of all wars is lack of birth

control. It would seem to follow that the League of Nations,

in order to prevent future wars, should confine its activities

to neo-Malthiisian pr(»paganda, the intensity of which should

be adjusted to the “ pressure of population in various

countries. But Professor (Bui does not draw this deduction.

“Perpetual peace through readjusted birth-rates*' is a pro-

gramme which soiiichow looks inadecpiate. 'J'he reasoiY surely

is tliat common-sense is not wrong in treating as true causes of

wars those (piarrels which Professor Gini dismisses as mere

pretexts. Policies leading to war are decided by small groups

of inlluential men, to whom Professor Gini s mere pretexts are

often real and genuine motives. {Sometimes part of the “ popu-

lations,'’ alleged to ho subject to pressure, approve the policies,

though not necessarily apprehending whither they are leading;

more often they arc ignorant of what is being done in tlieir name,

until suddenly confronted with a situation in which young men,

having no quarrel with one another, must kill and be killed at

old Hum's bidding. Tribal chiefs coveting their neighbours

wives, religious fanatics howling for a “ Holy War,’* “ pretenders

coveting occupied thrones, good men and bad equally allame

with nationalist passion, politicians seeking prestige and business

G 2
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men seeking profits in the expansion of colonial empires, pro-

fessional soldiers seeking security for their country and practice

and promotion for themselves, armament-makers and sensational

journalists plying their trade, and all willing that, for the satis-

faction of their own desires, other men should die,—these arc

part of the real stuff of history, not to be explained away in terms

of differential birth-rates. Professor Gini thinks that it was the

increase of Italian population which led the Italian Government

to make war in Eritrea and Libya (p. 85), places whither very

few Italians go except unwillingly and under orders. And was

it, I wonder, the decrease of French population which led the

French Government more recently to make war in Syria?

Scientific serenity apart, Professor (fini’s theory does not help

tlic ])reventiou of war. On the contrary, it has an niiwholesome

smell of fatalism and covers up the tracks of malefactors. Nor

does it carry conviction to the mind, or account for the real

facts. In the interests of truth, no less than of peace, it is

highly desirable that it should not make headway.

Ilnur Dalton

National Welfare and National Decay. By William MoDoloall.

(London: Methuen, 1921. Pp. 214.)

There is classical precedent for admitting a theory of

population to a place in economic literature. The theory which

Professor McDougall dcveloj)s is, indeed, very different from

that of the classical economists. It could not be said of him,

as of the younger Slill in an epigram by JMoore, that he was

opposed to “ all breeding whatever ” (Mill Senior only to good

breeding !). Our author s arguments point, rather, to the

encouragement of births among the classes tliat are superior

in natural endowments, “ intrinsically better.’’ By what tests

is this superior nature to be discerned ? Professor McDougall

adduces evidence of differences in intellectual capacity afforded

by the application of “ intelligence-tests ” to American recruits.

A sample based on several thousand observations exhibits

contrasts between wliite and coloured, literate and illiterate.

Each of the four groups constituted by combination of tlicsc

attributes, say WL (White Literate), Wf, CL, Cl, is distributed

according to the percentage which is contributed by each of

eight classes labelled in the order of decreasing intelligence

A, B, C+, C, C—
, 1), D— ,

E. To convey a rougli idea of the
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results we have lumped together the three highest percentages

(A, B, C+), and also tlic three lowest, for each of the four groups,

as follows :

Upper Strata.

WL 20-G WI 4-9

CL 5-5 Cl 1*3

Lower Strata.

WL 2S WI 59

CL 05 Cl 80

It will bo seen that both the whites and the literates show

relatively large percentages of high intelligence and small per-

centages of low intelligence. The author is satisfied that the

superiority of the white literates to the white illiterates is due

not wholly or mainly to their scliooling, but rather to an inborn

greater capacity for intellectual growth. An examination of

three schools leads to the conclusion that the upper social strata

as compared with the lower contain a larger proportion of

persons with superior natural endowments. Difference in

character between rac(\s is illustrated by the defect of Indians

in will-power as contrasted with their British rulers.

Further evidence of natural inccpialitics is derived from the

contrast between the art of the Nordic and that of the Mediter-

ranean race. “The Nordic race is constitutionally introvert;

it is strong in the instinct of curiosity, the root of w^onder, weak

in the herd instinct, the root of sociability. In the Mediter-

ranean race these peculiarities are reversed. ’ The introvert,

\vc may explain, is slow' and reserved in the expression of his

emotions, given to introspective brooding; not vivid and

vivacious, like the extrovert. The curiosity of the Nordic race

appears in its art. “ it is the addition of curlositi/ to this (the)

desire of beauty that constitutes the romantic temper," says

Pater. The Freiujh character is related to the English as

Mediterranean to Nordic. “ The sociable and extrovert race

is prone to homicide, but not to divorce or suicide.” “ The

curious Nordic, wo may suppose, brooding in secret distress

and pondering the problem of his partner's infidelity, strives to

understand how such an act has become possible; for the

impetuous, incurious Mediterranean the fact alone suffices.” It

appears to us that by catching at evidence of this sort the writer

has prejudiced an otherwise strong case.

Supposing the author's thesis established, what practical

consequences follow ? What shall we do to avert the decline
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with w'hicli civilisation is threatened by the increase of a low-

grade population? There is suggested some readjustment of

family incomes. Every family belonging to “ the selected

classes ” should receive for each living child under the age, say,

of twenty years an addition of a tenth or so to the income already

earned—an arrangement by which the incentive to effort would

not be weakened. There is foreshadowed a community, Eugenia,

in which the qualities required to promote national welfare and

to avert national decay will be selected and transmitted by

liercdity. “ The su])ply of first-rate calibre can only be main-

tained by the fruitful mating of persons of superior strains. At

present, in all higlily civilised societies, such persons tend to be

absolutely or relatively infertile. Eugenia is a scheme for bring-

ing persons of such strains together in fertile union whieh will

give to the world an increasing number of persons of similar

calibre.” The abolition of the family prescribed by Plato will

not be adopted in ICugenia. Tii that happy land domestic life

and devotion to intellectual pursuits will not be incompatible.

E. y. Edgionvoktii

A ^Social and Industrial History of England before the Industrud

Ihvolntion. By M. Dokmrr Harris. (Collins. Pp. 227.)

A Social and Industrial History of Enrjland in ]\Iodern Times.

By E. Welrourxe, M.A. (Pp. 212.)

Both these books arc part of a series of economic text-books

intended for continuation schools. They arc issued under the

cditorslii]) of Mr. xManning, with Sir William Ashley as consulting

Editor, who ex])resses their aim as follows in the Tnl roduction :

‘‘ These books ai’c intended for those to whom the call of citizen-

ship does not come in vain, those who want- so to live and work

as to preserve tlie gains of civilisation and 3^ct to help the world

and their country, as nearc.st to them, to a better future.’’

Miss Harris’ book, which has interesting illustrations, accen-

tuates the social side of English development and carries its

history down to the beginning of the eighteenth century. The

headings of some of the cha2)tcrs will show the stress laid on the

social aspect of English development :
“ The villager in later

times,” “ The woman as worker,” “ The child as worker and

learner ” ('‘ He was expected to rise early, work hard eitlier with

hand or brain, and show his elders great politeness ”), “ The i)ull

of the town,” “ The shop and the fair,” “ The merchant and the
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craftsman,” “ The artisan from overseas and the native work-

man.” There arc also two pages of bibliograpliy as a guide to

more advanced reading.

Mr. Wclbourne’s book is concerned with the nineteenth

century, and great attention is paid to tlic latter half of it, which

is a most unusual feature. Ho stresses tlie importance of the

new transport developments by land and sea, and is obviously

not one of those who considers that the industrial revolution

was over by 1840. He shows that even more inventions of

a revolutionary nature occurred after that date than before it.

Tiic originality of his outlook may perhaps ])c illustrated by

two quotations.

“ It must not 1)0 forgotten that within the last few years a

work as great as that of the men who developed the modern

breed of cattle from the plough ox has been quietly done by the

gardenei-s. They have added to the number of months in which

it is possible to eat fresh vegetables by the inventions of late

and early varieties. They do not shrink from inventing new
v('gctables and fruits to be eaten at a time of yeai* when Nature

has provided nothing.”

When one rctle(;ts that tliis, combined with the import of

fresh fruits, meant an abatement of scurvy, one of the most

frequent causes of illness and death, especially of children, in

every century exee])t tlie nineteenth, one realises the import-

ance of these vegetable ‘‘ inventions.” They needed, however,

lapid and cheap transport to make them available for all

classes.

Again
—

” In 1891 the first steam trawler sailed to Iceland,

and since then the seas just within the Arctic Circle have been

the true source of our fish sup])ly. . . . In 1900 the Grimsby

artificial ice-factory started to work and the annual catch of

fish leaped at once from 92,000 tons to over 134,000, an amount

which has since been far exceeded. Aberdeen has a similar

record of activity. ... It is the steam trawler catching such

fish as arc found all tJie year round which has given us the present

steady supply of good, eheap fish.” lie then talks of the develop-

ment of the fried-fish shop as an “ invention of the twentieth

century.” “ Yet until 1890 the inland towm dweller knew' fish

only as a luxury, except perhaps in its cured form.”

There are other ehajiters dealing with trade unions and

Factory Acts, the view's of the economists, money, banking and

trade. It is unusual to meet wdth a discussion of other social

classes than the agricultural labourer and the artisan, but Mr.
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Wclboiirne devotes a chapter to postmen, policemen, teachers,

clerks and shop assistants, and another to “ Modern Society.”

Both text-books show considerable evidence of research on

the part of their writers. They are valuable from the point of

view of scholarly presentment and originality of handling, and

both are vivid, real and interesting. Botli may bo highly

recommended to teachers of students from fourteen to eighteen.

Nor would they be unprofitable reading for older persons.

L. C. A. Knowles

Modern Economic History, with Special Reference to Ansfralia

(Workers’ kklucatioiial Association Series, No. 5). Published

by the Workers’ Educational Association of South Australia,

1021 (obtainable from Messrs. Macmillan in England).

Pp. 288.

This book deals mainly with the period after 1700, and its

novelty lies in the fact that it is constantly instituting inter-

national com])arisoiis. It is also the only text-book known to

mo in which one can get tiie economic liistory of a self-governing

colony treated as jiart of the general movement of tlie economic

develoi)mcnt of tlie w’Oiid. The book would, howevei’, be morti

properly styled the history of the main phases of the labour

movement up to 1921, for sixteen out of the twenty-six chapters

deal with industrial legislation, socialism, trade unions, syndi-

calism, co-operation, profit-sharing and similar industrial

problems. It is, as one would expect from the author of

the History of the Yorkshire Woollen and Worsted Industry, a

scholarly book, and shows evidence of wide international

knowledge. Each ciiai)ter contains a list of books for further

reference. One of its merits lies in the fact that five of

its chapters deal with Australian agriculture, tariff history,

trade unionism before and after 1890, and the state regulation

of industry and w^ages in Australia, while in other chapters

Australian trusts and experiments in public ownership are dis-

cussed. As the University of London has just made “ The
Economic Development of the Empire in the Nineteenth Century

”

a compulsory subject for the Final Examination for the degree

of Bachelor of Commerce, and as the modern Economic develop-

ment of the Empire has not been written, this book will be of

considerable assistance to the student for one part of the subject.

Mr. Coghlan’s great work on Australia, in four volumes, does
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not, unfortunately, go beyond 1900, whereas Mr. Heaton takes

his subject up to and beyond the war.

The book can also be recommended to students who

require a useful historical account of the labour and socialist

movements in various countries up to 1921. The book was

planned for the Australian Workers’ Etlucational Association,

and that perhaps accounts for the fact that working-class

movements and socialist opinion are unduly stressed in a

book entitled “ Economic History.” After all a history should

chronicle actual accomplishment, and the accomjdishmcnts of the

labour movement as com])ared, say, with the capitalist creation

of railways, stcamsliips, cables and electricity, have been small.

Yet one Avould look in the index in vain for either “ railway
”

or “ steamship,” a curious omission in the history of a country

practically focused upon England from the very ])eginning for

its markets and its capital. To such a country sea communi

cations are its life-blood, AvJiatever tJie views of its labour j^arty.

Mr. Heaton says in his Preface that he does not deal with public

finance. P>ut it cannot be left out of account in a country like

Australia, which owes so much of her rapid economic develop-

ment to England’s loans, and in which the indebtedness per head

reached the enormous sum of £131 3s’. 1(V/. in 1917 -18 {Common-

umlth Year Booky 1919, ]). 798). L. Knowles

The Industrial State. By M. D. Stocks, B.Sc. (London

:

Collins CU'ar Type Press. 1921. Pp. 319. Price 4s.)

Mrs. Stocks has surmounted the difficulties of the text-

book writer with remarkable success. She has produced an

introduction to English economic history which is clear, ad-

mirably proportioned, vivid and accurate. We begin with a

glance at the 3liddlo Ages. Though the Church forbad usury,

and the Government thundered against engrossers, forc-stallers

and regrators, w^e must not suppose that inedijcval life was all

jam. Robbery and assault, fire, pestilence and famine make

human life both insecure and uncomfortable. To understand the

Middle Ages we must understand the structure of their economic

life.” This Mrs. Stocks should certainly help her readers to do

by her altogether admirable twenty-page sketch of the manor

and the gild, a miniature portrait of quite exceptional skill.

Two chapters on the “ Close of the Middle Ages ” and the “ Birth

of a Sea Power ” carry us over the rise of the money economy,

the Black Death and the legislation which followed and ignored
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it, introduce us to the domestic system in the cloth industry,

and show the relations of our island to a rapidly expanding world

with a new scale of international values. Thus we are landed

in the first Age of Paternalism,’’ concerning which the author

sagely remarks, “ It is possible that some of our fatherly Tudor

legislation was just a little grandmotlicriy.”

As she approaches the modern age, Mrs. Stocks handles her

subject well. Without belittling the importance of the In-

dustrial Revolution she avoids giving the too common impression

that history broke off sharply about 17G2, to start again on quite

new lines thereafter. She is cheerful, more cheerful than some

of us would be, about the future of tlic Great Society, and dis-

misses Malthus with an assurance that ‘‘ his soul may rest in

peace, for in spite of his grim apprehensions our food supply

has more than kept pace.” In the cliapter entitled ‘‘ The Great

Society conies of Age ” the “ problem of Labour anti Capital
”

is somewhat boldly disposed of in a single paragraph.

There arc naturally some omissions in this little book. For

instance, we are surprised to find no mention of the invention of

printing, nor any of the penny post. But tliesc do not st^riously

impair the great merits of the book, whicli should be read by

many more than tlie Continuation School pupils for whom it is

primarily intended. An old story so remarkably well told is as

well calculated to refresh the interest of the “ professional ” as

to stimulate inquiry in the learner.

Barrar.v Wootton

Government mid Jndu'^frfj, By C. Dklisle Burns. (London:

George Allen & Unwin, Ltd. Tp. 315. Price in Great

Britain, lO-b’. net.)

Mr. Burns attempts, in his publislicis’ words, to describe

the existing relations between the British Government and

the industrial system and the tendencies that indicate (in the

author’s opinion) the formation of an organised economic

community.”

The autlior appears to take a middle iiosition in the con-

troversy between “ freedom ” and “ interference.” He rejects

much of the reasoning of the laissez-faire school, and holds that,

far from there being a necessary antagonism between the govern-

ment and industry, “ what makes tlio Britisli experience specially

important is that the movement between government and industry
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is mutual; for each is approaching the other, almost without

losing its own vitality.” He appears also to hold, as do many
of those who do not occupy an extreme position in either

direction, that the function of the State in industry is normally

rather to guide and supervise, than itself to undertake direct

management. “ Social organisation is actually based on the

pursuit of a common good shared by individuals : and, in the

economic sphere, this organisation is co-ordinated by the economic

functions of Government.”

He is careful to distinguish the purely governmental from the

industiial functions of the State; and aims at excluding the

former, except so far as their consideration is necessary to develop

his main thesis. The dividing line, indeed, is sometimes difficult

to draw. ]\Tr. Burns, for examine, treats education and public

health as belonging purely to the governmental functions of

the State, and concerned only indirectly with its industrial

duties. But his insistence on the general distinction helps to

fix clearly in the reader’s mind the limits of the State’s industrial

spliere.

TJirougliout the book tiie general idea is well woi’ked out.

The author shows carefully not only the cause and means of

the State’s entry into industrial activities, but the corresponding

ap[)roac‘h of industry to government from the other side. In

particular lie draws attention to the (piasi-governmontal functions

undertaken by industrial bodies, such as Joint Industrial Councils.

There is an excellent opening chapter upon the “ Bistinction

between Government and Industry,” followed by two others,

which deal with Administration as it affecds industry, and with

non-governmental industrial organisation. Subsequently, a

separate cliapter is devoted to sliow how each of the chief

branches and problems of industrial life are affected by Govern-

ment action: as, for instance, hours and conditions; wages;

unemployment; and foreign trade. Tliere are also chapters on
“

’J’he Government and War (kmtrols,” and on “ Communal

Enterprise.” The final chapter, on the “ vState and Economic

Life,” treats first of the change in the machinery of government,

which lias arisen from the more extended entry of the State

into economic life, and, secondly, of the alteration of the dominant

social motive. In regard to the latter, the author secs the

beginnings of a ” reorganisation of economic life on a basis of

common good, as contrasted with contending individual

interests.”

It will be seen, therefore, that the book covers a wide field

;
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and it ia well worked out in outline. Really detailed treatment is

not given, for the space available does not allow the author to

cover so wide an area very fully. But his work provides an

interesting introduction to the subject, and a starting point for

the students who desire to take it up in more detail. The

general treatment is sensible and accurate, though the details

are not always above criticism. In certain instances, also, the

comments of the author seem one-sided, as, for instance, in

dealing with the safeguards against the abuse of relief work

(p. 134); and in the strictures upon the mediaeval Statutes of

Labourers, the fact seems to be overlooked tliat these in many

respects were honestly based on 1 lie j)revailing moral ideals of their

age. Nevertheless, Mr. Burns has done a piece of work whicli,

without rising to great heights, is certainly useful, and may well

prove a valuable introduction to further inquiries.

N. B. T)EARLE

The Nature atid First Principle of Taxation. By Bobeut Jones,

B,Sc, (Econ.), witJi a Preface by Sidney Webb. (liondon :

P. S. King. 1914. 8vo. Pp. xvii + 299. Price S.v. Crf.

net.)

Taxation : YeMerday and To-morrow. By Robert Jones, D.Sc.

(Econ.). (London : P. S. King. 1921. Small 8vo. Pp.

147. Price 3s. (ki. net.)

The first of these two volumes appeared just before the War.

It is a thesis for a doctorate, and is a restrained and industrious

essay compounded secundum artem with a list of more than a

hundred quotations, set out chronologically, of the views of the

economists, politicians, and philosophers on the principles of

taxation.’’ As to the Nature of Taxation, wc are told that it is

a compulsory payment to the State, irrespective of any definite

or measured services rendered or to be rendered. Its First

Principle is Economy. The man of affairs may be excused a

little irony if he observes that he has all along suspected taxation

of being compulsory and divorced from any definite service—nay,

even in some cases associated with definite disservice—and asks

what is the outcome of the First Principle and how it marches in

practice.

Taxation : Yesterday and To-morrow descends into the arena

of politics. The author quits the academical aloofness of his

first essay to write a popular manifesto on public finance. His
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scholarship is less in evidence. He describes the Wealth of

Nations as “ a Free-trade tract.” Others have said so before

liim, but seldom when they have read it or have any credentials

as judges of economic literature. The attribution to Eugene

Daire of Quesnay’s well-known maxim, ” pauvres paysans,

pativre royaume
:

pauvre royanme, paii vre roi” is rather sur-

prising. A table of successive increases in Death Duties shows

a high-water mark of 28 per cent, in 1020. As Dr. Jones pro-

poses drastic changes in the Estate Duty, he should have been

careful enough to set out the fact that the present maximum
rale was fixed at 40 per cent, in 1019.

Detailed criticism is hardly necessary when we come to the

scheme of reform—the taxation of to-morrow. We are advised

to budget for ten years aliead, to raise a revenue of 2000 millions

each year, to levy the new taxes ujjon unproductive surpluses

and the ux^por x>ortions of large incomes by direct taxation, and

to increase the Estate Duty to such a pitch that in no case is

more tliaii £10,000 to be left as inheritaiux*. When the House

of Commons is pre])ared to commit suicide it may be disx)osed to

accex)t a ten-year Budget, and when the authorities are able to

budget for twelve months ahead without seeing all their estimates

upset it will be time enough to think of a ten-year forecast. No
great foresight is needed to envisage tlie situation when we shall

pay every year in taxes and rates (rates seem to be forgotten

in tlie scheme) more than the whole annual income of every man,

woman and child in Croat Britain - Ireland now excluded. It

is to be ])resumed that C^overnment will feed, house and clothe

us in the first year; but, as the Russian doctrinaires have found,

when the State seizes xjrivate wealth the sources of taxation run

dry. One year out of the ten is enough to XR’oduce chaos and

unbearable distress. We are coiifidently told that there is no

scientific ease against tJie abolition of inlieritance over £10,000.

Wo have not so learned science.

The long and short of it all is, tluit thougli indignation may
make verses—and possibly good verses—it makes bad finance.

Anger is a bad counsellor, and vindictive taxation lias never yet

been justified by results. There is the (piestion whether you do

well to be angry, the difficulty of finding an efiective method of

carrying out your intentions, and the probability that oven

if these obstacles are surmounted, you will pay too much for

your whistle and be forced to desist from an impracticable policy.

The Park orator may assert that if there were no very ric*h there

would be no very poor, and that to abolish x>nverty you must
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cut off the licads of the tall poppies. A D.Sc. (hlcon.) ought

to know better. The cliihl complains when it is always jam

yesterday and jam to-morrow, but never jam to-day. We
may take comfort that Taxation : Yesterday and To-morrow

will never be taxation to-day.

llUxNRY Ihcos

Inflation et Deflation, Par Yves-Glyot et Arthur Raffalo-

viCH. (Paris : Felix Alcan. 1921. Pp. viii -f 278. Small

8vo.)

The dominant purport of this vivid sketch is, we gather,

not so much to delineate and prt'seni aright what is new, though

that aim is included, as to recall and impress what is old. The

authors repeat, in fact, a talc told freipiontly before, which has

unfortunately as often been forgotten, and once more, in recent

years, with a like result. There are indeed some fresh incidents,

but most is, unhappily, familiar; and similar causes liave again

had no dissimilar effects.

In a short first section (certain elementary notions about

money are deftly empliasised for the benefit of the lay public

at a juncture when those more authoritalively placed and ex-

pertly trained, who “should” have opposed “inflation,” have

yielded to the subtle infection of ‘‘ error ” on the character of bank-

notes and the nature of exchange. The next humlred pages

are filled with a comprehensive picture showing the dry search-

ing light shed by calamitous cx|)crience, monotonously reiterated

in well-nigh the self-same sombre guise, or disguise, on cacli

occasion, of “ inflationism ” in the past. Vet the stern lesson,

grimly taught, was overlooked, or unheeded, or thrust aside, by

belligerent nations in the testing iieriod of the recent war, and,

even more recklessly, or fatalistically, by some in that succeeding

the armistice; and in their third section our autiiors pass no

unmerited censure on the behaviour in these eventful and dis-

tressful times of France, Germany, England, the United States

and Russia. The seale of their misdoing may liave differed;

and more than one of possible instruments was utilised in varying

measure by the countries concerned, including, we may add,

neutral nations. But, without exception, they have earned the

general condemnation here pronounced. They have been

responsible for “ inflation.”

They might indeed plead the plausible, if not sufficient,

excuse of hard necessity, or they might set up the more specious
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(lofcnce that, as they conformed to what was in effect a world-

movement, they could not, ])y standing out, have stopped the

origination, or avoided the results, of imprudent act. But in

most, if not all, cases they cannot claim a verdict of “ not

guilty ” or “ not proven ” on the special charge brought here

by MM. Guyot and Raffalovich of infelicitous rc(;oursc to a

“ forced loan ” by the issue of “ inconvertible paper.” On this

count, thougli not on “ inflation,” the United States alone of

the five countries mentioned previously seem entitled to acquittal

with, it may be, a “ caution.” Our own Government, whose

sin was less unblushing in intention than that of other countries,

and whose modus operandi has been more circuitous, must never-

theless be adjiulgcd to have got part of the enlarged credit, which

it forthwith employed, by this dubious means; and the Prime

Minister, we hold, was skating across ice of extreme tenuity when

lie boasted lately tliat we had not transgressed on that treacherous

quicksand of “ inflation of the currency ” in which (Continental

nations were floundering, and sinking deeper out of reach of

firm ground. Lord (.Cunliffe’s (k)mmittec has mapped England’s

slow route to a goal to whi('h, as this book dcmoiistrates, Russia

under Lenin, attaining “ le dernier degre de rinflation dans la

inonde,” passe* I with lightning s])eed.

A brief fourth section discusses ” deflation,” the direction

in which we may now be supposed to have set our face with

dour resolve and may boast that wc liave led rather than followed

in the track of European currency-handlers, although it must be

rememb(U’ed that the antidote cannot wisely or securely be

administered to the sick patient with the short-sighted haste

and deadly ease of the original poison. The cure, which is

painful, should be gradual. In a final section our authors deal

faithfully with inflationist ” sophisms,” where the inclusion of

tainted opinion spread by protectionists may bo connected with

a pet aversion which they \vouId not, we imagine, be careful to

disown.

The appearance of this spirited lucid essay is, as we have

hinted, not ino])portune. It was well worth the while of MM.
Guyot and Raffalovich to bestow ])ains on ])ressing home the

moral drawn from j)ast history and confirmed by late experience.

Of all forced loans ” inconvertible paper money is the ” worst,”

and the manufacture of credit done during the war amounted,

by its mischievous influence on prices, to indirect taxation of the

people. It is true that tlicre is room for fair argument whether,

in BritisJi experience, for example, the supply of additional
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currency was not a necessary sequence of the credit operation

that must be held primarily responsible for the ills and suffering

of “ inflation.” That facile mode of furnishing “ ways and

means ” to driven Minister, faced by the formidable task,

admitting neither of delay nor respite, set by the huge cost of

modern warfare on the grand scale, is a new feature distinguishing

the recent struggle from its predecessors; and the ‘^rotatory
”

(or, in the expressive French, the giratoire ”) movement,

wliich is the device of contemporary banking, seemed, during

the w^ar, to offer almost limitless possibility of raising the big

funds requii'ed without um^oncealed taxation, or straightforward

borrowing of savings, got from the contributing or subscribing

public. Tile afterniatJi accompanying the armistice and peace

has rendered disagreeably obvious the inwardness of such finance.

Its final inq^assable boundaries and its postponed but inevitable

consequences have been too plainly demonstrated to be neglected

or misunderstood. But nevertheless our authors, while, appar-

ently, they indorse Dr. Cannan’s characteristically positive

exhortation to burn the paper pounds and ten-shillings that we
owe to the profiteering ” of the IVcasury, are sensible that

inflation ” is a term which demands the long, full definition

or description they themselves supply, embracing an extra-

ordinary multiplication of banking deposits, against which

cheques are drawn. Their attitude here is rightly broader, while

in their general treatment they may bo inclined to emphasise

too narrow what is a prominent symjitom ratlier tlian sole

jiroof of the underlying malady. The issue of iiiconvertible

paper is fastened upon by them as by others
;
and we are not

sorry, for it is the common and plain incidimt of conduct, of

which continuing recognition of the need for a gold “ backing
”

serves as wholesome restraint.

Of the vice of “ inflation ” MM. Guyot and Raffalovich enter-

tain no doubt. Witli French neatness and point the distorting,

mystifying atmosphere thereby spread is pithily described by

them as a situation in which we witness “ Gladstone battu par

John Law.” L. L. Price

Fmatizwisseyifichaft. Von Dr. BIcla Foldes. (Jena, Verlag

von Gustav Fisher. 1920. Pp. 686.)

Dr. Bei,a Foloes, in this work, covers as adequately as a

text-book permits the whole ground of Public Finance. His

treatment of the subject, which is both historical and analytical.
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is so impartial and cautions that the hook evokes little criticism.

It investigates in a thorough manner British financial legislation

and policy down to almost the termination of the World

War.
Throughout the book he emphasizes the political side of

taxation, both from the national and international points of

view, and gives many instructive instances of the mutual in-

fluence of politics and finance, c. (j. the favourable elFoct on the

Franco-Russian friendship, in 1887, produced by Bismarck's

policy of the sale of Russian securities which had been issued

in connection with the loan that had been taken up by tl\c

Prcussische Scchandluiig ” in 1884 (pj). SOIr-oOo),

He points out in the introduction (p. vii) that the war has

brought into prominence the social aspect of private property,

and the extent to which it is dependent on society for its develop-

ment, and on good government for its maintenance. “ The

State and the individual must accordingly be regarded as two

different aspects of the same phenomenon. They both form

one whole. Only by tins fact being brought to the conscious-

ness of every one will the fear be suppressed that supporters of

just and rational taxation will be pushed aside through the

pressure of necessity.’’ He believes that nations will be in a

position to pay interest on the colossal war debts provided they

submit to great privations and make great efforts.

In Chap, I. Bk. IT. he discusses at length the problems of

the Budget, and after duly weighing the arguments for and

against Net and Gross Budgets respectively, he decides in favour

of the Gross Budget. In Chap. IV. he throws a comparatively

new light on the right of Parliament to reject the Budget. This

has a particular interest nowadays in view of the growing pre-

tensions of Cabinets to regard Parliament only as a registering

body.

With reference to the Comptroller and Auditor-General in

England he states (p. 82) :
“ He has the right of preventive control,

though this right is much impaired by the fact that (1) he is

an organ of the Government while he ought to be an organ of

Parliament, (2) that his staff is appointed by the Treasury.”

He discusses fully the problems of State expenditure; a

department of the subject of Public Finance which ho thinks

has been neglected by most writers. With regard to the growing

burden of State pensions in some countries, he asserts that this

increase is largely caused by many officials retiring on pensions

in the full possession of their health tuid business efficiency.

No. 125.—VOL. XXXII.
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Though he gives many valuable statistics of, and much
information on, loans, taxes, etc., yet he attempts no thorough

analysis of their underlying principles, nor of the issues which a

Finance Minister ought to have before his mind when considering

the proportion he ought to maintain between loans and

taxes.

In the two chapters in Bk. IV. he discusses with impartiality

and very comprehensively the arguments for and against pro-

gressive taxation. He considers that the princixdc of ability

to pay is sufficient justification for progressive taxation. His

remarks on the relation between progressive taxation and the

distribution of incomes arc suggestive of very important issues.

He asserts that ‘‘progressive taxation has only im])ortant

significance when great disparities show themselves in the

material conditions of the citizens.”

His discussion of a levy on caj)ital to wipe out a portion of

the war debt is brief and somewhat one-sided, as he does not

set forth the many arguments that have been alleged in its

favour. He seems to assign too much importance to the argu-

ment that it will be a precedent for many future levies and that

this fear will decrease the incentive to save. Though he sets

forth Ricardo's arguments in favour of a levy, yet he quotes

mostly the authorities that are liostile to it
;
and, further, with

regard to Ricardo, he states that Ricardo liimself doubted

whether such a levy could ever become practical politics, as the

virtue and wisdom requisite for the realization of this policy

are scarcely to be found.

In Chap. V. Bk. V., which deals with war taxes, he refers to

the 50 per cent, income tax for the highest incomes, and the

80 per cent, tax on Excess Profits as being extraordinary, and

justified only by the colossal costs of the war. In fact, he says

(p. 531) :
“ It is really questionable if we can speak here of

taxes; but rather with much more truth have we to do with

confiscation.”

In discussing Adam Smith's Canons of taxation, he shows

that general principles of taxation were established much earlier

;

that Adam Smith’s Canons cannot be spoken of as a scientific

discovery; and that only the first Canon can be regarded as a

general principle : the other three are only useful maxims.

The book throughout is most readable, and is written in a

simple and interesting style. It well merits a careful perusal

by students of Public Finance and Administration.

T. A. Smiddy
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The Economics of Tenancy Law and Estate Management. By
H. Stanley Jevons, M.A., B.Sc. (Allahabad. 1921.

Pp. 114.) Price Bl/8.

Tuts bulletin of the Allahabad University reproduces the

substance of a course of lectures on the Indian land problem.

It is interesting to get the views of a distinguished English

economist on that intricate question, and Mr. Stanley Jevons

is entitled to a respectful hearing, because his occupation of the

Chair of Economics at Allahabad for seven years has given him

the opportunity of studying it on the spot. Naturally he has

concerned himself chiefly with the law of landlord and tenant

ill the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh.

He realises that ownership in the English sense does not exist

in India, because there the State has always asserted its title as

overlord, and claimed as such a share of the produce, lie has

seen that in many parts of India ownership is further limited by

the existence of a privileged tenancy, and this he regards as an

unfortunate feature of the land tenure.

The first settlement ofFuiers were confronted with warring

claims and very diflicult questions when they drew up their

Doomsday books.

In Bengal under the permanent settlement of 1780 large

estates wei'e recognised as the normal type of landed property.

The Government’s declaration that measures would bo taken to

protect the tenants remained a dead letter for three -(piarters of a

century, and was only imperfectly carried out when the Bent

Act of 1859 was at last passed. In Oudh the first settlement of

the question was cancelled after the Mutiny, and large estates

mon^ or less on the Bengal model, with the talukdars as their

owners, were recognised as the prevailing form of tenure. But

here subordinate rights were not neglected. Such peasants as

had originally been recorded as pro2)rietors were given fixity of

tenure at favourable rates of rent, tlieir tenure being heritable,

but not transferable. By a fui*th()r compromise tenants in

possession in 1886 were converted into leaseholders for seven

years. Any increase of rent at the end of the term was limited

to CJ per cent, whether the old tenant remained in possession or

a new leaseholder was put in. This provision was often de-

feated by the exaction of a largo premium. In the Panjab the

actual cultivators with holdings ranging as a rule from five to

fifteen acres were usually recorded as proprietors. Large estates

are not common and protected tenants form a comparatively
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small class. In respect of its tenures Agra lies midway between

Oudh and the Panjab. As compared with the latter it has

many more landlords in possession of estates cultivated mainly

by tenants, of whom many have fixity of tenure or “ occupancy

rights/' wdiich are acquired by twelve years’ continuous occu-

pation. Thus as regards a large part of his land the owner’s

hands are often tied, but most proprietors have more or less which

they can cultivate direct or let to tenants at will. In some parts

of Agra peasant owniors of the Panjab type preponderate. The

extreme cases arc unburdened peasant ownership and large

estates in whii^h none of the land is tilled by protected tenants.

Conditions in iSouthern India are mucii nearer to the Panjab

than to the Oudh type.

Tlie question which of the tw'o is more advantageous has a

political as well as an economic side, but the author is only

concerned with the latter. lie has no doubt that small holdings,

by which he means tliosc below" fifty acres, whether in the liands

of peasant owners or privileged tenants, are uneconomical in

India. Ho warns us tiot to be misled by the apparent success
”

of this form of tenure in Europe, for Western countries import

a considerable part of their cereal food. Wheat-growing is not

suited to small farms, a statement hardly apiilicable to India,

where the Panjab, the liome of the peasant owner, is a great

w'heat-growing, wheat-eating, and wheat-exporting tract. But

in Europe the small holders can devote their attention to market

gardening. Moreover, they are sufhcdenlly intelligent really to

benefit by co-operation. India, on the other hand, will always

have to grow its own food, while at present its croj) yield is less

than half that of which the land is capable. Whether as an

abstract projjosition this is true or not, the fact remains that the

peasant of Northern India is very often a good practical farmer,

and that a great deal of the land is well cultivated. Nor will

the statement that he is too backward and ignorant to make much
use of co-operation be accepted without demur. Co-operation

has, in fact, made a promising start, though it would bo folly

for its advocates to claim that, in attacking by its means a huge

problem, they have so far done more than reach the outworks.

Mr. Stanley Jevons points out that the rural population is very

dense, and the standard of living very low, and, so far as large

parts of the United Provinces arc concerned, both statements

are true. Any improvement in the standard of living will, he

holds, be rapidly nullified by a further increase of mouths. In

all discussions about pressure on the soil and marcellement in
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India there is a tendency to exaggerate the increase of popula-

tion, which is much slower than in England. That of the United

Provinces is no greater to-day than it was thirty years ago, not-

withstanding the increase of resources. But it is quite true that

the rural population is redundant. The autlior’s conclusion is

that it is useless to expect that small holders can ];c effective

agents in improving cultivation by sinking wells and adopting

new implements, or better types of crops and cattle.

He is confident that the agricultural organisation most

appropriate to the stage of social devc'lopmcnt in India is the

landlord and tenant system with fairly largo estates, and a

certain number of large farms worked by gentlemen farmers.”

The landlord is to exercise “ his proper function as guide, philo-

sopher, friend, and master of his tenant.” A rural economy

more or less on English lines is advocated. Tlic big landlord

must be taught to sink capital in improving his land and to

raise the standard of cultivation by introducing better strains

of cattle, l)otter seeds, and better implements. To assist him

to fulfil these functions it should be made j)ossible for him to

buy out subordinate rights, to enforce exchanges, and to charge

rents approaching the economic standai'd. He cannot replace

l)ad tenants by good ones if liis powers of ejectment are unduly

restricted. Air. Stanley »Ievons is of course anxious that the

tenant should be seemred against abuse of these powers, and

makes proposals with that end in view.

Confessedly " only a few landlords realise the i)osition they

should occuj)y in the agricultural economy.’' But it is the

business of (Joveriinient to train them for their high task, and

in the case of those who refuse to respond, to take over their

estates for direct management. In really bad cases the State

is even to have power to sell the ju-operty. In all cases it must

after a time insist on landowners only employing as their agents

i)crsons possessing a diploma of estate management to be ob-

tained by two years' training at an Agricultural College. It may

be remarked in passing that this last provision would be evaded

Avith the greatest ease.

Obviously Mr. Stanley devons has been much influenced by

his knowledge of the great part landlords in the past played in

the improvement of English farming. But a landlord and tenant

farmer system under which, in the half-century between 1872

and 1918, the arable land in England declined by 25, and the

wheat area by 50 ])er cent, can hardly claim to have betm wholly

successful. Before the War nearly half of the agricultural land
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in Germany was occupied by holdings of less than fifty acres as

compared with less than one-sixth in England. No one who
studies Mr. T. H. Middleton’s official report on the Recent De-

velopment of Gorman Agriculture is likely to find himself in

agreement with Mr. Stanley Jevons’ view of the limited possi-

bilities of peasant farming encouraged, as in Germany, by

enlightened State action in promoting co-operation and agricul-

tural education. Starting in 1885 far behind England, Germany

in twenty-five years more than made up all the leeway, and in

about a quarter of a century took the first place as regards the

acreage yield of barley and oats, and brought its out-turn of

wheat quite up to the English level. Yet on the whole Germany

has a poorer soil and climate than England. In comparing

German and Indian conditions it must, however, be remembered

that the German peasant holding is on the average much the

larger of the two.

It may be admitted that, if we could ensure an unfailing

succession of landlords of the type desiderated by the author,

his view would be justified. State machinery is incapable of

enforcing good management by the means suggested, unless

careless and selfish landlords arc rare exceptions. It is ex-

tremely unlikely that large Indian landowners will ever play

the leading role set for them. Mr. Stanley Jevons admits that

the money-lender who buys out the tenant farmer, and the pro-

fessional man who invests his savings in land, is a bad landlord.

But it is also true that the landlords of an older and better type

have been content to be rent receivers. This does not mean

that they have always treated their tenants harshly. On the

contrary, many of them have shown moderation and kindly

feeling. But generally speaking they have displayed no in-

clination to devote attention to the improvement of their estates,

and this is not denied by the author. The Bengal landowmcrs

were put in the position he thinks most favourable for agricul-

tural progress, and for very many years were free from all checks.

But the latest authority, Mr. F. D. Ascoli, declares that there

is nothing in the contemporary accounts nor in the subsequent

history of management to show that the extension of cultivation

was in any way due to the efforts of the proprietors.” No man

had a profounder knowledge of the question in Agra and Oudh

than Sir Duncan Colvin Baillie. He stated emphatically that,

while there are improving landholders, “ the great bulk of the

improvements in the Agra province has been carried out by

(jccupancy tenants.” His advice as to Oudh was the opposite
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of that given in these lectures. All Panjab experience shows

that there too it is the little farmer who makes the ordinary

improvements such as well-sinking. In the small district of

Jalandhar the peasant owners constructed nearly 7,000 wells

in the quarter of a century or less that elapsed between the second

and third settlements. Neither there nor elsewhere are they

unready to adopt such improved implements as are within their

means. The general use of a new type of sngar-mill is a case in

point. They are hampered by want of capital and the small-

ness and seattcred nature of their holdings. The development

of co-operation is doing something to meet the former difficulty.

For the latter it is hard to find a remedy, but the matter is too

serious to be put aside. Indebtedness is the canker of small

tenures, ('o-operative credit and drastic legislative restrictions

on sale and mortgage, such as have been so beneficial in the

Panjab, are the only remedies. The wisest policy for the Indian

Government is to follow the path trod by the rulers of Germany

in promoting co-ox)eration and agricultural education. Kx-

penditure on the latter and on agricultural research should have

for its chief aim the meeting of the needs of small farmers. Land-

lords and their agents should certainly be encouraged to attend

agricultural colleges. Such of them as acquire the requisite

knowledge have sufficient lands free of rights to play their part

in the advance of Indian farming, imitating the intelligent and

well-educated large proi)rietors of Germany, who have often been

tJio pioneers of agricultural improvement. The best chance of

relieving pressure on the soil lies in the development of village

and factory industries, care being taken as regards the latter to

secure such housing and other conditions as will prevent the

further growth of slum populations in Indian towns.

J. M. Doute

Land and Labour in a Deccan Village (Study No. 2). By Harold

H. Mann, D.Sc. (Oxford University Press. Pp. 182.)

Dr. Mann’s account of the rural economy of the Deccan

village of Pimpla Saudagar w^as reviewed in tlie Economic

Journal of December 1918, It was too near Poona to be a

truly typical estate, and Dr. Mann has supplemented his first

study by one of another village lying twenty-five miles east of

that town. Though some of its peo})le find work in Bombay

for a considerable part of the year, the village is remarkably
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self-contained. The chief crops grown, the two millets and

pulses, are consumed locally. The area put under wheat, the

only grain sold, is usually quite small. No cotton is raised. The
soil is generally shallow and poor, the rainfall is very capricious,

and the variations from year to year in the area sown and the

yield per acre are large.

Much of what was said in the former review applies also to

this study. Wlierc Dr. Mann and liis assistants are dealing

with facts capable of exact statement their work is admirable.

When they proceed to estimates of out-turn and income, and

draw inferences from these as to the economic condition of the

people, they arc on slippery ground. Their conclusions arc so

remarkable that it will be well to state them before discussing

the reliability of the estimates on which they are based. A
balance sheet gives the iruiomc of the 147 families as Rs. 24,963,

of which Rs. 15,802 is derived from land, and the expenditure

as Rs. 38,076. In other words, in a normal year the village can

only earn 64 per cent, of the cost of living. “ Necessary family

cxx)eiiditure,” in the estimate of which there is nothing extrava-

gant, accounts for Rs. 32,221 out of Rs. 38,976. Of the necejs-

sary expenditure, over 70 per cent, consists of the cost of food.

The table on p. 133 indicates that 85 per cent, of the families

are insolvent, their incomes being only equal to 51 J })cr cent,

of the sum required for decent subsistence on the most modest

scale. Sucli conclusions are bound to (excite doubt. Were they

true the people would be Jialf starved and in rags, and, if the

village was not actually deserted, its inhabitants would be spirit-

less fatalists. But we are not told that there are any outward

signs of grinding poverty, and the investigators were “ astonished

at the energy shown by the people in maintaining and improving

the land,” as illustrated by the wdiolesale introduction of im-

proved iron plougiis, the sinking of new^ wells, the planting of

orange gardens, etc. The clothing of the ])eoi)lc is better than

in Pirnpla Saudagar, whose economic condition was somewhat

less desperate. Ordinary village land should be valueless, but

it changes hands freely at Rs. 30 an acre. Yet, if w^e accept

the calculations, a landowner employing hired labour loses in a

normal year 9 annas an acre on the two croj)s which cover 90 per

cent, of the area.

Dr. Mann estimates the income from land by attempting to

determine the average profit which a cultivator who tills his

holding entirely by his own labour and that of his family earns

per acre. The figures he adopts arc given in a table on
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page 94, and by these he multiplies his assumed normal crop

area of 2,192 acres. It is doubtful whether the process is

a correct one in the case of a village which consumes nearly

the whole of its own produce. But, assuming it to be so,

the accuracy of the result depends on tlie capacity of the

observer to determine rightly four factors : the cost of culti-

vation per acre in the case of a man tilling his own land, the

normal out-turn per acre, the normal prices, and the normal

area. In the case of the two croiLs occupying nine-tenths of

the area. Dr. Mann puts the labour cost (men and bullocks) to

the self-cultivating landowner at Rs. per acre, but wc are

not told exactly how he arrived at that figure. As regards the

other three factors, ho takes tlie results of 1917 18, which he

considers to have been a normal year. 8o far as crop area is

concerned the assumption is more than justified, but the native

officer in charge of the tract does not ap2)ear to have considered

the yield as ccpial to that of an average harvest (pp. 63-04).

The rates of out-turn assumed for the two chief crops, bajri

mixed with pulses, and jowar mixed witli safflower, are respec-

tively 180 and 150 lbs. per acre. ^J'hesc were determined partly

as the result of experiments conducted by an unsafe method of

threshing and weighing sample bundles, and partly by a com-

parison of the results with the figure given by the people for an

average crop. TJie only safe way of cojiducting crop experi-

ments is to select to the best of one’s ability average fields, and

thresh and weigh the wliole of the produce. No experienced

revenue officer in India would accept Dr. Mann’s estimates of

yield as normal witliout a great deal of proof. The official

estimates for the Poona district as a whole are 340 lbs. for bajii

and 500 lbs. for jowar. in the Panjab, where, owing to the

prevalence of grain rents, special attention lias been 2)aid to

produce experiments, the lowest estimates for any district for

bajri and jowar arc 330 and 420 lbs. respectively. Dr. Mann’s

own estimates for the out-turn of the two crops in Pimi)la 8auda-

gar in 1915 16 were, bajri and pulse 484 lbs. and jowar 400.

Pimpla Saudagar has a better soil than tljc village now reported

on, and 1915-16 was a better year than 1917-18. But unless the

latter was an abnormally bad year the discrepancies are unaccount-

able. On the other hand, the prices ado])te(l for those two cro2)s

seem unduly favoui’able. In Pimpla 8a\idagar Dr. Mann valued

bajri at 14 seers (28 lbs.) and jowar at 12 seers (24 lbs.) the ru])ee.

In this remote village, whore i^rices should norinaily be low, tliey

are valued at 18 and 20 lbs. respectively. The official returns
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of wholesale prices for the Poona district are much above those

of any other Bombay ^district, probably because they represent

those prevailing in the market of the district headquarters,

which is a cantonment and a popular summer resort. But even

these figures are much lower than Dr. Mann’s. There is reason,

therefore, to regard the estimates with suspicion, quite apart

from the difficulty in reconciling the inferences drawn from them
with the actual state of the people. Nevertheless the study is

a valuable contribution to our knowledge of the economic con-

ditions prevailing in the Deccan districts, wliich have often been

a source of anxiety to the Indian Government.

J. M. Douib

Rural Reconstruclion. By Henry W. Wolff. (London : Selwyn

& Blount, Ltd. 1921. Pp. 303.)

In dealing with a work of this kind, written by an authority

of acknowledged pre-eminence, the task of the reviewer is to

write an appreciation rather than attempt a criticism. This

task is all the easier inasmuch as the present writer finds himself

in complete agreement with all the more fundamental positions

assumed by the author. Before proceeding to indicate and

underline some of tlieso positions, it might be permissible to

remark that in some respects the book is not ‘‘ felix opportuni-

tate ” of its appearance. It was evidently written at a time

when “ Keconstructioii ” was in the air, and hope ran high in the

hearts of enthusiasts for agricultural regeneration that rural

reconstruction would be proceeded with, and proceeded with

along right lines. The author of this book finds himself in the

position of an acknowledged specialist whose careful diagnoses

and elaborate recommendations for the treatment of his patient

have been ignored, while the patient dies from neglect, or is the

victim of tiic ill-considered remedies of quacks. But “ littera

scripta manet.” In the saner politics of the (let us hope) ne.ar

future this book will become the vade-mecum of rural reformers in

England, and wo trust that Mr. Wolff will live to belie the

statement that “ a prophet is not without honour save in bis

own country.”

There are many lions in the path of rural reconstruction in

England. The land system, admittedly out of date, leads to bad

farming and is only less injurious than a system of land nation-

alisation involving the bureaucratic control of agricultural pro-
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(luctioii would be. Agricultural education, or rather the educa-

tion of agriculturists of all ages and both sexes, requires a

thorough overhauling, and above all a “ rural atmosphere ” must

be provided in the country schools. Too long has the rural child

been ‘‘ magnetised with the urban magnet.” The Whitehall

elephant has useful and important work to do, but the English

Agricultural Organisation Society must })c allowed to hatch out

its own co-operative chickens. The movement must include small

farmers as well as large, and must seek to establish a right under-

standing not only with the State, but with the very successful

(‘onsujTKU’s’ Co-oper.ativc Movement. Adequate credit facilities

on a co-operative basis must be provided for the financing of

agricultural production. By means of a system of long-term

land mortgage credit colonies of land settlers might be established

on an ownership rather than a tenancy basis, and deserving

agricultural labourers would find the chief obstacle to their

acapiisilion of land removed. In Mr. Wolif’s opinion the social

and economic advantages of owaiersliip over tenancy arc decisive

in the case of small or medium-sized holdings so long as the land

settler is not re([uired to lock up in the purchase of land the

ca])ital tliat he recpiires for its efficient cultivation.

To deal only with one or two of these points. It is refresliing

fo read the robust criticisms of the Phiglish system of land tenure

made by Mr. Wolff when one has fresh in one’s mind the rather

coinplaceiit attitude to it of the last generation of orthodox

c(M)ii()mists. The nation can no longer rely on efilcient seiwice

by a. trinity of landlords, tenants, and labourers, each set pursuing

a rival and not very enlightened self-interest. Causes of friction,

whether they arc the result of the relies of feudalism, or of the

purely cash nexus between farmer and labourer and of the system

of “ tied cottages,” must, be eliminated, and satisfactory working

and living conditions must be provided for all who live by their

work if the foundations of the rural commnnihj arc to be well

and truly laid. Mr. Wolff rightly insists tliat agrieultiirc is a

life as well as a business, and that, however favourable economic

conditions may be, it cannot flourish unless social conditions give

variety and interest to life on the land. If the co-operative

organisation of agriculture in its various aspects is necessary in

order to put the business of agriculture on a sound economic

basis, it is even more important because of the moral and intel-

lectual qualities that genuine agricultural co-operation evokes,

and because of the vigorous and stimulating “ community life
”

which tlie experience of other countries has proved to be a natural
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corollary to the higher organisation of farmers on a co-operative

basis.

A reformed system ofeducation in itsvarious aspectsmustplay an
important part, and in this matter the responsibility rests primarily

on the State. “ For the prosecution of education the State need

not stint piildic money.’* Let the Geddes (Committee take note.

Mr. Wolff has studied consumers’ as well as producers’ co-

operation. Those seeking to establish a right relationsliip be-

tween the English Agricultural Co-ojierative Movement and the

Consumers’ (k^-operative Movement will find his book more

informative and suggestive than the recently published work on

the “Consumers’ (,'o-opcrativc Movement,” by Mr. and Mrs.

Webb. The latter regard agricultural co-operation as a part of

the “ (Capitalist System,” and, without stopping to incpiire whether

the so-called ‘*'])rofits ” of agriculture normally amount to more

than a fair reward for services rendered, quietly ignore the funda-

mental community of interests that exists between farmers and

urban woi’kers, and claim economic sovereignty everywhere for

the consumer.

General economic conditions favour small holdings and the

intensive cultivation of the soil for the production of fruit, veget-

ables, potatoes, milk, eggs, butter, bacon, and the various other

articles for which the teeming ])opulation of urban England

affords an inexhaustible market. But intensive cultivation

rerpiires a relatively large capital; there are obstacles both

financial and social to the multiplic;ation of small holdings; and

isolated small holdings arc uneconomic. For mutual help and

co-operation in production, purchase of raw materials, grading,

standardisation and marketing of produce, small holdings must

be created in groups, and the members of these groups must w'ork

together as organised self-conscious entities for th(‘se and other

purposes. For the provision of working capital a netw'ork of

co-operative credit societies, organised on the Luzzatti system

or a modification of it, is the obvious machinery. Ap])arcnt]y

nothing of the kind exists as yet in England. The financial

obstacle to the multiplication of small holdings, preferably on an

ownership basis, can be got over by the creation of land mortgage

credit institutions, and here again the co-operative principle can

be adopted. Mr. Wolff describes the constitution of many such

institutions in Germany and elsewhere, but he may not be aware

that, for the solution of a similar problem, a Land Mortgage Bank

has been sucjcessfully inaugurated in Irehintl. The “ National

Land Bank ” was established early in 1920 with a paid-up capital
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of over £200,000. It consists of (a) Ordinary Members—that is,

private individuals whose share-holdings are limited to £200 each

;

and (b) Society Members—that is, “ Co-operative Societies and

other associations.’* Only co-operative societies may subscribe

for shares to the value of more than £200. When a large farm or

estate comes on the market, if there is a desire on the part of

neighbouring “ uneconomic ” landholders or landless labourers

to purchase it for distribution among themselves in lioldings of

suitable size, tlie latter are invited to form a C\)-operativc Society

and apply to the Jlank for a loan. The Hank then has a valua-

tion of the estate made by its own export valuer, and an offer

that meets with its approval is made to the vendor. If tlie offer

is accepted the whole of tlie purchase money is advanced hy the

Bank, but the Society is required to deposit with the Bank
twenty-five per cent, of the purchase money involved in the

form of a “ Fixed Land Security Deposit.” The Bank has a

lien on such Deposits and tlius there is a twenty-five ])er cent,

margin of security against the risk of depreciation. Principal

and interest are repayable by annuities extending over a period

of thirty years and the borrowing Society is cMillectively iusiion-

sible for the payment of tliese annuities. Fuithermore, before

a(!tual division takes place the Bank insists on various permanent

improvements in the way of fencing, draining, reclamation and

the like being eifccted by the common labour of the members

of the purchasing Society. Besides increasing the value of the

land, tills has the effect of training the cultivators in the practice

of working together and perhaps prejiaring the way for experi-

ments in collective fai niing which it is the policy of the Bank to

foster but not to force. In any case it is expected that co-opera-

tive societies which come into existence for the accjuisilion of

land will persist for other and more permanent purposes.

From its inception down to tlie 30th June, 1921, Ihe National

Land Bank had advanced .£310,090, involving the transfer of

15,750 acres. It carries on ordinary banking business as well,

and its total assets now" a})proximate to one and a qua iter million

sterling. Tliis i.s not a bad record for a country distracted by a

very “ incivil ” war. Let us hope tliat in the more peaceful

years of the future the movement thus happily inaugurated will

extend and develop, and that in the business of rural reconstruc-

tion in partieular, and in the jirogressivc elevation of the quality

of our respective national civilisations in general, the two islands

wdll seek to outvie one anot her in a spirit of friendly emulation.

JosEPJi Johnston
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The Rural Industries round Oxford : A Survey made ou behalf

of the Institute for Research into Agricultural Economics,

IJniversity of Oxford, By K. S. Woods. (Oxford : Clarendon

Press, 1921. Pp. 180.) Price Is, U,

Tins is a very useful supplement to the surveys of agriculture

in Oxfordshire and Berkshire by ]\Ir. John Orr and the account

of Allotments and Small Holdings in Oxfordshire by Mr. A. W.
Ashby which have already been published under the auspices

of the Oxford Institute. It deals with the area within thirty

miles of Oxford and refers to the period from March 1019 to

March 1920. The book is divided into two parts—the first

containing a general discussion of the economics of rural indus-

tries with a good deal of information about certain trades (e. g,

farriery), and the second consisting of detailed reports on three

groups of industries : viz. (i) the woodland industries (divided

into tlio underwood trades, sucli as those which make rakes,

besoms and hurdles, and, on the other ha»id, the timber industries,

especially chaii*-lcg turnery and chair-making)
;

(ii) osier cultiva-

tion and willow basket-making; and (iii) ‘'needlework and

similar industries,” of which the chief is the glove-making of

Woodstock and its neighbourhood.

On the wholes 3Iiss Woods has done her work very well indeed,

and it is practically pioneer work. In the general discussion of

problems an admirable judgment is shown, and this is especially

commendable because the subject of rural industries has often

been a playground for well-meaning but sentimental faddists.

Miss Woods has a keen eye for possibilities of development and

for the economic factors upon whi(di such possibilities depend;

but she also has a sane appreciation of the dangers involved in

ill-considered encouragement of rural industries (pp. 56-58,

67 -68). Take, for example, her remark :
“ There is nothing

more pathetic than the type of bogging which is covered by the

attempt to sell what is not really wanted, and to encourage this

type of work is not charity.” Jlefects are criticised without bias.

The harm done to woodland industries by game and through the

neglect of coppices and “ gullies ” by some of the landlords is duly

noted (pp. 84-88), but Miss Woods also tells us “ it is not realised

by the turners, for wiiorn the price of wood has doubled, how heavy

the landlord’s expenses have become, in taxation as well as in

labour ” (p. 109). On the one hand, we read of the high wages

earned by blind basket-makers in a London factory (p. 129);

on the other, of the scorn shown by professional basket-makers
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for “ the poor work which was turned out from some of the

hospitals where amateur teachers were relied upon ” (p. 133).

The helpful activities of Trade Unions and Women’s Institutes

are referred to with discrimination.

In the survey of particular industries, perhaps the best thing

is the description of the timber industries, especially chair-

making. Problems connected with the growth of the raw material

and with labour, machinery, designing and transport, are all

carefully considered. In regard to basket-making, however, the

limits of the subject are not very well kept, and the discussion

ranges outside the Oxford district and beyond purely rural

conditions.

The wTctched rates of pay before tlie War, of which .Aliss

Woods gives many instances, and the continuance of poor pay

ill some cases, illustrate one of the least satisfactory sides of rural

industry
;
and a striking example is given of the exploitation of

child labour by parents (pp. 39, 161). A defect of far-reaching

influence is the “ deplorable lack of enterprise and of commercial

ability in the villages and small towuis ” (p. 29), and wc read that

“ there is scarcely any co-operative effort in putting local pro-

ducts on the market” (p. 30). But while this is gloomy, it

obviously means that the possibilities of rural industry are not

(jxhausted.

The book is stored wuth curious and interesting facts. It is

odd to find these country workshops supplying distant markets

-parts of chairs going to Lancashire (p. 107), hurdles to the north

of England and Scotland (p. 100), and barrel hoops formerly to

the West Indies for sugar barrels (p. 92). ” Before the War,”

we read, “ all the ('ourts of Europe were clothed on State occa-

sions in Oxfordsiiire plush from Shutford or Banbury.” “ Bril-

liant patterns were shown of pieces sent to Turkey and Roumania
”

(p. 174). A bowl-turner, one of wdiose lathes has been in use for

more than a century, sells his wares to up-to-date establishments

such as Harrods and the Army and Navy Stores. Among
evidences of the play of large economic forces it is good to be

reminded of the elTccts of individual occurrences, as when we

are told that the wholesale clothing industry in Oxford “ sprang

from a debt paid by a linen draper to a small shopkeeper in the

form of a bale of linen, towards the end of the eighteenth century,
’

because “ out of this the shopkeeper’s wife made a labourer’s

smock, which was soon bought by a passing farm labourer, ’ and
“ she sold a succession of smocks, and so the industry was built

up ” (p. 149).
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A few criticisms must be made. At the time the survey was

taken nearly all the industries dealt with were subject to power-

ful but temporary war-induced influences—shortage of labour

or material, in some cases, but, more commonly, a booming

demand, owing to absence of foreign competition and the accumu-

lation of demands unsatisfied during the War. Miss Woods is

fully alive to this fact, but it requires emphasis, because it would

be unwise to frame policy on the assumption that those conditions

are normal.

The plan of the book has one fault. It excludes the extractive

industries - quarrying, brick-making and the like, so that (to

take the (.licrwell Valley alone) we are told nothing about the

Portland cement works at Kirtlington, the quarry at Ardley,

the brick and tile works at Deddington, or tlie ironstone works

at Adderbury and King's Sutton. I'his is a pity, for these are

thoroughly rural industries, and tlie problems of labour in extrac-

tive undertakings (e. (j. the treatment of the problem of wet

weather) often throw light on similar problems in agriculture,

^'hatching also is omitted, though it is really a distinct trade,

and certainly no more a mere part of agriculture than hurdle-

making, which is dealt w ith.

One or two details, again, call for criticism. There are a few

cases of “ vain repetition.'’ 'I1ie figures on p. S3 do not really

illustrate Miss Wood's j^oint that “ on estates far from the rail-

way prices of underwood have fallen considerably.” Perhaps

thci’c is a misprint here; but the figures as they stand are quite

inconclusive. On p, lOl occurs the following statement: “The
increase in the use of hay making and other machinery was

mentioned in this district as a cause of the decline in agricul-

tural earnings from those of an earlier generation, having led to

less employment at piece-rates during tlie harvest and less employ-

ment of women in tiic fields.” C'itcd without comment, this

opinion is most misleading. 'I’he number of labourers has

declined, but the trend of earnings was to increase even before

the War, though it is true there was a set-back after the Trade

Union debacle in the seventies. No doubt the ratio of eiira

earnings to wages has declined : periiaps the passage quoted is

due to a misunderstanding of this fact. Or docs it mean that

there is now less opportunity of part-time agricultural work for

persons engaged mainly in village industries—or, in other words,

that there is less seasonal fluctuation in tlie demand for farm

labour now than formerly ?

A word must be said about Mr. Arthur Ashby’s instructive
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and interesting preface. Mr. Ashby gets down at once to funda-

mentals, pointing out that “ the use of oil-fuel and the improve-

ment of the internal-combustion engine lias to a small extent

cliangcd the conditions of industrial production ” (p. 7), that the

change is “ altogether in favour of the small establishment,” and

that in transport the motor lorry may bring similar developments

(p. 8).

Reginald Lennard

Kiangsi Native Trade and its Taxation. By Stanley Wright.

(Shanghai : The Chinese Customs Service. Pp. 203 -t* II,

with 2 Appendices.)

The person who takes up this book expecting to find a

practical application of Adam Smith's classical canons of taxation

to an Eastern country will receive a rude shock. The system,

such as it is, in force in Kiangsi, China, breaks every known rule

of taxation for Avhich economists have fought over a long period

of years.

The Province of Kiangsi lias an area of 09,498 square miles,

and, according to the most recent census, the population is

14i millions, so it is a fairly representative xnovince to take for

the imrposc of investigating taxation in China. The question

of internal trade taxation in that country is one on wliicli much
lias been written in a general way, but little attemx^t has ever

been made to isolate a x)rovince and to study in detail c-ither the

methods of trade taxation oflices within its confines or their

influence on the trades taxed. This book is therefore very

welcome.

The Chinese seem to look upon trade as an inexhaustible

reservoir into which innumerable hands dip for revenue.

Less than a century ago Kiangsi trade boasted (mly two taxing

establishments, namely, the Native Customs for the Poyang-

Yangtsze trade, and that for the tratfic up and down the River

Kan, but to-day the Kiangsi merchant has to reckon w'ith seven

or eight trade-taxing establishments, each spreading its tentacles

out over a wdde area. In the jiast, jirovided he x>aid the lax, ]ilus

certain non-oflicial “ squeezes,” he was free to go his w^ay, but

now he is surrounded by difficulties too numerous to mention.

The trader cannot move a single jiackage of goods even for a

short distance overland without encountering some form of tax-

gatherer. Custom is the guiding princi2)le, and the Central

No. 125.—VOL. xxxii. r
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Government, vying with tho Provincial officials, is always on

tlic alert to get a little more out of the unfortunate people.

The taxes are many and varied : native customs, transit dues,

consumption taxes, maritime customs, railway taxes, salt taxes,

payments to rice, wine and tobacco bureaux, redemption taxes

and Likin taxes are a few to which goods are subject, and all, in

one form or another, take their toll on trade.

The Likin tax, whicli was first imposed in Kiangsi in 1857,

had already been in operation in parts of China for some three

of four years. It is an internal tax on goods in transit, and

owes its origin to the Taiping Rebellion, when it made its appear-

ance as a war tax. The word Likin is derived from Li,*’ meaning

one-thousandth, and kin,"' meaning gold or money. Originally

it was a tax of one-tcntli of I per cent, of the value of the goods,

but the precise amount payable at the present day in Kiangsi

and elsewhere in China is arbitrarily determined by local officials.

It has proved so fruitful a source of revenue that Likin barriers

have multiplied in number, until to-day the hapless Chinese trader

encounters them up and down all the riveis, in most of the

principal towais and on most of the byways of importance.

Between Canton and A\ ucliow
,
for instance, there are said to be

no fewer than six Likin barriers, at each of which a toll is collected.

The development of this form of taxation is shown to have been

extremely rapid in Kiangsi, and jjosts for its collection have been

established at all tiie leading trading centres and commercially

strategic points in the Province. The officials are stated to be

able not only to levy definite taxes on anything and everything

that passes the barriers, but also to fix charges at a much higher

rate than obtain in some of the other Provinces. With the

ratification of the Mackay Treaty ( hina oflicially recognised the

evils of the Likin system, and Jiopes were entertained in Kiangsi

that it was doomed. Reforms were certainly attempted, but

they were illusory. Among other things, it w\as j)roposed that

instead of a dozen imposts at successive barriers, tho tax might

he levied in one sum at the first barrier post New regulations

were issued to make tiic alteration cifective, but the local officials

and others soon found a way of getting round Government

decrees. For example, new trade taxes under Likin control were

created from time to time; principal among these were the

railway tax and the bank-note tax. Merchants soon found, too,

that payment at the first barrier passed did not really exempt

their goods from other imposts at further barriers. Man shui,

or short-levied duties, were instituted; these are not, as might
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be expected, levies on excess of cargo, they are simply additional

charges under a make-believe name. One of Mr. Taylor's

examples will make this clear. Rice from Fuchow pays a tax,

called shih fen, at Huangchiangk’ou
;
on reaching Hsiehpu it is

called upon to bear an extra levy of 5 per cent, on the original tax

;

when passing Tuch'ang, another levy of 10 per cent, is made on

the first tax, and at Kulang still another 13 per cent, is levied on

tlie original tax. At ITukow an export levy of more than three

times the shih fen is chargeable, plus 10 per cent, of this duty for

a tax called hao-yin. Then, in addition, there is the railway tax

of 20 cents, and a ehiu chiu tax of 15 cents each per shih. In

other words, a consignment of rice from, say, Fuchow to Kiukiang

has to make eight distinct ])aymcnts in five places, and all of

them are under control of the Frovincial official. In the cir-

cumstances, what the Government called the “ t’ling-shui ’’ (a

consolidated tax paid once and for all) is a polite fiction.

Of protests, passive and active, against the exactions there

have been many
;
some end in civil strife and lead to attem]jts

to improve matters. A tariff to this end was issued in September

1910, stipulating that goods whi(;h passed through tiirec bai r iers

shall pay the full shih fen duty, those which pass two barriers

five fen, and those for local consumption, that is, passing only one

barrier, to pay three fen. All this has been of little avail.

Separate offices ignore the fact that the tax has been 2)aid else-

where, and proceed to levy their own dues according to their

own lights.

The sole object of the Likin tariff, states Mr. Taylor, is to

raise revenue, and from a 2)erusal of his interesting book one is

forced to the conclusion that the object is not necessarily to

raise that revenue in as equitable a way as possible. Traders

in tlie United Kingdom would be driven to distraction were they

faced with exactions like those from which the Chinese suffer.

A summary of the tariff given by the author w ill give some idea

of the burden imposed upon the native traders. As it stands

the tariff contains about 1500 entries, and, to take only one

example of the specific duties named, over 200 are quoted for

different varieties of one single article, paper. China tea, graded

according to quality and place of production, claims 47 entries ;

China-ware, which is taxed according to the destination to wdiich

it is consigned, has 43 entries with 39 sub-entries, in which every

conceivable basket, packet or bundle is included; timber is let

off with 42; grass-cloth has 37 entries, while nankeens have

only 24.
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Of hair-splitting differentiations there arc many, and their

purpose is, first, to allow nothing to escape that can be made
to yield revenue, secondly, to provide opportunities for accom-
modating adjustments; if one heading of tax will not cover an

article, then the collector can soon find another.

There is little chance of avoiding taxation by taking diverse

routes. The Kiangsi Likin establishment has its head office at

Nanchang, 16 sub-offices at leading trade centres, 38 sub-stations

and 117 barriers, the whole, as Mr. Taylor shows, forming a fine

network to escape through the meshes of which would tax the

ingenuity of even the most accomplished smuggler.

It is not to be supposed for one moment tliat the Central

Government reaps the full benefit from th() colleclions. Far

from it. An official return gives the total Likin collection for the

Province as “ Kuping taels 453,548.1990 x Cash 2,389,073,979,’’

which at the usual conversion rates (Kuping taels 101.64 =
Haikwan taels 100 == §150. Cash 1,280 = §1— the Likin official

rate) comes to about §2,500,000, a total which, one agrees with

the author, errs on the side of modesty. As showing the leakage

that occurs, he places the average Likin revenues of Kiangsi at

§4/4,500,000, exclusive of other receipts, and of all extra dues

levied at Hukow, such as the railway lax, etc.

The office of the Chinese Maritime Customs is well described,

and the spirit animating the whole institution is stated to be

one of sympathetic encouragement of trade, a S2)irit wiiieli is

not at variance with its primary function, the 2)rotection of

the country’s revenue. But the Chinese Maritime Customs arc

mainly under foreign control, the Likin is not.

There are many minor taxes on trade and commodities in the

Kiangsi Province, all of which are carefully i^assed under review

by the author, but to understand the reasons for them will puzzle

the braizi of the most earnest student of economics; to get a

clear comprehension of the Chinese method of taxation and all

that it entails requires patience, and to have produced an

intelligible account of the multifarous duties and their eiTects

must have been no mean task for ]\rr. Taylor. Wiiat will probably

strike the reader of his book is that, numerous as they are, the

taxes, even as collected at present, have the merit of productive-

ness, but their method of collection is flagrantly uneconomical,

and the equity of their incidence is, in most cases, extremely

questionable.

The pages in the book on the currency question are illuminat-

ing. The influence of the defective monetary system and the
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instability of exchange is, of course, felt all over China, but its

restrictive effect is plainly seen in a backward Province like

Kiangsi. As usual, we meet with the two official taels, the

Kuping and the Haikwan tael; then every trading centre has

its own particular tael. Kuikiang has two, the Tsaop’ing and

the Hong tael. Large transactions are carried out in taels;

for petty trade resort is had to the domestic money of the Chinese

—copper cash, or local cash shop-notes, the issues of which are

legion. The area and validity of the notes is very restricted,

and they frequently entail loss to the trader who has to resort

to exchange transactions outside the area in which they are issued.

Tl\en there is the copper cent money, introduced about thirteen

years ago. This money has grown in favour, but is still far from

supplanting the copper cash. The quantities of copper cents

put into circulation have been enormous, arul the nominal value

of the cent as a tcn-casli piece no longer holds good in any locality,

its value fluctuates from time to time and from place to place,

and the effect on the cost of living for the poorer classes is ruinous.

To add to the prevailing chaos, one gets the .Mexican dollar and

small subsidiary silver coins, all of whieh lack fixity in exchange.

Dollar notes, issued by the Jtepublican Bank of Kiangsi, the

Bank of Communications and the Bank of China, also circulate,

and ])ublic conlidence in the notes is by no means stable. Then

for larger transactions there arc the shoes of sycee silver, to

calculate the value of which much time is lost in taking count

of weight (never the same in two places), fineness, ‘‘ look-see,”

“ olo ” custom and exchange.

In such circumstances, the merehant who can move with sure

foot through this bewildering tangle of wsycec, cash, cash shop-

notes, copper cents, dollars, small silver and bank-notes, the

relation between any one of which and all the others changes

daily, sliows no mean skill in financial or mental gymnastics,

and it is this skill which ]\lr. Taylor considers makes the Cliinese

trader a keen bargain-driver. The element of uncertainty, too,

as he points out, may appeal to the Chinaman s gambling instinct,

but at the same time it is obvious that before any sound expansion

of trade can be accomplished, iliis chaotic monetary system must

be replaced by a secure and stable standard.

It is a pity that such a useful work as this lacks an index,

added to which, neither the price of the book nor the publisher’s

Dame is stated.

William F. Spalding
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Le Edevement Hconomique de la Grece, By E. J. Tsouderos,

Member of the Greek Parliament, Greek Delegate at the

Peace Congress. Preface by Ch. Gidb, Professor at the

University in Paris. (Paris: 1920. Bcrger-Levraiilt. 254 pp.)

This book gives a vivid and most interesting account of the

economic resources of Greece, as well as of the actual problems

which confront her economic policy. The first chapter (pp.

1-58) is of special interest, inasmuch as it contains a statement

of the financial situation in Greece since 1898, and enumerates

the reasons which d(itermined the Great Pow('i‘s to impose upon

her international financial control. The author describes the

organisation of this control and its results, and shows how it

ought to be modified in order not to prove a further obstacle

to the future economic development of tlie country, the difiicultics

of its task being increased by the acquisition by Greece of Mace-

donia, Crete and the islands of the /Egean Sea.

Mr. Tsoiideros depicts in picturesque detail the organisation

and working of education, and describes the advances made by

liis country. In this connection he mentions the agricultural

]*eform wliic^h aims at converting the big estates, founded under

the Turkish lugimo, in Macedonia as well as in Thessaly, into

small peasant-holdings.

Agriculture, her mercantile marine and foreign trade arc the

principal sources of Greece’s prosperity, and she is going through

a period of genuine regeneration, and may continue to progress.

Nevertheless, there remains much to be done, especially in the

perfecting of her railway system. This network, once completed,

with the assistance of the Greek mercantile marine, will be of the

greatest use and importance not only to Greece herself, but also

to Asia Minor and t-ential and W(*stern Europe.

The author wisely considers (p. 214) Hint the interests of the

countries concerned will determine the revival of commercial

relations in the Balkans. He contemplates an economic arrange-

ment between Serbia, Roumania and Greece, leading to a reduc-

tion of the existing protective duties, and to the recovery of

banking and of general economic relations between these States

;

Bulgaria also should take part later on in this intercourse. In

this way the path would be opened to a more permanent under-

standing, leading ultimately, in all probability, to a Balkan

Customs-Union.

E. SCHWIEDLAND.



NOTES AND MEMORANDA

Was Rye evee the Ordinary Food of tjie UxoLisif ?

In the E( gnomic Journal for September, 1021, Sir William

Ashley has published an article in which he gives reasons for

disagreeing with the opinion of my father, tlu) late Professor

Thorold Rogers, that “ from the earliest times wheat has been

the principal grain on whicli the English have lived,*’ and suggests

tentatively that “ during the ]\riddle Ages, and long after, rye

was the ordinary food of the labouring population. . . . Wheat
was at first a luxury food for the landlord class. From them it

was adopted by the merchants of the towns and by the more
sedentaiy arid more skilled craftsmen. . . . For the mass of the

people, both in the towns and in the country, there was hardly

ever, and hardly anywhere, a complete change over from rye to

wheat, the transition was effected by the use of a mixture

—

maslin—of rye and wheat ... in wdiich in the course of ages

the wheat proportion tended more and more to preponderate.*’

In support of his contention. Sir William Ashley has adopted

two lines of argument, (1) A criticism of my father's scholarship

and accuracy; (2) the selection of a number of quotations and

references tending to show that rye was always considered an

important article of food. No exception can be taken to the

tone of Sir William Ashley's examination of my father's views,

and r acknowh'dge with gratitude his handsome appreciation of

the monumental character of his work, but as he admits that

my father's writings “ serve as the authority for much of what

is now being taught as history to working-class audiences," it is

more than a matter of private interest to ascertain whether tlie

one authority or the other is more correct. I venture, therefore,

to advance certain reasons wdiich may lead Sir William Ashley

to revise his judgment. In the first place it should be pointed

out that there is no true antithesis between the two propositions.

My father was speaking of the usual food of the English nation

as a whole; Sir William Ashley admits that the landlord class,

and subsequently the merchants and skilled craftsmen, ate
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wheaten bread, but contends that rye formed a large part of

the food of the labouring classes. An examination of my father’s

writings shows that he agreed that “ barley was sometimes

mixed with the wheat in the allowances made to farm servants,” ^

and tluit oats, pease and beans were also mixed with their food.^

Scurril wheat was also commonly eaten, especially in times of

scarcity.® No one asserts that the workers habitually ate bread

made of the best wheat only. The question is simply whether

their bread consisted wholly of rye in the earliest times and

whether the adoption of wheat as a mixture was gradual and

progressive.

In attempting to shake the credit of my father's conclusions

Sir William Ashley confesses to certain “ harassing doubts.”

First, “ How much is involved in the statement that ho has

generally omitted all notices of inferior grain elsewhere explained

as inferior qualities? ” The answer is given in my father’s own
words :

“ Exce2)t in rare cases, purchases and sales of inferior

corn, known in the accounU' as scnrril or cnrsal corn^ arc omitted." ^

Obviously, therefore, all wheat is included except that expressly

described as cursal. There is no great scope for error here.

Secondly, we are asked, “ Did ho always recognise rye when he

met it? Under the year 1303 he gives one entry for sigal and

does not attempt an explanation; ” but Sir WilJia?n Ashley has

overlooked the fact that on page 222 of Volume I. of the Ilislorjj

of Agricullnre and Prices, my father says, “ Sigal, I. have no

doubt, is the same as rye (siligo in the accounts).'' After this

is it quite fair to say tliat “ Fleetwood, like Rogers, when he

happens to come across rye, does not recognise it ”
? Thirdly,

he asks, “ Can we be sure that Rogers’ wheat is not sometimes

a translation of the undifferentiated bladum ? ” A reference to

page 3 of Volume II. shows that certain lintries classed under

rye are marked R to show that they are “ the Bladum of the

records.” »So that it appears that it is not only never classed

as wheat, but is even used to swell the records of rye. I hope

these notes will show that 8ir William Ashley’s doubts were

unwarranted.

There remains the more important question. How far was

^ History of Agriculture and Prices, Vol. I, p. 26.

* Op. cit. p. 288; also Vol. II, p. 626. “ Itlnni respondot de xix qrs. v bsls.

curall frumonti, ix qrs. vj bsls. dragoi, ot x qrs. vj bsis. pisarum siinul inixtis

pro liberatura famulorum.”
* Op. cit. p. 288 :

“ The grain served out was generally wheat, not always

the best, but cursal or scurril corn, such, perhaps, as Hampshire people call

tailings.”

* Op. cit. Vol. II, p. 4. See also Vol. I, p. 182.
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rye used for food by our ancestors ? Noav rye is still occasionally

grown in England, though it is no longer used in making bread.

It was not, however, widely grown in the eighteenth century.

Lisle, whose observations were made between 1695 and 1722,

over the southern and midland counties, says, “ Rye is a grain

seldom sown in the counties I have been most conversant, and

as for my own experience, it has been very little in it.'’ ^ Ellis

says, ‘‘ The men about Cheddington and Aylesbury never so

much as attempt the sowing of this grain.” 2 Arthur Young
records only thirteen places where rye was grown, and practically

none in the south of England.^ In the scATnt(H^ntIi century

Worlidgc admits that lie does not know much about rye, ‘‘
it

being not universally propagated.” ^ The earlier writers, c. g.

Markham and Eitzherbert, just refer to it, but give no indica-

tion that it was widely grown. It is not mentioned ])y Walter

of Henley. An examination of the manorial records other than

these printed in the Jllslonj of l^rices shows that it was seldom

grown. Rye was nut grown at Croiidal in Hampshire in the

thirteenth century, •'* or at Eorncett in Norfolk,® and out of the

thirty-two manors in which corn was produced for the Bishopric

of Winchester in 1208-9, ryo. was grown in only six.’ To go

back even further, we find in King Alfred's charter dealing with

the Manor of Hysseburn, that the eJiurls are bound to render

at harvest equinox, among other things, three sesters of bread

wheat,'’ and as they arc bound to plough three acres in their

own time and sow it with their own seetl, we may fairly assume

that they lived on the same kind of bread themselves.® After

this perhaps we need not take JSir \Villiam Ashley's suggestion

that ” frumentum *' means any kind of corn in classical Latin

seriously. It will hardly be contested that the “ frumentum

which Tacitus tells us Agricola exacted as tribute from the

British w^as rye.^ This evidence, which could be expanded if

space permitted, does not lend a?iy support to tJic theory that

* Lisle, Obftt rvatinns in Hnf^bnndnjf Vol. T, p. 270.

^ Ellis, i'hiltcrn and Vale, Farming Kxplaincd^ Chap, xxxv, p. 252.

Young, The Fanner 8 Tour thromjh the Fust of Fnglund, V’ol. IV, pp. 250-7.

* Systema Ayricultura^ by 1. W., Sect. Vll, p. 54.

® The Crondal Fecords, odiloil by F. T. Jlaigoiit for tlio Hampshire Roconl

Society, 1890.
• Davenport, A Norfolk Manor, U)S0 -ir>()5.

’ Gras, Evolution of the English ('orn Market, pj). 201-2.
'' Codex Diplomatieus, MLXXVII.
•

'Pacitus, Agricola, XIX ;
“ frumenti ot trib\itorum exnotio." Sre also th«

speech of Cnlgaciis ;
“ Bona fortunoequo in tributum, ager atqiio annus in

frumentum.”
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rye was at one time the ordinary food of the labouring classes

in England and that it was only gradually replaced by wheat.

It is, in fact, quite probable that more rye was consumed as

bread during the latter part of the thirteenth and of the sixteenth

centuries, when prices of wheat Avcrc rising, than in the centuries

that immediately preceded or succeeded them. Miller appears

to think that the low price of wheat in the early part of the

eighteenth century was a good reason for not sowing ryo.^

Again, Sir William Ashley appears to consider that the known
prevalence of rye bread over wheaten bread in the northern

counties of the Continent is prima facie evidence that a similar

state of things existed in England. But even in the fifteenth

century the contrast between this country and Franco was

patent, as the well-known passage in Forteseue’s Governance of

England shows. He says that the French “ driiikeii water, thai

cyten apples, wit/i brede right browne made of rye, thai eyten

no flesshe but yf it bo right scldon a little lardc, or of the cntrales

and licydcs of beastis slayn for the nobles and marchauntes of

the land. . . . Thai gon erokyd and ben h'ble not able to fight

nor to defende pe rcalmo; nor thai have wopen nor money to

bio them wepen w/tA all. But verely thai loven in the most

extreme pouertio and miserie, and yet dwcllyn thai in on the

most f(*rtilo rcaume of the worldc. . . . But blessyd be God
this lancJo is rulid under a better lawe

;
and therefore the peophi

thereof be not in such peynurie nor thereby hurt in their persons,

but thai with welthe and have all things necessarie to the

sustenance of nature.” ^

But there is no doubt that rye has been sown in England

in all periods of liistory. The question is, for what purpose ?

At tlie present time rye is sown be(?ause it affords the earliest

green food for slieep or cattle in spring,^ or for its straw, whicli

^ Miller, CJardnicrs^ Dictionary, sub. “ Sccalc.”

* FortosfMio, The (rovernancf of Enylnnd, Chnp. iii, p. 114. Kdit. riuinmrr,

1885. Clarpiulori Press. Mr. Sydney ilcTborfc of tho University College of

Wales, Aherystwyllj, lias kindly drawn iny attention to tho following passages

in Coryat’s CraditieSy which iiidicato that in 1()()8, when tlio author made his

journey through Prance, the amount of ryo j)roducod in this country was small

compared with tho crop in Franco, though it is admitted that at this time other

cereals than wheat wore commonly used in England for br(;ad. “ Tho abundance

of Rie in France is so great, even in every part thereof, through which 1 travelled

that 1 think tho Iiundredth part thereof is hardly to bo found in England and

Wales ” (Vol. I, p. 195). “ In many places also [in Savoy] I saw goodly corno

fields, especially of Rio, whereof many thousand plottcs I observed before 1

wont forth of tho Alpos, growing upon os stoop places as the Vineyards did
”

(Vol. I, p. 219, Edition 1905).

Stephens, Book of the Farm, Vol. II, p. 370,
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makes good litter and the best thatching material. Its value

for the first purpose has long been known. Miller says, ‘“It is

also sown in autumn to afford green food for ewes and lambs

in the spring, before there is plenty of grass. ^ Ellis records a

case of a common field tenant who sowed rye “ for only his

sheep to feed on in the spring ”
;
^ and Mortimer says, To have

food for cattle in April, wliich is the scarcest time of all the j^ear,

especially for sheep arul lambs, some split the ridges of their

wheat stubble and sowed them with rye, allowing about a bushel

to an acre, which they harrow in and feed about April or when

they want it, and in May plough it uj) for a fallow." ^ T do not

know of any earlier reference in agricultural treatises, but as

the problem how to feed sheep in the spring ivas even more

acute in the Middle Ages than in Mortimer's time, I suspect

the practice referred to was much older. It is possible, therefore,

that Thomas Pampson sowed those twenty-two acres of rye

partly for the benefit of his 300 sheep, for Suffolk is not a county

of pasture.

Jfowevor, wo musl admit that rye was frequently eaten

inixcal with wheat, not only in times of scarcity when barley,

oats, pease, vetches, but even buckwheat were eatcTi, and

occasionally acorns, roots and so forth, ^ but in times of plenty.

Wheat and rye are even sown together so as to secure a complete

mixture. Jliller says, Although it is by some accounted good

when mixt (with wheat), yet it being so very clammy, few people

who have been fed with wheat will even care to eat the bread

made of this.® Eden admits that rye can seldoin bo made so

pleasant and palatable as admixtures of otlier sorts of grain.®

Worlidge alone says, “ It gives a very pleasant taste to most

appetites.’’^ Why, tlien, was it so commonly used? The

explanation is given by Hale :
" A small quantity of it was

formerly, and still is in several places, mixed with wheat in the

making of bread on account of its keeping the bread moist, and

then it is attended with no ill consequences." During the

Middle Ages and long after the bread of tiie landworker was

baked no more often than onec a week. In order to prevent

the terrible hardness when stale to which bread made from

' Miller, Gardeners' Dictionary, aul>. Soralo.”

^ Chiltem and Vale Farming Explained, p. 250. For another case see p. 255.

® Mortimer, The Art of Husbandry, Hook V, chap, i, p. 120.

* Uras, Evolution of the English Corn Market, p. 28.

® Millor, Qardenera' Dictionary, snh. “ Sccalc.”
*' Kclon, Stale of the Poor, t'ol. J, p. 520.

^

’ Chiltcrn and Vale Farming Explained, p. 250. For another case see p. 255.

® Hale, Complete Body of Husbandry, Book VI. Cf. llye.
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English wheat is liable, ryo in varying proportions, never more
than 50 per cent., was mixed with the flour, just as in modern
times potatocis are boiled up with the wheat by English housewives

who bake their own bread.

This explains the use of inaslin in former days, but it lends

MO support to Sir William Ashley’s contention that during the

Middle Ages, and long after, “ rye was the ordinary food of the

labouring population over the greater part of tlie country.” The

almost complete absence of any definite evidence that rye w^as

ever consumed alone, tJie certainty that in many cases labourers

and even dogs consumed bread made from a wheat of some

kind, though admittedly inferior, tlie explanation of the reason

wdiy rye was sometimes mixed with wheat in making broad, all

point, it is contended, in the same direction and lead to tlie

conclusion that ‘‘ wlieat was the customary food of the English

people from tlie earliest times.”

A. G. L. Roceus

Official Papers

Report of the Cojumimons appointed by ILK. the Covernor of the

jSfraifs Settlements and the High Commissioner of the F.M.S.

on the Present State of Trade Depression brought about
^
in

the main, by the continued Depression in the Rubber Industry,

and on the Extension of Credit Kacitities. (Singa])ore, 1021.)

This is a brief report made by practical men, wdio spent little

time in proving that depression existed. With few preliminaries

they went slraiglit to the question of averting tlu^ disaster tliat

threatened tJie Malay IVnin.siila, and tiiey eomjdotod their report

in October, within six w'eeks of the date of their appointment.
They start by recording the refusal of the Government in

April 1921 to introduce a measure for compulsory restriction of

rubber output, and their consequent desire to find a remedy
that w^oukl avoid compulsory action on the part of the Govern-
ment. They fail, however, to find any such remedy and conclude
by urging Government to reconsider the matter. Incidentally,
having looked into the state of trade and credit generally, they
also recommend a I'claxation of the burdens borne by the tin-

mining industry, the encouragement of new industries by Govern-
ment, and the establishment of a Land Bank to make advances
against crops.
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Tlio (Joniniissioners refrain from suggesting in detail what

restrKdion of riibhcr output should be enforced. Probably they

felt that any details would be contentious and open to criticism

and that the main thing was to get Government to move at all;

any Government measure would have a valuable moral elTect

on the market, and if it proved also to bo the actual physical

nunedy for the existing dillicult position so mucli the better.

What is the position ? Kubber was selling at about 2.s‘. Cd. a lb.

at the beginning of 1920; it had fallen to about l.s. by the end

of tlie year, and has stood below tliat price ever since. Restric-

tion of output in 1921 has checked the further accumulation of

stocks, but they still amount to a figure in the neighbourhood of

HO,000 tons, and the revival of demand from America, the great

consumer of rubber, has not materialised iii the wny that was

expected, for though there has recently been steady buying from

New York it has not raised x)rices more th.ui a coujde of pence.

British Malaya produces about 58 per cent, of the world’s

supply of plantation rubber, Ceylon (with >S. India) about 15 per

cent., and the Dutch East Indies 25 per cent. Few estates in

Malaya can prorhu'e rubber at In. a lb., es|)eeially when their

output is resirieted, for mueh of tluar expenditure is iucurred

iirespeotive of crop. But in (Vylon and the Dutch East Indies

tlie position is dilTereut, and in all the attempts that have been

made to secure general adherence to a policy of restriction, the

support frt)m these two eoimtries has Ix'en hesitating and luke-

warm; it is now j)retty clear that they have no intention of

adopting any regular plan of restricting oulpvii.

The )Singapore Gommission thouglit Government sliould

attempt to bring iJic other countries, or at least (V'vlon, into

a restriction scheme, l)ut they were not vtay hopeful of this,

and asked many of the witnesses who a])peare(l before them

whether they b(‘\ieved in restrieliou for British Malaya alone.

Most of tlio repli(‘s W(‘re in tlie allirinative : witnesses thought

any action better Hum mere drifting. Attem])ts were made to

estimate tJie effect on (ho dead-weight of ('xistiiig stocks if a

50 per cent, restriction were introdu<‘ed. It was agreed that

t^eylon and tlie Did eh ])lanters would gain by the higher price

that would result, but nobody could do more than guess at the

actual increase of output which tJiese unrestricted rival producers

might find it possible to obtain. Restriction in Mala^'a alone

would certainly appear a most hazardous leap in the dark.

It was also evident to the Commission that credit would have
to be extended to many estates to enable them to continue culti-
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vation, since Governincnt could not take stei)s to restrict the

tapping or export of rubber without affording planters some

means of existence. In fact the report practically recommends

a large measure of Government assistance and control. That

this will be introduced is doubtful
;

it is not a policy that would

appeal to the ImjDcrial Government, and the Straits Government,

even if otherwise favourable, w'ould find it a very serious financial

obligation.

What arc the alternatives ? The obvious one—^for the

industry to hclj) itself—appears in practice hardly worth con-

sidering. It is estimated that 100 million sterling is invested

in rubber cultivation in Britisli Malaya alone, but the industry

is hopelessly petty and disorganised ;
theie are hundreds of small

jdantation coinjianies, English, Dutch, French, Chinese, Jai)ancse,

etc., and any semblance of combination on the part of these is

liable to be rendered useless by independent action on the part

of the innumerable small native owners. The big amalgamations

which have pulled so many other industries togetlier are much
overdue. In this country the Rubber Growers’ Association has

striven laboriously and honestly to meet the present crisis, but

inspired leadership is lacking and the Association has recently

failed to secure sufficient adherents to its j)roposal to continue

the partial restriction which it established in November 1920.

The other alternative is to “ let be,” and force of circumstances

will probably ensure the ultimate triumph of this simphi but

ruthless economic remedy. The industry is sound enough

;

rubber is a necessary, and at anything like its present price the

synthetic article is not likely to be introduced. No doubt, too,

the demand will steadily increase during the next few years.

Much attention has lately been given to the discovery and

encouragement of new uses for rubber, and though these have

not yet had time to make themselves felt, it is safe to anticii)ate

that some of them will be successful, and that, as manufacturers

feel more certain that rubber is likely to remain at a compara-

tively low price for some time ahead, they will make their plans

for putting on the market new products which they could not

have contemplated selling when rubber was 2s, Cd. a lb. and

higher. And while this process is going on, absorbing stocks

and reviving demand, it may be expected that enforced attention

to economy will have gradually reduced costs of production, so

that eventually the equilibrium between demand and supply

will be re-established in the natural course of events. But

many a weak Company will go to the wall in the process.
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OBITUARY

Lord B r y c e

The Economic Society has lost a distinguished Vice-President.

The office had been held by Bryce since the beginning of this

century. He was an original member of our Society, and took

occasional part in its social meetings. If he did not advance

economic theory, he contributed much to the knowledge and

judgment which arc required for the art of Political Economy.

11 is various writings abound in information and reflections wJiich

concern the practical economist. We might instance the cJiaptcr

on Laiamz faire in liis American Commonwealth, the remarks on

the economic resources of Argentina and other States in his

South America, and in the latest— perhaps the greatest—of his

works, the reflections on “ ccojiomic equality,'’ not omitting the

stubborn fact of natural inequality.^' To collect all the

lessons of economic wisdom tliat may be gathered from Br}'co’s

writings and public life would be a colossal task. It must suffice

to present one branch of his activities, one connected with many
other branches, his academic career and interests. This side of

Bryce's life has been sketched for us by one who is well qualified

to handle the subject, the Provost of Bryce's College, Oiici. Mr.

Phelps writes :

—

“ When it was first proposed to appoint a Commission to

ijiquirc into the state of O^xford and Cambridge, representations

were made to Mr. Fisher that the time had come for an inquiry

into the relations of the Universities of Great Britain inter se,

their co-ordination and co-operation. The suggestion was set

aside as too ambitious
;
but, be that as it may, one reason for it

in the minds of those who made it was that such an inquiry

should be held whilst Viscount Bryce could preside over it.

For, in truth, no man had so wide an acquaintance witli

Universities, their history and their methods. Co where he

would—and where did he not go the local University hastened

to do liim honour. The Oxford (^alendar credits liiin with no

fewer than lifteen honorary degrees, and probably it is not

exhaustive. Certainly it is striking to find that a man, who was

in so true a sense a public servant, and a citizen of the world,

should have kept his hold on learned and educational circles every-

where. But it will not come as a surprise to those who knew
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him. They can appreciate the power which was his of com-

bining a wide range of interests with a close and intimate sym-

pathy. It was not that his mind was divided, as it were, into

compartments, each independent of the rest, but the lessons

learned and the illustrations found in a field of observation were

promptly applied. His correspondence, which avc all hope may
see the light, will give abundant proof of this. Thus when he

was at Washington, as Ambassador, ho would write letters, and

long letters, which might give the impression that his one interest

lay in the state of Oxford, its studies and its teaching. And
seeing as he did the inner life of so many and various types of

University, he was always ready to suggest changes which

experience recommended, or to give a warning against such as

had been tried and had failed.

“ With his own University of Oxford he was closely con-

nected for some sixty ytnirs. A scholar of Trinity and a Fellow

of Oriel, lie was Regius Professor of Civil Law from 1870 to 1893.

It was not perhaps the luippiest of his many experiences. The
conditions of his tenure of the chair were embarrassing, the

attendance at his lectures was mediocre and its quality often

something less. But the fact that it kept him closely in touch

with Oxford was very welcome to both. It was saitl of him in

the daily press that as a speaker in Parliament ho was ‘ profes-

sorial.’ To those in Oxford who know professors it w^as a

cheaj) and misleading criticism. The constant insistence on a

limited range of subjects was never his weakness, in conversation

he was never didactic. Rather he came as a visitor from the

outer world and brought with him the practical insight, the

robust common sense, and the wade outlook which arc sometimes

lacking in academical circles and discussions. His talk was

stimulating and Jiumorous. He had ‘ a true sense for his object

of study and a single-hearted care for it,’ and he kept himself

free from any excess of allusion, whilst giving constant proof of

his wide reading and the strength of his memory. Ho w^ould

by a single sentence raise a question from commonplace, showing,

as a lawyer should, what issues w^crc really involved in what

might seem to be insignificant. His humour was singularly free

from personal malice and spontaneous, for he delighted in a

situation or a comedy. Later on, when he had seen life under

every variety of conditions, ho would illustrate and compare to

the point of conviction. His breakfast parties and his common-
room talks w^ere instructive without tedium and stimulating

without artifice, for there was a total absence of pose. Young
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men hung upon his words, for his sympathy never weakened;

oldsters felt a twinge of shame at their own want of knowledge

or enthusiasm. So for Oxford he represented the culture which

is characteristic of the best kind of general education, which,

whilst valuing highly the results of research, shows itself in a

general acquaintance with and appreciation of all the best pro-

ducts of the best minds, and is content to ‘ enjoy what others

understand.’ Thus, for instance, in economics he was not

deeply read, but ho knew the importance of the part played

by economic forces in the world and insisted on it. He had

absorbed the principles of Ricardo and Mill, and never lost his

hold on them; they fell into the background of his mind and

coloured his judgments. He w'as far from being a Socialist in

spite of his w'arin feeding for humanity. He was an optimist in

the sense that he realised the variety rather than the limitations

of human nature, and tlie hope which it gave of improvement.

He kept to tlie last a robust faith in the future of his fellow-

men, free from the excesses of sentiment and the glamour of

rhetoric. was in full sympathy with the many philan-

tliropic movements which have caught the imagination of young

Oxford. He coidd speak of the problems of the hour with a

sense of reality which was a valuable corrective, and with an

unfailing freshness w'hi(*h threw a new light on the familiar

(piestions. It wouhl be dinicult to give any idea to those who

did not know him of the influence which he had and the encourage-

ment which he gave, for they gained strength from Hie an'eclionate

charm of his inaniuH’ and the grace of his ])hrase.'’

We could not improve on Mr. Pheljis' living portraiture of

mind and eliaracter by a recital of biograjiliical details which,

relating to so conspicuous a career, are either already well knowm

or arc easily accessible to our readers.

Artii I'K Raffa LOVK ’ll

The death of tJie great financier (Deeeinber 211, 1921) was

unexiicctcd. lie was to have ri'ad a jiajier to the Societe

d'Ecouornie Politique in the first week of January. Rut at tJio

meeting it devolved on Mr. Schelle to deliver a funeral Hoqe in

honour of his lost friend. The subject of the intended discourse

was one on which Ratfalovich held detuded opinions—the relation

of Government action to the Labour Mai’ket. Laissez fane

and sound currency w^erc powerfully advocated by him in

numerous periodical publications. The most complete expression

No. 125.
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of his financial views is to be found in the Marche Financier

initiated by himself in 1888. He was a frequent contributor to

the Journal des fjCo:,omisies, His anuual review of the Money
Market, published in that Journal, was continued up to his

death. The January number of the Journal presents Le Marche

Financier en 1921—the novismna verba of the distinguished

writer. He also wrote often in L'Fconomiste Franqms

;

in

latter years exposing with merciless logic the economic follies

of the Bolsheviks. He may be said to have been qualified by

birth to speak of Russia as well as of finance; for he was a

Russian by origin, born at Odessa sixty-eight years ago, the son

of a great banker. His contributions to iici iodical literature were

more important than the books of whic i] lie uas tiic author.

Alfred Mii^nes

We regret to announce the death of Mr. Alfred Millies, some-

time External Registrar in the London University, and for many
years a teacher of Economies to (candidates for the India and

other Public Services ;
also Lecturi*r for tlie University Extension

Society. The singular lucidity of Jiis expositions was highly

appreciated by his piqiils. One of them writes to us as follows :~

“ It was just his desire to explain the elements of Ins subject

in the simplest possilile manner which made Dr. Milnes' teaching

of so much value to the beginner. A famous Professor having

remarked in his presence that ‘ the Foreign Exeliang(\s cannot

be taught in the class-room,’ he took u]) the challenge, and is

generally acknowledged to have made this difficult subject

fascinating. It was this same ipiality of lucidity whicli made
him one of the leading exponents of the fundamental principles

underlying the policy of Free Trade. Here was a doctrine, in

his opinion, only to be fought on the basis of broad economic

truths, and when he expounded his beliefs tiiey appeared almost

unassailable. He held that if Free Trade were again lost, tins

would be chiefly due to the fact that its sup
2)orters too often

tried to defend it by dealing with particulai* cases; just as Mr.

Jose])h (Jiamberlain made the jiarticular industry the back-

bone of his last campaign. A time was bound to come when

industries as a whole would suffer from a severe slump, and

those who preached Free Trade on the basis of the prosperity

of certain industries would find the ground cut from beneath

their feet. The list of his published economic works is not

long : From Gild to Factory, Prohlenos and Exercises in Economics,

The Economics of Reconstruction, Economics for To-day. Perhaps
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his mind is seen at its best in a pamphlet entitled The Economics

of Fairy Lore, in which he interpreted the well-known old fairy

stories in the light of economic allegory, using them in a charming

manner to illustrate some of the fundamental economic truths.”

(Current Topics

TirE following liavo becMi elected to membersliip of tlie Koyal

Economic Society :

—

Aclgie, R. E.

Anstoy, Mrs. V.

Aung, Maung 1,\va.

Bennett, VV.

Bhattacharje, Vrof. B. K.

Bliveii, Bruce.

Brown, Lathrop (life).

Butler, iNIiss E. 11.

Byas, Hugh.

Byrne, .1.

(’alcutta University.

CarpenlcT, (1. F.

Clover, Jl. K,

Urofton, H. H.

Davis, J. S. (lif(^).

(ie Haas, Prof. »J. A.

r)ol)bs, A. C.

Docker, F. 1)., C.B.

Draper, E. (1.

Duff, F.

Evans, D. E.

Federal Res(u-ve Bank of

Boston, Mass.

Fcnelon, K. U.

Frankel, II.

(Jarvan, J. J.

(Joldschmidt, 1). »l

.

Goodall, F. C.

Guerrero, H. D.

Harrison, L. H

.

Hijikata, Prof. S. (life).

Holt, Prof. L. H.

Howard, H. F.

Hyde, D. Clark.

Iloit, J. M. A.

Jain, Seth P.

James, Francis, B. (life).

Johnston, dosepli.

Joshi, d. V.

Judge, B. O.

Kale, Bliasker T. (life).

Kerr. 11. C.

Kesari Singh, P.

Lancaster, E. S.

Larmor. W. J. (life).

Launder, G. E.

l.eflingwell, H. (*. (life),

Lemberger, J.

Lewis, Richard B. (life).

]\lackintnsh, Lieut. A.^1.

.Michael, P. H.

Middleton, (\ F.

.Mittelman, E. B.

3Ion roc, J. H.

Nath, Surendra.

Olphert, J. W.
Pant, Prof. 1).

Quick, A. E.

Raja, R. G.

Ramanathaii, P.

Ramsbotham, H.

Reed, G.

Rossmoi re, E. E. (life).

Rhodes, Miss D. E.

Rustomji-Lalkaka, D.

Sastry, K. R. R.
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Scaddon, T. C.

Shcrringioii, C. E. R.

Slater, Malcolm H. (life).

Spencer, «John.

Stewart, Bryce M.

Subrahmanyan, N. S.

Thompson, G. F.

Tolkowsky, L.

Unione Rcgionale Indus-

triale, Naples.

Unrii, K. S.

V'^alentinc, Miss M. E.

van Oldcnborgh, J.

Varahanarasimham, Prof. V.

\'on Tungcln, Prof. G. 11.

(life).

Walters, F. Y.

White, J. Diindas, LL.D.

Wilson, Miss J. B.

Woodworth, L. D.

The following have been admitted to library membership ;

—

Grinnell College, Iowa; Department of Industries, Government

of India; Pisa Uiiiversit}'' Library.

An Order has been published by the Board of Trade pro-

viding for a (Vmsus of Production to be taken in 1923.

The officers of Section E of the British Association, which will

meet this year at Edinburgh, are as follows ;—President, Professor

Edgeworth (All Souls College, Oxford); Recorder, Professor

H. M, Hallsworth (Armstrong College, Ncwcastlc-on-Tyne)

;

Secretary, A. Radford, Esq. (192, Beardale St., Hucknath, Notts).

On Dcccinber 0 a decree was passed in Convocation, in tlui

University, Oxford, on the motion of the Vice-Chancellor, to confer

the title of Professor Emeritus on Mr. E. Y. Edgeworth, who

held the office of Drummond Professor of Political Economy for

thirty years, 1891—1921.

Mr. Henry Clay, M.A., Eellow of New College, Oxford, has

been appointed Stanley Jevons Professor of Political Economy

and Cobden Lecturer in the University of Manchester. Mr. Clay,

in 1912, had charge of the Department of Economics in the

University of Leeds during the absence of Professor Maegregor.

From 1917 to 1919 he was engaged in administrative work at

the Ministry of Labour and at the Ministry of Munitions, where

he was responsible for the preparation of several important

official reports. He has recently visited and conducted courses

of lectures in several universities in (Canada and the United

States.
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Mr. Ephraim Lipson, M.A. of New College, has hcon appointed

Reader in Economic History at the University of Oxford. Mr.

Lipson is the author of Kconomic History of England in the Aliddh

Ages, reviewed in the Economic Journal, 1915; and of Increased

Production, noticed in the E( onomto Journal, 1921, p. 425.

Mr. Walter T. Layton, C\H., C.B.E., has been appointed

('(litor of the Economist, and took up his duties in January.

Students of the classical political economy will rejoice to

learn that the long-missing and much-desired manuscript of

David Ricardo's Notes on Malthus has been recov(‘red, and

that through tlie courtesy of Mr. Frank Ricardo -a great-

grandson of the economist—tliis work is about to bo made
acc(*ssiblc in a convenient re|)rint. Writteii in the autumn of

IS2n as a commentary upon Malthus' Principles of PoliUcal

luonomif, the ‘‘Notes'* were designed as an appendix to the

third edition of his own Principles, then })reparing. Rut James

Mill's advice that Ricardo should avoid giving his treatise too

controversial a character ])r(‘vailcd. Tlie manuscript after

having been read by Mill, Malthus, ]Mc(‘ulloeli and IVower. was

withheld from publication, and the comnumtai y. tantalising

references to which are present in Ricardo's correspoiuhaicc' and

in ^IcCulloeh's prefatoiy memoir to the H'or/.’.s’, has remained

an important desideratum in the study of the Ricardian economics.

The “ Notes " consist of 412 h)lios, estimated by Dicardo as

likely to “ occupy about 150 pages if ])rinted." The whole will

be issued, with eonvenient aj)paratus, during the coming year

by The Johns Hopkins Press, under the editorial care of Professor

J. H. Hollander, of the Johns Hopkins University, and Dr. T. E.

(Jregory, of the London School of Economies.

The scattered minor writings of the late Professor Biihm

Bawerk have been brought together and edited by a foiiniu’

student, under the direction of Jiis wife. Their appearance has

been delayed by the distresses in V^ienna, but the })ublication

is now announced.

TJie Decennial Index' of the rlouRNAi,, for the years 1911

1920, which has been prepared by Miss Naomi Bentwich, is

being circulated to Ecllows without charge. Others can obtain

t'opies from the Assistant ISecrctary at a price of os.
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Rconomim (London Seliool of Economics).

May, 1921. Earners and Dependants in English Towns. Prof. A. L.

Bowley. TJio composition of orcJiiuiry familit^s is as(;orlain(‘(I

by the mctliod of sampling from observations on a population
of near 2,000,099. '1'Ik‘ average working-class family consists

of 4-2 jKTsoiis; *of whom 2*3 art5 (h‘p(‘ndent. Closer analysis

shows that the'- case suppo.sed to bo typical a man unaided
supporting a wife and three children Dccurs only in o jier eojil .

of hous('h()lds. Htmseholds with no dependtait children und(‘r

fonrtt'cn years number 40 pt^r c(‘nt. 7Vie Survival of Small Firms.

Prof. A. L. Howley. Of firms in London ov(t 97 per c(*nt.

eni])Ioy fewer than 100 persons: more tlian half the firnis cjuploy

loss than 20 ])ersons. Foundations of fndnsirial Welfare. Miss

E. T. Kerry and Miss M. L. Haskins. On '' Welfare Work
"

as promoting the spirit of co-operation. Measurement r>/ the.

Balance of Trade.. C. K. iloRSox. A caridul estimate of tlu^

balance of indebtodne.ss between residents in the United Kingflom

and residcMits abroad. If wc subtract tlie excess of (visible)

imports (pins “ invisible imports,’’ such as (Lvpcnditure by Jhilish

tourists abroad) from the total of invisible ex]K)i ts, the remainder,

re])resenling export of capital, is much tin* same in 1920 as in

1913, about £180,900,099. Marx and Marxists. P. Euiu). A
surv(*y of the ditferenec's betweem thi^ schools of Marxism as to

historicad necessity, soeial cata.strophe and other dogmas. 77/e

Trade Dej)ression following the Napoleonic Wars, Miss M. C.

Buer. An histfaic /larallel warning us against both h(*raldings

of false flann, and too profound pe,s.simism. The Limitation of

the Liability of Shipawners. H. C. Gutterjdoe. Refciring to

the 1921 UVport |Cd. 1205].

OcTORKR, 1921. (lianges in the Standard of Living in the United

Kingdom, 1800-1914. I\Iiss W. A. JMackenzte. The standard

of living as measured by the calorie value of food consumed
increased considerably during tlu* pca iod

;
while the proportion

of income expended on nourishment diminished. Economic
Incentive. D. H. Robertson. A study on Supply and Demand;
])ointing to the conclusion that the rich would stand more pres-

sure “ without giving up in disgust the job of being rich,” and

that too much importance is attached to incentives. Commodity
Maps. Lr. R. Jones. Industrial and Commercial Libraries of

the Future. B. M. Headjcmir The Indian Currency Report of

December, 1919—and After. A. R. Burns. Siberia in 1919.

A. F. Spencer. Co-operation in Russia. Margaret S. Miller.
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Januarv, 1022. Tnltrnafional Rekiiions and Inlernational Law.
Prof. P. Higgins. The Law relating to Bills of Lading. Prof.
H. C. Gutteridge. a Classijied List of Agrarian Surveys.

illTBERT Hall. Admmistrative and Clerical Staffs in the Local
Government Service. Mrs. H. Martyn. The Ball Warpers.
J. W. F. Rowe. The unions, maintaining wages at an artificial

height, ])erhaps hastened the introduction of machinery, yet
their policy may have been beiu^ficinl to labour. Studies in

Probability. With special reference to Mr. Keynes’ work. Prof.
A. WoiJ’ restates the Principk^s of Probabilities, and Prof.
A. L. Rowley defends the practice of Statisticians—especially

with respect to Sampling.

Edinburgh Review.

January', 1922. The Foreign E.rchanges. Tlic disorganisation of the

exchanges is mainly duo to the dislocation of trade money and
personal exj)endit nre, and to the prospect of having to pay huge
external del)ts. The main remedy is increased production.

Standards of Production in Agricnllure. Arthur W. Ashby.
An examination (J difYerent standards used for measuring pro-

duction- yi<‘ld i)er man, per acre, per unit of capital, etc.

—

f)romisos the means of estimating the best quantitative com-
i)ination of tin* factors of production o!i land of known character

for given .syst(‘ms of fanning. Politics and Unemployment. TriE

Foitor. Th(‘ debasement of money which niight have been pre-

vetded by levying an additional 11250,000,000 during the war, the

claim for liigher wages than the consumer can afford, subsidies to

strikers, the absurdities of the Safeguarding of Industries Act,

rloles discouraging work and saving such are the causes of

present unemployment.

( ^ontt mporary Ke rieu\

N(3Vu.ubek, 1921. The Story of the Trade Hoard Acts. Gertrude
M. Tu(’RWF.i.l. Tlie Acts have worked well and ought not to

be scrapped hastily.

DrxJEMRBR. Unt mployment. A. C. Pjoou. After an analysis of

general causes, there are a.ssigned as special causes of the ])resent

unemployment the dislocation atttnuling the war and the boom
of 1919-20. Gonlidmice, the mainspring of industrial activity,

has been shat tered . The Key Industries . I ct i n Worki ng. Captain
Weihjwood Renn, D.S.O., M.P. The Safeguarding of Industries

Act (^au.se.s delays, disfuites, and an expensive staff; taxes food,

e. g. an ingredient of infant food iluliahle as “ line chemicals,”

penalises our allies the French through the virtual bounty given

to the German exporter, hinders research by taxing scientific

instruments and medical chemicals, discriminates unfairly by

taxing materials but not the finished products, e. g. lire ex-

tinguishers. Mr. Ijansing and the. League. J. R. M. Butler.

Versus Mr. Lansing’s “personal narrative,” it is argued that

Lord Robert Cecil’s plan was not undcmocratie, did not con-

secrate the balance of power in a bad sense, was not comparable

with the Holy Alliance of 1815.
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Fortnightly Review.

Novembkr, 1921. Prices and Producllviiif. H. H. O’Farrell.
Falling jiricrs aro consistont with increased jiroduciion. De-
valuation would b(3 a breach of faith, of the promise to convert
Currency Notes into standard sovereigns. iMbour in War and
Peace. G. D. H. Cole. The pre-war movements described by
the writer in 1913 slopped suddenly in the autumn of 1914.

But the necessity of safeguarding labour under the novel circum-
stance of war led to a great increase of Trade Union membership,
from two and a half millions in 1910 to nearly four millions in

1914. But the new members proved apathetic in the struggles

which are traced down to “ Black Friday ” in April 1921. Some
encouragement is alTorded by the Building (biild movement and
the sj>read of education.

Better Business (Dublin).

November, 1921. Co-operative Organisation in India. R. B. Ewbank.
Jjcssons from the Economic Crisis. R. Redkern'. Irish Co-

operative Clothing I^laniifacturing Society. P. »]. Tl'oiiv. Im-
jmvement of Irish Dairy Herds. H. de (V)URCV. Co-operation

in Ronrnania. Dtakmtd Coeeev.

Indian Journal of Economics (Allahabad).

Vol. Ill, Part 4. 4’his ‘'Conference Ninnlar “ contains ])apers read

and discussed at the Fourth Annual Confenmei* of th(3 Indian

F(;ononiic Association, on Indian Public Kinanet*, l.aboui’ Prob-
lems, Famine and Expent, Curnaiey and Exchange*. Relating to

the first subject, among other papers is one by Prof. Jevons
on Indian States and Sea Customs. Wheieas the States now
suffer by, but hav(3 no share in, tli(3 Customs revenue, scdiemes

for giving them a share are r(*com unaided on the ground that the

incidence of ('ustoins dutic*'^ should fall on the Gcjvernment, which
realises and benefits by those duties. There are pajans on A Sidt-

sistence Wage, Labour Unrest, improvement of the. Conditions of
Indian Labour

y

and Suggestions for Labour Legislation. Prof.
Gilbert Si.ater argues against the prohibition of export of

food grains as a jacveiitive against famine. B. F. .Madox secej‘*ly

criticises the Report of tin* Ciirrene.y Committee.

International Labour Review (Geneva).

November, 1921. The Congress of the International Co-operative
Alliance. Prof. Cjiarjj^.s Gjde. Among the subjects of reso-

lutions w(‘rc the admis.sion of Russian delegates (carried), the

relations of Co-op(^ration to Trade Unions, to Comnuu’eial Policy
and to War. On the last quc.stion Prof. Gidc argued that
no economic transformation could he expected to re.su It in the

abolition of war caused by passions rather than interests; and
secured a cai(*fully worded re,solution in favour of peace through
co-operation. The Co-operative Movement of (heal Britain and
its Recent Developments. Mrs. fc^iDNEV Webb. Aii anticipation
of tluj Consumers Co-ojn.rulive Movement reviewed above.
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December. I^revcnlion and Compensation of Unemplotjrnent. See-
BOHM Rowntree. Thc normal problem rather than the present

crisis is considered. Unewidonmevl ivilMn Employment. Morris
J j. Cooke. The uiieniployrncnt eonskh^rcid is that ])y which thc

employment given to employecis falls short of the theoretical

maximum.
January, 1922. hulia and the Washington Conference. Sir C.

Ernest Low. 'The Co-operative Movement in Italy. Menccio
Ruini.

Quarterly Journal of Economics (Cambridge, Mass.).

November, 1921. The Origin of thc Eight-Year Generating Cycle.

H. L. Moore. The Railroads under Government Operation. From
January 1, 1919, to March I, 1920. W. J. CrNNiNOiiAM The
results of federal control during tliis period W(‘i*o not so favour-

able as those in the preceding time of war (reviewed February,

1921). They afford no arguimait in favour of a j)eiTnanent

policy of public ownership and managiuuenl. The T(ch nolog ical

1 nlerprclation of History. H. Hansen'. J’he limitations of

the Marxian theory are (‘Xf)o.sed. J Statistical Test of the Success

of Consolidations. A. S. IIewinc;. Failun^ ralh(‘r than success

is evidenced. The Dfnne.^Hc and Fordgn Wool Manufacturers

and the Tariff. AHTJirK H. Cole.

The American Economic Review (Chicago).

I)p:cember, 1921. Failure of thc Mf reliant Marine . Ic^ of 1920. E. S.

(Jkkcuj. (Cycles of Strikes. A. li. Hansen. The Cost of Living

in France. F. H. Bird. Economic Basis for Business Reif illations.

R. C. Tuowkll.

Journal of Folitical Economy (Chicago).

XovEMBEH, 1921. Corporation Training Schools for College Men.
W. A. Rawles. Schools and Corporation Training Courses.

J. T. Madden and others. The Corporation School. L. S. Lyon.

Reforms in Food Distributions. W. B. Came. The. Quantity

Theory Scrutinisid. H. Bii.(;ram.

Journal des Economistes (Paris).

November, 1921 . Lcs DeviationsM ico-sociales et la Science cconom ique

Yves-Guyot. Un impot sur le Revenu sous la Revolution. G. de

Nouvion.
December. Le budget de 1922. Yves-Gi;yot. Le chaos monetairc.

A. Rafealovk u.

January, 1922. Quelques probUmts de 1922. Yves-Guyot. Le

Marche fmane ier en 1921. Arthur Raffalovich.

Revue d'^conomie Politique (Paris)

Stores ” offer some of the advantages of Co-o})erativo Societies.

La Question du Change an Congres postal de Madrid. B. Nogaro.

Une enqueie regionale sur le coiU de la Vie. F. Antonelli.
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November-December. La question des reparations dejmis la paix.

La participation aux benefices d la gestion. V. Tic. Rl^fm'ing

to recent legislation relating to the share of work-people in the
profits and control of business. Qtielques definitions de Vepargne.

Charles Rist. A contribution to the theory of Capitalisation.

Jj^cononiiste Frangais (Paris).

In recent numlxMs M. ISdouard Payen has resumed his statistical

studies on the production and consumption of commodities in

common use. Of lea, for instance (November 19, 1921), the

United Kingdom consumed 1441 quintals (317,000,000 lbs.),

some seventy times more tlian France, 'riie demand for tea,

as for coffee (November 12), was urgent in the first years of the

war. 'Pile demobilised soldier does not consunu^ as much as

when he was under arms. The world’s crop of coffee in 1920
was about Ki,700,000 sacks; of which Brazil furnished 11,750,000

—a small(T i)roporlion than usual. The uses of alnminiuni
(December 3)—from ac'roplanes to cooking utejisils—eontimie to

multiply. 1’he United States in 1913 produced above 35 per
cent, of the world's supply; France cam(5 second with 21 per

cent. Cermany is rich in tnagmsium, a metal whi(!h is advan-
tageously combined with aluminium (December 3).

Another useful series beginning December 31 gives th(‘ poj)ulatiun,

extent of territory and other |)art ieulars r(‘lati?ig to the new
States created by the Treaty of Wrsailles.

fn the issue of Dec^embej^ 3 Prof. A. Andi cades describes lli(‘ centenary
celebration which the London l\»lilical Monomy (.'lub held last

November: and pays a just tribute to Mr. Ibuny Higgs’s hi.story

of the club (reviewed in the Economic JouRNAii, December,
1921).

Arcfiiv fur Sozialwissenschaft uud HoziaJpolitik (Tilhingen).

December, 1921. Die Krlegsunfrrnrlnnung. Pkok. W. F. Bruck.
Handelsbikwz, Zuhhingsbilanz, Valuta-Guterpreise. Dr. .Vlbert
Hahn. A discussion of the monetary situation. Die Sozud-
polilik bn ruiuen Oeslerreicli. Proe. Karl Prtbrans. Die
Soziale Krise in Oesterreick. Prof. E. Lederer. Die organiza'

tion dcr Arbeiishsen fur surge m Oesterreick. Dit. Karl F(.>rcji-

ilEJMER.

Oiornale degli Eeommiisti (Rome).

October, 1921. Un jn'ogeMo Monetarlo. G. dk Vecchio. Prof.

Irving Fisher’s scheme for stabilising money is unfavourably
criticised. Uaumento del Salari dal J9I4 r/Z 1921. G. MAf)iA.

Th(? mean wage in Italy in 1914 was on an average of proviiRics

3-53 lire, on an average of itidusiries 3-71 lire.

Novk.mber. Nuovi contributi alio studio della dislribnzione dei reddili.

Felice Vinci. The discrepancy between Pareto’s law for the

distribution of incomes and the normal frequency-curve is

accounted for by Gantelli’s hypothesis that the medley of

fortuitous causes is subject to a certain condition, namely, that
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the aggregate, or average?, of ophelimity (satisfaction) is given

(cp. Metroriy April, 1921). II protezionismo marillimo in Italia.

E. CoRBTNO. L'aummlo (hi Sahiri dal 1914 al 1921. G. Madia.
The mean (nominal) wage in 1921 was 21-21; 5-7 times higher

than in 1914. But account being taken of the rise in prices the

real wage was not quite equal to what it was in 1914; it was
in 1917-18 only half the 1914 real wage.

Dkckmbek, 1021. SuWeatensione del Teoreina dd TcliehyehelJ. F.

VTncf. ^rhe extension of Tchebycheff’s theorem (as to which s(?e

Keynes’ Probability)
y
given by Brof. Karl IVarson in Biometrika,

1919, is said to have been anticipated by Italian statisticians.

II Mercalo e la Criai del Salnitro. A. Gaumolutti. On the

nitrate of soda business in Gliili. II Protezioniamo Maritimo in

Italia. E. Corbino.

Scientia (Milan).

1, 11,1922. Lea cauaesdit ehaos aclnel. B. Tlie dominant
forces are Industrialism and Nationalism

;
the former comprising

Capilali.sm and (^ommunism, the lattc'r Trnperiali.sm and “

Ikderm illation.” Behind is Science, Ihrougli deficiency of wliieh

and its incidents -surplus of food, machim-ry, t(‘chnical skill

—

communism will have an alhnit\" to capitalism
;
compulsion of the

work-peo])le, as in Russia, will ensue. Likewise there is an
allinity between the divisions of Nationalism. The Poles were

no sooner .set free than they began a war of conquest. The
restraint of Nationalism appears to the writer even more im-

portant than economic inijirovemcnt. Socialism and a strong

international (ioviunment may prevent the return to barliarism.

La Rifiaina Sociale. (Turin).

OcTOBKK, NovJCMBini, 1 UHK, 1921. Uifoniie disena^^ioni e pro-

portia in Materia d' iniporta suite. Siieerssioni. Makto Rotondt.

Reforms of duties on inln-ritance are <liscu.s.sed ; with special

refenmee to Italian legislation and economic literature'. Jl

penaiero di Saint-Simon (.'onaidt rato dopo iin Secolo. Bkunardo
Mo.seA.

Efvista Nacional de Kconomia (Madiid).

No. 31. La ordenacion bancaria. E. Her. Kl aupneato cnriqneci-

mento de Espaha. J. Nart Bodes. A great increase in national

wealth is not proved by the acquisition of gold. Las lierencias en

Espana. Andres Barth e. On inheritance ta.ves in Spain.

De Economist (La Hague).

Robinson als Eentetrekher. Dr. H. W. 0. Bordewuk. Whctlu'r

Robinson Crusoe could be called a receiver of rent is discussed,

with frequent reference to Sax, as a question of more than

theoretical interest. Het internationaal rerkcer in en onder dem

Volkenbond. C. J. Van der Man here. The relations of the

League of Nations to international trade.
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Ekonomisk Ticlskrift (Uppsala and Stockholm).

The principal contents of the numbers received since the last notes
(cf. Economic Joitbnal, September 1921) were prepared are as
follows :

—

Combined No. 4-5. The Collapse of the French Assignats. E. F.

Heckschkr. The Price Index Nimher of the Svensk Handel-
siidning. 0. Silverstolpe. Carl Menger. Knut Wicksell.
The Restoration of the Monetary Standard. U. Davidson.
Import Duties and Monopoly. E. F. Heckscukk. Report of

discussion at the Political Economy (liib on “The Exchange
Questio]!.”

No. 9. Jnfiat ion. Volume of Money and fnferest. O. Akekman.

Coinliined No. 10-11. Inflation, Volume of Money and Interest.

Knut Wicks klu. Prices of Agricultural Land- in the Toma and
Bara Districts (in Scania), 1914-1920. Thuke R.ioukman.
The Place of //. Ij. Collins in the Development of the Theory of
Money in Sweden. B. Ohlin. R(‘])ort of discuission at the
Political Economy Club on “ Busin(\'^s and the tax problem,”

No. 12. Economic Studies by various writers in honour of Professor
Knut Wickscll’s scvt*ntieth birthday.

[The usual statistical tables appear in each iiuui])er and oceu})y the
Nvliole of Nos, 0-8.

Dr. Heckseher'rt historieal sketeli of the eoiirsj* of depreriation of the
Frejich assijyrnats and their final supersession has t‘sp(‘eial refenaiee to

eoiJipeii.sation for losses due to elianges in flio \'alue of the eurj’i‘nt inoijc'y.

It is hast'd on studit's of various ilocunu'uls, jjieJiuline some which, as la*

says, were not at tli(' disposal of .Mr. Ilawlrey wlieii ho wrotti in the
Keti.vu.Mio JoruNAr, on the .same subjtct in 11)18.

Dr. Silverstoipe, who has been responsible for tliei ])rf*])aration of the

wliolesale prices ind(*x issued by tlu' iSwtMlisli »Joiii*iial of Comineree, de-
.seribes the sourees ajid ran^a' of lln' inatt'rial used. Duart(*rly data from
19111 to 1917 iin-lusivc were found available in tlie ri'eords of thf> Swt'dish

Chamber of Connneree and in oHieiai puhlieaf ions, while priet'S of wood-
pulp wero foinnl in the join'tiai .[//(irscdriili n. The hast* period is the

year from July 19J.’J to Jiiih' 1911, ami the weights list'd rejirt'sent tln'

estimated eonsumfition in tht' tadeiitler year lJ)l.*j, with a mo«liticati'>M

in the ease of coal iu view of the lati r retluetion in (;onsum])t i»m and tlie

ellecls of ovf'rweiehrmf^ the hij^h priees rt'eordeil durinj^ tht' war. T’rtnn

the iK'i'iunin^ of li)l8 monthly finures have, been pjejiai'ed, lar^jjely fit>m

price inforniiit ion obtainetl freiri business firms, tht< detail in these cases

not hoing available for jjublieafion. 9’he 47 series of prices are di\ idetl iiifo

10 groii/)s, the st'parafo index niinibt'rs for which nrr given. A test of
the effect of siihslituting, as wfighfs, the estimated consumption of 1918
is found to afft'et tnily tt) a praetieally iiegligihltj extt'iit the index for

Deet'inber 1918, tho liighest roeorth'd.

Ib’oftissor WiekstdTs eontribiituin dealing witli Karl Menger is an
appreeiation of the w'ork of that writer, of wlioso “ (jlriindsiitzo ” ho says
that its influence on the development of economic theory is greater than
that of any other hook since Hicardo's Principles,

i^rofossor Davidson adv'oeates tht' gt'neral adoption of the goltl excdiango
standarfi as a means of restoring the gold standard w'ithout putting so

great’ a strain on tht? world’s resourt;os iu that rnt'tal as to bring about
an untlcsirahlo anti umieeeessary appreciation of gold, and Professor

Heek.soher shows how import dntes may favour mtinopolists, though tht?

illustration l^y the ease in wliieh tht' r|uatitity of a eoinmodiiy demanded
is assumed tt) vary simfdy »i.s the rceiprot^al of tho price is not as eoie

vineing a.s ho apfwars to tliink.

Jn tho two artieh.'H on Inflation, Money and Interest, tho relation of

Money, Priee.s ^a/id Rule of Iiiteii-st to tho |>roblem of inflation is din-

cussed. Hr. Akonnan contends tliat it is tho occurrenco of a rate of
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interest lower than iliat noniial to the (jconornio situation whieh is tlio

gtirnnlus to inflation, and that though a variation in tho volume of money
may produce tho (livergenco between the actual and normal rates of

interest and so affect pricses, the divergence may arise iiidependt iitly and
become tho cause of chang»‘S in Ijoth prices and volume of money. " Pro-
fessor Wieksell eontr'sts the validity of certain features in the ease jnVsentod,
and tho appropriahaiess of tin* statistif'al daln a<ldiM*f‘d in .sufijujit thereof.

Hr. Bjorkinan cites tlie n-eords of sales of land in certain districts in

Southern Sweden which he has inv<*stigated against tlio view that tho
war lins resulted in special advantage to landowners in th«5 appreciation
of their property, and shows smalk'r incr(‘ases in thi' sale-pri(.*t*s of land
than in those of agricultural pro<lucts, so far as the data examined go.

Tho note on H. L. Pollins deals with an omission in an earlier survey
of Swedish literatun' on the Quantity 1'heory of Money. The concluding
soiitcnoo is of iiitf'H'st with referenee to broader questions, tho view being
expressed that “ a large part of the siqiposf'd advance in monetary theory
during tlie world war—a.s one exainple, tlie theory of the purchasing power
parity—is nothing (dso tlian a resuscitation of tliis kirul ” (i.f. of earlier

doet lines).

TIh’i meetings of tlie. Swedish Politu‘al Keonomy Cluh reported in these

nundiers have discussed the restorat ion of .stable inlei-national exchanges
and tlie effects <jn business ex])ansicni of llie high rates of taxation brought
about as a result of the war, which, it may ho observed, are by no means
eoiillned to bcJIigoix'nt countries, or the discussifui would Jiavo possessed

ji very different kind of interest to those* wlio took part in it. A. W. F.]

NEW BOOKS.

BounnARDT (.Iulian). The P(‘oplo? Marx. Aluidged popular

edition of “ Capital.” Edited by Eorehardt. Translated by S. T.

Nash. London : International Bookshops. Pp. vii -f 28G. 2'?. C(/.

Briggs (M.). A text-book of Economics. London : Olive. 1921,

Pj). 527.

Brunton (John). Bankers and Borrowers. With an Intro-

duction by Ernest Sykes. London ; Arnold. Pp. viii + 128. 7.s’. OJ.

Cassel (Gustav). 'Fhe World’s Monetary Problems. London ;

Constable & Co. 1921. Pp. 154.

I'l’wo meiuoranda : om* written for the Tiiternational Financial Conferenee
in Mru.sscls and published iii \'ol. V of the T'roceedings of the (^onferenee

;
flie

other written for the Si'plember Meeting of tho League of 11121, and not before

published.!

Dane (Edmund). The History and Adventures of a Penny.

London : Mills and lloon. Pp. 12(5. 26*. 6J.

Ex.-M.P. The Eigid for Socialism : a lUwiew of Present Prices

and Forecast of Victory. Jjondoii : Longmans. 1922. Pp. 40.

[The writer describes liinisi'lf on tho title-page as “ an Unrepresented

Socialist after the War of 1014-18 aiul the post-war struggles of 1919 20.”]

Fraser (Sir Drummond). Intcnuitional Credits (The ter ^Meulcn

Pond Scheme). London : Harrisons.

Hake (Sir Lancelot). A Study of Exchange direct and tJiroiigb

the Medium of Currency. London : King. 1921. l^p. 84. 2s. 6d.
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Hawtrey (R. G.). Tho Exchequer and the Control of Expcuiditure.
Oxford : Humphrey Milford. Pp. 72., sm. 8vo. 2s. Gd.

[A description of tlio Exchequer and i(s functions, with a condensed account
of tho rnotljods of control of ])ul)lie expenditure. Ono of the scries of booklets
in 2'he. World oj 2'o-doi/.]

Hazkll (W. H. H.). Costing for Manufacturers. With a Fore-
word by tho Rt. Hon. Lord LeverhuJme. London : Nisbet. Pp. 1(>1.

12.9 . 6(L

Hk.aton (H.). Modern Economic History. With special refer-

ence to Aiistralia. Adelaide : Workers’ Educational Association.

1921. Pp. 288.

Hknderson (Hubert D.). TJie Cotton (Control Board. Oxfortl :

C-larendon Press. 1022. Pp. 74.

Isaac ((Charles P.). The Menace of Money Power. London :

Cape. 1021. Pp. 204.

TTo be reviewed.
1

Keatince (G.) Agricultural Progress in Western India. Loitdon :

Longmans. 1921. Pp. 253.

Keynes (J. M.). A Revision (»f tlu' Treaty; being a sequel to

The Economic Consequences of the Peac(‘, London : Macmillan.
1922, Pp. 223,

;Ueviowed ubove.
]

Lever (E, A.). A Ihimer of Taxation : an introduction to Public

Finance*. London ; King. 1922. Pj). 107.

Mukeej EE (Radhakamal). Princip!<*s of ( 'omparativc Economies.
With a Preface by R{i])hael-(h*orges l/*vv. \'ol. 1. London : P. S.

King. 1921. I’p. 330.

Paoar (SiiANKAit Madiiar). The Indian Incomes Tax: its

History, Theory and I’racticc. I’p. 213.

[Aftrr nn aff^ouiil of <ho liislory nf diroet taxation in India, llir pn)vi.sion.s

and actual working of Income 'Jax le^i.sialion are exf)laimd. I'bc exemption
of pen.sioiiM paid in Jhi^danrl whieli are ehar;^(‘able on Imliaii revcmu'.s, of inteiesi

on sterling loans, ami of Ibc jaofits of sleamsliip companies engaged in tlie Indian

trade, but registered In Croat Britain, is i riticised.
|

Pratt (E. A.). British Railways and tin* Great War. London :

8elwyn and BJoiint. 1021. (In 10 parts; ‘Iv. (id. each.)

Price (E. L.). Indian Legislative Economics, or Town rr/si/s

Country. Second edition. London : P. S. King. 1921. Pp. 200.

[A summary and seleetions from onicial debates on ceonoinio subjects in tbo

Council of State and indiaii J^egislativo Assembly, 1021.]

Radford (Georoe). Labour and the Moneyed Man. London:
Ilodder & Stoughton, (is.

Robertson (D. H.). Money. (Cambridge Economic Hand-
books.) London : Kisbet. Pp. 178.

Southerns (L.). Physical Economics : an Essay on Fundamental
Principles. London : Labour Publishing Co. 1921. Pp. 67. 2s. 6d.
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SuTCLiFKE (J. T.). A History of Trade IJnionistii in Australia.

Melbourne: Macmillan. 1021. Pp. 194.

TurnOR (Christover). Tlic Land and its Problems, l.ondon

:

Methuen. 1921. Pp. 254.

[Tins is ono of tlio wirios (‘diiod by T)r. Arrnitago Smith purporting to deal

with Iho fimcln mental i)rineiploa of Politieal Economy simply and concisely.

j

Webb (Sidney and JIeathice). The Consumers' Co-operative

Movement. London: Longmans. 1921. Pp. 504.

[Reviewed above.]

Wendel (H. M.). The Evolution of Industrial Freedom in

Prussia, 1845-1849. New York : University Press. 1921. Pp. 114.

White (Benjamin). The Currency of the Great War. London;
Watcrlow. 1921. Pp. 104.

[Well described and beanlifully illustrated specimens of emergency currency,

Ib itisli, Allied, neutral and enemy. The arrogaiH^e of the design on some enemy
Holes, c.f/. tho German Mieh.K'l culling off the lieads of a dragon (llie Allied

nut ions), evokes tin; indignation of the compiler.]

ximerican.

Abbot (W. Lewis). C()m])ctition and Combination in the Whole-
sale Grocery Trade in Philadelphia. (A thesis for tho degree of Doctor

of Philoso])hy.)

Andrews (1. O.) and Hobbs (M. A.). Economic Effects of tho

World War upon Wonnm and (Children in Great Britain. (Carnegie

Kndowment for International Peace.) Second revised edition. New
Vork : Oxford Universil y Press. 1921. Pp. ix + 255. §1.

Brandt (Lilian). How Mtieh Shall 1 Give? New York:
Frontier Press. 1921. Pp. 153.

f.V study in philaiitJiropy.]

Eaves (Lucile), Old Age Siip^mi’t of Women Teacheis. Pro-

visions for old age inad(* by Women teaehers in the Public Schools

of Massachusetts. (Women’s Educational and Industrial Union.)

Boston. 1921. Pp. 122.

PEfs (Herbert). The Settleiiieiit of Wage Disputes. New York ;

Macmillan Co. 1921. T’p. 289.

Friedman (Eijsha M.). Tt\ternational Finance and its Bcor-

ganisation. New York : Dutton. J’]). 702.

Hammond (J. Hays) and Jenks (Jeremiah W.). Great x\inericaii

Issues : Politieal, Social, F^conomic. New York : Seribner’s Sons.

B)21. Pp.258.

Hazard (Blanche E.). Tho Organisation of the Boot and Slice

Industry in Massachusetts b(‘fore 1875. Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard

University Press. 1921. Pp. 293.

[The authoress is Professor of Home Economics in Cornell University.]
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Johnson (Emory A.) and Thurman (VV. Van Metre). Principles

of Railroad Trans])ortation. (Ajipleton's Railway Scries.) Now
York : Appleton. Pp. xix + 617. 18s.

Knight (Charles Kelley). History of Life Tnsurauco in the
United States to 1870. (A thesis for the degree of Doctor in Philo-

sophy.) Philadelphia : University of Pennsylvania. 1920. Pp. 160.

Lagerquist (Walter R.). Investment Analysis : Fundamentals
in the Analysis of Investment Securities. New York : Macmillan Co.

1918. Pp. 792.

Rathenau (W.). The Now Society. New York : Harcourt.

1921. Pp. vi + 147.

[By t)ic "woll-known Coriniin Ministor. TJio ninnual labourer should bo froed

from monotony; bo sliould have some intolloctunl work, and Iho brain-worker
some tnaniKiI labour.

Sklkjman (Edwin R. A.). Essays in 1’axation. Ninth Edition,

completely revivsed and enlarged. New York : Macmillan Co. 1921.

Pp. 806.

[Five new liav»‘ boon .‘ubb'd, tbreo of ibiun relating to war finaneo.]

Tannenuaum (F.). The Labour Movement. New York : (L P.

Putnam’s Sons. 1921. Pp. 259. S2.

[Tho destruction of caititalisin is expected. Among olln‘r rccipc.s a iinifonn

wage for all kinds of labour is suggest oil.
J

Taussig (F. W.). Selected Readings on International 'IVade and
Tariff Probhmis. Compiled bv F. W. T. Boston: (.linn. 1921.

Pp. 600. S3.

Turner (J. Royce). The Ricardian Rent Theory in Early American
Economics. With an lutroduetion by Frank A. Fetter. Nt^w York :

University Press. 1921. J^p. 221.

[The author is Urob'ssor of Economics in New York University.)

Waste in Indust ly. Committee on Elimination of Waste in

Industry. Washington : FedtTated AmtTiean hhigineering Societies.

1922. Pp. 409.

French.

ANDRiiADES (A.), fja venalite des olhces est elle d’origine Byzantine.

Paris: Sirey. 1921. Pp. 16.

[Tho coiifiirting ovidenco as to the snic of otliccs under llie J:{yzaiitine Empire
is discussed by tho Athenian Profes.sor with his usual learning and acaimen.')

ANDREAuks (A.). Le Montant du Budget de I'empire Byzantin.

Paris: Leroux. 1922. Pp. 55.

[An e.xtract from Ln. revue. de.n tCtudes (he.rriurs, showing that ovidoneo for tho

oxact detfjrrn- nation of tho rovonnoH of tlio Byzantin i.s not forthcoming.)

Balov (Edmund). Les Ban<|ues d ’Affairs en France de])uis.

1900. Paris: Piclion. 1922. Pp. 1191.

Bekkeu ((}.). Le Mouvement Coj)eratif on Russie. (Travaux

del dc Sociologie.) Bru.ssels : Lamertin. 1921.^<Pp. 175.

Bounratian. Les crises Economitiiies. Traduit du Russo

J. Bernard. Paris : Giard. 1922. Pp. :388.
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Bbenier (Henri). Lea devastations Allemandes en France et les
inexactitudes de M. J. M. Keynes. Nancy : Berger-Levrault. 1921

.

Pp. 8.

[JIxtract from tho Journal de Socim de StaJtiatique de Paris, June 1921.]

Gennep (Arnold van). Traite, Comparatif des Nationalites.
I’ome premier. Lcs elements exterieurs do la Nationalite. Paris :

Rayat. 1921. Pp. 228.

Gide (Charles). Premieres nations d’economie politique. Paris •

Michel. Pp. 185.

Journ6 (M.). Precis d’economie politique. Paris : Alcan. Pp.
490.

Lachaprlle (GEonoEs). La verite sur notrc situation financidre.
Paris: Roustan. 1921. Pp. 179.

March (Lttcien), Moret (J.), Hawtrey (R. G.), Orde (Charles)
ajid others. Problemes actuols do I’economie. Paris : Colin. 1921.
Pj). 477.

[.\ sporiul number of the It(:vuf de MtUapJnjsifjue.]

Roscher (Wilhelai). Economic industrielle. V’ol. II. (Bih-
]i()tlic([iic iiiloniationale d'economie politique.) Sous la direction de
Alfred Bonnet, i^aris : Giard. 1921. Pp. 497.

[The eighth edition, rt,'vised and augmented. J. \V. Streda: translated by
M. F. Hallier.J

See (Henri). Esquisse d’uiie histoire du Regime Agraire en
Europe aux XVIIT. et XIX. si^cles. Paris : Giard. 1921. Pp. 276.

['I’he autiior is an honorary Professor at the University of Rennes.]

SiMiAUi) (Kranc;()is). Statistiqiie et Expedience (Bibliotheque
des Science ecoiioiniciues et sociales). Paris : Riviere. 1922.
Pp. 68.

Zagorsky (Simon). T/evolution tictuelle du bolchevisme russe.

Pridacc de M. l5milc Vandervckle. Paris : Povolozky. 1921. Pp.

['riio Petrograd Professor shows from olllrial documents how the Soviet
republic is reoanting its absurdities. Dying and selling U permitted, concessions
to foreign capitalists are offercnl, labour may bo hired. Agricultural produce
is no longer commandeored, only taxed. Tho former plan, depriving tho peasant
of motives to production, is largely respon.siblo for tho famine.]

German.

Kaemmerer (G. H.). Geld. Eiiio genctische Studie. Berlin

;

Puttkammer. 1921. Pp. 48.

Levy (Dr. Hermann). Die Englischc Wirtschaft. Leipzig :

1922. Pp. 153.

Repka (Wilhelm). Die Sozialisierung des Reiches. Hamburg :

Unionverlag. 1921. Pp. 100.

SCHWIEDLAND (E.). Geld und Wahrung. Wien. 1921. Pp. 29.

20 kronen.
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Italian.

Bernardino (A.). Socialismo e finanza. Palermo : Trimarelis.

Flora (Federico). Manuele della Scienza delle Finanze. Sesta
edizione riveduta ed ampliata. Livorno : Raffaello Giusti. Pp. 937.

8vo.

[The well-known treatise on Public Finance by the Professor of the University
of Bologna has been revised and augmented in this sixth edition. The additional
facts and figures do not modify the opinions expressed in the fifth edition, which
appeared in 1916.]

Graziani (A.). Ricardo et J. S. Mill. Bari : Latera.

Grilli (Carlo). II Protezionismo dopo la Guerre. Rome : Coop
Tipographia. 1921. Pp. 96.

Ler-Spano (G. M.). La questione Sarda. Con prefazione di

L. Einaudi. Turin : Bocca.

Mondaini (G.). L’assetto coloniale del mondo dopo la guerra.

Bologna : Cappellri.

Mobtara (G.) Prospettive Economiclie, 1922. C'ittH di Castello :

Societii Tipografica. 1922. Pp. 384.

[Estimates with respect to the future of several iiuluslries
; grain, wine,

olive oil, etc. For labour (in Italy) there is predicted abundant offer, moderate
demand, reduction of wages, better work.]
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C(JM]\IUNICATJON (J0ST8 AND THEIR
INTERDEPENDENCE

Various causes liavc in the last few years combined to awaken
public opinion to the importaiuo of communications. The
Great War was unlike all previous wars. The old wars were fought

by a few score thousand men who inarched short distances on
their own legs and supported themselves mainly from the resources

of the immediate neighbourhood. In the Great War modern
transport moved millions of men over thousands of miles, fed

them from the wheat-liclds of Alberta and Argentina, munitioned

them from the factories of the United fStates, and clothed them
from the sheep-runs of Australia and New' Zealand. The stay-

at-home population of this country was forced to contemplate

what it would mean if German submarines interrupted the

communications of our mercantile Hcet, and what it did mean
when we failed to interrupt the communications of German air-

ships and airplanes. And it has not been the W’^ar only w'hich

has taught us our lesson. Some fifteen years ago the grow’th of

motor transport seemed startling in its suddenness. Since then

the growth of transport by air has been even more startlingly

sudden. And at this moment the development of wireless

communication not only by telt‘gra])h but by telephone looks

as if it might be more startling still. Moreover, the importance

of communications has touched us, not only from the practical

and scientific side, for as taxpayers we in Great Britain have had
to pay in the last four years nearly £200,000,000 to keep our

railways going
;
we are spending many millions a year on air

services, only to be told by the experts that our parsimony is

endangering the existence of the Empire; while as ratepayers

we find that the cost of road maintenance in England has much
No. 126.—VOL. XXXII. M
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more than doubled in less than ten years, having increased from

£19,000,000 to about £50,000,000 per annum.^

The increased attention paid to communication has had various

reactions. Public oi)inion is beginning to understand that,

though different means of communication may be employed in

differing circumstances, the problem of transport is a single

problem. And in pursuance of this idea, a Ministry of Transport

has been establislied in Great Britain. Germany has gone further

and, overriding the particularism of tlie various States, has estab-

lished an imperial Ministry of Communications (Beich.sverkehr-

ministerium). Two different Committees Jiave recommended

the establishment of a similar Alinistry of Communications

(taking over the control of Posts, TelegrapJis and Telephones)

in India. Further, not only in (jlreat Britain, but in France and

Germany, tlie United States and (,'amu.la, not to mention smaller

countries such as Holland, new organic laws have been passed

profoundly modifying the whole status of railways, whether

publicly or privately owned, and tJieir relations to the State on

tho one hand, and to their customers on tlie other.

But though a good deal has been done to cope with the insis-

tent needs of the moment, tho wider problem of interrelation

between various modes of communication under tho new condi-

tions has Jiot yet received the attention whicli it deserves, and

whicli must be given to it ovo long. We thought, for instance, till

the other day that roads and railways were complementary.

They are now proving to bo keen rivals. Subsidies are being

given to air service and wireless telegraphy installations. Before

long tlie question of the effect of this sul)sidis(jd competition on

ocean stea77iship and cable undertakings will have to be faced.

The object of this article is to in\ it(; consideration c»f tho

economic issues involved. The matter can be hjoked at from

different points of view. W(; might consider competition be-

tween different modes of (communication in rendering the same

or similar services
;
or we might dwell upon tho respective import-

anco of the public and private interest involved; or, again, we

may have regard to the way in which tho total cost of each

particular mode of communication is made up, and the manner

in which the payment of this total cost is api^ortioned between

the public and the individual u.s(;r. Perhaps the best point of

view from which to approach the question is the last.

' This incrcaso of cost is no (If)iiht largely dno to tho riso in wages; but ihcro

is good reason to believe that, hod the pre-war standard of maintonance been

retained, the cost would luivo boon oven greater than it is.
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Primitive man spent no money on communications. He
walked across country with his burden on his back, or ferried

over a stream in a liollowed log or a coracle of domestic manufac-

ture. And the original meaning of highway is merely a right of

passage over a certain stretch of unenclosed land—such as still

exists, for example, on the Berkshire Downs—and not a made
road at all. But all modern communications imply three separate

or at least separable costs
;
there is the capital cost of construc-

tion and improvements; the recurring cost of maintenance;

and thirdly, the cost of use. In the long-civilised countries of

Western Europe, the construction cost has in the main been

spread over many centuries, and charged as incurred against

current national, or more usually local, revenues, whether in the

form of money or of obligations on adjacent owtiers or occupiers

to supply without payment labour, horses and carts, or materials.

The cost of railway constnu^tion, oti the other hand, is almost

always met by capital ])orrowed or subscribed in the expectation

of a return—immediate or ])o.st])oned—in interest or dividends.

Not alwa}\s so, liowover. N(hv roads, as, for instance, the Thames
Embankment or Kingsway, may be made with borrowed money,
while the railways of the Malay States have been mainly con-

structed out of current revenue. Whicliever course bo adopted,

there equally exists a capital cost which lias to be met somehow.

There is also the reeiirring charge for maintenance, Avhich cannot

bo exactly assessed against each individual user. On a road it ia

normally borne by the community. On English railways it is

charged against tlie users as a whole, with no, or at most a very

rough, attempt to apportion it according to the amount of the use.

The user of a road is normally left to pay directly the v- hole expense

of his use, including the provision and maintenance of the vehicle,

or portion of a vehicle, which he employs. But in some cases,

as, for instance, workmen’s fares on tramways, some portion of

the cost of actual use is borne by the community.

The existence of these three separate costs is obscured by the

fact that in practice the charges corrcspoiuling to them are seldom
or never separated. But there is no difliculty in imagining a case

in which they might be. A road authority might keep an account

of the capital invested in new construction and improvement^

charging the interest on the local rate; might employ a con-

tractor who would maintain the road, and recoup liimself by
levying tolls

; and might leave the users of the roads as at present

to meet their own movement costs. In actual practice a road

authority normally has no capital account. The cost of widen-
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iiigs and improvements—which is really expenditure on capital

account—is charged to revenue equally with the cost of current

maintenance.

In the financial statements of a railway company, on the other

hand, the three charges are clearly separated. The cost of moving
the traffic—the Americans call it “ conducting transportation ”

—

is shown in one table
;

there is another table giving the cost of

keeping the rolling-stock in repair, which logically is a sub-head

of traffic movement, though in practice it is treated as a separate

heading
;
the cost of maintenance of the road is given in a third

table
;
while the net receipts, after these charges have been paid,

represent the cost of capital. But the passenger who buys a

ticket, or the trader who forwards a consignment, makes a single

payment, and is quite unaware of and uninterested in its subse-

quent allocation. The same thing is true in respect to means

of communication of a difierent order. A W^ater Board exists

to connect the rain falling in an upland valley with the taps

many miles off in an urban bathroom. The water rights are

acquired, the channels in the catchment area cut, the reservoirs

built, the mains and pipes laid, and the pumps installed at tlio

cost of capital
;

the undertaking is maintained out of revenue

;

and then there is the furtlier cost of pumping, distribution and

control of actual use. Gas or electricity companies are broadly in

a similar position, the only difference, from a communication

point of view, ))etwcen them and a Water Board lying in the

fact that they produce the commodity which they supply before

they distribute it. Telegraph and telephone organisations, again,

have to meet the same three separate costs, the provision of the

plant, its maintenaiKJC, and the cost of actual use. Capital charges,

maintenance charges and working or “ operating ” expenses are

the terms most commonly used for the three respective costs.

In all tlicsc cases, where the three separate services are in

the hands of a single organisation, the three costs are separate in

the accounts but charged as a lump sum against the user. But

when we consider communication by sea, we find again that, as

in the case of a highway, the use is separate from the provision

and maintenance of the road. For ships the main expense belongs

to use; the road is provided free by nature except at its two

ends
;
and the provision and maintenance of terminal facilities,

docks and piers, artificially deepened channels, and of buoys

and lighthouses, are a comparatively small portion of the total

expense. The shipowner pays the road expenses of his ship in

the form of harbour and dock dues, while the ultimate user, tJie
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merchant, pays similar dues on his merchandise direct to the

harbour or dock authority, and pays to the shipowner the cost

of its carriage. Canals are obviously only water roads
;

they

are provided and maintained by an authority which may or may
not charge tolls for their use. The user in most cases makes his

own arrangements for carriage'.

I have stressed the separateness, or at least separability, of

these three costs. Tt is to be admitted, however, that in some

cases the frontier between them is doii])tfnl. TIui wages of lock-

keepers on a canal, for instance, may bo regardcnl either as cost

of maintenance of the liighway, or as a ])ortif)n of the cost of

use. Or, again, it is dillicmlt to say whether the fixed electric

e(jiiipment, the cables, posts and feeder wires of an electric tram-

way belong to the maintenance of the communication or to its

use. Further, thougli the three costs exist in all eases, their

proportions vary greatly from one mode of communication to

anotluT; from one country to another; and even in the same
country, from one period to another. A “ tube.

*'
railway costs

£1,000,000 a mile to construct : out of every penny the passenger

pays, a halfpenny is re(|uired to meet the (capital charge
;

the

(lock and harbour dui's on a ship bringing wheat fnmi San Fran-

cisco to London are (uilv a trilling proportion of the total expense.

On the railway from the Zambesi to the copjier mines of the

Congo, the traflic is so s{*anty that threc-(tuarters of the total

earnings are rec^uired to pay the interest on construction capital;

on the railways of the Unitt'd States the earnings are so large

that one-fifth of the gross receipts suthce for an adeipiatc return.

In Great Britain in 191*1, out of £130,000,000 of receipts, capital

took £50,000,000, say 3S per cent.
;
to-day the gross receipts have

nearly doubled, the capital has not been appreciably increased,

and only 20 per cent, of the gross receipts are now needed to

produce a return at the old rate.

At this point tJie reader may perhaps comjdain that, if they

are never in practice separated, all this argument as to the

separability of the three eosts which make up total communica-

tion costs is merely otiose discussion. Tlic complaint is not

justified. No scheme for a new means of eojnmunieation can

be properly judged unless the cumulative elfect of all three

factors is taken into account. In many schemes -as, for instance,

where it is a question on a railway of building an expensive tunnel

or incurring heavy operating expenses on a steep gradient—it

is a task of great dilticulty to balance wisely one factor against

the other. But above and beyond this the difierent costs do not
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stand on the same economical footing. It is evident that the

existence of a means of communication is a public interest, while

normally the benefit of the use accrues merely to the individual

user. A man may be bedridden and yet obtain daily benefit

from the existence of the road which leads to his house from the

nearest railway station, and of the railway that connects the

station with London. A Londoner with an artesian well on his

own premises would suffer, if the services of the Water Board

ceased to function, and tyj)hoid and diphtheria raged round his

house. Or, again, a man who habitually uses a private motor-

car to get from his house in the West End to his office in the City

benefits from the existence of urban railways, not only because

he can himself use tliem as an alternative in case of necessity,

but because to his servants and tradesmen, without whom ho

could not live, and to his clerks and customers, without whom
he could not carry on his business, they are an indispensable

means of locomotion.

But adequate communications aie a public interest in a wider

sense. People starved in England in the Middle Ages, they

have starved in India in our own times, they are starving in

Russia to-day because food cannot reach them for lack of com-

munications. The generous land-grants of the Ujiited States

Covernment to the raihvay companies in the West in the 'sixties

and ’seventies have vastly increased the wealth of the Atlantic

States, though not one in twenty of their inhabitants may have

ever been west of the Alleghanies.

It w^ould also appear, tJien, logical that some portion at least

of the capital cost of providing communications should be at the

public charge, because? the public at large bimelits by their exist-

ence. And if it be a proper public charge, an equitable taxing or

rating machinery will naturally be the best means of imposing it.

That the cost of the individual use should fall upon the user seems

almost a matter of course. If the actual cost of the carriage of a

passenger or a consignment from A to B bo 5*’., and the passenger

or the consignor considers that the service to him is only worth

3s., the passenger or the consignment must normally remain

uncarried, for the public has only a remote and occasional interest

to make up the deficit.

Maintenance cost falls between capital cost and user cost,

for maintenance is partly caused by, and partly independent of

use. A road may bo destroyed by frost or heavy rains as much

as by traffic. The rails of a railway are worn out by use; but

the sleepers would rot, and the ballast would wash out and waste
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away, even if no train ever passed over the line. The life of a

gas pipe or a water pipe, on the other hand, is very largely inde-

pendent of its actual use. Logically, therefore, that portion of

maintenance cost which is duo to obsolescence may be assimi-

lated to capital cost—should bo regarded, that is to say, as

potentially a public charge; the ])ortion which is due to use

should be assimilated to tlic cost of the actual use, to be recovered

normally from the users as a whole.

Needless to say, charges have never in actual practice been

imposed on any such logical basis. Wo shall sec presently the

various methods in which in di/Tercnt countries and at different

times they have been apportioned. But meanwhile it is worth

while to iTKpiirc whether any principle of abstract justice can

help us to decide what is the prc'cise share of the cost of providing

communications which the public ought fairly to pay. It has

been suggested that ca])ital is only invested in improvement of

communications when it is e\pect(‘d that the capital cost of the

improvcmicnt will be at least olfset by the reduelion in user

cost. In French provincial towns, for instance, wf)nien still

fetch water from the pu])lic fountain and carry it to the tops of

houses. We find in hhiglnnd that the total cost of conveying

water is less, if we iin cst capital in tlie installation of a pipe. But

j)erhaps the best, illusti'ation is the (‘ase of the highway. The
“ King's Highway ” was originally, as has already been said, not

a stretch of land, but a legal and customary right
—

“ *a perpetual

right of passage in the s<>vereign for himself and liis subjects

over another's lami," The King has nothing," says a very old

book Cjuoted by Mr. and ^Irs. Webb, “ but the ])assage for himself

and his people." The highway was improved. A raised stone

causeway was laid down, along which a laden paekhorse could

travel. Then the eauseway was widened, and made practicable

for wheeled traffic. And gradually by such improvements the

labour of a man carrying, say, (>0 lbs. twelve miles a day, was

replaced by the labour of a man and a ])ackhorsc carrying two cwt.

twenty miles; and then, by tlie addition of a cart, the same

labour resulted in the carriage of lil'teeii instead of two ewt. It

would evidently be just in theory to call upon each user of the

improved highway to contribute towards the capital cost of the

improvement the value of the reduction of his cost of use. The

theory goes further, and when, as in the ease of a canal or rail-

way, the whole construction is artificial, and even the right

of way has to bo paid for, justifies imposing upon the users as

a whole the entire cost. And on a railway or a canal, to which
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traffic only is admitted after what may be called a preliminary

settlement with the owners as to terms and conditions, the

theory can bo given practical application. But the theory cannot

be applied to roads for more than one reason. It is too late

nowadays to think of charging upon the users of the road the

whole construction and improvement cost, not merely because

immemorial custom has consecrated a dilTeront system, but

because of practical difficulties. Wo had turnpikes, on which

the user was supposed to pay total cost, for two centuries. They

were abolished, mainly because of the wasteful cost of collection

and the intolerable delays of successive toll-gates. But there

was another reason wdiy the turnpike policy broke down, namely,

that the difficulty of properly apportioning the total burden

among the different classes of users resulted in jiractice in leaving

a considerable portion of the burden unborne. There were

exemptions, for instance, of farm vehicles using the roads in the

immediate neighbourhood of the farm, of vehi(;les carrying

parishioners on Sunday to their usual place of worship, while, on

the other hand, stage coaches, presumably ])ecausc they seemed

to have no natural rights in the locality, were taxed at an extra

high rate. In the result, coaches, which were still needed on

routes not yet served by railways, were prematurely killed,

and the turnpike trusts as a rule went bankrupt.

Even if it w^ere admitted that capital cost heretofore incurred

should be ignored, and it were accepted that road users should

only be asked to pay the £50,000,000 of annual maintenance,

it is clear that the working out nowadays of a new scheme of

tolls or licences to do even the roughest justice as between the

innumerable different classes of users, and taking account of

the extreme variations in the amount of their use, would be a

task of the utmost difficulty.

There is a further difficulty : a road giving new or improved

access to a district will pro/note devcloiizncnt, but will carry scant

traffic at the outset. If the initial traffic is to pay for the whole

cost, the toll must be very heavy. But policy dictates that

pioneers should be encouraged rather than subjected to extra

heavy burdens. If, however, there be any special class who

derive exceptional and immediate benefit from new communica-

tions, it seems just that they should make a special contribution

towards the cost. And this is clearly the case where new com-

munications markedly improve the access to land in the condition

commonly described as “ripe for development.'’ In such a

case the equity of a charge on the owiut is obvious. Whether
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this charge should take the form of a toll on the road, or a tax

or rate levied on the land to be applied for general road purposes,

is a question not of principle but of practical convenience.

So far we have been discussing the question on the basis of

principles of abstract justice. It is worth while to inquire how
far these principles arc being applied at present, or have been

applied in the past, in different countries in shaping theur policy

in the matter of communications. A brief review will suffice to

show that there have been no guiding principles, and no con-

sistent policy. Take first the earliest and still most important

means of communication, road.s. Turnpike tolls, according to

Webb's Story of the King's Highway, are believed to have existed

at some time or other in every European country except Sweden

and Norway. Tliey existed also to some extent in the Eastern

States of America. Evcrywdiere they havt^ been abolished, and

the cost of road provision and maintenance has been thrown on

taxation, general or special, or on local rates. Only in the case

of what in English law is called “ exceptional user ” is an attempt

made to apportion payment to benefit. And this doctrine of

ex(jeptional user only applies to the intensive and spasmodic

use of a 2)urticular stretch of road, as, for instance, l)y a quarry

owner or timber merchant, and not to the business of a general

carrier who habitually carries goods in wholesale quantities over

hundreds of miles of roads.

Canals are next in historical order. They mainly began as

commercial enterprises. They differed from turnpikes, in that

a turnpike was in the hands of a public trust, authorised to levy

tolls to cover expenses, including interest and sinking fund on

debt, but not to make a profit, while a canal was built by a private

company, enqiowered to levy tolls not exceeding a fixed maximum,

and to divide among its shareholders the resulting profits, how-

ever large. And before the “ calamity of railways
**

fell upon

them, canal companies' profits in England were often very large.

Gradually, as railways developed, it became evident in one country

after another that canals could only continue to exist if they were

assimilated to roads, if the Govern ?iient, that is, assumed the cost

of capital and of maintenance, and if the canal user liad to pay

carriage cost only. It is evident at this moment that England

may in this respect have to follow the rest of the world. The

ordinary canal can only retain its traffic if it is toll free. One

company alone, the Aire and CaUlcr, favoured by the fact

that the eonqmny is both toll owner and carrier, but much

more by exceptional conditions of location and available
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traffic, can probably continue to charge tolls and yet retain its

trade.

When the railways in their turn began to divert from the

canals the traffic that the canals Jiad diverted from the roads,

England and the United States led the way; and the continent

of Europe was the docile pupil of England. In America there

were some feeble and short-lived experiments in State ownership;

and the Belgian trunk linos were in the hands of the Government
from the beginning. But with these two unimportant excep-

tions, railways were at the outset private enterprises. Moreover,

at a very early ])criod, the theory that the railway company
would be—like a canal company—merely a road owner and toll

taker, and that private individuals, either directly or througli

carri(*r companies, would be the users, broke down for practical

reasons. In J^highuid, moreover, it was assumed, and correctly

assumed, that the advantages of this new means of communica-

tion were so great that the xmblic could and would pay tolls and

conveyance charges -very soon combi Jied into and confounded

in a single rate—sufficient to cover the total cost. Tho same

thing proved true—subject to the fact that the railways in the

We.st originally received subsidies and free grants of land, which,

however, bear a very small proportion of the total investment

—

in the United States of America. But in no other country has

the railway system come into existence without substantial vState

aid, given in the form, sometimes of out-and-out grants or capital

subventions, sometimes of guarantees of dividends.

In countries where joint-stock enthusiasm for railway con-

struction slackened or never existed, and the ])ublic found them-

selves constraiiKMl to (?xtend or to initiate their railway system,

Gov^ernments have always proceeded on tlie theory, which they

inherited from the companies, that tiu* user should pay as far a.s

possible the total cost, fndeed some (Jovernments have gone

further. Prussia before the War drew—India still draws large

net profits from the State railways and applies them to meet

ordinary State expenses. And this form of taxation has been

defended by Gustav Gohn as economically sound. No Govern-

ment in subsidising a private company has over undertaken to

hand over the completed undertaking to the comjiany as a free

gift, to be responsible for its annual maintenance, and to leave

the company to recover from tlie u.scrs the cost only of use. Nor

in cases where the Government has retained the operation of the

railway in its own hands has the adoption of a i)olicy on these

linos ever been so much as suggested. And yet, if it be reason-
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able to charge upon the user of a macadam road the cost of use

only, there seems no a priori reason why a similar policy should

not bo adojitcd in the case of a m/Z-road. It may of course be

said that this might result in inordinate profits to the private

concessionaires of the railway; and the answer might have been

good till recently. But within the last tw'o years both in Great

Britain and in the United States, the only two countries of really

private railway enterprise, laws have been passed providing that

railw'ay rates shall be so fixed as to yield to the proprietors a

reasonable, but no more than a reasonable, return on their invested

capital.

The question, tiiereforc, needs an answer in tlieory :
“ Why

should the user of a railway be expected to pay the total cost of

Jiis use, wdiereas the user of a road is called on to ])ay movement
cost only? ” This question is of urgent practical importance at

tile ])resent moment. The annual cost of road maintenance,

as lias already b(‘en said, has risen in the last few years from

£ 19,000,000 to i‘r)0,000,000, and the increase is in large measure

due to the fact that the roarls are to-tlay carrying traffic wdiich

formerly wimt by railway. It has been estimated that 0,000,000

tons of traflio were so diverted last year. J^ut they were diverted,

not because the total cost of road carriage was less, but because,

wliile the consignor is asked to pay the total cost by railway, he

is only rccpiired to pay a ])ortion of the cost by road. The railway

late from London to Birmingham is, let us say, 40-!?. per ton for

a certain class (»f article. The road carrier oilers to take the

tratlic for 30s.; and the merchant naturally consigns by road.

The lorry carries five tons, and lakes, let us say, £10 wwth of

wear
(
lOs. pi‘r ton of load) out of the road between London and

Birmingham. 1 So the actual cost oi roail carriage is not 30-v.

but 70v. per ton, even though nothing has been charged for the

original cost of tlie road provided by the public for the merchant's

use."

The anomaly of the present situation is heightened when W'e

remember that recent li'gislatiou has, as I have said, provided

tliat, if railway rates ai'e insufliciiuit to yield a reasonable return

^ Tho romul of f lU fnr ruad wvtir is probalily ati un«Ior(*sliinat<\ A
authority rstiriu\U.*s tho injury to tho roiul aj oqual to 3f/. per ton-

milo. A lorry carryitig iivo toii.s wt'ij];hs four tons. This would j?ivo 2^^. 3fi.

(3r/.x0) as \\w cost prr inilo to tho road authority of tho running of tho lorry;

ami tliis on tho 112 inili's from London to Birmingham would equal £13.

^ Thu conditions ntfccting motor cliar-a-hancs are ditTereiit. Not only do

they ulr(>ady pay liirence «lutie.s about twi<*i' as high, but they are used, occasionally

ami not, int.ensiv^^l\^ by innnnierable diffen*iit persons, presumably in the main

ratepaj'ers, who use thorn for pleasure and not. for tho sake of extra gain.
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to the shareholder, they shall be advanced. We may then arrive

before long at a situation where a large portion of all the mer-

chandise traffic of the country is diverted to the roads, because

this method, though more costly on the whole, is cheaper to

the individual user
;
and then next year, or the year after, railway

rates on coal, which cannot be taken by road, may have to be

put up to redress the balance.^

A further anomaly may be found in the present position of

London communications. The streets and roads in and approach-

ing the centre area of London arc already congested
;
and the

volume of traffic steadily increases. Street widt'nings arc enor-

mously expensive, and the cost of them would naturally fall wholly

upon tiic London rate-paycr.s. New urban railways would relieve

the congestion and obviate, or at least ])ostpone, the necessity for

street widenings. They would cost less and afford means of

communication more rapid and more convenient. But, because

the railwa3^s arc iii the hands of private enterprise, the suggestion

that the ratepayer should pay any ])art of the cost of construc-

tion of new urban railwa3^s w^ould probably conuj as a shock to

the average Londoner. And this notwithstanding that in Paris

and New York, in both of which cities tlic urban railwa^^s are in

the hands of companies, this policy has long been accepted ;
and

notwithstanding the further fact that the far(‘s on the urban

railway's of London are fixed under statutory authority on a scale

limited to that wdiich is no more than adequate to secure a

reasonable return on the companies’ capital involved- a return

which, it may be added, has never ^'^et be(*n as great as would have

been obtained had the capitalist, instead of investing in railway

shares, advanced his money on loan to the public authorities.

The confusion of thought as to the real - as distinct from

apparent—cost of a particular mode of ctmim unication i.< no-

where better exemplified than in the case of inland waterways.

Two striking examples come from recent A/nerican history.

The Government of the Gnited States has for many years past

spent very large sums of the taxpayers’ money on the improve-

ment of the navigable channel of the Mississip])i river. In spite

of this expenditure, the traffic steadily declined almost to vanisli-

ing point. During the War, mainly to nilieve the overburdened

railway.s, the Government built and operated a fleet of up-to-date

tugs and barges, and, with some help from local municipalities,

^ It should in fairness ho noiiul that coinmon ial motor vohiolrs do at j>roseni

pay licence duties amounting to £2,H(M),0C<>, say onc.-cightoonth of the expondiUiro

on road maiiiiciianco and improvenmnt.
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greatly improved the wharves and landing-stages. An official

publieation of the Inland and Coastwise Waterways Section of

the War Office, which now carries on this Government barge

service, luis recently reported as “ a gratifying result “a not

profit for the months of April, May and June [1921], amounting

to $22,886.” The Report fails to say that this gratifying “ net

profit ” is merely a surifius of gross receipts above actual

oiierating expenses. The facts that no interest is paid on the

very large capital sunk not merely in permanent river improve-

ments but in the purchase of the boats, that nothing is debited

for current maintenance of the channel, that the United vStates

Government pays no taxes and carries its own insurance on its

property, are all left unmentioned. For the fiscal year ending

June 20, 1921, this service, of which the taxpayers of the

United States paid the great bulk of the cost, attracted a total

traffic of nearly 250,000 tons, a negligible fraction of the tonnage

carried by the railways running alongside the river at rates

calculated to cover not mere movement hut total costs.

The famous Erie (.'anal has been toll free frT forty years.

Recently the >State of New Vork has spent about §160,000,000 in

improvements which amount to practical reconstruction of the

main canal and its feeders. The canal is now capable of accom-

modating boats with a capacity of 2000 tons. In the year 1920

the total traffic passing over it was under 1,500,000 tons. It

included 4,000,000 bushels of grain, ‘‘ about 2*84 per cent, of all

the grain received by the Port of New York,” the rest being still

carried by the rail^^'ays at a rate only fractionally higher.

Clearly, if the canal traffic had, like the railway Iraflic, to bear the

capital ami maintenance cost, and not merely conveyance charges,

the canal rate would need to be far higher than the railway rate.

And yet the newsi)apt‘rs in the State of New York and their

readers are coininced, equally with those of the Mississippi

Valley, of the superior economy of water carriage.

If we turn to the means of eommuuieation under the control

of the Post OHiee, we find again the same absence of guiding

principles as in the ease of eomniunieiation by road and railway

and canal. The Postmaster-General tells us that the Post Office

must be “ self-supporting," Apparently he regards the state-

ment as an axiom, for he gives no reasons. That tlic maintenance

of the various forms of communication controlled by tlic Post

Office is a public interest, will not be questioned. Adequate

postal service, say in Suthcrlandshirc, ought no doubt to be

given. It can hardly be expected to be self-supporting. On
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what ground is the loss to be charged on the users of the London
local service rather than on the public at largo ? And yet, further,

what reason is there, beyond the fact that the Postmaster-General

controls all three services, wliy the users of the postal service

proper should be required to meet the deficits on the telegraphs

and the telephones ? Would the Postmaster-Gcncrars principle

carry him one stage further, and, if the functions of the Minister

of Transport were transferred to the Post Office, as the Chancellor

of the Exchequer recently suggested, entitle him to call upon the

postal revenue to meet any portion of the pledged contributions

to road maintenance which the motor licences fail to cover ?

The Postmaster-Generars dictum is not accepted us an axiom

in other countries. The United States Budget for the current

year estimates that the Post Office expenses will exceed the

revenue by §89,000,000. The Post Offices of Germany and France

are parasites on the railwa3’s, wliieh are required by law to carry

mails, and in Germany parcels also, free of charge. Nor floes the

Treasury see ej^e to eye with the Postmaster-tJencral in this

matter, for ever vSince the da^-s wdicn Charles 11 granted a mono})oly

of the Posts to his brother, the .Duk(^ of York, the Post Office

has been treated, not as a self-supporting institution, but as an

engine of taxation. In the last sixt^’ or seventy ^^ears it must

have turned over to the Exehe([uer net profits of something lik(»

£200,000,000, even after performing gratuitous services, now

estimated as worth nearly £30,000,000 per annum, for other

branches of the Government. Whether it is right that tJio Post

Office, as a whole or in each of its separate departments, should

be self-supporting, is a question which need Jiot be answf^red

here. The point is that there is need for more clear thinking

on the suV)ject.

Another illustration of this need is to he found in the speeird

case of the Parcel Post. When the Post Office iirst undertook

the carriage of parcels, it made an agreement with the railway

companies by which 55 per cent, of the receipts from all parcels

carried by railway should be handed over to the companies as

payment for their share iri the work. Many years afterwards,

the Post Office discovered that, if on certain populous routes,

e. gr. London to Brighton or Heading, it carried the jmrcols by

road, it could retain for its own benefit the whole receipts, and

that its expenditure for carriage would be less than the 55 per

cent, which would have to be paid to the railway companies if

the parcels went by rail. Good business floubtlcss, if that were

the whole story. But observe the implications. 'J'he cost of
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actual conveyance on the railways would have been very small

;

the parcels are carried by road
;
the ratepayer pays for the result-

ing wear of the road
;
and the railway companies, having lost their

net revenue from the business, are entitled to claim from the

Bates Tribunal an increase of rates on other traffic to recoup

them for their lost profit.

In respect of shipping, the accepted theory is that the traffic

shall bear the total expense, including provision and maintenance

of that portion of the road—the docks and approach channels—

not provided and maintained free by nature. In the great ports,

such as London and Liverpool, the tiieor}^ is acted on. But

there are many exceptions. The railway ports as a rule do not

pay their way, and tlie deficit is charged against the railway

revenue proper. And not a few localities—Bristol, Manchester

and Preston, for instance—charge a portion of the cost of their

terminal facilities upofi the local rates, believing themselves to

bo recouped by the indirect gain to the community from the

development of the port.

Shipping subsidies have too long and involved a history to be

more than mentioned. SonH'times thej^ are payments in return

for a right to conimandeer for war purposes, or for structural

modifications valuable only when the ship is employed in u-arfare,

but more usually they are defemled either on the “ infant indus-

tries ’’ theory, or on the ground that the existence of a merchant

fleet is in the interest of the whole nation, and in competition

with rivals more favoured by nature can only bo maintained at

the expense of general taxation. But in this matter the policy

of a nation is determined not so much by itself, as by the action

of other nations. The sui)sidies to air service, telegraph lines and

cables, stand on the same footing. Here, ton, one nation may
force the hand of another. Jt has been authoritatively stated

recently that the Knglish air service between London and Paris

might bo self-supporting to-day were it not that the competition

of heavily sulisidised French services has forced ilown the charge

to the passenger below the point which covers the total cost.

One thing this summary makes clear. No general principle

can be disentangled from the dill’eront. treatment by different

Governments at different periods of the various moans of com-

munication. Nor would 1 he present writer vent ure to suggest that

there is any general principle capable of universal application,

though perhaps some rules for guidance in a wovk-a-daj'’ \vorld

may be put forward in the following shape*.

There is a real distinction between the cost of providing a
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means of cominiinication, which is of general—or at least of wide

—public benefit, and the cost of its use, which normally benefits

only the particular users. There is, therefore, no a jmori objection

to charging upon the public at large, or upon certain sections

of the public, the whole or a portion of the cost of provision.

And especially in the case of new countries or new forms of

communication, it may be in the public interest that this should

be done. On the otlicr hand, the practical difficulties are so

great that, if the users can and will in practice paj^ the total

costs, it is best to leave them to do so.

But it is incumbent upon the Government so to shape its

policy as to encourage that means of communication which in

each case is on the whole the most economical to the community

at large. To permit individual users to employ a means of com-

munication which, though the total cost is greater, is cheaper to

them, because they can impose upon the taxpayer or ratepayer a

portion of the cost, is economically unsound. Yet our Govern-

ment—as indeed all Governments—does this. Having regard to

the great increase in the costs of communications in the last few

years, and the still greater increase in the share of these costs

that is falling upon the public, it is submitted that the time is

ripe for a reconsideration on broad lines of the policy of the

past.

\V. M. Acwortu



THE POLISH MARK IN 11)21

A STUDY IN UXTIOHNAL AND JNTEKNAL VALUES

Tjie mark currency was introduced into Poland by the

Germans in 11)16 during their war-time occupation of the country.

In that year the Polish National Loan Bank was set up and was

given the right of issuing bank-notes. It continucfl to exercise

this function after the collapse of the Germans in November

1918, and in return for this privilege it made advances to the

National Government. Thus the Polish mark came into being;

during the coursti of the year 11)19 it was brought into general

use throughout the Polish lauds.

In 1 1)1 9 and 1 920 the issues of paper currency proceeded steadily.

The necessity for this was, partly, the increase of the area over

which the currency had to circulate
;
but the expansion chiefly came

about in order to enalde the vState to pay its way at a time when
the machinery of Government had not been organised. Provisional

Budgets for the peri()<ls January to June 1919, July 1919 to March

1920, and April to December 1920, all showed large excesses of

expenditure over revenue, and the balance had to be made up by
fresli advances from the National Loan Bank and further issues

of notes.

The external valiu* of the currency was, meanwhile, declining

continuously. The Warsaw rate on London, which was at 44

at the end of January 1920, rose to 115 by the end of the year,

and to 2L50 cat the end of 1921. The Budget of 1921 did not

appear until the end of July. It showed an estimated defleiency

of 73 milliards. Income covenMl only 05 per cent, of the toLal

expenditure; and, in fact, the deficit had to be made up to a large

extent by issues of ])aj)er rurrency. The Budget estimates,

however, were themselves falsified by the further fall in the

value of the mark. Prices rose, and the cost of living increased,

necessitating adjustment in the salaries and wages of ofticials,

railway staff, and other State employees. State income was

swelled to a certain extent; but not sufliciently to balance the

rise in expenditure.

Continuous inflation was not the sole cause of the depreciation

and fluctuations of the mark. Political factors worked powerfully

to this end during 1921, and were aided by much reckless specula-

tion. Relations with the Russian Soviet (Jovernment were in a

very precarious state early in the year, though there has been

No. 126.
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marked improvement lately. But the Upper Silesian controversy

proved to be the greatest difficulty. The crisis reached its height

in September and October, and it was at this very time that the

mark sank to its lowest level. In the latter part of October came
the award of the League of Nations, and the mark recovered to a

certain extent, its external value doubling as rapidly as it had

fallen before. The inter-relation existing between the external

value of the mark and the volume of jjajjcr in circulation is shown

by the following table ;

—

TABLE A

Eato of All\ .IIUT'! Iiii-n-.a - I* Inorcast!

Hate of )o tlio Si. lit; f(\iT

End of OXOll.lULTC on XfW by tlio pnvioii.s Xo((S in

tile munni. on J.onilon. York. Hank. iiifiiitli. lin-iil.-Oion.

(Milli.inl:..) (Millianls.) (Milli.inlO OlillLinl.-;.;

, . _ 2,i:.o r.‘jo 3'.)U —

.

lO-l

January . 730 OoOi i) 33
FebniiiVy „ . s:;o 77-1 ]J-3 I’l'Jf.

Man'll ,, 800 s.'<.i; JJ-3 71 Ill
April „ . 3, Kill 810 loc.-t; IS sc.-s I2S
May „ . ‘1,100 l,«':{o 117 li Jl oi-i; 7-S

June ,, . 8,130 2,0 73 I3'i-l5 13 1ol».7 S‘l

July „ . 7,31 '»• l‘,li'0 1 lo.<; JO J13'2 12-3

Augast ,, . 2J,<'00 2..S33 1 38 171 J33‘7 IS-3

Sopfi'Tiihor ,, . 1
21,000 <;,3 ,'.() 17S •JO 13J.S ]')-l

October ,, .
j

J3,< ma 3,1 Oil 20-3 JS‘J..S 30
November , J 1,201) 3,30" 21 1 J3-3 20 ? 21-2

Deccmb(!r .. . 12,330 2,000 221
1

What has been the eirect on prices oi this continuous increase

of the circulation, and of the /hictuations of the rate of excJiango !

It will be seen that botii these factors affecbMl the (J(nirse of prices.

The figures given below sliow that, on the whole, wholesale prices

of the staple comiiKjdities, wheat, ry(% and potatoes, rose to a

maximum in the last days of October aiul then declined somewhat

during the last two months of tlio year.

TABLE B,

Wholejiah prlce.fi in Warmw (/aarfe j)er kilogram)?

End of tho month. Wheat.

April 1021 . 100 HO 8-1

May „ . 77 00 8

Juno „ . 1)5 82 15
July „ . . .

'

110 7(5 22
August „ . 00 72 2(5

Soptornbor . 120 70 30
October „ . 170 8S 32
Novombor „ . 120 7() 30
Decoiiiber . 11.7 71 30

^ Figures uro takon from those* givoii in tho Polink HtnlUtical Monlhltj anti

Monlldy Review of Labour

^

both publisliud by tho Polish Central Statistical Office.
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Sometimes the influence of the element of supply overrides

that of the fall of the mark. Corn prices in August and September,

for instance, were depressed by the plentiful supply of the harvest.

The general course of retail prices is shown in the following

table :

—

TABLE C,

Retail prices (In marts) in Warsatu at the do'^e of each month

in 1021. A

I'.i-'ti.

i).-c. Mai'fli. ' .loiK July. \uj?. S.pt. Nov. ! Ilcr*.

IIn* Hrivul pf'r ku m* :
1.',| 171

M.irlcr J IS
)

i:,:* L'J 1 170
1

,, 4!l
1

-If

(’liri-M! f|u.t!i(y .117

• •.irh i:5

Milk lior lili :>8
1

71
1 ’•«*•£ i"T li. :. 1 ;

1 :n :i:>8 loi :'>io

(chofip (|ualilyj i:i')

!

- 1 ,l0«l . ] .111 »i 1

’

l,:)sri 1 l.-isi;

I

lo-j
'

l-’.'*
i

n-.' 18.>
1

ISO
Sii'-'ir 7r.

•

Sniip „ K’.')
'

i
L’lu r. lo ;

:*o')

10 ! 10Miiti-lns pi-i 1*0 V 1 _
L' i Id 1

MliL Mf ( 'IntJu-S l.ooo
1

;j;»,oofi I i" 5.0(10
' ."L'pi'^O ol’jOOO

r.iKti', VIi'm'', p.iir
( I 1.

,

**,1 r.M'i ' rj.ooii
'

]-'.7oo '.•,Soo 1 li.SiiO

Hf’tit of out* room per »l ly
1

.'l<J : im: . JSn :'1()
1 L'lo

Maximum ])ricos were attaineil iu the majority of cases during

tlie last week in OetobcM*. This was very noticeable in the case

of food-stulfs. CVr(*als, both wholesale and retail, dropped quickly

early in NovenibiT, and have since then been as mu(‘h as twenty

to twenty-five per cent, lower, though still far from stable. »Some

commodities actually rose in price after October -notably tea

and the l)etter sort of coiYee. Sugar, wliieh is under control,

lias not mucli altered. Prices of clothing also fell at the end of

tlie year, and fuel eheaixuied. The greatest increases in the first

ten months are, naturally, found in the ease of imported goods,

where the price multiplied eight or ten times. Clothing and

other non-food commodities increased live or six times in price,

dairy produce about throe times, and cereals only two to two-and-

a-half times.

From these figures wo get some idea of the rise in the cost of

living. The Polish Statistical Uuveau issues a monthly figure for

the cost of living. It will be seen that the general cost of living

increased by four-and-a-half times in the lirst ten months, and

the cost of food rather less tliaii four times. Since October, while

some prices have risen, many others hav^o dropjicd, and there

^ Figures aro taken from the Monthly lieview of Labour, and from lists of

prices published from time to time in Uio Warsaw I’russ.

n2
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Avas by the end of the year a fall of about four per cent, in the

general cost of living.

Tt is interesting to compare these figures with typical examples

of rates of wages. Eatos, it must bo reniem])ered, vary with

locality and in different trades, and this is especially true in times

of rapid rise of prices, wdien new wage settlements quickly succeed

one another and are made at different times in different industries.

The following table combines figures for the estimated cost of

living, the rise in prices, and certain t3'pical rates of wages. In

order that the influence of currency inflation on wages and prices

may be seen, the increase in the circulation is sliown in the last

column as a multiple of the notes issued on the last day of 1920.

TABLE />.!

Imlo.v iiuni-

brr of com-
j

1

1

nuxlii hs j Wa/O-. jK-r ' W.ims jtcr

IV'iily oM<i
j

onliiiirily
i

D.iily .-.H .lay of
j

il.iy of
1 1

of li\ iiiL', u^nl by a
,
of foixi ill i{U.ililic-<l (liiaiiticl

j
\Viil:i"^

1
'M‘

ill Tn.^rk^•, wdikim.' mark.' of woikmaii workman
1

il.iy of ail
{

f a family famih

.

i

a f.imily the ill t Id

En.l of
1

of four
*

.jam
1

ui lour 1 metal buihiini; miitiii'ip;il

tho moMtJi. J pCT'iO/lS. i ]>cr.'oj]-s. fr.olc. t r.olc. Workman.
1

_ _ .. —
Deccinbor K'iJO

1

1M 7 ;5 .%- nil!

January U'L’I MSI .TU-i; j 7 '»
j

n.jO

Fobniary MJI lls

Manh U7i 7 I»’. .SL't tyo

.\jiril 71*5

-May 1 ."'.ll-U 71 U

June f, t >-7 7 u;
1

•
•

1

July .V.l'-

1

! ;><;«>
1

Au^'u^^ U7:i s.yj 1 . 1! 11 71 S 1

S**[)tpnibor . 11 7

1

7:5 ts i/Jb”. IJf.S 1

Octo\)or '.tu'.m; iy.:u 1 ,'.n: 1
1

1 ,‘J‘Jl!
i

Xovomber 1 ,.VJ 1 yis i.fi.-.i I!,:; IS
I

Deoombor i.tbii

i 1

JnonM-oiI cir-

ciiliitioii

.shown :is a

nmliiiili! of

I he circiilii-

lion ill

m.ii'k^ on
.'Jl.-r |)i>c*Tii-

hcr

j' (

I li.irt

mil-I

rtls in

'irciil;il jon

r.fjo)

M
i.i

i-7:>

i-;>

L'l

ii]

7

4 - If

m;

From these figures it is possible to obtain some idea of economic

conditions during this period of inflation. Tlio external value of

the mark, as measured by the daily rate of excliangc, fell steadily

for the first nine months, ending with a fleep dip in Sepfeinhor;

then it rose sharply at the end of Oetoher and was, g(*nerally,

more stable during the last two months. The volume of paper

currency in circulation increased by leaps and bounds. Prices

showed the influence of both these two factors, but rather lagged

behind the great fall and recovery of the exchange in the autumn.

The peak was readied at tJie end of October, and since then there

^ Tho figures in the socoiid, third imd fourth oolurniia, sliowing cost of living,

and thoso in tho fifth, sixtli and soveutli, showing raios of wages, are taken from

tho foolish Monthly Jieview of Labour,
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has been a slight falling off. Comparing the influence of the two
factors of exchange fluctuations and currency inflation respec-

tively, we may say that the trend over the whole year was
upward, closely following the successive increases in the circula-

tion, but that in {September and October the influence of the

external rate was strong enough to cause the al)normal rise and

fall of those months. In general, however, it is clear that

inflation was the stronger influence of the two. Wage-rates

followed prices closely on the whole; they reached a maximum
about the end of Octo])er and beginning of November, and

thereafter remained a])proximately stable.

The rise in ])i*iees actually outstripped the rate of inflation of

the currency from July to November, and this was unquestionably

the direct result of the catastrophic fall in llu* rate of (‘xchange.

The coniKMdion b(‘twe(‘?i the external rate and the level of prices

was largely a psychologie-al one. Traders and otliers had begun

to follow tlu5 daily rates closely, and assunu'd tliat these rates

gave a rough idea of tlie real ])urchasing power of tlie mai k. This

was not really true, as will Ixi shown later: but there had been in

the first half of the year a fairly constant r(*latlon between the

two. »So wholesale? juices and even retail lixed prices leaped

u])wards, following the soaring exchange rates. The prices of

commodities that had to be imported from abroad were of course

even more directly influenced by the external purchasing power

of the mark at this lime. During November and December,

however, after the mark’s ])artial recovery, prices and note issues

came once more to show approxiinatel}’ ecpial increases over their

level at the beginning of the year—that is, rather more than four

times the corres|)onding ligure for the end of December 1920.

Wages seem by the end of the year to have increased a little more

rapidly, though t/ie unskilled Jabourei’, apparently, could even

then barely make both ends meet on his normal wage's. On tlie

whole we may conclude that at the end of the year the decrease

in the purchasing j)ower of the Polish mark was almost exactly

proportional to the incn'ase in the' volume of the (‘ireulation.

Quotations of |)i’ices and wages in depreciated eurrenev are,

however, always jnisleading, beeausi' if we endeavour to convert

marks into sterling, according to current rates of exchange, it is

apt to give results that are almost ridiculous and that do not help

in the study of internal economic conditions. An attempt is

therefore made in the table below to arri\ e at some truer expres-

sion of the internal purchasing power of the mark relative to

sterling :

—
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TABLE E.

Cost of
livin'?

Index index-
Wooklv Estiin;vti‘»l number number
oost of uvi-niirt* lor i-om- ^'i\i‘n in External
livin'? in weekly Ibitio

;

moiiitit's The llatio : vuhie of

Warsuw cost of estimated ordinarily hthouT estimatoil the mark

:

Entio of

for fsimily livini? of ri4iitivi* used. liazette. relative rate of external
of four u workiu}? iniroluis- .Taiiuarv .luly puri’has- eMhant?o to mean

End of the pcThons fiiinilv in ill}? power 1914 == 1914 = iiit? power 011 bon- int<;nuil

month. (nmrks). Eni?luml. 1. UK). loo. II. (loll. value.

Ueoemf^er
C

ri-j 171
1

11,173 2d5 422 2,150 4-5

Jamiiiry 1921 r> C.'tl ll.osi ' 251 5ill
'

2,95)5) ' 4-9

Februury 3,^11 J-8 795 17,021 211 75 55’. :5,:505) 4-4

Miirch 4-7 857 17-975 2 :5:1 771 :5,250 4
A^ril 4 1*1 S40 17,214 22 s 755) S.IOO 4- 15

May 4,1 il 2 4 4 912 17,909 219 SIS 4,15)0 4-7

Juno 4,.')4l 4-ii ‘•S7 20,270 219 925* s,ir.5j S-5

July 4-1 25.75 H» 222 1.158 7 ,
.'500 (5

Au^'usb «J,S1 I 4-4 1.5 IS ;55 5,107 220 1,45)1) 11,5)5)0 7-5

Soiitoiiil)or j
1-2 2.12:5 .‘5‘).SI7 2115 1,95)0 21,0051 11-9

( iotobor bhS'.c.i
1

1-1 2,1558 4S,5;5S 25M 2,:!9 7 1:5,000 5-1

.Vovombor 3-'.» 2,7:::» I7.5;2.S 1 95 2, M2 I 1.25)5) 5-5

Ki.b::*
1

.‘{S 2,751 u;,7H) 192 2,1:51 J2.:5;.o r*-i

It will be observed that two (liflereut bases have been taken

for the calculation of the relative p\irchasing power of the Polish

mark and sterling. Tlie first is that of cost of living. For

Poland the figures are tlie same as those shown in the second

column of Table 1) above; it has already been pointed out that

they vary approximately according to the volume of marks in

circulation, with an important exception in the period from .July

to November. For the United Kingdom, the figures are baseni

upon a roughly estimated f)udget of a working family before thti

War, details of which arc to be found in 77/e Lahotn' (Uizelte of

February 1021; the percentage increases for the various classes

of commodities are shown in the same publication each monih.

'rhe general percentage iucreas(‘s in i)rices are shown in the lifili

and sixth columns, the Polish figures being those shown in (he

third column of Table D. Two sets of ratios are thus obtaiiu'd,

the former based on cost of living, the latter on increase of prici‘s.

These monthly ratios arc expressions of the relative purchasing

power of sterling as against the mark at the dilTerent dates. The

two sets of figures differ somewJiat, the cost of living ratio giving

a higher value to the pound than the price ratio; this dUTerence

can sufficiently well be accountcKl for by the vagueness of the

term “ cost of living,” and the \mcertainty regarding the weights

that should be given to the dillereiit factors of which it is com-

posed. The general tendency of thi.s internal purchasing ratio

is, however, clearly revealed—the continuous fall of the purchasing

power of the mark relative to sterling.

This decline of the internal purchasing power of the mark is
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no less conspicuous than that of its external value as shown by
the current rates of exchange. The two, however, differ widely,

and it is important to have clearly in mind this distinction when-

ever we have to think of the value of the currency of one country

in terms of that of the other. In the last two columns of Table E.

this distinction is made much clearer and a comparison is made
between the internal purchasing ratio and the external ratio as

disclosed by the rate of cxcharjgo on London at Warsaw during

the year. The enormous gap between the two is at once apparent.

It seems that, normally, throughout the year, the external value

of the mark was one-fourth to one-fifth of its internal value.

But during the months June to September, when the rate of

exchange fluctuated enormously, the j)roportion at one time

fell as low as one-twelfth. This ])erio(l coincided exactly with

the crucial days in September and Oetober, wlien, owing to

political dillieulties originating in the Silesian eontrovers}^, move-

numts on tlui European exchanges were thrown into complete

disorder.

The disadvantagft's resulting from this great gap between

external and int(‘rnal purchasing power are sulhciently clear.

The whole i)()sition is al)normaI
;
and if it were not for the fact

that inflation has not c*(‘ased,^ such a state of things could not

continue. The two values must sooner or later coincide. Hence

arises tlic instal)ility of the economic outlook. Importation

])ecoines almost inqjossihle. and this is jiarticularly serious for

Poland, heeaiiso it is al)ove all essential that slie sliould reconstruct

her industries wliieli the W nv desti-oyed, and machinery and tools

of all kinds are urgently reijuired. Vrom an internal point of view

Poland is more fortunate in that she is to a. viuy large extent self-

supporting. Her harvests are sullicient to f(‘ed her population

and her industi’ies eov('r a w ide i-ang('—textiles, coal, oil, iron and

steel, cJiemieals, leaf luu* and wooden goods. It is no doubt due

to this self-sullicieuey that normal life can be carried on in spite

of the great and continuing divergence i)etween the external and

internal values of tlic currency. Hut stahilisation and the end

of paper issues is (dearly essciif ial and must he und(?rtaken at any

cost. This demands the most drastic economy and the most

careful imposition and collection of the necessary taxation. The

most expert advice is recpiired. Fortunately, a determined effort

is factually being made, and it is to be hoped that the capital levy

being raised now" and the other measures proposed will prove to be

^ Since tlu» end of 1921
,
the position Iwis improved; nnd the increase in the

paper oirciilut ion has been comparatively small.
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a step towards establishing a solid basis for the prosperity and
welfare of the community.

The course of the depreciation of the Polish mark is deserving

of study not only from the point of view of tlie prosperity of the

Polish people— a people whose welfare is of tlie greatest importance

for Europe—but also as showing the results of a certain set of

influences on a currency that consists solely of paper without any
form of metallic backing. Tlio particular influences in question

are first excessive issues of money by the State, and secondly

certain violent outsider political movements the importance of

wdiich always tends to be magiiified 1)y the inevitable speculation

on the “ bourses.'* Tlie case of Poland is admittedly abnormal, and

the year 1921 was abnormal. But as an extreme example, thti

course of the Polish mark in 1921 serves to giv^e an illustration of

the wwking of principles of quite general application, the results

of whicJi are making tii(‘niselv(‘s manifest in half at least of the

countries of Euro])e at the present day.

John llriJKKT Pknson



AMERICAN VIEWS ON THE EUROPEAN PROBLEM

America and the Balance Hhecl of Europe. By J. F. J5ass and

H. (i. Moui/r(JN. (Now York : The Ronald Press Coni])any.

1921.)

Internalioual Finance and its Ihonjanlmlion. By E. M. Fuikd-

MAN. (New York : Dulton & Company. 1921.)

Proposals to deal witli the international linaiu-ial results of

the war sueeeed eaeli other (juiokly ; and those hooks present the

problems as they appoar(‘d at the end of 1921. The reparations

(piestion has already heem modilied. and may have been modified

again by the time this rc'view is print(‘d. U is generally believed

that this year must s(‘e a n^duetion {u ti‘rms which the im-

poverished trader of tlu' world ean carry, or a smash: and that

the action of Anua'ica will hav(‘ a ])rofound influence on which of

these results enu‘rges. 1\) tin* realisation of the oncoming issue

these books eontribut(' in dilferent ways; the former by a care-

fully built-up, though popularly written, study of the development

of the material and moral aspects; the latter by a compendious

presentation of the data for judgment.

The general thesis of the authors of the former work is that,

while a reversion to the traditional American policy of isolation

was the inevitable n^sult of the ])eace .settlement, it is just as

inevitable that eca)nomic forces Avill lead to co-operation with

Europe in the solution of post-war problems. “ Europe as tlie

controlling element in the world economic situation is a fact

which simply will not down. . . . The paramount American

issue of the next four years will be the European (piestion.*' In

the readjustment after the period of inllation, “ European con-

ditions wall largely (Udermine Ameri(*an eonditions, " and the

outstanding problem of the world will be “ the formulation of a

program of international action designed to prevent progressive

social and economic decadence." The importance of these

propositions is their American authorship, and the part which

they aim at playing in a cam])aign of enlightenment as regards

European conditions. “ Tf ever there was a time, the authors

conclude, when the truth is needed to set men free, it now.
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If ever there was a time when evasion, concealment, and pussy-

footing were political virtues, it is not now.”

There are sonic notable similarities of both exposition and

protest between this book and Mr. Keynes’ Revision of the Treaty,

published at the same time. Especially is this so with regard

to what ^Ir. Keynes calls “ the large element of injurious make-

believe ” which has marked, in his view, the last two years.

Sunt dnae voces, but not gemlnac, the outside and the inside, the

former with two tones; and the stinging sentences of the first

chajiter of the Revision of the Treaty are recalled by similar

pleas for economic sincerity in tliis American study. The

modern politician, says ilr. Keynes, “ must liavc enough intellect

to understand the inside opinion, enoiigli sympatliy to detect

the inner outside opinion, and enough brass to express the outer

outside opinion.” So our American authors see two strata of

])olicy, one fabricated for public consumption, the other for the

information of Foreign OfHces only. What hope is there, they

ask, while fundamental illusions as to reparations and Allied

debts, are discussed frankly “ only in undertones and in inner

offices ? As a contribution to plain s[)ealving, and as a plea

for ideals in future international policy, their book fulfils its

missi(m
;

it is remarkably complete in material, clear in arrange-

ment, and ada])tcd to the needs of the general reader.

The first part deals with the situation as it really is,” taking

as indices the dt^precialion of exchanges, the state of foreign

trade, the national debts and budgets, and the })anking reserv(*s.

Some of the conclusions of this statistical study have not been

borne out—for example, as regards the Ib'itish budget; but the

reactions on each other, since tlie conclusion of the post-Armistice

boom (the “ hand-to-iiiouth trade”), of the deprc'ssion. llie

budgets, and the curnmey are very {)Iaijily s(‘t out, and call for ?io

comment. The authors .see no injnu'diate signs of recovery from

the ‘‘ credit debauch “
; the depression, unless strongly handled,

will get worse. There is no single point at which a remedy can be

first applied; it is a cpiestion of all-round policy. And even then

trade, which has lost c(mfidence, will recfuire an “ initial whirl”

to set its engiiKJ running, wdjich the authors believe will come

from schemes of public works. This is not a very strong con-

clusion. It has lj(;en common, in course of the depression, to

indicate the volume of available public works which might be

put in hand, “ available ’* being taken to mean that their necessity

in the future can bo foreseen. Jn that sense, it is difficult to set

a limit to what is available. But in fact what is available is
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what can be financed
; and this has now been so fully explored

that tlie revival is hardly likely to depend on it.

The Labour aspect of the question is more particularly dealt

with in a somewhat inconclusive chapter on “ Economic and
Social J)isintegration.” Tlie inference (p. i:i2) that since the

Britisii people spent in 1920 seven per cent, more of the national

income on food, drink, tol)acco, dress, etc., therefore “ they lived

substantially better,” is plainly erroneous. What does follow

from the general facts is that, since the nation as a whole is

])oorer than before the war, any class which, as sliow^n by an

iiult'X number of wages and prices, obtains the real equivalent of

19U, gains ndatively to the rest of the natum. One may agree,

however, with the authors' contention as regards the burden

f su))si(lies, cs])e(‘ially the growing unempl()3 nient doles. Con-

it ional as they now are on idleness, a way may yet be found of

using them as sui>si(lies to iccujes, enabling em])loyers to cost

lown to a level which will tempt the market. The administrative

dilliculties are obvious, and eould be faced only if there were

great devolution of responsi))ilit\’ for unemployment. Another

probhan suggested by this eJiapter is the relation of the Labour

si(l(‘ to tlu^ liiiaiuv side of revival. Is ‘'getting to w^ork ” the

critical ])oint in the ehaiti, as Mr, Brand argues I—healing hy the

auto-suggestion of eoniidenee ? There are unemployed boot-

makers and textile wurkcu’s, eaeh class of them having a need for

the products of lh(3 other, and each willing to supply the need.

If thiy would only start, wouhl nut the machine get under way,

aiul the tinanee adjust itself? This
2
)aradox of unemj)Io3unent

is not so simple. 'I'he mutual support of elTeetivc demand can

only be brought about so far as the unemployed classes are

absorbed in the (jcurntl ])rocesses of industry; they cannot

mutually su])port (*aeh other, and the hitch may be in factors

remote from both. As linanee becomes jnore ahnornial, it becomes

to a- less degree an index, and to a greater degi'eo a controller of

industry; it will not at present “give” to a mere industrial

push. The outlook of Labour in these times has to be wider than

the oconumi(*s i)f indnstiy; the ea})italist is not the terminus of

the argument. Anyone involveil in w age negtiliations appreciates

the new t>vrplexity. On llu* (»ther hand, while ])r()blcms of high

linanee have their far-reaching inlluenee on helping industry to

work, the pause is a right time to i*onsider what in industry may
be made more workable. 1^he “ New Order now' makes more

oirciimscribed but very definite claims; their settlement is an

essential aspect of revival, taking a long view of it. The authors
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are somewhat negative on this point; they think the possible

spread of Bolshevism is a real danger, but would prefer “ a more

propitious time ’’ for important industrial ehanges.

Part 11 deals witli “ The R.e]>arations Dilemma,” and es])ecially

with tlie duty of the United States to case the European position.

Tn the eliapter on the History of the lleparations Settlement, they

do not make it clear that the final terms merg(?d the balance of

12 milliards due on IMay 1, 1921. They point out that the

sequestration of German property abroad is a less gain to the

Allies tlian a loss to Germany, since the value of such ])roperty

depended on a German organisation of which it was part. The

treatment of the question of Germany's ability to pay is under

the same headings as that of Keynes (Rcrision, ]). 72). Their

calculation, which Jiiust be taken as illustrative, of the balance

of exports, is based on l!)13 figures of valu(‘s, multiplied by two,

and diminished by a third for loss of tiuritory and n'sourccs.

Keynes' calculation (Revi.sion, pp. 7.‘1 1) is a ])ost-war oni*, but tiu*

general ratios are comparable. With the ])r()du(tivit y of labour

undiininished, and everything running full, and gold prices at

twice pre-war, German exports must incn‘as(‘ about .‘h) pen* cemt.

to 13-0 milliards, while imports d(‘crease about 25 ])er c(‘nt. to

8 milliards. The authors conclude that this, or any likely

adjustment of it, is out of the (| nest ion, and acc(^[)t Keyiu‘s*

estimate of 40 milliards over a j)eriod of years as “ a very generous

one.*' As to the finaneo of the operation, to pay 4 milliards a

year would, they conclude, re([uire \ip to 20 per (amt. of tin*

national income, agreeing again with Keyiu's, who givi's 43 })er

cent, in taxation all over, of which half is for re])arations. In

fact, the Budget estimat(‘s for 1922 reipiire for re])arations and

armies of occupation (nmr 50 per cent, of the net expenditun ,

143 out of 205 milliards, of which only Ki ndlliards is expecu d

to be covered from revtmue. This is prior to the Allies' demaful

for an extra 00 ndlliards of taxation. In the opinion of the

authors, even Great Britain in the boom year of 1920 could

have paid out (jf revenue only about a third of the full reepure-

ments imposed on Germany by tJie settlement. As to the

willingness of the Allies to talw payment in goods, tarilT policies

are the reply. Reparation bonds could not, they think, be

marketed in the United States at more than 50. Kv('n the

Wiesbaden agreeimmt may raise difiicidties
;
and I find a February

report of the Paris (Chamber of (.V)mmerce ])rotesting on the

ground that, “ though otiering ccrtaifi financial advantages, it

will only increase the disabilities from wddeh certain French
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industries arc now sufToring, that it will diminish French pro-

duction, and oitcr a .premium on German imports.” ^ TTciice

the ]Victures(iuc summary of the ])osition which the authors

quote: “We believe Germany should be forced to pay; we

doubt whether she can pay; but, if we find that she can, by

jingo w^e won’t let her.”

They do not regard further credits to Europe as ji natural

solution. They doubt the efficiency of tlie Ter ^leulen plan,

till European budgets balaiuie and governments can give

effective guarantees. Nor do they ho])c for stabilisation of

exchanges, wiiicli are likely to bo alternately bulled and beared

by credits, debts, and re])aralions, apart from the influence on

currency of Tinbalanced budgets. Having piled up this impasse,

what is their American view of the way out ?

TlH‘ir central demand is for the cancellation of all war debts

betwc'cn governments. These, how(‘V(T, have not hitherto

aiTect(‘d exchangers directly', although the larger impending totals

may create or enhance a sense of financial desj^air or recklessness.

Their appeal t(j America is mainly on the moral issue. “ There

is no more reason why we should charge the Allies for materials

and suj)plies than for tl\e cost of our army." ” From the time

of the sinking of the Lusitafua the war was America's concern.'’

Euro|)e had utilised practieally all of her available resources

befon^ the Tnited Stat(‘s officially (*nlered the war." But for

America, th(> war would have been lost.

This is a proptjsal to redistribute the costs of the war, so as to

increase the burden of those nations who lent most. It is a sort

of capital levy, but very roughly assessed. The moral argument

is not easy to sustain ; it would ])erhaps be better put as a

“ sporting " thing to do, Tlun'e is a business aspect even of

crusades; and if claims are to be saeriliced after the event, it

would ratlu'r be of the rich against the poor than of one nation

against another. That a gocul deal of argument is possible is

shown by the diseussiem of the question in the second of these

American contributions to the financial ])rohlem. The chapter

Oil Inter-Allied Debts is a defence of the official and often repeated

American attitude on the matter. That England cancelled

nearly all her Allied indebtedness after the Napoleonic war is,

the author thinks, no parallel, the Allied debt being then only

h per cent, of the war costs, while to the l-nited States it is about

•10 per cent. I’he American loans were floated and dealt in on

the understanding that tliey were not subsidies, but formal

' Economic Review of the Foreign Preset 1022, p. 28().
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obligations, and the market has relied on most definite and

repeated assurances on the point. But is it not an answer to this

that the cancellation of the debt could only be made by (Congress

itself, and not by any officials whatever ? I doubt also the argu-

ment that England and France received loans when not absolutely

pressed for them, since, for example, only a (piartcr of England’s

foreign securities were mobilised for vsale
;
the crux of the difficulty,

the author says, being “ the readiness with wlii(‘h a too generous

creditor advanced much more than the debtors condition

warranted.” The fact that some of our n'lnaining capital was

foreign docs not show that we could have sold it with less sacrifice

than the same amount of home capital
;
the distribution of our

resources is not the qu(\stiou, but their adctjuacy ;
to a considerable

extent, foreign investment was the basis of essential im])orls of

food. Mr. Friedman makes stronger points in testing ability to

pay by reference to the military items in European ])udgets -

“ the belief of the Sandwich islander that tlie spirit of the slain

enters the victors body and strengthens him ;

“ and to the

German reparations account which, if nwdly thought payable,

must surely mean that France with all her gains can ])ay

America one-tenth as much. Again, it is f)f course true that

America had least to gain, and was always rc^garded as an

associate rather than an ally. Mr. Keynes' remaik on the

“intolerable result" of the Allies paying indemnitit‘s to each

other instead of receiving them from thi^ enemy, is replied io with

the contention that, in elTecd, the Allies must ni(‘et tJie debts

somehow, if not as between nations, then as between (‘itizens in

creditor countries. The war debts of Europe, ^Ir. Fricdimui

finally claims, are America's ’ last hostage for a righteous pt^ace."

Against anything but the crusade* " idea, combined witli the

sporting spirit, Mr. Friedman's ease is on lJu* wiiole quite goo.l.

It is to be remembered, iiowover, that Pr(*sident Wilson, in

calling the American troops crusaders, was expressly indicating

his distinction between them and any others; and this would

be a good reason for insisting, from our side, on making paym(*iit

to the last dollar.

Neither of these books considers the more recent propo.saIs

to merge reparations and debts in one selieme. Mr. Lloyd

George’s Paris suggc.stion in 1921 to act as if the debts did

not exist (“ if the creditor docs not worry me, 1 do not worry

the debtor”) has now been nipped by the definite presentation

of the American claims; in possible anticipation of which the

Press flew the kite of a contingent German liability, for part of
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the reparations, reducing the effective liability to 45 milliards.

This meant that Europe was to say, loudly enough for America

to hear, that if the financial system in Europe broke down under

the attempt to exact full payments, the responsibility would be

on America
;
a result which would make her an arbiter in Europe

almost as much as if she made remission dependent on her

approval of the limits set to inililary expenditure in l^hiropean

budgets. On the other hand, the variant of this scheme, that

Germany sliould take over European liabilities to the Lhiited

{States, is tantamount to the marketing there of reparation

bonds with a double endorsement; but the real problem is the

power to absorb them in any case. And will this really improve

the trade and exchange as])ect of the question, since Germany

will pay America with drafts on other countries, against exports

which in general will still be forced ? “It is gof)d business,’* say

]\Iessrs. Bass and Moulton, “ to eanct4 the debts ”
: and this is

the best ground to take*, to avoid undesirable international

relationships. In the end, the reason for this is that (piestions

of reparation for injury and of indebt(‘dness do not work out

between nations as they do between individuals; the reply of

the Allies to the observations of the German (h'legates on the first

draft of the Treaty affords a good study of these diflerences.

The currency ])rop<)sal of Mr. Bass and .Mr. ^loultoii is for the

destruction "in carload lots'* of certain European currencies,

whose depreciation is already a ]>rac(ical re])U(liation ; and for

the re-establishinent of the gold standard by the distribution, on

loan or deposit, of the excess gold of lUMitrals aiul America.

Normal })rocesses of reshuation appear to tliem too slow. Some

such use of the gohl su])ply seems likely to be the outcome of

subsequent discussions, which it is needless to anticipate here.

T). 11. Mavokeogu



THE BANK CRLSIS IN ITALY

The life, death and miraculous resurrection of the Banca
Italiana di Sconto deserve a somewhat detailed consideration,

for in describing them liglit will bo thrown on certain jispects

of the Italian financial system, of whose tendencies tliey exhibit

the extreme consequences.

The Banca Italiana di Sconto (Italian Discount Bank) is of

recent origin
;

it was founded at the end of inil l)y a group of

Italian and French financiers witli an initial capital of only

15 million lire; its real and elfectiv^e banking activity did not

begin until »func 1915, when it was amalgamated with the
‘‘ Societa Bancaria Italiana

*'
of Milan and the “ Societa italiana

di (Vedito Provincialc " of Busto Arsizio. Of these two, the

first was an unstable concern, wln(9i not long before had only

escaped bankruptcy through the intervention of a consortium

of banks headerl by the Tbmca dTtalia; the sec()nd was a recent

amalgamation of several small local banks. Duriiig the war the

Banca Italiana di Sconto developed enormously, and to this

development corresponded the gradual increase of its capital

to 315 millions and the opening up of branches in every j)art (‘f

Italy and abroach M'hereas in Italy the tendency of the banks

to group together has mostly taken the form of a concentration

of minor banks round a larger one, the former preserving their

autonomy and subjecting themselves only to an indirecd influence,

the growth of tlu^ Banca Italiana di Secjnto was largely due to

the cf)mplcte incor|)oration of local banks. Tlu^ culminati*ii. of

this expansion was readied in 1920, when the branches of the

Banca di Sconto (which wen? only sixty-eight in 1915) rea(9ied the

number of 220, eight of which wen* in foreign (countries, besides

four foreign afVdiated baidis. 'hhis number is nMuarkable when

we consider that th(‘ other three largest Italian joint-stock banks

(Banca Commerciah? Italiana, (Vedito Italiano and Banco di

Roma) had altogether, at the same period, a total of 2(J9 branches.

The Banca di vSeonto thus found itself in the positum of an

amalgamation of a sc ries of small banks, with no nucleus—that

is, no powerful cential institution, able to assimilate the banks

incorporated by reducing them to a common type. Each of

these minor banks, though transforming itself into a branch of
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the Banca di Sconto, kept its organisation, methods and staff

almost intact, thus rendering impossible that uniformity and
liarmony among the various branches which is indispensable if

the Central Direction is to run the business on certain general

lines and to exercise an efficient control. Besides this, tlic

.scarcity of employees caused by the war aiul the agreement made
between the banks, wdiicli did not allow of one bank engaging

the employees of another bank by offering them better terms,

added to the difficulties of organisation.

Another initial weakness of the bank ai’ose out of the con-

ditions of the ])eriod in which its activities began. Founded in

1915, at the very moment of Italy's entry in the war, and intended,

in spite of its jiame, for the biisim^ss of industrial credit (like all

Italian banks in the past and the present, after tlvt^ Cerman
model), the Banca di Sconto had, a priori, traced the road it

had inevitabl^’ to folhnv in the development of its j)lan of expan-

sion. The oidy rlicKfilc which a new bank could get was formed

by the industries wliich were working on war sup})lies, and which

therefore liad urgent need of credits for tlie transformation and

expansion of their works; besides, the soIvcmicv of such custojiicrs

was, for the time i)eing, more than sati.'>fa(.*torv, both in view of

their great prolits and of the certainty of iinding in llie Govern-

ment an inexhaustible buyer. Among th(‘ gr()U]j of firms sup])ly-

ing war jnaterial, and linns started during the war, which thus

gatliered round the Banca di Sconto, th(‘ ” Snciela Ansaldo " of

Genoa took an easy lirst place well alu'ad of all the others : so

much so that this company was able to ensure for it>elf the

control of the Banca di Sconto through a certain majority of

votes in the meetings of the bank's shareholders, being facilitated

in this by the fact that at the head (ff‘ the bank there were men
very closely connected with the Anscddo tV>mj)any. From
thenceforward the fortunes of the Banca di Sconto were indis-

solubly united to those of the An>aIdo ('omj)any. and in fact

the former folhnved all the vicissitudes of tlu' lattm* up to the

final common disaster, 'riie Ansaldo ('omj^any. which, before

the war, had a capital of million lire and limited its aetivity

almost exeltisivcly to metallurgy, became, during the war, the

largest producer of armaments, so that, at the beginning of

1918, its capital had risen to JOO million, its held of action had

extended—also by means of affiliated companies—to engineering,

to naval and aircraft construction, to jpines, to shipping, etc.,

cind these concenis taken togetJier emph)yc(l more than 70.000

workmen.
No. 126.—VOL. XXXII. o
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The bank which had financed this colossal expansion had, as

was to be expected, very soon engaged all its resources in the

Ansaldo group to a much greater extent than should prudently

have been risked with a single firm ;
and these engagements

reached such a point at the beginning of 1018 that it was not

possible to increase them any further. This obliged the Ansaldo

(Company to seek elsewhere for new iiiiancial help and to find

some support which would relieve the Hanca di Sconto from the

preccarious position in which it now found itself. The most

simple and convenient solution was to extend the method already

tried with success on the Banca di Sconto, by getting possession

of another big bank. The Banca Commerciale Ilaliana, the

largest of the Italian l)anks, had been, at least in a period before

the war, under the control of German caihtal. The Ansaldo

Company seized the opportunity of combining a patriotic specu-

lation with the satisfaction of its tinaiuual requirements.

Declaring its intention of Italianising ' the capital of the bank,

by “freeing "

it from foreign influence, the Ansaldo proceeded

to buy up in the Bourses the shares of the Banca Cornmercialc.

But this attempt was at (uice opposed by another group, the

“ Marsaglia group " (compos(*d of (‘ottoii manufacturers, silk

factories, engineering and metal works, (dc., and of minor banks,

all under the leadership of tlie Banca ( ‘ommerciale), which, to

defend its own position, also began to buy up tlie shares. The

visible result was that the ])ric(^ of these shares (their value at

par being 500 lire) went up in a few days fnun SOO to 1200 lire.

In view' of the possible danger to the conduct of the war entailed

in these exhibitions of rivalry, the (iovernment intervened.

Under its pressure the tw(j groups in .June lOlS forincfi a syndi

cate, to which were handed over all the voting rights due to the

shares of the Banca (.'ommereiah' Italiana in the posses: if>ri of

the tw^o groups; they also bound themselves not to buy,

individually, any such shares until two y(‘ars after tlu^ declaration

of peace.

A few days later (2t)th June, 1018), and again under the

auspices of the Government, the four [)rincipal joint-sioek banks

reached an agreement with the object of eliminating the hostility

which had arisen among them in the course of tho.se events.

This agreement was k<jpt secret, Ix'causc its real result was not

so much to cstablisli peaceful relations between the banks as to

eliminate all competitiem between them which might be of advan-

tage to the public. This agreement fixed “ the most favourable

conditions to be applied to customers,'’ that is, it established
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inaxwium limits for interest on deposits, current accounts, etc.,

and minimum limits for rates, charges, commissions, fees, etc.,

to be charged to clients; it established the number of days’

notice required for withdrawing money from current accounts

and deposits, the rates for renting safes in tJic safe-deposits of

the banks, and many other cliarges and conditions. The execu-

tion of this agreement was entrusted to a Committee consisting

of representatives of the four banks and presided over by a

trustee to be chosen by agreement. The (.'ommittee had the

power to modify, according to the necessities of the moment,

the rates and conditions agreed upon, to ascertain any breach

of the agreement and to apply tines varying from 10,000 to

a0,000 lire for each breacdi
; a bank, if fined, could be exempted

from paying the fine only if it dismissed the official responsible

for the breach.

This arrangement, though it put an end for the time being

to the struggle between the banks, at least in its more obvious

forms, did not solve the (piestion which had led up to the struggle :

the necessity of relieving the Banea di Sconto of part of its engage-

ments and of financing the Ansaldo Company to the extent of

its demand. The attcunpt to storm " the Banca (.'ommereialc

having failed, the only thing which remained was to liave recourse

to the public : and in tlie summer of 1018, the share capital of

the Ansaldo was increased from 100 to 500 million lire. The

issue of shares (the largest ever placed on the market in Italy

by a joint-stock company) was successfid, thanks to the support

of the Government and (»f all the banks, and to a patriotic

propaganda which made the public believe it was a “ national

subscription." The shares having the nominal value of 250 lire

were all placed at 200 lire.

The new capital thus put the Ansaldo group on its legs again;

it helped to pay a large proportion of tlie debts owed to the

Banca di Nconto, and probably would Jiave been sufiicient to

coiiiinue the working of the various industries on a war footing.

Unexpectedly, two montlis after tlie issue of tlie shares, the

armistice was declared. The Ansaldo group was caught by

surprise : its forty factories aiul works, equipped for the supply

of war material, were quite unprepared for transformation into

producers of peace-time requirements. For this the directors

were gravely to blame, because it was not difiicult to foresee

the great difficulties which would have to be overcome, in a

country like Italy, which possesses scanty iron resources and no

coal resources, by an industry of wdiich the basis was the working
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of iron and steel, protected by very high Customs duties and

able to produce only at prices above the buying capacity of the

market. If to these natural obstacles, possibly in themselves

insurmountable, be added the diliiculties inherent in the transition

from war production to peace production, it is evident that the

situation was really critical. The new capital having been

rapidly exhausted, and also the relief brought by the payment

on the part of the Government of G50 million due for war material

(which allowed the Aiisaldo to reduce its debts towards the Banca

di Sconto to about 50 million), it was agaiti necessary to contract

debts with the Banca di Sconto until the limit was reached once

more. Then, eighteen months after the armistice, the Ansaldo

group Jiad recourse to tlie extreme measure which w^as perhaj^s

the only means of saving itself w hich remained to it : that is, it

renewed its attempt to take tlie Banca Commerciale by “ storm,”

declaring that the 10 IS agreement had fallen through (though

•still nominally in force) because the ^larsaglia group—that is,

the Banca Gommerciale—had ])reviously violated it by secretly

buying, as Ansaldo afllrmed, shares of the Banca (A)mmerciale,

with a view to strengtJiening its own j)osition. 'I'lio Jhuica

Commerciale naturally (huiicd this emphatically
;
so that between

denial and counter-denial it is not yet possible to know the truth.

What is certain is that in Fel)ruary and the first days of March

1920 both groups made enormous purchases of these shares on

the Bourses : their value increased i)y hundreds of points a da3^

passing from a (piotation of 1250 lire on the 4th March to a

maximum <jf 2450 lire on the 9th March; tluMi in a few' days the

prices went down to the previous level. This time, also, the two

groups fighting for the mastery of the Banca (. oinmercialc, being

called together by the (iovernmcnl, came to an agreement in

w'hich Ansaldo sold to the Banca GVmimcrcialc group noa'*ly all

the shares it possessed and delinitely gave up any pretension to

dominating the Ihiuca (’ommerciale, and was compensated for

this by receiving several scores of million lire. This unexpected

solution was explained in the press by the fear which the Ansaldo

group was supposed to liav’e had of not .succeeding in gaining the

majority in the general meeting, and thus remaining with a big

stock of shares bought at excc^s.sively high prices without, on

the other hand, having the advantage of dominating the bank.

This explanation is, however, inadequate. The truth, as I

understand from competent authorities, is that on about the

10th March the Ansaldo group had the majority of the shares of

the Banca Commerciale. How are we to explain the strange
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renunciation by this group of the position of absolute mastery

which placed it in the condition of being able to dictate terms ?

This also still remains a mystery : unless it be that, as Ansaldo

had bought the Banca Commoreialc shares with the money of

the Banca di Sconto, tlie latter found it an intolerable burden

to have to keep hundreds of million lires immobilised for about

one month, the time necessary to carry out the operation

fully.

It is wortli while to describe the developments to which the

settlement of this affair led. They are a conspicuous example of

the so-called ‘‘ chain system, ' which, already in use by Italian

industries, now made a startling appearance among the banks.

As it is prohibited by law for a company to buy its own shares,

except with the profits resulting from a balance sheet legally

ap])roved, the Banca (Vmimerciale Italiana set up a new company
(th(' “ Consorzio Alobiliare Finanziario “) with a ca])ital of loO

million lire, and plac(‘d its shares among the members of the

Marsaglia group, appointing the Birectors of the Banca Com-
merciah* itself to tlie Board of Directors of the Fonsorzio. In

llie articles of association it was provid(‘d tliat the shares of the

new' company should be made out in the name of shareholders,

and that the shares w(‘re not to be sold to persons not approved

by the Board of Directors. The Consorzio Mobilian' bought the

shares of the Banca Fommcrciale belonging to Ansaldo at a price

much higher than the current price : to compen>at(* it for this

loss, the Banca Cominerciale incr(‘ased its own ca])ital and allowed

the Consorzio to have tlie new shares at a prici‘ much inferior to

market ((notations. The Fonsorzio thus l)eeame the holder of

the majority of the shares of the Banca Commerciale and gained

(M)mplete control over it. But the sum lU'cessarv to buy these

shares was about doulile the capital of (he Fonsorzio. The

remainder w'as borrowed from anotlier liank, the Credito Italiano,

w'hicb t(')ok, as collateral, the shares of the Banca rommerciale

belonging to the (bnsorzio.

At this point (he story bec^omes complicated. The Credito

Italiiino in 1 bKS had also been the object of an attempted ** storm
’’

on the part of the “ Fiat ’’ group (motor-car industries), which

in 1020 still possessed a big stock of shares of the (Vedito Italiano.

The Credito Italiano at the same period also founded a new' com-

pany (the “ Compagnia Finanziaria Nazionale ' whudi bought

at a higli price the shaivs of the (Tt'dito itself wdiicli were in the

hand.s of the Fiat, and at a low' price tiu' shares of a new' issue

of the Credito. And as the capital of the “ Compagnia Finan-
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ziaria also was insufficient, the Banca Commerciale lent the

necessary capital against a security consisting of shares of the

Credito Italiano. In other words, the result was an exchange of

shares between the Banca C^ommerciale and tlic Credito Italiano :

and that is, in substance, the indirect purcliase of their own shares

on the part of each of the two banks which resulted in a real

diminution of their capitals.

In consequence of those fads, two lawsuits were begun : one

against the directors of the Banca Commerciale and the Credito

for the illegal purchase of tlieir own shares, the other against the

directors of the Banca ( V)nnnerciale, Banca di Sconto and Ansaldo

for the aggiotaggio ’’ (illegal speculation) carried out in tlie opera-

tions on the Bourses in March 1920. As all these companies had

been provident enough to a]q)oint some Senator on their Board

of Directors, these lawsuits had to take place, as prescribed by

the Constitution of the King<lom of Italy, before the Senate

constituted into a High Court of Justice, and on account of the

slowness of these proceedings the lawsuits are still dragging on.

After the failure of the second attein])t to take by “ storm
"

the Banca Commerciah', the An.saldo group found itself in the

same position as in 1918. The circumstances, however, were

more serious : whereas in 1918 it had saved itself by increasing

its capital, this was no longer possible in March 1920, when its

shares, issued at 290 lire, lluctuated between 210 and 220, and

even tins price was kei)t up only by artificial means. There was

no way out of the difficulty. More mon(*y was got- out of the

Banca di Sconto (which incr(*ased its advances to the final figure

of 750 million lire), and the bank in its turn made every effort

to attract deposits from the public. With the o})ening of new

branches, with immense advertising, it succeeded in 1920 in

obtaining a remarkable increase in its deposits, almost keeping

pace with the other banks, which in that year of inffation greatly

increased their dej)()sits. It had recourse on an even greater

scale than before to the rediscounting of its bills with the Banks

of Issue, obtained froTU tlicm advances on s(*curities, .so that by

the end of 1921, when the bank W(uit into moratorium, tJie Banks

of Issue were its creditors to the amount of 1700 million lire.

To increase such advances yet further th(^ bank introduced the

system, afterwards fcdlowed by many otber banks, of accepting

from the public as a loan, fixed for at least one month, (Govern-

ment .securities, paying on them per (;(‘nt. or 1 per cent.

‘‘ commi.ssion ” per year, and thus succecided in gedting 770

million of securities
;
these securities were then given as collateral
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to the Banks of Issue. As the bank paifl to the latter the bank

rate (G per cent.) plus the
I or 1 per cent, to the depositor, it is

patent how costly this operation was. This is a curious example

of the actual splitting of tlie interest in its two component parts

—

the interest on tlu^ ea])ital and the insurance on th(^ risk - a very

harmful division, as the entire risk is thus borne by those who,

presumably, are l(»ast able to estimates it.

As long as the boom lasted these artifices allowed the Banca

di Sconto to go ahead rc'cklessly
;
so nuudi so ti\at in the balance-

sheet for 1921 a jirofit of jihout 40 millions (certainly non-existent)

was declared and a divid(*nd of 8 per cent, was distributed. The

evidence that these ])7‘ofits were non-existent is afforded by the

refusal of tlie ^lanaging I)ire(jtor to receive 094,000 lire due to

him as his sliare of the profits, this refusal being obviously cal-

culated to be used as an “ alibi “ for himself. But at the beginning

of the crisis things ehang(‘(l. The public, alarmed ))y the rumours

circulating about the bank's real situation, began early in 1921

to withdraw tht'ir (h'posils. The withdrawals were intense in

.lanuary and February, and in souk* towns in the north things

assunuMi tlu^ charactcT of a panic. It seems that in some of

the branches in Liguria, where the conditions of the Ansaldo

Company wen* bett(*r known, and in certain health resorts,

fre(pient(*d by foreigners (the Directors of the Banca di Sconto

said that tiu* rumours of the l)ad condition of the bank came

from abroad, uhen^ th(*v were' set in circulation by competitor

banks), during this pcaiod up to two-thirds of the local deposits

were withdrawn. In the two following months there was a lull

in the withdrawal of depo.sits. But then the collapse began again,

unt'il the general panic was reaeheil in last December, which

ended with tlu* closing of the bank.

The following table gives the amounts of the deposits in the

bank according to the monthly statements of accounts during

its last twelve months of life.'

^ It i.s to 1)0 noluM'd llinl Iho phononn'iion \vj\s not ;»oncral ; in faot, tho

(l«“j)()sitM it) till* otln’f llifi')' largo joint -stuck laniks sliow»'tI the followini; iiiiTcasc :

(
7/1 Million Lin.)

Other deposits

Savings deposits (Corrispondenti saldi

Creditori).

I)eeeiiil)cr .‘U, 192U
Novtanber 1021

2200- :i

2(54 Oti

0101-2

lOl.'lS-O
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{In Million Lire.)

Savin
(l(‘po.silH.

Other cle-

]K)sit»

(t 'orri-

spoiuh'iiti

sahii

Oeditori).

Savings
deposits.

Other de-
posits

(Corri-

.s[)ondenti

saldi

Croditori).

D(‘(’oinbpr .'ll, li)20 oiini Iir)70-7

'

.Tina- no, 1021 0211 3109-9

Jaiiuarv III, 1021 {)14-7 IM2JM July ni 020-2 3142-8

tVbruarv 2S nuiiri :12 7.7*1 Aii^uPtt 31 02S-4 3181.5

Mairli :U 1K)7*2 linos-

7

i

So])teinber 30 030-4 31.70-8

April :i() Ol.ll :II122*7
!
October 3

1

022-

1

11074-5

May III 0211
1

IllOlJ
1

Novi'inber 30 002-4 3093-1

It is H()ti(;(^aI)lo that whereas the diminution of savings

deposits was 4 per cent., that of the other deposits was per

cent.
;

indeed tiu) true diminution of the latter was certainl}^

mneli greater, bnt this was concealed hy the fact tliat in the

totals for tlic otlier d(‘posits the d(;posits witlidrawn by (customers

were gradually replaced by new debts contracted witli tlie Issue'

Banks.

During December matters moved (piickly. In the ofliees of

tlie Banca di Seonto depositors crowded to withdraw their

deposits. The announcement that an attem])t would be made
to save the bank, to wJiieh reference is made further on, had a

disastrous effect and caused large withdrawals of foreign dejiosits.

Hie final blow which brought the j)anic to sensational propor>

tions was given by the news that the other banks refuscKl to pay

the ‘‘circular chefiues
*’ issued ])y the Banca Seonto, unless

presented by a client of their own. The reason for this act,

contrary to the custom prevailing u]) to that time, was, as it

was aflinned, that the Banca Seonto was forcing the circulation

of the “ circular eh(*(pies issuing them, not in resjionse tu a

real demand liy the public, but to get them cashed by their

agents at other banks and thus get a twenty-four hours' loan

from tliem. A few days later, on the 29tli December, the Banca

di Seonto closed its floors.

The Banca di Seonto had not been allowed to fall without

some attempt being made to save it, not by the other ordinary

banks, of which the relations with the Banca di Seonto were of an

unfriendly nature, and of wliich their own serious difliculties at

that moment destroyed any hope of their coming to the rescue,

but by the Banks of Issue, whose rightful function it is considered

to be to hold out a helping hand to other banks momentarily

embarrassed. And if the deposit banks had not this last line of
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resistance to rely upon, they certainly could not finance industry

on the present large scale. On the other hand, the taking over of

immobilised positions docs not in itself constitute a danger for

the Banks of Issue, owing to tlie extreme “ sup(T-elasticity ” of

the Italian circulation due to the right they have of issuing

uncovered notes as loans to commerce in unlimited (quantity, on

condition that they pay to the State an annual tax on excess of

circulation equal to the official discount rale. In practice, these

issues are cliecked by the fact that the Banks of Issue, as they

never lend at a rate higher than the official one, have to bear

in real loss tlie expense and the risk of an over issue of bank-

notes. If, in spite of this, bank-notes arc issued in great quan-

tities, it is because of the great influence wliich the Government

exercises over the Banks of Issue. But if tlie Government can

influence the Banks of Issue to aid the immobilised banks with

loans, it cannot, without bringing tlnun to rapid and certain

ruin, oblige them to make gifts to those who have suffered real

losses. At an early stage, as the real ])osition of tlie Banca di

S(?oiit() was not known, it was decided to giv(‘ it the aid asked for.

On the 24th November, the three Banks of Issue (Banca d ltalia,

Banco di Napoli, Banco di vSicilia) and the three principal joint-

stock banks (Banca Gominerciale Italiana, Gredito Italiano,

Banco di Roma) constituted a con.sortium which undertook a

risk up to 000 million lire with the declared aim of easing the

demobilisation of the credits of the Banca di Sconto with the

Ansaldo.” The 000 million lire were in reality almost entirely

subscribed by the Banks of Issue, while the ordinary banks

were willing to contribute only on a small scale (about ten

million lire each), and also for these they were guaranteed by the

Banks of Issue. The latter, in their turn, were relieved by the

fState of every risk of loss in this and in evi'ry otlu'r transaction

by a decision to the effect that one-third of the yiidd of the tax

on over-issues paid by the Banks of Issue, inst(‘ad of being passed

to the Trea.siiry, should be put aside up to the end of 1023 as

reserve fund, from which would be taken the amounts necessary

to make up the losses of the Banka of Issue and ])rovide them

with a miiiinuim profit of 5 per cent. Of the bOi) million of the

Consortium, 300 were given to the Banea di Sconto against Ansaldo

bills guaranteed by other securities, another hundred against

Ansaldo bills without guarantee, and the remainder was not

utilised.

At tile end of .Deceinbor, a sort of Banking Supremo Goiuicil

formed by the representatives of the Government, of tJie Banks
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of Issue and of the big Joint-Stock Banks held a series of meet-

ings, during whicli it was ascertained that to carry out the rescue

it was necessary to have available two milliards of lire. Not-

withstanding the prcissure brought to bear upon them by the

Banks of Issue, the Joint-Stock Banks refused to participate in

the operation; and as the Government did not dare to take

upon itself the whole of such a risk, it was decuded to abandon

the Banea di Sconto to its fat('. The only legal way open was

to declare insolvency. In the vain hope of attenuating, by means

of a verbal sUatagem, the impression likely to be marie by a

declaration of insolvency on such a scale, the Government

renewed by decree (‘crtabi clauses of the Gommercial Code wliich

had been abolisluMl in 190.‘k But while tliesc old regulatioiis

regarding moratorium extended to all busiiu'ss, including all

commercial companies, by the new decree of Jlecembcr 1021 the

right to apply for a moratorium was limited to commercial com-

panies with a capital over five million lire, besides this, whereas

with the former code it was necessary to j)rove, in order to obtain

the moratorium, that the assets exceeded the liabilities—and

this could be the only justification of favourable treatment-

the only condition which the new Decree insisted upon was that

the companies “ be able to show^ reliable evidence that their

suspension of ])ayments is the consequence of extraordinary and

unforeseen or otherwise excusable events, or els(^ evidiuit reasons

making this desirabh* in tlu' interests of the mass of creditors.
''

The Decree also ordered a gejjcral meeting of the creditors to bo

called at once after the declaration of moratorium, unless it be

impossible, and there b(». at the same time absolute reasons of

public and general interest."' It became at once evident that as

the Judges were not in a position to dc(;id(^ authoritatively what

constituted such reasons of public interest, the affair would

necessarily be settled on political rather than on judicial lines.

The Banca di Sconto, immediately after the publication of the

Decree, filed an applicalicju for moratorium to the Tribunal ; in

this application it was stated that “ there is no doubt that the

assets of the bank greatly exceed its liabilities
’’

;
the present

difficulties were attributed to the “ immobilisations which com-

promised the regular working of the bank ”—immobilisations

formed as an c fleet of the general crisis, which the bank “ hoped

at first was a transitory phenomenon,” but which, growing worse,

iiffectcd ‘‘ the industrial and commercial concerns largely financed

by the bank so that they had remained paralysed and unable to

meet their engagements with tlU' bank,” In concluding the
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appliCcTtion, it was stated that the prime origin of the collapse

“ goes back to the programme carried out by the bank during

tlie war period, namely, to the very generous measure in which

it financed the concerns producing arms and munitions, and

especially the Ansaldo Company." Tlie application ended

comically enough with the obsc'.rvation that “ this attitude of

the bank, inspired not only by its own interests but by the

supreme interest of the nation, could not Ixj imputed to it to-day

as a fault.” The Tribunal granted moratorium to the bank for

one year, and taking advantage of tlie new legislation, seized the

private estates of the Directors (in spite of the Banca di Sconto

being a limited comiuiny) and re]}laced the Directors by four

Judicial (Vminiissioners, to whom Avas entrusted the manage-

ment of the l)ank during tlie moratorium.

The suspension of the payments of the Banca di Sconto

reacted gravely on every part of the national economy. The

measure of these eonsequeiuies and the obstacles in tlie way of

overcoming them is rettected in the increase in the currency

circulation, which took place in the last decade of the year, an

increase which was made necessary by the collapse of every form

of credit. The following figures nder only to the Banca dTtalia,

whose circulation constitutes about seven-ninths of the total

bank-note circulation ;

—

(/;/ MilHoii Lire.)

20. xii. 21.

Hoiim liills (liscoiiiilt'd ICJwU

Atlvtiiict's 2r)l)a

Notofl ill ciroiilation la.Aliil

I)(‘|jts at Hij^lit . . S4(>

;n. xii. 21.

41S1) •

1IT4:1\
,

This inflation was intended first of all to give a support to

the industrial concerns of the Banca di Sconto group, which now

were in want of financial hel]) and which could not avail them-

selves of their deposits. But, to a great extent, it aimed at

stemming the immense panic which seized the depositors of all

the banks
; this storm wTccked half a dozen of the minor banks

and placed all the others in grave danger; for one of the large

banks the danger was so threatening that the Banks of Issue

formed a consortium similar to the one uselessly made for the

Banca di Sconto, but with larger funds at disposal. This fact

was kept secret from the public, as the result of such “ assur-

ances ” had been seen, but it certainly became known in financial
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circles, as was proved by the sudden change which took place

in the attitude of the Bourse towards the bank referred to.

The withdrawal of foreign deposits from Italian banks must
certainly liave been heavy, and the exchange suffered tliereby,

the £ sterling going iij) from 91*59 on the 20th December to

98*30 on the 29th December. Much discussion has taken place

as to why these effects were comparatively so slight
:
perhaps

this is duo to the fact that many foreign deposits had been with-

drawn in previous montlis and, above all, because the banks,

having foreseen the crisis and the conse([uent panic as inevitable,

had bought foreign currency in large quantities.

The most serious reaction was felt on the Bourse. Already

some days previous to the crisis the (ilovernment had forbidden

Bourse contracts for tlic account in order to facilitate the work

of the Banca di Sconto, which had succeeded by means of large

purchases in liolding Ihe quotation of its own shares above the

face value, this being considered ('sseutial in order to avoid an

accentuation of the panic among the depositors. At the end of

December the Banca di Sconto ought to have taken delivery of

a quantity of its own sliares amounting to more tlian 70 million

lire; but the difficulties in whicli the brokers found themselves

completely paralysed the Bourses, which remained closed for

some days. After lengthy negotiations—and after attempts,

fortunately unsuccessful, to make the Covernment pay up on

this account as well, under the pressure of thrc'ats and of the

beginnings of a strike on tlie part of the brokers—a consortium

was formed betwecui the banks and brokers whitdi assumed a i)art

of the losses, while the rest was borne by the sellers of the shares.

But even so, months passed before tlie liourses recovered from

the blow.

The Judicial Commissioners ascertained, but only approxim-

ately, the situation of the Banca di Sconto on the 31st of Decem-

ber, 1921, as follows, allowance })eing made for losses of 173

millions accoimted for as entailed during the year 1921 :

—

Assets Lire 0,137,990,050

Presumed losses ami de2)reeiations . ,, 1,208,830,000

Balance of assets . . . . „ 4,929,109,050

Ordinary liabilities ....,, 4,242,090,320

Privileged liabilities 1,073,092,123

Total liabilities Lire 5,910,082,443
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Consequently, estimating the capital and reserves of 394 millions

as totally lost, there remained for the other creditors, after pay-

ment in full to privileged creditors, slightly less than 77 per

cent. Beyond this, account must be taken of probable losses

on about one milliard of bills rediscounted by the Issue Banks.

But the (Commission further observed tliat these calculations were

subject to considerable alteration. More than three milliards

of the assets consist in loans to and participation in industrial

enterprises diflicult to realise quickly, and of varying security :

how they will turn out depends lu-incipally on tlie development

of the industrial crisis. In this uncertain situation discussions

were opened with a view to reaching a definite settlement

with the creditors, whereupon began the struggle between the

representatives of the various interests, of whom each was trying

to grind his own axe while they only agreed in striving to make

the State pay the greatest possible pro])ortion. A violent

journalistic campaign was launcJied on tlie country; a parlia-

mentary group was founded with the special aim of defending the

interests of the creditors of the Banca di Sconto; tlie fascist!,

who had ahvays been largely subventioned by the Banca di

Oconto, got up demonstrations and meetings ; the creditors

went so far as to thi*eaten that if their demands were not satisfied

by the Crovenunenl a “ general insurrection of the creditors
”

would take place, entailing refusal to i^ay taxes, withdrawal of

deposits from other coinpeling Ixinks, and lock-outs in the w'ork-

sliops. The moratorium decree issued on the spur of tlie moment

by the Government gave no indication as to what was to take

place in the later pliases following on the jiure and simple legalisa-

tion of the suspension of payments and on the nomination of

the Judicial Commission. By the publicalion of this decree the

Government had necessarily accepted the task of liquidating the

a/fair, substituting itself for the creditors anil for tlie judicial

bench, every step taken by which required the support of a new

governmental decree. The (Government was not sufficiently

strong to act in the simjilest and most lawful manner, which

would have been to call together the creditors and to make over

to thorn all the assets of the Banca di Sconto, to repay themselves

as best they might. In the first place, it w as not possible to call

together a meeting of half a million persons, such being the number

of the creditors. In the second place, by attempting to wind up

the affair quickly and quietly the Government had gravely

violated the rights of the creditors, with the result of raising

storms of protest from them. It had therefore to bribe the
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creditors with concessions in order to keep them quiet. In other

words, it had to assume part of the losses, the result naturally

being that the creditors saw opening before them a new horizon

of possibilities through blackmailing the Government and
redoubled the violence of their protests. This situation lasted

three months, during which two successive governments, in patent

violation of the constitution, issued a series of decrees modifying

the existing law—and, further, modifying each otlier. It was
finally decreed that in the case of moratorium being granted to

large banks, whose share capital was entirely lost, the settlement

should be made by the Judicial (.Commission without calling

together cither shareholders or creditors. To tliese last w'as only

reserved the right of protesling within ten days of publication,

after which the Tribunal was to pass the sentence of ratification,

with due consideration of the interests of the mass of creditors.

The fludicial Commission then submitted their project for a

settlement, but the Tribunal refused its sanction, as it contained

certain clauses contrary to the law. The Government now threw

aside all restraint, and with a special decree modified the law, and
brought it into consonance with the project of settlement, which

was finally sanctioned by the Tribunal on April 29th.

The settlement was reached on the following basis. To
creditors owed less than 5000 lire there w ill be paid in ready cash,

and before the expiry of 1922, at least 07 per cent, of their credits.

To creditors ow'ed more than 5000 lire there will be paid at least

62 per cent, of theii credits, and of this 57 per cent, in ready

money by instalmenls at fixed dates before March 1924, while

7 per cent, will be paid in shares of the new Hanca Nazionale di

Credito, which is to be founded with a capital of 250 millions to

function as liquidator of the Banca di »Scoiito, and to carry on

that bank's activities. Among the clauses of the settlement, the

following, which speak for themselves, arc significant. Failure to

fulfil contracts arising out of the moratorium cannot lead to claims

for damages against the lianca di Sconto : the Banca di Credito

will reserve the right of paying up in full the liabilities of the

foreign branches of the Banca di Sconto at the expense of the

other creditors : the individual creditors are debarred from the

right of bringing actions against former directors of the Banca
di Oconto—this right is reserved exclusively to the Banca di

Credito.

The auspices which surround the birth of the Banca Nazionale

di Credito arc indeed far from brilliant. It is decided that all

the shares belonging to creditors are to be left in the hands of
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a committee of fifteen creditors designated by the Issue Banks,

to whom will be transferred all voting rights in respect thereof.

The majority of the Board of Directors of tlie new l)ank will be

required to consist of creditors of the Banca di Sconto so long

as the liquidation of this bank is incomplete, even if, owing to

shares changing hands or new issues of sliares, the majority of

shareholders should come to consist of persons other than

such creditors. TJic Tuain task of the fkuiea cli ('n^lito is thus

clearly defined—namely, to pay oil the creditors of the Banca
di Sconto.

The task of recovering the dubious and nondicpiid credits of

the Banca di Sconto with industrial firms, means that the new
bank will have to grant such loans to them as will ensure them
from total collapse

;
and if this will facilitate the realisation of

the former credits, it will none the less launch tlie new bank into

relations with just such concerns as brought the Banca di Sconto

to ruin. In such circumstances, will the Banca di Credito find

anyone to entrust it wdth deposits which it will then use to pay

up the liabilities of tlie Banca di Sconto ?

There remains the part wdiich devolves upon the State. As
the non-liquid condition of the investments of the Banca di

Sconto w'ould make it impossible to ])ay the instalments due to

creditors at tlu^ stated dates—and perhaps impossible ever to

pay them in the stated proportion—the Issue Banks will advance

the necessary sum at a specially favourable rale of interest,

against no other security than the remaining assets of the Banca
di Sconto. A decree has already been published authorising

the Issue Banks to utilise for this purpose a milliard lire. In

view^ of the very narrow margin between the sums assigned to

creditors and the presumed assets, and of the very uncertain

value of these last, the risks taken by the Issue Banks are very

considerable. Further, the State renounces its right to the

heavy taxes wdiich should be entailed by the liquidation of the

old and the establishnient of the new bank, and all acts incidental

to this : making thereby a present whieJi amounts to several

millions of lire.

It would not have been wwth while to linger over these

stories had they simply borne the character of a series of isolated

and exceptional occurrences; but indeed, when allowance is

matle for the peculiar circumstances of the birth and develop-

ment of the Banca di ISconto and of the imprudence or rather

dishonesty of its leaders, the general features of these events

may be regarded as broadly characteristic of the whole financial
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system of Italy. The financing of industry is considered by
the Italian banks as one of their principal functions : they

normally grant credits even for long terms to industrial concerns,

and often take over a large proportion of their share-capital

and hold it until they arc able to place it suitably.

For industry such a policy on the part of the banks is an

absolute necessity. Owing to the scarcity of capital in the

country, the general unwillingness to invest in i^crsonal property

and the timidity and ignorance of many ca2)italists, the industries

could not otherwise get the capital tliey need. But a danger

evidently exists for the banks in having thus immobilised a largo

fraction of the sums entrusted to them, whereas nearly all their

debts are at sight or at short notice. The dilliculty cannot be

solved in so simple a way as some pcoj^lc suggest : to affirm that

the deposit banks must limit tJieir action to the “ classical banking

operations," tliat is, mainly to the discoimting of commercial

j)apcr, is to lose sight not only of the requirements of a recently

formed industry, but also of the economic conditions of Italy

and the close interdependence between the de2)osits and the

loans of the banks. The first obstacle to sikjIi a solution is that

the quantity of genuine commercial bills in Italy is very small,

absolutely insuflicient to meet the needs of the banks. This is

indeed an old truth stated by Prof. Pantaleoni thirty years ago

and still valid to-day.^ The great development of commerce,

which alone can give rise to an abundant How of such bills, docs

not, as is wx'll knowm. exist in Italy. This state of things is the

result of a variety of causes, sucJi as the preponderance of agri-

culture and the consequent jjossibility caijoyed by a large

proportion of the i3opulation of supporting themselves almost

without recourse to exchange; the lack of division of labour

between manufacturers and traders, and above all the fact that

the foreign trade, which gives rise to tlie largest volume of

commercial bills, is financed by other countries.

Another difficulty results from the nature of the deposits.

In the balance sheets of the banks the deposits are included under

two different heads which, roughly s^jeaking, correspond to two

widely different catc^gorics : the first, “ current account and

savings deposits,” includes the accounts of the very numerous

email depositors wdio are alw^ays creditors of the bank
;
the other

1 It is true tiiat Lho enonnoua mass of Troosury Bills could temporarily remedy

this deficiency ; but even if tlio Troasuary Bills wore never consolidated, the

liquidity of the investments of the banks would bo based only on the promise of

the State to issue new notes when required. And on this kind of liquidity the

Italian banks can rely oven at the present time.
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category, “ corrcspoiidcnt-crcditor balances,” is by far the more
important, both as regards size (it is roughly four times greater

than the former) and composition. It consists of accounts, us a

rule, of considerable size which undergo great and frequent

fluctuations : these are mostly the deposits of the big real cus-

tomers of the bank, that is, of the group of industrial concerns

which have continuous and regular intercourse with it, are

financed by it and deposit with it tlic sums tiiey have over and.

above their needs for the time being. Most of tlu^ (kqK)sils of

each bank thus belong to the same group of persons and concerns

to which the bank makes loans, though within this group there is

a constant variation of the position of the individuals forming

tlic group, as they from time to time become allcTjiately debtors

and creditors. Thus, in substance, a large part of the deposits

constitute the common ca])ital of a group of industrial concerns,

which from time to time is ])laccd at thc‘ disposal of one or the

other of the concerns according to its needs, tlie result being a

continual utilisation of the resources of each. Ju such conditions,

should a l)ank refuse its industrial clients the loans they require,

it would also lose their deposits.

Besides, the danger arising for the Italian banks from the

contrast between the shortness of their del)ts and the non-

liquidity of their crcnlits, is, in reality, less than it seems at first

sight, because they ha>^o the certainty of always being able, in

case of necessity, to luive recourse to that inexhaustible source

of liquidity, the inflation of the currency. This way out, which,

without solving the ])roblem, carries it outside tlu' jirecise territory

of banking into that of currency, is certainly not satisfactory for

the ])ublic, who sec a risk which should naturally devolve on

the creditors of the banks transformecl into a danger of inflation

or of increase in taxation; but, from the point of view of the

safety of the d(‘posit banks, it is, as far as liquidity goes,

unimpeaebable.

The greatest danger entailed in the iluancing of industry by

the banks is to be found in the consequent close relations between

bank and industry. It is natural that the bank should claim

to supervise aiul also influence or restrain the Arms to which it

has entrusted its ea])ital, for the sake of its own safety, and this

is also useful to industry itself; it is also natural, but none the

less harmful, that the bank should take advantage of tlie influence

it has gained as a creditor of the Arm to olilige it to carry out

operations whicli are as disastrous for it as th(>y are advantageous

for the bank; and it often happens that a bank transfers the

No. 126.—VOL. XXXII. ^
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losses it has suffered from bad businesses to firms controlled by it,

by selling them at excessive prices goods or securities belonging

to it which it is unable to sell to the public.

The large industries are stimulated on their part to make
themselves independent by acquiring control of a bank so as to

obtain from it, without undergoing heavy impositions, the

necessary financial backing. As a result of this opposition,

however, it cannot be said, generally speaking, that either of

the two opposite tendencies lias tlie absolute upper hand over

the other. The general tendency seems to be tow^ards the

elimination of this opposition by the formation of large “ groups ”

of companies of the most varied kinds concentrated round one

or more banks, mutually related by the cxcliange of shares and

by the appointment of Directors common to them. Within

these “ groups ” the various interests are all equally subject to

the interests of a few individuals who control the whole group,

possessing on their own only a very few shares of the various

companies. Very little is known and very little can be generalised

about these groups, on account of tlie undetermined state of their

structure, of their unofficial characl(n*, of tiu) variety of the

various groups, and of the continual shifting of the elements

which compose them. What the public knows and feels—not

only when disasters take place, fatal to the existence to some of

them, or when hostilities break out ])etween one group and

another—is the enormous financial and political power which

they have and the frequent use they make of it to influence botli

the foreign and home policy of the Government in favour of

their own interests. Each group keex)s several press organs

which support its policy, and some of the accusations made

against certain Ministries of being actuated by the interests not

of a class, but of private concerns, and of favouring one linarioial

group against another, liavc no doubt a basis of truth.

A danger not less great than the x)olitical one is the industrial

danger, caused by the comxfiete dissoe/iation and even opposition

between the interests of the individuals whe; exercise such power

and those of the concerns they control. Moth in the “ 11va

group and the “ Ansaldo group (now both practically defunct)

there was a so-called “ draining company," whose shares were

all owned by the leaders of each group, and whose ojily function

was that of absorbing the x>rofits of its fellow-comi)anies, dis-

sembling these actual thefts witli various financial operations.

The urgent necessity, if new disasters are to be avoided, is to

get the industries again under the control of those whose interests
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it is to make them prosper. But how ? The shareholders, to

whom this task is due by law, have proved utterly unable to

carry it out. Widespread ignorance, the absence of an indepen-

dent and well-informed financial press, the want of familiarity

with investments in personal property, are among the origins of

the situation, of which a symptom is the almost complete non-

attendance of shareholders at the meetings, so much so that

often the holders of a small group of shares can get possession

of a company.

Some attempts have been made to remedy this state of

affairs. A law was passed by Parliament more than a year ago

which made compulsory the registration of the names of the

holders of the shares, also with the aim of allowing public opinion

to have a certain control over the mysterious activities of the

financial groups ; but the Government, owing to the pressure of

those interested, has never put this law into execution, and now
it has definitely repealed it by royal decree. At the time when
the factories were occupied by the workers, the Government had

solemnly bouiul itself to get a law' passed u hich would allow the

workmen to take part in the control of the industries : once

the danger was over, the Bill, as the Minister of Labour himself

said, was put to sleep. And now new' laws are demanded to

prevent the formation of trusts, to protect the independence of

banks, to regulate the reserves to be held on banking deposits,

notwithstanding that the experience of other countries has

proved the impossibility of remedying such evils by legislative

reforms. But even if these laws were not futile in themselves,

what could be their use as long as the Government is prepared to

be the first to break them so soon as it is blackmailed by a band

of gunmen or a group of bold financiers ?

fhERO Sraffa

p2



REVIEWS

Supply and Demand. By Hubert D. IIExNDERSon. (Cambridge

Economic Handbooks, I.) (Cambridge : University Press.

London : Nisbet & Co. Pp. x 4* 177. Price 5,y. net.)

“ Generally speaking,” Mr. Keynes tells us in his preface

to the whole series, “ the writers of these volumes believe them-

selves to be orthodox members of the Cambridge School of

Economies." Outsiders sometimes are inclined to look on that

school as somewhat of a sect " in the sense in which that term

was applied to the Physiocrats. It is refreshing, therefore, to

find that Mr. Henderson courageously throws overboard the

traditional doctrine of real cost in elTorts and sacrifices in favour

of the modern doctrine whicli l)aveni)ort calls “ opportunity-

cost ” and Ricci “equilibrium," and which has as yet received

no very satisfactoiy name. Orthodoxy no longer insists on our

accepting the curse of Adam as the basis of economies. Wo
can happily abandon the belied that to hammer in a nail or to

paint a Madonna is always a grievous effort, and that it is always

a painful sacrilice for a millionaire not to keep a steam-yacht.

The real cost of anytliing," !Mr. Henderson says, “ is the curtail-

ment of the supply of other useful things which the production

of that particular thing entails." Wlieri the “ real cost ” of a

pound of sugar is thus reduced to tlu? honey or pepper which

you might have had instead, just as the real cost of an after-

noon’s golf might be the afternoon in a boat which you did not

take, it becomes such a shadow of its foi'mer self as to be quite

innocuous.

The full implication of the new doctrine has not been quite

grasped. Rejection of the traditional doctrine of real or absolute

cost should carry with it nijection of the traditional theory of

rent. That theory endured so long as it was hold that ordinary

commodities ow'ed their value to the grievous efforts and sacrifices

which attended their production. Land then appeared excep-

tional. When we cease to believe that the value of ordinary

commodities is based on blood and tears, we have no need for

a special explanation of the value of land. Here, however, Mr.

Henderson tries to be conservative, and holds that land is excep-
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tional because its quality varies from piece to piece and its total

supply is fixed. But surely in ordinary things variation of

quality is more common than uniformity. The chairs, factories,

ships, and locomotives existing at any moment are of innumerable

degrees of quality. Even those which were originally alike have

become different owing to diverse usage and lapse of time, and

it is easy to exaggerate the extent to which things are originally

alike. It is said that shipbuilders cannot turn out two ships

exactly equal in speed, and all of us who have tried clieap watches

know that watchmakers cannot make two of tliem keep the same

time, to say nothing of keeping the time laid down at (Jreenwich

Observatory. And as for the supposed fixity of supply, this

does not exist for land in a?iy other senses tliaii that in which it

exists for all terrestrial matter. Labour (*annot add, it is true^

to the area of the globe, but neither can it add to the quantity

of gold {pace Prof. Irving Fishers Oerman alchemist!). What
labour can do is to make the existing nialerials accessible, and

to shape them or join them together into useful instruments,

and this is exactly what labour does with land, with exactly

the same effect u])on its value that it has on the value of

materials.’' The farm of civilised man is “ constructed “ just

as truly as his house is constructed by human labour : its situation

in relation to markets for its produce can be altered by human
labour—the Panama Canal has almost justified the open-minded-

ness of the man at the wheel who asked the otficer of the watch

on a ship on which 1 was travelling whether \so had to pass

(^ape Horn on the port or the starboard side. To say that land

cannot be increased except by increase of the number of acres

is like saying that the locomotive power possessed by a raihvay

cannot be increased except by increasing the number of its

engines. As a productive instrument land can be increased

or diminished just like other machinery, by improvement or

deterioration of its (piality.

In the chapter on Capital, Mr. Henderson appears mystical.

“ We cannot rest cemtent with saying that it consists of factories

and machinery, and that these are essential to the worker . . .

we have now to get behind the real goods to something else.”

This mysterious something seems to be waiting,” which is

the “ essential reality underlying the phenomena of capital and

interest}” and “ constitutes an independent factor of production,

distinct from labour and nature and equally necessary.” When
I was quite a little boy I expended two or throe weeks' money-

income in the purchase of a pair of pincers with wliicJi during
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a space of forty-five years I extracted innumerable nails and
tacks and one wart. I am prepared to say that I saved the

money with which T bouglit the pincers, and that the community
added the pincers to its capital. [ have no great objection to

saying that I al)stained from the immediate consumption of

oranges ami ginger-beer in order to invest in tlie pincers, but I

do object most strongly to being asked to “ get behind ” the

pincers to “ waiting,*’ and to being told, “ It is this waiting which

is the essential reality underlying the phenomena of capital and

interest. It is really this which constitutes an independent

factor of production, distinct from labour and nature, and equally

necessary.’* To say that the community w^aited *’ when it

chose to employ itself in making a pair of pincers instead of

employing itself in making several pints of ginger-beer may be

only another, though worse, w^ay of saying that it “ abstained

from immediate eonsumj)tion," which does not, like “ waited,"

imply that it did nothing. But to say that the abstention is

an indej)endcnt factor of production is highly mystical. It was

with the pitK;(M‘s that f extracted the tacks and the wart, not

with the abstention, and the pinc(»rs would have? served me just

as well if they had dropped at my feet from a neighbouring star.

I am not at all clear what ^Ir. Henderson believes to have

happened when 1 at last inadvertcmtly buried the pincers alive

in some unknown spot in the garden, ilfy own impression is

that I then lost an old and valued instrument of production,

waited (in the ordinary sense) some time in hopes of finding it

again, and during that unproductive period perforce abstained

from various actions which would have added to my comfort.

But Mr. Henderson, I think, would have me believe that J waited

for the forty-five years during wJiicli 1 had the use of the pincers,

and then my waiting came to an end.

The book might be improved here and there by a little

meticulous criticism of the use of w^ords. Why copy .fevons*

(Theory, 2nd cd., p. 91) wild statement that “ market ” meant
“ originally ” a “ place " where things are sold ? A market was

“ originally ” a market, and not the place wliere, weekly or

otherwise, the market was held. Haymarket and Clare Market

are no doubt places, but they took their names from the markets

held there. More important terms are the very elusive ones

which serve for a title of the book. What do “ supply ” and

“ demand ” mean ? It is well to avoid the too common practice

of laying down fanciful definitions of terms at the beginning of

a book and then straightway forgetting all about them and
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using the terms in their ordinary and usually numerous senses,

but Mr. Henderson ought not to expect his readers to know

without any explanation what he means by things “ produced

in quantities many times in excess of the demand for them,”

and others falling “ far short of what was required ” in a world

in which there was no economic order (pp. 8 and 9). Later

on, it is true, he docs try to unravel the ambiguity of “ increase

of demand,” but rather weakly takes refuge in “ diagramese ”

instead of trying Sidgwick s luminous English, whicli is mucli

plainer.

I wonder whether the persons who talk glii)ly of the law of

supply and demand will he surpris(»d to hear that there are

seven laws worthy of thi(*.k type. I am inclined to boggle over

the fourth of these. (Jan Mr. Henderson really lie
‘‘ reasonably

sure that over a short period an increase of demand will raise

the price " of an article whicJi (^an be produced cheaper in large

quantities than in small i If the demand for his book increases,

will the prit^e t)f it be raised before it is lowered i It is true that

wdiere the ificr(‘ase of demand is both violent and unex2}ected, a

temporary rise of price may o(M*ur, but the normal progress of

things is for increase of d(Mnand to cause the article which can

be produced chea])er in large (piantities to fall in price without

any preliminary rise. CV)st to the producer gradually diminishing

as the sale gradually increases, the price falls without jumping

up first.

^raken as a whole, Mr. Henderson’s work deserves high praise.

He has the true academic spirit which forces those who possess

it to speak the truth without laying undue emphasis on things

wliich seem to tell in favour of their own views of what ought

to be. The last generation of economic teachers, revolting

against the eight(‘eiith-century glorification of the rule of a very

chimerical Nature, were far too prone to insist on the defects

and diseases of the existing economic organisation, and to forget

that their pupils had not, like themselves, been grounded on

expositions of the perfection with which it worked. Tlieir

disciples then proceeded, sometimes to the horror of their masters,

to propose medicines and surgical operations for the unfortunate

economic body which no one with a knowledge of its constitution

and anatomy could possibly approve. Now that academic in-

struction in economics luis become a serious thing, a new class

of teacher is being evolved and the elements of the subject are

being taught in the same way as those of other sciences. The

volume before us is a useful contribution to the work, and if
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tlie rest of the hooks in Mr. Keynes' series keep up to the standard

set by it, the Cambridge School " will be entitled to much
gratitude.

Edwin Cannan

Money, By D. II. llojiicRTSON, M.A. (Cambridge Economic
Handbooks, II.) (Cambridge: University Press. London;
Nisbet k Co. Pii. xii |- 178. Price Cys.)

Tjie Cambridge Economic Handbooks, of Avhich this is the

second, seem lilcelv to meet a distinct want for works of moderate

compass giving, in language not unduly technical, and in a form

adapted to the needs of the general reader, the main trend of

modern economic researcli. "J1ic subject of money is a rather

didicidt one to treat popularly, mainly because the ordinary

man perversely considers it as too dry and uninteresting for

his understanding, '.riiis difliculty Mr. Robertson has well

overcome. He has a gift of lucid exposition combined with a

quaint humour which should make his little book a source of

delight to the man in the street. Omne tnlU jynnclnm rpii miticiiit

utile dulci. The jiarables of Mr. Hggman and Sir. Orangeman
solemnly exchanging their wares through the medium of six-

penny cheques (did Lombard Street and the clnna orange suggest

the idea?)) delicious Jiibernicism “the chirruping of

unborn Bradbury's,” are instances. Occasionally t])is tendency

to pungent phrase-making seems to lead him too far. To
describe the Quantity TJieory as “ a dowdy but serviceable

platitude is hardly fair to this venerable corner-stone of

monetary science. No doubt in its cruder forms it may be

justly accounted a truism, which a cynic might define as a truth

wJiicIi ev(*ryone admits, but nobody troubles to remember. But

in its modern garb—as it aiq)ears, for instance, in Professor

Fisher’s Parchrmug Power oj Money—it is less open to this

criticism. It is true that Professor Fisher connects the depend-

ence of ju’ices on “ common money ” with a more or less fixed

ratio of deposits and bank reserves, which Mr. Robertson lias

shown to bo, in the abnormal conditions of the present day,

more elastic than was generally supjjoscd. But there seems

really no good reason why, in a healthy state of finance, this

ratio should bo more variable than, for instance, the rates of

life assurance. One fancies that an insurance company, operat-

ing, if it were possible, in present-day Russia, would find a strict

adherence to ordinary tables of mortality a source of disaster.

And a proposition can hardly be called a truism which many
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able men have been found to deny—including, it would almost

seem, if I rightly understand his criticism of tlie “ Bradbury

theory of inflation, Mr. Robertson himself. He appears to deny

that the over-issue of currency notes was the immediate cause

of the rise in prices, and yet on p. 159 he has to admit that the

mere determination to limit the issue was a considerable factor

in tlic fall whicli followed the spring of 1920. IVlorcover, it

seems hardly correct to say that the “ Bradbury ” tlieory takes

no account of the changes in demand, that is, of the changed

volume of transactions. Surely tlie gravamen of the charge

against the Government, implied if not explicitly staled, is that

with a smaller volume of transactions it maintained or increased,

when it might easily liave restricted, tlu* output of currency?

Perliaps, after all, as Mr. Ro])ertson says himself, it is a rpiestion

of words. The ultimate cause of the rise iji prices was, doubtless,

the loans and Ways and Means advancers, but these vicious

methods of finance would not have been jiossible if the printing

press had not been beliind tliein. One is tempted to think that

if the issue of currency notes had been left to the Bank of England,

as in the ’70s the issue of the cofirs jorc(' was left to the Bank

of Franco, the war might have beim equally well financed at

less cost. Mr. Robertson appears to endorse tlio common
impression tliat a fall in prices is ordinarily accomiianied with

discouragement to production. That this is not necessarily the

case, the present r/^>viowcr has endeavoured to show in an article

whi(;h appeared last November in the ])ages of the Fortnightly

Ihriew. It is true that ^Ir. Robertson admits that a fall in

prices which is accompanied by an increase in production need

not be disastrous to industry. But does not a fall in prices

normally lead to an increase of demand, and therefore of pro-

duction ? The present troubles are due not so much to the

fall in prices as to the liankruptcy of European markets. Had
the latter been open as before the war the fall would have led

to an enormous increase in demand. Too much fittention, it

would seem, is paid to the fall in prices, and too little to the

eipially abrupt rise w'hich preceded it shortly after the armistice.

The fall did not do very much more than equalise matters and

leave prices not very greatly below the pre-armisticc level.

Mr. Robertson, I think, deals a little too lightly with the subject

of “ devaluation.” The results to people with more or less fixed

incomes, who have Jiad to bear an undue share of tJie burden

of the war, would be disastrous if it w'ere finally determined to

adopt a standard of 90 grains or thereabouts for the sovereign.
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It is true that the man in the street submits with no more than

a grumble “ to an equivalent reduction in the commodity value

of the pound.” But is not that because ho believes that the

reduction will not be permanent, and that in time prices will

approach nearer to pre-war level? The hope is probably to a

great extent justified, and it is suggested that tlie fear that the

burden of the National Debt will press unduly on posterity is

somewhat exaggerated. "J^ixation must be regarded as a whole,

and the increased weight of the debt charges will be to a con-

siderable degree offset by the liglitening of administrative

expenditure resulting from reduced prices, to say nothing of

lower rates of interest facilitating the ultimate conversion of

the debt itself.

Mr. Robertson's cliaptors on the d(‘pendence of gold on its

marginal cost of production, and on the exchanges seem to the

reviewer to be excelltuit. In regard to the latter topic, he brings

out a point to whi(di sufficient attention has not been paid- •

that the evils of disojganised exehangt^s an^ irHjreascd by the

diversion of trade from the natural channels set by economic

needs to those in which an artificial advantage is reaped from

currency depreciation. He is prol^ably right, too, in blaming

the bankers for th(*ir undue conservatism in regard to the proper

relation betw(‘en reserves and loans, thougli one may sus|)ect

that they were not altogetiuT free agents in this resjiecd.

H. H. O’Faurkll

La V(trite, sur noire nilmtion financiere. Par (1 kokoes Lacii APELLn.

(Paris; Roustan, iff2l. Pp. 171). Svo. Price JO francs.)

Tjie title of this book makes one's mouth water. What is

the true financial situation of Prance? How is it ascertained?

Will similar methods enable us to arrive at the verity about our

own financial situation, our true revenue, expenditure, liabilities

and assets ? Alas ! Tiie author, preaching to the converted,

urges that the truth ought to be made manifest; but he docs

not reveal it. How can he when he complains that even the

Ministry of Finance is ignorant of tlie national expenditure and

liabilities month by month, and will only be able to clear up

current amounts many years hence, if indeed it can ever straighten

them out

!

If M. Lachapelle does not tell us la verite he tells us quelques

veriies, which would perhaps have made a better title. Before

we consider them we may observe that democracy without
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knowledge is a blinded giant, and in the matter of finance is

woefully uninformed. Part of the blame must be laid on the

shoulders of Government. Officials, sometimes inept, always

secretive, and more concerned with administrative convenience

than public enlightenment, give us imperfect, obscure, and un-

intentionally misleading information to work upon, and it would

take a committee of experts to tell us the truth about our own
financial situation to-day. Even tlien they would have to leave

much to conjecture. The outcry against secret finance has not

yet become so vocal as the objection to secret diplomacy. But

when the public accounts arc clear, well-ordered, and complete

we shall have taken an important ste]) in reform.

M. Lacthapelle olTers many criticisms and suggestions which

deserve serious attention. They are in the main sound and

sensible, though some of them appear to pay too little attention

to what is pra(‘ti(;ai)le. It may, for instance, be doubted whether

the centralisation of Government, which has been in the bones

of the French siiua? the first Najioleon, can make way for a

decentralisation from whi(*h oiir author, rightly or wrongly,

expects more economical administration. He count(‘nances the

opinion that Kraneo ouglit to have raisinl more money by taxation

during the War; but there is strong ground for believing that

this was neither politically nor administratively jiossiblc while

the nation was in arms and a large ])art of the country in German

occupation. His ])lea for an issue of tax-free securities runs

counter to the consensus of expert o])ini(>n. How far the issue

to members of the Frencii legislature of monthly statements of

expenditure by each Depart nient is worthless we will not presume

to discuss, but the weekly Exchequer account published in this

country is not nearly so valuable and informing as he thinks,

lie is in error in supjxisiiig that a (^ominittee is appointed every

year to examine the re])orts of the Hevenue Goinmissioners and

to make suggestions for the reform of any defects to which the

reports allude. His chapters are, nevertheless, good reading

for those who desire to understand the pressing difficulties of

French finance. The chapters on inllation and reparation are in

harmony with the opinions of most British economists. There

is a copious supply of well-compiled statistics bearing especially

upon the note issue and the debt, and the main lines of French

finance are firmly drawm and lucidly explained. His strictures

upon our protectionist ” policy wdth regard to German goods

are severe. Criticism from such a source may come as a shock

lo the responsible authorities, who may have thought that it
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would ingratiate us with the French to adopt this anti-German

policy. The policy is bad enough in all conscience, but

M. Lachapelle overrates the practical effect of our niggling

“ protection ” up to date.

Henry Higcs

The Menace of Money Power. By Charles Percival Isaac.

(London : Jonathan Cape, 1921. Pp. xii + 294. Price

Ss. CkL net.)

This book is a plea for free banking, and it may without

injustice be described as a tirade against tlie monopoly obtained

by the Bank of England in ilic eighteenth century, and more

particularly against the Bank (‘barter Act of 1844. Nearly

all the ills from which the world has suffered since the foundation

of the Bank of Englajid, and most of those from which it is

suffering at the present time, are ascribed by Mr. Isaac to the

State restriction of credit. Most economists would agree with

some of the author's criticisms of the Bank Charter Act, but

they would point out (hat the Act has practically ceased to

function in those directions in which it might have had the effect

of restricting credit, and that the restrictions imposed upon

credit by the Bank Charter Act have been counteracted by the

development of tla^ chccpie system. But Mr. Isaac will have

none of this. The cheque,*’ he says, “ is centripetal, the

note is centrifugal” (pp. 113, 114), and ho wants what he calls

centrifugal finance. What he calls centrij)etal finance “ has

substituted for gold, in i)Iace of the circulating note of even

and convenient denomination and reasonable security, a non-

circulating cheque of varying denomination and uncertain

security. The result cun he tested anywhere. The cheque is

not a generally recognised claim upon real >vealth. It cannot

be used in the daily life of the masses for wages or for the

purchase of goods. Its characteristic is not to circulate but to

be sent back to the bank for clearance. The need for a circulating

medium is constantly increasing, but no substitute for gold is

allowed ” (p. 257). “ Men of productive ability,” the author

thinks, “ are under the j^rcsent system debarred from initiating

new industries by the want of credit facilities ” (p. 268), and

“ the cheque-overdraft system favours old-established industries

at the expense of new ones ” (p. 213). As an example of this,

the failure of some of the smaller aircraft factories after the

war for want of credit is adduced. The remedy for all this is
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the replacement of control of finance by free competition in

credit (p. 286).

If the author had followed out the implications of his own
definition of credit, it is possible that he might have saved

himself from a good deal of confusion on the subject. “ Credit,”

he says, ‘‘ should bo synonymous with trust. An act of credit

means that one person lends to another, with the trust that the

loan will be returned ” (p. JG4), and he incidentally remarks

in this connection that the most primitive instinct in man is

distrust.” Mr. Isaac may not unreasonably be tasked why
the banker's faith in humanity should be increased if he is

allowed to advance credit in the form of notes instead of in the

form of overdrafts upon which cheques may be drawn? Why
should the small air-craft factories (most of which wpre already

over-capitalised) have been more likely to obtain credit from

the banks if a free note issue had been substituted for the cheque

system ? It is certainly true that the cheque docs not circulate

for small payments, l)ut the author seems to have forgotten the

token currency altogether, an adc(|uato supply of which it is

always within the power of (foveniment to maintain.

The book contains a good deal of economic history, which

is strangely interpreted to show that all was well before the

foundation of the Bank of England in and that since then

we have gone from bad to worse, except for a time in ScotLand,

Ireland, and the U.S.A., when banking in those countries was

comparativ('ly fre(\ J\Ir. Isaac, of course, admits that there

were serious crises before 1844, and constant failures amongst

the banks of issue lx)th before and after the Act of 1826. But

unsound methods of banking and other obvious causes, he thinks,

had nothing to do with these; they wen', according to him,

due simply to the fact tJiat banking was not completely free.

Except on his one point, Mr. Isaac's attitude is rather a

negative one. He does not like the Manchester School, he docs

not like the Socialists. Ho has no use at all for Trade Unions,

and not much for economists. Some of his criticisms of the

economists, such as the following, arc unfortunately not wholly

unwarranted :
“ Tlie scientists have confined themselves more

and more to mere historical research, to a laborious study of

economic detail and a registration of fresh doctrines. These

doctrines, in so far as they have found any amount of acceptance,

have originated, not with the economists proper, but wdth social

theorists from the outside world " (pp. 25, 26). Again, it is

no doubt true that the small and capable producer in England
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has not the same facilities for obtaining credit as is the case in

some other countries, a fact which is probably responsible for

waste of ability and of valuable productive power. But it is

surely possible to remove this defect by simpler and less dangerous

methods than free competition in credit—perhaps through an

extension of co-operative banking.

H. ^ANDERSON FuRNISS

Efisays in Taxation. By Edwin 11. A. Seltoman, McVickar

Professor of Political Economy in C'oliimbia University.

Ninth Edition, completely revised and enlarged. (The

Macmillan Company. 1921. Pp. xi + 806.)

This is the ninth edition of a work first published in 1895,

and it is described on the title-page as “ completely revised and

enlarged.” Enlarged it certainly is, but the claim to complete

revision, although reasserted in the Preface by a declaration

that the various chapters have been brought ‘‘ down to date,”

seems to rest for the most part on occasional slight footnotes.

It may disconcert a British taxpayer to read that “it is every-

where conceded that England is on the brink of a still greater

expenditure,” until he gathers from tlie context that Professor

Ifceligman is only forecasting, from the standpoint of 1913, the

drift of the social legislation of the Asquith Government and

of the naval competition with (icrinany. The section headed
“ The British Land Taxes ” still stands, with passages like the

following :

“ A good i)eginning has been made in t he process of valua-

tion, although it will take some years before it is completed.

The new taxes are expected ultimately to yield a substantial

revenue; some competent authorities estimate it as likely to

amount, at the present rate, to between five and six million

sterling annually.”

After a full eight pages in this vein, it may be doubted whether

a footnote intimating that “ all further attempts to proceed

with the valuation of land and to enforce the laws were dis-

continued in 1920 ” is enough to guard an American student

against serious misapprehensions. Some other sections have

an oven more archaic air. It would bo unreasonable, of course,

in a work of this size to look for the very extensive rewriting

that would be required for a really adequate revision; but if
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Professor 8eligman had done no more than cut out dead

matter, this edition would have been much more serviceable

and, incidentally, much shorter.

The enlargement is due to the addition of live now chapters,

of which two are concerned with the American problem of

devising a satisfactory substitute for the discredited General

Property Tax as a source of State, as distinct from Federal,

revenue. Here Professor Scligman avow's himself a convert to

the policy of a State income-tax “ supplementary, and as far

as possible conformable, to the federal income-tax," and he

argues a complex case in a very lucid and convincing way.

The remaining chapters deal with the general problems of w'ar

finance, and will be of more interest to Ilritisli readers. On
the familiar issue of loans versus taxes Professor Scligman takes

a middle path, which leads him to defend the policies pursued

by the British and American Governments as about the wdsest

possible. The purists wlio would have financed the war mainly

out of taxes usually argue that this would not only have been

practicable, but that it w^ould not have meant a materially

greater burden during the WTir period itself, since the munitions

and war supplies had all to be produced then and the real costs

of the w'ar w'ere accordingly incurred (for the most part) at

the time. Professor Seligman does not (lis|)ute the substantial

truth of this contention, so far as what he calls the objective

costs of the w'ar arc concerned. But he retorts that subjective

costs are at least half the problem, and that the loan method

served in part to diminisli and in part to transfer to the future

the subjective costs of the w^ar. Some individuals were able to

lend to the Government Avithout difficulty a much larger pro-

])ortion of their incomes than could luive been obtained from

others, equally well to do, without dislocation to business or

some really serious injury. No system of taxation could be

adapted to meet such v.arictics of individual circumstance;

and, accordingly, to have substituted taxation for loans would

have been to redistribute the immediate objective burden in

a maimer which would have re])resented a much greater loss of

immediate utility. Further, in an economic world based upon

credit, no one regards a loan as constituting nearly as great a

present sacrifice as an equivalent tax; and the ditfereuce is

certainly not compensated by the greater pros])ects of taxation

in the future which tlic use of the loan method entails. Accord-

ingly, in so far as the individual would have paid in taxes the

same sums as he actually subscribed to loans, not merely would
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he have become more disgruntled, but his productive efficiency

might thereby have been impaired.

For those and similar reasons Professor Seligman considers

that war taxation was carried about as far in the United States

and Britain as was prudent. At the same time ho is fully alive

to the serious rpactions of the loan policy on the future, and

he does not consider that most of the Continental Governments

taxed enougli. Moreover, in tlic matter of tlic particular taxes

chosen, the Anglo-yaxon communities are furtlicr commended
for their greater reliance upon direct as compared with indirect

taxation. “ It thus appears that the United States succeeded

even better than Great Britain in carrying through a democratic

fiscal program in tlio war; and that tlui Anglo-Saxon countries

disclose a very decided contrast to all the other belligerents.

The consequences are apparent in the relatively more favourable

situation in whi(;h Great Britain and the United states found

themselves when confronting the problems of post-bellum

finance.’' The conclusion is somewhat complacent; but, in

the main, Professor Seligman's handling of these topics is dis-

tinguished by a union of sound analysis and good sensible

judgment, wliich makes him refreshing and instructive to read.

11. 1). Hkndekson

The Problem of E.^timalion : A Seventeenth-Century Controversy

and its bearing on modern statistical (juestioiis, especially

index-numbers. By Correa Moylan Walsh. (P. S. King

& Son, J^td. Pp. 141. Price (iy.)

The controversy between Galileo and Xo/.zolini, which forms

the introduction to Mi'. Walsh’s book, not only states the essential

l^roblem to ho discussed, but also sets the tone and s])irit of his

exposition. The detailed arguments, cast always in th( form

of personal challenge and invective, read like a brief rather tlian

a treatise. Yet after accusing Dr. Bowley of obscurantism,

Prof. Edgeworth of irrelevance and fJevons himself of evasion,

]\Ir. Walsh has to admit tJiat liis own best formula for measuring

a change in the pi'ice level -the geometiie mean between the

arithmetic average of the price-variations with the weighting

of the first ])eriod and the harmonic average with the weighting

of the second^—is only ap])roximativc. Indeed he confesses that

^ The ratio of the price levels at two periods ^ wlx're

Vi ^
:S7iPi 272P1

Pit 7i» Pif 72 the prices and cpiunfiti» s in the first and second periods

respectively.
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the problem of axiometry inay a^fter all insoluble with peifo(‘t

precision, even wlien all the prices and tlic fpiantitics are exactly

hnown at both periods. Economists n(‘ed not, tJjcrefore, bo

utterly ashamed of the negligence im])uted to them. Only

lunatics continue to work out the value of tt in the hope of squar-

ing the circle. At the same time tljc logical defence of this

formula, built out of the sliatten'd remains of many others, is

always interesting and often diverting. There has been much
muddled thinking a])out this 2>rol)lcin for whicli Mr. W’^alsh has

uow put an end to all excuses.

Witli the details of the data Mr. Walsh has no concern.

Whatever be the qmrsilft. of an index-num1)er, he insists that tliere

can only bo one theoi’ctically light wny of avei’aging pi*iee-vaj*ia-

tions. In this he pushes liis quarrel witii Ihcq’. Edgeworth too

far. It is conceivable that a series of jirices might be selected

as an index of something essentially dilTerenl from ‘‘ the purchasing

power of money brouglit into relation with tlie data"—wherever,

for instance, the prices partake of the nature of a measurement

rather than of an estimate and are io be averag(‘d, as it were,

for tlu'ir own sakes. Tlie recent exp(U‘ieju*es in trade boom and

depression bav(' shown how vast is tlio ])sy(*liological influence

of a change in individual priee (piotalions. Nothing would

persuade a business man that ho is belter off during a collatise

of pilees if the priee of the eommodity in which Ik' is interested

is merely falling more slowly than the rest.

But the most |)owerfuI, lieeausc' the most general, accusation

in the whole work (though made specitieally only in the last

paragraph) is that implied in its form. It is inconceivable that

a. technical treatise on ])hysics or cliemistrv or even biology or

genetics would be writt(*ii in the same style as a seventcenth-

centnry controversy on the siibji'ct. Economists can find material

for accurate scientific investigat ion only in (he domain of jiriec

and monetary problems; yet tlu\v have not even come to an

agreement about the tools which can justiliably be used. Mr.

AValsh shows liow painfully immature the study of economics

is when judged liy the standards of exact seieiiee. If would be

unfortunate if Ibis lucid and convincing thesis should lose its

force owing to the very violen(*e with which it is stated.

Blit when all is said about the theory of averaging—and

unlike his champion Galileo, Mr. Walsh will certainly have the

last word—t.he hojieless inadequacy of the data obtainable still

remains by far the greatest slumbling-bloek in tiio way of the

axiometrist. When price quotations can be rclietl iqxm to err

No. 126.—VOL. XXXTT. Q
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from the truth by not more than I per cent, instead of 10 per

cent., and weightings to bear any sort of demonstrable relation

to reality, it will be time to use Mr. Walsh’s formula. Till thou

the congruence Avhich now exists between such diversely con-

structed indices as those published by The Times and tlic

Board of Trade will soothe the consciences which Mr. Walsli

so violently disturbs.

A. J. Beamish

Tariffs : A Studi/ in Method. By T. E. G. Greoorv, B.Sc.

(Econ.) Lond. (London ; C‘harles GrilTin & Cb., lOJl.

Pp. 490. Price 2o.v.)

Tuts book, as its title indicates, is concerned, not with

fundamental questions of the merits or demerits of tVee Trade?

or Protection, but with the very numerous technical questions

which arise in the construction and o])eralion of tarilTs. Its

interest and value, theu'efore, are more for the student of public

administration and for the man who wishes to see how it is

done,” than for the economic theorist. But eveui IIk^ economist,

in the narrower sense of the word, will find much to interest,

him in this book. For example, the discussion in (diai)ter V

of the different effects of specific and ad valorem duties under

rising and falling prices; the survey of the anti-dinn|)ing

measures recently taken in a number of countries; tin? analysis

of varying methorls (.)f mitigating the effects of a protectionist

by means of the “ im])roveine!it trade,” by compensatory

exports and imports, and by drawbacks on exports ; and, finally,

the instructive chapter on (.onunercial and Tariff Ticatics,

dealing mainly with the workhig of the Mo.st Eavounal \atioji

Clause. Mention should also be made of Appendix II on ihc

Tariff as a revenue instrument. But even in regard to most

of these questions the author is interested primarily in the

teciinique of laritf-inaking and he is content to refer the reader

to otJier autiiorities for views on the economic issues involved.

It speaks a good deal for the impartial way in which the subject

is treated that the author never discloses what arc his own views

on the deeper issues involved, while the only general conclusions

on the matters which fall strictly witliin the scope of his work are

contained, oddly enough, in the Preface, and arc of a very guarded

nature. Br. Gregory draws his illustrations of the various

methods employed in the construction and working of tariffs, from
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the practice of many different countries, and in some, though

not in all cases, gives a general survey of the extent to which

particular methods arc adopted in many of the chief countries,

in view of his general summing-up against ad valorem and in

favour of specific duties, it would have b(;en of interest if he

could have stated the extent to which either of these methods is

used in the case of different countries, and their relative import-

ance in the tariff system of countries adopting both methods.

In general it would have added materially to the value of the

work if rather more attention had ])ccn paid to tlie quantitative

aspects of the subject.

Perhaps the chief impression left by a perusal of this book

is that of the extreme complexity of tJie lu’oblerns involved in

tariff-making — e.f/. rate-framing, systems of classification, valua-

tion questions, and many others. Even when a Government

has decided what policy it shall pursue and which interests it

desires to protect, the practical application of its policy teems

with difllcvdties of a formhlable nature, many of which, as the

author shows, are Jiot susceptible of a completely satisfactory

solution. Jt is an interesting commentary upon the simplicity

of the pre-w^ar tariff system of this country, that tin’s is the first

book of British origin to deal with the technical side of tariff-

making in a comprehensive manner, though it is strange that

the need for such a book should not have been apparent during

the Tariff coiitroversy. Dr. Gregory is to be congratulated on

the successful manner in which he has, throughout Jiis work,

ordered the enormous and un wieldly mass of infoi-rnation witli

which he has had to deal, and brought it within tlie limits of

a scientific system of elas.sification. There can surely be fewv

people who would have approached the task umlertaken by the

author without feeling that they were l)eing subjected to a

truly Gilbertian form of punishment. By the time, how'-

cver, that the present reviewer had finished the book he

felt in need of some of the sympathy which he had previously

extended to the autiior; for although it is hardly to be expected

from the nature of the subject that it siioiild be ligiit reading,

yet that it should be as difficult and laborious to read as is in

fact the case, seems to indicate a certain defect in exposition.

The style is by no means free from obscurity, and at times a

certain contagion seems to have spread to it from the numerous

excerpts from official texts of laws cited here. Some of the

paragraphs and sections of laws taken out of their context are

most obscure, and the author rarely comes to the aid of the
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reader with an explanatory eomnieiit. Wc confess to having

been completely baffled by the following passage on page 355

:

“ Time of Importation ,—A very full definition is given in the

U.K. G.C.A., §
40— ' vsucli time shall be deemed to be the time

at which the ship importing such goods actually came within

the limits of the port at which such ship shall in one course be

reported and such goods bo discharged,’ hut, by the Finance

Act of 1901 (I Edw'. VIL, c. 7) § 7 (2)~ As respects the first

levying or repealing of any duty of customs (including any duty

imposed by this Act) the time at which the importation of any

goods shall be deemed to have had elTect shall be the time at

which the entry of the goods under the Customs Act is delivered

instead of the time mentioned in § 40 of the Customs Consolida-

tion Act, 1870.’ ” Again, the pages devoted to the tariff system

of the French Colonial Empire leave the uninstructed reader in

a state of fog as to the precise nature of the system prevailing,

W'hicli is specially unfortunate in this particular ease owing to

its great political importance.

The task of the reader is not fainlitated by the considerable

JHimber of misprints (the reviewer Jioticed at least thirty), some

of which were (juite minor errors ov(Tlooked in proof-reaiiing,

while others were clerical errors sometimes alfecting the whole

moaiiing of a sentence or paragraph. For example, on page bib

line 5, bi-linear ” should read “ bi-laterar’
;

on page 175,

line Tl, “infra marginal” should read “ supra-marginal ”
;

on

page 17(1, lino 20, “ minus ” should read plus on page 45J,

line 26, “ Non-Reciprocal should read Reciprocal.”

The defects to which attention has been drawn do not, how-

ever, w’eigh lieavily in the balance when compared with the

gratitude owing to Ur. (ingory for such a very thorough and pains-

taking piece of work on a subject which has hitherto been left

severely alone by Uritisli writers, though its importance for this

country has l)een greatly accentuated as a result of the war.

It would be a real gain if Members of Parliament and others

could be induced to subn)it thcmselv(\s to the severe mental

disciplijjo of ploughing th(‘ir way'^ through the pages of this book,

and thus obtain a fair conception of the administrative problems

involved in a tarill system.

0. W. Guillebaud
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he Prelevement ertmordhiaire svr le capital dans V Empire alle-

mand. By Victor Badtjeesco. (Paris : Marcel Girard.

Pp. 513.)

Tuts substantial volume is divided into three parts : (1) The

(-{i])ital Levy in Gorman legislation and theory down to 1910;

(2) The political, economic and financial situation of Germany;

and (3) The laws of December 31, 1019, Decemher 22, 1020, and

July 6, 1921. The text of the laws is printed in an appendix.

Book TI of Part 1 contains a long and careful account of

the economic arguments advanced for and against a caxiital

levy in Germany between the years 1914 and 1019. In spite

of expectations of an indemnity, the question appears to have

become one of ])ublie debate consideralJy earlier than it did in

this country. The existence of the Wehrbeitrag precedent was,

no doubt, ])artly responsilde for this. The arguments used on

both sides were very similar to those that, towards the end of

the war, made tli(‘ir a])peararK*e in this rJoruxAU and elsewhere.

There was even, in VT‘iIed form, the fa?nous aigumcnt of the

rich man among the Penguins :
'* 0 Mael, 0 mon per(‘, j'estime

qu'il est juste que chacun contribuo aux (le])(‘nses ])ubliques et

aux frais dc hLglise. Pour ee qui est de moi je suis jwtd a me
(l(qiouill(‘r de lout ce <|ue je ])osse(Ie, dans Tenteret d(' mes freres

pengouins, et, s'il le fallait, je donnorais de grand canir jusqu’a

ma cliemise. Tons les anciens du peujJe sont disposes, comme
moi, a faire le sacrifice de lours biens; et Ton no saurait douter

de huir devouement al)solu au pays et a la religi(m. 11 faut

done considcrer uniquement rinteret j)ublic et faire ce qu’il

commande. Or ce qu’il commando, 0 mon ])ere, ce qu'il exige,

e'esi de ne pas beaucou]) demander a ceux (pii possedent beau-

coup; car alors les riches seraient wains riches et les pauvres pins

pancrcs. Les j}anrres rirenl dn bien des riches ; red pourtjuoi ee

bien est sacre.
"

M. Badulesco groups llu'se argumonls togetlier

in four chapters as linancial arguments, economic arguments,

considerations of justice and tecJinical consid(‘rations. He
summarises the general impression to be gathered from them

thus :
“ As we have seen, when account is taken of the real

conditions of economic life, of the diversity oi individual fortunes

and situations, the levy on capital- as public opinion conceives

it—loses, in actual reali.satioii, a ])art of what, at first sight, con-

stituted its true attraciion. Immediale ])ayment in cash is

limited; annuities, st)metimes of long term, become necessary;

certain fortunes can only meet the levy under the toi iu of a renews
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able tax, others, though important, escape; the results of an

extraordinary levy on capital arc thus much diminished. . . .

We are brought to conclude that the question of the advantages

and disadvantages of an extraordinary levy on capital does Jiot

lend itself to a general solution d priori

:

it can only be resolved

in particular cases, account being taken at once of the economic,

political and social conditions of the country under review and

of the fiscal needs which the system of taxes is called upon to

satisfy (pp. 151 and 155). In this connection it is important

to observe that, wliercas in England the object sought by advo-

cates of a ca]htal levy is the liquidation of a largo part of the

internal debt, in Germany, with an unbalanced budget and the

heavy reparations burdeti, sucli licjuidation is not now a practicable

ideal.

hi the various capital levy laws as actually passed by the

Reichstag it is only })ossii)lc hero to mention one or two ])oints

of special interest. (1) Jn the Wehrbeitrag of there was

an arrangement for taxing income derived from work, to l)alam‘e,

in some degree, the tax on capital; there is no corresponding

arrangement in the jmst-war laws. (2) Tlie first of these laws,

that of December 1910, made such free provision for postponing

payments that only a very small proportion of its total yield

would have accrued in the near future; but the Ammiding law

of 1920 forbade postponement for more than a short time except

in very special cases. (3) The German capital levy is assessed,

not merely on ])hysicai, but also on moral (or fictitious) persons.

Universities, churches and certain other bodie^s are exempted.

But joint stock companies arc subjected to tlio ]evy direidly and

not merely through their shareholders, coitipUcated provisions

being introduced to i)rcvent this arrangement from inv(dving

double taxathm. The levy on moral persons is, of course, at a

fixed rate, and not, like that on physical jutsous, progressive.

(4) Eurniture a»Kl household goods an* exempted from the levy,

and a rebate up to 1U0,(K)0 marks is allowed to people who have

lost these things through the war and have not replaced them by a

day fixed hy tlie law. Special treatment is also accorded to

objects of art and jewellery, a distinction being made between

those that had come into their owner's possession before and

after 1914. (5) Abatements arc allowed in certain conditions

to persons below a named standard of fortune if they are over

45 years of <agc, ami larger abatements if they are over 60

years of ago. (0) The valuation nf fortunes is based on declara-

tions made by the owners and controlled in various ways; and,
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moreover, the first valuation is treated as provisional, so that

errors discovered within three years may be rectified.

No large sum of money was received under these laws, now
apparently abandoned, and there has been little opportunity to

draw lessons from a study of their practical working. The col-

lapse of the internal value of the mark since the date of the valua-

tion upset the calculations alike of their advocates and of their

0]

)poncnts. None the loss, M. Badnlcsco s volume will prove an

essential part of the equipment of students of this subject. That

lie is not obsessed by technicalities to the exclusion of wider con-

siderations is well shown by his prefatory remark :
“ Uno reformc

(iscale—comme touto mesure sociale—doit compter avec Topinion

pul)lifiuo, et, quels quo soiciit ses merites, ellc echouera si Tot^inion

liii est hostile
; il importe pen, dans ce cas, qiic les grit'fs formules

soient fondcs on non, car rien ne saurait donner plus de force a

line ernmr quo de la mettre an service des interets personnels

(p. ix).

A. C. PiciOTJ

War and yalionaJ Finance, By the lion. R. H. Brand.

(London: Arnold, 1921.)

Tnis is a collection of articles written for The Round Table.

1)

ctween the years 1912 and 1920. Not every writer on current

events in a ])opnlar ])eriodical could stand the test of being

coiifroiit(*d with what lu‘ wrote ten years ago. But there is no

dis(‘r(*pancy between Mr. Brand's earlier aiid later articles.

His foresight and insight before and at tlie beginning of the war

lend authority to the opinions and advice which he olTers with

ri'spect to ])ost-war ])roblems. Long before the war, in March

1912, he warned this country and the Dominions that a nation,
‘‘ cv^en thi^ most iip-to-dat(‘ and reasonable nation

*'—even

Australia or (Ainada might be called on to fight for its liberties

and its place in the world. Finance does not make war impos-

sible. So long as dee}) national dilTerences persist, so long

there is a danger that they may clash in their elTort to live and

expand.'' In December 1914 the ])ro}3hetic author disjmted

the eomforting idea that our opponents would very soon be

forced by financial exhaii.sfioii to make ])eaeo. Ho recalls the

example of revolutionary France not deterred by wretched

iinances from conquering Europe. \Vc might add the example

of the Prussians under Frederick the (Ireal, who, according to

Macaulay, was determined to figJit on as long as there was rye-
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bread and potatoes, lead and gunpowder. The psycdiological

element,” as IVlr. Brand says, tlic temper of the people, is more
important than finance. Another instance of Mr. Brand’s

foresight is his predudlori in 1014 that though “ immediately

after the war then^ may be a short pcriotl of seeming ])rospcrity,

a small boom for a year or two, yet there must inevitably then

be a more or less prolonged period of stagnation and depression

while eacli country is building up its reserves of capital.”

The whole tenor of the writings before and during the war
appears to evince a remarkabh* sagacity, compounded of common
sense and expert knowledge, which disposes us to defer to the

writer’s judgment on matters of present 2)ractical importance,

when wo liave not the op
2
K)rtuniiy of forming an oj)inion from

first-hand data. We refer especially to facts and inferences

whicli may be described as “ economic consequences of the

Peace.” The views which a. more brilliant writer lias expressed

under that title derive confirmation from our author's independent

sober judgment. i\Ir. Brand describes himself as in g(‘neral

agreement with Mr. Keynes, though disagr(‘(‘ing with some

views about foieign (Governments wJiich he allrihutes to Mr.

Keynes. If tlicix* is a dilTerence between th(‘ two writers in

political views, as Uuto certainly is in literary style, such dilTer-

ence does not destroy, but rather confirms, the impre.'^sion which

is produced by their agreement (•oncerning economic comlitions.

They agree as to the terrible conse(|uences of the war to con

tinental Europe, Mr, Brand, indeed, adds one touch wliich

perhaps his financial experience? brought under his notice. '^Die

small nations whieli had just come into existence clamoured

for credit in order to buy more Iiigh explosive and machine guns,

wherewith to destioy (‘ach other, ratluT than for the ivstovitiion

of industry. Xor were tin* great nations less blind in tlieir

hatreds. “ Nothing was mori? depressing to anyone who s]ient

some months in Paris during the spiring (of 1919) than the

complete alisence of any generous or even sane outlook on future

international relations.’’ Like Mr. Keynes, Mr. Brand re(?om-

menrls mode/vition in the c?xaction of reparations. If wc take

away from lier ((Germany) all lier licpiid assets and all her working

capital
;

if, furthermore, she is bound in future to make yearly

payments to an amount wliicJi will in any reasonable human
expectation exceed h(?r capacity, then no one outside a lunatic;

a.sylum will lend her moncry or credit, and she will not recover

sufficiently to pay anything.” On the ({uestion whether, undcu’

tlie head cjf damage to civilians, we can include the (Consequences
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of German soldiers killing or wounding our soldiers, tlie cost of

pensions, Mr. Brand declares that “ this meaning cannot, in

our opinion, honourably be read into the words we used ” (at

Versailles, November 1918).

We have dwelt (‘specially on points which concern all classes

of readers. There are other parts of the honk which will interest

the general i*(‘adcr more Hum the traiiusl economist, descriptions

of the Foreign Fxchang(‘s, the nature of Public Loans, and

other aspec-ts of “ Lombard Street.'’ But even the trained

economist, if his training has beem mainly academic, may learn

something from the restatement of familiar truths by one who
is conversant with their application in practi(‘e.

F. Y. Kdoewoktii

The Ac({t(l>sitive Socieltj. By IL H. Tawnev. (London; G. Bell

& Sons, Ltd. Price Lv. (w/. net.)

Bekoue Mr. I’awney, the reviewer stands at gaze. It is as

inip(;ssible to (piarrel with him as it is with a child or a prophet.

He is as much beyond ciilicism as a gloire da tJijon. He speaks

with enthusiasm and not as the i‘conomists. Tie is one of a

long line of dreamers of dreams that began with Plato and will

ojdy end when the world ends. If and when he understands

that there is only oik* task of which it (‘an be stated definitely

that it is easier to ])erform it tlian to ci'iticise society as it has

been, is now, and always will lx*, he will write a bigger, wider,

better, and more inlluential book than The AcijHisUire ^Society.

'riiat task is shelling })eas.

'J'he Aajuisitire Soclch/ is an expansion of the author's The

Sic/ctiess of an Acquisitice Society. The relation between them

is as follows :— Tlic latter was publislied by the Fabian kSociety

in paper covers at In. net. It has been (‘xpanded l\v about

one-tliird in length - the additums adding, as I think, nothing

to the substance and little to the value of the original put

into cloth boards, and published at 4^. iSd. net. J have no data

for deciding whether the change is a sample of the sickness or

of the acquisitiveness of society.

There is a naive simj)licity about Mr. Tawney. He imagines

eartlupiakes and makes pills to cure them with a facility truly

delightful. Society is all wrong because it is “ acquisitive,”

that is to say, individuals in it carry on their daily wtn-k in order

to ac([uire an iiu^ome; and thc'y are able to do this lux‘ause the

law recognises that each of them has rights and enforces these
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rights against those who infringe them. Society is organised

on a basis of rights and should be organised on the basis of func-

tions. Not what a man owns should determine his income, his

status, and his influence, but what ho docs. Industry should

be organised to render services and not to real) Profits.

Because it is orgaTiised solely in order to reap profits, the

direst results follow, according to jNfr. Tawney. On its economic

side, society is sick even unto death. Proof ? Siinplicity itself.

Everybody agrees that what is needed at the present time is

increased output, and yet society cannot get it because the work-

man who refuses to recognise the moral rightness of the present

economic system refuses to be a consent i fig party to the higher

output which society must have or j^erish.

This is the (earthquake which is to shatter socict}^ as we know

it. iMr. Tawney is ready with his pill. Two things have to be

done: the first is to kill olf all shareholders; the second is to

organise cA cry industry as a })rof(\s8ion.

The shareholder is, according to ilr. Tawney, the noxious

germ Avhich is killing society. He corresponds to the dead hand

of the medioival Chur(?h, and a new Statute of Mortmain is

needed to get rid of it. Take a typical case. Ffere is one.

John William Biggs, born to clogs in a Lancashire spinning

town. Having brains and application far above his fellows, he

saves money, and in time bccaimes a master spinner, owning a

mill containing 40,000 spindles Avorth lifts-, apiece, emjiloying

800 work-people. The mill and all that therein is is propcTty,

l)ut it is not functionl(‘ss property, since the owner, in return

for being guaranteed his jiropcrty rights by the society in which

he lives, performs the fumdion of running a mill and keejiing

800 hands and their dependents in work and wag(?s j^ear in uid

year out. But rJohn William, like the rest of us, grows old. Me

has made all he wants to make. So he turns his mill into a

Limited Liability Company, sells it to the new Company for

half a million in JLl shares, and retires to St. Anne’s-on-Sea to

die in grace and peace. From the very moment he becomes a

shareholder, he also becomes, in Mr. TaAvney s view, a parasite on

society, an evil-minded person Avho reaps where he has not

sown. When he di(\s and lea\"cs his shares to his son, that son,

again according to Mr. Tawney, is a person who is outside the

pale, and should be economically pole-axed forthwith. Why?
J^ecaiise so long as indu.stry is organised merely to provide profits

for shareholders it cannot be organised to provide service for

the community.
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Mr. Tawney, then, would have the shareholder eliminated,

and along with him would go the mere business man, the

financier, the company promoter, the organiser of trusts and

monopolies. This would leave behind the only classes who,

according to Mr. Tawney, have not only a legal and economic

but also a moral rigiit to their incomes. These arc—^(1) the

professional and technically qualified inanag(‘rs of industry,

those who are familiar with the profl active processes and the

scientific and mechanical equipment with which they arc carried

on
;
and (2) the workers. These are to organise industry some-

how how not stated—so wondrously that all waste will be

eliminated, all workers completely satisfied so that thc}^ work

with tlic highest eflicicnc^^ and all consumers perfectly satisfied.

It is all done, one observes, by eliminating two classes, those who

provide the capital and those wdio conquer the markets. Future

capital wcnild, one gathers, be set aside by the governing body

of each industry from the gross amount realised by the sales of

the products of the entire industry. As for future markets, we

hear nothing at all of them : with the shareholder dead and gone,

and every industry organised as a profession, consumers would

aiipareiitly be so delighted that the markets would be formed by

a i)rocess of sjiontaneous generation.

The fact of the matter is that .Mr. Tawney is absolutely right

in what he aims at, and entirely wrong in the reasons he gives

for aiming at it and the methods by which he would approach his

object. J entirely agree with him when he says that the position

of the worker in every industry should be stabilised so as to

approach the Civil Service in the certainty and (‘ontinuity of its

reward. 1 share his view' that the worker should be engaged not

for a day or a week at most, but for life, thougli 1 Jidd tlie proviso,

omitted by Mr. Tawney, that his claim to a eontinuous income,

whether the employer had at any particular moment a job to give

him or not, should not be an absolute right, but slioiild be

dependent on liis worth.

TJiore is one blameworthy feature of wliat is on the whole a

noble book. The writer's ])assion leads him to definite dis-

tortions, and occasionally the atmosphere of the book is, at

any rate to my mind, frankly noxious. For example, Mr. Tawney
writes : “A mill-owner may poison or mangle a generation of

operatives
; but liis brother magistrates wall let him off with a

caution or a nominal fine to mangle the next. For he is an

owner of property.” Tf these word.s are to be construed strictly,

they are wrong as applied to any period known to me, but Mr.
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Tawney writes as if they were wholly true of to-day, and that is

an iinpardonahle delusion.

George W. Gough

Labour in Transition : A Survey of British Industrial History

since 1914. By William Aylott Oktox, iM.A. ((’antab.),

M.8e. (London). (London: Philip Allan & (\)., 1921.

Pp. xxiv + 286.)

The Frontier of Control : A Study of British Workshop Politics.

By Garter Jj. Goodrkui. With a b'oreword by R. H.

Tawney. (London: G. Bell & Sons, Ltd., 1920.

Pp. xvi + 277. Price Is. (Sd. net.)

The subjects of these two books, both the wider one of the

position of labour, and the narrower one of the nature and meaning

of control, have produced much, and ofttm (‘inbittered, controven sy.

Indeed, there has been some danger that the real and vital facts

would be overlaid, and overlooked, owing to the aTguments and

theorising that they havt^ called forth. It was most necessai v,

therefore, that the matter should be dealt with, both historically,

as is done by Mr. Orton, and critically by Mr. ({oodrich, in a

serious attempt to elucidate the fads. And this is the chief

of the many merits of these books. Both are excellent in style

and matter and deal thoroughly and fairly with their subjects;

but their scientific treatment is their greatest virtue. It may

be added that a brief but most suggestive introduction to Mr.

Goodrich’s ])()ok is ])rovided by Mr. Tawiuw, who shows a gift

for succinctly epitomising the facts and tendencies which Mr.

Orton and ^Ir. (loodrich set out in detail.

Mr. Orton’s task, which amounted to an attempt to tra‘'e tlie

history of lal)our since the outbreak of the Great War, was

necessarily diflicult. Xot only is much of tlu? informati(ai

fragmentary and hard to piece together, but tho war itself brought

a great confusion in, and alteration of, staiulpoints. There is,

further, the very real dillerencc in the meaning to be attaclied to

control, ^riie mass of working-class feeling itself is a tangle ot

varying, oftcui conflicting, ideas; ami while, before the war,

“ strictly within the lower and broadei’ stages (of society),

there has been growing up for near a century a sullen ‘ class-

consciousness ’ founded for what it was wortli ahnost eniirely

on a community of economic disabilities,” this as yet had no clear

and definite expression. With the war, a more definite formulation
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began witli tlie shop stewards and the movement for workers’

control; whilst, along with this, and not necessarily in con-

formity witii it, the Trade Union movement was seeking to retain

and extend its existiiig privileges. It is no small achievement

of Mr. Orton to have brouglit the tlu’ead of his narrative so clearly

through the tangle of war and post-war years
;
and the coolness

of his judgment is commendable. He is never afraid to criticise,

and yet his criticisms are always well-balanced. Ilis work, too,

is very readable.

It must be suffieiemt to refer to a few more salient points. To

begin with, he sets out clearly the real danger and difficulty during

the war in tlui position of the skilled workman, among whom
what skill at lathe or forge or loom a man liad gained was his one

precious possession, to t)e protected against ex])loitation as a

richer man might guard his jcAvels against the thief.” In this

lay the real problem of dilution, and it is well that the matter

should be emphasised. Unfortunately, the attitude adopted at

ail early stage in the war w'as calculated to increase rather than

to diminish the fear of change. Mr. Orton analyses the possible

means of increasing the supply of munitions. It is significant

that the first attempt appears to have been on lines which

endangered the position of the artisan, and yet wTre less jn’omising

than the policy of extending contracts among firms jiot hitherto

engaged on munitions, which was eom|)aratively neglected, or

at least received less attention. It is proliable, indeed, that sus-

picions thus engendered during the Sjuing of 1914 had intensified

the subsecpient ditliculties of tlu> dilution scheme. One point

that perliaps Mr. Orton might have ('inphasised more than he

has done is the very special way in whicli the trades represented

by the A.S.E. were threatened; for this goes far to aeeount for

any special diflieulties that arose with them.

Moreover, Mr. Orton lirings out admirably the psychological

element in the problem. To reach a settlement witli the Trade

Union leaders, better informed of the national position and of the

safeguards provicletl, was one thing. 1’ho real test came wdien

the agreed changes were applied in the individual workshops.

On this Mr. Tawncy says ;
“ The condition of carrying out the

reorganisation effectively was tlie consent of all engaged in the

industry. . . . When, as in the textile trades, tliat representative

machinery worked effectively the emergency was met with com-

paratively little difficulty. When, as in the engineering trades,

the policy was to force drastic innovations upon workers who
were not consulted with regard to them, the result was endless
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friction.” It may be added that, as regards this last point,

Mr. Orton’s view of the dilution policy in engineering seems

appreciably less severe.

Mr. Orton is fully alive to the less desirable elements in the

fjabour movement, and sets out clearly the growth of revolutionary

or anti-patriotic elements or ideas. His concluding chapter is

most interesting, and should be carefully studied. It shows a

clear perception of the diibculties of immediate extensions of

workers’ control, and rests its hopes ratlier in a movement “ slowly

broadening down from precedent to precedent.”

Mr. Goodrieli set liimself narrower limits, namely, to investi-

gate the meaning of control, to explain why it is demanded,

and to attempt to discover exactly how much of it exists
;

or, in

Mr. Tawney’s very apt woi-ds, w(^ must know' exactly how much

control is wanted, and control over what, and througli w'hom

it is to be exercised.” The work requires in some ways different

qualities from that of Mr. Orton. For it is primarily critical

and analytical, whilst Labour in Trathsifion is more historical and

descrijdivo. Again, to quote Mr. Tawinw :
“ Mr. (Joodrioh brings

the wide background of a student of economics, and a dash of

charming sc(‘pticism, w'hich to one Jioated by the somewhat tcn eiisli

temperature of British industry during the last two years is

as refreshing as the ice at (he close of an American dinner.” He

lias also an admirable sense of hnmour and is fully alive to the

lighter inckkmts of the struggle/ for control,

Pcrliaps the best parts of the book arc the opening and (^losing

chaptci’s. The first analyses admirably tlie meaning of flic

demand for control. Mr. Goodrich througbout aims rather at

stating facts tlian at arguing on principles. In the closing

chapter, however, he at 1cm jits to lay down what control means

in order to be able to give some estimate as to how' far it lias

gone, and distingiiisiies hcfwc^eii *’ jiosifive ” and “ negafivc,”

“ customary ” and ” contagious,” agreeable ” and enforced,”

“ dependent ” and independent,” control. The last term means

control taken or enforced as a right, not received as a gift, when*

the workers’ side “ does actually exert an independent force.’

This, ho considers, seems . . . tiie broadest sense in which f ho

term ‘ control ’ can be used w'ith any significance.”

In the intervening chapters the author deals subjetd by subject

with the different branches of workshop life, and shows how tliey

have been affected by the movement for control. He excliKlc<l

deliberately such questions of wages and hours as belong primarily

to ordinary Trade Union policy, as not coming rightly within tiie
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special problem . These chapters, too, are excellent, though certain

criticisms of detail arc possible. For instance, the work of Trade

Unions in finding places for their members seems to be under-

estimated. But these, after all, are small points. They detract

little from the value of the work.

N. B. Dearlk

Insurance against IJnewployment, with Special Bcjerence to

Briiish and American ('ondifions. By dosEPii L. Cojjen,

B.A. (Cantab.), M.A. (Columbia, U.vS.A.), “ Kicliard Watson

Cilder ” Fellow in Economics (Columbia). (London : P. S.

King & Son, 1021.)

fNsi KAiNCE as a means of mitigating the loss caused by

natural conting(‘iu*ies— death, sickness, tire, shijiwreck—has long

been known and practised among civilised peoples. Insurances

against losses which arc only partially the work of nature, aiul

are largely caused by human institutions and circumstaiu'es, are

a more recent development, rnemploymeiit, for which Mr.

Cohen otfers tiie following as a (l(‘]inition, “ A workman is un-

tunployed when lie is able-bodied, etlicient and. though willing

to work in his owti trade at the current rate of pay, is unable

to find employment because of lack of work," is such a mixed

event. An instance of insurance against unemployment that

arises from natural causes is given bv tlu‘ Friendl}' Societies of

nous(?-paiFiters. Their emplovmeni only lasts for part of the

year and is necessarily suspended during the winter, when they

will be reduced to distress unless they have some other and

supplemental em])loyment for that season. This risk they ])rovide

against by contributing to a common fund during the part of

tlw year ni wJiich their uork is continuous and well paid. Apart

from these occupational societies, Krieiidly Societies often make

grants to members while out of work. They cannot olTcr to

such members a definite insurance, as they do to members while

sick, for tlic risk is not one capable of such estimation before-

hand as would justify the entering into a doHiiito contract to

make it in respect of an agreed contribution to an adecpiate

fund for that purpose.

The Trade Unions w’cre more favourably situated. Having

to do wdth a single trade, with the ups and downs of which they

were familiar, they could insure out-of-work pay under better

conditions than were open to the Friendly Societies; hut they
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would not consent to do so in a scuuitific manner. The neces-

sary division and appropriation of funds among the various

objects of insurance did not coinmciul itself to them. The
whole of their resources must bo ready to be applied, whenever

necessary, to the prime object of the Union—the carrying on of

industrial warfare. On the average the amounts paid in out-

of-work beiu'lit have been from 20 to per cent, of all the

benelits paid by the Union, including sick pay, superannuation

pay, and dispute pay.

The genius of Mr. Lloyd Ceorge devised a plan for carrying

on unemployment insurance on the lines of his compn'hensive

National Health Tnsurance, and the Act of 101 1 in Part Jl con-

tains provision for an experimenlal and limited seliemf' with that

object. This was wise; for, as the late Mr. Ackland remarked,
‘‘ no data were available which would enal)le the rate of un~

emi3loymcnt to be d(‘dueed on what might be considered an

actuarial basis.” Accordingly, Part 11 of the Act of lOI I applied

compulsory unemployment insurance to S(‘ven selecti'd trades

only :

‘‘ building, (*onstruction of works, shipbuilding, engineering,

construction of vehicles, ironfounding, and saw-milling." It

contemplated the inclusion of other tradt's, but only u])on their

own application to share in the benefits of the scheme. As

the late Mr. Baihvard, however, shrewdly obsc^rved, Pnglish

experience shows clearly that there is no halfway iioiise. If

the principle of compulsion is once aeee])ted in certain trades,

it must eventually b(‘ extended to all. He was a true

prophet, though he did iK>t live to see his prophecy ful-

filled. In 1920 the eojn|)ulsory insurance was extcfided to ^dl

employed persons (with some specified exc^eptions, and to these

it may be extended by an order of the Minist(T of Labour). The.

result is, that while the numlxu' of einj)loyed contributors under

the Act of 1911 had varied between 2 and 15 millions, with a

tendency to increase, umicr the Act of 1920 it incri'asid prr

to 12] millions. Ha(di efuployed man who contributes

pays 2.V. 4d. per month of four weedvs, Iiis employer being required

to pay 2.S'. Sd. and the ta.xpayer Is. 3r/., so that the workman
gets an insurance worth O-s. :W. for a payment of 2.s. 4d.

Mr. (A)hen had to present a thesis for his degree in Economics

to Columbia University, and very wisely chose Insurance against

Unemployment for his subject. He has since expanded it into this

portly volume of 536 pages. Though it has special reference to

the conditions of Britain and the United States, it contains full

particulars of what has been done in France, Switzerland, Norway,
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Holland, Denmark and Germany, with notes on Canada, Japan,

Sjjain, and ( V.echo-Slovakia. J[c arrives at the conclusion that

unemployment is a contingency against which it is botli possible

and advisable to insure. The larger the scale upon wliich in-

surance is undertaken, the more approximation to certainty can

be expected in the calculation upon which the insurance must

depend. The degree of certainty which is olitained by insurance

against natural eontingcmcies is hardly to be expected, but only

such as is practically sufficient.

Mr. Cohen puts three questions: Should the State (which is

a common euphemism for the taxpayer) contribute ? Should the

employer contribute ? Should the workman contribute ? and

answers them all in the affirmative. To the third of these ques-

tions the answer is obvious. He who gets the benefit of an

insurance should pay the j)remium for it. To the other two it

is not so clear. Witli regard to the tax2)ayer, he is under no

obligation to employ people whose services h(^ docs not want,

but the consequence's of unemployment are so disagreeable to

him that it is worth his while to pay something towards an

insurance against it. Tlu^ interc'st of the employer also is largely

sentimental. But these considerations are out of date. We
have the principle of the threefold contribution established

among us, and there is little prospect of its being abandoned.

Nevertheless it has ])roved insufficient to meet the present

crisis. When the unemployed number lU'arly two millions, and

clamour for adequate relief, such small insurance as the ])remiums

would produce is evidcfitly not enough. In number and necessity

the unemployed go beyond it. It can only deal with normal

conditions. Till these are restored, rt'lief will have to be other-

wise provided. The difficult jU’olJems that surround this state

of things are outside ^Ir. Cohen's subject, but he (h'votes some

consideration to them in an appendix.

He gives also some attention to the various remedies, other

than insurance, that have been suggested for the evils of iin-

(‘inployment. He disapju’oves of the reduction of the hours of

labour as one of the.se. Ife appreciates the work of the Em-
ployment Exchanges. He has little faith in the prospects of

individual thrift.

We thank Mr. Cohen for an instructive and valuable work.

E. Brabuook

No. 126.~-vor.. xxxit.
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The Human Factor in Business, By B. Seeboiim Rowntree.
(London : Longmans, Green & Co. Pp. ix + 17G.) 1921.

This little book may bo regarded as complementary to the

author’s The Human Needs of Labour, 1918; there he sots out

tlie economic needs of a workman as consumer, here as producer

his equally important requirements for reasonable comfort and for

conditions which increase efficiency. There is also some analysis

of the question wdiether an industry can afford to pay the wages

postulated under “Human Needs”; and it is held that, in

order to keep the lowest wages in a fac^tory up to tlic requir'd

minimum, careful and sympathetic organisation on the part of

the management must be combined with intelligent co-operatiou

of the wwkman, and “ that real efficiency cannot be attained

until every w'orker is given some direct interest, not only in the

performance of his individual job, but in the succ^ess (jf tlio whohi

undertaking, and is completely secured against any exploitation

by his employer. ... A satisfactory scheme, hoAvever, has yet

to be worked out.” It is to be hoped that in such a scheme the

value of a Tiian's Avork and his Avages Avill increase Avith ago; for

it is commonly the case, especially in unskill(‘d Avork, that th(^

maximum W'age is reached wdien a man is immature and also

before his family responsibilities ha\^e become ])ressing.

On the question of hours of work the maximum is tak(^n as

that beyond wdiich the health of Avorkers Avould suffer, the

minimum as that boloAV Avhich cost Avoiild bo increased or weekly

output be reduced. Since tJie ge?ieral reduction of hours in

1918-9, there can be little doubt that in the vast majority of

industrial occupations hours are not too long for lu^allh, and llic

problem turns on the output (or rather the net value prodiictHl)

in a Aveek of 50, 48, 44 or fcAver hours. The exjx’rienct! of the

“ Cocoa Works ” Avas that “ scarcely any reductio/i in oulput
”

resulted from the adoption of 44 hours instead of 47; tins was

partly due to the better time-keeping in the shorter week. The

arrangement of tlie 44 hours, decided by a plebiscite of the workers,

Avfis to work 10 shifts in 5 days, leaving the time from 5.0 p.m.

on Friday till 7.30 a.m. on Monday free in OA^ery Aveek; hi

addition to all the Saturdays in the year, a week's holiday and

tlie 6 bank-holidays annually are taken, and Avages paid as in

full working weeks. If it is really the ease that as much can be

produced in 249 working-days per annum as in any longer period,

people are in the way of obtaining as much leisure as they can

use or enjoy, or indeed afford, since leisure is apt to involve expense.
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We need, however, more definite statistics in which the saving of

running expenses by the reduction of hours on the one hand, and

the apparent waste of using expensive machinery only 2190 of

the 8760 hours in the calendar year, are brought into account.

The book deals with the general questi<ms raised, not by

theoretic analysis, but by a description of the experiments made
and the results achieved \n one large factory. The longest chapter

in the book is that entitled Good Working Conditions, ’ which

may be commended to all those who have any part in line control

of employment, thougli it is not of direct economic interest

(liapter HI, “ Security of Life,” is of more general importance.

The risks to whicli every employee, or rather every employee

with a family, is liable are iinemplojmient, irregularity of employ-

ment, sickness, invalidity, old age and death. J0xcc])t the last

two, these risks can be greatly diminished, partly by taking

thought, partly by (?arcful expenditure, and all can be provided

for by insurance. The insurance can only be met in ])art out of

wages, at least at present
;

for example, provision for a widow

and chiklreii in ease of i>remature death or disablement is ox-

])ensivc to an individual insurer. A eompleto scheme, covering

all these risks, lias been worked out and put in force; normally

it is expected to cost o per cent, of the bdal wages and salaries

bill (in addition to the sums provided by the workers and by
the kState)

;
but its initiation cost £166,000 in 14 years, the number

of employees being apparently about 6,o00, owing in great part

to the expense of putting workers already in tlie service of the

linn in as good a position as newcomers. W hen the nation is

again at work and prosperous, an expenditure for these purposes

of l.s. in the £ to the wages-bill ought to be a quite manageable

proxiosition, whetlu'r its iiuridenee is ultimately on wages, interest

or profits. The manufacture of cocoa and kindred products may
ill some respects provide conditions under which broad and

permanent arrangements for insurance are feasible, and risks of

accident and premature superannuation arc less than in generaU

hut it does not appear to bo ju’obablo that similar schemes would
be much more costly except in the regions of casual and inefiicient

labour.

A. L. Bowley

r2
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A History of Lahom\ By Gilbert 8tone. (London : George

G. Harrap & Co., 1921. Pp. 410.)

Trcule Unionis7)i and Labor Proble^m, Second Scries. Edited by
John R. Commons. (Boston : Ginn & Co., 1921. Pp. xiii +
838.)

Mr. Stone, who was sonu^tijiic Secretary to the Coal Industry

Commission and Deputy Head of Production, Coal Mines Depart-

ment, has set out “ to depict in the broadest manner possible

the history of the masses, not only in England, but in other

countries also, from tliosc days when they were slaves to these

days wdien they are free.’’ We cannot, therefore, look to him

for original research but for the fair presentation of historical

facts as discovered by other inquirers, and on the whole he has

performed this task clearly and with impartiality. Begiiining

with the stage of unfreedom under Rome, wlich virtually all

commerce and industry was cairied on through slaves, we pass

through the feudal system to the emancipation of the serf, partly

through the devclo2:mient of the towns, partly under the influence

of the Church. We next have the differentiation of the free

worker into master and i)aid workman, and the emergence of

divergent interests. Gradually the worker won Ins freedom from

economic dependence, by securing the protection of the State

for the weak, by wresting the right to combine, by obtainifig

education, and lastly by conquering [political power. “ To-day,”

concludes Mr. Stone, the masses can do, if they will, what they

will,” and in his last chapter he considers present tendencies.

He does not sec much promise of cfTiciency in any of the forms

of nationalisation that are advocated, and relies rather on the

spread of education and the readiness of all to work not for them-

selves but for the public service. In any case he cofidemns

revolutionary methods as a violent interference with political

development. He sees “ little gain in sharp uiihcavals,” and

holds that ‘‘ the evolutionary forces whicli can bo seen at work

moulding the history of the masses sh>udy actc^d throughout the

ages until at length the pcoide were fitted to rule.” Such a view^

however, may easily lead to an apathy which would arrest the

course of evolution. Not once but many times in our own

history the masses were faced with starvation or slavery, and,

if rebellions like Tyler’s or Kett’s ended in defeat, Mr. Stone

should remember that “ the blood of the martyrs is the seed of

the Church.” Slow, very, very slow^—too slow- -has been the

course of reform in every direction, and in condemning “ direct
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action to-day one need not adopt Mr. Stone’s quietist attitude

towards the past or the future. Tlie vigour of reformatory belief

is itself one of the evolutionary forces.

Trade Unionism and JMbor Problems was first issued in

1905 and contained reprints of twenty-eight articles by various

authors on difTercnt aspects of tlie labour problem, forming a

selection of economic documents intended for use as a text-book,

appl3ung to economic leaching the ‘"case system” so long in

use in the law schools. Sixteen j^ears later a new edition is now
published with forty-five articles, none of which are reprinted

from the earlier work. “ Western civilisation,” says Professor

Commons, “ is built upon security of investments, and it is

the insecurity of labour that menaces it.” The book, con-

sequently, opens with six chapteis on the various forms of

insurance, followed by four on tlu^ labour market. Labour

management” — scientific management, piece rates, profit-

sharing, c'tc.- occupies thirteen chapters; another thirteen

discuss individual trade unions and trade-union tendencies, and

the last nine chapters expound the law in relation to labour. Tt

is unnecessary to commend this work; it will ju'ove as useful

as its predecessor as a text-l)ook and as a work of reference.

Uexkv W. .Macuosty

The Rise oj ('ofton Mills in the Sonih (Johns Hojd'ins rniversili/

Studies), By Buoadvs Mitchell, PIlI). (Baltimore. 1921.

Bp. viii -1- 281.)

The Cotton Indusiri/ in France. B^" R. B. FointESTER. (Man-

chester Universitv Press. 1921. Bp. xvi -f 142. Price

10.S. i)d.)

The Cotton Control Board. Bv Htmiekt I). IIendeksox, its

Secretary, (Oxforil : (larendon Press. Carnegie Kndow -

ment War Series. 1922. Pp. xiv -| Tfi. Price o.s.)

Mu. Mitchell’s book aims at explaining why the South was
so iiredominantly agrarian before the Civil War and liow it

started on the industrial phase : his “ purpo.se has been to describe

the birth of the industiy in the South rather than its development
”

(p. viii). His argument is that in the eighteenth century the

South “ was well started towards a balanced economic develop-

uient, with manufactures as well as agriculture ”
(]). 11)—domestic

manufactures, of course in the first instance : that tlie growing

influence of slavery, together with Whitney's cotton gin, easily
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worked by slave labour, tlirew all the weight into the raw material

production scale from 1810 to 18C0 : that slavery meanwhile

deterred ^vhite immigrants : tJiat from 1865 to 1870 the develop-

ment of industry began to be urged as a “ rcconstructioii duty ”

;

but that " tJierc is every reason for selecting tlie year 1880 as the

beginning of manufacturing development ” (p. 50). Ho contends,

and goes far towards proving, that the movement was a deliberate

act of will, of will stimulatcKl by the Press—from which he quotes

almost overmuch, but from which, in the circumstances, ho

was bound to quote extensively. ]\Imucipal patriotism helped

regional patriotism. ‘‘ If Helton got a mill, WiJIianiston W'ould

want one. The townspeople would go to their leading citizen.

It made no diirerencc what a man was, so long as he was tlie leading

citizen lie iiad to become a mill pr(?si(I(>nt,'’ said one of the

innumerable busiiujss men whom J\Ir. Antchell lias interviewed

(p. 157). “ Kv'cn macliinery was wTapj)ed with idealism and

devotion,” and ‘‘ the erection of plants was the object of close

concern on the part of a whole community ” (p. 100).

Labour came from the poor vvliites,” who, however, as i\rr.

iiritchcll is careful to point out, were of one sto(‘k with the k'ss

poor. No one was very rich just after the Civil IVar. Child and

w^oman labour was not a curse but a l)oon to a desperately poor

])opulation among whom “ every bull yearling was under chattel

mortgage ” (p. 171). Negro labour was exceptional and not

usually successful. Capital came in driblets from the whole

community, tJioiigh at times merchants of some substance

supplied the main stream. There was little linaneial mechanism.

“ Peoide just put in their money and made it go as far as it w^ould

without tliought of preferred stock and bonds ” (p. 250). This

a])plies to the early days, 1875 to 1800.

The book is just a little diffuse and givTO some glimpses into

the obvious. “ It is scarcely necessary to say that e.xpectation

of profits stimulat(Hl the erection of mills” (p. 107). Enter-

taining a synthetic rather than analytic view-point, it has been

sometimes said, with empirical reasoning, that industry in the

•South grew out of a natural rocoveiy following the War. While

not accounting very well for a change of mind that was certainly

present, this argument has point ” (p. 98).

Mr. Forrester’s sketch of the contemporary French cotton

industry is clear, businesslike, and, as Professor Maegregor says

in an Introduction, “ j)ackcd wdth information obtained at first-

hand.” "Tlierc is so little information in Jhiglisli on the organisa-

tion of any French industry that this exact and well-informed
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account is particularly welcome. Contrast with Lancashire is

almost uninterrupted—an industry grown and modelled under

protection, and unable to do without it; scattered over four

main and some subsidiary districts
;
much affected in its location

by the circumstances of war and frontier changes; unable to

compete effectively in international markets, and finding its

only important outlets overseas in colonial dependencies kept for

it by a mercantilist policy; buying most of its machinery from

abroad—tliat is, from England ; still employing some liand-

loom weavers; very poor in joint-stock companies and rich in

almost patriarchal family businesses; until very recently weak

in “ combines ” and joint action among employers; on the side

of labour, lacking the uniform piece rates of Lancashire
;
working

without the 8aturdny lialf-lioliday (*‘ la semaino anglaisc *’)

down to 1919; in throe of its four main areas devoid of any

effective Trade Unionism; given to rather paternal ‘'welfare''

s(diemes, which are only beginning to be replaced by national

welfare policies
;
now fat'cd with the reabsorptioii of Alsace, once

its most important district, but cut off by tariff barriers for forty-

seven years; and throughout jiotable f(W its S2)ecialities rather

than for its efficient and mechanical mass t^roduction. Only one

should not make the mistake of considering it a typical French

industry as cotton is typically English; for, as ilr. Forrester

iiot(‘S, it n(W(‘r has been (wentho leading French textile industry.

Silk and nool wore always well able to compete in open inter-

Jiational markets.

Air. Uendersoirs seventy j)ages on the Cotton Control Board

are precisely what an economic study of a war-time mechanism

ought to be—so good and so concise that summarising is all but

impossible. Lancashire industrial psychology, it would ap])ear,

came as a revelation to the (Secretary of the Cotton Control

Board, (lie took up the work, one seems to remember, at rather

short notice.) A man from inside the trade could hardly have

sketched it with such delicate accuracy —as of a sympathetic

artist in a strange land, liis eyebrows always raised a little in

kindly .sur])ris(*, his powers of observation never asleep. Particu-

larly well observed and well drawn are the j)crsojia]ity and inlluence

of vSir Herbert Dixon, the chairman. It is so easy and so deplor-

ably common to describe social mechanism—of peace ov war—as

if it worked itself. How tlio Board limited the running of American

spindles and paid for resultant unom])loyment both in spinning

and weaving by “levies" on tlie Egyptian; how it fnilcfl in

handling the relations of spinning and manufacturing ;
how wages
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were kept clis})roportionately low for a long time
;
what the rota

w\as and what the psycliological effect of “ playing off —these

are all written in tlie book.

The crisis came in tlio spring of 1918. Tonnage for American

cotton was stopped for a time. The reviewer recalls how, at a

certain meeting, he uplifted his voice as advocate of the Control

Board, and hoAV a lighting statesman hit the table and said,

“ Did I lioar someone mention cotton? Why should we waste

tonnage whicii we Jiaven't got in bringing over ])otii tJieir food and

their cotton ? Feed ’em gratis if necessary. It would be moi'e

economical.*’ vStoppage of cotton led to tlie abolition of the rota

and * playing o(I,” and that to an ngly wage crisis in July -

thougli, as ^Ir. Henderson sliows, it was less ugly to good Lancasliire

psychologists than to the outside woi ld. 'Fho turn of the war

tide that month, and tlu? importunity of the tlien President of the

Board of Trade before the War (‘a])inet, brought in more cotton

during August, but failed to avert t he spinners’ strike of September.

When the spinners had got themselves into an im])ossibli‘ ])osition

“ it was plain that almost any device would server to s(‘cur(^ a

return to work." 'riie device was lh(» appc'arance of the Ihimo

Minister's letter from a sick bed in .Manchester Town Hall

dramatic, appealing, instantly successful and product ivo of a

(V)tton iiupiiry 1’rilmnal. “ It must not supposed from the

conflict of the (Vmtrol Board and the operatives that the Board

ever became unpopular. An effort of iinagination must h(*re Ije

made to api)rcciato the peculiar psychology of Lancashire. Tlui

quarrels . . . stubl)ornly contested though they were, bon^ the

character of family (luarrels; and even at their height the Board

never lost its hold upon something more cordial than the approval

of the operatives, uj)on what I can again only call their pride.”

A well-selected SccivUu-y this of the Cojitrol Board. Ho gets at

the very j^ulso of the machine.

The Board (uided its days, an early and not unwilling victim,”

in February I9I0.

J. H. FLAIMfA.M

77te Land and Its Problems, By (’iirtstoimi kr Turnor. (Methuen,

1921. Pp. 254. Brice Is, (H, not.)

This is an extremely well-meaning, but very uneven and in

some respects quitiJ inade((uate book. The spirit Mr. Turnor

shows is so admirable, and many of the things he says are so
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sensible and helpful, that one regrets being uiia]>le to give a

favourable verdict upon it as a whole. It is in the regions of

economic theory and history that the faults are most apparent.

The historical introduction, though not without points of interest,

is ail ill-assorted and ill-arranged hotcli-potch wliich had better

have been omitted. It contains such ex ti*aord inary statements

as that “ when tlie lloinan occupation of Kngland ended, all

attempt at agriculture ceased (p. 12), that " up to nearly the

end of the sixteentli century it may ))o said that cattle- and

sheep-grazing were the niainscay of tJio landowner and farmer
”

(p. 13), and that btlore MOO the farmer did not pay rental (as

wc understand the term) to the landowner; lie gave the latter

one-half of the annual produce from his farm ’’
(p. 20). On the

theoretical side, Mr. Tui nor is too much inclined to n'gard gross

])roduction ])or a(M’i» as tlie great test of agricultural efliciency.

The absurdity to whiidi this may lead has Ix'eii clearl}’ set forth

by Mr. Arthur Ashby in an important article on Standards

of Production in Agrieiillure/' published in the PJdinhtu'f/h fieriew

for January 1022. JJiis artiide, of course, appe^ared after .Mr.

Tumor’s book ; but he might have been saveilfi oni some fallacious

assumptions if he had studied the criticism of »Sir Tliomas Middle-

ton’s pamphlet on (Jernuin Agriculture whicli was contributed

by Mr. II. (1. Hawtrey to the Kconomu^ Journal in March 1017.

Again, few economists will agree with Mr. Tumor's contention,

that the inherent or prairie vahu? of the land is non-existent.'’

Apparently his idea is that, if the rent paid by farmers does not

exceed the current rate of intiTcst on the capital invested in

improvements in the past, the land cannot lie, in the Ricardian

sense, rent-paying land at all. Ihit he states himself, cpiite rightly,

that English agricultural land has for long been under-rented

(which, ill tJieoretieal language, means that part of the Eieardiaii

rent has been jiocketed by iJie tenants), and, apart from this, it is

surely not the cost of improvements in the past but their present

market value which must be taken as the measure of how much
of what the tenant pays is really interest on capital and not rent.

Objection may also be taken to tlie assumption that the purchase

of large quantities of foreign foodstulTs is ilisastrous “ in our

present financial crisis," for it is not merely a iiuestion of whether

we can produce as cheaply within the Empire as in any other

part of the globe.” Obviously if a given unit of productive

resources will enable us to obtain more food when it is devoted to

Ihe manufacture of goods for export than wlien it is applied to

the development of homo agriculture, the latter use of it must
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be uneconomic. Further, that the policy of the plough is neces-

sary in the interests of national defence is, as usual, assumed

without argument. Has any authoritative body of expert

naval, military or air-force opinion ever unequivocally championed

this view ? On the face of things, the idea depends on a confident

prophecy that it will continue to bo easier to sink ships at sea

than to destroy standing crops by aerial attack
;
and though a

layman must hesitate to express an opinion on a matter so highly

technical, it is surely not impertinent to notice (i) that a corn-

field is a stationary target, (ii) that it is most vulncra))le at the

season of the year wlien the weather is usually most favourable

to fiying, and (iii) tliat the counties best suited to corn-growing

arc those nearest to the Continent. There is yet another point

against which i>rotest must bo made. Wo arc told that “ by

insuring the farmer against loss the Government gains a right to

see that tho farmer pays his labourer an adequate wage ”

(p. 61). This may bo a matter of opinion; but the principle that

the State may only enforce good conditions of employment if it

safeguards the employer against resultant loss would clearly

destroy nearly all the industrial legislation of the past hundred

years.

It is refreshing to turn from Mr. Tumor’s theoretical assump-

tions to his remarks about the rural community and the concrete

realities of farming. What he says about tho position of the

landlords, and about their virtues and failings, is eminently wise,

just and discriminating. Of the farmers and labourers tt)o he

writes w ith sympathy and understanding, and for both classes he

has some words of just and kindly reproof, fn these days when

wage-rates (in relation to the cost of living or the selling prices of

agricultural products) are commonly compared with tho rates

actually prevailing before the War, it is good to be reminded

that in those days ‘‘ there was a general comsensTis of opinion that

2(M'. a week in cash should be tlie minimum wage ” (p. 24). In

regard to small holdings, Air. Tumor urges that tlie motto sliould

have been “ make good before you extend ” (p. 114), and urges

very truly that it would have been a good thing if tho Govern-

ment had “ set out in the first jdace to organise the existing

smallholders and to create for them conditions as good as exist

in other countries.” The criticism of traditional methods of

cropping in Chapter V, though no doubt some experts would

doubt the conclusions to which it points, is clear and stimulating.

It is supplemented by an interesting eiisay on the Harper-Adaius

exj)erimcnts in Arable Dairy Farming written by Mr. James C.
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Brown and printed in Appendix III. The fact that farmers are

commonly very ignorant about the comparative profitableness

of different branches of farming is emphasised. In this connection

the following passage is significant :

—

“ It should be noted that, during the period when Mr. Strutt’s

figures show that wheat was the most profitable crop, the practi-

cally universal opinion amongst farmers was that wheat-growing

did not pay, but that raising live stock did. Personally, I began

my farming operations on a large scale in 1903, when 1 had to

take over 4000 acres of ‘ mixed farm ’ land as they stood
;
and one

very soon realised from the account books that the live stock

(Icpailment was showing a loss, while there was a good profit from

cereals. In general terms, the book-keeping on farms is not

accurate enough to show which department is making a profit,

and guesses on such a subject are of no value ” (p. 108).

On the need for education much is said. Mr. Tumor has very

enlightened views on the subject, and, though lie is perhaps

inclined to give too much prominence to manual training, is fully

alive to the importance of a general and literary education.

vS[)(‘aking of coniinuatioii schools, he says, “ It is essential to

instil a real love of books, for nothing would add a greater interest

to the lives of those living in country districts than a keen and

intelligent interest in books ” (p. 209). In relation to the

‘‘ ceonomics ” Avhich threaten the future of English education

at tlic present time, it is comforting to find a practical agriculturist

of ill*. Tumor’s eminence saying that ‘‘ from the national point

of view nothing will be more disastrous than to adopt a policy of

false economy in regard to education ” (pp. 194-195). He

(iuotes the opinion of Professor von Kiimken upon the effect of

education upon German agricidture :
“ The great progress that

agriculture has achieved in Germany during the last ipuirter of

a century is the result of the union of practice with science, and

I>roves that money si)cnt on roseareJi and on education brings in

a high rate of interest, and is compensated for by increase in

land taxes and of revenue from the ytate railways ” (p. 79).

It remains to note that ^Ir. Tumor's book was written before

the repeal of Part 1 of the Agriculture Act, though that repeal is

mentioned in the Preface. It seems odd now to find in Chapter 111

the statement :
" I do not believe that public opinion would

eonsent to the almlitioii of Wage Boards ” (p. fiS).

lU(iiNALn Lennakd
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The Enclosure and Redisirihuiion of our Land. By W. H. R.

CuRTLER. (Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1920. Pp. 339.)

Tije iicatnral exiDcciatioii whicli readers of Mr. Curtler’s earlier

volume will feel when they turn to the inuseiit book will not be

distappointed. Somewhat unfortunately for historical investiga-

tion, the subject of enchxsure and its effects has been brought

within the perturbed and perturbing area of political controversy,

with the result that tlio dispassionate writer is apt to find himself

claimed as a partisan or repudiated as an opponent. Atmo-
spheric pressure of this kind is disturbing to the 2)(»aeefiil student.

It is the jnore ijleasing, therefore, to welcome Mr. Ciirtler's treat-

ment of this subject and to recognise the cool impartiality which

he dis2)lays.

As ho himself suggests in his Preface, the book may bo

divided into two j)art.s—the earlier chapters, whc'n^ he largely

confines himself to summarising, though not without af)t and

intelligent criticism, the conclusions and results of the woi'k of

other writers, and the later chapters, in which he attempts a

new and thorough investigation of the nature and effects of the

enclosures in the eighteenth and nineteenth cc^nturies. It would

be unjust, however, to accept ^Iv. Curtler‘s modest disclaimer

of originality in respect of the former position : While hci has not,

it is true, gone through the material in the way tliat earlier

writers have, ho none the less shows considerable acquaintance

with some of it, and his faniiliarity with the general agricultural

development as a whole gives him a distinct advantage in inter-

preting the bearing of the former or changes in the open-field

system. The reader who wants to trace the general movement

from the open field to enclosed farming through history is indebted

to him in many w'ays. Three may be singled out for mention.

In the first place he gives a very fair and readable account of the

open-field system and the holding of land in former times, without

too much technical detail, and though, no doubt, certain matters

still requiring investigation are somewhat summarily disposed of,

his general fairness is beyond question. Jistimates such as that

of Davenant on page 129, for instance, have never been properly

examined. Again, statements of the policy of the Government

are perhaps too definitely expre.sscd. But these matters do not

detract seriously from the value of the book to the general reader,

while the serious historical student will derive great benefit from

the persual of an account of an agricultural development covering

several centuries, some jiart of which he may desire to study in
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detail and with reference to original authorities. In the second

place, where he comes nearer modern times, he has done the

student a real service in bringing together and contrasting or

comparing the estimates and statements of different writers,

thus enabling the reader to see the nature of the matter in dispute,

or, as that is perhaps too strong an expression, the extent of their

difference. In Chapter XVt he sets out side by side the estimates

of the extent of enclosure arrived at 1)y earlier writers. In this

instance, indeed, the substantial agreement is far more note-

worthy than any difference. In the saiiic chapter, too, he gives

a summary of the County Reports prepared for tin? brief-lived

Board of Agriculture. Tlie exact value of these Reports is some-

wliat diflicult to estimate
;
as is inevitable in a compilation of this

cliaracter, some of the writers were much bettor than others, and

it is to be lioped that some time a scholar of Mr. Curtler’s com-

petence will go through these Reports and compare their general

conclusions Avith other data. In the third place, Mr. Curtler

througliout bears in mind the connection which exists between a

s.ystem of cultivation and the needs of the community as a whole.

In sonui books the infUauicc of agricultural writers in promoting

enclosure has been emphasised in such a way as to suggest,

no doubt unconsciously, that it was tlie influence of the writers

rather than the accuracy of their observations and judgment

whicli gave strength to the movement. Here Mr. Curtler makes

no mistake. The largest factor in the eiglitecnth and early

nineteenth C(‘ntury Avas tiie need of the country for more produce.

In tlie later cJiaptcrs the author turns to the consideration of the

effect of enclosure both direct and indirect, and here he has

worked mainly on original material and his conclusions deserve

most careful attention. He has done Avell to folloAv the develop-

ment of the ncAv agricultural system through the nineteenth

century, as by that means ho is able to emphasise not only the

character but the magnitude of the change. The alteration Avhich

accompanied and folloAved on enclosure is to be judged from two

points of view, as to, that is, its elfect on the supplies of the nation

and on the classes engaged in cultivation. On both these matters

Mr. Curtler Avritos Avitli great judgment and knoAvledge, and here

again his general acquaintance Avith agricultural method asAvoll

as Avith agricultural literature is of great assistance. He knoAvs

^vhat he is Avriting about and he writes with decision and care.

Tlie book as a whole is admirable and impartial, and should

he read both by historical students and those interested in the

^agricultural developments of the last tA\'o centuries. Of course
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it is not, and docs not profess to be, a final treatment of the

subject, but it serves a most useful purpose as a clear general

narrative, while, in the later cliai>ters in particular, a real addition

is made to existing knowledge.
E. C. K. Conner

The King's Council of the North. By B. R. Rkid, B.Lilt. Willi

coloured map. (London : Longmans, Green & Co. 1021.

Pp. X -1' 5:12. Price 2Ss. net.)

If English liistory over comes to be written in a reasonably

impartial spirit, it will bo owing to the new emphasis on its

economic aspects. This is particularly likely for the Tudor and

early Stuart periods. It is true that Cardiner, while mainly

interested in “political” issues, came to realise that something

like a reasonable case eotdd lie made out even for the theory of

government of James I and Charles I. But we should hardly

have got beyond a more or less sentinumtal concession to an

impulse of fairness, if we had not attained some more definite

conception of the life of the common people which lay at the

back of all the pamphleteering and speechmaking. ]\liss Leonard

began to help us to this by her book on the ])oor law (I0t)t>)'

and Mr. Tawncy carried us further by his agrarian researches

(1912). And now ]\Iiss Reid comes with an elaborate study of

the Council of the North which fell with the Star (duimber in

1641, and which has onl}" escaped from the odium east on tliid

institution because it is too nearly forgotten even to be a historicid

bogey.

To Hallam in 1S27 the Council of the North was “ tlic

arbitrary jurisdiction ” of an ‘‘ irregular tiibunal, grown out of

the despotic temper of the Tudor dynasty.” Ho added lliat it

was a court long obnoxious to the common lawyers," a^ if that

sufficiently disposed of it for all right-thinking eiti/.ens; and

wound uj) by telling us lhal it was lately the sphere of Strafford's

tyrannical arrogance." "J'o 3fiss Reid, after a further century of

parliamentary goverjimcnt, it is an imjrortant adminisljativc and

judicial organisation, built u]) by Henry VJII on the basis of

earlier institutions, with quite a reasonable degr(‘o of political

wisdom, to cope with the peculiar difficulties in the way of the

maintenance of ordtT in the turbulent and faction-ridden North,

and with the particular object of protecting the body of tJie

people from the injustice and rapacity of the powerful. Reaction

from Whig liistoriography does not lead her to idealise its actual

performances; and her eyes are very open to its defects at the
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time when Wentworth, unfortunately for himself, tried his hand

at reforming and strengthening it. Neither of the first two

Stuarts was a good man of business or competent to keep a firm

control over the personnel of the public service : (juite unworthy

persons obtained offices and privileges by Court favouritism and

wire-pulling, and cared but little how greatly they discredited the

royal government. All the intrigues by which base men helped

to spoil a good cause Miss Keid seeks to unravel, without

partiality, as far as 1 can see, in any direction. But she leaves

us in no doubt with whom our sympathies slujuld be in the petty

antagonisms which hampered Strafibrd as President of the

Council, nor as to the true nature of some of tlio forces which

combined to bring about the fall of the whole Tudor-»Stuart

machine of governnuuit.

To the present reviewer the most instructive part of Jliss

lleid's book is the additional light she easts on the agrarian

changes of the sixteenth century. The development of the land

system from the twelfth to the middle of the fifteenth century

has, by this time, been pretty tlioroughly explored. It is the

two centuries which lie approximately between a.d, 1450 and

A.D. 1()50 which still remain somewhat obscure. Hiere is still a

good deal to learn as to the stages by which our ])rescnt system

of complete owmu'ship on the one side and tenancy at will on the

other emerged from the feudal comjdex of obligations and usages.

Wc liave got to know of late something of the way, the belated

way apparently, in which tlie royal courts threw their protection

over tliose customary tenants who could prove their claim to

enjoy copyholds of inheritance. But there are olluT important

ek'inents in the problem. I ventured, many years ago, to point

out that the lord's right to demand a line of undetermined

amount upon the admission of the heir of a eojn liolder put a

dangerous ])ower into the hands of unseru])nlous lords. The

vital character of this consideration in the North, Miss Beul now
brings out very clearly. In the Nortli Paris the tine n])on entry

was known as a (jretisoni (- - iuijrcsfium). According to Miss Beid

(p. too n.) custom even before the end of the thirteenth

century ” had fixed the at double the white rent." This

statement wants some further explication; tor money rents for

customary holdings were hardly common at that date. But if

fixed by custom, in kuv the amount was still at the will of the

lord; and of the 0])portuiuties this gave to the grantees of

Rionastery lands after the Dissolution some of them were not

slow to avail themselves. Among the Articles of the Pilgrimage
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of Grace was one (icmandiiig iluit in future the lords of ahhoy

lands should liave at (n ery change “ two years' rent for gressom

and no more (p. 124). To redress the grievances of tenants

was, accordingly, one of the main purposes for the more delinite

establishment of the Council of the North in 1537, The Instnic>

lions given to it in 1538 (p. 405) contain a paragraph which is a

capital and cpiito typical expression of Tudor state policy, alike

in principle and in application. The (\)uncil was directed

‘‘ from time to time to make diligent impiisition wlio liath taken
in and enclosed any commons, called intakes, who bo extreme in

taking gressoms and overing of rents, and to call the parties that

have so used themselves evil therein before them
;
and, leaving

all respects and aireotions apart, they sliall take such order for

the redress of the rnoniiitics used in the same, as that the poor
people be not oppressed, but Z/fr/Z Zhetj may live afZer Zheir sorZa

and qualilies''

The fundamental principle behind tlie Tudor policy—it has

often been pointed out —was the conception of tlie eommon wi'al

as made up of classes or, as they are called h(‘r(‘, " (pialities,"

each with its own duties and rights. Jt would he interestiiig to

know' W'hen, in the speech of the ])eople, gentlefolks acipured tlie

peculiar designation of ‘‘ the <piality.'’

Another suggestion made juany years ago ))y the present

review'er was that the transition from mediroval to modem
floctrines of landlordship was facilitated by pressure upon ens-

tomary tenants to accept leases in exchange for their (.*o])i(‘^'.

This is also confirmed by Miss lleid's in({uiri(‘S. In this maltin’

the (Jouneil of the North hel])ed on the transition by denuding as

early as 1570, in tlie case of thc^ tenants of tJie Dean and Chapter

of Durham referred ti) it by the Privy Council, that the aceeptance

of a lease (juite destroyed aiiy ju’evious (('iiant-right (p. 30l)k

The peculiar feature oi the development in the North, acc'U’ding

to Miss Reid, was that customary leniurc^ was tliere Si» closely

associated with military service lliat, when the need for that

service passed away with the pacificati(m (d the Rorder, it tended

to take the custo])iary tcniuro along with it.

“ Throughout tlu^ iiorlli,” she tells us, “ tin* eustoinary teuaiiis,

besides paying fines on death or alienation, and doing suit at the

lord's court, were bound to ride to the Rorder at the lord s

bidding; but during the long peace afUa* 15()0 this service fell

into desuetude, ami many Jamllords began to (daiin that these

tenants ludd at will. I'lu; I’esuli w'as that of tlu^ lhf>usand cases

yearly determined by tlie lh’esid< iit and Council at the close of

the reign, tlie greater number were tenant-right cases.’’
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I do not know whether Miss lleid quite realises the very con-

siderable significance of such propositions. In footnotes she gives

references to two ]\IS. authorities in the Record Ollicc. I ho])e

she will not tliink it shows distrust if I say that all those who
are interested in economic history w'ould have been immensely

grateful for a few pages of documentary evidence. We could

well have spared many pages of ingenious disentanglement of

Court intrigues and local jealousies—disentanglement ^^hicll is

not always (piitc convincing—if their place had been taken by a

rather more thorough and a much lictter tlocumcnted treatment

of the economic pro])lems she touches upon, with—may I say

it?— rather too liglit a touch. The Registers of the Council

have apparently been lost. Less likely things have turned up.

Rut the cJjanee is small. ^Meanwhile, as Miss Reid must have

piles of transcripts from the masses of material sJie has evidently

worked through, could she not print a judicious selccticni of

excerpts of economic importance i There arc Journals and

learned ^Societies’ publications whicli could readily find room

fur documents of real significance.

William Asulkv

The Economic Tli^^iorj/ oj Ireland from the Union to the Famine.

Ry George O’Brien, Litt.D. (London; Longmans, 1921.

Pp. xii-624. 21o»‘. net.)

1\ tliis book Dr. O'Brien, wliosc industry is unwearied, has

supplied a coiitiiiuatiou or sequel to his study of eighteenth-

century Ireland. Like a great many setpiels it falls somewhat

short of tile higli level of the earlier part. Jt is hard to escape

feeling that the author in approaching modern times has been

alfectcd by the sentiment which was engendered by the grievances

of his eouiitiy.

The keynote is given in his quotation of Ca\ittan's pliraso,

that the Union was the marriage of Ireland, u hich he follows up

by the query, “ Why did the bride seek a divorce, or at least a

«eparation ?
’’ and in examining tJiis (|uestion Dr. O'Brien seems

to appear as counsel for the lady and succeeds in presenting a

well-weighted plea in support of her demand. Or, to change

the illustration, we get a powerful indielment by a competent

prosecutor of BritisJi administration in Ireland during the first

half of the last century. The evidence is abundant, and judg-

ment in the case has, it may be said, been alread3" pronounced
in the field of practical politics. But on this very grouiul the

No, 126.—VOL. xxxii. s
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student of economic history might be expected to take a more

judicial attitude. His function is clearly to expound the facts

in their due setting and relation with the use of the methods of

modern impiiiy, and to frame his pronouncements with full view

of the qualifying circumstaiicos and the infJuence of general

tendencies in affecting the course of events.

Probably as a result of the general attitude just indicated,

there is a decided overloading of the text with quotations. Lord

Morley once complained of the “ steady-lianded profusion with

wiiich Taine jjoured his note-books into the text of his Ancien.

Regime^ and Dr. O'Brien is quite as bad an offender in this

respect. Thus, in dealing with the famines before 1S45 we get

an extract from the (.‘ensus Bci)ort of 1851, covering seven

pages (pp. 224-231), wiiich is belter lilted for a collection of

economic documents than for a regular J)istoiy. We feel (again

to follow J^ord JMorJey) that the result is far less effeciive tlian it

would have been if all this industrious reading had been thoroughly

fused and recast into a homogeneous w hole." We should mueli

l^refer tw’o pages from Dr. O'Brien himself, dealing with the

earlier famines, sui)j)orted by the diuj r(‘feronec*s.

It W'ould be almost an imjjertinence to praise Dr. O'Brien's

industry in collecting material, and it is iilainly a duty to thank

him for the service that he has rendered to tliose who are

interested in his subject. We would, luiwexer, have liked some

criticism ajid aiipraisement of the value of Hu* varied mass of

material that ho has handled. There is ol^viously a wide ga]>

between John ]\IcGuirc's Plan of (Icacral and Papeinal Emplon-

ment, which is the autliority for the startling statement that in

1817 74,000 operatives were out of employnumt in Dublin

alone ” (p. 421), and the evidence presented in the works of

Xewenham, Wakefield and Kane. One of tlic essential needs of

economic history is the thorough sifting and weighing of sources

with special attenthm to the tendencies to (UTor that affect all

j)o]emical writing. A more instructive example is afforded by

Dr. O’Brien’s treatment of the discussion on the repeal of the

“ Union Duties.” He gives in some detail the pleas of the Irish

manufacturers for the retention of these taxes, and seems to

accept them off-hand at their face values. He takes no note of

the fact that this has beeti the position of almost all protected

producers. Congressional tariff hearings are overburdened by

such demands, varied only in the degree of protection claimed.

A reference to the proceedings now going on before the com-

mittees under the safeguarding of Industries Act will show how
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deep-rooted this desire is and how critically it should bo treated.

In naming Ensor as the only Irish writer of importance who
favoured the repeal of the duties (p. 427 ?/.), Dr. O’Brien excludes

Sir H. Parnell from this class. In a case of tJiis kind a full review

of the evidence and arguments on both sides is ex2)ccicd from

the historian. Even the advocate of a good case gains by his

liberal treatment of the opj^onent.

Apart from the question of the critical treatment of evidence,

we recognise tliat tlie author has given a valuable exposition of

many of the faults of the system of administration under which

Ireland was placed in the earlier nineteenth century. In par-

ticular he exposes the evil effects of the Land Laws in their

operation on both production and distribution. We believe

that this was the chief cause of the unha])py position of Irish

agriculture and of the retarded economic development of the

country. Insecurity of tenure, uneconomic distribution of land

and inefliciiuit 2>i’<>duc<ioji were tlie outstanding marks of the

situation. The growth of capital was made almost impossible

unless in those cases in which modifying conditions (like those

of the Ulster tenant right customs) came into i)lay. The reaction

of the land system on manufactures and commerce can be traced

all through the period. For both industry and trade suffered

from the lack of the home market that a prosperous agriculture

would have put at their disposal. All the efforts to stimulate

particular branches of manufacture are feeble as compared with

th(^ normal Jiealth}' aedion of the demand of a prosperous farming

class. To this chief cause of evil we may add the inheritance

of political conditions which dejuessed the largest part of the

Irish population. Had a reform of the land laws, a settlement

of the tithes and Uatholic emancipation, lioiiestly carried out,

accompanied the Act of Union the economic condition of Ireland

would have been very different from that which Dr. O'Brien

depicts. The non-enactment of the Corn Law' of 1S15 would

have been a further gain to Ireland. At this point we regret

to part company with our author's line of argument. For him
“ the doctrine of laisaez fa Ire w hich reigned predominant in the

early part of the nineteenth century " (pp. 130-^1) appears as

the cause of the unjust distribution of land. On the contrary,

we are inclined to hold that the sufferings of Ireland were largely

due to parental (which includes step-motherly) government.

Irish legislation was in the main in the hands of the landlord

class, which certainly had not the slightest sympathy with

ftDy doctrines or dogmas of political economy. Class legislation
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is not laissez faire, though it may resist interference with its

supposed interests. It may even, we think, be maintained that

a wise laissez faire policy—the laisaez faire of Turgot, not the

policy of neglect which some people identify with it—would

have been of great benefit to Ireland as it emerged from the

eighteenth century. Wo cannot accept Dr. O’Brien’s rendering

of the maxim, viz. ‘‘ liaving put a country into a most unsatis-

factory condition, leave it there ”
; we would rather say that

it means for a country in economic fetters, “ loose her and let

her go.” However this may be, it is plain that neither the

laissez fahx of the Frencli economists nor the natural liberty
”

of Adam Smith gives the slightest countenance to the larger part

of the economic legislation ai)plied to in the earlier nineteenth

century. We therefore are constrained to dispute the statement

that “ the destiny of Ireland in the early nineteenth century

was very largely moulded by the ideas of two great economists,

Adam Smith and 3Ialthus ' (p. 71). The land laws and the

situation as to population in 1S45 may bo specified in support

of our view.

An interesting section of the History is devoted to the question

of “ absenteeism ” (pp. 513-525), placed with an apologetic

explanation under the iiead of “ Public Finaiice.” Dr. O’Brien,

as might be expected, criticises at length the argument of

McCulloch, but altogether omits to consider the views of Senior

and Longfield, which arc hardly to be neglected. His own

conclusion, that “ The real evil of absenteeism was not local but

national ” (p. 524), stands in direct opposition to that of J. S.

Mill, “ Absenteeism is a local, not a national evil ” (Early

p. 66), a projjosition based on a careful and elaborate train of

reasoning, which is also ignored by Dr. O’Brien, who may ])lcad

that he is not specially concciiicd with economic theory.

On another important question—the repeal of the Corn Law,

which in fact lies outside the well-marked period of Dr. O'Brien s

book—lie takes tiic cAtremo view that Peel’s government was

guilty of something approaching a breach of faith to Ireland.

‘‘ Nothing was more clearly grasped in the early nineteenth century

than the proposition that Ireland was England’s granary—in

other words, that England was to provide a preferential market

for Irish corn in return for the abandonment on Ireland’s part

of all pretence to become an industrial country ” (p. 166). We

do not think that there is any real evidence in support of this

conception. There were no contracting parties to this disreput-

able bargain, for such it would have been. Certainly there was
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nobody authorised to bind the English working population,

which had always protested against the restriction on the import

of corn, to sacrifice themselves in the supposed interest of that

section of the Irish people—the landlords—that had always

been hostile to the popular cause. We feel that O’Connell had

a truer sense of the situation than that presented by J)r. O’Brien.

iSpace prevents examination of many topics that arise from

the narrative of the economic movement in Ireland after the

Union, but we can heartily recommend this History to the serious

student if he is prepared not “ to believe and take for granted . . .

hut to weigh and consider.” lie will realise the complication of

the issues of Irish Jiistory.

Finally, wc would beg of Dr. O’Brien to reconsider the follow-

ing statement :
“ One of the first acts of the newl}"-founded

Ahinchester Chamber of Commerce was to protest against what

it considered the backward step of tlie legislature [in retaining

th(^ Union duties]. Jt was the resolution passed on this occasion

that gave Ihe Manchester School its name.'' (Tlie italics arc ours.)

C. F. BASTABLE

A Hisiory of the Peace Conference of Paris, Yols. IV and W Ed.

by II. \V. V. Tk.muehlkv. (Henry Frowde and Hodder &
Stoughton. Pp. xxiv' + o2S: xv + 4S.‘k)

The Institute of International AiTairs and its editor are alike

to be eoiigratulated u])on the ])rogress of their magnum opus.

It is conceived on a grandiose* scale, and, thus far, justifies the

adjective : and even if it shows in places marked signs of something

almost approachizig extemporisation, this sJiould be aseribed

primarily to the imincnsitv of the subject and the frailty of human
nature, even in t he supreme manifestation of academic objectivity.

To assist the principal actors in the tragi-comedy of Versailles

a ))ody of ex})crts was hastily im])rovised. That the prompters

themselves did not always know tJie play Jieed not surprise us.

TJiat the actors seldom iieeded their ])roin[)tings may vet prove

to be one of the greatest tragedies of history.

In these volumes some of the experts have endeavoured to

describe the niise en scene of 1918-19 for the benefit of their own

time, and of generations yet unborn. 1’hey admit that it would

he proinaturo to write of the practical working of the clauses of

the various Treaties in this j^ear of grace 1921, and therefore

concentrate primarily \zpon the actual meaning of the Clauses

and of “ the ideas inspiring those who drew them up.’ The
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magnitude of tlie task becomes at once apparent, and much
must be excused to those that loved much.

Volumes and V, with which we arc licre concerned, deal

with the Peace Settlement in Central Europe. The former

proves beyond all manner of doubt tliat the Dual Monarchy

liad already ceased to exist by November 11)18, a fact too often

neglected by critics of the Treaties. Nationality may be a dis-

turbing factor in economic theory as in economic practice, but

it must not, on that account, be neglected. And more important

still, it was no new-fangled devi(;e of Allied statesmen for winning

the war ; its origins in Central Ein()f)e must be looked for, not

in the speeches of President Wilson, but rather in the character

of Habsbiirg rule from the days of Mohacs and the White Mountain

down to the infamous Aiisgleich of 1807, and that yet more in-

famous chapter tliat ended in the notorious Friedjung trials.

One may well doubt whether any more comprelu'nsivc^ account

of the Habsburg Gutterddinmerung has yet been given, in so

limited a compass, as may be found in Mr. Namier’s chapter

in Vol. IV of this History. In the chapters on the so-called

“ New Nationalities,” also, the reader will iind a clear and alm»)sl

excessively succinct account, for which he would ])reviously

have been obliged to searcdi many books in three or four languages,

without always being certain of success in the end.

The necessity for a new ])olitical organisation in ( Vntral Euro|)e

on the basis of nationality having been dealt with, attention is paid

in Vol. V to the economic and legal inter]>retation of this guiding

principle. On no conceivable nndhod of delimitation could

frontier lines be drawn to correspoml (‘ven moderately accui\it(‘ly

with racial boundaries. Yet the quintc'ssence of Wilsonism was

that State and Nation must coincide. An attempt was therefore

made to approximate as nearly to the iderd as was possible—
giving the benefit of any doubt that might arisen to the victfirs

—

and to satisfy the dictates of conscience by devising a sc/Kuno for

the protection of the inevitable minorities. The genesis and sco])e

of the Minority Tr(\aties are carefully analyst'd in chap, ii
;
but

the much more imj)ortant rpiestion of their actual working is

illustrated solely by tiie ( •zcchoslovak Language Law of February

1920, wliich is included among the documents at tlie end of the

volume. And liere hd it be added that these volumes contain

a most useful collection of Treaties and other documents.

A second, and, for our time at any rate, an even more im])ortant

difficulty in the aj)plication of this jirinciple of nationality lay

in the economic situation of the Danube lands. For while it
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would 1)0 liard indeed to regard the former Dual Monareliy as an

ideal economic unit, a common political organisation had never-

theless done much to determine the (economic orientation of all

ilio Hahsburg lands. The economic readjustments rendered

inevitahh; by changed ])olitieal (conditions therefore called for the

greatest wisdom and foi-esight on the part of the Allied statesmen.

The chapter on Economic lleconstruction in the Treaties

(Vol. V) deals with this as|XM.ct of llie (piestion. Lieut. -t'ol.

PeeVs contribution reads very largely an c.r pnrtP. statement,

but his is at linu's d('cid(idly lialf-henrted and ned always

couvinciTig. The Ausliian H('])arat ion c}ia])ter is defended on

the ground tliat it doevs iiot really mean anything. No lump

sum was fixed, not b(x*ause the advisai)ility of the cours(‘ was not

“ as (dear to the Conference as to any of its critics/' but because

“it was not ])ossil)le to do it within any reasonable time.” At

th(' sam(‘ time we are told that everybody knew that Austria

could not ])ay any indemnity at all. The sim])Ie-minded critic,

uniniliatcMl in the mysl ericas of Ja hmfic jioIUiqnc. must even then

hav(‘ asked why the K(‘])aration chapter should be included in

the Austrian Tn^aly in any sliap(' or form : and the history of the

last two y('ais lias certainly not diminished the force of this

criticism.

ddie diflicMilt (juestion of tlu' allo(‘ation of Austro-Hungarian

liabiliti('s among tlu' successor Stat(‘s is justly (U^scribed as a

(lelit'ate one. Hut tlu' asscwlion that “ by all th^ rules of inter-

national law, luoadly s])eaking, a successor State is lial)le for

the debts contracted by its ])redecessor ” secuns rather an (wer-

statement from the jrmi of a Ib-itisli writer, in the light of Lord

Alversione’s judgment in ^^(‘^t Hand (»old Mining (\). v. R.

He this as it may, some ]>eople will tind it hard to vimv with

e([uanimity a treaty, however just, the probable etlect of which

would be to di‘iv(‘ .Austiia into bankrupt(\v. The addition that

“ Mie ])a.nkrup((ty that follow(*(l would not he caus('d by the finan-

cial clauses, but by Austiia's ])ast history,” may po.Nsibly bo true,

but is surely hardly a sullieient justification for the policy itself.

]aeut.-CV)l. IVel, in debmiling the financial clauses of the

Treaty against the critics, points out viwy clearly the dilHculties

in the w\ay of creating a uniform International Currency for the

Su(!ccssion States, and iiglitl>^ shows that the cpiestion w'as greatly

com|)licated by the use of the jirinting press in Austria and Hnn-

in ibe early months of 1919. Hut this surely does not

exonerate the autbois (d the Tivniy from blame, for if the ])r(>tee-

tion of ininoi'iti(\s within the Sneecv'^sioii States is not regardi'd
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as inconipatiblo with tlieir sovereignty, surely some measure of

control over llic issue of papcr*money would also have been

permissible? And the case is greatly strengthened when wo
remember that all these States have had financial assistance in

some sliape or form from one or other of the Allies. Dr. Rasin,

the first Czechoslovak Minister of Finance, was advocating some

measure of Allied control over the (Jerman Imperial Bank and tlio

Austro-Hungarian Bank to prevent the issue of uncovered paper

as earh" as November 1918, and if lliis policy had been adopted,

the present position of the unfortunate Danubian 8tates would

certainly have been much more satisfactory than it is.

Prof. Young, in chap, i, Part IV, gives us a useful summary

of the commercial policy ado])ted in the Cerman as well as in the

Austrian, Hungarian and Bulgarian Treaties. The third of

President AVilson’s famous Fourteen Points, advocating the

removal of all economic barriers and tlie establishment of an

equality of trade conditions was interpreted out of exist(Mii‘c.

AA'lien we bear in mind the extreme temptation for weak and not

yet well-established States to resort to the (Hisloms as the easi(‘sl

means of solving their immediate linancial diiriculties, which the

crushing burdens of armaments rendered doubly urgent, we cannot

but be amazed at a policy which, instead of (mcouraging Fr(‘c

Trade in the former llabsburg lands, actually limited the treaty-

making riglits of certain of the new States in this respect.

Prof. Young is certaiidy right in stressing the ))anofnl etfects

of “purely y)olitical considerations”; though, in IIk^ liglit of

more recent developments, one cannot but wmndcr wh(‘th('r lie is

equally rigid in saying, of tliese {)articiilar clauses, that “ prohahly

they go as far towards a solution of the yirohlem as was hinminly

possible under all the conditions that existed at Baris.” Would

it not liave l)ccn possible, for instance, to have given more d( linilc

cncoin'agement i o i he ])olicy which eveid iially led to tlie ( Onft icncc

of Porto Rose ?

This Histmy of tlu^ Beace (’(inference must, be consulted by

all wlio wish to iiiulersland the multifarious problems tliat came

up for solution at Wrsaillcs; and wliile the economic chapter’s

mak(* sad reading, we can only hope (Jiat the policy of selMielp

recently initiated with consideralilo siuajcss by Dr. Bencs will

lead to a return of sanity while there is yet time.

I. L. Evans
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The tendency to waste must be reerkoned as an element of

original sin. Waste of time, waste of effort, waste of money

—

the man who lia.s never been guilty of the.'^e things, if he could

ho found, would bo no fitting company for mere mortals.

(Jovernmenls, after all, as Mill reminds us, “ consist of men,

and for tlio most part of very ordinary men.*' and it is unreason-

able to expect that .Ministers and oilicials should 1)0 exempt
from our common frailties. But lliere are degrees iu all things,

and it is better to be dead than to be a waster,** or a wastrel.

dross, palpable, continued waste of public? monew is something

about which the taxpayer is right to bo angry. Those who are

res])onsiblc for spending the public money ari' in a fiduciary

position. Wo reejuiro from trustees not merely the diligence

W'hieh an ordinary prudent man takes of his own money, but

the higher exact diligence of an ordinary prudent man who is

dealing with other people's money, w hich may bo a very different

matter. Further, wdiile a trustee may not make a profit out

of his trust, our Ministers and officials are highly paid to

discharge their trust. We may therefore fairly demand of

them, at such a time as the present, when wc are the most

heavily taxed community in the world, that they should, as
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they themselves say, explore every avenue ” in the road to

economy.

Historians of the War will find abundant proof of the waste-

ful character of our contribution. Tlic same results might have

been attained at a much smaller cost in blood and treasure.

“ Hang the expense and get on with the war *’ was a phrase

constantly in the mouths of civil and military authorities, though

hanging the expense seldom did anything to accelerate the

hour of victory, and often tended to retard it. Mr. Balfour's

remark thnt it was the business of admirals and generids to

win victories and not to save ex})ensc was true in itself, wludhei’

or not it was opportune; but Lord Kitchener was lu^ver so angiy

as when he found otHcers guilty of squandering the ])ublic money.

Some of the general relief at the Armistice was duo to the hope'

that W'o should at last see an end of reckless extravagance and

get back to rational expenditure. The House of Commons
elected in 1018, just, after the Armistice, was expected to address

itself wath energy to the reduction of expenditun* and lightening

the burden of war taxes. Those hopes were lamentably dis-

ap])ointod. The spirit of w^asto was not exorcised. Now' h(‘avv

taxation was imposed. The annual taxation per head has Ixmmi

worked out by a leading financial journal at tl8 in 1010, t'22 in

1920, £24 in 1021. Retrenchment has been dilatory and half-

hearted. An Anti-Waste movement was started on indopendeiil

lines to press for such reductions of ex})endi(ure as w'oidd adinil

of immediate and appn'ciablo low'oring of taxatir>n. Its 1ir<l

candidate gained a striking victory ova*r a (iovernimmt sup])ortcr

in the St. (Icorge's division of Westminstm*, which had long been

regarded as an impregnalilo party seat. This election (»Iune 7,

1921) was followed by other similar successes, and Gove/ inneiit-

began to take alarm. As early as August 20, 1010, Mr. Lloyd

George had sent a circular to his colleagues pointing oul that

‘‘ the time lias come when each ]\linist(a’ ought to make it clear

to those under his control that, if they cannot reduce oxpemliture,

they must mak(? room for somebody who can. . . . That is

the public temjxr, and it is right.” This was, however, but

summer lightning. The Cvivil »Services and Revenue Depart-

ments which cost millions in 1013- 14 cost 523*3 millions

in 1920-21 and 500*7 millions in 1021 -22. The fighting services

cost about 77 millions l)efore the War and nearly 100 millions

in 1921-22. The Dabt and other (bnsolidaterl Fund Services

increased in the same period from 37*3 to 359*8 millions.

In May 1921 the OVeasury issued a circular to all Govern-
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ments on the subject of restriction of expenditure, and indicated

that the cost of ordinary Supply Services, fixed at (i03 millions

for 1921-22, must be reduced to 400 millions for 1022-23.

Immediate proposals to that end Avorc called for. The response

was a proposal to reduce the estimates for the next year not by

113, but by 75 millions. Havini^ reganl to the fall of prices,

of w'ages and bonus, and to the ct'ssation (jf various servu’ees

arising out of the War, this failure was inexcusable. A Glad-

stone, a Liiigen, or a Welby would not have accepted a rehufT

of this nature. But the Treasury and the Chancellor of the

Exchequer of to-day did not carry guns enough to make their

orders effective. Resort was therefore had to an outsider Com-

mittee, with Sir Eric. Geddes as Chairman and Lord Inchcape,

Lord Earingdon, Sir »J. P. Maclay and Sir Guy Granet as members.

Its terms of refeiuneo avctc ;

‘‘ To make recommendations to the Clianeellor of the

Exchequer for en\‘eling forthwith all ])ossible reductions in the

^s'ational Ex])enditure on Supply Servicers, having regard espe-

cially fo the pn'seut and |)ros|H»clive position of the Revenue.

In so far as qu(‘stions of ])olicy are involved in the expenditure

under discussion, 1h(\s(» will remain for tin* (‘xedusive consideration

of the Cabinet; but it will Ik* open to tlu* Committee* to review

the expenditure and to indicate the economi(‘S which might be

efTe(;ted if ])artieular policies were either adopted, abandoned or

iiiodilied.'’

The date of the refor(‘nce is not stated, but (he Committee

seems to iiave got to Avork in August 1921. At sf)m(* date after

its appointment the Chancelh'.r of the Exchequer asked it
‘‘ to

aim at economies which in the total wamld effect a reduction

of ex])enditiire of 175 millions.** In otlu'r words it Avas asked

to advise how" the Estimates for the Supply SerAiees for 1922-23

could ho pared (low n to 428 millions.

The appointment of tlie (\mimittee Avas greeted Avith loud

eritieism. It Avas asked Avhat qualiheations five eminent

authorities on transport by sea and land possessed for judging

hoAv much the British Gov(*rnmeiit should spend on its Auirious

S(u*vices. Sir Erie (Jeddes was accused of having been ]iims(df

a “ master-spender ’’ as Minister of Transport, and his selection

as an economy expert Avas regarded as a piece of cynicism. In

some quarters the (Vunmittoe Avas denounced as \inconstituti(mal,

though it had no exeeulive poAvers, and there is no reason

—

quite the contrary—w'hy tlu^ CliaiKK'llor should not get assistance

and advice from any source. Finally, it aa^s asstn’ted that the

Committee W'as a device to shelve the (pieslioii and pacify the
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taxpayer while action was deferred. When it was known that

the Committee had reported, the public was left for some time

in doubt whether the Report would bo publislied. When the

Reports were ultimately issued they had a wonderful reception.

The first editions were rapidly sold out in spite of their very

high price. Previous criticisms R^ere forgotten and tlie Report

and its authors were covered with general approval.

Fortunately for itself the Committee was not called upon

to express an opinion as to ho\v much the country could afford

to spend upon Government—its taxable capacity—nor how

much Government ouglit to pay to carry on its business with

efficiency, nor wdiat business Government should attempt to

undertake. Its problem was simpler. Given a figure of 42S

millions as the amount to be raised for Supply Services, how

should the total be divided among the Departments of the State ?

The answer could not be worked out i)i vacuo. It was not

possible to say, c.f/., tliat having regard to our national require-

ments and to the armed forces of other eountries, a sum of so

many millions sliould suffice for the naval, military find air

forces. Th(‘se were already in being with c(‘rtain commitments,

rents, contracts, and other liabilities not to bo immediately

cancelled except at lieavv cost. The empirical process was

indicated. ITow mucli of the pn'sent and proposed expense

can be reduced at once ? Upon this branch of its inquirj^ llie

Committee was advised by ({overnment that it might act upon

the assumption that no great war was to be anticipated within

the next tcji years. Fven hen', liowever, its ])roblem vas

relative and not absolute. Aiming at a total of millions,

it was practically cofnpelled to divide its proja)sals for retrench-

ment into fractions of 100 millions. It may sah'ly bo asserted

that, given a free hand, it could and would have made* recom-

mendations for a larger cut than that j)rcscrib(‘d.

The methods tlu' (\unmitteo were practical and business-

like. It inquired how much was sjxmt l>y each Department

before the War, how much is now^ (Umianded, what changes

of circumstaiKHiS have affected requirements as compared with

19UI-14, and (to some extent) how far dofc'cts of organisation

are w^asteful and remediable. TJieir reports vividly show tlio

superiority of personal inquiry over the formal examination of

witnesses by Estimates and Select (Committees of the House

of Commons. To pass in review in six months the expenditure

of hundreds of millions of money upon multifarious services

is only possible by a sort of aeroplane flight over the country,
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which shows how the land lies. Photographs will give accurate

representations of salient details, and plotting out measurements

will yield some definite conclusions. In plain language cost-

accounting can be employed on a large scale and with good

results. But the small and intimate details are not revealed

l)y this bird's-eye view, and in public liiiance there are “ little

foxes that spoil the vines," little leakages in abundance which

make Gladstone s candle-ends and cheese-parings important

in the aggregate. This kind of work is only possible to spade-

working inspection. The work of the Geddes Committee needs

to be followed up b}^ some such body as President Taft's Com-

mission on National Economy and Efficiency.’' ^

The First Report, dated December 14, 1921, deals with the

lighting services, social sei‘Yiccs (Education, Health, Labour,

and Old Age Pensions), and the Ministry of Pensions. In the

lighting services overlapping and duplication throughout lead

to waste. Co-ordination is recommended in Supply, Transport,

Education, iMedieal and other ^Services under some supreme

authority such as a Ministry of Defence. The Navy Estimates

provide for man-power on a lavish scale. \Vithout in any way
interfering with the manning of the iighting ships of the Navy,

o/licers and juen might be reduced by 35,000. The Royal Dock-

yards are uiiduh^ expensive. There are many ways in which

economies could bo ell’ccted by employing the Jsaval Ratings

and Marines hold for mobilisation on the work now done for

the Admiralty h}" civilians and Metropolitan Police. The Naval

Estimates for 1922-23 should be reduced from 81 to CO millions,

and in the subsequent year still lower estimates should suffice.

Further reductions shouhl result from a jiulicious substitution

uf air-power, aetii^g on the proposals of the Washington Con-

ference for discontinuing the construction of four capital ships

(for wliich tJic Estimates provided 11*8 millions), lowering the

number of ships in full or ])artiaJ commission, and lessening the

provision for accumulating and storing oil reserves for tlic Fleet

a matter of high policy.

In the Army a reduction of 50,000 officers and men could

ho made in the Estimates without in any way reducing the

forces employed by the War Office on foreign service. Drastic

economies should be made in all tJic ancillary and auxiliary

services of the Army, which have been increased beyond what
the country can afford. Abnormal reserves of arms and cquip-

^ ail account of tho methods of this Commission stn* Higgs, Naitojuil

J^"cono7ny, 1917, passim.
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ment are stored, guarded and maintained at heavy and unneces-

sary cost. The introduction of new arms and corps and of the

Air l<\)r(*e, increasing our figliting efficiency, is not reflected

in corresponding reductions in other directions. I'he Army
Estimates should be reduced in 1922 23 from £75,197,800 to

55 millions, and more thereafter. No account is tak(‘n of further

possible reductions resulting from a review by the (h)vernraeiit

of our military rerpiirements at home and abroad. The Keport

recommends a reduction of the Air Force Estimates from 151 to

10 millions—the air units allotted to the Navy and Army to

be reduced by 8J scpiadrons.

Education, upon which 17*2 millions of voted monies were

spent in 1013-14, was estimated to cost 50-3 millions in 1922 23.

If we add the Local Taxation (Grants and the ex2)enditiire falling

on rates, tlio total is £103,<SS0,000. The Committee considers

that of recent years the national ex])enditure on Education has

far exceeded what the country can at prescMit afford. The cost

per pupil has increased unreas()nal.>ly. The system of subsidy

has trajisfeiTcd increasingly the incid(‘nco of cost from the

ratepayer to the taxpayer and decreased the tinancial respon-

sibility of those who actually spend the inojiey. 'the Board

of Phlucation is impotent to control expenditure or effect

economies, once the policy has been deten’mined, and Loc»l

Authorities have been urged into expenditure upon a scale

which they would not have confemplated if hdf fre(‘. The pay

and superannuatioji of teachers has been fix(*d upon an ill-

ailviscd and unconsidcred basis. I’lio grants for secondary and

higher Education are described as (*xccssive, and the (Vnnmittov

concludes by recomnuMiding a cut of 18 millions in this Estimate.

The Ministry of Health is more ienientlj- dealt with. Aiiarfc

from the Housing »Schejne, ‘‘ which is entailing a co.st to the

taxpayer of 10 millions a year for the next sixty years, “ and a

recommendation of a vigorous policy of sale of these houses

to reduce that burden, the Heport suggests only a reduction

of 21 millions upon the revised Estimate of 24^ millions. On

War pensions it rccoinnKUul.s a ref]uctir)n of 3-5 millions in cost

of treatment, parents' pensions, and administration. The

p]stimates for the Ministry of Labour and Old Age Pensions are

left unchanged, though possible economies are indicated in the

Labour Ministry, and it is recommended that the abolition of

that Ministry and of the Employment Exchanges should be

considered. In all the First Interim Report suggests specific

reductions of 70-3 millions in live public departments.
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The Second Report, dated January 28, 1922, and the Third

(final) Report, dated February 21, can be more briefly dealt

with. They propose further speeifle reductions in various Civil

Service and Revenue .Departnuuit Estimates, making, with

some adjustment of the First Report flgures, a total cut of

£80,844,175. The Committee expresses conlidence that more

than 13] millions can be slruck off from the Estimates of the

fighting services on the grounds stated at the end of its First

Keport. It is important to notice that the Committee says,

in effect,
‘‘ Here is your plan for a total of 428 millions to be

spent on Supxfly Services. But our suggested retrenchment is

a minimum. There are other reductions possible upon which

you sliould make further inquiry and take action.'’

The response of the CJovernment was to give (‘Ifect to reduc-

tions of 52 juillions only. The Coinniiltee proposed a reduction

of 21 juillions on tlie Navy, plus any savings arising out of the

Washington Conference. It allowed 12 millions for four new

capital ships, which cannot be proceeded witli this year. The

Navy Estimates are luwei-tlieless I'educed only by IG millions

in all, or 4 millions if the new shqjs an^ excluded. As regards

the Army, a reduction of 2D millions was proposed, plus any

reductions due to a revision of garrisojis abroad. Thv reduction

actually made is about ID millions, including adjustments of

garrisons on foreign service. The cut of 5] millions proposed

iu the Air Force lias be(*n redueeil by about one-half. Tlie

Nocial Services arc reduced by 11*7 millions instead of tile 22-7

suggested in the Reports. The other recommendations or

ecpiivalent reductions have for the most part been adopted, so

far as they were specilied by the (’ommittee, but its suggestions

of further cconomi(‘s liave apparently^ not yet been explored.

There is a general feeling that retrenchment has not been

sufficiently prompt, nor sufficiently drastic.

A few illustrative examples of waste and mismanagement
may be taken from the Reports. In the Transport Companies
of the Army the Committee finds 3 officers and SO of other ranks

for a service company of 20 four-wheeled vehicles. Of these

men there are 30 drivers or 1] per vehicle, and 20 cleaners,

besides 18 workshop personnel. “ We have ascertained the

figure with regard to the cleaning staff employed by large Omni-
bus Companies, and find the ratio in their case is approximately'^

DUO man for each five vehicles. In the case of largo double-

flecked trams, the ratio is only two cleaners for five cars. . . .

fhorc are 11,856 beds in Admiralty and War Office hospitals
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in this country, of which 6,336 are filled and 6,621 are unoccupied.

The accommodation at Ministry of Pensions hospitals is rather

under 14,000 beds, though Treasury authority has been obtained

for 15,000 betls, which was a great reduction on the demands
made by tlie Ministry. The number of these beds unoccupied

on June 30, 1921 was 2,400. Immediate steps should, in our

oj)inion, be taken to utilise spare accommodation in Naval and

Military hospitals for pensioners under treatment, thus enabling

buildings hired by Ministry of Pensions to be surrendered. . . .

Each patient in a Ministry of Pensions hos2)ital is costing on the

average lO**. lid, a day, whereas tJie capitation rate of civil

hospitals averages Os. a day. General surgical and medical

cases should, to a large extent, wo suggest, be treated cither

in civil hospitals or in Naval or Military hospitals. . . . Alto-

gether the taxpa5^er is providing 25,850 beds, and of that number

9,821 beds are unoccupied.” The Navy has enough ammunition

for “ twenty years’ consumption on the basis of tiio late War,

and yet it is proposed next year to spend close on two million

pounds on ammunition alone.”

The insouciance into which wo drifted during the War is

strikingly sliown by the two cases of pay and pensions of teaoJiers

and police. Tiic ju’esent scales of teachers' salaries were framed

by the Eurnliain Cojnmittee, formed of representatives of the

local authorities and the teachers. The taxpayer bears from

60 to 60 per cent, of the increased salaries granted as well as

the whole of any consequential increase in pension eliarges.

The bill for teachers’ salaries is now more than two and a lialf

times the jiro-w-ar figine. The Burnham Report provides that

if the official figure of the cost of living rises to a higher level

than 170 per cent, above pre-war costs, and remains ilicro for

six months, the scale sliall be open to increase. It omlls, how-

ever, any mention of reduction when cost of living foli'^. The

index number at tiie date of the Burnham Report (September

1920) was 161, whilst it is now 81. Reductions on the ground

of the falling cost of living have been accepted recently by merit

classes of the community, and this process is continuing.

cost of teachers’ pensions to the State in 1913-14 was £176,000.

It is now nearly tw^ci millions a year. “ The taxpayer pays the

whole pension bill, the Local Authority has control of the pay,

the ago of retirement and promotion of the staff, but no financial

interest in the pensions cost affected thereby—a most vicious

principle. The full cost to the taxpayer of the burden of teachers

pensions was clearly not appreciated when the arrangement
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was made; in fact, the Government Actuary was not consulted.

The accruing liability under this head may well amount ultimately

to 12 millions per annum/'

Tiic present scales of police pay are those recommended by

the Dcsborough Committee, which reported in July 1010. This

Committee recommended that tlie scales of pay of police should

bo standardised throughout Great Britain. The t)ercentage

increase amounts in some eases to 208 per cent, above pre-war,

in Industrial Boroughs to 148 per cent., and in the Melroi)olitan

police to 133 jier cent. The scales are not subject to any reduc-

tion on the grounds of cost of Jiving. In our oj^inion, there

is no justification for paying a constable in a rural county up

to £234 per annum and sergeants up to £202 per annum in

addition to the rent aid, boot allowances, free clothing and

gcjicrous y)ension terms which arc grantt^d to all members of

the police force. Their emoluments are excciydionally favourable

compared with outside rates in skilled occupations.” But the*

astonishing feature of the pay is that it is the same for County

und Borough ]K)lioe as for the ^Metropolitan force. How the

Treasury, which discTiminates carefully between the pay of

London and ])rovincial postmen, can have consented to extend

the i)ay of Loixlon police to the provinces is a mystery. Here

again, as in tiu' case of the teachers' i)ensions, there was no

actuarial estimate in connection with th(‘ Police Ptuisions Bill

of 1021 . AVheii a CJovernment Actuary is set up for such purposes

these costly lea])s in the dark ought not to have been taken

without getting his rejjort.

Space fails to add to those extracts. It must sullice to say

that they leave an iinj)ression that a central brain is lacking

in the control of our public expenditure. Tlie (bminiltee of

amateurs has giv<*u a lesson iu method to the professional

administrators. It makes them a present of the waste which

undoubtedly (wistod at the time of tlie base-line of lhI3-14,

and of (he great fall of pri(*es since the provisional Estimates

Were framed iu July last. It creates and eoniivms a conviction

that we are s])ending large sums of ])ubhe money for no useful

purpose. It is not surprising that another Gommittee is already

demanded by the public, Avhosc ignorant patience of taxation
*

giving way to an enlightened im])atienee, or that the Indian

Government lias rccpiosted Lord Incheapc to jireside over an

inquiry into the possibilities of retrenchment in India. Vast

dumps and stores of war cquiimient and material, covering large

areas, filling huts and buildings, costing money to guard, check,

No. 126.—VOL. XXXII.
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audit, and subject to risks of depreciation, esial)lislnnents at

Woolwicli, Waltham and Eniield ke])t going on unromunerativc

work “ in case of emergency," are like insuring against earth-

quake and neglecting the less remote danger of loss from fire. The
financial emergency is upon us. A reserve of financial power is

surely of the first importance even as a preparation against war.

The Chancellor, having failed in his duty to make more
substantial reductions in public expenditure, was confronted with

a diflicult Budget. The enormous stocks of surplus war stores,

bought out of borrowed money and sold for hundreds of

millions, spent as annual revenue since 1918, are coming to an

end. Tlie outlook for taxation on the existing basis is alfected

by the depression of trade, industry and commerce, and by the

operation of the three years' average for profits whieh will iiow

include one bad year. The debt to the United States will require

•a beginning of payments this year, tliough only six months'

interest—approximately 25 milliojis sterling. Indirect taxes arc

falling off. Any additional tax burden is unthinkable. If

taxation is not reduced the j)ublic indignation will boil over.

How then to solve the problem i

Opening his Budget on the ist of May, the (Chancellor statecl

the outturn of 1921 -22 as compared with the Ibidget estimate :

llevenuc; estimated 1:1,210,000,000, realised 1:1,124,880,000

Expenditure; ,, £'1,130,000,000, aetual £ 1 .079 , lS 7
,
0t»()

Surplus „ £80,000,000, „ £45,0934)00

The National Debt had increased from £7,574,358,000 nii

the 31st :Mareh, 1921 to £7,054,500,000 on tlu^ 31st March, 1;)22,

owing to the issue of the 3^ per cent. Conversion Loan which

increased tJie nominal total debt, but not the annual debt burden.

The external tlebt, floating debt, and early iiiaturing debt had

been much reduced, s(; that it has been possible to jcmIucc tlic

estimate for interest and managtunent of debt from 352 millions

in 1921-22 to 335 juillions for the pnvsent year. On the existing

basis of taxation the revenue for 1922-23 was (estimated at

956*f3 millions, of wliich 90 millions are special n^venuo. The

total expenditure, exelusivo of debt redeinj)tion, is estimated

at 910 millions, made uj) of £303,438,000 for Consolidated Eund

Charges and £540,031,000 for Siijiply Services. In this total

of 910 millions are included £01,200,000 for sj)ecial exptmditm’o,

and 25 millions for cf>nii»ig(mei(^s. Various Irish servi(!es arc now

omitted. The total amount is not elear; but over 23 millions of

expenditure arc spccifictl in the memorandum on Civil Service
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Kstimaies (11. of C. 32, of 1922) as transfoiTCMl from the IiTij)erial

Parliament. When we get the true figure we shall be better able

to compare the expenditure of the past and the present year.

The Chancellor proposcrl to reduce the standard rate of

Income-tax by l.s. in the pound, which means roughly by one-sixth

--those who now pay 3.s*. to pay 2,s\ 6r/., while the full standard

rate becomes r),s'. instead of (Is. The duty on tea, coffee, chicory,

and cocoa to bo reduced by one-third as from the lotli May.

Imperial growths enjoy a preference. The duty on China tea

now becomes 8d. per pound instead of a shilling, while imperial

teas will pay OfjfZ. i)er pound. Coffee and cocoa will now pay

4d. per pound. Postal and telephone charges are reduced.

Postcards reduced from lb/, to Id. Printed papers, subject

to certain conditions as to hours of posting, reduced from Id.

to Jd. on packages not exceeding I oz. in weight. Letters

(minimum weight) reduced from 2d. to IJd. Reductions in

telephone charges amounting to about 1 million a year. Agri-

cultural land to be assessed for Income-tax at its annual value

instead of at twic(' that amount, and amenity lands at one-third

of the annual value. The estimated cost of these concessions

for the year is—Incojiic-tax, etc., 3.5-2 millions; tea, coffee,

etc., 5 millions
;

postal charges, £5,050,000. Some minor

changes are promised to meet Income-tax hardships and defects.

Sunday postal collections (but not delivenaes) are to be restored

at a cost of about a quartcT of a million for the year. On the

basis of thes(‘ proposals the final balance sheet is : Revenue

£910,775,000; Kxpemliture £910,009,000, leaving a balance of

£700,000. Provision for Sinking Fund is not made, and the

amounts needed to meet tlu* statutory requirements in respect

of Victory Romls, j)er ceid. (\)nvc*rsion Loan, etc.- probably

30 to 35 millions—will have to be borrowed during the year.

These are tlie main features of the Rudget, which has been

fittingly described as a makesliift. The gravity of over-taxa-

tion is recognised in the Rudget speech. “ Nearly every item

in Customs and Rxcise lias fallen oil in yield in llie last three

or four months. The opinion I have formed is tJiat while con-

sumption kept up ill a remarkable degree during the course

of the year 1921, the savings of the people gradually became
exhausted, and the spending power is now curtailed.'

' “ Unem-
ployment is widespread. It is breaking the hc'arts and embittcr-

uig the lives of hundreds of thousands of our workmen. The

professional and middle classes are enduring jirivation to-day

such as they have never before had to face.
" “ Tlie evils of a

^9gli Income-tax in relation to commerce and industry have
t2
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been emphasised and confirmed by our recent experiences.”

But the problem is attacked at the wrong end. In 1918 Mr.

Bonar Law, as Chancellor of the Exchequer, forecast our post-

war Budget at 650 millions. A year later his successor, Mr.

Austen Chamberlain, laid down a total of 766 millions for a

normal year. The present Chancellor only last autumn called

upon the Ccddes Committee to prepare figures for a total of

428 millions for Supply Services. The now Budget provides (after

excluding various Irish services) for an expenditure of over 910

millions, of which 546*6 millions are for Siip[)ly Services. The
conclusion is inevitable—there lias been and still is dcploralile

slackness in retrenchment. It is of no use to pay glowing

tributes to the strength of the patient and to the wonderful

vitality which has enabled him to survive such drastic bleeding

in the past year, nor to point out with pride the reductions

which have been cfTocted in expenditure. We should rather

view with contrition the Imge experKliture wJiich remains. Part

of it is due to bad politics, part to lack of knowledge and lack

of vigour in administration. A Budget is but a programme,

and programmes do not always work out according to ])hm.

It will be an agreeable surprise if contingencies do not require

more than the 25 millions provided for 8upf)lem('ntary Hslimates.

On the other hand, the fall of bonus may possibly bo much

more than is anticipated in the Budget. The imnusliato relief

to the taxpayer is very slight, seeing that the Income-tax instMl-

ment due on tlio 1st July will be collected at the old rate, and

the new rate will not bo applied till 1923. The remission of

£45,850,000 in the present financial year will amount to 20 millions

more in a full year. Tiie outlook for the 1923 -24 Budget is

black indeed, unless a much more vigorous policy of ndnaich-

ment is adojited and carried tlirougb. The (’Jeddes Beports

give us a foretaste of what might be atlaincfl by a pt«)perly

organised efficiency audit. A singlr (*.\pert Inspcctijr (general,

with two or three assistants, working on similar lines to the

Geddes Commission and reporting annually to the House of

Commons, would throw the soarchliglit of jiublicity and know-

ledge into the dark places of waste.

Expfinditure being wliat it (unjustifiably) is, the suspension

of the linking Fund, of wliieh we should be ashamed four or

five years after the Armistice, appears on the whole a lessor

evil than the maintenance of taxation at its old killing rate.

That we should have been brought to this pass is a terrible proof

of woeful mismanagement.

A word of praise is duo to the improvement in the White
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Paper (Financial Statement) 77 of 1022, which is much fuller

and clearer than usual. Little is heard of the concealed charge

of accruing interest on tlie National Savings Certificates, which

must now amount to a substantial liability. The decision to

make Departments pay for Post Olficc telegrams is a retrograde

step. Jf extended to stationery and other charges we shall

soon see not only a complication of accounts, liut an array of

clerks engaged in correspondence with each other over questions

of excessive charges, inefficient service, and similar matters,

without any corresponding benefit to the public}. Simplification

of the public services is so essential that a (liscr(‘ditcd and dis-

carded system of intcr-departraental payments ought not to be

lightly revived because of slight defects which cost more to

remove than the change is worth.

Tlie following is the ‘‘ final balance-sheet, 1922-23, after

alterations proposed by the Chancellor of the l^xehecpier ”
:

—

HSTJ n A'J’KL) H K\ KM' K.

Custoina £1

j

ICxciso . .

Total (uol

L'.triso 273,000,000

Mtitor Duties . . 10.()0e,t»o0

4s,ot)u,(too

Stamps .

.

Land 'tax, llousi* Duty,
atul Mimral Ki^hts

is,230,000

Duty
liicdjia’ Tax (iiududiri^j;

3,00(t.000

Super 'Fax) . . 32U,0(»0,(IOO i

Kvaess Piolils Duty, el e. 2 7. sot 1,000 i

EorjH)i'ati«»n Prolits 'Fax l!),730,0tU)
j

Total Itilaiul llrunoi' 44ri,S0tL000

Totat. UKCEirTs rrn»M
d\\xi:s £729,400,000

Pi>.stal Servie(‘ . . ,3ri,(Ui7,tMK) 1

'Felc/rrapli SiTvire r>,230,(M.K> 1

'Feleplioju? Sarvico 13,72S,OOU

Total Post Office 54.02."),000
1

Crown Lands .

.

Intoivst (Ml Sundry
750,000

*

Loans
Misccllanoous :

—

14,0t)0,000

Ordiniiry Receipts . . 22.000.000
Special Rc*0(‘ipts

Totae REC'EirTs riiOM

90,000,000

NON-Tax Revenuk £181,375,000

total revenue
Borrowings to moot Ex-
penditure cliargeablo

£910,776,000

«-gaiuat Capital £10,050,000

1 :s'rJMATED EX PEN 1)ITURE.

(’oNsin.ii) \ TKi) Find Skuvices.

National Del it Services £335,000,000
raviiaaits tor Xortlii'rn

lr(‘iand Rcsiduarv
Share. <'ti 2,500,000

Load Fmnl 10,000,000
I’avments to Jiocnl 'Fax-

atiiMi A<m •otnds, etc. 9,7SS.OOO
Land Sattli ‘intail. 3,500,000
Other 1 'onsolidatod

Fund Se rvict's 2,1)50,000

'Fotai. (.’oVSOMDATin)
I'l Nl) SKHVH'KS .

.

£363,438,000

Sv rvLY Si.nvu’F.s.

Arinv 02.300,000

Navy .

.

04,SS4,000

Air Force 1().S95,000

Civil Service
Customs and ExcIm' and

Inland Revenue De-

317,45.>.000

partments 12,275.000

Post DOice Services .

.

l*i'ovisi«.Mi for Sii}'>plc-

53,822,000

moiitury J'.stiinates .

.

25,000,000

Totae Si iM’TA' Si: ft-

VH’ES £546,631,000

TOTAI. KXVKNDI-
TVHE .. 910,069,000

Surplus .

.

700,000

TOTAL £910,775.000

Exiwndituro Chargeable

iigaiiist Capital £10,050,000
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Since the above article was written a letter from Sir Henry

Gibson has appeared in The Times (May 18, 1922) recommending;

that the House of Commons should appoint a Select Committee

on the lines of the Geddes Committee with power to aj^poiiit

from outside suitable persons to serve on sub-committees and

an expert secretariat. The ability and long experience of Sir

Henry Gibson as Comptroller and Auditor-General lend great

weight to his assertion that a staff at no greater cost tlian £10,000

a year would adecpiately perform the duties contemplated and

bring about economies out of all proj)ortion to its cost. “ The

House of (Ammons should assert itself in this matter, and dis-

regard the threadbare objections put forward by Ministers,

such as the weakening of Ministerial responsibility and the

sapping of Treasury control. Ministers of spending depart-

ments require all ])ossible control, and the Tn'asury, even in

its palmiest days—as atlmitted by its nqn’esentatives in evidence

—has never been able to exercise an adecpiate cheek on tlic

demands of the lighting services.'* An Kxaminer of Estimates

is, in my <)])inion, l(‘ss lik(dy to be useful than an Examiner of

jmst and jn’esent waste. To tell the Minister of War, e. (/., that

the Arm}" has live cleaners of vehicles where one would do is a

measure of assistance rather than “ control.*’ An e.r posl faHo

study of expenditure which reveals waste is more im])ortant and

more practical than scrutiny of future and possibly new require-

ments.

OBITUARY

riiOFEssoii *SiK EinvAKi) Gunner

Tjie death of Professor Sir Edward Carter Kersey tlonner

on the 25th February last is a severe loss to economic science,

and will be regretted by a very large circle of friends and of

colleagues in his academic; and administrative work. It ocjcurred

very suddenly as a re.sult of a short illness attacking him at a

time when he seemed to be in the best of health.

Conner was one of the economists whom Oxford, in spite of

having till recently given scanty recognition to economic studies

in its curriculum, has contrived from time to time to produce.

His first tcacliing appointment was at University College, Bristol,

in 1885. Thence he went to the newly founded University College

of Liverpool in 1888, and with successive changes in the status
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of the institution, of economic studies there, and of himself as

their principal teacher, remained at Liverpool till his death.

For the last thirty years lie had held tlic position of Brunner

Prof(^ssor of Kcononiic Science.

Latterly, a large part of Jiis time was spent away from Liver-

pool and in other than academic work. Very shortly after Lord

Rhondda’s appointment as Fo(jd Controller in the summer of

1017, Conner joined tlic statf of the ^Ministry of Food as Economic

Adviser, becoming later iJircctor of Statistics. He remained at

the Ministry during the whole of the rest of its existence, both

bef(jro and after tiic Armistice, and, aftiT* tlic transference of its

functions to the Board of Trader, continued to give such service

as was required. His impartiality, judgment, and knowledge of

affairs were recognised also as (qualifying him admirably^' to act

as an .Arbitrator in industrial disputes, and he was for some years

one of the Chairmen a 2)pointe(l for this pur2)ose by the Alinistry

of Labour in connection with the “ Committee cm Production,"'

which, starting in 1915 as a Committei‘ of Eiupiiry, became

ultimately the main instrument hu* (•()m 2)ulsory arbitration under

the Alunitions Act.

ConiKT s wi’itings covered many distinct secthms of the wide

field of E(?onoinics. In the domain of theory ho wrote in 1906 a

small but (excellent volume on ! nkred ami Saring, notable for its

full recognition of the c()m])lexity of motives to saving, while

one of his first publioati(.)ns was an edition of Ricardo’s Principles

of J^olitiral A'conowfj (
1 S!) I ). Anot Ikt early work, on The Socialist

State (1895), is (d a more ])opular character, while his (.Commercial

(Jeo(jraphii (IS94) is frankly a school text -book. In writing of

The Social Philosopluj of Podhertus (IS99) he made a valuable

contribution in >'et anotluT field. But it is as an economic

historian that lu* most (hdinitoh' made his mark. His account of

the modern (economic develo])ment of ({erinany (‘ontributed to a

History of (Germany in the M i netcenth i'entury by various writers

(1912) is an admirable short piece of work. His volume on

(^ommon iMnd and Ji^nclosnres published in the same year is the

main authority in this held, standing out, by its balance and

restraint, from a mass of biased and controversial literature, and

distinguished from most scientific work on the subject by its

completeness and by the length of the period covered. Dealing

with three centuries and not with a few’ decades only, Conner

shows, more eh'arly than any other writer, tlio continuity" of the

process of enclosures and, in a sense, its inevitahlo character,

(lonncr belonged to the iieriod before the high specialisation
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of Economics. He worked in many different fields. If thereby

lie diminished to some extent his chance of being remembered as

the ultimate autliority on a single, possibly obscure, branch of

his subject, ho is more likely to be remembered in other ways.

He was a man of affairs as well as a professor. He showed

this over many years of work in the development and adminis-

tration of the University of Liverpool. He showed it still more

definitely when tho sharpest test came of all men's abilities, in the

World War. In tJio Ministry of Food ho was an officer whom
Lord Rhondda, assuredly no mean judge either of men or of

affairs, distinguished not only by the greatest respect for his judg-

ment, but by marlvcd affection. To Gonner Lord Rhondda

spoke about tho problems, the schemes and the personnel of the

Ministry of Food more freely than to almost any one else, and

he was one wJio by broad tolerance, discretion, lack of self-seeking,

and appreciation of many different classes of men, most deserved

such confidence. Ho was one of tho men of academic training

w’ho most conspicuously made good in practical administration

during the War. This was deservedly recognised by the successive

honours of the C/B.E. and the K.B.E which he received.

At the time of his death he w'as only in his sixtieth year.

Though he might retire from active academic w'ork it looked as

if he had many years of reflection, of study, and of wu'iling l)eforc

him, and as if in tliose years he jnight have done invaluable

service to economics, by i>lacing on record some of his experi-

ences, and drawing lessons from his practical work in the War.

He was a member of the British Editorial Boai’d established

by the Carnegie Endowment for the purpose of securing tlie

profluction of an economic and social history of the War period.

His colleagues on tliat Board are only too well aware of his value

there, and of tho loss that they have suffered. He had compiled

a volume oJi Food Statistics, which will shortly bo publislujd by

that Phidowment, and w^as preparing, in collaboration, a Histo»‘y

of Food Control. Those who realise the difficulty of getting

adequate contemporary histories written, becauso it is seldom

that professors have the chance of doing practical work, or that

practical persons can write good books, will best un(h‘i‘stjiiid how'

much was to ])C Jiojjcd in this sphere from tlio fortunate eombimi'

tion of qualities which distinguished Gonner. His death was in

every way untimely: untimely since it defeated this hope;

untimely because it came at so early an age; and untimely as

the death, at whatever age, of such a man as Gonner, must seem

to all wlio have known him and who will miss in him one of tho
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most delightful and most desirable of companions, whether at a

Board of Examiners, or in a Food Council or on a holiday

expedition.

W. H. Beveridge

Henry Carter Adams

Henry" Carter Adams was bom in Iowa, December 31, 1851.

lie came of New England Puritan stock (in both sides. One of

bis ancestors on the paternal side settled at Cambridge, Massa*

chusetts, in 1623, His father was a member of tliat enthusiastic

group of Andover tlieological students wlio went in 1843, almost

on foot, from New England to the wilderness, as it existed in

Iowa in those early days, in order to spread the gospel. It was

this little “ Iowa band ” of Congrcgationalisis that was largely

instrumental in founding Orinnell College, the first college in

Iowa. Because of a past liberal donation from a Mr. Carter of

New England, which made possible the starting of the college,

Henry received the middle name of Carter.

Reared in the intense religious and intellectual atmosphere

of Puritan missionary life, ho was destined for the ministry.

He was delicate as a boy, and at one time it was even doubtful

whether he could endure the rigour of the Iowa winters and the

discomforts of frontier life. He was coin
2
)elled on account of

his physical condition to live mucli in the oiien, and for years he

traversed the rolling prairies with gun and horse, seeking to

acquire the strength which w'as so sorely needed, and laying

the foundation for that jiassionatc love of nature which charac-

terised liim ill later life. As a consequence, his early education

consisted almost entirely of the training in the languages that

his father was able to impart to him- -Greek, Latin, and Hebrew.

After a time, however, lie found it possible to go to Denmark
Academy and to attend Grinnell College, from which he graduated

in 1875. At that time he still intended to devote himself to

the ministry, and accordingly entered Andover Theological

Seminary in 1876, Then, however, moved by the spirit of the

age, he had his attention turned to social questions and he deter-

mined to study economic science, not so much for itself as

constituting an avenue through wliieh to reach his goal of ethical

reform.

It was now that by chance lie heard of the founding of a new
institution at Baltimore, the Johns Hopkins University. Having

determined to enter it, he wTote on a few days’ notiee an article

in competition for one of the new fellowships, and he was
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fortunate in being among tl»e ten, out of more than three hundred

applicants, to receive a fellowship. This took him to Baltimore,

which was a revelation to him. There it was that lie mingled

with the galaxy of remarkable men who were associated together

as teachers at Johns Hopldns; there it was that he first saw

something of the life of the factory worker; there it was that

he revelled in the opj^ortunities for music and art, for which he

had long been silently longing, but which he had been unable to

find in his country liome. Thus he developed into the man as

he was when we came to know him a few years later. After

attaining his doctor’s degi’ce in 1878, he decided to go abroad in

order to secure his advanced training in economics and social

science. He studied at Oxford, Paris, Berlin, and Heidelberg

for two years, and there ac(piircd a familiarity with the newer

metliods and outlook which were to difierentiate the young

acolytes of economics on their return to America.

Curiously enough, he was started out on his career through a

mistake. Andrew 1). White, the President of (‘ornell University at

Ithaca, New York, was at that time American Minister to Berlin,

and was exceedingly kind to tlie Anuuican students who weic

pursuing their work in Oermany. He had met Adams there,

but only casually; and when at a wat(‘ring-place in Gormatiy lie

sent for Adams in order to diseuss with him the jiossibility of

doing souKj work at (’ornell. He had, however, intended to

send for the other Adams—Herbert B. Adams, the historian -

and it was only after some little time that Henry discovered

the mistake. He did not, however, give up the fight. .Mr. Whit (3

was at that lime also interested in economic cpiestions, and

wdien Adams said he thought that he had a message to give to

the students at Ithaca, Mr. White asked liini to draw uj) a

syllabus. Adams worked all night and handed in his syUahiis

in the morning, witli the result that when he I’cturned to this

country, he received an invitation to deliver lecturos not only

at (Cornell, but also at Johns Hopkins and at MAcliigan.

It was during these years that he still pursued his main quest

of getting economics and ethics in some way to align themselves

together. Yet, it may he asked, how did it happen that his

first book slundd be devoted to a subject so uninteresting (as it

seemed at that time) as tliat of public debts? He told me the

story once - it is this; Adams was very ambitious and eagerly

desired to make a reputation. At the same time he knew that

his advanced viens on social reform were not wholly approved

by a great number of people. He therefore determined to seek
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a topic which would possess two characteristics—first, tliat

virtually nobody else in the country would know anything about

it; and second, that it would not involve any question of

radicalism in social policy. He cast about for some time and

finally selected this particular subject. I'liat explains why he

started out with public finance, and after five years’ strenuous

application made, as he had hoped, a ten-strike with his admirable

book on public debts, published in 1887.

In the meantime, lie had never forgotten his first love. One

of his very earliest papers
—

“ The llelation of the State to

Industrial Action ”—was originally an address which was

delivered before a club in New York in trying to make the

lawyers and business men realise the close connection of economics

and ethics. When i)ul)lished as a monograph by the American

Kconomic Association in 1880 it at once made a profound impres-

sion. He empliasisc'd what has now be(‘ome a commonplace -

the need of raising the level of competition. This desiie to make

people realise that tliey move upward and onward solely through

moral achicvcunent, can b(^ illustrated by an inqxntant episode.

Dui’ing the early days of the (Jould railroad strike in 1880 there

was to be at (Cornell University a discussion of the subject.

The ('iiginoer wlio had been invited could not be present, and

at a moment’s notice Adams was asked to step into the breach

and address the students, lie spoke in liis accustomed lucid

way, and, as ho afterwards put it, he said it was the first time he

had ever talked to so large an audience with a realisation that

he Avas making an impres.sion, and that his audience Avas being

influenced by his oi)inions. Unfortunately, tiie daily papers

took the matter up and, in their usual fashion, gave a distorted

version of his talk. The upshot Avas that Mr. Henry Sage, tlie

great benefactor of Cornell, came to President Itdiitc and said ;

‘‘ This young mati must go. He is iindennining the ati v founda-

tion of society.” President White very reluctantly concluded

that he had no alternatm> V)ut to aiM[niesce. The alumni at

once desired to make a test case. But Adams refused to alloAV

this. It is to the everlasting credit of IVesident Angell that

immediately after this episode he extended to Adams an iiiAdtation

to associate himself permanently with .Michigan University. As

a consequence Adams packed his tents and AvithdrcAv silently

from Cornell. Four years later he received from the Cornell

Board of Trustees, of Avhich Mr. Sage Avas still a member, an

unanimous invitation to return. But he had hoav struck such

deep roots at Michigan that he declined the invitation.
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Adams’ subsequent career was a distinguished one. It was
now that ho gathered about liim a band of students who admired
and loved him. But he was soon called upon to render very

important public service. When the Interstate Commerce
Commission was organised in 1887 and Chief Justice Cooley was
summoned to tlie head, Cooley saw that one of the fundamental

objects to be accomplished was the collection of statistics. He
accordingly invited his young colleague, Adams, to Washington.

As we all know, by the end of the century virtually the only

thing that remained of the vast volume of labour attempted by

the Commission during tlic first decade of its existence was tlie

work that Adams had accomplished. Although section 20 of

the new hiw required annual reports from the railways and

prescribed the items that should be includ(Hl, the Supreme Court

hold that there was no procedure provided to enforce compliance

with the section and no penalty for refusal to comply. Moreover,

each carrier was keeping its own accounts in a ditTcu’ent way, and

it became exceedingly diOicuIt to formulate any accurate suni>

maries on such disparate material. ^\'hen the railway law of

1900 was under discussion in Congress, Brofcssoi* Adams succeeded

in inserting a much more drastic provision. Almost tio attention

was directed to tliis point, as the discussion in Congress was

centring around the far more important question of the rate-

making power. When the law went through, the railways found,

to their consternation, that reports had now to be submitted

under oath, witli severe penalties for non-compliance. Above
all, the commission was now given power to establish a uniform

accounting system for all the railways and to create a ))oai‘d of

examiners to see that tlie accounting regulations were obeyed.

This gave Adams his desired oi)portunity. A long series of con-

ferences now ensued with a committee of twenty-live of the

American Railway Accounting Association. Out of this there

gradually enuirged tlic uniform accounting system that wc now
have. Rrofessf)r Dixon, of Piinccton University, attended many

of these meetings and writes as follows :

“ The discussions w^cre frequently very earnest and tlic

tension was often severe, but always at the crucial point in the

discussion Mr. Adams would inject the right \vord and would

restore the temperature of the room to normal. >Sucli was his

kindly tact, and so great was their respect for his judgment and

his singleness of purpose that he almost always carried liis point.”

The uniform accounting system that Adams thus created was
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subsecj[uently extended to other public utilities and remains a

monument to his labours.

So great was the reputation that Adams acquired in this

way that he was summoned a few years later by the Chinese

Government to act as its advisor in working out for them a

system of accounting adapted to t he Chinese system of railroads.

Adams went to China in 1913 and continued for four years to

work out the system. Shortly after liis deatii the Chinese Govern-

ment sent a representative who placed, on Washington’s birthday,

February 22, 1922, on Professor Adams’ giave a monunumt and

memorial tablet to commemorate his services. The memorial

address was made by l)i*. F. (.'hang, a member of the Chinese

delegation to the Arms Conference at Washington. Herewith

are a few ^jaragraplis from tJie address :

“ No estimation of his services can l)e final without making
mention of the unique nature Vvhich characterised them and
which flowed from llie Iiigh ])uiposc and noble cliaractcr of the

man. China lias had many and varicfl advisers, who have
served relatively longer ^ears. Their results, however, have not

l)('en so monumental, and in soim? cases have not been happy.
Professor Adams, on the other hand, worked with and advised

tlie (Jhiiieso members of the Commission on the Unification of

Aci‘ounts, lielpcd tJieiii in tlu^ ])roduction of a body of rules, and
left the work (uitiicly in the iiands of the Chinese. Such dis-

interested s(‘rvlc(* and achievement commands universal respect

and the love of the ('hineso jieople.

^‘Though the problems of China were new to him, yet with

his scientific grasp and weight he had a thorough comprehension
of them, lie was also not lacking in human sympathies. He had
such an understanding of the Cliiiicse mind and ways that he

readily sympathised willi th(*m and found working with them
congenial and productive of good, llis efforts and contacts so

endeared liim to those with whom he workc'd that tliey not

only revered his knowledge, but also loviul him as a man. In
view of Cliina’s financial and economic lU’ohlcms, had he been
alive, tlie Chinese Chivernincnt would liave furl her occasion to

seek his services again.

“The relation between America and China lias always been
friendly, and the feeling between the two peoples lias alwa5^s been
cordial anil kind. Professor Adams will stand out in liistory as

one who has strengtliened iliosc bonds which unite those two
nations, who has induced the feeling of confideneo between
nations and set the cxamjile for international co-operation and
advancement.”

Notwithstanding his busy life as a college instructor and as

Government adviser. Professor Adams always remained true to
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his oiiginal inclinations, as is evident from the fact that for

several summers he delivered lectures on ctliics and economics in

the Plymoutli School of Apj^lied Ethics, connected with tlie

Society for Ethical (Culture. Adams perhaps contributed as

much to the success of that school as any of tlie more specifically

ethical teac^heis. No one could associate with him, even for a

short time, without being 2)rofoundly influenced by his fine

personality.

A word may be added, in conclusion, as to his scientific achieve-

ments in public finance. His book on Public Debts, published in

1887, (piicldy became a classic. It was next followed by a more

comprehensive work. Adams was the first American scholar to

write a treatise on that topic. It is true, indeed, that, influenced

by his continental training, he made an unsuccessful attempt to

re-christen the subject, calling his book, after continental pre-

cedents, The Science of Finance. To-day, however, we wisely

distinguish between public finance and private finance. So far

as the content of the work is concerm'd, however, it w^as a remark-

able 2)erformance, and like its j)redeccssor on Public Jkhfs, shot

through with the American sj)irit. Adams here again very

clearly showed that he was, above all, a thinker. This w'as so

widely recognised that his colleagues elected him, after John

Bates Clark, to the Presidency of tiie American Economic Associa-

tion, thus confirming the general verdict that he w^'is after (.'lark

the ablest thinker of the time in this (‘ountry. His book on finance

is, indeed, an eminently thoughtful book. AVhitten a generation

ago, it is now somewhat out of date, but at tlie time it was a

2)athfinder. Had Adams had the o})portunity, had his attenlion

not been diverted to the other more insistent work, to which

allusion has been made, he would have continued in his chosen

field. Even recently, he told the wTiter as w(> talked over his

plans together—of his project for a mnv edition of his book.

never lost interest in the j)roblems of J^ublie Finance. Ho felt

convinced that they were the most imj)ortant questions that

confronted us. Yet because of his other ])r(\ssing engag(‘ments,

he was unable to maintain in the sciences the j)rimacy which he

had so quickly achieved.

Yet as I look back upon the many years of intimate association

with him, I should say that far more important than the scientist

was the man. He possessed remarkable qualities as a friend -

not to speak of those as a husband and as a fatlicr. He endeared

himself to everyone wJio knew^ him, and his students, above all,

had the greatest i)ossible affection for him. This is evident from
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the tributes j)ai(l to him at the memorial meeting held in his

honour at the reeeut Pittsburgii session of the Amei icaii Economic

Association, which will shortly be ])nbli8hod.

When the history of Economics comes to be AVTitten, I think

it may be said without peradventure of doubt that Adams will

occupy a place in the forefront of the ranks of American

ocononiists. In public finance, in railroad transportation, in

industrial regulation he made notable and i)crmanent contribu-

tions to economic science. To those ivho were privileged to

enjoy his friendship, Henry Carter Adams will ever remain the

embodiment of all that is gracious and loyal and line.

Enwix li. A. Seljuman
( ’()/umhia Universilyy

April 15, 1922.

Current Tones

The following have been elected to membership of the Royal
Economic Society :

—

A]i]erican Geograpiiical Society.

Barber, A. V.

Belshaw, H.

Brown, 0. H. J.

Bruguier, Dr. C.

Rrumicr, Lionel & Co., Ltd.

(compounders).

Buxton, W.
(,-houdhari, D. (1.

Clark, Sir filrnest, C.B.E.

Clark, L. D.

( V.)ckr(dt, J^]. A.

Coyajee, N. H.

Dix, A. N.

Elsas, Dr. M.
Elston, J. S.

Eederal Reserve Bank of San
Erancisco (compounders).

Eorsyth, D. A.

George, Mrs. M. J).

Hobson, A. S.

Howland, F. W. S.

Islamia College, Ijiihore.

denkiiis, E]. I.

Kemshed, D. S.

King, A. \V^ Waterlow.

Knight, Prof. V. 11.

Knight, P. A. R. (life).

Knox, W. E.

Lancaster, H.

Lawley, h\ E.

Jjazard Brothers Co., New
York.

Ue, W. W. (life).

Lipson. E].

JMactaggart, Miss C. S.

Masuclii, Y.

Mawas, Dr. A.

Mellersh, H. E. L.

jMenon, A. (1.

^lohideen, C. S.

.Morris, AV. E.

Misra, L. N.

Mukerjee, S. (life).

Mustoe, N. E.

Naish, H. W., M.B.E.

Otter, H.

Palmer, .1. B.
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Pink, H. J.

Rao, B. R.

Rees, W.
Richardson, J. H.

Robinson, H. M.

Russell, A. W.
Sato, K.

Scott, H. C.

Scott, J. P.

SpruiU, C. P., Jr.

Stuart, T.

Thompson, G. F.

Towers, J. (life).

Venkataraman, V. A.

Walker, T. C.

Wallett, N.

Wood, P. R.

Williams, D. 0.

Wills, F.

Young, E. Marshall.

The following have been admitted to library membership :

—

University of Soutliern California Library ;
University of Syracuse

Librar}^; Russell Sage Foundation Library; Radcliffe College

Library, Mass.; Massachusetts Institute of Technology Library;

Carnegie Free Library of Allegheny, Pittsburgh
;
Yale University

Library; University of Toronto Library; Provincial Library,

Victoria, B.C. ; State Agricultural Library, Wageningen, Holland

;

Union des Fonctioniiaires du Ministre des Finances; Detroit

Public Library; Mihvaidice Public Library.

The Britisli Association meets this year at Hull, and not at

Edinburgh, as announced by a slip in the March Journal.

The “ Manchester Guardian (.'ommercial ’’
is publishing a series

of Special Sup])lcmenls on liccohstnuilon In Europe un<ler the

editorship of Mr. J. M. Keynes. Number one deals primarily w ith

the Foreign EAchanges, number two with 8hi])ping and Inland

Water Transport, and number three wdth the Genoa ( onfin’ence,

Textiles, and Austria. Number four will deal with Russia and

Oil; number five with the National Finances of Europe and

Tariffs. The leading authorities of all countries are contributing.

An important feature of the Supplements is the publication of a

“ Barometer ” and (Jiarts of Business Conditions prepare'! at the

London School of Economics under Professor Bowlcy.



RECENT PERIODICALS AND NEW BOOKS

Journal of the Royal Statistical Society,

January, 1922. The Progress of British Agriculture :—Presidential

Address for 1921-22. Sir Henry Rew. A larger quantity of

food was probably being produced at the outbreak of war than
at any previous period. A recovery from the set-back due to

the war, if not attained, may be hoped for. Industrial Morbidity

in Great Britain. E. A. Rusher. In the Miscellanea important
contributions to the theory and use of the Pearsonian test for

“ goodness of fit” are made by R. A. Fisher and G. Udny Yule.
March. Some Current Financial Problems, 11. W. Macrosty. The

problems dealt with in the paper and in the subsequent dis-

cussion by Sir J. Stamp and others related mostly to credit

—

bank-credit, Treasury Bills, etc. The Federal Reserve System of
the United States. R. G. Hawtrey. A lucid account of the
reform in the United States Banking System. Wholesale Prices

of Commodities in 1921. The Editor of the Statist. The
Sauerbeck (total) Index-number was for 1921, 155; for 1920,

251; for 1913, 85 (for 1867—77, 100). Francis Gallon. Sir
Henry Rew. A centenary address.

The Quarterly Review.

Ai’HIL, 1922. The Problem of Modern Industry. A. E. Zimmern.
Nineteenth-century Socialism has failed. Guild Socialism and
Syndicalism arc unworkable. Leisure, secured by shorter hours,

will not much benefit the factory worker, “ too tired to love or

hate,” after his *' dehumanising ” work. Recalling Ruskin and
Morris, the writer ho|X's for a transformation from the motive
of jirofit to that of service. Aiming at freedom defined as the
” continuous possibility of initiative " (Graham Wallas), he recom-

mends establishments like the York Cocoa Factory, team work,

change of employment, publication of profits, removal of stigma
from certain occupations—which may be accomplished by
industrial conscription as conceived by William James and
practised in Roumania, Prospects of Agriculture. Sir Henry
Rew. Refen’ing to recent publications, oflicial and other, Sir

Henry regards the alleged failure of the present system to main-
tain production as not proven. Whether the system should be

retained depends on the adoption of certain readjustments.

7^he Contemporary Review.

April, 1922. The Private Use of Money. Prof. A. C. Pigou. A
guide to conduct. Free Trade and the Wheat Supply. Lord
{Sheffield.

No. 126,

—

VOL. xxxn. 0
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The Banker's Magazine.

May, 1922. Rdnctance to licccive. Harold Cox. Bastiat’s Petition

of the Candle Makers is applicable to those who apprehend that
receiving an indemnity will be injurious to homo industries;

since there is no danger of its coming with a rush. Inter-Allied

Debts and Reparation Payments. ¥. C. Goodenough.

The Irish Economist (Dublin).

February, 1922. This number is No. 2, vol. vii., of the quarterly
which used to be known as Belter Business. It has now changi^l

a name which, though taken from, did not adequately suggest,

Sir Horace Plunkett’s formula for the Co-operative ideal :
“ Bettci’

farming, better business, better living.” The present number
contains Matters of Moment, Paul Guegan. On Irish eggs.

The Co-operative Movement of To-day, Henry W. Wolki'.

The movement is specially promising in Germany. The Irish

Pig Trade in 1921. T. P. Smytu. The Woinan with the Basket.

Margaret Llevvei.yn Davies. The problem of connecting

consumers and agricultural combination may be solved in Ireland.

Co-operation in Roumania. Diarmid Coffey. Co-operative Pro-

duction, V. Cruise O’Brien.

International Labour Review (Geneva).

April, 1922. A Thirty-year Experience in Industrial Democracy.

John P. Frey. The experience of industrial self-government in

the store industry of the United States. The creation of eJoint

Committees in 1891 has eliminated strikes and loeks-out. In-

dustrial Welfare Work in Great Britain. Elizabeth 1). Xevv-

coJiB. The relations of welfare work to Whitlc^y Councils and
IVade Unions, the promise of the work to act as a lifik between

employer and employees, arc set forth by the President of the

Welfare Workers’ Institute. Collective Agreements in Germany.

The system of bargaining between associations of employers and

groups of workmen which has greatly developed since the war

tends to industrial peace.

May. Vocational Guidance. E. Gauthier. Accident Prevention by

the United Slates Bureau of Mines. H. Foster Bain.

Quarterly Journal of Economics (Cambridge, Mass.).

February, 1922. Agriculture in Eastern Europe. E. Dana Do rand.

Population in excess of the available land as now cultivated was

the main cause of pre-war poverty, and damps the bo])c of re-

covery from the losses and discouragements due to th(? war.

An E.rtension of Value Theory. David Fetday. Tii<* classical

theory is moribund. Actuarial deU;rmination of the present

value of future receipts, valuation for purposes of rate-making

and for other purposes arc not identical with prices. Inter-

national Trade under Depr&cialed Paper : The United States,

1862-79. F. D. Graham. 'J’Jie theory of international trade,

propounded by Prof. Taussig in the Quarterly Journal, May,

1917, is verified by an examination of commodity prices, inter-

national loans, wages and other economic phenomena. Enforce

par Remittance under the Federal Reserve System. Colston E.
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Warnb. The Rent of Mineral Lands. J. E. Orchard. Referring

to leading economists, the writer argues that only that part of

the royalty which is compensation for the mineral taken from
the land enters into price, and inquires what would be the clTect

of abolishing royalties.

American Economic Review (Cambridge, Mass.).

March, 1922. The Economises Spiral. J. 11. HorLANOEK. The
inlluenee of economists has undergone vicissitudes

;
it was unduly

small in America during the late war. The State of our National
Finances. E. R. A. 8elicman. If the “ mad race for arma-
ments is stopped and budgetary economy is practised a sound
fiscal system may be anticipated. Business Teacliinq by the Case
System. W. B. DoNHAAf. Social Studies in Secondary Schools.

Committee ox I'eachtno of EconOxMIcs. The Revenue Act of

1921. Roy G. Blakey.

Journal of Political Economy (Chicago).

December, 1921. The English Building dnilds. Garkteli) V. Cox.

An a[)praisement of the experiment. The Limitations of Foreign

Credits. H. G. Moulton. Large extension of American loans

to Europe is deprecated. Proposed Reforms in the System of

Food Distribution. R. Camp.
Eebiujary, 1922. Social Studies in Secondary Education. Colleolvte

Schools of Business. The Revolutionary Cycle in Syndicalism.

D. B. MacGibbon. The Incidence of Compulsory Insurance of

Workmen. It, Gunnison Brow n. The premiums arc paid out of

wages. The Economic Importance of the Commercial Paper House.

W. McAvoy. 7'he Psychology Course in. Business Education. Z.

ClARK Dickinson. On the use of p.syc}iology in business. New
York Bank Reserves and Loan Rates. L. H. Seltzer and S. L.

Horner. The correlation between the two phenomena is calcu-

lated after the manner of Pease Norton.
April. Succession Duties in (Uinadian Provinces. W. C. Keirstead.

77ie Minimum Wage in Canada. Kathleen Derry and Paul
]{. Douolas. The laws and rulings in live States which have
adopted the minimum wage are analysed. Recent Cases in Price

Maintenance. W. H. Spencer, H. Carter Adams, S. L. Bio flow
and others. French Finances and Economic Resources. W. E.

Atkins. Russian Wage Systems under Conmunism. Amy Hewes
There is much in the systems that is objected to by labour in

capitalistic countries.

Political Science Quarterly (New York).

March, 1922. A Progressive 7'a.c on Bare-land Values. J. R. Com-
mons. Sources and Methods in Economic History. W. L. Wester-
mann.

Journal de Economistes (Paris).

February, 1922. La Banque de France. Yves Guyot. Le progrh
briUinnique en psychologic industridlc. C. B. Stiles. Referring
to Lord Henry Beniiiick's and other works on Industrial Fatigue
to the Whitley Committee, etc. Le rdle de Veiat aux Colonies.

R. Doucet.
u2
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March, 1922. Questions de 'TIngenu** Yves Guyot. On the
inconsistencies of politicians respecting Reparation, Protection,

etc. Marine militaire Budget et arsenaux. H. le Marquand.
Emprunt du credit National en 1922. A. Barriol ct I. BROCiit;.

Bureau of Labour Statistics (Washington), No. 285 : Minimum-
wage Laws of the United States. Lindley D. Clark, Washington.

April. Le petide. Yves-Ouyot. La perspective des finances nation^

ales hritanniques. W. M. J. Williams. Considerations nouvelks

sur les pensions de guerre. J. Velay.
May. La Russie, VAllemagne et M. Lloyd George a la Conference de

G^nes. Yves-Guyot. La diminution du cowl de la vie. X. X.
Chronique de Vinflation. J. B. Legros. Referring to the Financial

Commission of the Genoa Conference; and criticising the plan

for the stabilisation of the European Exchanges proposed by
Mr. Keynes in the Supplements on Reconstruction in Europe,

published by the “ Manchester Guardian.’*

Revue d'Economie Politique (Paris).

January-February, 1922. La co-operation. Charles Gide. Tlio

first lecture of a course on the History and Doctrine of Co-opera-

tion by the occupant of a new Chair at the College de France
founded by Co-operative Consumers’ Societies. Jj introduction

du franc en Alsace et en Lorraine, I. W. WrrriCH. La Con-

vention du 7 December, 1921, et le jjrobUme de V union Latine va fk

Suisse. G. Paillard. The writer, a professor at the Univvrsity

of Lausanne, considers the monetary situation from the Swiss

point of view. Uor du Transvaal. L. Baudin. The causes of

the recent decrease in the production of gold in the Transvaal

are examined.
Marcu-April, La famine russe et ses causes. S. Zagorsky. Th(3

present famine, far exceeding the partial and local dearths whicli

used to recur regularly, is largely due to the diminutio!i of the

surface sown and other economic causes resulting from the Soviet

policy. Contributions aux theories du capital et du revenu. Cn.

Bodin. Prix-valeur. Pierre Struve. An extract frojn a

Russian work on economy and prices
;
forming a sequel to articlos

which appeared in the May-June and July-August niimbors of

the “ Revue.” Uessor des co-operatives de consommateurs en France

depuis 1913. B. Lavergne.

Revue de VInstitut de Sociologie (Brussels).

March, 1922. Le.s institutions dejt primitifs Australiens. Nadink

IvANiTZKY. A posthumous work embodying the results of the

best authorities. Les jmx solidaires. M. Ansiaux. Inde-

pendent price is almost a fiction of the schools. 'Idio writer

exemplifies correlated prices, substitutes, joint demand and

joint production.

Jahrbiicher fur NcUional Oekonomie und Siatistik (Jena).

January, 1922. Gustav Schmoller cds Sozidoge. H. Herkner.

Liefmann*s rem-physiches System der Volkswirtschaft. R. Stelz-

mann.
February. Das Gerechligkeils-problem in der Besleuerung. E. H.

Vogel.
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March, 1922. Der Geist des neuen SoziaMemokralischen Programmes,
P. Kamfffmeyeb. Adam Mudler : Stoats- und Gesellschaftslehre.

p. Lenz. Flvgverkehr und Wirtschaft, II. Martin Muller.
The “ rentability ” of the flying business—the relation between
the cost and the price of the service, and the role of the State,

are considered. iJie Brotpreise und Kosten des Emahrungsbedarfer
in Berlin im Jahre 1921. The immense rise in the price of cereal

products in 1921 over 1920 (and of 1920 over 1919) is exhibited.

April. Die Agrarfrage im deutschen Sozialismus der Gegenimrt. Dr.
Charlotte Leubuscher. A general feature of the modern
agrarian policy of German socialists is reversion from Marxian
conceptions to the older pre-Marxian Socialism. Lohti und
Leistung, W. Weddingbn.

Zeitschrift fiir Volkswirtschaft und Sozialpolitik (Vienna).

1922. Band I. 7-9 Heft. Das Ziel der Wahrungspolitik, Dr. Alfred
Amonn. (Intersiichung zu dem Grundgemtz der wirlschafilichen

\Verisrechnung

,

Dr. Hans Meyer. Die Arbeit in Sozialistischen

Gemeimvesen, Dr. Ludwio Mises. Das Verhdllnis von Ganzen
und Teil in der ((esellschaftslehre. Dr. 0. Spann. Produktionsu-

rnwege und Kapitalzins.

10-12 Heft, Prolegomena zu einer Theorie des okonornischen Daien.

R. Strigl. a foretaste of a forthcoming larger work. Die
siiiliche verwahrlosung der weiblicher Jugend. Carla Zaglits.

A treatise dealing with the causes and evils of prostitution, and
the methods of restricting it. Die statislischen Verhdltniszahlen,

Wilhelm Winkler. A statistical study.

Oiornale degli Ecoyiomisti (Rome).

January, 1922. II Cotone. G. Mortara. From the Prospettive

Economiche mentioned in the Economic Journal, 1922, p. 146.

Del diritto o del delitto di sciopero nei pubbUci Servizi. G.

Majoranza. On the right and wrong of strikes in the public

service.

February, 1922. JSeconomie italiana nel 1921. Luigi Amoroso.
A concise review of leading events, among which is prominent
the closing of the Banca Italiana di Sconto. The general situa-

tion is described as very unstable. Titoli Privati. Referring to

recent Italian legislation, ll protezionismo marittimo in Italia, V.
Epicarmo CoRBiNO. The services subsidised before the war,
the mercantile marine and naval industries during and since the
war, are the subjects of the 5th and 6th section of this continued
article.

March, 1922. / ''heneficii’' del produttore. G. Sensini. A study
in profits, said to be zero in free competition and a maximum
in pure monopoly. II protezionismo marilimo in Italia, VI.
Epicarmo Corbino. A proposito di demanda ed offerta del cotone.

M. Boldrini. Referring to H. L. Moore’s article on Empirical
Laws of Demand and Supply in the Political Science Quarterly,

December 1919.
April. SuUe differenze ra dati Statistici. 0. Mortara. Some useful

formulas relating to differences between two statistical quantities.
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Revista Nacional de Economia (Madrid).

1921, Tom XI. La 7iueva ley del Banco de Esjoana, L. Victor
Paret. In the management of the Bank there have been many
mistakes which it is hojjcd that the new law will correct. La
polifica Coinercial de Italia y el Arancel de 1° de Julio de 1921.
GuisErrE Prato. A specimen of Italian Protection. La classic

ficacion de los ingre^os en la hacienda espahda. J. M. Fabregas
DEL Pilar.

De Economist (La Hague).

February, 1922. liotnuson ids renlelrekker (II.). Prof. Dr. H. W. (J,

Bordewijjc. The dialectical inquiry whether Robinson Crusoe
was a receiver of rent is concluded.

April. Ilet Tnylorsleisel en de psychotechniek als grwndlagen dcr

^nenschen -economic. A. E. Van S^varloos. Scientific manage-
ment and tlie psychophysics of labour arc discussed. De Indische

financien. II. Van der Mandere. The finances of Dutch India
is the subject.

Ekonomish Tidshrift (Stockholm).

No. 12, 1921. Si)ecial number in honour of Professor Knut
Wicksell.

Objectivity and Subjectivity in the Theory of Value. L. Bort-
KIEWICZ.

The Legal Eight-Hours Day : Some of its Economic Asprefy,.

Sven Brisman.
MarshalVs Theory of Interest. Euoen Bohm Bawerk.
The Genesis of the Prevailing Depression. David Davidson.
The Effects of too low a Rate of Interest. Eli K. IIeckschkh.
Interlocking Directorates of Banks and other Joint Stock Enter-

prises in Sweden. Ovvar Josepiisson.

Communal Ta.ration and the Taxpayer's Interest. Erik Linda b/-.

The Theory of Interest. Carl Mender.
On the Period of Renewal in Forestry. Bertil Ohlin.
The Value of the Slumbering Millions. Curt Rothlieb.
Periodic Fluctuations in Foreign Exchange Rates. G. Silver-

stolpe.
Interest : the Interpretation and Application of the Word as a

Technical T'erm in Economics. Emil Sommarin.
A Study in Swedish Price-History. Karl Amark.

[The number includes contributions over the names of two econo?iiists

of note who are no longer living. In the one case, a letlcr from (‘arl

Monger to JIulim Hawerk, datod November 188-1, relating to a point in

the Theory of Interest seoin.s to have little relation to tl e ])artic*ular

purpose of this special nuinbor, although dealing w’ith a branch of Economic

TJicory to which iTof. VV’^ick.s(?ll ha.s devoted a good d(*ul ol oft cut ion.

Bdhrn iiawerk’s letter, addrcssetl to Prof. Wieksell, is also of some-

what romoto date, namely, tluly 1907, and sets out the wfitt i 's eriticisina

of Note XJII. in the Appendix to Marshall’s Principlvs.

The opening article, by Prof. L. Bortkiewicz, diseusses the rolaliotis

of cost and demand to value, passing in review the opinions of various

well-known writers.

In discussing the report of a Coinmitteo on the institution of a legal

eight-hours day in Sweden, Dr. Brisman comes to the conclusion that it

would result in reduced output and diminished national income, for which

anticipated compensation through improved technical knowledge and

organisation would not, in the circuinstancos of to-day, be realised.

Dr. Davidson challenges the view that the depression from which tno
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industrial world is suffering is traceable to a restrictive banking policy

in the United States. lie directs attention to the importance to the
problem of tho stocks of goods accumulated by the combatant powers,
while other stocks, immobilised through tho effects of tho war, were also

released after tho return of peace. With illustrations from the ease of

copper, tho action of producers in attempting to maintain the exchange
value of their j)roducb is also discussed. Without denying some irifluonco

to banking policy, tho course of events leading to the consumers’ strike

towards tho end of 1920 is claimed as showing that other causes were more
important.

Dr. Hockscher, in discussing tlie effects of a rate of loan interest lower
than tho rate which would equilibrate tho economic forces in ojicration,

proceeds from a somewhat forced hypothesis, which apy)(Mirs to affect

the validity of some, at least, of liis conclusions, lie assumes as tho
first effect an expansion of tho circulating medium, and then discusses

the effects of confining this expansion so as to affect only the j)urchasors

of capital goods. Deducing that a stimulus to tho creation of capital

goods would follow, ho arrives at tho r(*sult that an unduly low rate of

interest operates to stimulate saving (real saving, that is to say, embodied
in an increase of capital goods), yielding in this an effect similar to that

of high rates of interest. Carrying with it no self-correcting consequence,

too low a rate, according to tliis argument, gives results of a cumulative
character.

Josophason’s discussion of the mutual interest arrangements between
banking and business companies gToiix)S these in five (jlassos, and furnishes

a corresponding grouping of Swedish joint stock enterprises in 1903 and
in 1918, incidontally showing tho tendency to growth in the nuignitudo of

tlio capital of tlioso enterprises.

In tho discussion of local taxation and its relation to tho benefit

principle, or rather to tho tax-payer’s interest in tho local community
and its govornment, Dr. Xdndahl deals with conditions arising out of the
pnrticuhir local fiscal arrangements of his own country.

Dr. Ohlin’s discussion of tho maximum rot urn in organised forestry,

as dependent on tho period of growth, which he ilhist rales diagrummati-
cally, and some foaiurcs of which are expressed in algebraic formuhe,
suggests some important considerations from the praciiciil standpoint,
conclusions as to which must bo tentative until adequate statistical

material resulting from yiractical oxperienco is available.

The “ slumbering millions,” whoso valuation is tho topic of Dr. Rotli-

lieb’s article, are the contributions of nature to the })roductivo process,

as distinguislictl from labour and capital, ’i’ho economic doctrine of rent
is, in fact, tho tojiic of discussion.

Under tho title of Periodic Flucluntwnn in the Raten of Exchnn^e^
Dr. Silvorstolpo attempts to liml guiding threails in the maze of foreign

exchange variations, tho study of \vhi(*h has bi'cn forced ujion us by the
raTige and violence of market movements in recent years. It is not clear

that ho has .succooded in discovering new guiding principles. That the
course of events has directed increased at ten I ion to the importance of

iTedit in modifying tlie relatively short-period movements of the oxeliangcs
is, Iiowever, clearly true.

Dr. Sommariii’s subject is one the title of which fails to appeal to
Unglish readers, for it is not. in reality, the term “Interest” of which
bo discusses the economii^ use and sigiiincauce, but a (“ompound word,
fur whicli our language affords no corri'sponding single word. “ Yield
and (Capital ” not being a technical tenn with us, in the sense discussed,

the historical development of the use of the term appeals mainly to natives
of other lands.

Jly tho use of records of valuations used in assessments for market
purposes in a number of localities in Sweden, Dr. Amark has compiled
an index number of prices extending from 1732 to 1910. For years before
1822 tho number of articles quoted is 23, thereafter 24. A diagran^matio
comparison of English inovoinents (Jevoiis and Sauerbeck) and Swedish
shows a wide divergence in level before iSoO as compared with the later

period, when movomonts wore roughly similar in tho two countries.
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NEW BOOKS.

English.

Annual Register for 1921. Edited by M. Epstein. Longmans
1922. Pp. 180.

[This is the hundred and sixty-third volume of the hardy annual which was
founded by Edmund Burke in 1756. The old traditions are maintained under
the Editorship of Dr. Epstein. There is a review of politics at homo and abroad
during the year 1921. Literature and law, finance and commerce are included
in the comprehensive survey.]

Birck (Prof. L. V.). The Theory of Marginal Value. London :

Routledgc. Pp. 351.

Bonar (James). Philosophy and Political Economy in some of

their historical relations. (Third Edition.) London : Allen &
Unwin. 1922. Pp. 424.

[Of the new features in tlio third edition the most remarkable is a supple,
ment containing wise reflections on recent changes in economic policy.]

Bowrie (James A.). Sharing Profits with Employees. (Pitman’s

Industrial Administration Series.) London : Pitman. Pp. 222.

Copland (D. B.). Wheat Production in New Zealand : a Study
in the Economics of New Zealand Agriculture. Auckland : Whitcoinbc.

Pp. 311.

[Tho book is based on tho results of investigations made by students of

Canterbury University College proceeding to the M.A. degree in Economics.
{

Carr-Saunders (A. M.), The Population Problem : a study in

human evolution. Oxford : Clarendon Press. Pp. 516.

Darling (M. L.). Some Aspects of Co-operation in (jlcrinany,

Italy and Ireland. Lahore : Government Printing. 1922. Pp. 10.

Dillon (Dr. E. J.). Mexico on the Verge. London : Hutchinson.

Pp. 328.

[The chapters on the oil interest and the connected subject of taxation flaim

the economist’s attention.]

Fkny6 (Max). Hungary of To-day. Budapest : Hungarian

National Society of Agriculture (and other Bodies). Pp. 122.

[A description of the present economic conditions of Hungary propsied t y
several Hungarian Societies ; one of which, the Fabriennts, is inunnged by Max
Fenyo, the author of a preface to the compilation.

]

Fisher (Lettice). Getting and Spending : an Introduction to

Economics. With an Introduction by Sir William Ashley. Loudon

:

Collins. Pp. 206.

Gamble (Sidney D.) and Buroess (J. Stewart). Poking

:

«

Social Survey. London : Milford. 1921. Pp. 538.

Gilchrist (R. N.). Conciliation and Arbitration. No. 23 of

Bulletins of Indian Industry and Labour. Calcutta :
Government

of India. 1922. Pp. 237.

Glover (William). The Groundwork of Social Reconstruction.

Cambridge : University Press. Pp. 106. 2s. 6d.
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Hobson (J. A.). Incentives in the New Industrial Order.
London : Parsons. Pp. 160. 4s. 6d.

Johnson (T. B.). Unemployment and the Gold Standard.
Weston-super-Mare : Lawrence. 1822. Pp. 40.

Koch (Fabian M. Von). On the Theories of Free Trade and
Protection. London : King. 1922. Pp. 34. Is.

[A woll-reasoned and woll-documenied defence of Free Trade.]

Lavington (F.). The Trade Cycle. An account of the causes
producing rhythmical changes in the activity of business. London •

King. 1922. Pp. 113.

LewInski (Jan St.). The Founders of Political Economy. Lon-
don : King. 1922. Pp. 173.

Mahindra (K. C.). Indian Currency and Exchange. Madras :

Ganesan. 1922. Pp. 252.

Morris (G. W.) and Wood (L. S.). The Golden Fleece: an
Introduction to the Industrial History of England. Oxford : Clarendon
Press. 1922. Pp. 220.

Penson (Sir Henry). Is Germany Prosperous? Impressions
Gained. January 1922. London: E. Arnold. Pp. 124. 3«. Gd.

Penzer (N. M.). The Mineral Resources of Burma. London :

Routledge. 1922. Pp, 170.

Radford (Arthur). Industrial and Commercial Geography.
London : Collins. Pp. 295.

Rew (Sir Henry). The Story of the Agricultural Club. London :

King. 1922. Pp. 205.

Russia : the Restoration of Agriculture in the Famine Area.
Translated from the Russian by Eden and Cedar Paul. London :

l^abour Publishing Co. 1922. Pp. 107.

I
The interim report of the State Economic Planning Commission of the

Council for Labour and Defence of the Hussiun Socialist Federal Soviet Republic.
A eollcetion of reports by several writers.]

Smith (A. Shene). Compound Interest. London : Wilson.
Pp. G3.

Smith (John George). Organised Produce Markets. London :

Longmans. 1922. Pp. 238.

[A description of trading methods in the principal produce* rnarket.s of the
world. Futures, and the u.ses and evils of speculation are specially considered.)

Stamp (Sir Josiah). Wealth and Taxable Capacity. (The New-
march Lectures for 1920-21.) London: King. lOs. (id.

P
^ ^ Fiscal Policy. Bombay University. 1922.

Watts (F.). An Introduction to the Psychological Problems of
Industry. New York : Macmillan Co. 1921. Pp. 240. §5.

Vernon (H. M.). Industrial Fatigue and Efficiency. London :

Routledge. 1921. 12^. Qd.

Wilhelm (John). Comprehensive Tables of Compound Interest.
London

: Wilson. 1922. Pp. 112.
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American.

Baldwin (Donald C.). Capital Control in New York. (A
thesis ... for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.) Menasha
(Wis.) : Banta. 1920. Pp. 255.

Bass (J. F.) and Moulton (H. G.). America and the Balance
Sheet of Europe. New York : Ronald Press. 1921. Pp. 361.

Bouchk (O. Fred). The Development of Economics, 1750-1900.
New York : Macmillan Co. 1921.

Brissenden (Paul F.). Tlie I. W. W. A Study of American
Syndicalism. (Second edition; Columbia University Studies.) New
York : Columbia University. 1920. Pp. 438.

Coal. The Coal Miners’ Insecurity. The irregular production of

soft coal in the last nine years. New York : Russel Sage Foundation.

[Hecorit fonditiona roiulor precarious tho lives of over half a million minors
and tijeir families.]

Dietz (F. C.). English Government Finance, 1485-1558. (Uni-

versity of Illinois Studies.) Urbana : University. 1920. Pp. 245.

Douglas (Paul and Dorotuv) and Joslyn (Carl S.). What a

man can afford. (Supplement to the American Economic Jievmr,

Vol. XL No. 4.)

[Two essays to winch tho American Kconomic Association awarded prizis

by Mr. Kavelsen for the best dusciission of the cpiestion, What can one afford

to give ?]

Friedman (Elisha M.). International Finance and its Re-
organisation. New York : Dutton. 1922. Pp. 702.

Hayes (H. Gordon). Problems and Exercises to accompany
relay’s Economics for the General Reader and Ely’s Outlines of

Econoynics. New Xork : Macmillan Co. 1922. J^p. 67.

Knight (Charles Kelley). The History of Life Insurance in

the United States to 1870. With an Introduction to its developnieul

abroad. (A thesis for the degree of Doctor of IMiilosophy.) Phila-

delphia. 1920. Pp. 160,

Lowe (Boutelle Ellsworth). Tho International Protection of

Labor. New York : Macmillan Co. 1921. Pp. xliii f 439. 12.s’. 6rZ.

[A useful reforonro book containing a detailed historical survey of tlio movr-
rncrit for tho protection of labour by intomational agret^uu'nfs. Tliert? is oiu'

general chapter, ejititlefl Pro rt Contra, and a telling survey of tho f)ositien and

extent of labour legislation in tho United Statess. More than h».U <iiO book

consists of texts, which include thoao of pre-war labour treaties, of “ labor

resolutions internationally subscribed,” etc.]

Marshall (Leon Carroll). Business Administration. GJiicago :

University Press. Pp. xxiv -f- 919.

Ooawa (Gotaro). Conscription System in Japan. New York

;

Oxford University Press. 1921. Pp. 245.

[The economic effects of ilie system aro mainly bad ; though some incroaso

of efficiency, and of vitality tending to increase population may bo admitted.

The author is Professor of Finance m the University of Kioto.]
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Selioman (Prof. E. R. A.). Currency Inflation and Public Debts :

an historical sketch. New York; Equitable Trust Company. 1921.

Pp. 86.

[Tlio history of tho closely-conncctccl phenomena public debt and currency
inflation are traced down to tho present time for several countries. Tlio restorn-

lion of budgetary equilibrium requires international action, with limitation of

armainonts.J

Stockton (Frank T.). The International Moulders Union of

North America (Johns Hopkins University Studies.) Baltimore

:

Johns Hopkins Press. 1921. Pp. 222.

Taussig (F. W.). Principles of Economics. Vol. I. Third

edition, revised. New York : Macmillan Co. 1921. Pp. xxiii +
545.

[Several changes suggested by recent events—especially with respect to

.Money and Banking—distinguish tho third edition.]

German.

Below (Georg von). Problemc der Wirtschaftsgcschichte.

Tubingen. J. C. B. Mohr. 1920. Pp. xx -j- 710.

[A scries of essays serving as an introrluction to tho study of Kconomic
History and dealing inter alia with theories of Kconomic development, motives
for Gild formatioTi in Germany, tho genesis of modern Capitalism, and the

decay c^f rncdijcval towns.]

Bendixen (Friedrich). Das Woseii clos Guides. Munich and
Loipsic : Dunokcr & Humblot. 1922. Pp. 91.

Calmer (Dr. Albert). Der Zollanschluss dcs Grossherzogtums

Luxemburg an Deutschland (1842 -1918). 2 vols. Frankfort, 1919.

I^p. 208 and 252.

[An intensive study of a minor problem in European politics and economics,
written with great care and thoroughness by a L’rofessor at the University of

Frankfort who was himself born in the Grand Duchy.)

Gradnaueu (Georg) and Schmidt (Robert). Die deutsche

V'olksvvirtscliaft : Eine Einfiihrung. Berlin. 1921. Pp. 231.

Kekschagl (Richard). Die Geldproblemc von Heute. Munich
and Leipsic : Dunckcr & Humblot. 1922.

Leubusciier (Dr. Charlotte). Sozialismua und Sozialisierung

in England. Jena : Gustav Fischer. 1921. Pp. x -f 229.

[A survey of recent So(;ialist and industrial developments in England.]

Moeller (H). Die Sozialokonomisehe Kategorio des Wertes.
Leipsic and Vienna : Deutickc. 1922. Pp. 100.

[An extract from tho Zeiischrijt Jiir Volhswirtschaft.}

Moll (Dr. Bruno). Logik des Goldcs. ^lunich and Leipsic :

Dunckcr & Humblot. 1922. Pp. 95.

Palyi (Dr. Melchior). Der Streit urn der Staatliche Tlieorio

des Geldes. Munich : Dunckcr & Humblot. 1922. Pp. 05.

Phi^povich (Dr. Eugen) and Somary (Dr. Felix). Grundriss
der PoUtischen Oekonomie. Zweiter Band, Zweitcr Tcil. Tubingen :

Mohr. 1921. Pp. 343.

[The tenth edition revised and in part rowritton
—

“ Nou boarbeitoto ”—by
Br. Somary.

J
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Plamt (Db. Th.). Enstehen Wesen und bedeutung des Whitley-

ismus des Englisohen T^ps der Betriebstr&te. Jena : Fischer. 1922.

Pp. 241,

[The author is a privatdozent in the University of Hamburg.]

Schmidt (Db. Alfbed). Essen : Valutafibel. Einc Einfiihrung

in die Fragen des Geldwesens. Jena : Gustav Fischer. 1921.

Pp. vii + 100.

[A popular account of the theory of money and of present-day monetary
problems.]

French.

Badulesco (Db. Victob). Le prelevcment extraordinaire sur le

capital dans Tempire Allcmand. Paris : Girard. 1922. Pp. 513.

Ltjzzatti (Luigi). La prix monetaire ^ la conference de Genes.

Rome. 1922.

PiCABD (Rooeb). Le controle ouvrier sur la gestion des enter-

prises. (Bibliotheque des Sciences Economiques). Paris ; Riviere.

1922. Pp. 286.

Italian.

Abias (Gino). La questione Mcridionale. Vol. II. Bologna.
1922.

Bachi (Riccabdo). L’ltalia cconomica nel 1920. Annuario
della vita coramerciale, indiistrinle agraria, bancaria, finanziaria o

della politica economica. Citt^i di Gastello : Lapia.

[This, the twelfth, annual issue sustains the reputation of the scries.]

Cantobio (A.). Manuale de Economia Sociale. Vicenza. 1922.

Mobtaba (G.). Lezioni di Statistica Mctodologica. Cittii cli

Gastello. 1922.

Pantaleoni (Maffeo). Bolcevismo Italiano. Bari : Laterza.

1922. Pp. 276.

Panunzio. Diritto forza e violenza. Bologna. 1921.

Pareto (V.). Lezioni di scienza cconomica razionalc e speri-

mentale. Rovigo : Industrie Grafichc. 1921. Pp. 104.

Preztosi (Giovanni). Co-operativo Rosso. Piovra dello Stato.

Con introduzione di M. Pantaleoni. Bari : Laterza. 1922. Pp. 322.

Savorgnan (Franco). Demografia di guerra e altri saggi.

Bologna : Zannichelli. 1921. Pp. 219.

[A collection of articles published since the outbreak of the war; mostly
dealing with the relations between war and population—relations more complex
than appears. E. g. the increase in “ .satimortalita *’ is, contrary to expectation,

slight.]
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DR. MARSHALL’S EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY

On the occasion of Dr. Alfred Marshall’s eightieth birthday

(July 26, 1922), the following Address was presented to him by

members of the Royal Economic Society :

—

On the occasion of your eightieth birthday we—many of us

formerly your pupils, all of us admiring students of your w ritings

—

make bold to send you a brief message of congratulation. You
have held up through a long life, with single aim and steady

purpose, a high scientific ideal
;

to look through the sign to the

tiling signified, to shun the sui)erficial and the plausible, and

never to be content with the good when the better may still

be attained. You have given inspiration to youth and counsel

and enlightenment to age. The School of Economics at Cam-

bridge is your child; on the Labour Commission and in your

evidence before the Gold and Silver and other Commissions you

have rendered important direct service to the State and have

advanced Economic Science. But it is as a master of method

and a path-breaker in difficult regions that we, the signatories

of this letter, desire especially to greet you. Through you,

British economists may boast among their foreign colleagues

that they have a leader in the great tradition of Adam Smith

and Ricardo and Mill, and of like stature. In gratitude and

affectionate esteem we wish you continuing power and happy

days and the sense of work well done.

IFaldvnk or Cloax, Pmsidont of tlio Uoyal KcononiiV Socioty.

Balfocu, Vico-President of the Royal Econoniuj Society.
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Dr. Marshall replied to the Secretary of tlie Society as follows:

—

Vahj

East L'ulworih,

Dorset,

Jvlij 27, 1922.

My dear Keynes,

The address, which you have sent to me on my eightieth

birthday, fills me with gratitude and joy. It is all too kind :

but 1 am so avaricious that J would not give uj) a jot of it.

It is true of almost every science that, the longer one studies

it, the larger its scoi)e seems to be : though in fact its scope may
have remained almost unchajiged. But tlie sid)ject matter of

ec^onomics grows apace ; so that the coming gemuation wdll

Jiave a much larger field to study, as woll as more exacting notions

as to the w'ay in wJiich it needs to be studied, than fell to the

lot of their iiredecessors. The Chinese worship tJieir ancestors :

an old student of economics may look with reverential awe on

the work, which he s(‘es young students prc‘paring tliemselves

to do.

if 1 have lieli)ed in putting some young students on the way
to grapple with tlu; e(‘onomic prol)lems of the coming age, that

is far more imj)ortant than anything which I have been able to

do myself : and, resting on the hope tliat 1 luivc done a little

ill this direction, I can depart in peace.

Yours hapj)ily,

AlFR E j.) MaRS I LALL.

X‘J



THE GENOA RESOLUTIONS ON CURRENCY

The Financial Commission of the Genoa Conference passed a

series of twelve Resolutions (Cind. 1()G7, pp. 00-2) on the subject

of currency, which were adopted by the full Conference, and

which may therefore be regarded as tJie united voice of the

Governments of Europe.

That there sJioiiId really bo twelve projiositions on the subject

of currency, which command the agreement of all Europe, would

seem to be a fantasy hardly deserving serious consideration.

That there should even be the appearance of agreement invites

the suspicion that the resolutions must ])c strictly confined to

pious platitudes, and surely the stock of jilous platitudes respecting

currency must long ago have been exhausted, if not at the Brussels

Conference of 1920, at any rate at the multitudinous confiu'cnces

and discussions which liave taken i)lace since the end of the war.

By most critics the Genoa resolutions are dismissed with

some such remarks as these. And there is no difficulty in sup-

porting their criticisms with quotations from the rtvsolulioiH

themselves. That stability is desirable, that central banks shouhl

be independent of political pressure, that all ICuropean currencies

should be based on a common standard, that the only possible

common standard is gold, that, so lung as budget de^ic•it.'^ arc

met by the creation of paper money, currency reform is impossibh‘,

these are propositions of the familiar typo.

But to su})posc that all the resolutions conform to this model

is to do them something less than justice, and in the following

pages 1 shall endeavour to show what is their practical bearing,

and what results w'o may hope for from them.

The first practical step recommend(‘d in the resolMiioiis is

the meeting of representatives of central bardvs (R(‘s. ;j), to be

summoned by the Bank of England (Res. 12), to which repre-

sentatives of the United States arc to be invited (Res. 10). The

primary object of this meeting is to develop ‘‘ the practice of

continuous co-operation among central banks of issue, or banks

regulating credit policy in the several countries ” (Res. 3),

there is specifically referred to it a scheme for an international
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convention, based on a gold exchange standard, and deF^gned

with a view to preventing undue fluctuations in the purchasing

power of gold ” (Res. 11).

Another international conference ! Wliat, will the line stretch

out to the crack of doom ?

But here there is a difference. The calling in of the central

banks is a recognition of the principle that currency policy is

ultimately credit policy, for the direction of credit policy is the

special function of a central bank.

It is true that the currency inflation during the war, and the

most flagrant examples of currency inflation since, liave been

due to the action, not of central banks, but of governments. If

the central banks contributed, that was only because tiicy were

allowed no choice but to create credit for their governments.

It is everywhere recognised that government action of this

kind must cease if anything whatever is to be done with the

currency, and some of the pious platitudes adopted at Genoa

(llesiis. 2, 7, & 11(1) (^/)) were needed to place this presupposition

on record once again.

If the (Vmference added nothing to what had already been

said on this topic, that was because there was nothing to add.

The particular measures recpiired for balancing budgets and

avoiding inflationary iinanee are not, properly speaking, currency

measures at all, though tliey arc very intimately affected by the

state of the eurreney. Moreover, except in one important but

limited class of cases, the}^ provide no field for international

action. They are the domestic Imsiness of each country, and

are not the concern of an international conference. With regard

to the exception, the inter-governnumt obligations left behind by

the great war, we shall have a word to say later on.

-Inflationary government finance once eliminated, the real

responsibility for the currency passes from the government to

the central bank. The central bank may be itself a government

department, or esstaitially subordinate to the government. l)iit.

even if it is, it has the responsibility for regulating the eurreney

Ofi baiiki)uj prioripic-s. When, therefore, the governments of

Biiropo pass on tludr monetary programme to the central banks,

it is the same sort of ste]) forward as is taken by allies in war,

when the political leaders hand over the task of concerting

operations to the military commanders. Broad guidance must
he given by tJic political kvidcrs, but it is only the military

^^manders who can plan and take practical action.

When tlio sunnlv of minor nimiov through advances to the
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govc|nnient for budget expenses is cut off, the banking and
trading community can only get fresli supplies of currency from

the central bank througli tlie instrumentality of trade borrowing,

sucli (IS discounts and advances. The only means of regulating

the supply of currency is then by encouraging or discouraging

trade borrowing. Legislative or administrative regulations,

limiting or prescribing the issue of legal tender money, may play

an important part, but, in the last resort, only by affecting tlu^

action of the central bank. Anyone who can borrow from the

central bank can thereby procure legal tender money, and \\\

such borrowing operations (which in most countries take tiu^

form of re-discounting) is concentrated the whole demand for

currency. Tf the issues of currency are to be limited, whetluT

by statute or otherwise, practical effect can onlj^ be given to tJir

limitation through a control of T-e-discounts.

In the scheme which is referred to the meeting of central

banks is embodied the plan of campaign ado])ted by the govern-

ments at Cenoa. It starts (Res. 11, j)ar. 1) with the necessary

governmental and legislative action, viz. (f/) the elimination of

inflationary methods from the budget, and (h) tlu^ determination

of the gold value of tlic monetary unit. The next step, (c) “ the

gold vahie so fixed must then ho made elTeetivo in a free exehango

market," is one involving credit regulation, and llierefore demands

co-operation by tlie eentral bank. For the d('t('rmination of the

gold value of the monetary imit fixes im[)lieitly a standard for

its pureliasing power in terms of goods and serviees. Tf tlu'

standard diverges from actual market conditions, then tlie ])ur-

chasing power of the unit must be modilied. Convertibility into

gold or foreign exchange is not practicable until tlu' unit is at or

very near the parity determined u[)on, and thus in th(‘ hrst

instaiK^e the value of the unit must be afljust(‘d through tin*

central bank’s credit policy. If the prescribed value is above

the existing market value of the unit, credit must he (M)ntrMetcd

;

if below, credit must be relaxed.

Now changes, through credit regulation, in the j)urehasing

power of tlie unit are not to be made at will and wdtlu.'ut limit.

An undue expansion or contraction of credit, involving a. general

rise or fall in price, has detrimental and even disastrous results

upon the economic life of the community, ^riiereforo when the

legislation is introduced for tlui second stage, (/>) the dei(Tminaf ion

of the gold value of tlie unit, the eentral bank, by whose action

alone effect can he given to the decision, must be consulted

must particiimtc.
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The fourth step is, (d) “ the provision of an adequate rc|erve

of approved assets, not necessarily gold.” The reserve will, of

course, be the property of the central bank, which is responsible

for using it to maintain the convertibility of the currency. That

will not prevent the government from assisting in various ways,

but the principal in the business will be the bank and not the

government.

In fact every stage in the process of returning to the gold

standard, except the pre-requisite balancing of the national

budg(;t, requires at least the co-operation of tin? central bank.

Tars. 2-7 of Res. 11 deal with the subsequent working of the

convention, when the gold standard is actually operative. It

may be asked, why is any international agreement on the subject

of the gold standard necessary at all ? When we iiave once got

a currency bascnl on a commodity like gold, why should wo not

rely on free market conditions, as we did before tlie war ?

To ask such questions is to disregard the profound changes

wliich have oecurnHl since 1014. Tlie substitution of i)aper for

gold as tlie circulating medium in so many countries has displaced

an enormous amount of gold from circulation. This gold has

mostly gone to swell the stock in the United States, being tlie

only country left with a real gold standard. The result has beeti

a great fall in the (Munmodity value of gold. FiVen now the

commodity value of the gold dollar, aftcT b(‘ing raised 80 per

cent, in twelve months by tli(' most severe dellation ever effected,

is only <\\o-tIiirds of what it was before the war. If currency

reform int'ans simply a n'version to pre-war eonditiofis, there is

an obvious risk tiiat the value of gold may be raised again by
‘‘ the simultaneous and eompetitive efforts of countries to secure

metallic resei-ves " (Res. 0). This is not a visionary or theoretical

danger. Sev(‘ral examples are to be found in history of the

derangement of monetary eonditions through an ill-regulated

eompetition for tlie precious metals. 1'he most notorious is tlu*

chronic state of depression wliich ])revaile(l during the spread of

the gold standard in the ])eriod 1873 ISOG. A less well known

hut still instructive iiistaiiee is to bo found in the breakdown of

the return to speeh^ payments in Rngland, Austria-Mungary and

llussia in the period 181 0-18, through the de})letion of tlie Freneh

reserves of gold and silver and the consequent credit stringency

ill Paris.

If an undue demand for gold is to ho avoided, ^^e must have'

method of economising the use of gold as eurreiicy. This

we find ready to hand in the gold exeliango standard, the
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application of which forms the subject of pars. 2-5 of Res. 11.

The principle is tliat the currency of each participating country,

instead of being convertible into gold, may be convertible at par

into the currencies of the others. To secure convertibility, the

participating countries will hold reserves of approved assets
”

(bank balances, bills, short term securities or other suitable

liquid resources) in one another's currencies, and will undertake

to buy and sell such assets freely for their own currencies.

Different currencies linked by an excJiangc standard so planned

could be maintained permanently at par with one another without

the intervention of any metallic medium at all. If the system is

to be based on a gold standard, then, at some point or other, one

at least of the currencies must be convertiV)lc not merely into

other currencies but into gold. Accordhigly “ certain of th(»

participating countries will establish a free market in gold, and

thus become gold centres (par. 2).

At the gold centres some gold reserves must be maintained.

But if the convention is practically world-wide, if all the gold-

standard countries adhere to it, gold will nowhere be needed as a

means of remittance, and gold will only l)e withdrawn from the

reserves for use as a raw material of industry.

The precise e.xtcnt of the industrial demand is not accurately

known, but it can hardly amount to ?“»0,00(),00() a year. At any

rate, even with the fall since 1914 in the value of gold in com-

parison with other commodities, it is unlikely tJiat the indu.strial

consumption of gold has so far increased as to ap[)roach tli(^

annual output, wliicii is now about £70,000,000.

Tiie aggregate gold re.^orves held for monetary purposes exceed

£1,500,000,000. Hero we have a ** visible supply ” of a com-

modity equal to something like thirty years' eonsumplion. Jn

face of the existence of such a stock, the gold market cannot hut

he entirely artificial. A release from stock of a quantity of gold,

quite moderate in proportion to the total, migiit com])Iclcly

swamp the imarket. In fact the gold exchange standard is too

effective in economising gold. If it were pushed to its logical

limits, far the greater part of the existing gold reserves would

become redundant, and the commodity value of gold, upon

which the value of every currency unit depends, might be de-

pressed below even the low value which it reached in 1920 (when

the purchasing power of the gold dollar fell to tlirec-eigliths of

what it had been in 1914).

It is therefore apparent that in tying our currency units^fir

gold, we are not securing a natural or .stable standard of value at
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all. To complete the system, we must provide for the proper

regulation of the almost unlimited power which the currency

authorities will have over the value of gold itself.

Accordingly “ credit will be regulated, not only with a view

to maintaining the currencies at par with one another, but also

with a view to preventing undue fluctuations in the purchasing

power of gold ’’ (Res. 11 (7)).

Critics of the Genoa resolutions have for the most part cither

overlooked this recommendation altogether, or they have viewed

it with misgiving and suspicion as an academic proposal of

doubtful j)racticability. What has already been said above shows

how essential the stabilisation of gold is to the whole scheme.

Rut it will be worth while to examine it in some detail, in order

botli to remove misconceptions and to reveal the implications of

the proposal.

Tn tlie first place,Vhat of its practicability ? Can the value

of gold be regulated, and, if so, how ? With a gold standard,

the price of gold in currency is fixed, anrl eveiyone knows how

gold reserves can bo used to prevent the prici^ varying. What

we arc here concerned with is the value of gold, and therefore of

the currency unit in terms of other commodities.

In other words wo want to stabilise prices. Needless to say,

it is not suggested that anything should be done to control the

prices of j)artieular commodities. The pro])osal is to eliminate

causes tending to raise or lower all prices. Such causes proceed

from the state of the currency. According to the (piantity theory,

an increase or decrease in the quantity of means of ])ayment

(including both legal tender money and bank credits subject to

cla^cjue) tends to bring about a proportional increase or decrease

in prices. The supply of legal tender money dc'pends directly on

the central bank. The supply of bank credits depends upon

tj'ade borrowing, and so uiion the lending policy of the other

hanks.

But the lending policy of the banks depends upon the lending

policy of the central bank. When they lend, they assume

liabilities which are payable on demand in legal tender money,

and they must assure themselves of adequate cash reserves to

provide for these liabilities. Therefore their willingness to lend

depends upon the facilities for obtaining legal tender money, and

tliese facilities depend in turn upon the v illingness of the ccnitral

bank to lend. The willingness of the central bank to lend is

^asured by its “ bank rate,” or ‘‘ re-discount rate.” A variation

ill the rate directly affects only the other banks. But in practice
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tlieyi^in turn usually put the rates they charge to borrowers up

or down with it. Thus trade borrowing as a whole is discouraged

or encouraged, and the supply of the means of payment restricted

or stimulated.

This is not the place to dwell upon the mechanism of the

control of credit in detail. But there is one complication so

important that it must be mentioned. With a given volume of

business, })ricos depend not only upon the quantity of the means

of payment, but upon its rapidity 0/ circulation. Rapidity of

circulation is not a very satisfactory expression, and it is not

necessary to enter upon a criticism of it. What we arc really

concerned with is anything which tends to increase or decreme

rapidity of (lircnlation. And the practical form which such a

tendency takes is a decreased or increased willingness on the

part of the public, and especially of traders, to hold balances of

money (in cash or (Ted it). Above all, an expectation tliat prices

will rise makes people less willing to hold such balance's, and an

expectation that they will fall makes them more willing. When,

therefore, the ceiilral bank, by re-discounting at low rates, has

once succeeded in stimulating trade borrowing, and the increase

in the supply of tlie means of payment has started a rise in

prices, the consequent increase in rapidity of circulation imme-

diately tends to exaggerate the tcmdency. And vice versa, when

high re-discount rates have checked trade bori’owing, the conse-

quent decline in rapidity of circulation exaggerates the fall of

price's.

The cjuaTitity theory, enunciated, as it sometimes is, without

any reference to variations in ra})idity of circmlation or any

reservation covering such variations, is fallacious. Jbit tlie prin-

ciple of the regulation of the currency unit through the control

of credit is not dependent on this crude forjn of the theory. J^or

the changes in rapidity of circulation arising from the control of

credit reinforce its effects. Provided the action (jf the central

bank is effective in accelerating or retarding trade borrowing,

the resulting rise or fall of prices is greater, not less, than in

])rop(n'tion to the cfiangc in the (juantity of means of payment.

Money is not borrowed to be kept lying idle. It is paid away,

as soon as borrowed, either directly, or through the medium of

dealers, for the expenses of production. It is almost literally

true to say that a net addition to the amount of trade borrowing

in any period of time is an addition to the money income of tlie

community for that period. The changes in the quantity of tht?^

means of payment are subsequent and consequent.
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Now it is money income, not the qiLantity of the moanj of

payment, that affects demand. Or rather it is money income that

determines expenditure, expenditure that determines demand,

demand that determines prices. Therefore the problem of regula-

ting prices is reduced to the problem of regulating trade borrowing.

Even the power of the central bank to regulate trade borrowing

is sometimes contested. Interest on bank advances or discount

on bills forms an almost negligible item in the total cost of pro-

duction. Can it be supposed that an in(;reasc of two or three

2)cr cent. (| to per cent, for three months) will seriously affect

the willingness of producers to borrow ? And even if it be

admitted that experience proved the sensitiveness of business to

bank rate under pro-w^ar conditions, w^as not this sensitiveness

largely psychological? Did not traders take the advance in

bank rate as a sign of the anxiety of the central bank, and its

fears of an approaching exhaustion of its reserves ?

Before the war the credit policy of central banks was always

based (as it still ostensibly is) upon the ainount or proportion of

gold reserves. A shortage or threatened shortage of gold reserves

might bo interpreted as endangering crc'dit. The rise in the

bank rate might be a danger signal, leading all lenders to fear

default on the part of borrowers and to restrict operations.

.But when pai)cr money is used, a general default of borrow'crs

on account of a shortage of cash becr)ines im])ossible. Whatever

legal limitations may bo imposed on the note issue cannot bo

maintaiiKMl when the pimdi comes. Tlu'y could only be main-

tained through a refusal by the central bank to lend after they

have been reached. It is Avell understood that such a refusal

would be fatal, and in practice it is never resorted to. (A general

refusal to lend was, it is true, a characteristic of pre-war American

crises, but that was in a banking system with no central bank

and no discount market.)

Nor is it in the least necessary to drag in a general fear of

default from shortage of cash as the explanation of the sensitive-

ness of business to the bank rate or re-discount rate. It is perfectly

true that the producer is not much troubled by the rate of interest

he has to pay his banker. But that is not so in the ease of the

merchant or dealer, who is constantly carrying stocks of goods

large in proportion to his own capital, and makes very nice

calculations as to his margin of profit and the cost of borrowing.

A moderate rise in the cost of borrowing wdll make the carrying

of' stocks appreciably loss attractive to him. He wdll buy less

and sell more, and so a fall of prices can be started.
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,General price variations are closely identified with the trade

cycle, interest in which has lately been revived by the great

trade fluctuation of the past three years. Active trade is accom-

panied by rising prices, that is to say, by a depreciating currency

unit, and depressed trade by falling prices, or an appreciating

unit. Which is cause, and which is effect ? Various attempts

have been made to show that the trade cycle is explicable by some

deep-seated non-monetary cause, and that the price variations

are merely symptomatic.

There are two principal theories.

One traces the trade cycle to periodical over-production, tJic

other to periodical states of over-confidence.

According to the former, if at any time trade is active, people

are tempted to invest too niucdi money in extending the means

of production. The process of investment takes time, and, as it

progresses, output is gradually swollen, till it outstrij)s demand.

Excess supply then depresses prices and discourages investment,

till supply falls off, prices recover and the cycle begins again.

According to the other theory, the root cause of the trade

cycle is a long-period change in the state of business confidence.

A rise or fall in confidence is contagious, and, once started,

markets cannot free themselves from it till it runs up against

some physical obstacle in the state of i)roduction.

The two theories are not mutually exclusive, and are usually

combined, tJic over-investment b(*ing attributed to tlio ov(‘r-

confidcncc. Nor are monetary causes altogether ruled out. It

is admitted that the over-confidence leatls to too much trade

borrowing, and so to an inllation of the means of payment.

If these theories of the trade cycle are correct, is it not vain

to hope that prices can be steadied ? Is it not impossibki for a

central bank to alter the conditions of production or of supply

and demand, or to correct the weakness of mob j)sychology ^

I believe not. And 1 shall not stop to argue (what I beluive

to be true) that the trade cycle is a purely monetary plienomcnon.

Let the non-jnonetary theories be admitted. What then can lx;

done by means of tJie control of credit ?

Assume a state of over-confidence. “ Confidence Jiere means

an expectation that prices will rise, that and nothing else. To

be pedantically correct, it is better to say that it means an

expectation that effective demand at a given price will grow.

“ General business confidence ” means an expectation that tlie^^

effective demand for all commodities will grow. This expectation

makes trade borrowing for the purchase of commodities attractive.
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aiul if unchecked the increase in trade borrowing will itself bring

about the anticipated rise of prices. But, then, if only the 8ost

of trade borrowing be raised high enough, its attractiveness can

l)C counteracted. If the over-confidence docs not lead to increased

trade borrowing, the expectation of increased demand will be

disappointed, and prices will not rise. How long the over-

confidence will survive its disappointment is another matter.

So long as it does survive, borrowing must be kept in check.

But whether the continuance of the treatment be long or short,

it will prevent a rise of prices, that is to say, a depreciation of

tJie currency unit. In reality, of course, the over-confidence

would not outlast its disappointment long. Bank rate tnight

tlicorctically have to be raised very high to have this effect,

but experience teaclies that borrowing reacts to a very

moderate rise.

The other branch of the problem, the counteracting of a loss

of confidence, is not quite so certainly soluble. “ Loss of con-

fidence ’’ means an expectation that prices will fall, or tliat

demand will contract. It is theoretically conceivable in such a

case that no rate of interest, however low, Avould tempt dealers

to buy goods. Even lending money without interest would not

lielp, if the borrower anticipated a loss on every conceivable use

liiat he could make of the money. Business got into something

very like this state in England after the American crisis of 1893.

Bank rate was kei)t at 2 per cent, for upwards of two years

before a revival began, and the open market rate for tliree-niontlis

bills fell below 1 per cent.

But such a condition of stagnation is not possible except in

tli(> course of reaction from a riot of infiation. If the inflation is

prevented, the stagnation will never arise.

But even granted that variations in business confidence can

be counteracted, how can we deal wdtli periodical over-production ?

According to tliis theor}^ the over-production is the result of past

over-investment, which in turn is brought about by an expectation

of high profits at a time of short supply. The expectation of

high profits can be kept within bounds by a high rate of interest

just as easily when it is due to a real shortage of stocks of com-

modities as when it is merely a vagary of mob psychology. Wliat

is required is to counteract, or, at any rate, to check the general

desire of merchants to restore their stocks to normal. In 1919,

when stocks had been nearly everywhere depleted by war con-

^ditions, a high rate on trade borrowing would have done much
to guard against the danger of inflation, at all events in those
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countries where government finance was not in extreme

disorder.

This state of things was abnormal. It is by no means true

that under pre-war conditions a revival of trade synchronised

with a shortage of stocks or a falling oil with a glut. But it is

not necessary to argue that point ; it is enough to say tliat, if

the shortage or the glut did occiu*, its clTects upon prices, and

therefore upon profits, and therefore upon investment, could be

counteracted through the instrumentality of the control of

credit.

In short, whatever other factors alfeet the purchasing power

of the monetary unit, one, the volume of trade borrowing, is

amenable to liuman control. By its means the agency whieJi

exercises the control, that is to say, the central bank, can correet

the efl’ects of all the otliers.

That does not completely dispose of all doubts as to tluj

practicability of stabilisation. Jt w^ould bo vain to ignore tlui

many difilculties in the way of the detailed apjdication of tile

policy. How is the purchasing power of the unit to bo measured t

Any available index number is bound to be all’ected by pricci

variations in particular commodities arising from noii-nionetary

causes, such as harvest conditions, new inventions, discovmy or

development of new sources of suj)ply or exJiaustion of those

tliat exist. A blind adherence to the index may hide a real

departure from the path of stabilisation. And, what is almost

more fundamental, a cliange in the monetary supply may manifest

itself at first not in a change of x)rices at all, but in a cliange in

the volume of purchases
’,

it may have made material progress

before the index number is affected. Stabilisation cannot be

secured by any hard-and-fast rules. The central banks must

exercise discretion; they must bo ready to detect and forestall

any monetary disturbance even before it has alfccted prices.

The policy can only be j^erfected by long experience. Nor can it

be assumed that perfect stabilisation of internal purchasing power

is always reconcilable with perfect stabilisation of the foreign

exchanges. The maintenance of the exchanges within a small

fraction of parity, which is of the essence of the sidieme, may

involve a small departure of the internal purchasing jjower of the

unit from the norm in one or more counti'ics. A suitable com-

promise must be arrived at by the central banks among tlieiu-

sclves, but it is no use to urider-cstimato the difiiculty of preserving

an even course under such conditions.

Finally, it may bo asked wliat real benelit a policy of direct
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stabilisation of the unit, even if practicable, will confer upon us.

It may be freely granted that any large fluctuations in* the

commodity value of the unit, such as occur in countries with

“ collapsed ” currencies, are a deadly evil. But is there any

harm in the limited fluctuations that occurred under a gold

standard before the war ? The maladjustment of gold reserves,

referred to above, must of course be corrected. But once the

gold supply is suitably distributed, why should we not get on as

wc did before the war, and leave index numbers of prices to

amuse the theorists ?

The assumption that the maladjustment of gold reserves will

have been corrected is rather a large one. But there is no need

to press that point. For before the war the world rl/d suffer

gravely from the fluctuations in the commodity value of money,

moderate as those fluctuations seemed to be. It has been pointed

out above that the fluctuations of the curreiujy unit are intimately

related to the trade cycle. Now the problem of unemployment,

as we knew it ])ofore the war, was nothing more nor less than

tlie problem of the trade cycle. Unemployment there miglit be

in particular industries independently of tlie trade cycle. But

(jtharal unemployment such as prevailed in 1008-9, in 1003-5, in

1802 -5, in 1884-7, in 1877-9, and in many earlier periods, was

invariably a symptom of the adverse phase of the trade cycle.

So long as credit is regulated with reference to reserve pro-

portions, the trade cycle is bound to recur. The flow of legal

tender money into circulation and back is one of the very tardiest

consequences of a credit exx)ansioii or contraction. If the central

bank waits for tills flow to affect its reserves, and sits passively

looking on at an expansion or contraction gathering impetus for

years before it takes any decisive action, wo cannot escape from

tlie alternations of feverish activity with depression and uncm-

])loyment. If the central bank watches, not the reserve propor-

tion, but the aberrations of the flow of purchasing power (as

measured by prices, subject to the necessary allowances) from a

perfectly even course, early action will become the rule, the

expansion will be checked in time and the contraction will be

avoided. Expansion and reaction have been more pronounced

and more injurious in the short period that has elapsed since the

war than ever before. That is because the credit situation has

been allowed to drift w'ithout much regard even to the old test

of reserve proportions.

To attribute our present unemployment to credit contraction

Riay seem to run counter to the prevalent opinion, which finds
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the cause in the collapse of Central and Eastern European cur-

rcn<jies. But if Continental customers cannot buy British goods
that is largely on account of that very pressure to sell, which has
been brought about by the credit contraction. This pressure to
sell has not only reacted adversely upon production hero, but
has raised the value of sterling both in commodities and in

foreign currencies, and has congested markets with accumulated
stocks all over the world. These consequences are not more
conspicuous in European markets than elsewhere, for example in

South America and the East. Nor have we really suffered

materially from the low cost of production in the countries with

collapsed currencies, for by the test of the volume of exports

their competition is much less formidable than before the

w^ar.

It is quite superfluous to seek for other causes of depression

and unemployment, wdieii there has been so tremendous a deflation

as to reduce prices by half in less than two years. The relation

of business depression to falling prices is so well recognised, not

merely among economists but among practical men, that it is

hardly necessary to labour the point. Experience has confirmed

theory scores of times.

That does not mean to say that we do not suffer through the

distresses of Europe. Our loss is heavy enough, but it does not

take the form of unemployment. Unemployment is due to a

defect of organisation, a maladjustment of the monetary

machinery. The defect can be cured, the maladjustment can be

corrected.

This is all very well, it may be said, for the countries wdiicli

already have healthy currencies. By taking thought, they can

perhaps do even better than before the w^ar. But that is not tlie

urgent problem for wdiich the Genoa Conference w\as called

together. What help do the resolutions offer to the countries

with collapsed currencies themselves ? It may be quite true

that their disorders arc not the cause of our depression, but that

does not mean that the disorders themselves are unimportant.

These disorders arc due, one and all, to budget deficits. This

is true w ithout qualification. The budget deficits themselves arc

due to many causes. It may possibly be true in one case that

no financial expedients can provide adequate resources for the

expenses of government. If so, the budget deficit is there a

symptom of a more deep-seated economic malady, a real inability

to attain the subsistence level. But that, at any rate, is excep-

tional. Elsewhere budget deficits have less fundamental causes.
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We need not examine them in detail, but we may refer in particular

to the case of international indebtedness. •

To international indebtedness, whether reparations or war

debts, have been attributed all the currency and exchange dis*

turbances of Europe. Those who take this view have overlooked

the fact that, apart from German reparations, practically none of

the debts have even begun to be paid. Even tlie sums paid by

Gorinany have been moderate in comparison with the capacity

of the exchange market. The real dilliculty is that the debtor

countries have failed to hiiclget for their liabilities. The reparation

])aynicnts made by Germany up to now have been effected not

hy raising the money from the tax-payer to buy the necessary

exchange, but by creating inflated credits. So long as this is so,

the reparation difficulty is merely the budget difficulty ovi‘r

again.

Undoubtedly it might be that a country, whieli could suc-

c(^ssfully budget for the (‘equivalent in its own currency of its

foreign obligations, would fail to create the necessary export

surplus, and in that event the exchange market would break

down. That situation would have to be dealt with if it arose,

but it has not yet arisen.

li\ one respect the GeiKja resolutions are really unsatisfactory.

It is impossible to ])oint to any particular time at which effect

can be given to them. Not only must tlKW wait for the balancing

of budgets befon^ they (ian take effect in the weaker countries;

even in the stronger they must wait for the establishment of a

gold parity, whether the restoration of the old one or the adoption

of a new. England and half a dozen otlier countries are within

less than ten per cent, of par. But no one can say for certain

how long it will take to bridge the gap. Eui'ther deilation is out

of tile question, and all wc can do is to stabilise our cunency at

its existing purchasing power till the redundant supplies of gold

now in Anmrica have brought down the commodity value of the

dollar to the coiTes])onding l(>vel.

Some countries, whose curreneies are at less than half their

pre-war gold parities, arc nevertheless extremely unwilling to

give up the prospect of ivstoriiig them. Erancc', Belgium and

Jtaly all took this attitude at Genoa. Jt seems to involve an

almost indefinite postponement of stabilisation so far as they are

concerned.

On the other hand, countries with collaps(‘d currenci(‘s, as

soon as they have surmounted their budget difficulties, and are

in a position to stabilise, will have no compunction about adopting
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a new parity. For them the stabilisation of the healthy currencies

is byrno means a matter of indifference. One of the great practical

difficulties in the way of currency reform in countries like Finland

or Czccho-Slovakia, which have gained effective control of their

credit situation, has been the rise in the commodity value of the

dollar and the pound during the past two years.

R. G. Hawtrey



OF EMPTY ECONOMIC BOXES

Picture an economist, well-educated in the dominant British

school, going over a hat-factory. On the shelves of the store, the

first room he enters, arc boxes containing hats. On the shelves

of his mind are also boxes. Tliere is a row labelled Diminishing

Return Industries, Constant lleturn Industries, Increasing Return

Industries. Above that a dustier row labelled Monopolies (with

discrimination of three degrees) in Diminishing Return Industries,

Constant Return Industries, Increasing Return Industries. On
top again lie can just read the dockets. Taxes on Monopolies in

Diminishing Return Industries—and so on. He is aware that

these boxes are not very prominent on the shelves of some

ecjonomists of whose mental furniture lie generally approves;

but he receiv{'d them from his masters and he has seeri them

handled with beautiful ingenuity by his friends. Yet from all

liis reading and conversations he cannot recall a scene in which

anyone o[)ened the boxes and said, with authority and convincing

evidence, “ (k)nstant Return Industry, hosen; Increasing

Return Industry, hats,” or used any like words. Nor can he

think of an industrial monograph in which profitable use was made
of the Laws of Returns in eomnumting on the things of life.

Perhai)s lu'. has himself tried to write a little monograph and

rememlxTs how, doubtless for lack of wit, he made of them no use

;

but how for this no one i^vcr blamed him.

He takes down, in memory and when he gets homo from his

shelves, hulHairy and 'I'mde,

:

.1 Study of Indudrial Technique

and Bum ness Organisation, with its nearly nine hundred pages

packed full of the things of life. Two references to Constant

Returns* -one in a footnote—and a handful of references to

niminishing and Increasing Returns /m Atlgemeinen, not so far

as he can find in close relation to the facts of those British,

French, German and American Industries of which the great

book has taught him so much : these seem to be all. He tries

77ie Economics of Welfare to find that, in nearly a thousand pages,

there is not even one illustration of what industries are in which

boxes, though many an argument begins
—

“ when conditions of

diminishing returns prevail ” or ‘‘ when conditions of increasing

returns prevail ”, as if everyone knew when that was.
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T^ie difficulty of supplying illustrations had been brought

home to him that day in the hat factory. Whilst wandering

among hollow copper cones to which hat-stuff miraculously

adhered, shaping and pressing appliances, and dye vats, he had
wondered—recalling the words with difficulty—whether “ the

increment of product duo to the increase by a unit in the quantity

of resources occupied in producing ” hats is smaller (diminishing

returns), or greater (increasing returns), “ the greater is the

quantity of resources so employed.” ^ How should he conceive

his unit of resources ? How his increment of product ? No one

had given him any lielp here. Must he fix on a standard hat or

a standard cpiantity of standard hat-stuff ? It is physical output,

the Great Analytics repeat, with which these Laws deal; so

something of the sort seems necessary. He appreciates the wisdom

of talking not of hats but of commodities.

Or how is he to conceive of “ an industry ”
? Is it a national

industry? The Great Analytics seem to assume this; though

they arc not perfectly explicit. But arc tiny entitled to assume

it ? Ought lie not somehow to take into account conditions in

that place—now in (^zecho-Slovakia—whence came the “ Austrian

velours hats ” of vvdiich he hears so much among the hat factoricis

of Denton ? Discouraged, ho falls back, most reluctantly, on

genendities. As the world's population is still grow ing, presumably

more units of resources, however conceived, are in fact being

turned to hat-making. But only the most searching and difficult

realistic inquiry could, he feels sure, even suggest the conclusion

that, in this industry at this time, each dose ’ of manufacturing

resources means more standard hats.

Can the diininishing returns side help? Hats; (du'ef raw

materials, coal, rabbits' fur, shellac, leal her for tlio inside band

and pulp for the box. Coal seems easy; and an approximate

solution there will liclp in so many other industries, in some oj*

which the value of the product is thirty per cent, fuel cost, or

more. To assert that the produce of mines conforms to the

Law of Diminishing Returns is, he knows, “ misleading." ^ But

if the one raw material common to all industries is not to be

])rought within the s(a>])c of the Law^s, all hope of dragging them

out of the realm of the categories must be abandoned in limine.

So the risk of misleading must be shouldered.

Nature’s response to tlie miner is notoriously reluctant.

A time must come in the history of the planet, as a time comes

in the history of every pit, when equal successive “ doses ” of

^ The Economics of Wrlfare.f p. 120. * Marshall, PrinciplcSf p. 1C8.
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resources will yield smaller physical returns. Economics, how-

ever, is not concerned with geological time; nor the Laws of

Returns, if he has riglitly apprehended tliem, witli individual

pits. The industry is the unit. For the moment he will think

of a national industry, an old natiojial industry, that of Britaiii.

Have the new large-scale applications of resources, those great

pit-sinkings on the Doncaster extension of the Yorkshire coalfield

which the war interruptcid, have they the elicct of increasing

or of only keeping constant the yield of coal per unit of resources

in Britain ? Or, in spite of their undoubtctl clTiciency, is tlie return

per unit for the whole industry actually diminishing, because

elsewhere the working out of pits is reiuUiring the successive

“doses” ap2)lied to them less cfiicient? He does not know;

but it seems not impossible that an approximate answer might

be worked out —witli a gigantic reservation wliich he sets aside

for further thought.

That coal in Britain is being 2>rodneed uiuUt conditions of

(liininisiiing returns is (jiiite possible; but tJiis is one of the

cases in wJiich we are least entitled to ado])t a narrow iiatiojial

standpoint. One could hardly err in assuming ihat in Upper

^^ilesia, or in the Transvaal, or in many ])arts of the IJjnted States

the reverse is true; and as the world is fast Ix^c^oming a single

fnarket for coal, and coal-mining a single world-industry like

wheat-growing, any thorough inquiry would have Jiot only to

balance tlie virgin coal of Doncaster against the well-worked

Laneashiri*. field, but Jlritain against America or even against

that wonderful coal-tield through which, tlicy say, the ui^iier

Yangtse-Kiang cuts its gorges. So far as our economist knows the

work is not j^ct begun.

After coal, rabbits' fur : an awkward case : a joint -product

too. Nature shows no reluctance to suj^ply mankind witli

jabbits
;
but as a (;rop they comtiete with others. Tlie rabbit-

skin industry is distributed between Hampshire warrens, Belgian

hutches, and Australian back-blocks. I'hero is system in it,

at least in the hutches and on the back-blocks; but its organisa-

tion, its internal and external economies, are elusive. The puzzled

economist has no idea, and no notion how he shall begin to form

an idea, wliether it is or is not carried on under conditions of

diminishing returns. Of the leather for the hat-bands he is more

disposed to hazard a guess that diminishing returns jirevail;

but it is a guess, and there are all the problems of the joint-product

and the sources of supply (some in old countries and some in new)

which faced him when considering the rabbits.
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Sjjiellac and pulp for the boxes are more hopeful. From what

he has read of the shellac “ industry ” and the lac insect he

suspects diminishing returns. Things picked up in forests are

apt to elude with greater and greater success intensive efforts to

pick them up. But stay—^is there any “ cultured ” shellac ?

That is a thing to be looked into
;
for, in the slightly similar case

of wild and plantation rubber, he suspects that the transition

from the wild to the cultured product marked a transition from

diminishing to increasing returns upon each “ unit of resources ”

devoted to rubber production. It looks almost as if a proof of

increasing returns in rubber planting might be ostabJislicd

statisticail3^ for the period 1905-22 : it is, of course, the simple case

of an organised large-scale industry on virgin soil, a Ricardian,

or perhaps we should say a Carcyitc, rudiment. Shellac is not so

easy. With a confession of ignorance, coupled with a strong

guess of diminishing returns, he passes to pulj), tlie most hopeful

of all his raw materials.

Common knowledge of (ho wastage of the world's timber

—

which was being treated ratluT as a stock, like coal, than as

a crop, like rubber— supported by some study of timb(?r price

jnovements as compared with other price movenumts before 1014,

did suggest definitely that “ units of resources *’ applied to forest

exploitation were yielding smaller jiliysical returns. Wiictlier

this is true of wood-jiulp is less certain. 'Inhere the econoiuit's

of an organised industry, the increasing returns tendency, have

to be set against Nature's very obvious reluctance to sup])ly

mankind with timber indefinitely^ on the stcxdc system. But it

is likely tliat the pulp industry also, thanks more to human
carelessness than to th(‘ niggardliness of Nature, is working under

conditions of diminishing returns. Provisionally, and with

hesitation, our economist was just about to conclude that the

cardboard of his hat-l)oxes shows clear signs of Nature's reluctanc(‘.

to meet man half-way^, when someone reminded him that this

particular cardboard was made not of wood-pulp but of straw,

ropes' ends, and the worn-out covers of railway wagons. Vegetable

materials, no doubt, and against all such a suspicion of diminishing

returns lies; but may not the improving organisation of the

marine-store dealers and other handlers of “ juid<
’’ come in on

the other side ? New processes have got between him and

Nature : a new, long and none too hopeful inquiry into fact lies

before him. He must, if honest, admit ignorance of the class

of ‘‘ returns ” under which this cardboard is made. Finally ho

must balance all these uncertainties and ignorances on the
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“ diminishing ” side against the equally stubborn ignorances

—

all of which there has not been space here to tabulate—on the

‘‘ increasing ” side. He leaves the factory with no formed opinion

about the proper economic box for hats.

It may bo said that the industry is not typical of industries

generally. Certainly there is a special lack of decent organisa-

tion for tlie productioji of some of its raw materials and great

(lifUculty in hitting on a representative finished product. Tjut

the same is true of many other trades; and incidentally it has

])(^cn shown, or suggested, that coal itself cannot bo boxed con-

fidently. No doubt it is easy to take extnmui cas{‘s on the

“ increasing side and box them. Meccano Lid., no rloubt, are

working und(T conditions of increasing returns. So, one supposes,

are the Pord establishments and probably the car industry

generally; but whether or not well-established industiies, say

textile macdiinery or locomotives, are working under decided

conditions of increasing returns would be very dilTicult to deter-

mine. 'Frue, it seems most unlikely that mechanical industries

with mineral raw materials, in the present states of the world's

mineral resources, arc inoducing under ‘‘ diminishing " conditions
;

but no more can bo said with any conlidence. Wherever animal

or vegetable materials are involved the (‘lenient of uncertainty is

greatly increased. And it was for tluxse cases in particular that

tiu; conception of the balance of forces, man's organisation vcrsn.s

Nature's r(‘luctanc(‘, was worked out. A strict interpretation

of diminishing returns, as we know, (‘xcludes the mineral stocks.

Then consider wool.

It is no use discussing ‘‘ woollen cloth "
;

for there is no such

thing. You might as well discuss a commodity. But tlmrc

are standard products of the industry, reasonalily uniform and

ri‘gularly (|uoted. Take combed wool, tops.'’ If any problem

in ‘‘ nd-urns " involving organic matter is soluble, that of (H's

Botany tops should be. T’he wool is, by delinition, all Australian

;

and if jierhaps now and then some River Plate or New Zealand

wool gets into the tops, that too is new country wool. In the

production of wheat and wool " (the tendency tow ards diminish-

ing returns) has almost exclusive sway in an old country.” ^

1.^lie converse is no doubt true of a new one. But is Australia

still “ new ”
? There is keen competition between agricultural

and pastoral interests and, in some districts, between sheep and

cattle. The districts in which the line merino wool used for

fi4’s can be produced to perfection are limited ;
and as the supply

* Mursliiill, Principfr.'i, p. .‘JJO.
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has grown but little, in spite of steady demand, it is likely enough

that “ conditions of diminishing returns ” prevail. But just

how the situation is now to be described, 1 do not know. A
monograph, as yet unwritten, would be illuminating but miglit

not bo decisive. At present we are not justified in stating that

Botany (?'. a. fine merino) wool is being produced under the sway
of cither of the returns tendencies. On the other hand we are,

I flunk, justified in stating that the tendency to increasing

returns is not working strongly on the manufacturing side. Tlie

combing industry is highly organised and localised to an astonish-

ing degree. A2)art from combs run by some s|>inners, the combing

plants are mostly large. Fresh ones arc seldom set up, and it is

unlikely that the ])iiilding of new mills or the extension of those

now existing would increase the efficiency of the industry dis-

proportionately to the effort cxiiended. This is almost a verbal

repetition of wliat Dr. jMarshall wrote long ago about the prodia;-

tion of blankets. Supposing that Botany wool is, in fact, ])ro-

iluced to-day under conditions of slightly diminishing returns, it

is conceivable that ()4*s Botany tops are being turned out very near

the mathematical point of constant returns. But we do not know.

Constant ndurns, it may be observed in passing, must always

remain a matluunatical point, their box an empty one. It is

inconceivable that a method can ever be devised for so measur-

ing these real ])nt infinitely subtle and im[)onderable tendeneievs

towards diminishing and increasing returns that sonuione will

be able to say, Bo, here a perfect bulaiiee. IE this is so, eonslant

returns industries may bo relegated finally to the limbo of the

categories, in company for the present with such still disenihodicul

phantoms as the “ commodity whose elasticity of demand is

unity.”

In the passage where Dr. Marshall discusses blank(*ts occurs

the reservation referred to above as gigantic and set aside for

further thought. The imj)rovements in effieiency arising from

the iiKTcasing si/(i of an industry, to whicJi Dr. Marshall attJ*il)utes

increasing returns, are, as 1 r(*ad him, not to include jiotahle

inventions, perliaps not inventions at all. They are improve-

ments in organisation only. Referring to the blanket trade he

writes, “ an increase in tlie aggregate volume of production

brings some new economics, but not many,” because the trad(^ is

already on so great a scale that any new economics that (it)

may attain are more likely to be the result of new inventions than

of improved organisation.” I think Professor Pigou endorses

this distinction between invention and organisation, but I am
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not f[uito sure; ho is less concrete in his treatment than%Dr.

Marshall, further from the clod and much further from machinery.

The distinction, important as it is and clarifying of pure thought,

discourages the student not of categories but of things. For,

when trying to box an industry with the increasing docket, he

must strive to tliink away that part of any additional output,

coinciding with a fresh ‘‘ dose of resources,'’ wliich is due to

invention, and concentrate} on the ])art due to size and organisa-

tion only, yupposc he has just found out---it would be hard

enough, pci’haps not possible, but conceivable that the returns

the exp(}iiditure of resources in sinking of coal-pits near

Doncaster are such as to show that even the British coal industry

is still in the “ increasing" stage; and that then someone tells

him (I fancy it is true) that these pits would never have been

sunk at the price in “ resources ” but for the modern invention

l)y which loose and \va<('r-logg(}d strata above the coal-measures

are frozen artificially to facilitate sinking. Can lu*, like a scliool-

man, put this aside as an acciden.s and concentralc on the pure

,'<iil)sfaNtia of the growing industry apart from the invention ?

lie is not tempted to try. if ho were, quite e(‘J'tainly the boxes

would always remain emjdy. »Should the laws ever be rescued

from the limbo of th(} (categories, it (m)u1(I only be by treating

industries as they arc and lumping in inventions. Professor

i^igou's (lelinition (juotivl above would, I tinnk, pt'rmit of this.

You can pack much into the phrase*, “ a unit in the (piantity of

ivsouiv(}s.‘' It may prove diflicult to suggest a concrete measure

for the “ unit of invent iveiu'.ss,'’ Init it should not ije much more

(lillicult than measurement of the " unit of normal managerial

capacity," which is obviously incIiHled in Professor Pigou's

composite unit.

Perha])s some analytic, great or small, having read so far with

impatienc(} will be muttering <|uit(} loud, conn n, farce nr ! Was
it Jiot obvious to you that we did not ju’etend to have set up

nieasured units of managerial capacity, units of capital, and imits

of labour, compounded into a joint-unit of resources ! Of course

there are endless practical difliculties in iixing on standard units

of product for particular industries and corndating them with

the application of units of resemrees. J)id not the rarity of

illustrations in our discussion of " returns " indicate what we
were doing? A standard luit is not a mathematical eonci^pt.

We are generalising the bewildering detail of industry. Do you

admit the logic of the conception of the laws of returns ? Yes ?
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WeV, we arc building a framework into which we hope facts may
in time be fitted. If those who know the facts cannot do the

fitting, we sliall regret it. But our doctrine will retain its logical

—

and, may we add, its pedagogic—value. And then you know it

goes so prettily into graphs and equations. Besides, in the

liistory of thought analysis has often outrun verification.

Tlie answer to such a statement of the case depends,

upon the measure of liopefulncss or despondency with which one

contemplates the task of translating the theory into the facts

of those industries whicli one knows best; secondly, upon oner's

estimate of the final utility of such a translation if it could ho

made ;
and thirdly, upon one's personal opinion of the consequeno('s

of the outrunning of vcu'ification l)v analysis in Mconomios.

Taking the last point first and speaking in the first person, as in

such a case one niust, I think a good deal of iiarm has been done

through omission to make it quite clear that the Laws of Returns

have never been attaclied to specific industries; that the ])o.\es

are, in fact, empty
;
that we do not, for instance^, at this moment

knoiv under what conditions of returns coal or boots arc being pro-

duced. If unwary, one might read The Economics of Welfare, a

book which from its title would not appear to be an essay in pure*

economics, ‘ without apprehending this; and I sus
2)ect that many

students do so. 1 myself did not a])])reciate how' com|)l(iely

empty the boxes were until 1 had given a number (»f puhlii.*

demonstrations with them. And if more acute Tuinds are not

likely' so to be mishsl, the rnnk and file suniy' are. Unh'.ss W(‘

have a good pros|)ect in the near future of filling tlie l)ox(‘s

rcasonaldy' full, there is, [ hold, grave danger to an (essentially

practical science such as Economics in tlu^ (‘hiboration of liyjx)-

thetical conclusions about, say, human welfare and taxes in

relation to industries Avhicb cannot be specified.

Next, supposing w(^ did, aft(u* much labour, ascertain defini((‘I.v

that coal in England Avas being produced under conditions of

sliglitly diminishing and (id's Botany tops under conditions of

slightly incrc'asing returns -what would bo tin*, utility of the

knoAvledge, apart fro/n the satisfaction of a legitimate scicmtilic

curiosity ? Prof(?ssor i\Iarshall has .stated that "'other thimjs

belny e/jnal, the Einance Mini.ster should ])re.ss on ])roducts of

Decreasing Return industri(‘.s rather than on prodmds of In-

creasing Return industries,” ^ and there is a considerable litera-

ture, Avith fcAv illustration.s, on the working of taxes upon coni-

moditics under di/Terent a.ssum])tioiis as to returns. But I thhik

wo may take it that the italicising of the “ other things being

^ Industry and Trade, p. 405 n.
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equal
’

is a scholarly reminder that this is not a bit of pohiical

advice; for it is hard to think of eases in which other things

would be equal, since Diminishing Return industries, if we can

lay them by the licels, arc likely to prove nearer the raw material,

so to speak, and so less eligible for taxation, than Increasing

Keturn industries. If not a safe guide to taxation, would the

knowledge afTec'.t social, industrial or commercial ])o]icy ? At

the moment 1 can think of no advice whicli 1 should give to a

working wool-comber, to|)-maker, spinner, merchant or reformer

of social conditions in tlie worsted trade, as a result of the decision

that ()4's Rotany toi)s were being produced under conditions of

slightly increasing returns. Long before scholars had estal^lished

that Britisli coal was being ])roduced under conditions of slightly

(liniinisliing returns, the resultant pricaj rise relative to the price?

in increasing return areas wouhl liavc stimulated organisation

and invention to restore at least a state of constant returns, were

that in any way ])ossibie. In all these matters the economist is,

willy-nilly, an historian. The world has moved on before liis

conclusions are ri])e.

An<l with how mucli hope does om? face the establishing of

these conclusions ? Tlie instances referred to so far liave not.

hcon very encouraging. Looking backwards over long periods

the task can be approaclied with some hope, ])rovided oik^ does

not seek too great precision, does not, for instance, try to se2)arate

tlie eifccts of organisation from those of invention. 11ie fact that

the inni-work required 1(» build a (‘hurcli cost about as much in

sterling in 1913 as when Sir Christopher Wren was (‘stimating

for ( 'ity churches, after the great fire of London,^ alone indicates

an enormously increased return to invention and organisation

combined during the intervening two centuries and a half. But
to ])rove that any standard grade of iron—No. 3 Cleveland pig

or (U’own bars, l(*t us say- has been turned out siiu'c tin? war

under any partieular condition of returns is a tlitTennit matter.

I can at present see no way of giving reality to the “ unit of

resources ”
: though that by no means proves tliat there is no

way. If it were given reality, some apf^reciable period of time

would be jiocossary during which successive' ’* units " would have
lo be ay)plicd to the industry, and the physical outputs measured.

The allowance of time miglit have te) be so long as to “ make
history " of the inquiry : its results might bo true only of yester-

day. Again the experimental diflieiilties appear, though they may
not prove to bo, insurmountable. No one, so far as I know, lias

begun to attempt to surmount them.

' W. O. Hell, The (ircal Fire vj f.ondon, p. 282 .
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/.£ it is judged worth while to make a serious and concerted

effort to fill the boxes—of which I am doubtful—a beginning

might be Jiiadc with soinc of the simple industries whicli it is

customary to assume are working under conditions of diminishing

returns. Do w e really know that* wheat, world wheat, is produced

under those eomJitions ? Or wool, or cotton ? Some rough

suggestions have been thrown out above as to timber, rubber and

coal : the two first are the most hopeful. Before we know how

much reluctance on the part of Nature we liave lo overcome, it is

ratlicr vain to speculate oji the extent of our achievement in

overcoming it and establishing conditions of increasing returns.

Nature's reluctance varies presumably with the proportions of

virgin and non-virgin soil, forests, coal measures and so foidh to

the total quantity of each being exj)loit(^ri at a given time for tlu'

production of a given raw material or food-stutl. In s])eciid

cases, of which rubber may lu'. one, she may for the time being lx*

not reluctant at all. Easy generalisations about tlu? Law of

Diminishing Returns being necessarilj^ true, because if it is not you

might feed the world from a scjuare yard, will help little in the

discussion of these world-])roblems.

An to Increasing Returns : if we are to restrict the concc'ptiou

as, I believ(‘, Dr. Marshall does, to tin? increased effiidem^v re-

sulting from the imju’ovf^d organisation wJiich genei’ally aceoni-

])anies an increase of capital and labour in any industry, or in

industries in general,^ to the e.xclusion of the efficiency flowing

from invention -and a very good case can be made out for such

restricthm—then, 1 think, we should on ])rincipl(‘ avoid even (Ik^

suggestion that we know that particular industries conn* into the

“ increasing ” category, because wc ?iever can know what pro-

portkni of their efficiency is dm^ lo organisation resulting from

mere size and what to invention. This is not a denial of tlu;

reality of increasing returns in this sense, only a denial ot their

measurability. If, on the other hand, we widen the eojua'ptioii

as suggested above so as to covTr all inventions, we can arrive a(-

certain tolerable historical results
;

but, as [ think, we shall he

permanently held up by “ experimental ' difficulties in dealing

with the present and, a forllori, with that m^ar future which is

so particularly interesting to the working economist. If I

wrong, and there arc ways over any or all of the difficulties,

whi(;h somcom? can point out, the.se mainly destructive notes

may have constructive uses.

J. H. Clapjiam

^ Soe tho dofinition in Principlrs, p. 310.



TRADE BOARDS AND THE CAVE COMMITTEE

The Cave Conimittcc on the working and cfTects of the Trade

Boards Acts has (;ompletcd the work that was entrusted to it.

It was, however, necessarily confined to a small part of what is

Tcally a single problem of international range, namely Government

interference with wage-rates gcmerally. The narrow issues tliat

the Committee had to study can, 1 think, be illuminated if they

arc put in a wider setting.

In modern times, until some five-and-twenty years ago, it

was the general policy of governments to leave w^ages severely

alone. At the present time, however, over nearly the whole of

the English-speaking world ti)at policy has been abandoned.

It has been abandoned under the influence of two dominant

motives. On the one side, the incoiivenienee and loss caused

to the public by stoppages of work in iini)ortant industries has

driven governments to seek some moans of avertiiig tliese stop-

pages. On the other side, humanitarian sentiment has been

slioeked at the conditions jmevailing in what have been some-

what ambiguously called sweated industries,’’ and governments

have intervened with intent to prevent sweating, it is interest-

ing to observe how those two motive's have worked themselves out

ill ]u*actiec. In origin tliey are entirely distinct, but in their

concrete manifestations they have moved more and more closely

together.

The desire to obviate sto])pages of work lias often translated

itself into forms that do not involve any direct interference

with wage-rates. Thus, Government Departments oiler their

services in mediation, enCouragc' the formation of voluntaiy fJoint

Boards of employers and employed to negotiate wages questions,

rcipiire the taking of a second ballot before a strike is declared,

forbid, under penalties, the declaration of a strike or lock-out

before opportunity lias been alforded to an imjiartial tribunal to

investigate disputes and recommend terms of settlement, and

on. In none of tliese arrangements is there any direct deter-

mination of w^ago-rates by public authority. But in some

countries these arrangements have not been deemed sufticiont,

and it has been desired, either generally or in industries of excep-

tional importance, actually to forbid stoppages of w'ork by huv.
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Whfn this stage is reached, and when employers and employed are

compelled to carry on though they cannot agree upon terms, it

becomes necessary for the public authority to add an order

fixing these terms to the order to carry on. If it did not do tliis,

the order to carry on would obviously lead to chaos. In this

way, the desire to prevent stoppages of work has become embodied

in systems of compulsory arbitration, the best known of these

being that of New Zealand, under which the public authority,

through officially controlled Boards or Court, directly determines

what the wage-rates arc to be.

In like manner, the desire to prevent sweating has evolved

forms of State action tliat do iiot carry witli them any direct

impediment to stoppages of work. Wages Boards or Trad('

Boards are set up, and through them the State announces certain

minimum standards of ^vages, just as under the Factory Acts

it announces certain minimum standards of sanitation and safety,

below which employers must not, on pain of punishment, descend.

This docs, of course, indirectly rule out one possible form of

stoppage of work, namely a lock-out by employers designed to

compel the acceptance of wages below tliese minimum standards.

But directly nothing is done against any class of stoppage, and

neither directly nor indirectly is anything done against that

class of stoppage which originates in a dcunand by tlio work

2)C02)le for wage-rates higher than the legal minimum, -lust,

however, as wo liave seen that the desini to prevent sto
2
)])agi‘s

lias sometimes jmshed forward into the territory of wages settle-

ments, so sometimes the desire to lU’cvent sweating has pushed

forward into the territory of legal sanctions against stoiipagcs.

Thus in Victoria, under an amending Act of lt)07, it is provided

tliat, if workpco])le in an industry bound by tlu* tlelerminatiou

of a AVages Board uiuhutake a strike, the (Tiovernment may

susiiend the wlioh* or jiart of the determination for the jKriod of

a year. This xu’ovision in elT(*ct imi)oses a penally on strikes,

because, geiu'rally speaking, tlic siis^iension of a determination

will involve the temporary abrogation of some obligations upon

employers that are of advantage to the W()rk|nM)])I(*. I n Tasmania,

where the Victorian system has been adopted, tlu; Wages Board

Act forbids, under severe penalties, a loek-out or strike on

account of any matter in respect to whicdi a Board lias made a

determination.

This tendency towards an assimilation between the practical

manifestations of the desire to prevent industrial stoppages and

the desire to prevent sweating has been associated with, and
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no doubt, in part duo to, a widening in the scope of these de.^ires

themselves. The desire to prevent industrial stoppages is

naturally most potent in regard to industries of fundamental

social importance. Thus, the Canadian Industrial Disputes

Investigation Act is limited to industries of this class, and the

New South Wales Industrial Arbitration Act of 1918 only makes
unconditionally illegal strikes on the part of employees of Central

or Local Government authorities. It is not, however, possible to

distinguish industries into two rigidly divided groups, one of

which is socially important while tlic other is not. The distinc-

tion among them can only be one of degree. Hence, it is natural

to find that authoritative action to prevent stoppages of work

is not everywiiere confined to certain selected industries. In

South Africa and in Colorado the i3rinciple of tlie Canadian Act

lias been extended over a wider field, and in New Zealand, as is

well known, the compulsory arbitration law applies to all indus-

tries, except those in which the workers have ndiised to be

registered under the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Acts.

In the same way the desire to prevent swc'ating, which mani-

fested itself first in the formation of Wages J^oards in selected

ill-organised and ill-paid occupations, has, in Viidoria-, expanded

into a desire to prevent unfairly low wages in a more general

sense. The number of occupations covered by Wages Boards

ill that (.*ountry has grown, till at the jireseiii time Boards have

been appointed in practically all of them. AVe may conclude,

therefore, that, though the root ideas underlying compulsory

arbitration systems and the Wages Board system respectively

are (pute distinct, and are, moreover, in their purest forms,

relevant to different classes of oceupatiun—for it so ha])pcns that

in most countries workpeople in the industries of greatest social

importance are not ill-organised or low-paid- yet the legal arrange-

ments evolved out of them have everywiiere much in common,
and sometimes, as in Tasmania, become indistinguishable.

Ill order that this eonelusion may be cleai*-(*ut, it is desirable

to remove a rather common confusion of id(‘as. Ft is sometimes

supjiosed that the Compulsory Arbitration method and the Trade*

Hoard method differ from one another fimdainentally, in that

under the former it is a .standard wage^ and under the latter a

Miniynmn wage, that is determined. In one sense this is true.

The wage determined by a compulsory arbitration court is an
absolute wage, in that it is illegal either for employers to light for

less or for workjicoplo to light for more; and the wage detcr-

uiincd by a Trade Board, under the English plan, though not on
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the ^Tasmanian plan, is a minimum wage, in that it is illegal for

employers to fight for less but not illegal for workpeople to fight

for more. Under compulsory arbitration the awarded wage and

nothing else is the lawful wage; under Triide Boards (on the

English model) the awarded or any higher wage is a lawful wage.

Tliis, however, is not the sense in which the relation between tlie

standard wage of compulsory arbitration and the minimum wage

of Trade Boards is commonly understood. Many people think

that, if in two exactly similar industries a Court was called upon to

fix a standard wage and a Trade Board to fix a minimum wage

for exactly similar classes of w^orkpeople, the minimum wage

fixed by the Jfoaj’d would be substantially less tiian the standard

wage fixed by the Court. Tiiis is not so. Jn respect of any giv(*n

category of workpeople, Court or Board alike Avould aim at what

they consider to be the proper wage for ordinary workers in that

category. The so-called minimum wages of Trade Boards are

not intended, in respect of any given categoiy of workpc'ople,

to be fixed at a level substantially below what is ordinarily ])iiid,

thus serving merely as a kind of safeguard against ece(*ntri(;

employers. Trade Boards, no less than Arlntration Courts, aim

at determining the rates of wages that will actually be ])aid in

their industries. When a piece-rate is announced by either sort

of body, this is intended to be the piece-rate payable* to all

employees. When a time-rate is fixed, Court and Board alikt*

arc settling the wage appropriate to a work(‘r of representative

strength and skill. For both of them the rate is a Hhinimnin, in

the sense that workers of strength and skill greater than tiui

ordinary may ex2)ect better 2)ay
;
and by both ju’ovision is niiule

to allow workers w'hose str(*.ngth and skill is abiioj'mally sjnnil

to be paid less than the “ minimum ’’ rate. In this matter, there

fore, the two systems are upon all fours. Cndor both of them

the task of the imblic authority is to announce, not an inenVetive

minimum, but the rate of wage it deems proper to a d( lined grade*

of worker in the industry it is reviewing.

We are tims led on to inquire what precisely legislators, when

providing machinery for (jlovernmeiit interferenee with wages,

have conceived a proper rate to mean. It might mean either what

we may call an economic wage, namely the wage wdiich, in tht^

conditions of the trade under review, economic forces tend tn

bring about if emj)Ioyers can be prevented from taking advantage

of the bargaining w^cakness of some or all of their workpeople

and paying them less than they arc worth ;
or it might mean a

“ living wage,” interpreted on the basis of some oi)inion as to
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what is reasonably necessary for a civilised man or woman with a

normal family. It is obvious that these two sorts of proper \fago,

translated into terms of money, may, on occasions, moan very

diiTerent things. Unless, therefore, legislatures provide guidance

for the wage-regulating b(jdies they set up, th(?re can hardly fail

to be uncertainty and confusion. Oonsecpicntly, there have l)cen

introduced into the laws of several of tlie Australasian (jolonics

governing words of greater or less precision. In the Victorian

law of 1903, it was provided that determinations should ijo based

in each industry on the rate of wage actually paid by “ reputable

employers ” to workers of average capacity in that industry.

This rule, whicJi in elTect signified that the proper wage was to

be taken to mean an “ economic wage,” was, Jiowever, repealed

in 1907. In the 1912 Act, Section 175 laid down :
“ Wliere any

determination made by a special board either before or after the

commencement of this Act, is being dealt witli by the Court,

sucli Court shall consider whether the determination appealed

against lias had or may have the effect of prejudicing the j)rogress,

maintenance of, or scope of employment, in the trade or industry

alTected by any such price or rate; and, if of opinion that it has

had or may have such elTect, the Court shall make such altera-

tions as, in its opinion, may be necessary to remove or prevent

such effect, and at the same time to secure a living wage to the

employees in such trade or industry who are affected by such

determination." This suggests that the proper wage is to mean

both an economic wag(^ and a living wage, and the possibility of

conflict between these two ideals is ignored, in the Queensland

Act of 1916 ‘‘ the wagt? awarded must be not less than sutlicient

to maintain a well-conducted employee of average health, strength

,

and competence, and his wife and a family of three children in a

fair and average standard of comfort, having regard to the

conditions of living prevailing among employees in the calling.’*^

The first part of this provision suggests that the living wage is

to be adopted as the sole standard, but the last part belies this

suggestion, because, of course, the conditions of living prevailing

among employees in the calling depend on their customary earn-

ings, and, therefore, are related to the economic wage of the

calling. In other States, however, a more definite position is

taken up, and it is laid down, in elicct, that in making their

awards, Courts or Boards shall regard the livijig wage as a

minimum, below which they must in no event go. Thus, the

South Australian Industrial Arbitration Act of 1912 lays down

;

^ Gilchrist, (Conciliation ami Arbitration, p. 101.

No. 127.

—

VOL. XXXII. z
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“ The board shall not have power to order or provide wages which

do ifot secure to the employees affected a living wage. Living

wage means a sum suflicient for the normal and reasonable needs

of the average employee living in the locality where the work

under consideration is done, or is being done. In the Western

Australian Act, it is provided that “ no minimum rate of wages or

other remuneration shall be prescribed which is not sufficient to

enable the average worker to whom it ai)plics to live in reason-

able comfort, having regard to any domestic obligations to which

such average workman would be ordinarily subject.” ^ Finally,

in the New South Wales Act of 1918, these general rules are given

a statistical interpretation. The Board of Trade is ordered, after

public inc^uiry into the cost of living, to declare from year to

year what shall be the living wages respectively of male and

of female adult employees (other than those who are abnormally

inefficient) in the State or any defined area thereof, and no

industrial agreement shall be entered into, and no award madi^

for wages lower than such living wages. What it all comes to

is that in the various colonies whose laws 1 have been citing,

as between the living w^igc and the economic wage, that one of tlu?

tw'O wdiich in any particular industry is higher must ])e taken,

by Courts or Boards determining the pay of ordinary worki*rs,

to be the proper wage.

The law cited from New South Wales brings into vicnv y(d

another possible arrangement; namely the establishment, either

alongside of, or instead of, the s])ecial (hderminations made l)y

Wages Boards, of a general nationally determined minimum wage.

The New South Wales rule involves this. It does not mendy give

an instruction to the Boards and Court ])efore which paidienlar

w^age issues iuay cojiie : it applies also to settlements made by

agreement of tlie parties. It is true, of course, that the J^egisla-

ture has not itself translated its living wage ii\t() terms of actual

money. This task is left to the lk)ard of Trade, and is to ))e

undertaJa^n every year on the basis of the cost of living. TJiis,

how'ever, is a matter of detail, not of principle—a recognilion of

the fact that prices vary, and that it is more conv(aiiejit to take

account of these variations by administrative regulations than l\v

legislative amendments. It should not prevent us from regarding

the New South Wales law as one that lixes directly national

minimum wages at a living level - a level, it should be borne in

mind, which may be different for men from what it is for women

workers. These national minimum wages do not, of course,

^ 13iillctiii uf llic. U.S. Huivavi of Liiliour StalwticH, No. ir»7, pp. Uia <•
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mean wages below which nobody may be hired to industry.
^
The

intention underlying them is that ordinary workers of the lowest

grade who arc of sound mind and body shall not be engaged to

work in any industry for a less sum than common opinion regards

as capable of yielding a reasonable subsistence : and special

2
)rovision is made, as under the more detailed rules laid down by

Wages Boards, for allowing abnormally ineilicient workers to be

engaged at a lower rate. In the »State of Washington there is,

for women workers, a State minimum wage law on the same general

basis as the New South Wales law.

This general background should enable us to envisage more

clearly the nature of the problem which the Cave Committee had

to consider, and to estimate better the value of their work. In

view of the strong o2)position that prevails in this country to

compulsory arbitration or prohibitions against strikes, they did

not netid to contemplate the develox)mcnt of our Trade Board

system on the lines of the Tasmanian law. They were, however,

called ujDon to examine actual and proposed extensions of our

system to cover workpeople belonging to different categories

from those at first included in it. In the Act of 1909 it was

laid down, as a condition for establishing a Trade Board in any

industry or branch of industry, that the rate of wage jn'evailing

there *’
is exceptionally low as compared with that in other employ-

ments.” In the Act of 1918 this condition was abrogated, and

there was substituted for it a new condition, namely that the

Minister of Labour is “ of opinion that no adequate machinery

exists for the effective regulation of wages throughout the trade,

and that, accordingly, having regard to the rates of wages j3re-

vailing in the trade or any part of the trade, it is expedient that

the 2)rincipal Act should apply to the trade.” Tlic new Act was

followed by a large increase in the numl)er of Boards; and,

furthermore, Boards, instead of merely fixing rates, as had

hitherto been the custom, merely for the lowest grade of ordinary

workers in tlie trade, leaving skilled ami scuni-skilled workers

unatrected, took to fixing different rates for different classes of

workers, evtn on some oeoasions for foremen earning over

iii lO.s. a week (Re])ort, ]). ll). This was a large step forward

from the original intention of the 1909 Act. Wdiile most i^eoxile

were willing to forbid emxffoycrs, under x^enalty, to force down a

poor unskilled worker’s wage below, say, 30s. a week, without

putting any eorrespomling in’ohibition on the workman's trying

to force the wage uj), there was strong opposition to a one-sided

arrangement of this sort as regards high-waged skilled men. The
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existing state of things was anomalous : it was necessary either

to go forward on Tasmanian lines, and make the Trade Boards’

determinations enforceable against workpeople as well as against

employers, or to restrict more narrowly the scope of the Boards’

activities. The Cave Committee favour the second alternative.

It ajopcars to us,” they write, “ that, while the coercive powers

of the State, and particularly of the criminal law, may properly

be used to prevent the unfair oppression of individuals and the

injury to the national health that results from the ‘ sweating
’

of workers, the use of those coercive powers should be limited to

tliat purpose, and that any further regulation of wages should be

left, so far as possible, to the processes of negotiation and collective

bargaining. It is one thing to say that an employer shall not

pay to his adult worker a sum insunkaeiit for his or her mainte-

nance under the conditions of the time, be the sum 35.S-., 4()N.,or

50.y. per week; it is quite another thing to jR'ovide tliat he shall

not pay to a skilled work(*r of a particular class Jess than 7(b‘.,

SO.s*., or Oths*., even though the worker is prepared to work at a

lower wage, and that, if he does so, he shall be liable to fine or

imprisonment. It may be desirable that the higher wage should

bo paid, and it may not be unreasonable for a trade organisatori

to insist on that wage being paid and to enfor(*e its decision by

economic means; but to compel the payment hy the threat of

criminal prosecution appears to us to bo an oppressive use of the

powers of the State ” (pp. 2()-7). The Committee accordingly

recommend that the Minister of Labour should not be empowered

to apply the Act to a trade unless both an unduly low wage

2
)rovaiIs in the trade or some braneli of it, and “ there is Jack of

such organisation among tlie workers as is required for tlie

efi'ectivc regulation of wages in the trade ” (p. 2s). They recom-

mend, further, that the Boards should only be empowered to fix

legally binding minimum rates in respect of ordinary workers of

the lowest grade in the trades covered by them; rates for other

grades of workers not being determi?iabIo unless thn^e-fourths of

tlie representatives of each side agree upon a n'commendatioii

and invite the Minister to enforce it. It will thus bo s( cn that the

Committee are desirous of lopping oil’ the accretions that have

grown upon the original Trade Boards Act of 1909, and of not

exteiuling direct legal interference witJi wages beyond class('s of

workpeople who are, in popular language, sweated, or liable to

be sweated.

Let us now turn to the i)rinciples on which determinations

arc to be based. The Committe(5 agree with the general practice
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of allowing subnormal workers to be paid a lower rate pcit day

(not, of course, a lower piece-rate) than that determined for normal

workers. They point out that at present, under the English law,

permits may be granted only for persons “ affected by any

infirmity or physical injury,” and they recommend that they

should also be obtainable in respect of “ the ‘ slow worker,'
”

I. e. “ the person who, while not subject to any infirmity or

physical injury, is yet incapable, owing to some constitutional

defect or to some other cause, of earning the tninimum rate fixed

for the ordinary worker of his class ” (p. 34). This, however, is

comparatively, though not .'ibsoliitely, a small matter. Much

more vital is the question what principles Trade Boards should

follow in determining the wages to be paid to ordinary workers

;

or in other words, wdiat meaning they should assign to the notion

proper wage. In neither the 1909 Act nor the 1918 Act did

rarliament give any guidance on this important matter. The

natural result followed :
“ Some Boards,” the Cave*. Committee

report, “ have had regard only to the cost of living, while others

have taken into account the value of the work done and tlie charge

that the trade can bear. In one case we were informed tliat the

minimum was taken to be the lowest wage payable to the least

skilled worker in the cheapest living area covered by the rate;

while in another it was defined as a wage sufficient to provide a

young w’oman of eighteen w'ith means sufiieient to enable her to

maintain lierself without assistance, and to enable a man of tw enty-

one to cont(;mplate marriage. Partly as a consequence of this

diversity of interpretation, w ide diffennices are found in the rates

fixed” (Report, p. 26). The issue is thus plainly stated, and we

naturally look to the Comniitt(‘e to offer a solution. We are,

however, disappointed. The Boards, we are told, should aim
” at giving protection to the workers in each trade by securing

to them at least a w-age which approximates to the subsi.stence

level in the place in which they live and which the trade can

hear ”
(p. 28). This is mere shirking, on the model of the Victorian

Act of 1912. Tile last six words destroy those which go before

and leave an unmeaning chaos.

On the subject of a national minimum wage kuv, the

(Vunmittee arc more definite. Tlu\y discuss the enactment of

fiucJi a law (from wdiich abnormally inefficient workers may
obtain exemption) as a substitute for the Trade Boards. It

seems fairly clear that any national mmimnin wage w’ould

have to bo put at a level appropriate to tlie lowest grade of

ordinary worker (though there might, of course, be different
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niiniria for inon and women) in the lowest grade industry. Thus,

it would fail to protect from exploitation any one of a grade

better than this, and so, though nominally of wider reach, would
really bo of narrower reacli even than the modest system of

Trade Boards contemplated by the 1909 Acts. Jn this connec-

tion there is also a serious technical dilYi(uiliy in the definition of

ordinary workers. It may happen that certain occupations arc

jircdorninantly manned by an exceptionally slow type of unskiJI(‘d

labourer; so that, say, the iinskillcd mail one-tenth of the way
down the scale of capacity in one occupation corresponds to th(‘

unskilled man nine-tenths of the way down in another. Uiid(‘i' u

national minimum wage we should either have to make our

minimum aj>pro])riate to workers who, from a gcncjal poiiit of

view, arc not ordinaiy, but “ slow workers, or to exempt from

it practically all the unskilled workers in certain occupations.

This awkwardness is avoided under the Trade Board systcmi.

Again, as the Cave Committee point out, “ in sonu^ industries,

tile Jionie-worker cannot be adequately [irotected exccqit hy

fixing minimum })iece-wages, and it is (.-lear that such rat(‘s

cannot be fixed on a nalional basis for all trades " (p. 25). Yet

again, a law enacting a national minimum wage, though, as in

New South Wales it could make provision for variations in tlic

cost of living from time to time, could not as elTectivcly as a

system of Trade f^oards make provision for variations from ]»Iac('

to place. For reasons such as these the (^immittee is opjioscd

to the enactment of a national minimum wagci as a substituti* for

Trade Boards. Its enactment as an addition to tliem they do

not discuss. Granted, however, that Boards are installed ovi‘r a

wide enough field and operate satisfactorily, there seems littk^

to be gained by creating a new form of nuudiinery. It may he*

inferred from their silence that the Committee take this view.

A. C. Bujoi:



SOME CAII8P]S OE THE INCREASE OF POPULATION IN
THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY AS ILLUSTRATED BY
LONDON

WjjiIvF. the causes of the groat increase in poinilation which

hecaino obvious in the nineteenth century are to some extent

ohscure, it is clear that during the eightcentli century many
factors wore at work, lessening the terrible dcatJi-rate of London.

TIk; groat controvorsy of the cighteentJi contiiry as to wlietlier

the population of tlie country was increasing or deeveasing was

largely based on varying interx)rctations of tfie London Bills of

Mortality. From those it was alarmingly evident that tlie annual

deaths in London greatly exceeded the births and that this

oxc(\ss re2)rcsented a drain on the rest of the country. Let the

country gcnUoinon be called forth and declare,” wrote Corbyn

Morris in 1751, “ liave tlicy not continually felt for many years

|)ast an increasing want of husbandmen and day-labourers ?

Have the farmers throughout the kingdom no just complaints of

the excessive increasing ])riccs of workmen and of the impossi-

hility of procuring a sufficient number at any price ? . . . Those

are the direc t consequences flowing from this vast annual destruc-

tion of country adults and non-adults also ... in London. . . .

London will not feel any want of recruits till there are no people

in th(i country. . .
^ Three years later anotlier observer

wrote :
“ London has grown, and continues still to grow, out of

compass at the expense of and to the sensible diminution of the

other towns and boroughs, at the exjiense, in sliort, of the class

of labourers.’’ “

^rhis was the great \ven ” theory which had prevailed at

least since the time of the Tudors. There was another theory,

namely that the jKipulation of London like that of the country

was decreasing, and as a matter of fact between 1720 and 1750

the population within the Bills of ^lortality ” seems actually to

have declined.

The Bills of ]\rortality, the weeklj% monthly and 3’^early

^ Observations on the Past (iroirth ajui Present iState of the City of London^

p. 100.

® “ Sir John Nickolls ” (a Frenchman), Rcfifarks on the Advantages and Dis-

advantages of France and Great Britain, p, 188.
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sumjwaries of christenings and burials compiled by the Company
of Parish Clerks, were unsatisfactory as a record of births and
deaths, as only baptisms and burials in parish churches and
burial-grounds were registered. The Bills—^the name was

extended to the area covered by the returns—stood for the greater

London of the seventeenth century. They included, for insttance,

the parishes of Hackney, Bermondsey and Bethnal Green, which

at the beginning of the nineteenth century were still partly rural.

But they did not include the parishes into which London had
more recently expanded. “ London is increasing more rapidly

than appears,’’ Price wrote in 1769, “ by the omission of the two

parishes most increased by new building, Marybonc and Pancrass

;

the former is now, I suppose, one of the largest in London.” i

From time to time new parishes appeared in the Bills, but

these were subdivisions of 2)arishes wliicli had become more

thickly populated and did not extend the area covered by the

records.

As a basis for an estimate of the population of London the

Bills l)ecame increasingly inadequate owing to the rapid growth

of the non-included parishes. As a basis for a calculation of the

relation of births to deaths they were also defective
;

first, because

the baptisms as a record of births were gtmerally admitted to bo

more deficient than the burials as a re(?ord of deaths
;
- secondly,

because after the middle of the century it is possible that the

number of burials outside parish l)urial-grouiids increased, owing

to an increasing number of Jews and of Jrisli UoJiian Gatholios

in London and to the starting of private venture burial-grounds

with lower fees than those of the i>arishes.^ Thirdly, the Bills

^ *' Obsorvutioiis on tlie Kx|M*<*tation of Lives," J’htlusophiral y'ruK.sdriirjns,

LIX, p. lOS 11.

2 ** Xono of flic hirtlis anion;; .iows, Quakers. and llie Ibn-e denoiniiiii-

tions of dissenters are iiieluderl in llie Lills, wlii'reas many of tlieir huriuls .ne."

Priee, op. rif., p. lUOii, W'ales, i’rie»-*s opjionent in the population eont r(;vers;v

,

agrees witli iiini on this pf>int
;

sr<* luqulnj into thr J^nstnt Stutr of tJ>>' Popuidtion

of I'lnijbnnl dnd ll'n/ov, iTSl, p. II. IVivatt^ hnplism, alloued oy llio Chiireli

for “great cause* and necessity," was fairly general, tlio cause h'. .iie soinetinies

the ditUeulty of ohtainiiig godparents, and sneh haplisins were in si me parishes

refused rc'gislrat ion. See Itickman's PrcHininanj Ohfo rvdtionft tot lie l*opdldlion

Jtelurna of 1811, p. xxiii.

^ “ Dissenting hurial-grounds at fees vc*ry rnueli smaller than those of the

estaldishod cliureh are’ to he founr] in many parishfss, and tJiis is tlio cause —
[of the supposed decrease in population].— Malcolm, I.ondnvnm Ihdivivum, IH*

p. 230. Malcolm attributed a decrease in baptisms in Whitechapel after 1783

to the great incn‘ase in .Jews and a decrease in the burials to “ a number of cheap

burial-grounds.” Lysoiis found in ITO.'i that an excess of baptisms over burials

at Uothnal Oreon was “ to be attributed to some private burial-grounds wdioro the

fees are somewhat lower than in that belonging to the parish.” Environs of

London, iJ, p. 27. This is, however, controversial. Price wrote in 1780 “[the
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themselves were inaccurate compilations from the plirish

registers.^

With all their deficiencies, however, the Bills of Mortality

give a remarkable picture of the fluctuations of the London

death-rate and birth-rate, and of the variations in the causes and

ages of death, which though inaccurate wo may accept as broadly

true, and which is corroborated by evidence from independent

sources—poor law records, and the records of schools, hospitals

and dispensaries. William Heberden the younger, a London

doctor of great experience, wrote in 1808 :
“ The Bills of Mor-

tality have often been objected to as erroneous and imperfect

sources of information and unworthy of credit. This charge is

not without foundation, tliough by no means to be admitted to

its full extent. For wliat they want in accuracy is in a great

measure supplied by their magnitude, the large scale upon which

they are constructed making their smaller errors inconsiderable.

. . But the surest testimony to their credibility is alTorded by

the Bills themselves, whose agreement with each other is cpiite

inexplicable upon any other supposition than that of their being

drawn from the uniformity of nature and truth.'* -

T)r. Price, the hvader of the pessimists in the population con-

Iroversy, maintained in 1780 (in spite of his admission in 17G9

that London was increasing) that even London w’as more

populous at the Revolution than it is now." ^ In 1783 he

estimated that the jiopulation of Englaiul and Wales had decreased

by a million and a half since the Revolution; “ the inhabitants

of the cottages thrown down in tlie country fly to London, there

to be corrupted and perish.* ... In London those who used to

live plain must now live high, those who used to walk must now

1)0 carried. This is the reason of the increase of consumption

and buildings in London and not an increase of the inhabitants.

Bills] MH' But in consrqnonro of a gn\it iKvroaso of dissontors

llu'y uro less so than thoy usod to Be.’’ ii.svsY/v on p. (>0. Tlio Froiioli

Brolcslnnts of Spitalfiolds gradually Boennu' “ Blondod with tlio Knglish.”

fhilo, ,-l Litter to Whitbrend, ISlXi.

* Soi! llic-kmairH roinparison of Ihiplisins and Burials in tlio Parish Rt'gistors

011(1 in tJjo Bills of Mortality, Populntion Htturna, ISII, Appendix, p. 20(). Soo

also Oglo, “ An Jnqtury into tlu* Trustwort hinoss of the old Bills of Mortality,”

Journal of the StatiMival t^ocivtip September 1S!)2.

“ On the Mortality of London," College of PBvsieians, Medical Tretnsaciionst

tv,p. io;i.

* Kssay on the Population of Knijland and Wahfi, p. •'35. Ilis arguments were
Based fmrlly on the Bills of Mortalitj*, partly on tlie n'turiis of houses for the

purpose of tho window tax and inhabited house duty.
* Observations on Peversionary Payments^ ed. of 1783, Supplement IT, p. 256.
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for ttie number of inhabitants is certainly (if any regard is due to

the Bills) less now tlian it was thirty years ago.” ^

The controversy was ended by the census of 1801 followed by

that of 1811, which proved what Price’s opponents had main-

tained, that tlie population of England and Wales had increased

during the eighteenth century, slowly at first and rapidly after

1780, and that that of liondon had done the same, though, owin^r

to the more rapid increase in the industrial north and west, at a,

lower average rate than that of the country as a wliole. The

population for the ('ightcenth century was calculated from

the registered baptisms (according to the parish registers) on the

assumplion that these bore the same relatioJi to the total popula-

tion that they did in 1800.

On this basis it was estimated that the population of Lofidoti

(including live parishes not within the Bills, Marylebone, Nt.

Pancras, Paddington, Kensington and Ohelsea) was 074,500 in

1700 and 070,750 in 1750, as compared with the 000,000 of the

census returns of ISOl.-

If the parishes without the Bills are omitted, the slight

increase in population belween 1700 and 1750 disappears and

there is actually a decrease from 005,200 to 054,400. Whih*

Westminster and the out-parishes had increased, the (’ity and

Southwark, the oldest and most crowded parts of London, had

decreased. As the population had certainly incrc^ascn! from

1 Obsrrrtdifws on Unu rHio^iorij raijnn nts^ cd. of J Jl, LMT ii.

2

1750 ISOl 1811

1. Citv of Lon(i(ni witliiii tli«’

Walls 87,000 78.000 57,700

2. f'i<V of lj«)ndrjii without
tlio Walls (iy,ooo 57,300 50,300 08,0011

J. Tho Uorougli (tho riv<'

SoutJiwark parislu's) 1 0(),0t)0 04,700 08.70(» 75,000

4. The City and Lilx‘ili<-s of

W(Stiiiiijs1or no,000 152,000 1()5,0(»0 los.cott

5. Tlio out-]jnrislif'S willjin

tho Hills of Mortality (in

Middlesex and Surrey) .

.

220,000 258,000 370,O(hI; 518,700

(5 . Tho fivo parishes not
within tho fUIls of ]Mor-

tfllity 0,150 22,350 123,000 102,000

Total . . . . . . rM4,:ir>o 070),250
'

000,00oi 1,050,000

Population of England
;

and Wales . . . . !;
5,475,000

~
!

1

0,407,000 0,108,000! 10,488,000

i

Tho roturns for London in 1801 and 1811 are thoRO of iho census onuincrniions

with iho addition of a twonty-fifth for the floating, non-rosidont population.
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1700 to 1720, the cheek between 1720 and 1750 is greater lhan

from the figures.^

Contemporary estimates of the population and interpretations

of the Bills of Mortality are interesting examples of the strange

pessimism of the eighteenth century whicli existed side by side

with so much etpially strange complacency. The growth of

industry and commerce resulted in a shortagci of labour in certain

districts and occupations, and this was taken as evidence of

(l(^po])ulation. The growth of London in bricks and mortar was

obvious, but this is liow it was explained })y Price in 1779:

“ Tlic inen^ase of buildings in l..ondon has for sc^veral years been

the subjec^t of general observation. It deserves particular

jiotice that it is derived from the increase of luxury, an evil

which, while it flatters, never fails to destroy. It has been

shown from authentic accounts that the decrease of the lower

people in London and Middlesex has kept pace with the increase

of buildings. The annual deaths alone in the Bills of Mortality

iuive for many years been decreasing, and are now 0,000 per

annum less than they W('rc fifty years ago. In particular it is

observable with respect to London within the (’ity walls, that

1 bough always filled with houses, the births and burials, and

consequently the inhabitants, have decreased one half. The

just account of this must be tliat those who cannot now satisfy

themselves without whole houses or ficrliaps tuo or three liouses

. . . used formerly to be satisfied with lodgings or with parts of

houses.” A (h'crease in the death-rate is taken as a proof of a

decline in the population, and a less concentrated and crowded

manner of living is taken as an increase of luxury.'*

1 As tins oi^liinntc' is based on tbo birth-rate it i.s ]>nssible tliat the a])Uftront

do<'lirit* in population did not take place. An estimate b.'ised on tlie death-rale

would show an im’rease. in this period llie jrrt‘at ineri'ase in reeordetl infantine

mortality (under the liejul of ’* eoiivuIsi«)ns, ehrisoins and infants”) sii^^ijests

tliat there ninst also luivo bt'en an inerease in tlio intants who died iinhajitisetl,

and therehm' escaped reu: is t ration in eitht^r bn])tisnis or burials. Cf. Heherden,

Obfi( rrnilijjiii ou the hirr((isr tnul DirrKii^r. of Di/ft nut Ditudsca, ISOI, p. 32 : “It

is not t‘asy to aee<iunt for the diminution of christenings between the years 1710

and 1700. Ihd it may he observed that the number of females buried in the

same twenty years not being sensibly lessened, the defect seems to have arisen

from th(‘ snudliM' pni[)ortions among them who bore children. IVhatever ho

llio <‘{Uise of this, (he eli listenings appear, in tael, to have been fewest at a time

wlieii the burials were nearly at the liighest.”

Ohsirrations ou . . . the Pnjutfdtiou in Ktojlauft utut Wnlfft (Appendix to

Morginrs Ansuniuvrs^ p, 274).
® This enrions iulerpretjilion of luxury is well illustrated by rrieo's account

«f tho [)opiilation of niriuingliain :

1700 liiliabitanfs 15,042, 6 to ti house.

1750 „ 2.‘1,6S.S, 5,'., to a house.

1770 „ 30,804, sj to a house.
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While Price and his followers were wrong in their deductions

from the Bills of Mortality, the Bills were certainly confusing ami

disconcerting. Before 1750 the decrease of births and the

increase of burials were the cause of well-founded alarm. After

1750 the decrease in burials, due to a declining death-rate, and

partly perhaps to the peculiarities of the Bills, was often inter-

preted as a sign of a declining population.

By 1740 it had become evident that the number of christenings

was decreasing and that of burials increasing, and many calcula-

tions were made of the great “ waste of life
’’ caused by the excess

of deaths over births. The figures were indeed alarming. The

baptisms increased from the beginning of the century till 1724,

when tlicy were 10,370, and then decreased till they readied

their lowest point, 13,751 in 1742. They continued at a low

level till 1760 and then began slowly to increase. At the very

time at which the baptisms were lowest, the burials reached their

highest point, 30, SI I in 1740 and 32,160 in 1741. They diO not

again during the century come within 4,000 of this maximiiin, in

sjiite of an increased population, and after 1750 it becaiiKj apparent

that they were gradually decreasing.

The “ waste of life
'' recorded in the Bills was at its worst

since the days of the plague between 1727 and 1750. From I72S

tlio ages of those dying were given in the Bills, and it hecanKj

apparent that the groat mortality was chiolly among children.

The population of London was only kept up by immigrants from

the country who had passed the dangerous first years of life, and

yet the percentago of deaths is estimated to have been 1 in 20 in

1750.1

Cor])yn ^lorris, writing in 1751, estimated that the decline in

the population was ch icily owing t(» the smaller number ui children

under ten, and was due to “ two molaneholy causes - lt‘ss

number of annual births and a greater proportion of what are

born dying in their first infancy, the numbers wlio survive being

chiefly the children of people of subslancc instead f>f those of the

common people.” ^

The early part of the eighteenth century between 1700 and

“ In this account wo k(*() tho gradual progress of lu.xury at Uirininghuiu, O"'

houses imvirig increasc'd so much faster than the peoj>Je.”—/ftn/.

’ In tlie census returns of 18()J tho rate in I7o() was cahnilatcd (froin tho

registered hurials, allowing for oiriis.sinns} to Jiuve been I in 2.1; in I8JJ Uiis was

corrected to ] in 21, and in 1821 to 1 in 20. According to Farr’s calculation from

th(5 Hills of .Mortality ^ic deatli-rat^) w'as still higher. Iletwoon 1728 and 175<

he finds thfj average death-rate to have been 52 per thousand. See table in

McCulloch's Acrrjunl of ihe Britinh Empire, 1854, II,
i>.

C13.

2 Op. cit. p. 110.
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1757 or 1765 is considered to have been one of tfie chief periods of

working-class prosperity in this country. Food prices fell from

the level of the seventeenth century, there was a great demand

for labour, and wages tended to rise. The standard of living

improved. Instead of bread from the coarser cereals, barlej^

rye and oats, fine wheaten bread, previously a luxury of the

well-to-do, became the staple food of the greater part of the

country. Between 1700 and 1720 London's share in tliis general

prosperity is reflected in the Bills of Mortality. In those years

the proportion of burials to baptisms is the lowest during the

eighty -five years from 1080 to 1705, as that between 1740 and

1700 is the highest.^ What was the cause of the sotijack after

1720?

The Bills of Mortality recorded the inevitable ellocts of

dearth and fever in the lessening of births and increasing of

deaths, but the period from 1700 to 1750 was on the wlioh.* one

of plenty, while the bad years were distriljutcd fairly equally

before and after 1720.

Fever was perennial in London, and a bad liarvest >\ith a

rise in the price of lu’oad and a hard winter were inevitably

followed by an epidemic. There were two such outbreaks

between 1700 and 1720 and two between 1720 and 1750. A liard

winter and a very long frost in 1708- 0, with a bad harvest in the

following siunnier, caused a great rise in tlic price of corn, and

the famine price of Sis. Or/, a quarter was reached during the

autumn and winter of 1709-10. Distress and fever made the

recorded burials rise from 21,800 in 1700 to 24,620 in 1710. The

fall in the births was slight. In 1713 the price rose to 56s. lb/.

;

there was a hard frost in the following winter and the Thames was

frozen. This was followed by the inevitable fever ej)idemic.

Tlie burials rose from 21,057 in 1713 to 26,560 in 1714.

The harvests of 1727 and 1728 were bad, corn was im]H)rted,

there was a fever period in London, and from 1726 to 1720 the

death-rate was very high and the births declined. The dearth

of 1740 to 1741 coincided with a very cold winter followed by a

very hot summer. ^ The Thames was frozen, there was much
^ Proportion of Births to Burials in London :

1080-1700 .

Births

, OSl to

Burial.

1.000

1700-1720 . , 721 to H)00
1720-1740 . , 040 to 1.000

1740-1700 . . 638 to 1,000
(four years) 1761 -1705 . . 664 to 1,000

6. Smith, Tracts the Corn Trade, Supplement, p. 23.
* ^laitland, History of London, 1756, T, p. 621.
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distress in London, and a particularly virulent outbreak of fever

occurred which caused much alarm. ^ The dearth, according to

Chalmers, was not comparable with the dear years of King
William

(
1692-1609

)
or Queen Anne

(
1709-10).^ Corn rose to

566’. only, but the effects w^ere more disastrous. It was a period

of trade depression shown in a marked drop in exports, and this

added to the unemployment caused by the frost. The effects of

these two calamitous years are seen in the terrible excess of burials

over baptisms, 15,580 in 1740 and 17,212 in 1741 .^

The fact that a high death-rate and low birth-rate should

have combined between 1720 and 1750 to clieck the increase which

had been fairly constant for many years before is strange, because

during this time London was spreading itself over a wider area

and the narrow streets and courts of the City were bc(ioming

less crowded as more warehouses w^cre built. ^ It was also a

time of plentiful harvests and cheap food. In the forty years

between 1715 an<l 1755 there were only three bad seasons, 1727
,

1728 and 1740
,
and the price of corn was very low. The dearth

of 1740 w'as confined to a single year and w^as followed until

1751 with an uninterrupted succession of good and abundant

seasons.^ Meat in London was chca|) and plentiful,*^ and the

^ * Tho present fovor (1711) on its lirst uppoanuico seldom fixed itself on any

but tho poor jieopio, and ospeeiully on such as lived in towns, worklioiist -i

or prisons. Country people and farinors sooined for tho most part oxoin})! from

it.” It was as(!ril)ed to inilh'rs and bakers using Hour eomposod of h<n*so-bi*}ins,

poase, coarso unsound b«irl(;y, etc. ” in ilio lalo seareity and dearness of pro-

visions.” Ibifl. Ikihustir (Kconofiiif, IS 12, p. 2a 1.

* JJaplistfiM

1740 .... ir,/2:u :jn,sil

1741 .... 14,057 02, 1(1!)

1-42 .... 1:1,751 27,4s:i

* Cf. Dofoci on tlic inerc.‘is<5 of Lon<loii between 1725 and 1727 in the liilio-

duetioii to tlio last volimio of his 7'ear, j). 10 :
“ )Sineo our last, volinnt.' (172.)j

wo have to add to our description of tho parts in and about London, a lari;o

variety botli of j)ubliek and private buildings; us a new East Jiulia Mouse

building in tho City and a South Sea Company-house finished, both loflv

and magnificent.. Mr. Cuy’s hospital in Southwark . . . the additions to

Jiethlehom Hospital and stiveral n(;w ste(ipk?s and ehurehes. . , . 'I'lien there

is a little city of buildings, strecds and srpiaros added to those inentif*ned before

at tlio \Vcst side of Hanover and Cavendish Sipiares, with tho repair of two

terrible tiros at Wapping aiul RaUtlilT.”
® 'fooko, Jlinlori/ of J*rir('», I, pp. 4I -:i.

* ” Wo have of late years grt'atly increased in tfio l)re<'ding of live stock of all

kinds, and the great sujjfdy from tho northern jiarts of England aiul Wales ha\o

glutted th(‘ London markets. . . . This grout increase has of late siipi»licd iho

London markets witli meat far beyond its coiisuinplion and tlieroforo lowered

the price, so tliat tlio best or middling pieces have been sohl elieai) enough to bo

within tho roach of the oommon people, ihoreforo common pieces have not had

so ready a vont as usual.” A proper livphj to the Libel intituled the

Trial of the, Spirits, 173(1 (vvhic4i had niuiiilaiiiod that jikmiI was cheap heeaiiso

spirit-drinkers did not oat meat and tlioroforo tho inferior pi<M'es liad to b(» bui ied).
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markets and stalls were being increasingly well supplied with

fruit and vegetables from the neighbouring market gardens.

Trade was growing—apart from a setback after 1739—and the

country was financially prosperous.^ The sanitary condition of

London was of course very bad, but there is no evidence that

it was deteriorating—on the contrary, it must have tended to

improve with the sxireading out of the population. TJic constant

fires and the rebuilding which followed them must have had on a

smaller scale something of the elTects of the Great Fire. The
appearance of the plague at Marseilles in 1719 roused a salutary

terror in England
;

it was the occasion of Di\ Mead's Disrourbe

concerning Pe^stilential Conlaglon,, written in 1720 at the request

of the Government, which went through seven editions in a year.

As a matter of fact the efTcets of an improved diet and some

sanitary progress are seen in the decline since the seventeenth

century in the mortality from scurvy, dysentery and intermittent

fever.

The only explanation seems to be that usually given by

contemporaries,^—the orgy of spirit-drinking, wliich was at its

worst between 1720 and 1751, due to the very clu^ap and very

intoxicating liquors, which were retailed indiscriminately and in

the most brutalising and demoralising conditions.

“ The diminution of births,'’ wrote Gorbyn Morris in 1751,
‘‘ set out from the time that the consumption of those liquors by
tlici common people became enormous. ... As this consumption
hath been continually increasing since that time, the amount
of the birtlis hath been continually diminishing. . . . Gan it

be necessary to add to this shocking loss . . . the sickly state

of such infants as arc born, who with dilliculty pass through the
lirst stages of life and live very few of them to years of manhood ^

. . . Enquire from the several hospitals in tliis city, whether any
increase of patients and of what sort, are daily l)rought under
their care \ They will all dei^Iare, increasing multitudes of

dropsical and consumptive people arising from the etfects of

spirituous liquors.” ^

^ Jii 172!) ii inlnisforirtl staioin»*!it was iiiatlo to ^how that IJritain was in a
tliriving aoiidition, tiio proofs tjoing, a. low rato (»f iiilorost, a high nilo of puivluiso

for iho funds, the oiiolosing and iiinwoviiig of land anil mint's, thi' incroaso in

niiiriufacturcs shown in the oxport rotiiriis, and the iiwivaso of shipping. C'halmois,

intnirslic (Kconomifj 1S12, p. 113.
“ Soo Short, Nfw Obtu-rcutions on ('ift/t Tuirn and I’ountrif Bills of Mvrkddi^f

iifiO, p. 241.

^ Anothnr oxj)lanatioii .somaliines givoii is that it was iluo to tho oollapso of

tho Sontli Soa bubblo, r. ij. Mnitlniui, History of London, 1 1. p. 710. 4'lns for a fow
yi-'ars intorrnptod tin* building of Cavondish Sqnan*, but it .‘^fcins unliUoly tliat it

seriously affoctod tho population botM’oon 1720 and 17.')0.

" Op. cit. p. 115.
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^ representation to the House of Commons in 1751 on the

effects of spirituous liquors estimates the annual loss in London
since 1740 by the premature deaths of weakly children under

five, and by fewer births, as 9,323 :
“ Other trivial reasons of

this great mortality, which in some degree have always subsisted,

may possibly require some abatement; but still the real grand

destroyer is materially evident/' ^

Other reasons, of course, there were—among them the effects

of dearth and fever in 1740 and 1741 are apparent, but it is possible

that tlie reason why these were so calamitous in those years as

compared with similar years before and since wais that they were

aggravated by the effects of spirit-drinking.

Distilling was com2)aj‘atively a new iridnstr}^ in h^ngland and

one which received special favours from the Government.- It

produced a revenue, gave farmers a market for cereals, and

especially spoiled wheat, at a time wdion prices and rents Avero

low’ in siDite of the bounty on exports
;
moreover, as distilling couM

be stopped in times of dearth, the food-supply was safeguard(ul.

It was supposed to be favourable to the balance of trade, though

as a matter of fact foreign spirits, even if smuggled, wercA too dear

for general mass consumption. Large vested interests wercA

created, and Lord Hervey said in 1743 that the great fortunes

recently made w'oro to iiim a convincing proof that tluA trade of

distilling was “the most jHofitablc of any now exendsed in IIk;

kingdom except that of being broker to a priuKA-ministor.’' ^

The cheapness of British spirits caused a new' demand and

altered the tastes and habits of the people. After 1720 the

number of gallons distilled according to the excise returns in-

creased rapidly.^ In 1720 the (\)llege of Physicians petitioned

the House of Commons against spirituous liquors : We liavo

with concern observed for some years past the fatal cITccts of the

frequent use ... of spiritvious liquors upon great numbers of

both sexes, rendering them diseas’d, not fit for business, poor, a

burthen to themselves and neighbours, and too often the cause

of weak, feeble and distemper’d children. . .
’ The Grand

^ Con8iflprfttio}L» upon the EfjalHoJ SpiritUfjnft JAtiuorSy 17j> 1. ("f. Shor1,A<«>

Oh^crvalions on Cily^ Toim and dountry Bilh of ]\Iort(ili(y, p. 209 :
“ As sonui

diseases am wonririg out, so oUiors nro guthoring frosh vigour aiul . . .

more froquont and fatal, as convulsions (including chrjsonis and infants . . .)•

If the cause were to Im inquired into, j)orJiaps the era W’ould ho found to (‘i»itiniciice

with tlio parents’ too general and fatal acquaintance with spirituous liquors . . .

* By 2 William and Mary, sc-ss. 2, cap. 1, S and 9 William Jlf, cap. 19, s. 13,

and 12 Anne, Stat. 2, cap. 3. ® Parliamentary HiMory^ XII, p. 1435.

* Report of the (Jommiaaioners of Inland Revenue, 1870, Vol. II.

® jVIunk, Roll of the Royal College of PhyaivAana, If, p. 53.
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Jury of Middlesex presented Geneva shops as a nuisance in 1789J
and the Middlesex Justices made a report to Quarter Sessions in

.lanuary 1735-6 which gives an api)alling picture of the state of

London.^ Acts were passed which aimed at preventing or con-

trolling the indiscriminate retailing of spirits.^ That of 1729

was openly evaded and was re])ealed on a protest from the farmers.^

That of 1 736, intended viriUcally to suppress the retailing of spirits,

became a dead letter after a period of rioting. The Act of 1743

reversed the policy of 1736. It was an attempt to make the sale

public and confine it to persons of some respectability. It

reduced the consumption of spirits, but there was a setback in

1747, when distillers were allowed to retail on taking out a £5

licence. Excessive drinking again increased, and there was a

general protest, in which Fielding's Enquiry into the late

Knerease of Ilohhers, Hogarth's Gin Lane,” and appeals to

the evidence of the Bills of Mortality •'' were an effective part.

The Act of 1751 really did reduce the excesses of spirit-drinking.

It may be considered as a turning-point in the social history of

London in the eiglitcenth century, and was so considered when
this time was still within living memory.*’ The effects of the

Act and of the subsequent increases in tlic excise duty arc seen

in the Bills of ^lortality and. in the reduction in the output of

Spirits. Tiiis fell from the six or seven million odd gallons of the

period before 1751' to an amount varying between one and three

^ Alnitlarul, lUsldry of J^oyulon^ IT.lli, I, p.

“ I’riiitj'd ill an appoiulix (o DistUhd ^^iJiriluotta L'.fjnors the Banr of the XalioUf
173(i.

St'c S. and ]?. Wobh, 'J'hr I/islon/ of Liquor Lienxsinfj in KntjlmuU 1003.

‘ Sr(; Kesoliilions of a Coniinittoa ol llu* wJiole House (o coiisidiT furtlier the

nuMliods for eiicourngiiig llie making and exporting of lionie-nmde siiiiits distilled

from Urilish grain—tlio first being that the Act [of IT-D] . . . luuh liceii a

aiscouragonioiit to tlie distilling of spirits from the corn of (.Jreat Britain, and
tlicreforo ought to be re]H'aled.” Commons Journals^ XXII, p. SI, Tith March,
171V2-3. H.g. Considi rations nponOte Kfffcts of Splrltiions Ll'fuors^ 1751.

' “ The extreme misery of the lowest description of Londoners received some
nniclioraf ion about 1750, thro’ the comiueiidahle iiUjuiries and remedies made
and applied by the Legislation relating to tlieir monstrous excesses in drinking
ard(*nt spirits. . . - Mixlcoltii, Anredofes of the JJannt rs and (’nsfoms if London
• . ., isos. pp. 95 0.

Compare the evidence of T. Collins, a Middlesex Magistrate, before the
laittoe on the Police of Die Metropolis, 1817. Vll. p. 203 :

“ In tbe early part of

my lifo (I remember almost the time whieh Hogarth has pictured), when every
hon.se in St. Giles, wliatever else they aoKl, sold gin, every chandler's shop sold
gin; tlio situation of tia* people was terrible.”

I ho inaxiimim, 8,203,430 gallons, was n'achod in 1743. At this time tho
bulk of homo-distilled spirits was consumed in Loudon; (‘ompare Lord Lonsdale
in tho House of Lords, 1743 :

“
'The excessive use of gin has hitherto been pretty

much coiifmod to London and Westminster."—Parliamentary History, XII,
P- 1230.

No. 127.

—

VOL. xxxn. a a
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milHoii odd gallons between 1760 and 1790, in spite of the

increasing population.^

It would hardly be possible to exaggerate the cumulatively

disastrous effects of the orgy of spirit-drinking between 1720

and 1751. To appreciate what was implied by the widespread

denunciation of gin-drinking, it is necessary to remember that

it was entirely untouched by the spirit of the temperance reformer.

Drunkenness was hardly regarded as a vice, and the consumption

of strong beer was almost regarded as a British virtue. It was

considered one of the evil consequences of gin-drinking that less

malt-liquor was consumed.^ The pendant to Hogarth’s “ Gin

Lane ” was “ Beer Street.”

The measures to check excessive sj^irit-drinking had been

forced upon the Government in the teeth of vested interests.

The movement for reform which, after this, had probably Iho

most direct effect upon the London deatJi-rate was that which

aimed at reducing the mortality among London i)arish ciiildren.

If, in the worst years, according to the Bills over 74 per cent, of

the children born in London died before they were five, parisli

chileb’en, that is children kept in workhouses, or put out to nurse

by the parish, died in still greater numbers. “ The parish infant

poor’s mortality,” said Ilanway, “ may be called 80 or 90, or

if you please, upon those received under twelve months oltl,

90 [per cent.].” ^ Foundlings had already been provided for

by the Foundling Hospital, which aimed at stopping tJio not

uncommon practice of murdering or exposing newly-born

children
;
^ tlie Charter was granted in 1730 and the lirst children

w'cre admitted in 1741. About the same time the first lying-in

infirmary was started, to bo followed a few years latca* by a

succession of lying-in hosj)itaIs and charities. P>ut the mc^vannent

which most directly aimed at reducing the infant mortality

recorded in the Bills was that wdiicli was due almost entirely to

Jonas Ilanway, who, after years of investigation and agitation,

succeeded in obtaining tlic Act of 1767 “ to preserve the lives of

^ Though prc.suriuihly illicit distilling incrca.sod hh th(* duty on spiiii^

raUcil.

“ Cf. Tuckt;r, Aft Ktviuinj concnnihitj the Use nj LoW'pficcd

1751.

® Lfttfrs on the Importance of the liisiny Gaierntlon, ITOS, IT, p. 1.10.

* Thonias Corarn, tho founder of tho Ho.spital, said ho had Ikm-ii u wiliK^*^

tho shocking spoctaclo of innocent chiltlren who Jiad been murdered and lliio^vn

on dunghills. Pugh, Life of J(mafi llanivaif, 1787
, p. 150. Defoo urged iliatr t

should bo u hospital for foundlings, in London, to prevent “ murder, dis

and other abuses.” Autjusla TriumphanSf 1720, p. 4. Soo also Old Hailey cssion

Papers, passim, for trials of women for murdering their illegitimalo children.
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the infant poor.’’ ^ Between 1757 and 1763 Hanway visited cf^ery

workhouse in London and collected and published facts and

statistics. These were “ so melancholy that they were generally

disbelieved.” ^ He also visited workhouses in the country and

in provincial towns, and came to the conclusion that the greater

mortality in London was due to the impurity of the air.

Hanway first obtained an Act obliging every parish to keep

an annual register of infants received as a possible ‘‘ means of

preserving the lives of such infants.” Model schedules were

given in the Act and minute i)articulars were asked for. From
these registers the Company of Parish Clerks were to publish a

yearly abstract. Taking the returns for tlie first complete

year, 1763, Hanway found that in eleven parishes and unions

of parishes 291 children had been received, exclusive of those

“discharged” or delivered to their mothers within the year.'

Of these 16 had been discharged in 1764 and 1765, leaving 275,

of wliom 256 were dead by the end of 1765. 44iesc j^arishes he

gives as examples of the best and the worst. It is hard to discover

from the list which arc the “ best ” xiarishes, but they appear to

1)0 “ St. John and St. ^largareCs, Westminster,” which out of

32 children discharged 4 and had 4 remaining alive in 1765;

St. George’s, Hanover Square, out of 41 children had disoliargcd

2 and had 5 remaining alive; St. Giles and St. George, Blooms-

bury, out of 50 children had discharged 1 and had 6 remaining

alive. All the rest had died. In the majority of the other

1 7 Ooo. HJ, c.ip. 3!).

'* op. <it. p. 1S<».

^ 2 CJeo. lU, cap. 22
‘ It is iiol to ]>c supposed lliat in.any ot these chihlrcn llvt'ii to j:ro\Y up, thou<;li

their chaiicos ci’itaiuly hidtc'r than in tlie workhouse ov hoanlod out with

piu’isli nurses. On oiaj occ.isioti Hanway remarked that n eerlain overseer

rcfusf'il to allow the mother of a new-horn infant more than Is. IV/. a week, and
pointed out that' tliis was le.-s than he ^ave stran.m' nurses.

**
‘ Ye.s,’ says tho

(‘onscicnlious oflieer, ‘ hut you don’t eonsider that this woman will take earo of

her own cliild, and it may ho on her haiuls a haii; tiint\ wlnaeas wo sliall perhaps

liejir iio more of tlie other.' ’’ J‘u^h. op. clf. p. ll»2. One of tlie reasons given for

the hiiilthng of workhousi's in Loiulon was that ehildrc'n would no longer be at

tile iiKTey of parish nurses, ( f. The ('osr of (/,• Ton'f-h of iSt. Jomcfi'
,
Westmhislt r,

os to their Poor and a ]Vorlihoniie dtitit/ntd to fu hn lit fir thun :
"
All tho ]>oor

eliildivii now kept at parisli nurses instea<l of being .'starv’d or misus’il by tlieiii,

ns is so much eomplnijt’d tif, w ill bo dtily taken care of, and l>e bred up to Labour
and Industry, Virtue and Religion. . . .” (See beUnv, 33S, for the achievement
of this workhoust*.) A Coniinittt'o of the Hous«’ of Onmmons reported in ITLl
that n great many poor infants and exposed bastard ihildren are inhumanly

anfierefl to die by llio barbarity of niirse.^, who are a sort of people void of eom-
nnseration or religion, hir'd by tho ehurchwardens to take t>ff a burthen from the
imnsh at tho ehoapest and easiest rates they can, and these know* the manner of
doing it effectually.” C. J., 8lli March, 1715.

A A 2
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parhhes none of the children received in 1763, not discharged,

remained alive to the end of 1765.^ Haiiway concludes from

these facts “ that we pay very dearly in lives by not taking proper

measures to counteract the effects of living in such vast crowds.” 2

The next step was to use the material provided by the registers,

which showxd the ajjpalliiig mortality among children in London

workhouses and the much lower death-rate among those sent to

the country to be nursed,^ to force reform upon the parish

authorities. Hanway’s biographer, who knew him personally,

describes him as “ going from one workliousc to another in the

morning and from one member of Parliament to another in the

afternoon, for day after day and year after year, with steady

and unwearied patience, enduring every rebuff, answering every

objection and accommodating himself to every Iiumour for the

furtherance of this beneficial design almost witliout assistance.” ^

A Committee of tlie House of Commons was appointed in

December 1766 to inquire into the slate of the Parish Poor

Infants. TJie records kc])t according to the Act of 1761 were

referred to it and its recommendations were carried out in the

Act of 1767.

This Act embodied in principle the measures already taken by

the parisli of St. James, Westminster, doubtl(*ss at the instigation

of Hanway, and also doubtless owing to the bad record of their

vorkhouse, which having received twelve children in 1763 Jiad

failed to rear a single one. TJie parish obtained a private Act in

1762 by which twenty-one gentlemen of the ])arish were chosen

by the vestry to be Governors and Directors of the Poor. Thes(^

“ after much search and dilFiculty found several cottagers on

Wimbledon Common fit and proper to be entrusted witii the care

of children.” Dive or six children were placed in a houses three

shillings a week being paid by each child. A system of nnvards

to nurses was arranged. If a sickly child recovered, (->r one scJit

under nine montlis old lived a year, the nurse was paid a guinea.

Ten and sixpence was given for each child surviving smallpox

or inoculation, and five shillings for each child recovering froni

measles or whooj)ing-cough. The h(*allh and cleanliness of the

children was supervised by a local surgeon who could recommend

further payments to the nurses. If two children died within a

ycar w ith one nurse, she was “ discontinued, as it seems to imply

* Lf'lti’rs on the !mporlancc of the Biaing GtmnUiont 1708, IT, p. 124.

2 /OiW. 11, p. i;n>.

2 Cf. a from Hanway to ilio London Chronicle, JJcccmliOi* 13-15, 1703.

* Pugh, oj). cit. pp. 191-2.
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a want of skill or attention or both.” The children stayet at

Wimbledon till they were six or seven, and sometimes longer,

and those who could walk went to school, threepence a week being

allowed by the parish for their instruction in reading and sewing.^

St. James’ was a wealthy parish and so high a scale of pay-

ments could not be imposed on all the London parishes, many of

which had only paid l.s*. or Ls\ Gd. a week to their nurses. The

Act of 1767 ordered that all children under six, within three weeks

of their reception by the parish authorities, were to he sent not

less than three miles from any part of the cities of London and

Westminster, and children under two not less than live miles.

Nurses were to be paid at least 2.s‘. 6rf. a week, and for children

over six at least 2s. A reward of 10.^’. was given to nurses for

r<\aring children sent to them under nine montlis old. The parish

was to pay the expenses of clothing, conveyance, medicines and

burials. Five Guardians of the Parish Poor (Miildrcn were to be

appointed in each parish.

The effect of the Act was immediate. Piigh writes, “ If I

were to state the number of infants whose lives appeared by the

registers of the next five years to have been preserved, 1 should

most probably bo disbelieved. The poor called it the Act for

keeping childnm alive,” Howlett estimated that the London

burials were reduced by 2,240 in the first year, and that, allowing

for the children who returned to London and died there, the

annual average reductio?! in the London burials was 2,100.3

Act appears to be the only piece of eighteeiitli-eentury legislation

dealing with the poor which was an umpialilied success, and one

of the few Acts aiming at social reform which were elYectively

administered.*

The Act was limited in its .scope. A furt lier cause of tlie decline

in the burials in the Pills of Mortality wdiicli caused so much alarm

after 1770 is the improvement in medicine and midwifery which

began about tlie middle of the century, and w'as accompanied by

and partly due to an extension of medical practice among the

poor. The chief factors in this extension w'cro the lying-in

charities and the dispensaries.

The impulse to lying-in charities ai)])ears to have been partly

' Skfkh of the State of the ('hiMnn of the I^oor ... St. JanicSy Wej^tniinstcr.

“ Op. elf. p. 191.
^ Kxamination of ])r. Vrlven Kasap . . ., 17S1, p. 111.

Though (ho provision for (ho rioofioii of (Jimnliaiis was vory gonorally
uoglccioU. Soo (.’. J., 1st May, 1778. The .Vi*t wa.s approved by the Coin-
ii^issionors of 1834, who rccoinmondeil that its principles should be generally
adopted.
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the desire of teachers of midwifery for clinical practice for their

pupils, partly the alarming disproportion between births and
burials before 1750. In 1739 a lying-in infirmary on a very small

scale was started by Sir Richard Manningham as a school of

midwifery both for medical students and midwives.^ In 1741

Smellie began to teach midwifery in London, and in order to

give instruction to his pupils he established a scheme for attending

poor women gratuitously in their homes, and made it a condition

that all who attended his practical courses should contribute

to a fund for the support of these women. He was the founder of

scientific midwifery in England, revolutionised the instrumental

side of the art, raised the status of practitioners and trained over

900 pupils exclusive of his female students. The impetus which

he gave to midwifery helped in establishing a number of lying-in

hospitals in London.- In 1747 the Middlesex Hospital made
arrangements for receiving maternity patients and appointed a

physician-accoucheur; in 1749 the Lying-in Hospital for Married

Women, and in 1750 the (,'ity of London Lying-in Hospital were

founded. Queen Charlotte’s Hosj)ital for unmarricMl as Avell as

married women was opened in 1752 and the Royal Maternity

Hospital in 1757. Tlie Lying-in Charity for delivering poor

married women at tiudr own homes foiindcHl in 1757 was the lirst

of a number of similar institutions. This charity gav'o a free

training to midwives, who uere not allowed to practise till they

had obtained a certificate of proficiency from the physician of

the charity. They wore then pledged to work for it at low fees

for two years in return for their training. The matrons of lying-in

hospitals had to bo skilk‘d midwives. Before the founding of

these institutions tlie only resource for the poor woman had been

the workhouse or the attentions of those who often (a)m])ined

“ nursing of lying-in women ’’ with the hawking of fi.'-ii and

vegetables or with other less rejuitable callings. “ in tlie mirturc

and management of infants as well as in the treatnuml of lying-in

women,” wrote Dr. Lettson in 1774, the rchiriiuition liatli

equalled tliat of the small-pox
;
by these two circumstances aJoiio

incredible numliers liave been rescued from the grave.’ ' ^ “ Within

1 S(^o Sir It. .Ararmingliam, .AI.D., F.R.S., A?i Abstnwl oj Muhrifery for the Vsr

of the Lying-in Infirmary, 1744. Men paid 20 guineas for jjisl ruction, women IC.

Seo also adverlisonient in the London Evmmg Pont, 1-3 April, 1744 : “At lla'

said Infirmary women aro porfcetly taught Uio art and practice of inidwifei>>

and inidwMves are also grcjatly improv’d in their knowledge by means of the

maehino, etc., tw^o mornings in every wook.”
“ SSco J. CIluistor, M.D., Dr, William Smellie and hia Contemporaries, 189 »

passim, ^ Medical MemoirSi 1774, p. 189.
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the Space of a few years many lying-in hospitals have been estab-

lished; in the lying-in charity alone near 5,000 women are

delivered annually in their own houses, by persons well instnujted

. . . whereby not only many infants, but likewise many women
are saved.^ The records of the Lying-in Hospital certainly

showed a progressive reduction in the mortality of motliers and

children. For the first ten years from 1740 to 1758 the deaths

among women averaged I in 42, among children 1 in 15. By
1790 -1800 the deaths had been reduced to 1 in 013 among women
and 1 in 115 among children.

^

The dispensary movement l)ogan in 17G0. The princiide

of the dispensary was the establishment of a centre at which

the poor might attend within certain hours for advice and free

medhiine, while those who could not attend were visited in their

homes.3 Creighton has pointed out that medical pi*aclice in the

eighteenth century lay chiefly among the licher classes, and that

physicians knew little of the state of health in collars and tenement

houses.** The clis])ensary doctors knew a great deal, and some of

them jiublished the result of their experiences.''^ Their activities

1 Mrdicnl .Unnoirs, 1774, p. 187. Tho nuinborof worncn (l(‘liv(nv(l in thoyoar

177 1 5 was 5,428 (nearly a third of tho total hnpti.suis in the Hills of Mortality);

tho atinual average was between 4,000 aiul 5,000 odd. »Soi‘ Account of the Lyinfj-

in ('Imrifift 1820.

Figures of the British Lying-in Ho.spital :

Proportion of Deaths (fractions omitted)

W’otnin (
'll liftnn

Nov. 23, 1740- Dee. 31, 1758 . . 1 in 42 1 in 1.5

1 750-1 7r)8 . . 1 in .50 1 in 20

1700-1778 . . . . 1 in 53 I in 42

1779-1788 . . . 1 in OO 1 in 44

1789-1708 . . . 1 iji 288 1 in 77

1700-1800 . . . 1 in 013 1 in 115

“This tahlo . . . shows to what (‘xtent the lixe.s of ehildren may he preserved

by ju’oper attention ami inanageim'nt.”—Willan, Discui^rs in l.omton, 1801,

pp. 323 4.

“ 'riieso disfx’iisaries had nothing t«) ilo with three earlier di.-jpensaries estab-

lished by tho Cc.llege of I’hysieians, the tirst in 1000, for supplying medicines to

tho poor at co.st price. Tliey gave rise to an aerimonious disinite with the

Apotlieearies’ (^)inpany and had long la'cn given up. See Hee.s, Kncyclopadto.

and A Vindication of the Coltajc of PhysiciahKfrom the Reflections made upon them

hij the. Apothecaries in Varliamvnt [1712 ?].

* History of Epidemics, 1804, 11, p. 134.

® An intoresting o.varnplo of tho knowledge of social eondition.s obtained by

dispensary doetor.s (and of tho general ignoraiu’o eom*erning them) i.s afl'orded by
the Michvifery Reports of f lie Westminster CJoneral Dispensary read by Dr. Bland

to tho Royal ISoeioty in 1781. llo had investigated and recorded the cases of

1,380 women, and discovered “ how c'xeeedingly fertile the women of the poorer

classc^s in this country are, and at tho same time how unable to rear any eon-

sidorablo number of children.” lie found tlio cause to ho “not any natural

imbecility or constitution vitiated from tho birth, many of those victims being
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hadgfi double effect, the poor learned something of the rudiments

of hygiene, the doctors learned to diagnose tlic diseases of poverty

and dirt. The richer classes began to hear of the conditions under

which tlic poor lived. As a result a new current of opinion was

formed, small at fii'st, which began to run counter to the generally

accepted theory that the London poor were brutal and depraved

and that their distresses were due to vice or, at the best,

providence.^

The first dispensary was founded by Dr. Armstrong in Red
Lion Scpiare in 17G9 “for the Relief of the Infant Poor.’’ Aflor

improving the lot of the poor-law children the next step was to

lu'ovide help for “ the infants of the industrious Poor.” ^ At

this time very little attcnlion had been paid to the ailments of

children, rich or poor,^ and tliere w'as great ignorance as to the

most rudimcnlaiy principles of diet and treatment. A dis-

pensary report of 1794 says :
“ When children are ill it is but too

common an ojiinion, however absurd, especially among the lower

class, that a physician cannot be of any use to them from their

not being able to describe their com])laint. Thus every old woman
thinks herself as conip(*tent to prescribe as a physician.” *

born with nil tlio appearances of In'ahh and vigour; but . . . ratlur . . . tlie

2
)0vcrty of the i)arent.s.'’ lie sngg<*sts that “ wliether tliis great elieck to popula-

tion is in its nature iireniodiahle " is a suitable snbjeet for f'xperiTncnt liy en

nbateincut in tlie panMits’ rates and taxes, and eoiubidts that it would be i^c'fnl

to learn the proportion of deaths in more opnlmt fainilit's. Philosai/hii-ttl

Transactions, LXXT, pp. .‘b'»5 ff.

^ For instance :

‘‘
f have been too intimately acquainted with the eoridilien

and manners of the poor to W’ant f.aets in support of wlnO I advance, . . . Tlio.'-c

w’ho form their jndgeinfut fruin a supertieial observat icai (d’ a few into.\i(*.'itf(l

objects who are found in the most frecpicnted plaeis an' inii< h mistaken with

respect to tlio bodv of the laborious poor, who bniubly seelnde thenl^(‘l^^s in

miserable courts and alloys. . . . When I regaril the distresses of llie indignit, 1

rather n<lmiro that tin- instance's of their iniseondiict should he so rnre.” --

Lettsoin, Of? the I/np?or()/?f}?t oj MnJivinf^ in Loynttnt, ITTo, j)p. 21 2.

“ Tlio (;ontagi<Jii of I)ad example is gciK'rally caught by tJie low’cr from the

higher orders; and 1 see notliing very oxemj»lary in onr own eonduet to inclueo

me to doubt but that the poor are as good, ns jjriident, and as industrious ns wo

should have been in the sjime cireninstances and under the same disailvantnges."

—Sir Thomas Bernard, Introduclioii to the Second lieport oj the Soc o f .tfor Betti rinfj

the Conditions of the Poor, 1708.

* See a lott<T from Sir John Fielding to the London ('hroniele, 1770, on behalf

of this dispensary. In the first eight years 20,902 children were tri ated, of wlioin

()99 were known to have died. General Account of the Dispensary for the Itehef

of the Infant Poor, 1787, p. 107.

3 See Creighton, History of Epidemics, 11, p. T.'jO. Dr. Cndognn wrote in 1 14<

that well-to-do children in general were “ over eloath’d and fed, and fed and

eloath’d imi)roperly,” His book was tho beginning of a reform in tho treat-

ment of children.

* “ Plan of the General Dispensary for inoculating ami administering Ail vice

and Medicines gratis to all tho Infant Poor,” p. 7.
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The best known of the dispensaries was the General dis-

pensary, founded in 1770, and usually but incorrectly said to be

the first.^ Br. Lettsom in 1775 claimed for this institution that

it had contributed not a little to the decrease in burials since

1770. He says that in the two great London hospitals, St.

llioiuas* and St. Bartholomew’s, about COO i)aiicnts, or 1 in 13

of all admitted, died annually, while in the dispensary the deaths

were not 1 in 33. He also asserts that by the instructions of

the physicians many lives must have been saved in every part of

London that would otherwise have been sacrificed to ignorance

and quackery. He writes, “ In the space of a very few years

I have observed a total revolution in the conduct of the common

])Cople respecting their diseased friends, they have learned that

most diseases are mitigated by a free admission of air, by clean-

liness and by promoting instead of restraining the indulgence and

care of the sick. Sucli instruction was new to the poor, though

important to their preservation, and when we consider how late

lh(\y liave acquired this information, we must lament that so many

centuries have claps(*d Ijefore an institution like the General

l)is])Gnsary became the object of public attention.” ^

Dispensaries si)read rapidly in London,^ and were instituted

in other towns. Tliey led to measures for tJio cure and prevention

of typhus, and at last, after a virulent oul))reak in LSOO and 1801,

steps were taken for the isolation of fever cases. The London

House of Kecovery in Gray’s Inn Road, established by the

Institution for tlie (Aire and Prevent ion of Gontagioiis Fever, was

opened in Feliruary 1802. Before this time there had been no

possibility of isolating ])oor ])atients. Typhus persisted in

workhouses and in some of the hosjiitals wliere tliose siilTering

from it were not separated from the other patients. When a

fever patient was taken to (he hospital he went in the first hackney

coacli or chair tliat could be found. Courts and alleys where

cases had occurred continued to be centres of infection. “ When
tlic fever has depopulated a building by death ami terror, poverty

and ignorance bring new inhabitants wlio sicken and die or linger

^ E. g. Pottigrow, Memoirs of Lettsom, I Si 7, 1, p. 37.

* Lottsom, Oth the Improvement of Medicine in London, 1775, p. 51.
^ “From tho eastern extremity of Liinehoaso to the western of ^Tilbank;

on tho north from Islington and Somers Town to tlio south as far ns Lambeth,
aiul by means of tho Grecnwieh Dispensary, to Newington and Peckham, im luding
a space of nearly 60 square miles, a system of meUieal relit f is extended to the

])i)or, Unknown to any other part of the globe. About 60,000 poor persons are
thus annually supplied with medicine and advice gratis; one-third of whom, at
k’ast, are attended nt their own habitations.”—Fclltliam, Picture of London,

p. I(i7.
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andWapse, and after being carried to the workliouse or the grave

leave the same pestilential apartment to their ill-fated successors.

From these pest-houses concentrated contagion pours into the

adjacent courts and alleys ... it is disseminated through the

neighbourhood by the frequent intercourse of the needy, who
repeat . . . their visits in endeavours to supply each daily want,

who are frequently reduced to beg, borrow or pawn one artich^

to enable them to buy another. . . . Through a medium of

pawTi-brokcrs, old-clothes men, rag-shops, and by contact in

a variety of ways the jioison is commimicated where least

suspected.” ^

The fever ” which w\as perennial in London with occasional

epideiuics, seems first to have been identified with jail fever ])y

Dr. John Hunter in 1770. He found it to be the result of poverty,

overcrow’ding and dirt.^ Dispensary doctors soon became familiar

with it, and some of them lost their lives from it.® AVhen the

House of Recovery w’as opened a rommittee was appointed to

organise tlic cleansing of infected houses by wiiitew^ashing with

hot lime,^ and printed instructions were cii'culated. Fever cases

w^crc admitted immediately w'ithout waiting for a subscriber’s

tetter and the approval of the weekly board, as was general in

other hospitals.® To avoid infecting hackney coaches, ])alients

were removed in a litter with a detachable linen lining (this was

mobbed when it first appeared).

The Committee soon discovered that there were places where

the infection had continued for many years, and they ofi’ered to

w'hitew'ash and cleanse those parts of London wdiich were particu-

larly subject to infectious fever.® The eftects were so marhed

and immediate that the C’hurchwardens, Overseers and \'cst?y

' C. Staiigor, lii-mnrL’s on the Nrecssity and Miann oj fnipiircsj^infj

Contagious Faxr in the Metropolis, 1802, p. 10.

2 Creighton, op. cit. 11, p. 138.

3 Stangor, op. cit. p. IS ii.

* The antis<‘jjtic properties of quiek-liiiio slacked in l^oiling water mas a

discov'cry of Howard made on his <;ot(ugc.s in liedford si lire and applied by bim le

prisons. Lazarettos, p. 118.

® Cf. “ There are hut few of tho sick, as fur as 1 have been able to learn (l7T!t),

that find their way into tho great hospitals in London, which probably is to be

imputed to there being but ono day a week alloled for tho admission of patients.

Before a rcr*ommendation can be procured and the staled day conic round, the

sick person is cither better or so much worse Hint lie cannot bo moved, or is

perliaps dead. They arc carried, however, in great numbers to parish worldioust

in which it frcjqiiently luqipen.s during tho cold uionth.s, tliai the fever lir eoirics

as violent and proves as fatal a.s in the most crowded jails, hospitals or trunspojts.

—Dr. John Hunter, “ Observations on Jail and llosiiital Fever,” Medical Trcmrac-

lions of the College of Physicians.

® History of the London House of Recovery

^

1817, p. 11.
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of St. Clement Danes voted twenty guineas to the Institution,

and recommended their successors to make a liberal annual

donation.^ Churchwardens and Overseers were so averse from

spending money except on fighting settlement cases, on tavern

festivities and on mutual jobs, that tiiis must be considered a

very remarkable tribute. In May 1804 the Institution was given

a parliamentary grant of £3,000 on condition of raising an

additional sum by subscription, and with this it was able to buy

one of the two smallpox hos])itals in Pancras Road,^—a large

building in which it was possible to set aside a jiart for scarlet

fever.

The result of these measures was seen in a sudden drop in the

number of fever cases, partly, of course, due to the subsiding of

the epidemic of 1800-1801. While the annual average mortality

from fever in the eiglitcenth century had been 3,188, the deaths

for 1802 were 2,201, and by 1815 had been reduced to 1,033.

The number of fever patients at the Carey Street Dispensaiy,

wliieh had previously aveinged 250 a year, was only 4 in 1804.^

There had also been a great reduction in the mortality of the

disease. One in four of those attacked harl died before the House

of Recovery had been opened. During the first nine years of

its existence 785 patients had been admitted, fiOG of wliom had

])(‘en cured, a mortality of less than 1 in 9, although some of the

])atients were “ sinking under the fatal elTects of dram-drinking.’’ ^

The experiences of tlie doctors of the lnstit\ition for the

(Hire and Prevention of CHmtagious Fever taught them the

])ossibility of stamping out typhus by sanitary reform. They

r(‘ceived certificates of liealth from the infected districts where

tJiey carried out measures of disinfection. Though no funda-

mental reforms were attempted till after the ejiidemics of cholera

many years later, the compndiensive measures urged by Dr.

Stanger, one of the doctors of the Institution, are a remarkable

aiiticiiiation of future ])oliey. These included the widening of

lanes and alleys and tlie opening and enlarging of courts, yards

‘ Slaic of Ih*’ J nsfltutlon for thr ('arc and Prcvtndon uf Itifvctious Fever, 1803.

‘ Ono of llioso lK)sj)itiilr? had Ihumi \iso<l for inooulatioii cases and becamo
unnecessary wlu a vaccinal ion was introduced.

^ Something of this was due to th«' fact tliat the period from 1802 to 181.5

was a healthy ono in LomJoii. liatcinan, recording in 181G the cases of tho

Caroy Slroct Dispensary, wrote, ‘“ The extraordinary disappoarnneo of con-

hxgious fovor from every part of tin’s crowdt'tl metropolis cannot fail to liavo

ttUracted tho utttmtion of tho reader.’ lie ct)nchidcd, not without reason, tliat

tho immunity of London from fever was duo to the high degree of woll-heing

among the poorer elasses in years of plenty,’'—Creighton, op. cit. 11, pp. 103-4.
' History of the. London House of Jxecorcry, 1817.
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andCireas, the proportioning of the apace to the number of persons

employed in manufactories, maintained in workhouses, poor-

houses, liospitals and public charities, or confined in prisons—to
be enforced by inspection. He suggested that the inhabiting of

cellars should be regulated if not prohibited, that there should

be an abundant water supply, and that public baths should he

in'ovided, that the labouring classes sliould be exempted from iho

window tax. As these measures could not be effected withoni,

interfering with privjite property and domestic economy, ho urged

that they should be enforced by eom^iulsory legislation.^ Bateniau

made similar proposals.

The changes in the Bills of Mortality during the century

were revolutionary. For the first fifty years the burials were to

the christenings roughly as three to two (for the three years from

1740 to 1742 they were more than double the christenings).

From 1750 the average proportion of ])urials to christenings grow

steadily less, though in years of sj)e{;ial distress—of high ])]'ioc.s

or bad trade—the burials increased and christenings dcclined.-

In 1790 for the first time the christenings exco(Mled the burials.

The dearth of 1795 caused a sudden rise in the burials and a drop

in the christenings, but in spite of this, for the five years from

1795 to 1790 the christenings and burials were virtually ecjual

(the average annual excess of the latter was \)). Again the effects

of the bad season of 1800 followed by a fever epidemic aie st'on

in an increase of about 5,000 in the buiials over those of tlio

preceding years, and in 1801 there was a marked drop in the

baptisms. Nevertheless for the five years from 1800 to ISOt

the average number of baptisms exceeded that of the ])urials aiul

the excess grew steadily.

The decrease in burials was greatest among cliildren. For

the twenty years from 1730 to 1749 tJie burials of children under

five were 74-5 of all the children christened. From 1750 to 1709

^ C. Stangor, M.D., liftnarkti on the Nrccftsily and Means of suj^prf'satH'j

Contagious Feccr in the. Metropolis, pp. 25-0. Svu also 15utoimu«. Reports on the

Diseases of London, 1819.

* See table of population of Kngland and Wales and prire of wbciU 1780-1819

in Milne's Annuities ami Assurances, 18J5, IJ, p. oO.'l. It will I r observed Ojat

any material reduction in the price of wheat is almost always accompanied by nn

increase both of tho marriages and conceptions, and by a dcc^rcaao in tho numbf r

of burials. . . . Also that any material rise in tho price is generally attended by

a corresponding deen'aso in thf< marriages and conceptions and by an iiicren.so iii

burials. Ibid. p. 300. See also Rickman’s Preliminary Observations to the

Census Returns of 1811, p. xxv, and table by Farr in tlio Journal of the. Ftatfstieol

Society, IX, p. 1G8, comparing tho average price of wheat with the burials from

tho London Bills of Mortality (though this table is based on ten -year averages,

and does not show the effect of sudden fluctuations of price).
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tbi!^ proportion was reduced to 63 per cent., from 1770 to J789

to 51*^^ cent., and from 1790 to 1809 to 41-3 per cent.^ Heberdcn

remarks in 1808, “ If we reflect on the swatJiing and diet, the con-

liiicnient and dirt in which the children of the poor used till lately

to be brought up, we shall cease to be surprised at this effect.” ^

The causes of this improvenieut in tlie health of London which

have been considered in this paper have been mainly those which

were due to conscious effort. There were, of course, many others.

(Contemporary observers lay stress on the less crowded manner

of living, the great improvement in the streets of London with

the succession of paving Acts beginning in 1762, the taking down

of the street signs and obstructions which impeded the circulation

of air, the greater attention of scavengers and the influence of

improved agriculture in creating a demand for the mud and filth

of tlie streets as manure. The better drainage of London and the

increased supply of water and fuel were much commented on.^

Excessive drinking declined. The increasing consumption of

tea and sugar as the century went on was, in spite of moralists,

sometimes admitted to be beneficial.^ The eow-keepers round

J So(‘ Mnmillocli, Arcouni of the, British B/npirr, Ifli oil., JI, p. .‘>43.

2 “Oil the* Mortality of Loiulon,” Mrdun! Transact io}(S o/ the College of

Phgsieittns, IV^ p. 10.). Cf. tlie Starkly pajic-r in Hone’s Knnjdaij Book,

2 See, for instance, \Va]«'S, Inguirg into the presmt Sint/' of the Population in

llihjlaml and Wales, 1781 ;
Win. Black, M.l)., (ths( n'atious on the kiinall-pox : 1781

;

\V. flebenlcn, On the Mortality of London^ l.SOS; F. IJntoinan, lU ports on the

J)isea.s(s of London, 1819; Gillx'it Blanc, Sihet Dissertations, 1833. Of. also,

W. Ilchcnh-n, “ Some Obst'i'vat ions on the Scurvy ” (1807). Mtdical Transactions

of the nojjal ('ollege of Physicians, IV, p. 70 :
“ Anybody who \\ ill be at the ])uin3

to coiiijiari' till' conditions of London and all the great towns in Fngland during

llie soven1(‘entli century witli their actual state, and nott? the corresponding

( lianges whieli have takiai place in tlisi-.ises, can hardly fail to consider cleanliness

and ventilation as the principal agi'iits in pn)d\ieing this reform. And to this

may ho added . . . tho increased use of fresli provisions and tln‘ introduction of

a variety of vegetahh's uniong the ranks of the pi'ople. Tho same spirit of

improvement wliich lia.s const ructeil our sewci*s and widened our streets and
removed the nuisanee.s with wliieh they abounded, and dispersed the inliahitants

over a larger surface and taught them to love airy a])artments and frequent

changes of linen, has spread itself likewise into the country, where it has drained

tho marshes, enltiv^ated the wastes, enclosed the commons, enlarged the farm-

houses and embellished tho cottages. I helii've few, even of ])liysii‘ians, are

iiware of tJjo ('xteiisive influence «>/ these nieasiin's. Few Jmvt* adverted Mith
the attention it deserves to the prodigious morlality oeeasioned formerly by
iniuual returns of epideinieal fevers, of htjwel evnnplaints aiul other consequences
cf poor and sordid living to whieli we nn^ entire strangers.

'

* Tea is an article universally grateful to tlie Brili.sh population and has to
a certain extent supplanted intoxienting liquors in all ranks, to the groat

advantago of society. . . . Tho modem ii.se of tea has probably contributed to
tho extendod longevity of the inhubitant.s of this country."— -Blane, Stleet DiS-

Nations, I, p. 55 . uljjg IHckinan's correspondence \\itli Sir F. d lvi'inois,
in 1827 :

“ It is not for Mr. Rickman to assign causes of llio decrease of mortality

;
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Loi^on had developed a system for the winter feeding of co\v\s

which ensured a plentiful supply of milk throughout the year,

though it was much adulterated by tlie retailers.^ Greater

cleanliness was encouraged by the development of the cotton

manufacture. The linen stays, quilted petticoats and linsey-

w’oolsey garments which had been wwn by the poor till they

dropped to pieces from dirt w^ere replaced by cotton garments .

2

TJie record of the causes of death in the Bills of Mortality ,2

unscientific though it was,"* reflects the social history of the period.

Intermittent fever was a prevalent and fatal disease in London
betAveen IGOl and 1605; for some years after the Great Fire it

was very rare, but was epidemic from 1677 to 1685 and yArcvailetl

a good deal in the early pai‘t of the century. With improvements

in the draining and i)aving of London it was greatly reduced, and

Dr. Blanc (who was pJiysician to the London Hos2)ital from

1783 to 1705) found that it occurred chiefly among labourers from

marshy districts— especially Kent and Essex.^ Scurvy declined

at the end of the seventeenth century, and during the eighteenth

vanished as a cause of death.® Tiiis is ascribed to the agriciilliiral

if ho miglit vontiiro furtluT thun in Iho preliminary ohstavai ions (to the ccriMis

of 1811 and 1821) ... lie would as<*ril)0 it to the goneral use of tea jind .siipir,

and to tho increased op('ratit)n of tlm Poor Relief laws whicli ensure w liolt sorno

food and medical attendanco to 41 II. Ihd liieso argmncnls would eiKouun'r

contradiction in Kngland. . .
.” J/Zaa/fs of th'Uhna'. brjotr thr J*opuhfiun iilfl

Committee of the Home of Common.^, 1830.

^ Foot, Ocnerol \'i(w of the Ayriculturr ofM iddhsrXy 1704, p. 80 ff., and l);ur(l,

170.3, idem, p. 12 ff.

® Francis Flace, Add. MSS. 27,827 fo. : ‘‘It was found to be less (‘xpeiisivo

to wear cotton goods . . . and as it was noce.ssaiy to wasli (h»'s(', clciuiliniss

followed almost as a matter of eourse. Jt wjis irnpo.ssihlo llmt tin* woim-ii

should improve in this particular without producing a very hen« li( i d eHVi t

upon the men. ...”
Of. a letter of Southey (o Ri<*kniJin, 21st Xoveinher, 1827 :

” My rrlli'ct if)iis

have led mo to a conviction that the increase of poor rates took pl.ici* I'iOni aa

increase of kindly fci-lings townnls the low<*r ela.s.'^t'.s whicli oju'rati'd l aily in your

lifetime and mine, upon magistrati's first, wlio wi'rc dispf)sing of otlici- pcojdc’s

money. Since that time the .sumo feeling ha.s (ipi.-raled more ext' nsivi'ly, and an

imperceptible reliance on this has cuuse<l undue increase of pf)j'ulation. ANo

cannot mako the poor more eomfortablo without nuiking them incri'nso nud

miiltiplj'.”—Williams, /.ife and Lctlfrs of lUvhmon, 11)12, p. 2j7.

See Tuhlo by Farr in MacculIoeir.s Acrouul of the /irilif^h 41Ii c<!.,

II. p. 013, and also a fable in Milne’s Annuitien and Aasurauevs, ISla, U, p. 47i.

* Tho ” Roarchors ” who e(?rtified the cau.so of iloatli wero ” women advanced

in years and iiuligent in circumstances,” Hawc*s, rvaflnnn on the Gt wrtd liilh'f

of Mortality

y

1783.

® On the Comparative Mortality of Different Diseasis in London.
® Ibid. See al.so, Ruteman, op. cit. 1810; William Thdjerdeii, Jun., “Some

Obsorvation.s on tho Scurvy,” 1807, “ On tho Mortality of London,” 1808, both

in Medical Tranmetiona of the, Tioytd College of Phyakiana, IV.
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changes which had provided winter fodder for cattle—aiitj so

prevented the necessity of killing and salting meat for the winter

^-and to the plentiful supply of fresh vegetables.^ The diminu-

tion of deaths from dysentery since the beginning of the century

had been great and progressive. Hcberden wrote in 1801, “ The

cause of so great an alteration in the health of the people of

Kngland (for it is not confined to the Metropolis) I have no

hesitation in ascribing to the improvements which have gradually

taken place . . . in the manner of li\dng throughout the kingdom,

particularly with regard to cleanliness and ventilation.” “ The

annual average of deaths from fever or typhus declined after

1770. Rickets declined steadily. This is ascribed to improve-

ment in ventilation and cleanliness and to “ more maternal

attention to the suckling and rearing of children.” ®

The diseases of infants recorded under tlic Jiead of “ con-

vulsions and chrysoms ” (and many such deaths must have

escaped registration) were at their worst between 1728 and 1757.

“in and about London a prodigious numl)cr of children are

cruelly murdered unchristened by those infernals called nurses,”

wrote a controversialist on the population question in 1757.

“ Tlicse infernal monsters throw a spoonful of gin, spirits of wine

or Hungary water down a child's throat, whicli instantly strangles

tlie babe. When the searchers come to inspect the body, and

ciupiire what distemper caused the death, it is answered, ‘ con-

vulsions.’ This occasions the articles of convulsions in the Bills

so much to exceed all others.”’^ Between 1718 and 1751 the

deaths from droiJsy were ‘‘ one-tentJi gi-eater than at any period

^ III 175S Tiickor wroU* :
'* [iru-o of groou vcgoti\l)los is prodijziuiisly sujik

to Mliiit it \vas ill former timos, and I miu-h <J^n‘^.lioll whothor any town of noto

ia Scotland can now vio with tho coiniiKai markets of l.ondt>u in tliat rl‘^^pc(•t.

CWIaiii it is that . . . about 100 years ayo a caUba^o would hav».' cu>t thrccpcnco

ill London which nt present may l)0 bought for an halfpenny. . . . Tho eommon
articles of pease and beans, sallads, onions, carrots, parsnips and turnips are

considerably cheaper than ever they were known to he in fornu'r times, tho' the

rent of garden giViunds and tlie wages of jonriicymon gardciuns arc a great deal

higher.”

—

Four Tructa, 1774, jip. 2S-1>.

W. Homer, in Thr Old Fmilitth man's Uttus for the Poor of Old Emjhtnd, 170^,

writing of London conditions says ; that great help to the poor, potatoes,

liuving boon this winter dtnible the price they used to be.”
- Observations on the Increase and Decnase of ('trtain Dismscs, ISO I, p. 3a.

® W. Black, M.D., Observations on the iSmall-po.i\ 1781. p. 170. He gives the

following figures of total deaths from rickets during periods of liftci'ii years ;

1701-10 .... 3.010

1727-42 .... 1.171

1743-58 .... 202
1758-73 . . . US

(<oo. Burrington, .4/i. Answer to Dr, ir>a. Ihaekiuridije's Lttter, p. 23.
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befqjTc or since.” ^ Dcatlis recorded under the heads of “ apo,

plexy, palsy and suddenly ” gradually and constantly increased,

and about doubled in tJic course of the century (the increase must
bo discounted to the extent of the growth in population). Ur.

Black’s explanation is, “ Probably the mechanical arts whoi e

cither lead or quicksilver are employed may have some share in

the rise of the paralytic diseases.” ^ Smallpox increased in London
after 1770, it is said, because inoculation, tliough a protection to

the inoculated, spread the infection owing to ineffective isolation.^

After the introduction of vaccination it rapidly decreased.'^

The improvement is the more surprising because it happened

in spite of the general rise in prices and during a period wlicn bad

seasons w^erc frequent. Between 1763 and 1773 there was a

check in the development of foreign trade, high i)riccs wcm’c

acutely felt, and there was much distress in London. The

seasons from 1782 to 1784 were bad, that of 178i) was worse,

1792-3 was a time of trade crisis and opens a period of yet

higher prices.

There arc doubtless other causes for the rapid increasci in

the population besides the decline in the death-rate, presumably

the change in the administration of the poor law and the demand

for child labour, possibly the breakdown of a])|)rentic*eship, all

tending to earlier marriages.*'’ In so far as London is eoiiceriied

* lloborden, op. cit. p. 37. * Obut'rvalionn on thv Small p. 1 1
‘().

* Heberdfii, op. cit. [)p. 35-G.

* Howlcti states lhat inofulatiou in provincial lowns^ ajal villages llio

opposite effect :
*' Wlieri an epi<lctnic a]jp<^*tr.s inoculation takes [ilacc at oiac.

. . . Where two or three hundred used to bo buried in a few months, now perlmi'S

not inoro than twenty or tlhrty .’’—Examination of Dr. J*riccff Esstn/, ITS I, p. !)l.

® It is not clear, liowover, tliat this was tho case. Tho followiiii,' fi;.Mires are

given by Dr. Bisset Hawkins in Elnta nln of Mulical Sfati.stir.s, 1820, p. 27.

Annual proportion of marriag<'s to population :

ISUI . . . . 1 to 12.3

ISII I to 12ti

1821 I to i:u

Annual proportion of biitlis to pop\dntion :

JSOl I to 34-8

1811 1 to 3ri*.3

1821 1 to 3(i-.'>H

'rhe proportion of registen*d burials to the ympulation of England aial

\Vale.s was calculated by Hickman to be ;

in 1780 . . 1 in 41-42

„ 1 78.7 . 1 in 4J-7.7

„ 1700 . . . 1 in 40-18

ISOO . . 1 ill 47-7.7

„ 1810 . 1 in .73-78

„ 1820 . . 1 in 58-0()

(but on tho nverago of llie ten ytairs l>eforo 1820, 1 in (iO'65). Population PiG

Committee, 1830, Minutca of Evidence, 1830, IV, pp. 733 11.
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the suggestion that the increase was due to a decline ir| the

standard of life will not bear examination. ^ Drink, ignorance

and dirt were positive checks on the population whose effects

progressively diminished. The results of these changes were

cumulative, they imply a corresponding improvement in manners

and morals which in its turn reacted upon the health of the people.

The extent of this improvement has been obscured, first by

writers at the end of the eighteenth century—(yokpihoun being

the most prominent—who maintained that manners and morals

were progressively deteriorating, and imaginatively assumed that

a state of unspoiled simplicity had prevailed in the early i)art

of the century. (This school assumed as axiomatic tlie two

thcori(\s of depopulation and the devastating progress of luxury

wliich had accompanied estimates of the declining population.2)

Tliis attitude, though unhistorical, is in itself evidence of a grow-

ing sense of public decency and also of an increased knowledge

of social conditions. Petty had summarily classified the poor

as “ the vile and brutish part of mankind.” (k)l(|uhoun and

ilic writers of his day, who were most conscious of the short-

comings of tlio poor, did not ascribe tliem to original sin, but

to defects in tiie laws and the police.

Later wnl(*rs find a mass of evidence* that at the end of tlie

eigliteemtii and b(*ginning of the nineteenth (‘(*ntiirv the state of

tilings was d<‘])l()rable, and sometimes fail to realise* tliat earlier

in the century worse conelitions were ac(|iiiesceel in as inevitable

and were* little spoken of. They sometimes assume that social

preigress was ince)nsiste*ut with ])e)litical reaction.

Franeds Place, wiie) was a systematic cedlcctor of facts relating

to social conditions, more espexdally in London, was unwearied

in maintaining tliat the preigressive decline* eif the death-rate,

and esjiecially eif the death-rate among young ])ersons, Avas

evidence of the widespread iin])re>vement whiedi lu* himself had

witnesseel. }lc wrcAte in 1822 :

' Cf. D. iforon, On the Rehithn of Ftrtififi/ in Man to Social Sfaftts, atul on the

(JhatuffH in thia Relation that hare taken place ilnrimj tht lattf Fiftp Ytartt,

1 JiiH shows th«t wliilo ill liOiuIoii i?i l!HH « InVJi hirth-rato iviis (’orrt'hihvi with

RtMicral puuporisru and bfni onvironiiiont, in ISol tho rnrivlation was loss by nearly

too par C(‘ni.. Tu ttio oarlior period tlic oxot'ss of t>irl]is in working-tdass vlistriots

was easily to l)o neeouiited for by earlier inarriagj's, ami, moreover, where the

wives bad many children, the infantile doath*ralt' was lowest.
* Tho depopulation theory piwsisted in spite of much opposition till the end

of lh<' century. For instance, n letter in the Monthly Matjazlnt (p. 7) of 1700
runs : “ Tho niamifactoriea of Lniicasliin*, Warwiekshire and Yorkshire may
probably have incn'ased tlie number of inhabitants in some parts of t}u)se counties,
ait if tho whole kingdom be taken into account it will bo impossible to deny the

^ progress of depopulation ninoiig us.*’

No. 127.—VOL. xxxTi. n n
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It By the summary of tlio baptisms and burials appended to

the Population Returns it appears that the mortality of tlie

metroi)olis in 1700 was 1 in 25, in 1750 as 1 in 21,^ in 1801 and
the four preceding years as I in 35, and from that period 1 in 38.

Mucli of this is attributable to the increased salubrity of tlio

Metropolis, much to the increase of surgical or medical knowlcdgo,

much also to the change that has taken place, not only in Jjondon

but all over the country, in the habits of the working classes,

who are infinitely more moral and more sober, more cleanly in

their persons and their dwellings, tlian tliey were formerly,

particularly tlic women, partly from the success of the cotton

manufacture winch has enabled them to discard the woolhni

clothes whicJi were universally worn by them, which lastt'd foi-

years and were seldom if ever washed; partly from incroastd

knowledge of domestic concerns and genci*al management of

children. Notwithstanding the vice, the misery and tlie disease*

which still abounds in London, its general prevalence has hei ii

greatly diminished.” “

M. Bouotiiy Geokoi:

* Riokmnn in 1821 (‘orrectod this estiinnti' to 1 in 20, on tlio ground tliMl lie

Jind boforo uiiderosl iinaU'd Uio <imissions in tho U»M;i<tt‘r of Ibirij'ls. In ls2l it

was 1 in '10. Tlio enlonlalion is nuulo from tho jmrisb rogisters, not from (lie I’.ili;

of Mortality. Soo PopjiInlJon of 1S21, p. 1(10.

* Prinriph'fi of 1822, jip. 2.‘)2-3.



REVIEWS

Wealth and Taxable Capacity, By Sm Josiafi Stamp, K.B.E.,

D.Sc. (London : P. S. King & Son. 1022. Pp. 105.

8vo. 10,9. Gd. net.)

It was a wise j)recept of Giffcn that before we draw conclusions

from official statistics wc should try to di.s(JOver how tliey arc

arrived at, sliould get hold of the circulars, forms, or tables used

])V the compilers, incaster the notes, definitions and instructions

by which tliey W'cre guided, notice any liitfalls, loopholes for

omissions and evasions, and look out for any clianges of law' or

]iracticc during the period covered w’hich may alfect the figures.

Revenue statistics in particular may be inlluenccd b}' depart-

mental decisions as to the w^orking and interpretation of the

Acts, which have all the force of byc-law’s unless and until they

are set aside by Parliament or tlie judges. The outsider is

seldom able to use all these safeguards. Sir Josiah Stamp has

had exceptional opportunities of discovering the inwardness

of such statistics and has made exceiRionally good and able

use of his opportunities, lie interprets them with such high

aiitliority that it is a perilous task to attack liis conclusions

upon this chosen ground. TJie fate of the critic wlio is not only

lloorcd but stamped upon in this volume is not precisely an

example pour encouraycr les autrc'^.

The book is a reprint of (he Xcwmarch I.ectures delivered

ill Kobruary 1021. Tlu' Lectures discharge a useful function.

The audience is not usually very large or well-instructed in

economics and statistics, jiossibly because there is no fee for

attendance, but a larger and more critical public is reached

by publication.

'I'he topics liere (limit with are of great interest and importance :

th(‘ National (Capital and Income, the ])istribution of Capital

and Jncome, the Limits of Taxable (’apacity, and the Ktf(M‘t

^‘f clianging Price Levtds upon Rrolits and Wages and on the

burden of the Public Debt. The reasoning is close and subtle,

sometimes perhaps a little over-subtle, but the plirasing is not

ahvays so jjreeiso as might have been ex})(>cted from so clear a

thinker. The opening lecture on National (^a])ital enlargi's

upon National Wealtli, but does not explain the distinction
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bet\feen Capital and Wealth. Repeated references are made
to “ national wealth or income.” “ The amount of individucal

income or wealtli which is available for State purposes witlio\it

reducing the individual to a state of starvation or of universal

ca'canny—in other words, what we now call ‘ the limit of taxable

capacity
' ” is another example of language likely to indue a

popular audience into confused thought. The expert reader

always knows what Sir Josiah means, but the iinillumincd will

be puzzled by what ho says. As we see in the field of politics,

a popular audience is a magnet which attracts loose and popular

expression against which the man of science needs to be on his

guard.

The charge of over-subtlety is one which many writers would

be proud to incur, (^luoting from one of his previous works Ihc

author says :

“ It is obvious tliat if a. ring of jKoplo like to call iheir services

any given ‘ value ' there is no real obstacle. A., the gn at

surgeon, performs an operation for 1^., the prima donna; goes

to sing at a social function for C., the leading barrister; (\ takes

a brief for A. in a lawsuit. Each one is in the habit of selling

the particular service to the community at ClOO, but on this

occasion each s(uids in a hill for £1000, which is paid, and up

goes the national income by £27t)0 abova^ its triici figure upon

any reasonable excliange basis."

A very r(*al obstacle to calling our services any given “ vnlu(‘
"

is the difficulty of getting others to accej)t our valuation. Tin'

example (diosen is unn'al. The gn'at surgeon is not in the

habit ' of charging a uniform fee. probably ])erforms many

hosj)ital operations without fee. The means of the siilTcrcr

are one of the factors on wdiidi his ha* is based, and if ho able

to extract from the prima donna £1000 for a s(‘rvi<‘e whicn ne

is in the habit of s(*lling for tlOO to persons (‘(puilly W(‘ ihlo

to pay, it by no means follow’s that his annual ta>able income

is increased by £000. .Just as Dogberry vaunted liiiusidf as

“ one that lias liafl losses," tlie prima donna will whisper to her

friends the shocking fact tluit her operation cost lu'r a foiir-figun;

fee, and the surgeon may fiml his services no longiu' in dcmaml

among w^ealthy cli('nts. At the end of the year ho may find

his total income low'cr and not higher. The long-period vitwv

must be taken. Upon the estimates of National (Capital and

Wealth w^e have nothing l)ut praise for the eareful sifting and

analysis offered. The conclusion as to taxable ca])acity appears,

]iowov(ir, to bo too mechanical to serve as a practicjable guide in
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public finance. If the prima donna were being bled and a j?alIor

spread over her features it would be time to stop, irrespective

of the number of milligrammes of blood taken. When a

community is so heavily taxed that capital has to ))e sold or money

borrowed to meet the taxes, when prices of taxed commodities

arc so high that there is a great decrease in their consumption,

when costs of production arc forced up to a ])oint at which

exports cannot be sold, unemployment exists on an unexampled

scale, and arrears of taxes reach a colossal figure, wo have suffi-

cient objective proof that we arc passing tlic limit of what the

taxpayer can afford to pay to Cfovernmont. The great American

jurist who laid down that tlie power to tax is a power to destroy

had in mind tlie power of the legislator to put a tax law' on the

statute book
;
but the ])owcr to collect the tax is another matter.

The weapoii may break in your hand. We are still democratic

enough to (;omp(d tlu^ Chancellor of tlui Kxehequer to have

regard to the feeffings of tlu^ taxpayers. The ])syehical limit

is r(‘ached so long before the starvation limit that the nicely

calculated limit of the last penny we can afford is the localisation

of a dangerous s])ot whose j[)osition is disclosed to the innident

navigator by unmistakable signs long before he approaches it.

Hi:nkv lUcjfJs

TheTra(h(^ycle : vl;/ Accoiad of the Producing Phythmical

(Imuijes lit the Avilvity ol 7y/^s•///c.s^s^ i>y V. 1.«avjn(jton.

(London: V. S. King & Son. 1922. I*p. 113.)

It is tolerably obvious that if there existed niori' foresight

ainoiig mankind, the altei nation of ordinary booms and d(‘])ressions

would be de])rived of some of its violeiua'. Jf nuue people

recognised that a Ixxnn was a temporary })henomenon, there

would be less readiness to buy and more readiness to sell, and

conse(iuently ])rie('s would be lower; if more people recognised

that a depression was tem])orary then* would be more readiness

to l)uy and less readiness to sell, and eons(Mpiently prices would

be higher. Chancellors of the Excheipier have sonu‘ inkling

of this when they try Coueisin in a depression, deelarijig fervently

that things are looking up; on rarer occasions they ap])ly the

equally wholesome converse of C oueism by warning the public

that things aro not as good as they seem. They do well, and

do level-headed business men who make money by (piii'tJy

^ellijig at the top and buying at the bottom. J'^o also does the
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humflrum or normal lecturer on economics who explains to his

students that a great part, sometimes probably almost the

whole of the rise of indices in a boom and of the fall of prices in

a depression is the result of miscalculation in the sense of over-

estimation of the prices which can be advantageously paid din ing

the boom and imdcr-estimatioii of tJiose which can be paid

during the depression. Students who have attended to his

teaching will be more likely to join the ranks of the more level-

headed business men and politicians, and thus to help to moderate

the fluctuations of the future.

One who has grasped the great importajice of this as])ect of

the question is likely to turn with distaste from the search for

ultimate causes of tlic lluctuatioii. The fisherman can ])ull his

boat up on tlie shore just out of reach of tlie tide without any

knowledge of tin* cause whi(;h set tiie Moon revolving j*ound the

Earth or the EartJi turning on its axis. What matters if it was

a sunspot or some other trilling celestial or tcTrestrial distuibanoe

that startl'd the trade fluctuation? The ellect would only be

trifling if it were not for inisealcuhition
;

let us gi^t rid of miscal-

culation and never mind about the original causes, which we

probably cannot alter even if we knew them !

'I'his was probably Mr. Lavington's attitude before the war,

and it was then a very good attitude. It would be still a

reasonable attitude if he was writing for all time with no particular

reference to the facts of the present inoment. But to adopt

it as lie does, specially in reference to the present situation of

the commercial world, seems singularly inappropriate. It is

much as if, on finding a number of persons in the various stages

which follow the consumption of an excessive quantity of

intoxicating liquor, we were to explain blandly that the effects

would not ])e ru^arly so serious if they would only resist tiu;

feelings first of hilarity and subseipHuitly of depression which

they experience. fJust now it happcjis that instead of a world-

wide l)oom or depression difficult to account for with certainty

just because we cannot test theory by comparison of many
examples, we have some countries displaying the usual characti'r-

istics of boom and others displaying those of depression, liic

original cause is made obvious, and it is so enormously powerful

that there is no need in dealing with it to insist on the manner

in which the effects of obscure and trifling original causes arc

in the habit of giving rise to miscalculations so that molehills

become mountains. It was not the over-confidence ” of

business men which caused the immense rise of prices during the
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war but the fact that bolligcrcnt governments all undei^ook

to buy amounts of goods and services prodigiously in excess of

what they usually lK)ught. If they had first or simultaneously

diminished (by taxation or borrowing) the amount of money

which their subjects could lay out in purchases, this would have

made no diirercnco to prices; as they did very little in this

direction, prices rose, as in any other case of additional buying.

If governments had been like private persons or instit\i-

iions who have undertaken to buy more than they can

pay for, they would tlicji have gone baidaaipt, and the boom

would have collapsed with the sale of the bankrupts’ stock.

13(4ng unlike ju’ivate persons, they were able to disguise their

real failure to pay what they had ])romised by dealing out

additional legal tender units of account which tliey printed or

alloAved their banks to print for tlie purpose. TJie discovery

or re-discovery and utilisation of this fj*esh and a])parently

limitless source of purchasing power relieved tlui governments

and the institutions immediately dependent on them of all fear

of shortage of cash : an all-round orgie of spending took place,

and promises to pay “ i)ounds or marks ’’ were legally met

by paying in pounds and marks which were always w^orth less

when they were paid than when they were promised.

Tn spile of ])opular ignorance and a good d(uil of gross and

inexcusable blindness on tlie part of the ‘‘ l)ettei*-instructcd,”

som(‘- governments have seen that this new-found El Dorado

(;ould not endure for ever. So long indeed as the legal Umder

p()ssess('s any purchasing power at all, the talk of its not being

worth the paper it is printed on ” is rather foolisli : a million

one-rouble notes would certainly not be worth printing, but the

ten-million note costs no more to print than a one-rouble note

and is wortli nearly as much as a Bradbury
;

if that is not enough

it is easy to ]Hint ‘‘ M ” for milliard. But sooner or later there

(iom(\s an end, and appreciation of the fact has caused the stoppage

of further issues in some countries : in others the increase still

goes on. Those in which it was stopped w'crc pi*omptly smitten

with the dislocation w Inch comes from a cessation of a contiinious

rise of prices, and those in which it has continued are simply

going on as before, enjoying, tliongh scarcely rejoicing in, the

boom.

Yet Mr. Lavington begins his book with an introductory

chapter which is directed tow^ards convincing his readers that
“ the main causes of our present condition arc to be found not

in the outstanding events of the past seven years, but in the
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nior<if normal operation of tlic influences which produce business

cycles,” and that too although our condition of depression is

“ without parallel in business memories.”

This doctrine is made all the more surprising by the fact

that Mr. Lavington admits (p. 67) that an ordinary boom is

eventually checked by shortage of legal tender, and that this

would not happen if bank reserves “ were replenished by tlic

continuous manufacture of new legal tender money.” “ In actual

fact,” he says, “ of course, the supply of legal tender is usually

limited. In pre-war days in this country it was limited by the

available quantity of gold
;

in post-war days it is limited by tluj

restriction upon the fiduciary issue of Treasury notes.” True

enough, but is the intervening period of six years from August

1914 till the Cunliffe curb became effective in the summer of

1920 to be ignored? Is it nothing that during that period

ncitlicr of the restrictions was in force and tlie amount of legal

tender was in fact ex])anded to Uvo or three times its fornua*

size? On pp. 10 and 11 Mr. Lavington argues that the war

cannot be responsible for the depression, because we were ])ooming

till the spring of 1920 and “ the transition from a period of extreinii

activity to one of unexampled dcpr(‘ssion ” at tliat dale

cannot bo explained by “ circumstances due to tlic war.” Ihit

if one of the circumstances due to tJie war w'^as the removal of

the ordinary check to booms and this check remained olT till

the spring of 1920 and then was reimposed, the abrujit transition

from the great and long-continued war-boom to the de[)ression,

wdiich every economist W'orthy of the name laid always foreseen

and foretold, scarcely needs a search for ‘‘more obscure

influences.”

Divested of its topical part and definitely taken to a])|)ly

to a state of things in which currency is stable, the book is

attractive and sound, and after all, the very term “ trade cycle
”

seems to imply a kind of regularity incompatible witli tlic inlro-

ductioii of the apparently lawless imssions which bring about

Great Wars and their disastrous consequences. One or two

suggestions may bo hazarded. ]n dealing with the facd that

constructional industry is the most liable to fluctuation, Mr.

Lavington might consider the relation of this to variations in

the total amount of savings or new capital coming forward.

Savings being mostly invested in constructions, it seems difficult

not to believe that variations in their amount must effect

constructional employment, and the question arises, how arc

savings affected in the progress of a cycle ? If they arc greater
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in tlio whole of a boom than in the whole of a depression, it^oes

not follow that there may not be an important change as the

boom or the depression proceed. For the prevention of the

violence of fluctuation it is no doubt riglit and useful to recommend

quicker adjustment of wages upwards as well as downwards,

but is it much use to bring out once more the old proposal that

local and national autliorities should throw tJieir weight into

the scales in opposition to the prevailing sentiment—that they

yhould employ fewer persons in time of boom and more in time

of depression ? Does not the proposal require that these

authorities should be more level-headed and foreseeing than

private persons a?id institutions, whereas the observed fact is

that they are less so? Representing the majority, they are

likely to launch out further in time of boom and draw in further

(luiiiig depression than the whole mass of business men which

contains a number who can act and do act in prudent disregard

of prevailing scuilinient. And finally, is it not ratJier a mistake

(o omit tlic stock comparison of the comparative advantages

of tlie boom and the depression? Without this the reader

will be apt to remain in the usual belief of the vulgar that the

boom's the thing to ])ray for ratluT than the elusive nornial,

which iievtT exists except at a i^oint of time with neither parts

nor magnitude as th(‘. d(‘pression passes into boom and vice

rer.^d. Yet tlanigh the position of the unemployed is unpleasant,

there seems little doubt that in depression the whole mass scorns

not only more industrious but also mon* contented and happy than

ill boom. AVliether this is because it is reallj^ bidter of! or only

because the position of the employed, though absolutely worse,

is better in comparison with that of the employers, is one of

those interesting subjects of economic speculation to which no

very certain answer can be given.

Kdwin Cannan

Rt'paralions, Trade and Foreign Fxchange, J3y L. L. R. Axoas,

M.A. (London : P. S. King &• JSoii. Pp. 351.)

Tills book is in the main a demonstration of the unwisdom of

extracting from (Jermany a war indemnity on the scale and by

the methods contemplated in the London ultimatum of !May

1321; but it comprises also an interesting exposition of the

present-day theory and practice of the foreign exchanges, and
«ome suggestive remarks on the origin and course of business

cycles. Mr. Angas gives us much rigorous thought and vigorous
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writi?ig, and if he seems a little dogmatic in liis predictions of

disaster and a little extravagant in his estimate of the effects

of Cerman “ exchange-dumping,” he might fairly reply that wo
arc not yet out of the wood, and that if w(5 enn^rgo it will bo

because the world has be(^omc converted to his way of thinking.

Mr. Angas eschews the fallacy that the reccijit of a present

is iieccssaj-ily a calamity, and bases his argument on solid founda-

tions—the predominantly competitive character of British and

German industry, the disastrous effect of upsetting the already

precarious balance between different branches of production,

and the fatal ease with which, through tlio medium both of direct

demand and of the banking system, disorganisation spreads fj-oin

the trades immediately affected through the whole industrial

body. It is, liowcver, difficult to feel sure tJiat his constructive^

proposals altogether escape liis ow'n criticisms. These proposals

are to the effect that Germany should provide free enormous

wa)rks of caj)ital development in the overseas countries, tliereby

ultimately cheapening tlio supply of food and raw materials

and developing new marlccts both for her owm consumable

manufactures and for ours. But it is surely just in this very

manufacture and export of capital goods that the nJations

bctwT.en England and Germany arc most pronouncedly com-

petitive; and the history of the recent slump suggests that the*

ill-balanced production of CKjrlcuUural no less than of juatuffarhirat

goods may give rise to industrial depression. Mr. Angus’s ])ro-

posals, liow-ever, arc hedged round with various safeguards

wdiich may commend them to those who still think that such

devices arc worth the candle.

It is difficult to accept some of the views expressed in tliis

candid and thoughtful book—^for instance, that the velocity of

circulation of money docs not help to determine the price-lev(‘l

(p. 288), or that Germany could provide in twonty year’s an export

surplus of a present value (at irresent prices) of £20
,
000,

000
,
000.

(p.261).

I). 11. Robertson

Is Germany Prosperous ? By Sir Henry Penson, K.B.E.

(London: Arnold. 1922. Pp. 124.)

Perplexed, like many others, by the conflicting reports of

special correspondents, the former Chairman of the War Trade

Intelligence Department visited Coblenz, Wiesbaden, Mainz,
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Frankfort, aiul Cologne last January in order to find oui' for

himself what were the real facts of the situation. Ilis impressions

Jic states in this little book, which disclaims the title of a treatise

oil reparations, but cannot avoid being one in reality. The

author professes only to present the situation as described to

liim by British experts and (jlerman business men (who agreed

on most essentials) in answer to his carefully jireparcd (questions

oil prices, incomes, and the industrial outlook. His first

impression, like that of the groat majority of observers,

was that “ all betokened an economic life in which all wore

occupied and in which the interchange of goods and services

was actively going on.'’ But this, he concludes, was the out-

ward appearance of a prospi'rity which had little solid foundation,

in the first j)Iace, the dilhTiuice between the internal and the

external value of the mark, while giving Cierniaiiy as regards

her exports a considerable competitive advantage over producers

ill foreign countries with a more favourable (exchange, has

I’csulted in a grc'at rise in the cost of living and the cost of pro-

duction, since imports which include a great many foodstulls

liave to be paid for in marks taken at their external value. In

tlie second place, the incomes of large sections of the community

liave not kept pace with the rise in the general price-level. In

;i most interesting chapter on incomes and the standard of

living the author reflects on the tendency since the war in the

(lirection of the levelling up of the incomes of unskilled manual

workers to the standard of the highly skilled, and on the fall

of the incomes of officials in relation to those of manual workers.

Thus a comparison of the pre-war and present salaries of the

Lower, Middh*, and Higher Officials shows that their incomes

have been increased in round numbers roughly twenty-four

times, tw^elve, and ten and a half times respectively. Taking

then the average higher official (responsible civil servant or

University teacher), and comparing his household budgets of

1913 and 1022, the author found that if his income had increased

about tw elve times, the main items of expenditure had increased

considerably more than that, w Idle the amount allowed for food

—

26 per cent, of income in 1 013, 44i per cent, in 1 022—covered merely

the bare necessities of life, and no butter or luxuries of any kind.

Consequently life in the professional classes is one of constant

self-denial. It is a pity tiiat particulars of business men's

incomes were not ascertained, but as to these something may
be inferred from the chapter on the economic outlook. In this

the author asks whether great industrial activity, increased
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divifionds and largo sums placed to reserve, and a general lack

of unemployment are real evidence of prosperity.*' The best

answer is the remark of a German official who said, “ All business

to-day is merely a gamble in currency and exchange.” Doubling

of dividends and increase of nominal capital can scarcely make
up for the loss of the purchasing power of the mark. In his

discussion of taxation in relation to Reparations payments,

Sir Henry Penson admits that evasion has taken place, and

explains the German (Government’s serious arrears in the collection

of Income Tax as cdiicfly due to the difficult transition from the

old system of provincial and municipal collection of direct taxes

to the new system whereby they .are collected by the central

Government. Tiic book ends with a sane plea for a complete

recon sideratioji of the lve2>aratiojis question, on the ground that

until the German Government can show sulficient surplus of

revenue ovef expenditure it is hard to sec where the Reparations

money is coming from. Few will dis2)utc his conclusion.

E. P. riACOJi

CajJiUd Control in New York, By D. C. Baldwin. (George

Raiita Publ, (^j., Menasha, Wis. Pi), xxiv + 255.)

\VnKN in 11)00 Mr. 0. E. Hughes was elected to the Governor-

ship of New Yoj'k lie had committed himself, in o2q)osition fo

the Democratic ])lan of ])ublic ownershij), to a, policy of testing

the possibilili(‘S of effective administrative control of 2)iiblic

utility services within the State. This book is a cbroniele of liis

works in fulfilment of that pledge : of tlie law's iJiat lie passed;

of their many amendments
;
and of a gr(*at number of legal cases

arising under them.

As this implies, Mv. Baldw'in deals with his subject-matter

from the ])oint of view rather of the cor2)oration lawyer or

administrator than of Ihe economist. Part I is eom])osed of a

precis of some fifteen laws showing the very limited powers at

the disposal of the administration prior to 1907; and secondly

giving an account of the series of laws, extensions and amend-

ments by w'hich those powers were strengthened between 1907

and 1013. The following Parts II-V deal successively with the

nature of this extended legal control over the formation of new

corporations, the additional capitalisation of existing coipora-

tions, refunding and reorganisation, and finally consolidations,

mergers and transfers of stocks. Although the book is well
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arranged and clearly written, few economists will have ^ the

vigour to attempt to distil from its 250 pages of wcll-compacted

iniaterial such conclusions as may be obtainable with regard to

the results of Governor Hughes’ legal experiments. And little

more can be done here than indicate some of the more important

ways in which new law was applied.

It was early recognised that powers to regulate the quality

of the services supplied by a corporation, and the rates at which

those services should be sold, were not adequate in themselves;

for if, as frequently occurred in New York city, a company
was greatly ovcr-capitaliscd, its struggle to pay interest and

dividends inevitably led to inferior service at high rates, and

so left a reforming Governor faced with an o})position of interests

b(‘twcen investors and the public, ills dilemma would bo somc-

Avliat similar to that of our Hates Advisory Committee if, wlien

they were (iallcd on to fix rates for English railways, they found

that the various railway companies had issued securities far in

excess of the amount on whicli a fair rate of interest could be

paid at a reasonable level of freight and ])assenger rates. It

was this difficulty which determined tiio cdiaraetc'r of Govei-nor

Hughes’ legislation, and which gives this book its s])ecial interest.

The instruments which the Governor created to carry o\it

his reforms uere of the most modern type. They consisted of

two expert Public rommissions (tiieir composition is not stated)

cn(lou(;d with strong legal powers, and with a wide discretion in

apj)lying these powers to the particular circumstances of the

coi’porations within their jurisdiction : such bodies as railways,

gas, electricity, telegraph and telephone corporal ions. These

two Gommissions, as their powers were gradually pcu’fected,

assumed control over tlic; capital operations of such public

utilities throughout New York State. When a new corporation

is to bo formed tlicy limit the sale of its securitu's to the expendi-

ture actually incurred, and jwcscribc the purposes to which the

proceeds must be applied; their engineers inspect the progress

of the work; their accountants audit vouchers for items of

expenditur(5 and dctei'minc the provision to be made for amor-

tisation of promotion and similar expenses, depreciation and

reserves. WJien an existing corporation requests authority to

make a now issue of stocks or bonds, the Commission responsible

makes a detailed valuation of the property, defines the maximum
permissible issue, possibly fixes tlic price at which bonds may be

sold to the public, and lays down other provisions for the pro-

jection of the investor. The Commissions restrict the capitalis-
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atiofe of reorganisations to the value of their property; they

refuse or permit tlie consolidation of competing railways in

accordance with their view of the public interests involved, fn

these and a great number of minor ways they bring about a,

closer correspondence between the value of a corporation’s

assets and the volume of its issued securities, thereby clearing

the way for further regulations designed to ensure tliat the

public is provided with an eflicient and economical service.

Mr. llaldwiii seems to show clearly enough, in the many
cases he quotes, that the Commissions have been able to apply

the law effectively
;
but he makes no attempt to estimate Avhether

or no Governor Hughes’ very thorough-going experiment lias

been an economic, as distinct from a legal, success. The answer

to that (question would seem to depend on wlicthcv the pulilie

cost of tile many-sided legal and tecJinical work carried out by

tiic ( Vnnmissions, together with the deterrent effect of tiieir close

control on the initiation of new public utility services, was out-

weighed by a substantial public advantage. And this (piesiion

in its turn must depend, it would seem, on the magnitude of

the existing abuses and the effect of the Commissions’ work in

reducing them. Tiiat the abuses were serious in 1000 seems

clear enough. In Now York city tlie largo traedion syslenis

were so loaded down with excessive bond issues that they found

it imjiossible to jiay fixed chai'ges and at the same time furnish

adequate service, and, oven as it was, they were on the point of

bankruptcy.” The cases cited by Mr. Baldwin seem to male*

it equally clear that these abuses have been substantially reduced.

The investor has olitained a considerable measure of jiroiei tion

as a result of the limitation of the coiporations’ jiowers to issii(‘

worthless securities; the public can no longer be freely' expIoit(‘d,

eitlier by a consolidation of competing interests into a monojioly,

or by over-cajutalised corporations staving olf baiikiuptcy hv

charging exorbitant ]jriccs for steadily deteriorating s(‘rvi(‘e.s.

It would seem that the Governor’s measures have been justili(‘d

by their results.

F. Lavinqton
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Le Sysihne monetaire grec et le change. By Cii. Damiris. (Paris :

Giard, 1920. Three Vols., pp. 363, 359, 238.)

The Greek Aet of 1020 on the issue of banknotes challenged

public attention abroad, and not without reason, for it secured for

Greece for six years (1012-1918) that were mostly years of war

two rare advantages, viz. elasticity of the circulation and main-

tenance of the parity of cxcliangc. But even thoiigli the Greek

Act gave rise to mucli talk, few x)eoplc had studied it thoroughly.

M. Christ. Damiris, a young Greek economist who had already

acquired note by his two books on Emigration in the island of

Zanle and The Turkish Public Debt, undertook to fill the gap, and

has done so in a masterly manner. He begins by setting forth

ill fullest detail Iiow the Greek system, which dates back as far

as tlic time of Jean Valaority, late Governor of tJic Gri'ck National

Bank, originated, and exactly what it consists of. lie then

proceeds to show how it worked during the Balkan wars and in

the Great War. In a tliird volume, enlarging on the question,

M. Damiris enters on a comparison witli the otlun* monetary

systems, lie says that it was a mistake to either praise or

(aitieise the Act of 1910 for its rare originality : the Valaority

system is not an isolated occurrence, but one of the various

as^iects of the evolution of ideas in connection with the currency

and the regulation of the exchange. It comx)ares wdth the systems

grou])ed under the heading of “ gold exchange standard.” And
the aiitlior examines successively tiio Indian currency reform,

tliat of the Philipxhnes, and tlie Argentine (Conversion Fund
system, lie also examines the various reforms enacted since the

war in such widely dilTerent countries as Egy^d, Norway, the

various countries in America, and even Archangel. The Greek

system, however, is neither an imitation iior a facsimile : com-

])ared witli the above systems it shows improvements which

establish its superiority. That is the reason why it w’as so much
referred to during the war and after, and esxiccially when the

l)roduction of an intern«ational banknote was suggested, which,

l>y the way, Damiris thinks an impossibility. But for the fact

of Damiris’ premature loss to Science— his deatli took ]daee last

wummer—lie would no doubt have added an apx)endix to his

work, showing why the Act of 1910 could not prove clTective in

Greece to the very end, and wdiy since 1920 various attemiJts

had to be made, not any longer to maintain the i)arity of the

exchange, but to prevent too great a rise in the rate of exchange.
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Tho^e attempts, interesting in themselves, deserve to be studied.

We may perhaps return to them in an article on the Greek
exchange in the Economic Journal, when we will take the

opportunity of dealing at greater length witli M. Damiris’ work.

A. ANDRibAuics

Shtij Years of Indian Finance. By K. T. Shaji, B.A., B.Sc.

Econ. London. (Bombay: Bombay Chronicle Press. 1921.)

Mr. K. T. Shah has written a very useful book reviewing in

a lucid manner the growth of the revenue and exj^enditure of

the Indian Government from 1860, when its lirst linancial minister

introduced its first Budget, to 1920. To expect an Indian

economist with pronounced Nationalist views to discuss tin',

rpiestions with whicJi tiie book deals with complete freedom from

bias would at the present time bo futile. But the author is (oo

well instructed to definitely associate himself with the wild charges

against British rule and financial policy which disiigure soim^

books widely read and often (piotcd b}^ educated Indiaris. lie

gives pros and cons with great fairness, and in fact it is some-

times a little difficult to be (a^rtain what his own final opinioji

is. Thus as regards protection the economic objections an;

stated with force and clearness, and he asserts that protege! i\'(‘

duties can in any case only be justified as a temjiorary expedient.

He is quite aware that a country which has once adopted Pro-

tection as a, plank in its fiscal j)oIicy has usually found its remov;il

“ impossible . . . owing to the growth of vc'stcd inUTosls.” On

p. 265 he seems to have come down decidedly on the Prc'e Trade

side of the fence, but on the next page we are told that “ ])ro])c'r

protection to nascent industries is desirable,” and that “ tiu;

watchful might of the State in a Government resting on ])opular

support might be trusted to sec that the benefit of protection

is not exclusively reaped by the capitalist class.’'

Very naturally he would like to see all the raw cotton produced

in India used in Indian mills. He finds that one-third of it is

exported, mostly to Japan, and that part of it returns in a

manufactured state to India. He would encourage the invest-

ment of capital in new Indian mills by imposing an ex])ort duty

on raw cotton. Interference with export might have “ injurious

effects on the cultivator,” but “ at the worst we woidd have to

evolve some means of price guarantee.” In a speech delivered

last year in the Budget proceedings, Mr. innes pointed out that
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the Bombay cotton mills were very prosperous. If dividends

ranging from 22 to 128 per cent., such as he quoted, do not

attract capital for investment in new mills, nothing else is likely

to have that effect. If Mr. Shah’s proposed tax ever comes

before the Legislative Assembly, Knglishmen will probably not

be its only critics. There have been distinct signs that representa-

tives of the landholding class in India will look askance at

Protectionist finance.

The author’s account of the Land llevenue, Excise, and Income

Tax policies is sober, and generally speaking well informed, and

bis comments on the salt tax and famine expenditure are fair.

He realizes that, while mistakes may have been made, tlie

Railway and Canal policy has been broadly justified })y tlie fact

that transport and irrigation now bring in a handsome profit to

the State. The Post Office policy is deservedly coinmended.

Regarding Excise he says, “ It would be futile to charge the

British Administration as having increased tlu^ drink traffic";

{Uid again
—

‘‘ given the influence of revenue in shaping tlie Excise

policy of the country we must admit tliat, within the limits thus

set, the effoiL'ts of tlie Government have been directed to a reduc-

tion of . . . the use of the intoxicating drinks.” He entirely

approves of the measures taken to make direct taxation a much
more important element in Indian taxation, and especially of the

larger differentiation lietween big and little incomes.

He regards the “ drain " due to liome cliarges as tlie worst

])lot on Indian finance, and maintains that the only part of it

whi(di is justifiable is the interest on loans raised in London for

pi’odiKttive expenditure. Ffe jiroposes toabolisli the other charges

by raising any otlicr loans in India and by doing away with the

English element in the military and civil services “ within a

given period.” That introduces a grave political problem which

ni'cd not be discussed. But it may be said in passing that sucli

an intemperate attack on the iirescnt Indian Civil iServiec as is

to be found on pp. I()fl-108, coming as it does from a very

intelligent and well-educated man, is a deplorable example of

the growth of racial feeling in India and of evil augury for the

future.

Mr. Shah's view of the functions of tJic modern State is that of

a convinced Socialist. In his opinion the ultimate aim of direct

taxation is to effect “ a redistribution of wealth," and the only

^ay to bring about the fullest development of each country's

resources without injuring the interests of consumers . . . is

for the State to take upon itself the task of production, or at

No. 127.—VOL. XXXII. Cl c
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Ieas1#*its regulation.” He even suggests tlio nationalisation of

the legal profession, advocates becoming public servants. He
recognises that the reforms have so far been costly, but hopes for

a national Government not afraid to raise taxation with a view

to the initiation of a large programme of social reform.

If a statement on p. 78 is intended to imply that Lord (hirzoii's

formation of the North-West Frontier Province was an instanc!(i

of annexation, and apparently tl)at is tlie authoi*‘s moaning, he

has fallen into a curious error. All that lui])pencd was tliat the

new province was carved out of the Panjab.

It is a pity that the accounts of some years arc given in pounds

and of others in rupees. It is very confusing to liiid both in n

single statement. Misprints are commoji, but press correction

is much more troublesome in India than in England.

J. M. Doi'ir.

Die Geldprohldine von heute, (The Monetary Problems of To-day.)

By UiciiARD Kerscuagl, Lecturer in tlie Commercial Higli

School of Vienna. (Munchen : Dimcker and Ilumblot.

J922. Pp. 87.)

Tjirs pamphlet deals f^^hicipally witli tlie economic and

monetary sides of inflation and deflation, and contains a valuable

account of the efforts made by dillcrent countries to etfect iJieir

monetary reconstruction. In Ccmtral E\iropc the })rogressive

inflation has not only disturbed tlic monetary systems, but lias

also complicated most severely the problems of j)roducti()n.

In some countries inflation is diminishing r'apidly the rate of

external exchange of the currency, while the price-level in tlui

interior does not follow as quickly. This stimulates (ixporls,

and production has grown up under most irrational conditions,

a fact which will have to be dealt with when the time conics

for a stabilisation or deflation of the currency. On the other

hand, the “ stronger ” countries, being hampered by their sound

currency in their exjmrt, are also in a most depressing situation,

their costs of production and their price-level being raised by

their liigh rate of exchange in comparison with the ‘‘ weaker

countries. »So their production is seriously diminishing at a

moment when the economic reconstruction of Euroi)e needs

the largest possible output of goods.

While, on the one hand, some countries have succeeded

since the end of the War in depressing their prices partly by
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means of direct deflation, partly by augmenting prodiifction,

other countries have raised their price-level still further by
progressive deflation and have failed in their attempts to enlarge

their production. The different price-levels, which fluctuate

from month to month, are the immediate causes, too, of the

continual and veliement mov^ements of the respective rates of

exchange. Inflation in many countries has already proceeded

so far, that the movements of the price-levc^l arc many times as

violent as the quantity of new notes would justify. Dr. Kcrschagl

endeavours to explain these connections between the progress

of inflation, the movements of the price-level and the rates of

exchange by means of statistical tables, and reviews the situation

of the most important countries from 1913 till 1920.

E. SCHWIEDLANl)

La lUcomtrnzlone Econoinica e Sociale in recenti pubbllcazioni.

By Carlo Grtjjj. (Uoma. 1920. Pp. 39.)

II Proteziomsmo dopo la Guerra, By Carlo Grilli. (Roma.

1921. Pp. 90.)

TtiR first publication is a revunv of recent writings on Re-

construction after the War, witli illustrative comments from older

WTitings and from the author's knowledge of affairs. It appeared

in the December num})er of the Ririsla I nternaziouulc di acieuze

sociali c discipline ausiliarie, 1920; and deserved republication in

pam])hlet form. It begins, op])ortunely, wdth Professor iMarshall’s

Industry and Trade (1919), a w ork that may be said “ to close the old

and open the new literature of economics
;
there is “ a Tacitean

serenity of judgment concerning facts and events." “ Often,

to one W'ho studies these pages, tlic figure of the w'ell-knowii

contemporary economist of Cambridge takes on the patri-

archal form of Adam Smith, or of Walras, or our own Pareto,

men that see beyond their wdde knowdedge through their large-

ness of heart. No ‘ dismal science ' theirs." He notes that

Marshall's judgment on Socialism is on the whole unfavourable,

and that he would not find our present salvation in the extension

of Government control; bureaucracy succeeds with routine, but

progress must come from the initiative of individuals. Bolshev-

ism and its failures furnish our author with fitting commentaries
on this text. The crisis in the development of German scientific

Socialism seems to him even more interesting tlian Bolshevism,
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leading as it does to a variety of experiments in government
both in Germany and Austria, especially in relation to Labour.

After all, the great need of the time is what Carlyle prayed for

in his time, Captains of Industry (p. 15).

From books and theories, he turns to Politics and Govern-

ments. He thinks the “ Carthaginian Peace ” will never become

a true peace till victors and vanquished arrange terms on which

both can work for tlie common good and prosperity. He evidently

inclines (pp. 17, 18) to Mr. Keynes’ proj)osals for revision of tlic

Treaty. The chief writings on monetary difficulties are analysed,

our author not always deciding between them but content to

make them known. This is his way also with schemes of house-

building and for dealing with the supply of coal and other

materials.

In face of a multitude of contradictory counsellors suspension

of judgment may be praiseworthy prudence. There is no doubt,

besides, of our author's general position ;
“ The economist con-

cludes that, however humanity is led astray by passion, it is

bound in the end to avoid gross violation of its natural economic

and moral tendencies, as the ocean all through the tempests

is seeking to settle dowji at its eternal level on the return of lino

weather.” Some will gain little consolation from this last simile

(p. 39).

The treatise on Protectionism after the War, also a r(;j)rinl-

from the Uivifita 1 literndliouale di Scienze SocUd’i, 1921, is on a

larger scale than that on Reconstruction, and is a useful com-

pilation from English and American, as well as (to a less exlenl)

from other source's. The author shows an extraordinarily

wide acquaiiitanc(i with English pamphlets and newspapers as

well as books. No important part of the subject seems to he

omitted. A full account is given of the disturbed (ix<*hanges

and proposed remedies, as well as of Ameriiain and English

legislation of a Protectionist character.

The chapter on the position of England deals with facts by

no means new ;
indeed tliey are supplied eh icily from the Stalid

and Ecoiioiuidy the Hoard of Trade returns and the Maiichcdcr

Guardian, But perhaps we cannot too often be reminded of

them. It is good for us to read, for example (p. 33) : It can-

not be denied that at the present time Great Britain has serious

grounds for searching of iicart; the United States and Japan

have become great consumers of their own and foreign raw

materials, and great exporters of manufactures; Continental

markets, the chief vents for her largest industries, are convulsed.
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contested, and shorn of purchasing power; Canada, Auj^ralia,

India, South Africa, her proud dominions, arc at various stages

striving to complete their own economic autonomy
;
her sovereign

is at discount on the dollar; the efliciency of her extractive

industries is reduced by the slow action of the law of decreasing

returns, and still more by the diminished product of labour,

which is afllicting her manufacturing industries as well; her

})ublic finances are oppressed by War debts home and foreign,

and by internal strife
; the home market itself is undermined

by the depreciation of the (Jontinental exchanges; and there

is a crowd of new political problems, economic and social, arising

with the billows of Imperialism, Aiitonomism and Demagogy
wJiich the hurricane of the VV'^ar has raised everywhere; there

are the problems of raw materials, key industries, nationalising

of industries, workmen's control of business, and more recently the

problems connected with the fall of prices and Iho unemployed.”

J. IIOXAR

Shari nfj Profits with Employees: A Critical Study of Methods

in the Light of Present Conditions. By Jamks A. Bowie,

1\I.A. (Pitman’s Industrial Administration Series. Bp.

219 .)

J.\ this work ^Ir. Bowie lias made a valuable and opportune

contribution to our literature on industrial organisation. The

author evidently possesses to an unusual degree the knowledge

of a trained economist coupled with an intimate grasp of the

liractical problems associated with workshop administration.

Tile title does not quite do justice to the bool; itself, for througli-

out its pages the student will find helpful criticisms and sugges-

tions covering a wider ground than that implied in the term
“ sharing profits.”

Mr. Bowie gives substantial reasons in support of the Co-

partnership ideal in industr}”, but does not consider tliat it can

be satisfactorily realised by way of Profit-sharing. “ So far

the general position has been arrived at that Cash Profit-sharing

among the w^agc-carning class is a mistake. The Avrong method
is to give and then try to enlighten the worker as to tlie meaning

of the gift.” Viewed in the light of the criticisms against Cash

Profit-sharing we are told Co-partnership sliows up well.

By Co-partnership the author means a system of ” Con-

tributory Co-partnership ” where the “ initiative must come from
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the etiployoe ” and involve some principle of selection. By this

method “it is insured ” thcat only the “ more thrifty and intel-

ligent workmen ” will in the first instance have bestowed on

them “ industrial enfranchisement.”

Mr. Bowie presents a strong theoretical case for “ con-

tributory Co-partnership,” and yet one cannot help feeling

that so far as lie relics upon practical experiment to support

his argument, he depends in the main upon examples of Co-

partnership which have been readied tlirough tlie application

in the first instance of the system of Cash Profit-sharing wliicli

he condemns. “ Normally and historically,” he tells us, “ it

(Co-partnership) had its origin in Profit-sharing.” This, of

course, does not dispose of his contention, but it suggests that

we shall be better able to form a sound judgment on tiie possi-

bilities of “ Contributory Co-partnership ” when wo have had

more experience of its ])ractical application. “ The merits of

Co-partnership arc based not so much on the method of developing

it .as on the .actual results it achieves.” Possibly so, but should

we not be c.autious in condemning the “ method of developing
”

hitherto practised, until we can present witli a greater weight

of authority another metliod ?

Caution in accepting Mr. Bowie's conclusions on this point

does not lessen one's gratitude for the service he has rendered

by his constructive criticisms of imhistrial organisation.

Lcabour’s attitude to Co-jiartnerslup is fairly stated, and

the .antagonism of tlic “ extremists, who regard it as being nn

insidious attempt to give labour vested interests in the con-

tinuance of a pernicious system,” is, wc are told, based “ on

sjiccious arguments which will not bear examination.
“ He who does not wish to s(ic the present industrial system

altered must bo indeed barren of ideas. Ho who subscribes to

violent and catastrophic mo.asurcs can bo no student of history.

He who refuses to accept instalments of progress and suspiciously

rejects them all as capitalistic devices is, however much lu*,

subscribes in theory to the policy of gradual transition to a new

order, nevertheless an enemy of ail solid progress.”

Mr. Bowie boldly faces the truth that the wide application

of Co-partnership would have a far-reaching effect on Trade

Unionism, but holds that “ modifications of structure and

function need not mean disintegration.” The present develop-

ment of Trade Unionism is, he contends, r.apidly putting into

the hands of the worker control, but without the sobering know-

ledge of the whole mass of conditions which dominate industry.
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“ The greatest hope of a time of peaceful progressl and

transition lies in the Co-partnership Movement.’' Through its

agency the just aspirations of “ millions of workers ” can be

realised, wliilst ‘‘ all that is good in personal initiative is

preserved.”

The author is, and we think wisely, averse to any Parlia-

mentary compulsion to adopt ('O-partnership methods, for

“ unless the movement by its own inherent soundness makes

its Avay in industry, it is not likely to do so as a Government

rccommendation .

’ ’

The worker should be free to parti(;ipate or not in the scheme,

but if he chooses to join he should, in the view of the author,

“ invest.” inducements to this einl should be offered. Tlic

precise nature of these must depend upon circumstances, but

they can take the form of ‘‘ easy accpiisition, issue below market

value, a guarantee of capital, early credit of dividends, assun^d

minimum return, extra, dividends, own ordinary Shares or an

accompanying Share of prolits.” TIu^ obje^ct aimed at should

bo to make him a “ real live investor ” interested in the pros-

perity of the firm. 1’here is a useful chapter dealing with typical

Go-partnership sdienies, but ( ’o-partnership Manufacturing

concerns which have been ()rganise<l by workers for workers

are dealt with very brieliy. Somc^ of tliese are now on a coii-

siderabl(» scale and have l)een in existence many years. It would

have been helpful if tlunr experience in tlie practical application

of Go-partnership had received fuller treatment in llui volume

b(‘fore us.

The Whitley scheme is commended as a ‘‘ first step ” in the

direction of “ democratised '' industry, leading as it would do

to a further knowledge of economic facts aiid thus ])!‘oviding

a coTumon platform for capital and labour.”

There are useful eha])ters on Collective Output, Bonus Sehemes,

Sliding Scales, and Miseellaneous Schemes.

The iinal cha])ter deals with the Future of Profits. Tlu*se,

we are told, could only be abolished “ by eliminating the service

which makes profit a necessity.”

The l)()ok is well arranged, and the brief summary of criti-

cisms and suggestions at the end of each chapter is to be

commended, as is the admirable list of authorities for reference

given at tlie end of each of the four ‘‘ parts ” into which tlie

hook is divided.

Henry Viviax
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The Settlement of Wage Disputes. By Herbert Feis. (Now
York. 1921. Pp. xviii + 289. Price $2.25.)

Professoii Feis, as is stated in his Preface, some yotai\s

ago “ became convinced that there could bo no permanent peace

under the wages system, once dilleront interests became organised,

unless a clear body of fundamental principles applicable to all

industries are supported and enforced ” (p. viii). The aim

of the book, theroforo, is to formulate, as far as sucli a feat is

possible, delinite principles of wage settlement with the object

of securing industrial peace, or at any rate of aj)proaching mon*

nearly to tiiat goal. Tlui book is likely to bo of more value

to American than to FiUglish students, as most of tlie author's

conclusions are based upon British and Australian legislation,

and upon recent experiments in wage adjustment in this country.

The book will, however, bo useful to English students who are

not familiar with tlio material that Professor Feis lias collected

and arranged, as ho has brought together in a (jompact form a

good (leal of information the sources of which are scattered and

not always easily accessible.

The princijiles he lays down are not particularly novel.

They may bo roughly sumiiiarised as follows : a commission or

court for tiie adjustinciit of wages in each industry, on the lines

of the Whitley Councils, with a central court through which

whatever policy was adopted would be administered by a Covern-

mont agency; the principle of standardisation for the higher-

paid and w'cll-organised grades of labour; the princijdo of tiuj

living w^age lor the lowest-paid industrial groups, on the lines

of our Trade Board agreements
;
adjustment of wmges to move-

ments in pi’ic(\s, w'ith roforonce to index numbers. In addition,

some form of regulation of profits is rather haltingly suggested.

All those points are of course treated in detail, and the difHcultios

in the way of their ajiplication are fully considered and dis-

cussed. The first six chapters—that is, nearly half the book -

once more (very carefully, no doubt) go over ground which has

already been well trodden. They deal mainly with theories

of wages and the problem of wages and price movements.

Chapters III and IV, which the author thinks “ may prove

difficult for the ordinary rca(Jer ” (p. vii), do not appear to bo

beyond the powers of people of average intelligence. They deal

with a very well-known branch of economic theory—the causes

which determine the share in distribution obtained by Labour
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ill the form of wages, and the causes determining tJie distribiltion

of wages among the wage^carners—and are based mainly on

the teaching of Dr. Marshall. The book in some respects suggests

a compilation, and it would have been more readable if tlie ideas

it contains had been set out in Professor Feis’s own words,

instead of so largely through the medium of numerous quotations

from other writers.

Professor Feis wants industrial peace. But is industrial

peace attainable under tlio existing industrial system? There

are even those wlio would ask, is it desirable ? There arc bound

to be disputes as to whether or not the priiuuples laid down

sJjould be adopted. There Avill be disputes as to the inter-

pretation of any principles that are adopted, and furtlier dis-

putes as to their application. In fact, so long as industry is

controlled by property owners, and manned principally by

])roportyJess wage-cai’ners, with little but tlieir weekly wage

hetweon them and the })<)or law', there is bound to be friction.

There can be no real peace until the injustice, or at any rate

the sense of injustice, arising from tho present distribution of

income is j*emoved, and until it Jias been found possible to give

every meiubor of ilio community who is willing to work to the

host of his ability the opportunity of a docent life.

Ih’ofessor F(>is is certainly not optimistic with regard to

tlic cfficacjy of the principles he Jays d(;vvn, and he more than

once hints that justice must be secured before ])oace can bo in

sight. Jrlc s(ioms, liowever, to have pointed out all the pos-

sibilities that do exist under the present system with regard to

the settlement of wages and of running tho industrial machine

with the mhiiinuni of friction. Perhaps some of his suggestions

may bo adopted in the United States, and experiments there

may possibly throw new light on tho problem and alTord some

giiidaiico for the future.

H. Sandkrson Furnirs

Liihonr Control and the Management of Enterprises. By Roger
PiciARi), Fellow of the Faculties of Law. (Paris : Marcel

Riviere. 1922. Pp. 2S0.)

Rarej.a" has a book appeared more opportunely than this

volume. The question of Labour Control is certainly one of the

most discussed and debatable of present-day questions. Its

economic importance is undoubted ; to say nothing of tlio political
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and^social significance of the question. Its practical importance

is also obvious because there are few questions of Industrial

Organisation to which those in charge of commercial and industrial

affairs are devoting more attention. This is partly the result of

natural developments and partly of deliberate action on the pari

of those in control of Labour and Social Organisations.

In short, the appearance of the book coincklcs with the stoppage

of the Engineering Industries through a dispute concerning the very

subject with which the volume deals. The author ap2)roaclios

the subject from a broad and sympathetic point of view, analysing

the underlying causes, reviewing the various forms in which it

appears, stiulying its application in j^racticc and its relation to

the various forms of Industrial Organisation. In his introduction

he points out that Labour Control has been the object of many

schemes, developing in France by groiqnngs of very diffcTcnt

origin
;

e. g. Roman Catholic Organisations, Socialist and Labour

Syndicates, Unions of Employers and Government Departments.

Ill a number of countries Labour Control has been organised in

some cases voluntarily and in others on a compulsory basis. Jii

several countries, notably Italy, France and Belgium, it has ]>c('n

tlio subject of coiisidorablo legislation. There arc few countries

in which numerous, if isolated, experiments have not been ma(.l(‘,

and in all projects have at any rate lieen discussed with a vi('\v

to a])])lying tlie principles of Labour Ccnitrol.

In the first part of Jiis work the author examiiH's all the;

schemes that Jiave been tried up to date and points out llu ir

many differenci'S, not only as to the details, but also as to tin*

sjnril that actuates them. Whilst tbe more revolutionary bodies

consider the institution of Labour Control as the procedure

preliminary to expropriation, the more orthodox Trade Unions

claim it only as a natural and necessary complement of previously

acquired Nights of Labour they view it as a means for the

Avorkcr to educate himself in economic affairs, as a jumping-off

point for tl\c most radical transformations of the present economic

system. The schemes jmomoted by Unions with the Romiui

Catljolic bias tend to satisfy both the idea of social justice and

the respect for social order,—a state of things willed by God. A

common idea underlies all the schemes of this character, namely,

that in the factories and in economic life sovereignty by right

divine has had its day and that the people have the right, if imf'

to participate in control of affairs, at least to ask for an account

of the acts of the de facto governors.

In the second part of the work wc get an exposition of what
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legislation has effected with regard to Labour Control in France,

in England—with its Trade Boards Act, Wliitley Committees,

Railway Councils, Wages Boards, etc.—in Russia, Germany,
Austria, Norway and Luxemburg.

Tlie third part of the book discusses the numerous experiments

due to the private initiative of the “ beneficent employers ” that

have been made with a view to a more democratic system of

relations between workers and employers of labour. Special

reference is made to the United States and Canada and to various

European countries where no administrative measures have as

yet been adopted.

After reviewing tlie whole field the author draws a number of

important conclusions that may be summarised as foIlo^vs ;

—

All the various systems under examination reveal as an

underlying motive a desire to enable the employees to ])artieii)ate

more largely in the life of industrial and commercial coiKjerns;

hut the originators of these systems for organising Labour (V)ntrol

are not all actuated by the same motives or to the same degree:

they differ as to the extent of application which is to be allowed

for control, and they do not in all cases equally ascribe to it the

same value as an instrument of social transformation. jMany

employers introduce Labour Control into tluMr works from a

spirit of social justice, in agreement with tlu* Roman (/atholies or

neutral democrats
;
but a largo proportion take a more utilitarian

point of view, and look upon it as a means of making their

emj)]oyces’ efforts more intense, as a concession to moderate the

vehemenee of their claims, or as a means of smoother working

and more efficient ])rodiiction. The employees demanding control

seek recognition of a jight that they r(*gard as arising from the

very exercise of their functions. TJiey consider themselves in a

large measure the creators of the prosperity of industry; they

want to know how it operates and to give their opiiiion upon and

share in its methods of management.

But every right has its limits and its obligations. How is

the line to be drawn with regard to Labour (.'ontrol as between

tlie various parth's interested ? This appears to he the central

problem. The systems described in the course of this hook Iiave

tiied to solve the problem in greatly dilYcring ways
; a study of

those w\ays shows various degrees in the workers’ participation in

the management of enterprises w here some form of Labour Control

is admitted or operative in practice. Labour Control is conceived

(ommunists as the “ indispensable prelude to their taking

possession of the factories,” and by Syndicalists as a stepping-
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stolie towards nationalisation. Tho writer declares that ho does

not intend to judge the intrinsic value of such hopes, or how far

they may be realised. He does emphasise that the realisation of

tho aims of those advocating control by labour constitutes in

itself a sufficiently important object to command our attention

and sympathy; but he sounds a warning note that these ainis

cannot mark a final stage in social and economic evolution. All

arc satisfied that humanity might well live hai)iiily under an

economic system very different from that which at present is

giving such striking proof of its weaknesses as well as of Us

powers of resistance.

The fact that the system advocated contains wdthin itself a

democratic force and possibilities of social justice, influences tin*,

author sympathetically towards the question of Labour Control

;

and if, by greater and more enlightened zeal in production, it

should ha])pcn to cause ait increase of economic and soci.il

efficiency among tho nations that adopt it, the author natu rally

hopes that France may not be behindhand in recognising ils

merits and in speedily incorporating into its Labour Code sonic

sound schemes based upon tho principle of admitting tho worki'rs

to a greater share in management.

It cannot be said that the volume solves in any pracltcal

fashion this highly debatable jiroblem, which the author regards

more from a philosophical than a practical point of view'. It is

the practical part of the question, e, (j. of works discipline, that

occasions llie most comment in England, wdierc w(5 may look for

the solution rather to the common-sense adoption of pi’actical

methods of compromise rather than to tho realisation in practict*

of any pliilosojiliieal ideals. Certain it is, at any rale, that the

next few decades are likely to bring this question into greater

proniinonce than ever, but whether the solution will be found in

legislation, in the action of employers or that of the worln rs’

organisations the future has yet to diseJoso.

Gkoucje K. Cautek

Karl Marx and the Present Unrest. By tho Bight Hon. J. A.

JVluiuiAV Macdonald, M.P. (Fisher Unwin. 1922. Pp. 48.

Is. 6d.)

Of writing books on Marx there is no end; and this is the

more surprising as there had been such a general agreement among

economists, including many Socialists, that Marx has hardly
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presented a case to answer. But we need not quarrel with our

author on this matter, since his pamphlet is not meant as a eon-

iributioii to economical so much as to political literature. The

part of it relating to social unrest is quite as interesting as that

on Marx. Indeed some readers will find it the more pleasing

of tlie two, going as it does with great earnestness anti sympathy

into the relations of the Labour Tarty and tlie People as a whole

from whom many of them would sever their clients as a separate

class. A passage in the Introduction (p. 11) gives us the essence of

the book : We have been hitherto distinguished above every other

people for maintaining the continuity of our life and for settling

our domestic troubles by an appeal to our common reason and

by a general willingness to accept and abide by the results of

the appeal. Relying, then, upon the strength and saving power

of this national characteristic and encouraged by tlu) example

of it recently given by the Labour Party itself, I purpose, as a

contribution towards such an appeal, to give reasons why we

should not accept a Socialist system of life, and why therefore

we should adhere both in principle and in geucual stnuiturc to

our existing system. In pursuing tins purpose I shall in the

first place consider the economics of Socialism as sot out by Karl

Marx in his book on Capital. There were Socialists bofoa^ Afarx

and there may bo 8ocialists after Marx has been long forgotten.

But it is his book which is universally acooptod as the text on

which the socialism of our day founds itself. J^y the truth or

falsity of its doctrines this socialism stands or falls.
’ "

I shall

in the second place consider what would bo the moral elTeets

of the adoption of a system of socialism wluMher Marxian or any

other.”

The promises are well fnlfillcd. The analysis and criticism

of Part I, The Economic Aspect, are clear, terse, and logical;

there is no waste of w^ords or admixture of rhetoric. Even in

Part II, The Moral Aspect, the level of calm reasonabicm'ss is

never lowered. In these respects the book is a model for political

writers.

,1. Bonau

History of Labour in the United States. By John R. Commons
and Associates. (Macmillan Co.,Ncw' Vork, 1921. 2 vols.,

pp. XXV + 623 and xx + 620. Price §10.50.)

This work was first published in 1918 and was re])riiited in

1921. The Department of Economics and Sociology of the
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Carnegie Institution of Washington formed a plan of a series of

“ Contributions to American Economic History,” in which the

History of Commerce by Professor Johnson and colleagues appeared

in 1915, Dr. Clark’s History of Manvfactures from 1607 to 1860 in

1916, and Dr. Meyer s History of Trans^yortation in 1917. Tlie

Department was then dissolved and reorganised outside the

Carnegie Institution as the Board of Research Associates in

American Economic History, Professor Commons being maiJc'

director of the Labour Section. He had already been respon.silile

for the publication of eleven volumes of Doemnentary History of

American Industrial Society (1909-11), consisting of selections

from original material collected by his students during twelve

years. A number of monographs, published and unpublislud,

crystallised out of the mass of raw^ stuff, and on these as well as

on their own researches each of the six collaborators has djawn

for his or iier contribution to these two volumes, Professor

(.Ammons editing the wdiole and prefixing an introductory chapter.

The general object of all has been to present the history of tiK'

Labour Movement as a social and political force, “ as distingiiislK'd

from the history of labour organisations or the history of lli(‘

technical application of labour to the processes of production."

The familiar story of the emergence of industry tln*ongh the

stages of itinerant work, resident custom-work, and retail sho]) to

wholesale manufacture, with the gradual separation of mercliaid,

employer, and journeyman, is the theme of the first section. I(

is interesting to observe the extent of Ntato support and pro((‘clinii

the nascent industries received in loans, bounties, the proliibilion

of the export of raw materials, and even monopolies. All this

was in the ultimate interest of tlie farmer community, and for

the same reason prices and w^agevs were controlled. To seoiuo a

sufficient su])ply of goods Virginia forbade meclianies ‘‘ to lake

part in any tillage of the soil," and to protect the good employer

quality was controlled. After the close of the revolutionary war

the spread of tratisportafion l)rought different producing centres

into competition, and “ the modern struggle between capital and

labour has its origin in the wholesale order stage,” for wage's arc

cut by the merchant employer to secure markets. “ The first

authentic organisation of a single trade and the first strike of

wage-earners ” took place in 1786 at Philadelphia in the printing

trade, and during the next forty years there were isolated unions

and sporadic strikes—particularly in the printing and shoo

trades—but no Labour Movement. Attempts to crush the now

spirit by prosecutions for conspiracy in 1806-15 failed. There
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wore educational societies which also loaned money to young

mechanics ;
there were benevolent institutions of masters

;
there

were societies like the Pennsylvania >Society, which advanced

money for the founding of factories, the building of warehouses,

and the establishment of markets. We luivc a picture of a

community creating industry by common action, not of the

dramatic uprising of strong individuals. (Gradually the workman

became completely separated from tfie employer, a strong impulse

thereto being given by the growth of the merchant capitalist and

liis participation in industry, which, especially in the shoe trade,

created the sweat-shop. From divergence of interests grew

liostility resulting in strikes and prosecutions for conspiracy,

while the workers intermittently sought refuge in co-operative

production and in a short-hours movement.

The failure of a strike for tiic ton-hour day in IS27 led to the

formation at Philadelj)hia of the first Labour l^irty in the world,

with a definite policiy of producers against consumers, of poor

against rich. More leisure, better education, non-im])risonment

for de))t, reform of the militia law woro the chief ])lanks in the

])latform, and political was preferred to union action. The

Philadelphia Movcmmit was smothered in local politics in 1831.

The New V"ork Lalxmr Movement of 1829 32 was disiiiU^grated

])y extreme factions, and not for a long time did the Labour

Movement in the States free itself from tlio charges of “ agrarian-

ism ’’ (which (juaintly enough meant the equal distribution of

jaojiorty) and “ infidelity ' (from association with Hobert Dale

Owen). Political action s})rcad to other Slates, but the New
England Association of h\irmers. Mechanics, and Working-men

of 1831--4 was by far the most important organisation and was

mainly concerned in promoting a ten-hour law and in procuring

a democratic public school system. I^ikc our own (Jhartist

Movement, the American Labour Movement failed, but in later

years tlio survivors saw their polieios substantially earried out by

other parties.

The extension of the markets and the pressure of the merchant

capitalist for cheap labour of women, ehildren, convicts, and

half-trained tapprentices who had broken iJieir indentures led to

a revival of trade unionism in 1833, and a gradual advance from

mutual insurance to trade protecAion. The new form of union

was a local union inclusive of several trades (the New York
Union of 1833 started with nine), each of which might or might

not have a trade society of its own. During the boom period of

speculation and paper money which culminated in 1837, the
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unions were aggressive and successful in obtaining shorter hours

and higher wages, but their success consolidated the employers

against them and there was a fresh outburst of conspiracy cases.

The unions even reached out after a national union, but these

efforts were premature. The currency crisis of 1837 brought

about a depression which lasted till 1842; unions and . wages

alike came crashing, and men turned their minds again to

politics.

Depression lasted till 1852, followed by another speculatin?

period to 1857, and another period of hard times till 18()3. The
immigration and housing problems aggravated the feeling of

social unrest and produced a crop of Fourierist and co-operative

schemes and of currency plans on a labour basis. The doctrine

of the natural right to the soil also reappeanjd, taking practical

form in the homestead movement, and uitJi it was associated a

new ten-hour movement, partly through legislation, i)aitly

through union action. ('haraeteristic, too, was the series of

national industrial congresses. 1T‘ade-unionism revived about

1850, with the development of collective bargaining, labour

exchanges, and the union sho2>.

The period 1800-77 witnessed the distinctly American philo-

sophies of groenbackism and the eight-liour day; the ris(‘ of tiu'

agitation for the exclusion of Oriental labour; the inventitui of

the trade union label; the first national trade agrecmient; the

establishment of the first government bui(‘aii of lal)f)ur; 1 Ih‘

organisation of tlie fii’st permanent labour lobby at Washington;

tJie enactment of tlie first eight-hour legislation, and tla* curliest

laws against ‘conspiracy' and ‘intimidation.’ The juudod uiso

saw the organisation of the lirst national employers' asst)ciati<»u

and the first national labour l)arty. Pre-(‘miiieutly it was ilic

period of nationalisation in the American labom* miAC'iucnt.

Back of it all lay the nationalisation of the economic life nf the

country.”

The iSlational Labour Lmion was (lisint(‘grate(l bv the ])anic of

1873, but the greenback part^^ continued, on the Ial)our si(l<‘, to

seek through national c^urnmey funds for eo-operative (uder-

prises, on the farmers' side to maintain prices. A period of

violence followed, marked by the murder society of the AloHv

Maguires and the desperate strikes of 1877. Socialism develojH'd

among the Continental immigrants and, as in Fur()j)e, the

anarchists sloughed off till the bomb explosion of 1S8() at Chicago

wrecked both parties. Greenbackisin and the anti-Chinese move-

ment continued, attempts at international labour union failed,
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slowly the Knights of Labour were organising the unskilled.

The first real symptom in the upward trend of the Labour

Movement was the rapid multiplication of the local trade councils

from about 1880, then came renewed activity among the national

unions and attempts to create a national federation. The trade

uniong appealed to skilled mechanics and eschewed politics; the

Knights of Labour stood for the solidarity of the workers and

welcomed all forms of action. The depression of 1885 -6 produced

a great upheaval—a burst of strikes and a growth of unionism.

The split between the Knights and the unions developed, and

tlie American Federation of Labour was formed with pure

economic functions. The employers also organised, using violent

means of oppressing labour. Productive co-operation was “ tried

out and failed in 1881- 7. Henry (George's single-tax movement

next captured the Labour imagination in 1880, and numerous

efforts were made at independent Labour parties.

The skilled unions grew stronger, and by 1890 the Knights of

Labour were virtually licpiidated. Tluu'e was a new eight-hour

agitation, but the Homestead defeat of 1892, followed ])y other

reverses, shook the unions. Now, however, the unions were

strong enough to remain permanent even in adversity—a great

new feature of the movement. I'he workmen learned, first, that

the (ilovenimenl could (hTeat any revolutionary policy, and

secondly, “ that the employers had obtained a formidable ally in

the courts," as the injunctions against trade unions showed. In

JS93 a now Labour jirogramme was adojited, and about the same

time the propagandist activity of the J^ocialists became more

])ronounced. Therci wo may li‘ave the story, for the participants

in and observers of tlu* events of the last quarter of a century

cannot possibly obtain a true perspective of the period.

This very scrappy summary may serve to indicate the im-

portance of the work under review. It is fully documented,

as the bil)liv)gra])hy of forty-seven ])ages slunvs, and it is written

in a clear and interesting style without any obvious bias. All

^^llo liave taken part in its compilation are to be congratulated.

Hexuv \V. Macrostv

T)k Englischc H'/VAsrA^///. Von Prof. Dr. Hi:um.\nn Levy.

(Leipzig and Berlin : B. G. Toubner. 1922. Pp. iv -f L'^3.)

The firm of Teubner is issuing a series of manuals dealing

with English and American civilisation [Knltur is the (.I'ernian

No. 127.

—

VOL. xxxii. ^
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term used), and no better authority than Prof. Hermann Levy
could have been found for an account of the economic life of

this country. If we are rightly informed, Prof. Levy was during

the war attached to the submarine dej^artment of the German
Admiralty as Economic adviser, especially in regard to conditions

in England. He knows his subject well, both from extensive

reading and actual experience. Many will recall his lectures at

the London School of Economics, and his books, interesting and

informing alike, on Trusts and Cartels, and on Large and Small

Farms.

In the present little volume he gives his fellow-citizens a

very readable account of modern England. Prof. Levy appor-

tions to geography and race their due influence on history;

he admires English commercial enterprise in the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries; and furnishes his readers with a ])Iain

narrative of English Economic development down to the time of

the Industrial Revolution.

The English student will hardly expect to find anything ik a

or startling in Prof. Levy’s presentation
;

the Gcj inati reade r

will, however, be provided with a pretty good picture, with tiie

details correctly filled in. What impression will he carry away

with him ? An admiration for English persistence and Englisli

achievements; a realisation that- Trade Unions first arose in

England, and that Arbitration l^oards for settling industrial

disputes are the outcome of English practical common sense:

and an appreciation of what the legislature has done to prohet

the worker. But of the future he will be doubtful. IVof. Levy

sees in the England of to-day a struggle betweiui old and new

principles, in particular between the individualism of the nine-

teenth century and the collectivism of the twentieth. No loni: t

are the middle classes j)redominant in England; theii* [)Iace lies

been taken by the w-orking classes. Prof. Levy suggest'^ (liit

tendencies in the England of to-day are about to take up the

thread wlierc it was broken in the reign of (fiiarles I. There

is again apparent in the England of to-day, as in that of (-harles 1.,

tiie increasing power of bureaucracy. Prof. Levy points to

recent legislation in England as showing the grow ing interference

of the State in the Economic sphere—to the Insurance Act,

which, because it ttmded to undermine self-reliance, was some-

thing of a puzzle to the old-fashioned Liberal Englishman; to

the Development Act, and the wliole sheaf of Bills recently

adopted by Parliament. One result of these measures is to

increase the army of Civil servants; Prof. Levy instances tlie
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creation of the Ministry of Labour and the augmciitation^both

of the work and the influence of the Ministry of Agiiculture.

The Government of Charles 1. lias been termed a governmeat of

Committees; the government to-day, certainly in the field of

Economic activities, is, Prof. Levy maintains, its exact parallel,

as witness the Small Holdings Committees, the Works Com-
mittees, Insurance Committees, Local Pensions Committees, and

so on. The experiences of the nation during the war are respon-

sible for the change. The principle of laiissez-jnire had to be

sacrificed then ;
and its return to power is hardly likely. Perhaps

the best illustration of this fact may be found in the increasing

support being won all over the country by Protection, and the

weakening of Free Trade. In fact. Prof. Levy sees a sort of new

Mercantilism gradually taking root in England. One of the

lessons of the war was that a Free Trade policy did not make for

national safety. Since national safety is of vital importance,

economic considerations will have to be sacrificed to those of a

political character. The price is high, but the country is deter-

mined to pay it. Whether in the long run the English people

will submit to this burden, Prof. Levy leaves an open question.

It will depend, he says, on the result of the struggle for mastery

between a policy of peace and a policy of might.

IM. Epstein

Did Rejorm dcr Sfaaisu'issencichafiUchai Studkii. Flinfzig Gut-

achten iin Auftrage des Vereins fiir vSozialpolitik, hcraus-

gegeben von J)r. J. flASTUow'. (.Miinchen und Leipzig.

1920.)

Kni>l,)i der WirLscIiaft mid dcr l>y

Adolf OrNTiiEu. (l)rcsdcn. 1921.)

Before the ^Yar Philosophy and History were the most

j)opular subjects of study at tJerman universities; to-day tlie

j)rernier jiosition is taken by Economics. Lecturers on Political

Economy cannot find lecture-halls large enough to accommodate
all those who are thirsting for information on the economic

aspects of human affairs. The knowledge that is thus pursued

is rather of the practical kind, of the sort that wdll enable men
and women students to earn a livelihood when their university

courses have been completed
;
and since the demand for instriic-

lion in Economies was of a new’ kind, teachers of Political

D D 2
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Economy in Germany realised that it would be necessary to

review the old courses and consider the advisability of providing

new ones. What more natural than that they should take

counsel together, or that the Vereiii fiir Sozialpolitik, the creation

of Schmoller, of which practically all the German Economists

are members, should have undertaken the inquiry?

Fifty specialists gave tlicir views, which are printed in tiu'

Report edited by Prof. Jastrow. Needless to say, very many
questions arc considered, notably whether Economics shoiihl

form part of wdiat with us is termed the Faculty of Arts, whethcM*

it should be joined to the Faculty of Law, or whether it sJiould

Iiavc a Faculty of its own. Each of these suggestions finds its

advocates. Indeed, the variety of the views propounded in

the Report is remaikable. ^riiere seems to be no general

;'.gree?nent on any prol)lem.

It is im])ossible to give in a sliort space anytliing like a coin-

j)rehensive analy.sis of the opinions reported. A f(»w, liowcvcr,

may be mentioned. Prof. Wilbrandt advocates the division of

the study of Economics into two ]>arls, one more general whicii

students of all faculties should be obliged to alteiid, and the

otlicr, to deal with what may perha])s best bo termed pi’actical

Economics,” for tJio.se who intend to enter the Givil S(‘rvic(* or

become administrative oflicials. The E(‘onomics Faculty of the

I'niversity of Tubingen suggest.s that a lunv degree or title slioiild

be adopted, something parallel to Givil Engineer, to indicate

that a man or woman is a trained Practical Economist. No

dissertation should be required for this examination. The

question of printing dissertations, as Ibof. (bintlun* indi(‘at('s,

Jias now become serious in (hu'ina ny. In view of tli(‘ liigh cost

of ])ap(‘r and ])rinting, the majority of students simply cannot

afford the luxury; and the re(pu‘st from Tiibingcn, while not

entirely inflneneed by this consideration, looks to it as a

recommendation.

The Jvcport conveys the distinci impivssioji i/iat the study

of E(.‘onomics in Germany is at present i)assing tlinnigh a crisis,

and a j)crusal of Prof. GuniheFs short essays only strengthens

the conviction. There appears to be uncertainty as to metliod,

goal, and organisation. Giinlher mourns the failure of continuity,

tlie lack of tradition. All tlie great names, the men who founded

“ schools ” and enjoyed a numerous following, have been gathered

to their fathers, and those who have succeeded them, many

with splendid work to their credit, are obliged to begin afresh.

The old teachers set a standard for examinations: the new men
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have not yet arrived at a standard, or, worse still, attach no

importance to examinations. On the other hand, so great is

the number of candidates that thr)se teachers who strive to do

their duty in examining work have their hands so full and their

time so occupied that little energy is left them for research.

Slorcovcr, Giinthcr maintains tliat whereas the needs of the day

call for liighcr achievements than over before, the average cpiality

of students’ work leaves much to be desired. It is worse, not

better, than before.

Giinther is an advocate of hard work; he eschews easy

“ Introdnclions he has no sympathy for either the Socialist

Utopia of Ballod or the Bourgeois Utopia of Ratheiiau. Though

he s))eaks of the “ triumph of lies in England both during and

since the war, he recognises that EngUsli Economists arc able

to express themselves more succinctly than (Germans, and

commends the brevity to his colleagues, lie is tioubled by

the economic crisis in Germany; he deplores its effects on

students, on publishers of books on Economics, and on the

rc'ading puldic. lie dcjdorcs the death of Schmoller, whom he

regards as the foremost (Herman Economist of the last generation;

and concludes with tlie liopc that he may soon have a successor

who, like his hero, may unite within himself a love of Fatherland

and devotion to liumanifarian ideals.

M. ErsTEix

The Story of the AyricuKuroI Clffh, By Sir Henry Rew, K.U.B.

With a Foreword by the Lord Blkdislok, K.B.E. (London :

V. S. King & Son. 1922. Up. xv
i

2 d.").)

This is an interesting account of a very interesting and

successful experiment. The Agricultural Uhib was “ an oll’shoot

of the Agricultural Wages Roard.*’ Many members of that Board

had to eomo up to London the day before its meetings, and it

was a happy thought which suggest eil the formation of a club to

discuss problems of agrieultnre and rural life on tlie evenings

previous to the meetings. All members of the Wages Board and

(subsequently) of District AA’agcs Uommittees were, together with

ohicers on the Board’s staff, made eligible for membership without

election; and other persons, not exceeding twenty in number,

might be elected. Sir Henry Row was President from the outset

and attended thirty-six out of the thirty-seven meetings of the

Flub.
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“<rhe distinctive character of the Club,’* Sir Henry Rew
says, “ was that farmers and agricultural labourers were placed

on an absolute equality, and that the maintenance of this equality

was the basis of the constitution
;

” and there can be no doiil)l,

that its existence helped to make the \vorking of the Agricultural

Wages Board smoother, and contributed not a little to tliai

growth of mutual understanding between the leaders of the men
and the leaders of the farmers which, in spite of differences of

opinion, was one of the most remarkable consequences of the

('stablishment of the Wages Board. At the meetings of tJio

Agricultural Club landowners, farmers, labourers and Government

officials smoked and talked together in a friendly social atmo-

sphere, the subjects of discussion being problems connected witli

agriculture but outside the actual range of questions which t!u‘

W^agos Board had to settle. Lord Blcdisloc describes the result

in his Foreword :

—
“ Never,” he writes, “ have 1 lieard the voice

of the son of tlie soil ring truer than at these historic gatherings.

The Press was unrepresented. The farmer, the landowner and

the worker alike spoke their true minds to one another fearlessly

and honestly. Notably so the worker. What we always listened

to was the authentic voice of rural labour, tinged oftentimes

with a touch of true poetic sentiment which carried its earnest

appeals straight to the heart of its audienee.” The cleavage of

opinion was by no means always a class division. For example

the plea for small holdings made by Mr. George Nichols, one of

the pioneers of the revival of agricultural trade unionism, wms

strongly endorsed by .Mr. ( 'hri.stopher Tumor, who is a large*

landowner, but was criticised by Mr. W. R. Smith, M.P., IV(‘sident

of the Agricultural Labourers’ and Rural Workers’ Union, and

by Mr. George Dallas of the Workers’ Union, as well as by

Mr. Orwin, the Director of the Oxford Institute for Besearch in

Agricultural Economics.

Sir Henry Rew, to whoso ‘'far-sighted and slatesmanlikc

hand ” the (dub, as Ijord Bledisloe points out, really owed its

foundation, lias been very happy in tlie plan of liis book. He

tak(\s certain problems and devotes a chapter to eacli of tiieni,

quoting at length from jiapers read to the Ulub and from the

discussion they aroused. By tliis method ho is enabled at onco

to illustrate the (dub’s activities and to preserve mueli of what

was most interesting and important among the things read and

said at its meetings. Especially notable, perhaps, are th(‘

interesting facts about the intensive production of fruit and

vegetables quoted from a paper by Mr. R. R. Robbins, lato
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President of the National Farmers’ Union (pp. 27-29), the variable

account of agricultural costing and its problems by Mr. H. G.

Howell (pp. 32-44), the stimulating paper on “ British Agriculture

as a Business Proposition ” by Mr. J. H. Guy, an American, who
was then Assistant Financial Secretary to the Ministry of

Munitions (pp. 51-64), Sir Daniel Hall’s discussion of the problem

of the training of farm lal)ourcrs (pp. 65-08), Mr. Castell Wray’s

extraordinarily interesting scheme for agricultural continuation

schools (pp. 79-80), Mr. W. R. Smith’s remarkable warning

about the insecurity of a “ political basis ” for agriculture (p. 95),

j\[r. A. 0. L. Rogers’ graphic, if somewhat conjectural sketch of

the history of land tenure in the Middle Ages (pp. 110-122), and

tlie same author’s very useful comparison of agricultural hours

and wages in different countries (pp. 1 7(5- 183). The discussion of

housing problems by Lord Astor and others (pp. 134-145) also

deserves special mention.

Sir Henry Rew mostly keei)s his own opinions in the back-

ground. It is significant, however, that he speaks of the method

by which the system of guaranteed priees was to be applied

under the Agriculture Act of 1920 as one ‘‘ wliieh appeared

])laiisiI)lo on j)aper })ut in practice would probably have been

extremely difTicult to a])])ly satisfactorily,” and adds that “ it

was—perhaps fortunately— never tested ” (p. 94). The repeal of

the Act he quite justly describes as “ ixndiaps one of the most

remarkable Farliamcntarv events in constitutional liistory
”

(p. 82).

Reginald Lenxard

The Ricardian Rent Theory in Early American Economics. By
doirx RosroE Ti kner. (New York University Press.

1921. Pp. XX -f 221.)

Tins book is the result of what must have l)eeu a somewliat

arduous piece of research. It contains an account of the lives

and teachings of a large number of American writers on economics

from the beginning of tlie nineteenth century down to about

1880. The study covers a rather wider lield than is indicated in

the title, for Professor Turner, in reviewing the contributions of

his authors on liic Ricardian doctrine of rent, is quite naturally

in fact, almost inevitably —led into an examination of their

opinions upon the theory of value, the theory of po])ulati()ii, and
the law of diminishing return. According to the author, most of
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thesi writers, whom he finds “ worthy but without fame,’’ have

been inexcusably neglected by students of the history of economic

thought (p. xv). Many of their names are certainly little known

;

some of them, for instance, are not to be found in Palgravi‘’s

Dictionary, Others, such as H. C. Carey, Tucker, Amasa Walker,

and Perry, arc, of course, familiar to English students.

While some of the American writers discussed are perhaps

deserving of more attention tlian they have received, others

hardly seem to justify the efforts Professor Turner must have

taken to disinter them. The interests of Newman, for instance,

are described as mainly in subjects otJier tJian political

economy,” while “ The Wealth of Nations seems to have been

almost his only source ” (p. 59). Several of the writers treated

WTre primarily theologians, a fact which probably accounts foi*

the strangeness of some of their speculations on (he population

question. For instance, Bowen, in criticising Malthus, says :

“ In those facts which appear so alarming to the Malthusians,

I sec only indications of a beneficent arrangement of Providence,

by which it is ordained that the barbarous races wdiieh now

tenant the earth should waste aw^ay and llnally disappear, while

civilised men are not only to multiply, but to spread, till llio

furthest corners of the earth shall be given to them for a habi-

tation ” (p. 150). Bowen docs not appear to have considcued

the views of the barbarous races as to the beneficence of the

arrangement. Many other cxarn}»les could be ([noted from Pio-

feSvSor Turner's economists of cemfused tliouglit, crude reasoniiig,

and quite absurd conclusions. There is a marked abscuicc^ of

scientific treatment, and little desire to arrive at tlieoiics of

universal apjdication. The object rather seems to be (and il is

avowed by more than one w'ritcr) to discover a [lolitical economy

adapted to America. But these wTiters arc not the only sinners

in this respect, tlumgh economists in other countries have as a

rule been I(\ss frank.

With one or two exceptions, (hose early Ameri«*a.ii writers arc

not professional economists at all. However, a.s Professor

Fetter points out in his introduction, mort' of them wore academic

teachers than was the case wdth the English classical economists.

But most were primarily teachers of theology, philosophy, litem-

ture, history, law, or natural science, and economics sc(Jins to

have suffered in the United States at the hands of men whose

real business w'as to give instruction in other branches of know-

ledge. In this connection Professor Turner points out tJuit

fimong the earlier American professors who taught ccononiic'^i
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“ it was not considered necessary to acquire systematic knowledge

in this subject ” (p. ICO). However, it is not only in America, or

even before 1880, that economics has suffered through being

taught by men who arc not professional economists, who regard

it as a by-product, and who do not think it necessary to acquire

systematic knowledge in the subject.

The writers reviewed fall roughly into two classes —those
who believed in Ricardo and Malthus, and those who did not.

The believers for tlio most ])art seem to have swallowed Ricardian

doctrine wholesale, mistakes and all, but in the writings of tlie

heretics, many of whom regard Ricardian economics as a system

designed with the object of securing free trade in England, is

to be found a good deal of valuable criticism, dis])ersc(l amongst

less useful speculations. Most of this, however, will be familiar

to students of the present day, as much of it has now received

])retty general acceptance. Indeed, flie main interest of tJic

book lies in the fact that much of tlie modern criticism of Ilicardian

teaching was anticipated by early American writers on economics.

Tucker, for instance, anticipates many modern eritieisms of the

theory of value, regards rent as of the same genus as j)rotits, and

more than hints at the idea of quasi-rent.

Another point of interest which is l)rought out is the extra-

ordinary influence of environment upon the development of

economic theory. While ^lalthus and Ricardo were writing in

England, where population and the cost of food were increasing,

the American writers were living in a country whore labour was

scarce and land, as they thought, almost limitless. Tlie result

is that while tlie English writers become alarmed at tlie growth

of population, the Americans think that all that is needed for

rapid prosperity is an increase of numbers. Thus an author

called Everett, who thinks that food increases miieli faster than

population, in criticising .Malthiis's aritlimetieal and geometrical

progressions, comes to the conclusion that food increases in tJio

progression of 1, ID, 100, 1000, etc., and population in the pro-

gression of 2, 4, 8, U), etc. -an estimate which he describes as

moderate (p. 34).

Professor Turner, in (he course of his study, has come (t) one

or two conclusions that may be new to readers of Tin: Economic
Journal. He thinks that on the question of Protection both

List and Carey were indebted to a writer called Raymond (1780-

1849), and not Carey to List. He maintains that Amasa Walker,

contrary to the generally accepted opinion, was not a Ricardian,

and from the passages cited seems to establish his point. Again,
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front a careful examination of Carey’s views on diminishing return,

he appears to prove that on this subject at least Carey did not

differ so widely from Ricardo as has been generally supposed.

The chapter on Carey is particularly valuable. Mill’s criticism

of Carey is of course well known, but it may not be so well known
that Carey could not refrain from swearing like a bargee whenever

Mill’s name was mentioned (j). 114).

Practically all these American critics of Ricardo held that

Ricardo and his school had over-emphasised the differences

between land and capital, and they held that land is merely oikj

form of capital—a view which appears to be now gaining accept-

ance amongst economists. Professor Turner, who is himself a

keen critic of the Ricardian theory, has something of interest

and importance to say on this point in a useful introductory

chapter entitled “ Criticpie of the Ricardian Rent,” and in a

resume at the end of the book. In criticising tJic commonly

accepted notion that land differs from capital because it i-:

limited in supidy, he writes :
“ An acre yielding 100 is as great

a part of the land-supply as are ten acres whoso total yield is

100. The land-power to do the land-work is the supply of land

just as the money-power to do the money-work is the supply of

money. The land-supply is increased by new discovery of land,

by the better utilisation of land, by the increase of transportation

facilities that make new lands available, by scientific methods,

or the substitution of rich for poor lands, by intensive or extensive'

utilisation, or by any means which convert potential into elleclive

uses.” Clear thinking demands that we distinguish between “ the

amount of land ” and the “ supply of land ” (p. 200).

vSomc of Profcvssor Turner’s conclusions arising out of his

criticism of the Ricardian theory of rent seem, however, decidedly

questionable. lie appears to regard the rent of land as distinctly

part of cost, and claims that all land under cultivation is rent-

bearing. “ To recognise rent as an clement in the cost of pro-

duction is,” he says, “ to take the premise from under Ricardo’s

deduction of a non-shifting land tax ” (p. 13). The more usual

criticism of Ricardo takes the form of pointing out that lu3

confined his idea of surplus too rigidly to the rent of land, and

of showing tliat other surpluses besides rent arise in industry

which do not correspond to any productive services. No real

attempt is made to show that all rent is paid for definite productive

services, and before the theory can be disproved that a tax on

rent cannot be shifted, it must be shown that no part of rent

takes the form of a surplus.
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The chapters on tlie various writers dealt with by the aufhor

arc interspersed with a good many critical notes, which rather

Vvcaken the continuity of his account of their opinions. These

notes w^ould have been better placed together in the resume at

the end of the book. Otherwise the subject-matter is well

arranged, and there is a very complete bibliography.

n. Sanderson Furniss

Getting and Spending ; an Introduction to Economics. By Lettice

Fisher, Somerville College, Oxford
;

with an Introduction

l)y Sir William Ashley. (Collins Clear-type Press : London.

1922. Pp. 20G.)

Mrs. H. a. L. FiSJfEii explains in her preface to this book

—

one of a scliool series edited by Sir William Ashley—that it aims

at supplying the elementary outlines or fundamentals of economic

tlieory, in a form primarily intended for schools, but suited also

as an introduction to the subject for other independent students

and for groups such as Study Circles and Citizens' Associations.

She has succeeded admirably in supplying such an introduction

f(^r these older students, and for those just past school age or

at the latest stage of secondary school life
; and slie has provided,

in a most engaging form, fare for those central and continuation

scliool i)iipils—surely uncommon under present conditions —who
are in any sense ready for the study of political economy. She

has contrived to bo wliolly lucid (especially pcrliaps in the sections

on the working of exclianges and international trade), without
“ writing dow n ’’ to the assumed level of an immature or untrained

audience.

The book succeeds in making the subject essentially alivT,

but at the same time avoids an increasing danger for the modern

exponent of elementary economics—that of overweighting his

statement of theory wdth illustrations. These abound indeed, but

are never in excess. Thus a goat in a back garden, helping to

frustrate the machinations of a typical milk-ring, illustrates, in

some detail, the relationship of substitution to monopolistic

gains
; but the author at this point and elsewhere refrains success-

fully from tempting her readers to lose tlie wood in the trees.

Her students have no excuse for not grasping fundamental

principles, and will have nothing to unlearn if they proceed to

more detailed and advanced theory. The applications of theory

for their benefit, and the illustrations which enliven their path
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mefnwhile, hold the balance admirably between the interests of

the citizen as he or she should be, the intelligent schoolboy, the

young college student (especially), and the member of a Women's
Institute. Jf the formal economic studies of some of these readers

are not carried much further than this book, they will at least

have received the stimulus necessary to induce them to launch

forth into the investigation of the “ things not seen ” in ordinary

life, and the correlation of theory and practice, which gives

elementary economics permanent value to humble folk (such

as most of the citizens of this country) who will never beconio

specialists. It is in its vigorous encouragement to this spirit of

economic curiosity, which is, alas ! by no means always aroused

by “ introductions ” to economies, that the special value of this

very attractive little book consists. It shows how practical and

modern a structure can be raised on foundations to which J. S.

Mill in part, at least, contributed.

The usefulness of the book would be increased by an index,

and, perhaps, by an appendix containing specimens of some of

those economic materials, such as ])rice index numbers and baiik

returns, with which the student working without guidaiieo linds

it hard to equip himself.

C. V.

Peking : /I Social Sarreg, By S. D, Gamble, M.A., assisted by

J. S. BruGESS, M.A. (London : Humphrey Milford, Oxford

University Press. Pp. 513
|

Price 2]s. net.)

Tuts book is the result of a social survey conducted under lli(‘

auspices of the Princeton University Centre in (diina, and the

Peking Young Men's Christian Association, and it is h(q)ed that

it represents the first of many studies of Chinese cities. Ad-

mittedly, the West needs to know Tiioro about China and the

Chinese, but those who are living and working in the country

also need accurate information in order wisely to plan their future

actions. That they may get advice and inspiration from works

of this kind is possible, though it is probable that the authors in

their desire to give the fullest account of their labours have

crammed too much into a single volume. Accounts descriptive

of Chinese history, geography and government are followed by

pages on commercial life, recreation, prostitution, poverty,

j)hilanthropy, prisons, religion, and the w^ork of the Cliurch, and

in case the reader's appetite be not satiated with this fare, there
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are included articles by writers on modes and manners C)un*esc.

Jt all makes very interesting reading, and detracts but little from

the value of the book, since for the student who may desire to

confine his study to the more important sections an extensive

index is provided.

The pages on education are useful and informative, and help

one to understand something of the organisation of educational

work in Peking—a most complicated affair. Teaching seems to

be in the hands of certain schools, mostly those of the higher

grade, and these arc financed and controlled—im2)erfectly, it is

true—by a national Board of Education. There is also a local

l;oard which is responsible for most of the primary and middle

classes. Apart from these Poking has thirteen other Covernment

boards, including eight de})artments of tlie (^abinot, the Board of

Revenue, the 73ureau of Mongolia and Tibet, the metropolitan

district, the military guard, and the i^dicc. All these have one

or more schools iji Peking, and none of them has direct connection

witli either the national or local boards. Then the foreign

mission forces run an entire educational system of their own,

wliich commences with the kindergarten and ends with the

university. Tlie result is rather cpiaint, and despite the j)ro-

vision made for teaching, only one in twenty-nine of the children

.school age is found to be receiving instruction. The system,

however, is there, and given better social conditions much may
1)0 made of it.

The problem of poverty is the stumbling-block for China : it

is no new' one, slie has had to face it for thousands of years, and

even to-day a large ])art of her j)opulation is constantly “ pressing

upon the means of subsistence.*’ The country it is more than a

country, it is a continent—has been organi.sed almost wholly on an

agricidtural basis, and w ith limited and backw^ard means of com-

munication, entire districts are often faced with starvation and

(loath from famine, flood and drouglit. The needs of the suffering

people are to some extent relieved by two jmiicipal systems of

charity, one private and the other public. Private charity, the

authors show', is specially directed to the poor who are ordinarily

found in every district; the Government is the agency for dis-

tributing relief to whole districts Avlien ])rivat(' agencies arc

powerless to render sufficient aid. Relief in the shape of money
grants, supplies of grain, and employment on improvement w orks

are the more popular modes of procedure in China, though money
i« not distributed in the lavish manner common to England at the

present time. Indoor relief, as a rule, is not carried out through
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Government. As the writers naively remark, in some cases

institutions have been under the direction of the local official, but

this is because he himself personally supplies the funds, and not

because of any established Government policy. It is on the

Chinese family system that the poor and needy have relied in the

past, and must, we fear, continue to rely in the present state of

China. The common treasury and the family kitchen make it

possible for many families and districts to care for their disabled,

aged, diseased and even ne'er-do-well members, though tlu;

system does encourage the lazy. Those who have no family U)

whom they can look for support receive help from the well-to-do

families. Clothes, flour, medicine and coffins have been given

to those who can establish their status as paupers, while institii

tional relief has been given in orphanages, widows’ homes, soup-

kitchens and life-saving institutions established by the gentry.

However, with the advent of the Revolution and tlie establishment

of the Republic, the conception of the jmrpose and function of

charity and relief is changing. The Chinese Government appears

to be willing to recognise its duties, and is undertaking more and

more local and institutional relief; nevertheless, tlic work is

still sadly handicapped by an empty Government treasury, and a

prodigal dissipation of resources in the opera boujje strife that

has raged so long between North and South.

The chapters on commercial life are useful, though tli(‘v

contain little that is particularly new for those who have studied

the works of H. 13. Morse and similar writers. The guild system,

which is so marked a feature of business life in China, is veil

described. Centuries of exjierience seem to have convinced the

Chinese that competition is not lilted to their mode of life. In a

country where a man can enter a trade only after an apprentice-

ship of three years, the mobility of labour is non-existent, and

where, as in China, so many people arc haunted by the spectre of

starvation, it is a tragedy for a man to lose his job. In coin-

petition with its light for trade, the Chinaman envisages lower

prices, lower w-ages, and failure if he has not the resources or

ability to meet new conditions. He feels, therefore, that the

cost of competition is too high, and seeks safety in combination

rather tJian in competition. This is why the Chinese have

developed the guild organisation ; they adlicre to it in order that

business conditions may be stabilised, be the same for all, and he

maintained in spite of outside conditions. Hence the control of

business is democratic, even though the country through so many

centuries has been ruled by autocratic officials.
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The points wc have touched upon are but few among tlie many
admirable features in a book in which there is little to criticise,

though doubtless many readers will not agree with the remarks

in the foreword that “ Cliina is calling,” that the “ United States

has proudly espoused the duty of protecting China,” that “ she

must, above all, be protected from within.” It is no nation's

duty to protect China. The foreign Powers may make oilers of

assistance, but on an ultimate analysis China can only be saved

by her own exertions. As that great authority on China, Sir

Charles Addis, recently said, it would be otiose to ignore the marks

of progress accomplished under the mjirne of the Republic in

('hina. “A beginning has been made with prison reform;

torture has been banished from the courts of justice; the press

has been freed; there were 62,000 Government schools open in

1910; the women of China have been relieved of the degrading

practice of foot-binding; opium lias been banished from the

country, and not even the recent lamentable recrudescence of

opium-growing in some of the Provinces can dim the ethical

value of the original act.” One cannot despair of a country which

has shown itself capable of rising to such moral heights. It

needs but honesty and intelligence at the head of affairs in China

to raise the country to a Jiigh place among the nations of the

world.

W. Spalding

Pt^yvIioJoglc des jyrwiitiven Metusclieu, (Psychology of Primitive

Man.) By Richaud TnUKNWALD. (Munchen : Reinhardt.

1922. Pp. 175.)

Orservation of primitive peoples shows the importance of

psychic conditions, of technique and of political features for

the evolution of economic life. Moreover, this book of a learned

economist and well-known etlinologist proves how^ different

primitive economics are from ours, and tliat tlie behaviour of

primitive men is essentially determined by their poor technique.

They lead an independent life in small clusters. Their most

dominant necessities, food and Jiabitation, are cared for directly

and individually (though work is frec^uently performed in

common). But even primitive men strive not only for the bare

trivialities of existence ;
luxury is as old as man, and the posses-

sion of objects of luxury means social distinction. The desire
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for ^kucli distinction or the imagined association with super-

natural powers inspires value into a great number of objects,

which have little or no direct bearing on the exigencies of

material life. Often these very objects become tokens of value

(as, for instance, shell-moneys, beads, precious ” stones, and

so on). There is everywhere and at all times something in men
that aims at things beyond mere utility, and this striving may
be one of the most important instruments of progress.

But economic evolution is connected also with political

])rocesses. The invention of slavery, the dependent condition

of ravished women and of children, enabled their lords to cultivate

])y their aid larger areas, to earn richer crops and to expend

greater revenues. In general, economic thought hfis been

developed by the process of making others work
;
the client class

was coin 2)elled to strain itself for the payment of tributes. ^Flie

1)0wer of spending of the ruling class is also of the greatest

importance for the separation of castes and professions.

A ui<ler area of domination guaranteed a larger population

in peaceful relations, extending their connuhimn and comnicrciam,

and a more advanced technique contributed to the ])ossibilities

of transportation and to their commercial intercourse.

Prof. Thurnwald gives not only a valuable exposition of the

invention of tools and instruments but also a vivid description

of the whole mentality of savage peoples, ftfany illustrations

enliven his well-writ tcni book.

E. SniWlKDLAM)

Hisioire de Rowe dc lood d 1471. E. BonooANACiii. (Paris

:

Auguste Picai’d. lt)22. I^p. viii + 020 .)

The author, who has written a series of valuable studies on

Romo and Italy in the aMiddle Ages and the Renaissance, has

always ])aid due attention to the economic side of history. Tlie

Ercrich Academy has I’ewarded with a prize his t^vo volumes

on Lc.s* Corporaiiom onvrims d Rome dejndu la chute de VEwpire

Romain (Paris, 1804). In the present volume Mr. Rodocana(*hi

teaches us a good deal about the finances of the Popes in tlic

middle of the fifteenth century. The sources of revenue relied

mainly on indirect taxation, inheritances from bishops and priests

of whom the Holy See was considered as the legitimate heir, fines

and more or less free gifts. Tithes were collected for tlic then

very frequent w^ar expenses. But very often the expenditure
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exceeded the revenue and the Popes had to have recourse to loans.

These were at short date and the treasures (mainly the gems)

of the Church were to be given as guarantee. As Roschcr has

already pointed out, in those ages there was not yet any sub-

stantial difference between public and private credit.

The author gives also some particulars about the economic

conditions in Rome. They w^erc even worse than the financial.

A. Axdr^ades

E ENo. 127.

—

VOL. XXXIT.
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Tiik Mathematical Economics op Phofessor Amoroso

Ixzioni di Economia Malhematica, Luiot Amoroso. (Bologna ;

Zanichclli. 1921. Pp. 478.)

The high reputation earned by the Italian school of mathe-

matical economics will be enhanced by tliis publication. Pro-

fessor Amoroso appears to especial advantage wJicn dealing with

that part of economics which is most amenable to mathematical

treatment, the tlieory of value. He restates felicitously the

relations of value to utility. Ho smooths and straightens tlic

path struck out by tlie jnoneers, Gossen, and Jevons, and Walras.

He presents in juxtaposition the two views of the subject which

we might distinguish as hedonic and economic. According to

the first view there is a function which represents and mtmurcs

the satisfaction derived from a certain quantity of commodity

considered as the variable. According to the second view tlio

function is only an index increasing with tlie increase and de-

creasing with the decrease of satisfaction, l)ut not measuring

that subjective quantity. According to both views there exist

very generally functions such that the dilTerential coellicient of

the function with respect to a variable, say ,r, ropvcs(*nting the

amount of a commodity, divided by the corresponding diil'cr-

cntial coefficient for another commodity y, ropres(uits tlu^ valiuj

of X in exchange for y; the price of wo may say, if y is tlie

monetary substance—that is, supposing that tlunx^ is fuHilli'd

a certain condition purporting that purchasers of x will have

obtained as much as tlicy demand at the price. As a simple

form suited to act as a representative of “ ophelimity,” or at

least as an “ index-function,’' Professor Amoroso uses c.t®, whore

c is a positive constant and a is a positive proper fraction. There

is then fulfilled the primary condition that the function should

increase with the increase of the variable. There is also fulfilled

the supplementary condition above referred to, since ca{a — 1 )

»

(the second differential coefficient) is negative. The function

may involve more than one variable. Professor Amoroso

stances /hr® By^ (kif^y^. Here the first differential coeffi-

cients with respect to x and y correspond to the respective prices

;
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. . .

and two supplementary conditions are furnished by the second

differential coefficients. Here we interject a query : Is tliero

not required a third supplementary condition to make sure of

economic equilibrium ? Say x and y (k^notc respectively quantities

of bread and beef. The two supplementary conditions stated

by our author (page 80) secure tliat, the cjonsiimption of beef

being supposed fixed, the purchasers of bread will obtain just

what they demand at the price; and likewise, if the supply of

bread were fixed, that the purchasers of beef would be satisfied.

But is it made sure that the j)urchase of sandwiches of the

form \x + fiy (where X and fi arc any positive constants)—the

concurrent consumption of the two commodities—will come to

a stop when x and y have the values above determined ? Pro-

fessor Amoroso, a distinguished mathematician, does not need

to be reminded that in order to secure a true maximum for a

function of two variables, there are in general three conditions

which must be satisfied by the second differential coefficients.

After fully and clearly describing the ‘‘ equilibrium of the

consumer,” Professor Amoroso goes on to the “ equilibrium of

the producer.” He makes good use of a construction which he

names the “ curve of unitary costs ”
;

unitary cost being the

total cost of production divided by the amount produced. The
construction is much the same as Professor Pigou's “ curve of

marginal production.” It is much required w^hen we are dealing

with the case of decreasing costs (increasing returns). In this

connection we note that Professor Amoroso ilelines decreasing

costs by the condition that the unitary cost is decreasing. »Somo

might prefer to take as the essential attribute of increasing returns

the decrease of maryinal cost. But all must agree tliat Professor

Amoroso's statement contrasts favourably with that of literary

economists who often leave it uncertain wdicther they mean
unitary or marginal cost (Cp. Economic Journal, Vol. XXI,
p. 293 et seq.). The charm of lucidity, indeed, pervades our

authors work. Very clearly he distinguishes the regime of

monopoly, in which the producer is free to vary the price, and
tlic regime of competition, in which the protlucer can only vary
the quantity which he will supply at the given price. What
price the monopolist will fix is investigated on the lines of Cournot.

There are some interesting deductions concerning the displace-

ment of the ‘‘ Cournot point " to tlie detriment or benefit of the

consumers by means of a tax or bounty.

Beyond this stage we are unable to follow the author s investi-

gation of monopoly, when ho extends to the case of two mono-
E E 2
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polists the reasoning whicli lie had applied with success to the

case of one. This extension appears to us illegitimate, for

reasons which have been stated in the articles on Monopoly in

the Giornale degli Economisti for 1897. We shall here direct our

objections to the example given by Professor Amoroso (p. 258).

He supposes the law of demand for a certain commodity to he

such that the quantity x is demanded at the price

(a) 450/(2 + x),

(the sloping line signifying division). The commodity is supplied

by two competing monopolists, Primus and Secundus, who
produce it under similar conditions. The cost to Primus of

producing y is

(h) 30y - + Uy ~ r>)2(y - 8)^

And likewise the cost to Secundus of producing z is

(c) 30;;: — 2 ^ _j_ _ 5
^
2
(
2; — 8)^.

The quantity at any time supplied being the sum of the amounts

supplied by each producer, we may put y z for x in the expres-

sion (a) for the price. We have thus for the net profits of Primus

and Secundus, respectively,

(d) ^450/(2 + y ;:) - (30y - y^ \(y ^ 5)% ~ 8)2).

(6) 2450/(2 + y -I- z) ~ (302 - 2 ^ + 1(2 - 5)^(2 -- 8)2).

Accordingly, argues Professor Amoroso, Primus will vary y so

as to make (d) a maximum; and likewise Secundus will vary :

so as to make (e) a maximum. Whence we obtain two simiib

tancoiis equations :

(!) 450(2+ 2)/(2-l-,v-h2)2-30 I

2y-i(y-^5)(2/->8)(2y~13).

(g) 450(2+7y)/(2 f 2/+ 2)2-30+22^- J(2~5)(2-8)(22- 13).

The solution of this system determines the position of equilibrium,

which is accordingly attained when Primus supplies 5, and

Secundus 8.

This procedure appears to s inappropriate to pure monopoly.

It might be appropriate to a kind of kariel in which each pro-

ducer is free from time to time to alter the amount of commodity

which lie puts on tlie market, tlie price being allowed in the

interval between such changes to accommodate itself to the

total supply. But this convention appears unduly to limit the

characteristic freedom of the monopolist to vary price. H
Primus were an alert business man, he would not acquiesce in an
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arrangement according to which his rival made a profit 64 while

ho himself, producing under equally favourable conditions, netted

only 25 (as follows from substituting 5 and 8 for y and z, respec-

tively, in both (d) and (e)). Primus would “cut” the price,

charging instead of 30 (the price when + — 13)

30 — a:; where k is very small, just large enough for Primus to

draw off from his rival as much custom as he likes. How much
will he like ? The amount which it will be most advantageous

for him to supply is that value of y which maximises

(30 - K)y — (h)
;

i. e. (/«) — \(y -- 5)2(y - 8)2 - xy.

Proceeding as usual we find that this expression is (or would be

if fc were zero) approximately a maximum when y
=- 9*444. The

net profit of Primus will therefore be

9*444(30 - k) — 9*444.30 + 9*4442 _ 1 (
4.4442 1 .4442)

.

that is, all but 70—an improvement upon 25 ! ^leanwhilc,

Secundiis will have lost a great part of his custom, which will

bo reduced in the ratio of 8 : (13 — 9*444). If to this residue he

supplies, at the price 30, what it demands at that price, viz.

3*556, he will make a profit of about 2*35 ! Faced thus with

the loss of custom and profits he will no doubt cut the price

anew. Primus will retort
;
and thus the price will be continually

lowered. Conceivably it might descend to a figure at wiiich

each monopolist, or rather the one who has made the last cut

of the price, say Primus, will earn next to notliing. This limit is

found to be in the neighbourhood of 21*5717. For in general

corresponding to any assigned reduction, k, from the original

price 30, the value of y wiiich is most advantageous to Primus,

is that wiiich maximises (h). Accordingly, wiien k — 8*4283,

the best that Primus can do for himself is to put about 8*97 on

the market. But that best is very bad
;

for, with the said values

of K and y, (h) reduces to 1*15 ! At this stage it may be thought

that equilibrium will have been reached. But this w^ould only

occur in the particular case wiiere at tJie limiting price one of

the monopolists can supply the whole demand of the market.

But this is very far from being the ease in the example before us.

At the price 21*5717 the demand of the market, found by equating

(a) to that figure, is nearly 18*89. Thus Primus supplies a little

less than half the total demand. One might suppose that when
Primus announced the price 21*5717, his establishment would be

besieged by a long queue, of wiiich only about half could be

satisfied. The remainder would turn to Secundus, wiio can satisfy

the greater part of them on the same terms. But it will occur to
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8ocundus that, as ho is indispensable to the unsatisfied tail
”

of Primus' queue, there is no necessity for him to adopt Primus’

terms. Why not fix a price more advantageous to himself ?

The price that is most advantageous under the circumstance

may be found thus. According to (a) x, the amount of com-
modity that would be absorbed by the full market consisting of

all possible customers at any price p, is (450 2p)/p. The
ainount, then, that will be absorbed by the portion of the (lioino-

g(>ncous) body of customers with wiiich 8ecundus has now to

deal is to : : as (18-80 - 8-97) : 18-8G07
;
say, 1 : 1-9. Whenco

p
-- 450/(2 + 1-9.:). Tliereforc the net profit to Sccundiis from

the output z

r-. (i) ;2450/(2 H bdz) d- 30;. - {(z ~ 5)^{z - 8)2.

The value of z which renders this expression a maximum is found

to be approximately 8-9. Substituting this value in (/) we find

tlie not profit of Hecuudus to be about 80. His j)rice will he

about 47-8. Primus will certainly not be content to make only

1*15 while his rival is making 80. Primus will fix a price a little

below 47-8, and so draw oil* custom from Secundus. Hecundiis

will retort with a fresh cut; and so the price will again descend,

again to mount.

It is to bo understood that the details in this illustration have

been filled in to “ fix the ideas," as the mathematicians say.

Thus we need not assume that Primus after the cut which brougiit

the price dowji to 21-5717 satisfied com])letely a minority of the

market, while the inajority- the “ tail of the queue which the

lowered price attracted- -went away em])ty. It comes to the

same if Primus partially satisfied a majority. Nor is it to bo

supposed tliat the price will really be beaten down to the liniil

at which profits vanish. Long before that limit is reached one

or other of the monopolists wdll ask himself whether it \vould

not bo more profitable, instead of cutting liis rival's price, to

raise the price on the customers left to him. vSuppose, for in-

stance, that the price has been beaten down (from 30) to 25-208,

the last cut having been r ade by Primus
;

at that price the

amount which Primus will Lud it most advantageous to put on

the juarket (as determined from (/?.), k being now 4-792) will be

9-2. Accordingly, the net ]>rofit of Primus will be 34-2. Secundus

may count on a profit only slightly less than this if he cuts the

price. The advantage of the alternative course is tlius reckoned.

Whereas (])y («)) the amount demanded by the whole market

at the price 25-208 would be 15-85, the “ tail ” of custom left

to Secundus when Primus has supplied 9-2 is to the whole market

as 6-65 is to 15-85, say as 1 : 2-38. It is proper therefore to sub-
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stitute 2‘38 for 1*9 in (/). Proceeding as usual we slial? find

that the value of z whicli luaxiniiscs tiie expression thus pre-

sented is approximately 3*7, corresponding to price 41-6, and

net profit nearly 49. It will be more profitable, therefore, for

Secundus to witlidraw from the direct competition and deal

separately with the customers left to him by his rival’s last cut.

But it is not certain that Secundus will raise his price to the

theoretic licight of 4 1 *6. Practk^al considerations may induce him

to make a less violent jump. For Primus it will then be a matter

for deliberation whether he should cut the price fixed by Secundus,

or, jumping to a still liigher price, deal separately with the custom

left to him by Secundus. We cannot foresee what the jumps

will be; theory predicts only that the jumi>ing will go on for

ever, as long as the monopolists are uncombined.

We should give judgment in this matter against Professor

Amoroso with more conlidencc if lie had not appealed to Professor

Pareto. We liave not seen the note by Professor Pareto to which

our author makes reference (p. 2(50). But from the wTitings of

Professor Pareto with which we arc acquainted we do not gather

that he difTcrs seriously from the coiudusions reached in the

article on Monopoly to which we have referred. He indeed

raises the nice question whether from a mathematical point of

view it is proper to describe as ‘•indeterminate” a position

which is too much determined, there being more equations than

unknowns. But that is not to dispute the statement that tliere

is not a “ determinate and definitive ” position of equilibrium

(Giornale, loc. cit., p. 22), not the same sort of stability in duopoly

as in monopoly and in perfect competition. We believe that

Professor Amoroso is alone among high autliorities in siding

with Cournot in this matter. The view that in monopolistic

competition “ the output is indeterminate ”... " is now com-

monly accepted,” says Professor Pigou; and, he adds, “ appears

to me to be the correct one ” {Wealth and Welfare^ p. 193).

Altogether our author’s teaching about duopoly cannot be

regarded as part of accepted science. Wo should recommend

the omission of this topic, if it were proposed to translate the

work into English with the view of supplying the much-felt need

of an introduction to mathematical economics. If excision

were permitted, w^e should also advise pruning tlie redundancy of

digressions. It is disconcerting to a beginner to encounter at

the ninth page a digression of ten pages on the determination

of the present value of national capital. Herodotus was not

more fond of digressions. But the father of History is not so

good a model in this respect as the father of Political Economy,
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wIioJL classical Digressions are few and far between. We speak

in the interest of tiros. For the mature student our author’s

digressions arc good reading. The same may be said, indeed,

of the disputable passages which we think unsuited to beginners.

It is good to consider views different from our own presented

with ability and perspicuity.

As a second example of the last-named advantage, we shall

refer to our author’s treatment of the cases in which two or more

monopolists produce eacli a different article. Professor Amoroso

applies to this c^asc the same reasoning as he had applied to Hk'.

case of the sayne article produced by two monopolists. Tlic

reasoning is more plausible when the clifferont articles are coviplc-

mentarij. This case is not woW illustrated by Professor Amoroso's

example. For there is a singularity in the data instanced by Inin

O y y

which render them unsuitable for a simple ro])rosentation of tlic

general theory. In general it may be presumed that tlie curves

correspond ifig to (/) and (g) above interseet at the poiiit which

they have in common, (^onsider, for instance, in the annexcfl

figure, the curves FF' and (KJ'. Here KF' is the locus of points

such that if Secimdus supply any assigned quantity i)z of his

commodity, the quantity ()// wdiicli it will then be most advan-

tageous for JVim us to sup2)ly is determined by the intersection

of a horizontal through z, with the curve FF'. The curve Gd'

likewise determines the ordinate z corresponding to any assigned y.

If then P is the intersection of the tw^o curves, it would seem

that neither party has an interest in moving from that position.

It is not now, as before, the interest of Primus to low^er his price.

By so doing he would only diminish his own profits while increas-

ing the profits of the other monopolist. Nevertheless, it is not

against his interest to move a little way from P on the hori-

zontal through P; although—or rather, just because—P is a
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§
position of maximum. Suppose, then, Primus moves to f^: It

will then bo the interest of Secundus to lower his supply to gi.

It will not now be the immediate interest of Primus to move
again to the left. But if ho does so, it is likely to prove advan-

tageous to him, since Secundus will then descend to and it

is in general advantageous to Primus to descend aome way on the

curve GG' (cp. Giornalc, loc. cU.^ p. 20, where the argument is

not affected by the difference in the slope of the curve corre-

sponding to GG', nor by the circumstance that the curves there

relate to prices and here to quantities). No doubt this excursion

iniist come to a stop. But then Secundus may initiate a similar

deviation.

And there will go on vibration inconsistent witli that deter-

minate equilibrium which is characteristic of pure competition.

So far supposing that the different articles are complementary,

A fortiori if the articles arc rival or, in Professor Amoroso’s phrase,
‘‘ supplementary.” For then there arc superadded to the dance

just now described the leaps and bounds before exhibited. If

Primus is the j^nrveyor of beef and Secundus of mutton they

will go on making moves against eacli other very inuch as if they

were producers of the same article. Accordingly, we cannot,

witli Professor Amoroso (p. 418), regard the regime in which

every industry is monopolised as comparable in respect of equi-

librium with a regime of i)ure competition. The determinatcncss

which theoretically exists in the latter case is tlieorctically absent

in the former.

Again, we are unable to accept Professor Amoroso's vieAvs

about Protection, lie seems to think that there is on balance

of pros and cons no general presumption in favour of Free Trade.

On the contrary, it is particular historical circumstance varying

from lime to time and from place to place that require the adoption

sometimes of one solution, sometimes of the other, most frequently

of a solution between the two '*
(p. 322). In the scales of our

judgment the two policies arc not so evenly balanced. Nor arc

we convinced by the ‘‘ equations which represent that profits arc

zero ” (p. 408
;
cp. p. 178). No number of equations or authorities

will persuade us that this doctrine is other than paradoxical.

But while differing from our author on some cardinal points,

we recognise that he has evinced great ability in defence of

positions which we regard as indefensible. If they were defensible,

‘‘ Si . . . dextra

Defendi possent, etiam hac defensa fuissent.”

F. Y. Edgeworth
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Ti[E Safeguarding of Industries Act

ORDERS UNDER PART II

Tjie Safeguarding of Industries Act was introduced and passed

because it was coinmonly believed at the time that Great Britain

had to fear an outburst of economic energy on the part of Gerniauy.

The popular view is well expressed i)y the following extract

from the ofiicial Coalition magazine of July 1921 :

—

“ Mr. Baldw'in carried the House with him as he proceeded

to show that the real purpose of such a measure lay in the

desire of the Government to be faitliful to its trust by taking

elTectivc steps to protect employment in the country in the

face of the certainty of still fiercer competition on the part

of Germany in the future.”

As w'e now know% these fears have not been realised. Indeed, so

long ago as last Christmas WTll-informcd observers knew that

tilings would liappen otlu^rwise. Sir Bobert Horne on the

22n(l Novemb('r last, speaking on the Reparation problem,

said “ there wtto practically only two subjects of production

in which Germany was even apiiroaching her pre-war exports —
namely, electrical machinery and toys— and it could not hi'

truthfully asserted that Germany had done any real injury to

our trade ” {The Times, 23. 11.1921).

The true present position w^as accuratidy described by ]\lr.

Asquith in his speech in the House of Commons on the 31st.

July last :

—

“ Of 123 applications, the residuum is only four, whicli

have gone through the meshes of the net of tlie Board of Trade

and are now submitted to the House. Wliat becomes of tin*,

outcry against diiinjiing founded upon a deju’cciated excliangc? ?

It is reduced to insignificant and even contemptible pro-

portions.”

But thougli the anticipated danger has never appearcKl the

machinery for meeting it has not been left idkj. What has

actually occurred is that some small and well-organised industric's,

which liad profited by the isolation of the homo market during

the War and naturally felt tlje clicct, small though it was, of

the renewal of continental supplies, have been able to persuade

the Committees set up under the Act that they could satisfy

the conditions required for a Tariff.

Before examining what those conditions were it is well to

look at the powers and procedure of the Committees themselves.
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Clearly if the expected events happened and the si)irit o? the

Act was to prevail, those bodies had before thcni'wrcscarch

unusually extensive and intensive, as was freely emphasised

when their proposed constitution was the subject of debate.

First of all, how was the personnel to be provided? Liberal

jDressurc in the Cabinet was successful in extracting an under-

standing, wdiich was
2)rivatcly given, that the consumers’ interest

should predominate. In The Times of the 7th May, 1921,

the following passage appeared :

—

“ What those jjri'si'iit regarded as definite guarantees

were given by the Prime Minister, namely

(The first tw'o assurances arc immaterial.)

‘‘
(3) That the administration of the duty will be in the

hands of a Committee consisting mainly of consumers. . .

Naturally disquiet w'as allayed by tliis jiromise, but it is liard

to see how the actual machinery fulfils it.

What of the information laid before tlie Committees and

their powders of sifting it ? 'f’lie first jioint to note here is that

ofiicial statistics on the material points w^cre not forthcoming.

To specific questions which would have given the House of

Commons sufficient information to make an indciiendent judgment

on the issuers involved, the Board of Trade were bound to return

file answur that they tiiemselves had not the necessary figures.

They referred the (piestioners for information to the Reports

of the Committees of Inquiry. On w hat were these based ?

Partly ii21011 confidential documents. This was to be ex2)ected.

Traders w'crc not anxious to reveal more of their secrets than

could bo helped. Let me quote one extract from the shorthand

notes of the Hollow -w are Inquiry :

—

Mr. Faraday : I have co
2
iies of these figures if the Committee

w^ould like them ?

The Chairman : Yes.

Mr. Artemus Jones : If they are not confidential I should

like to have a cotiy.

Mr. Faraday : Tliey are confidential and for the convenience

of the Committee, not for the information of the Opposition,

If such e.i' qiarte evidence was to be tested at all it could only

be done by cross-examination. But this w'as not allow’ed

“ A witness whom the Committee desire to hear may, if

he wishes, be accomtianied by solicitor or counsel wdio may
address the Committee on liis bclialf, but no witness shall be

examined or cross-examined by the Members of the Committee.
’

—Statutory Rules and Orders. 1922. No. 90.
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A comment, also taken from the shorthand notes of the Hollow-
ware Inquiry, shows that the judges themselves felt the handi(\ap

under wliich they suffered :

—

Mr. Artemiis Jones : Precisely. You are actually asked
to make a grave recoininendation like this to the Department
ujion a casual observation made by one gentleman in the
trade. It may be inaccurate

;
it has not been tested

; it has
not been investigated.

The Chairman : I have felt all througli that if 3'ou and
Mr. Faraday had cross-examined the witnesses we should
have had a very much easier task.

Mr. Faraday : I should have liked the chance.
]\Ir. Artemus Jones : .1 am glad to lu'ar you make that

observation, 8ir, because it will go down on the notes, and if

an Order is made by tliis or some otJicr Committee, no doubt
it will be noticed in the House of Commons.

The Chairman : That is not a question for us here. Wo
need not discuss it. I frankly say that I have thought it a
great disadvantage.

ilt * it:

And now as to the questions to which the Committees had
to find answers. I will not arrange them in the somewhat
complicated order nor impose the limited scope of tlio Statute,

but will put them as four plain conditions which the man in the

street would naturally ask should be satisfied before a duty was

imposed in a country still avow’cdly free trade in ])ractice and
only utilising tariffs as a temporary necessary expedient.

The four questions are :

—

Firstly: Is the home industry efficiently conducte ^

Secondly: Arc the competing foreign goods really being sold

at a dumped price ?

Thirdly : Is this the result of the depreciation of the foreign

exchange in question ?

Fourthly : Will the result of an Order be on the whole to

safeguard employment in this country ?

Let us ask how the tests were applied and with what result.

The first is, Is the industry efficiently conducted ? What
is meant by efficiency ? Docs it mean that the factory comities

with the Home Office regulations and that the standard of

production is good? If it merely means this, any ordinary

manufacturer might pass. But what of the natural advantages

of the place of manufacture? What of the acquired aptitudes

of the workmen ? What of those subtle qualities of the product

which make it marketable? Are not these also ingredients of

true efficiency ? Indeed, when we ask what is the test to apply

there can surely be but one answer, namely, the test of the market.
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What is efficiency in business except the power to make a profit,

and how can a profit be made unless the pubJic can be indrffecd

to i)uy the product at a price more than sufficient to cover the

cost of manufacture ? This really searching question was not fully

put by the Committees. They looked at the aluminium ware,

they looked at the gloves, and came to tlic conclusion that they

were well made. They were not at the sale counter, they were

not the public asking themselves wdiethor they would buy the

goods, but were applying the artificial test, “ Is this a good

article which the i)ublic might reasonably buy ?
” Consider

these sentences in the Report on Aluminium ware. They spoke

of German articles as “ admittedly almost entirely of the inferior

grades.” But they happened to bo w^hat the public wanted.

They explained that the mass of the British population preferred

to buy the German article “ because it is cheap even though in

the long run the stronger and more durable English article may
give better value for the money.” But who can be judge of the

suitability of an aluminium pot except the buyer? lie may
prefer a thin pot in place of “ a stronger and more durable

”

one because he finds less heat is required to boil the kettle, lie

knows w^hat he wants, and the test of efficiency is the powTr to

supply it. The case of gloves is even clearer. Sir Henry Row's

Committee came to the conclusion that tlie makers ai)pear to

be “ carrying on the manufacture w ith reasonable efficiency

and economy and in most cases are maintaining a standard of

production equal to that of any foreign competitor.” Tliat

may be a perfectly fair opinion in vacuo, but the market view

is (lifTerent. One witness who dealt in English gloves said :

—

“ 1 have known my customor.s come in and w-alk out again

without buying the English goods. 'J1ie British public prefer

the German article. T stuck to the English manufacturers
for a time, and if I had not gone to the German manufacturers,
1 should have been out of the market.”

And another gave evidence even more illuminating:

—

“ Many mcui have tried wiio arc not really glove manu-
facturers

;
they Jiave tried to produce an article W'hich was

out on the market. The buyers bought it, and naturally
they thought it was a saleable article, but to their cost they
made only big losses. In tlie early part of 1921 wo held a
meeting of buyers and manufacturers, and the buyers very
loyally stood round and told the Britisli manufacturers they
would gladly put up all the samples so as to give them fair

play and every encouragement. The samples have gone
forward, and the results have been, I should say, SO per cent.

Saxon orders and 20 ])cr cent. English. German competition.
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I contend, would have helped the British manufacturer: it

puts them on to produce efficiency.”

Incidentally a witness explained that another protective

experiment—that in dyes—was having its effect, and that tlic

British article was handicapped on account of the compulsory

use of British colours.

The second question is, Are the foreign goods being sold at

really dumped prices ? The definition in the Act is, to say the

least of it, naif. The test price is one whicli is lower than tJiat

at which similar goods can be profitably manufactured in the

United Kingdom. As the only evidence to work on is the

evidence of the British maker it is hard to see when the datum

lino will ever permit free imjjortation from abroad. The less

the competition the less the need for inventive economy. Tlie

less the economy the higher the price at which the articles can

be profitably manufactured. And again, assuming catalogue

prices to be made the test, what period is to bo taken ? Is it

to bo the artificial war price or the pre-war price ? Obviously

the pre-war price. Judged by this test the fabric glove Order

fails, for German prices to-day are about times higher than

pre-war, while English prices arc only al)out twice as high.

This leads us to the third (question, namely. Whether it is

in fact the depreciation of the currency which is responsible

for the low selling price ^

Before Part II of the Act can be appli(‘fl it is necessary for

the Committee to find as a fact that the goods in question aio

being sold or offered for sale in this country at prices bolow^ tliosc^

at which similar goods can be profitably manufaettured in tliis

country, and that this has been brought about by the depri'ciatiou

of the currency of those countries in relation to sterling. Or,

as Sir John Barran puts it in Jiis minority nqiort on the Uomestio

Illuminating and Mounting Glassware case (p. 12)

—

“ It is not enough to prove that the prices of certain

foreign goods are exceptionally low now : it must further

bo shown thiit in jjast years also, before ever excJianges fell,

these same goods were not in fact low enough to take fi»o

trade . . . nor again is it enough to prove a percentage degree

of unemployment now in a iiartimilar group of employees

:

it must further be shown that it is the goods imported under

a depreciated currency, those and no otliers, which have caused

this particular unemployment.”

It would be natural to expect, in the case of glassware, for

instance, that the comparative figures for 1913 and 1920 would

show a great increase in German and Czccho-Slovakian imports.
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which would, owing to their cheapness, have killed not only th^

home industries but also the imports from other foreign countries

with a normal exchange. This is not the case, as the following

table, compiled from the Board of Trade Annual Statement,

proves.

Germany. Dclgium. Sweden.

1913. Imports of “ glass, Flint,

plain cut, or oruamimted, ami
manufactureis’ Flint glass, except
bottles ”

.

.

936,917 cwt. 241,574 cwt. 114,808 cwt.

1920. “ Globes and shades other
than oil lamp chimneys.”

*

24,074 cwt. 1,001 cwt. 28,912 cwt.

“ Domestio and fancy glassware
(including cooking utensils, table

glassware, ornamental glass-

ware ”) 92,724 cAvt. 206,921 cwt. ‘20,674 cwt.

Total for 1920 116,798 cwt. 207,922 cwt. 49,586 cwt.

Normal Kxebnngo 1913 20 marks 25*22 francs 18*15 kronen
Average Fxcliango 1920 .. ‘>27— * »>

49*02 „ 17*75

It would also be reasonable to expect that as the exchange

rose and fell in foreign countries so would the volume of imports

rise and fall. It is j^ossible to compare the figures of imports

of domestic glassware in 1920 and 1921 when the exchanges of

Germany and Czecho slovakia moved in a downward direction,

111 the following table the cpiantities arc taken from p. 14 of the

lleport on Glassware. Tlie exchange is arrived at by taking

the quotation at the beginning of each mouth in The Times

and averovging it over the year.

English outjmt and foreign imports for 1920, 1921 compared.

iVr(rentrtg(5

DomcBtic Ghwswr 1920. 1921. inercasii

or (locrcaso.

Eiiglisli output iji maxi
mum yoar 1920 (soi

lleport, p. 14) . . £;15(),0U0
Total foreign iinporta . . £2,404,000

£214,000 40% decrease

£1,402,000 42‘)(, decrease

Exeliaiige. Kxcliaii]

llelgium
.

.

u.s:a.
.

.

Germany.

.

Gzccho •Slovukia

£892,000 49-02

£1101,000 3-59

£oir),000 227
£210,000 233

£,“>04,000 51 00
£115,000 3-80

£195,000 304
£335,000 307

33^,', decrease

, o »*

U- .Q If

55% increase
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It is noticeable that English output and foreign imports

have declined in almost exactly the same proportion, the advantage

being slightly on the side of the home industries. It is manifest

that the import from the dilTerent countries does not correspond

at all closely with the movements of their exchanges. Without

attempting in any way to go behind the findings of the Committee',

who had the advantage of seeing figures and documents whicli

are not available for the general public, it is difficult to come to

any other conclusion than that the decreased home output

corresponds almost exactly with the decreased imports, and that

this was due to the general world trade depression, and that

the exchange has very little to do with the matter.

There only remains the final question as to whether employ-

ment is being affected, and here in passing we may ask, Doc's

the Act require it to be shown that men arc out of work at tlio

time when the Order is made or is it sufficient to show that they

were out of work nine months ago when the evidence was

collected ? One hears that to-day the glove-makers are very

busy. ‘‘ We are very busy working double shifts,'' writes one,
** and your humble servant oftentimes until 10 p.m." Further,

what is the datum line of employment ? Is it to be the war level

or the pre-war level ? Production was distorted during the

war by Government control. The cotton trade was only allowed

to work at 60 per cent, of its i)()wer. Agriculture was purposely

stimulated. The level of employment in each industry during

the war was an artificial one. If, on the otIuT hand, the pro-w«r

level is taken it is seen that there is to-day little unemployment

in the glove trade, and the cotton trade is only now regaining

its German markets. As a matter of fact, the Statute makes

no provision for examining the condition of employment in tlic

cotton trade, nor in the many trades affected indirectly by the

other Orders. Were sucli examination allowed Orders would

not easily be made.

It may truly be said
,
therefore, that the Statute was provided

against a fiood which never rose; that the Committees were

given a task in any case difficult, and impossible to their

limited powers; and that in consequence tJieir answers to the

four test questions w^ore unconvincing.

Wedgwood Benn
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Official Papers

(J.S. Bureau of l.ahour Siaiititics.

No. 285. Minivium Wage Laws of the United States : Construc-
tion and Operation.

No. 28G. Union Scale of Wages and Hours of iMhour.

[The data for all localities and for all occupations having been separately given,
there ia formed a general index number showing tlio movement of wages ami
liours of work from 1907 to 1920. The rate of wages per week in 1920 was more
than double wliat it was 1907. Full-time hours j)er week had changed in the
ratio of 100 ; 91.]

No. 300. Retail Prices^ 1913 to Doc. 1920.

United States Tariff Commission : Colonial Tariff Policies.

AVashington ; 1922. Pp. 869.

Tiio twenty-lir^t Financial and Econonn’c Annual of Jajxin.

1921. Tokyo.

[This number, like its pn'deeessora, presents a comprehrsnsivo view of leading
economic interests : finance, ngrieuUure, indiistiy, foreign trade, etc. The
great ineroaso of imports in (‘xeess of <;xports is eotmected with tho economic
slump which occurred in tho latter part of 1920, 'Pho index-number for tho
average price of (thirty-nine) commodities shows a rise from IbO in 1912 to
292 in tho first half of 1920; th(*n a fall to 245 in the s('eond half of that year.
Index-numbers for wages during the same period are given for forty-four
industries separately, l.)ut are not eomhined into an avi‘rage. By the use of
mfdtans^ liowever, it may l)0 seen (hat the rise of wages fully kept paee with
that of prices.]

Notes on the Report of the Registrar General (1920)

The annual Report of the Registrar-General of Births,

Marriages and Deaths ])rovides a faithful representation of the

industrial disorganisation from which the nation is slowly

recovering, and the serious trade depression of the last eighteen

months is reflected in a heavy decline in the birlli-rates as shown
in the latest quarterly Report now also puhJislied. AVc must
wait, therefore, for a less abnormal year before drawing any

conclusions from figures wliicli fluctuate violently in comparison

with those of previous years. The broad results are summarised
and abnormalities accounted for, wherever 2iossiblc, in the Report,

but a closer scrutiny will amply repay the demographer, and some

No. 127.—VOL. xxxii. ff
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widdlspread misconceptions will be removed. It is most remark-

able that the region bounded by the Tyne and the Tees should

show the highest birth-rate. The disciples of Malthus may
triumphantly api^ly the 'posf ergo propter argument in this instance,

but if Nature has been bountiful here she has not been niggardly

ill Lancashire and the West Hiding, and without a full accpiaiiit-

ance of local conditions it is not an easy matter to account

satisfactorily for variations in rates of increase or decrease.

The high birth-rate, 25-5 ])er 1000 population, forced up tlie

death-rate for infants under one year from 12-2 to 16'4 per cent,

of the deaths for tlie year; for infanls under one year the rat(' of

mortality was governed not only by the ag(^ of the ciiild, but also

by the time of the year; thus for all ages it was much greater in

the first (piarter of the year tluui in any other. It fell about

20 per cent, in the second quarter, about 42 per cent, in the thinl,

and about 28 per cent, in tlie fourth. For all ages tiiere is a

decline in the death-rate during the second quarter, the third is

the lowest for all, in the fourth it rises again, and for infants

under two months equals the death-rate for the second quarter.

The deatli-rate for infants under one year was 1)0 ])er JOOO births;

it was greatest on tlie fii'st day of life, the rate of which was slightly

less than that for the first week, fn t he second week it diminished

by approximately one-half of that of the j)r(‘eeding week, in the

third by one-sixth, and in the fourth by one ([uarler; from Hk*

fourth to the twelfth month the fall is approximately one-tentli

for every two months. For children in tiieir second year it fell

from 3*1) males and 3-1 females per 1000 population in the

thirteenth month to 1*5 in the twenty-fourth month for both

sexes. The death-rat(^ for infants undiu* one year was lowest

in the third quailer, when it was 03 per 1000 births, the lowest

Hinnhcr of deaths (300) was for infants ten to elcvcui months old,

but this was not so small as the actual number of infants aged

eleven to twelve months dying in the fourth ([uarter.

Generally, the highest birth-rate is accompanied by the

highest death-rate. After the first week of life the mortality

is heavier in industrial than in rural districts. The number of

deaths per 1000 birtJis in rural districts, wind her in the North,

Midlands, 8outJi or Wales, always exceeds, for periods under one

day or up to S(!ven days, that in county boroughs or other urban

districts, but for all subsccpient ])eriods the rural districts, in

whatever region situate, always have the advantage.

The relative vitality of the se.xes vajies at diirerent ages.

The excess of male births over female is greatest in rural distjicts,
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being 1073 males i)cr 1000 females in the North and 10?>6 in

Wales. It is least in the South, being 1043 in rural and 1050 in

urban districts. For the country as a wliolc, the births of males

were 1052 per 1000 births of females, and the deaths under one

year were, males 90*02 and females 09*31 per 1000 births respec-

tively; from 0 to five years the actual deaths were 01,200 males

and 40,344 females, and thereafter the former declined and the

latter increased relatively to each other, until at fifteen years

they were approximately equal. From fifteen to thirty-five

years the death-rate of males was never greater but more fre-

quently less tliaii that of females; after tliirty-five tlie reverse

was always the ease.

No definite relation can be establislied between a liigh birth-

rate and a high infantile death-rate, since Child Welfare Centres

arc more active in some localities than others, but tlie following

selection of twenty towns having dilferent rates shows that they

arc usually concurrent :

The distribution of the natural increase of the population is

of the greatest interest. Taking the deaths per 1000 of the

population from the births ])er 1000, and disregarding any

wastage or aceietion due to migration, a rough estimate of the

natural increase can be made. These calculations show that the

greatest increase occuivs in l\\e North imd in Wales (\ir\)au district

iUul tlie least in the South. Again, selecting populous areas, it

found that the high infantile ileath-rate does not countervail

the liigli birth-rate and the grou])ing remains very similar.

FF 2
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Town.

Middlt'sboroiigh

Gateshead
Sunderland
South Shields .

.

Uarnsley
Darlington
West Dromwieli
West Hartlepool
Warrington
Cloueestor
Carlisle ...

York
Coventry
Reading
Wallasey
Oxford ...

Hath
Hastings
Ka.sthourno

INCREASR
per 1000 population.

18'1

18(>
18-3

lG-7

180

13-

6
17-5

100
100

14-

2
13-5

84-3
10-7

13-8

10-2

90
7-3

r>o

SO

The low 2)osition taken by seaside resorts and residential

towns is unexpected, and the following towns give surprising

figures :

Hlackpool 2-9

Soii1lij)()rt

Hounicrnouth ... r>'(i

Hrightoii in-.")

The rate of increase in the rural districts over other areas

diminishes from North to 8outJi; in the .Midlands and South it

is actually less tlian in the county boroughs. There is no clear

evidence of a decline in the jiopulation of towns being eoinjKai-

sated by rural increases, and (Carlyle’s “ monstrous tuberosity
”

is maintained not at the expense of deserted villages, hut by

recruits from the county boroughs and urban districts. In

industrial counties the increa.se is often grcNitor in tJic urban than

in the rural districts. This occuns in StatTordsliire, Nottingham-

shire, Leicestershire, Cheshire, Lancashire, Yorks (North Hiding),

Cilamorgan, \Ionmouth, Cumberland and certain of the Home

Counties, e. <j, Surrey, Es.scx, Hertford, Herks and Bedfordshire,

which no doubt serve as residential centres for Metropolitans.

It is not clear wliy such an increase should be found in Dorset

and llutland. The develojnncnt of manufactures or commerce

leads to the urbanisation of the districts in which it takes j^laoe,

but the conditions fail to explain why the rural environs increase

at a lower rate than tJic urban districts. It may be that the

marriageable section of tlie community migrates from the country

to the town, but although the birth-rate in the former is diminished,

that in the town may not be increased proportionately, and it is
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with percentage increases, not actual increases, that we arc

concerned.

The danger attaching to an indiscriininate interpretation of

statistics is well illustrated in this Rci)ort. The casual reader

would be startled to discover that the rural district of Moot Hall

and precincts in the County of Northumberland, with a popula-

tion of four and a birth of one has a birth-rate of 250 per 1000.

Again, the mortality per million for 2)ersons of eighty-five and

upwards has been stated as 235,351 males and 240,117 females.

In either case the figures given can convey no adocpialc meaning,

and no explanation is vouchsafed to the uninitiated.

M. H. Gkes.

Current Torn, s

Tile Annual Mi'cting of the Royal Economic Society was lield

at 9, Adelphi Terrace, on June 19th, when the Accounts for the

y('ar 1921 were ])resented, and the President, CV.)imcil and officers

were elected for the

(lie following Report

:

year 1922 23. The Secretary presented

Xi'W Follows nnd Library
in2i 1020 1010 1018 1017 1010 101.7 1014

.Mombors oloototl

FrIIowrt Inst by doath,
:in7 228 lOf) ()0 ">2 04 mo .70

rosiguatioii, or default
Xuiubcr of lA'lltovs aud

Library Mtuabtrs ou

21 40 14 41 43 2.7 4.3 33

iJ'Tfiubor aist

Lifo .Members iuoludod iu

i,;is:j l.otIT OOO SIS 70!» T'OO 7.71 004

abovt* total 310 307 232 211 lOl 170 173 1.70

J’ho surplus of Inoouu? ovi'r Kxpiuulituro during lH2l munuutrd to £41.) as
coiiipnivil willi £;41 iij Ia20, €4.'{7 in and 1'42."> in l!»IS.

The following have been elected to inenibership of the Royal

Keonomic Soeiety :
—

Aiyar, A. K. N.

Algie, 1). L. (life).

Araory, C.

Angus, W, N.
Anthony^ A. Rruee
Austin, G. U., Rh.D.
Rliaudari, Dos ll.aj.

Giii^soll, M.
Cherry, ,1. W.
(’lainpett, G. .1. T.

(‘oiisejo Superif'r Haneario.

.Madrid.

t\tx. A. (’.

Cmuiuius. d’. .1.

J)ey. Prof. 11. 1 j.

Doddi. -M. R.

Dolezal. L. K.

Kills, A. R.

Kvans, K.

Grant, Miss I. K.
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Gray, Prof. A. Pearson, D. H.
Hawlej^ F. Perry, W. C. J. (life).

Henderson, Dr. IT. E. Phillips, IT.

Hodges, I^rank. Pilkington, L. G.

Holden, R. A. Pillai,^P. P.

Hooper, H. T. Prain, J., Jr.

Hughes, J. McG. Ridley, G.

Hulbert, C. G. T\. Shettie, Rev. G. T.

Indian I^conomie Society, SratTa, Dr. Piero.

Bombay. Sterzel, Ik E.

Isherwood, R. Stettlei-, H.

Janicki, Dr. S. Sundaramiirthy, V.

Jeffery, N. C. Thomas, Ik J.

Jones, W. Ik Thomas, W.
Lockwood, T. B. \ aidya, R. N.

Munshi, T. N. (life). Young, W. C.

One ivsiilt of tlio Conference on Uneniployim^nt inau.i.^ui’af(‘(l

by the President of the Ihiited States last year lias been the

ajipoiiitnient of a Committee to study the subje(;t and report

upon practical ])roposals. Professor WesU^y Mitchell is “ fiehl

director *’ of the study. The study is jiart of a (*ampai^^m

against waste in which the Federat(‘d American Engineering

Societies arc taking an active jiart, as appears from th(‘ir n^port

on Waste in Indusiry (to be reviewinl in tlu‘ doruNAi.).

The co-o])(‘ration of other agencies ami organisations (‘iicourago

the hope that \>is(^ action will be taken very soon.

The Labour Party are to be congratidated on (he report of

their Committee about Major Douglas' ‘‘ N(‘\v Agi^ ” cn‘dit

scheme. To deti'ct fallacy unbliiuhsl by the “ natural attractive-

ness of .sovereign remedies is no small part of economic wisdom.

The Committee have attemptcfl !<(/nwthing even iiioro didiciill,

to discover what useful lessons may l)e extracted from tlie

.scheme considered. The acumen whicli they display entitles

them to an attentive liearing, when they tliemselv(‘s make a

proposal for the social control of credit. It is, in brii'f, the

nationalisation of the hanking system. The (onimittee truly

observe that the provision and (jonlrol of legal t(‘n(l(?r currency

is universally admitted to be a State function. But nc‘arly all

modern Slates, even when creating a State Bank, have gone

out of their way to take precautions to keep banking functions

proper outside State control.
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Journal of the. lioi/al Staiislical Social i/.

May, 1922. An invest urn of sieknos.s data of public elementary
school teachers in London, 1904-1919. J. Y. Hart. The moan
illness of men teachers was 4*0 days a year

;
the tigur(‘s for single

and inanied women respectively, 8*2 and O IL Tier li^iire.s vary
witJi age, a.f/. for men 2*8 for the janiod 80-40, 9 2 for the age-

group 01 Go. Wheat Prices and Rainfall in Waslara Europe.

Sir William Bkveridoe. A supplenumt to tin* article on
Weather and Harvest (Cycles in the Kconomic Journal for

pj,
Deeeinh(‘r 1921. Th<^ “ ])eriodograin ” of wheat ])riees yields

many interesting results eom‘t‘rning cycles. Mohmlar Statidics.

F. Y. FnoEWoRTjr. Rfsutna of an article pu})lished in the

Philosophical Magazine*, Feb. 1922. Xolr on a hafcrofi/pic Frequency

Dinlrihulion. (‘ai^win J. W. Bisi'iiam. The utilisation of a

larger numix'r of terms of the fundamental dilferential equation

from which Prof. Ptsirson's ‘‘ types arc deriv(‘d does nut much
improve tiu* lit to heterotyj)ic distribution.

Econnniiea.

June, 1922. Who said Barn u Metal" ^ Prof. E. Pannan and
Others. A symposium cm the que.stion wh(*tlior when Aristotle

said that money b(‘got money, he could liave meant that it was
“ bai ren.” Inyal Js/xc/.s* of the Trade rn 'ton Mornm nf in the

I'.S.A. W. F. Pru k. Early Punnnt rcial Intercourse In tween

Knqland and (imnany. A. Weiner. Thr British Iron and Steal

Industry. M. S. Pirkett.

ManchasU r (iuardian ( 'o/nnn rcial.

Ri construction in Europe.

Section IV. As announced in the Purrent 4'opies of the June number,
the bnirth section of this series deals with Russia. Mr. Keynes,

the Editor, in an introductiuy article rellccts on the causes and
consequences of the Ru.s.sian revolution. He has no admiration

for the rank and tile of the Pommunist doctrinaires, whose
“ woolly concept ions ” sheathed the steel of Lenin's superior

intellect. He views with concern the annual ailditioii of more
than a million labourers; dm* to the rate of birth and survival

prevailing many years ago. Herein he dilTers from Mr. Strumilin,

who weleonu's the swelling body of (‘ver more mmu'rous workers,

in an artich* which fmans one of a st'iies contributed by the

prinei])al olli(‘ials of the Soviet Republic. The reader may
correct their views by rt'ference to a number of articl(*s in which
Hus.sia is viewed from outside. Mr. Keynes has called attention

fo thos(^ of Lord Robert (Veil aiul Signor Orlando. There are throe

articles on the Russian Famine—one by Kansen.
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Section V. This section deals with National Finances of Europe^
Tariff Hindrances and La vie chere. Tho Editor prefaces with
an article on the inflation of cvrrcncy as a> method of taxation

;

and
subsequently exhibits the influence on Society of changes in the.

value of money. He laments “ the impoverishment of th(», micldio

class, out of which most good things have sprung. The conscs
quenees may slowly accumulate in a decay of Knowledge and
Art.” It would be imjiossible hero to enumerate the studios

in which experts deal with the tinances and tariff poli(;ies of the
European countries. Mr. Sidney Webb advocates the financial

])olicy of the British Labour Party -a ca])ital levy— as “ based
upon an unswerving adhesion to the principle of luniesty in finau'

eial relations,” and ” what the best economic science advises,”

Section \H. Population : Agriculture and Food Supply. The
Peasant Revolution in Europe, 'fliis section r(‘aches us too late

to admit of its adequate notice in our vSejitember issue.

The Irish Economist (Dublin).

May, 1922. Labour in Ireland. O. I). H. Colk. The Cf)niparativc

virgin soil which Irish Trade-Unionism (‘ujoys is favourable to

its organisation not merely on traditional lint's as a protective

instrunu'nt, but ” on the twenti(‘th-c(‘uturv princi})Ie of workers’

control.” The National Land Bank. Dtaumii) Coffky. Founded
under the aus])ices of Dail Firt'ann, this Hank lends mon(‘y to

co-operative societit's formed for tin* purchast* of land, to 1)0

afterwards subdivid(‘d among owiku’s. TIh* borrowitig society

dej)osits on(‘-fourth of the pundiase pri(?e with tin' Hank; whi<*h

has also tln^ security of a mortgagt*. Loans totalling

have b('en made since 1920 for the ])ur('has(? (d l(i,ot)0 acres.

The Bank also does ordinary banking busint'ss. Mi\ Liom'l

Smith-Gordon is th<‘ .Managing DirectfU*. The Irish "Woman
with the Basket.'' Maroaukt McLoi uukv. Kderiing to .Miss

Idewelyn Davies’ recent article, tin* writer hojies for a ( o-o|:(‘iativ(‘

Womens’ Guild more (dlieient than tin* ])rt'sent organis.alions,

Au(;rsT. A Commercial Policy [(tr the Free State. A. J. Gkic'IIToN.

The ptdicy of the Free »State .should not l)e fr(‘(‘ trade. Hut
” anything in tlu^ natun' of »Stitf Protection had ladter be avoided

for the ])resent.’' Co-operation in Rus.sia. /. H. .Mi('M.j;n Po\.

With Irish Women W(^rkers. Loimk 1H:n.sktt. 'flu' writer's

experience as a promoter of Women’s Tradc'-Unions in Dublin

have led her to believe that wonH*n attaidi more importance

than men to conditions as distinguished from wages. She recoin-

mends separate feminine Unions
;

wfiieh would insist on luunaii-

ising eonditions to an e\t(*nt not n'alised even by employers of

the (.’adbury and Leverhulme tyjie. Even under the control

of the w'orkers industry might n'liiain ” a soul-de.stroying

mechanism without the distinctly feminine outlook.”

International Labour Itevieiv (Geneva).

JUSK, 1022. Ti'.nilf nr.il s in Traih Union. Ikrrhpmrnt in the- Uniird

Slates. Joii.v Ji. Goaimo.ns. The Social Insurance Bill of the

French Government. Garrikl (>. Ramon.
July. The Christian Social Movement. Piu>F. Max^ Tukmann.

August. Tyjies of Co-operative Societies. H. Kaufmann.

Guild Movement in Great Britain

.

G. D. H. Colk.
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Quarterly Jonrml of Economics (Cambridge, Mass.).

May, 1922. International Trade Under Inconvertible Paper. J. W.
Angkll. a Theory of Profit and Interest. L. Kotany. Ethm
and the Economic Interpretation. Frank FI. Knight. German
Foreign Trade and the Rcparatim Payments. J. H. Williams.
Germany’s experiences tlirow light on the theory of foreign

exchange under a regime of paper money. The causal sequence
is said to be as follows : reparation payments, depreciating

exchange, rising cxjmrt and import prices, budgetary deficits

with increased private demand for credit, increased note issue.

The American Economic Review (Cambridge, Mass.).

June, 1922. Guild Socialism: a Two Years' Test. The literature

and propaganda emanating from the National Guilds League
since^ 1906, and the work of the building societies during the

last two:^^ lucidly described. Some advance has

been maui. .owards “ A. E.” ’s ideal :
“ workers transforming

their unions into co-o|)erative productive soeifJies/’ dispensing

tfiat'V'ith
“ the capitalist exploiter of labour.” What Determinfs the

Volume of a Country's International Trade. 11. Feis. German
War Finance. V. U. Faiiu hild. Based on Prof. Charles Rist's

Les finances de Guerre de VAUemagne. Foreign Trading

Zones in our Seaports. E. Cj.app. I’ree zones in the sense of

sections of seaports ada])ted to facilitate transshipment and
re-exj)ort are advocat(‘(i.

A Supplement contains Pa])ers and Proceedings of the Thirty-

First Annual Meeting of the Anu'riean Keonomic Association.

Political Science Quarterly (X(‘W York).

JrNE, 1922. Regulation of Busin e.<s in Canada. Robert J. McFall.
A record of experiments on Government Control; with special

reference to Combinations. The Fnnch Rfdhcay J*rohhms.

Harvey J. Breslek.

Review of Economic Statistics (Cambridge, Mass.).

Jt’LV, 1922. R(vinv of the Second Quarter of the Year. Warren M.
Per.son.s. Balance of International Paynu nfs of the Jliited SUdes

for the Year 1921. Joh.n 11. Williams, Light is thrown on the

main features of the balance: namely, the great decrease in the

excess of merchandise ex])orts, the unprecedented intlow of gold, the

gr(‘at increase in the tlotation of foreign bonds in the American
Market. The Volume of Production of Basic Materials in the

United States^ 1909 1921. Edmund F. Day. Production in

1921 «^.s eomj)ared with 1919 has declined in each of the four

main departments, Agriculture, Animal husbandry, For(‘.stry,

Mining, on an average of ” all basis materials,” to 92-2 in 1921,

from 100 in 1920.

Journal des Economistes (Paris).

^D'Ne, 1922. Lc comite des hanquias ct I'Emprunt Alkmand. Yves
Guyot. Le budget britannique, 1922-211. W. M. J. Williams.
Le mecanisme d'assurances Sociales (Suite). }j. Forgeron.

dLLy, 1921. Ia's dangers budgvtaires. Yves Guyot. I ne aggra^

vation de Vimpiisition fiseale. X. On the inquisitorial character
of the French income tax. Lc mecanisme . . . d'assurances

Sociales. L. Forcjeron.
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Eevue de VInstitut de Sociologie (Brussels).

Les variations deinographiqucs et le progr&s. E. Dupk^iel. Progress
and civilisation arc a fruit of increase in numbers—an increase

not necessarily good. Les institutions des primitifs Australiem
(Suite). Nadon Ivanitzky.

[Tlioro is appoiidod «n obitnnrynoto of Kniost Solway, tlio founder of
tho Inst itiito, who closed his hoiiofiront enroer hist May. H(j was dominated
by tho idea of unifying soioneo t5 SAov fvpuv. Thus ho aiinod at a synthesis
of gravitation and the conservation of energy. IIo explained sociology by
energetics.]

Jahrbiicher fur National Okonomic und Sfatislilc (J(*na).

May, 1922. Weltanschauung und WirtschafIflift rung. H. Krooek.
Voni Jogisrhen Structurumidel der volksirirtschaflUchcn Ihgrijfr.

Dk. Theodor BunoEBEKO. An elaborate dv*xiiisiru)n leads to

the conclusion that in the structural cliang^n* iss the Scientilic

Concept-world there is manifested on the logical side the universal

inovenKMit from the static to tho dynamic view of the w'-ftl

(
Wclthefrachltnig). a

Wcltwirtsrhaflliches Arcliiv (Jena).

APRiTi, 1922. Die Gnnzoi (hr Venrendung votn in dvr Wlrl-

schajf. Dr. Andreas Pkedojil. N(U(‘ IV/Avr.sRVY/e in Afribi,

Dr. Fritz Keete. The hfjluence of the Great UV/r upon Japanese

National Econonvf. Shotaro Koijma. main result is tlic

acceleration of progress from tiu* agri(‘ult ural to the industrial

stage; involving growth of eapitalism and of labour movj*nients.

The writer is Assistant lVofesst)r in the Univej*sity of Kyoto.

Tho article is in English.

J^ngarische. Jahrhilehf r (Berlii

\7>1. r. The new J(jurnal, edit(‘d by Robert (baggers, <l('als with the

alTairs of Hungary and neighbouring Stat(‘s.

De. Economist (La Hague).

May, 1922. *SV/.r, DordiU'ijk en Von Dohm-Bauvrk's Dritter Grund.

,1. H. Lo(;EArA>x. Referring to IVof. Rorrhovijk’s controversial

articles in previous numbers. /)e indischc finahcim

.

H. (J. Va.v

J)KR Maxdere. The concluding par-t rJ a stmiy «»n the tinanees

of Dutch India.

Jely-Aeoust. Prof. Borde.wijk contra Oppenhfhner en Sax. A.

Spax.ter. Von Jh'i/itn over de rvrhtraardi(jhrid, d- r vente. B. \ ax

Genectitex.

Scientia (.Milan).

VoL. XXXf., Xh). exxii. 0. Les postnlals nfurssairr^s d'une poldtque

de laisser-faire. T. M. Carver.
No. exxii. 7. Le Sgsteme Gapitalisle. L. L. Prk’E. The system is

defended against th(^ misrepresentations of Soeaalists.

of the modran banking sy.stem tlrerc is happily c] noted Aristotle s

approval of the State in wJiich things are iiserl in commuii, hu

])os.se.sscd by individuals.
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Giormle degli Economisti (Rome).

May, 1922. Scioj^ro dpgli contribuenti. G. dkl Vecchio. On the
strike against over-taxation which is threatened in Italy. II

gettito dti dazi dogamdi. V. Pouiii. Statistics of the proceeds
and proposals for the reform of the Italian Customs duties. II

nwvinmnio dindicah. G. Cakano-Donvito.
July. riforma dello. cnw. di rhparmio. B. GRizroTTi. Liiiee di

navigazioaa sovvenziomite. G. Maiicuetti.

August. Inflazio7ie monplaria e corso del camhi. ^Iarco Fanno.
The first two chapters (to he followed Ly three more) deal with
the circulation of and the e(|uilihrium-f)riee of gold and foreign

exchange under a regima of forced currency, ll sidema mom-
iario , . . dolla Somalia Italiana. F. S. Carosetjj. The mone-
tary system of Italian vSomaliland, including the Italian rupee,

was much irbcd by the war.

D nio

Mflron (Padua).

that Soriete des Nations sur la gucslion des niatieres premieres

,, (t des d^erivees (dimfmtnires, A general report drawn up by Prof.
Gim, deals with the present economic situation, the causes which
obstruct tlie provision of raw material and food slulTs, and the

measures whii’h the Society of Nations might initiate. Follow

reports on s(‘A'(‘ral particular industries, Cereals, Wool, Potton,

(\)al, etc., by F. Vince and N. Sloutskt.

Jlcrista Nacional dc Kconomia (Madrid).

^'oL. XI I., No Ihl La cri'ti'i huilrra. Leofoldo A. Arguelles.
On the coal crisis in Spain; aggravated i)y her “absurd pro-

tectionism.” El Maledar dd mundo despues de la paz. An
interesting revic'w of the causes and results of the war intro-

duces the ])roblems of ])eace. El prohUma dd ^salario minima.

Antonio Rato. A comparison of the methods adopted in

difiermit countries to secure a minimum wage.

No. .‘Ifi. (-onsiderariones act rca de la ronfen neia de Cuiova. J. Xart
Bodes. La situation de las iarifas ij el contrata del transporte

ferroriario. J. M. de la Fuente. On railway rates in Spain.

Ei rcsnrgimento industrifd eu Espana en d sigh XV III. Carmdo.
V. Mev. Pommei'eial companii's promoted the industrial

recovery of Spain in the eighteenth century. La tvdlucidn dei

eom unis/no ruso. J. de Fet.s,
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NEW BOOKS

English.

CiSAli (Jaroslav) and Pokoiin^- (F.). The Czecho-Slovak
Republic. A survey of its history and g(‘Ograph3% political

and cultural organisation, and its economic resources. Loudon ;

Fisher Unwin. 1922. Pp. 218. 9>‘.

Clarke (John J.). Social Administration, including the
Poor Law. London : Pitman. 1922. Pp. 301.
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equal pay to men and women Foil EQUAL
WORK I

1. Should men juhI women r(‘(*eive equal pay for ecpial work ?

This question is in a peeiiliar degree i)erplcxed by difliculties

that arc characteristic of economic science. They arise from

the presence of a sulqectivo or psychical clmncnt that is not

encountered in the purely j)hysieal seieiiees. Outward and

visible Avealtli cannot bi^ ([uite dissociated froni the inward

feeling of welfare. But tlu*. ideas of wiMarc or weU-i)eing are

deficient in the sim])Iicity and distinct iu‘ss Avluch conduce to

accurate reasoning. It may be, indeed, that there is some-

thing indefinite and nudaphysical about certain conceptions

which the higher physics now involve. But the practical uses

of those sciences are not tlnuvby impaired. Speculations about

four-dimensional time-space do not much interfere with the

work of the engineer. But tlie connection of our studies with

things higher than matmial wealth alTeets injuriously the reason-

ing (‘V(ni about mattu’ial wealth. Sentiment exiu’cises a dis-

turbing influence - a disturbance peculiarly to be apprehended

in dealing with a ijuestion which touches not only the pocket

hut the liome. Nor ('ven when this danger is avoided does

the logic (»f political economy esea]H* the consequences of its

connection with the higher })arts of human nature. The most

correct and unbiassed economic conclusions are liable to be over-

ruled by moral considerations. This fate, too. is particularly to

ho apprehended for arguments on the present .subjc'ct. (hiard-

ing against these dilliculties, I propose to distinguish aiul to

discuss separately two inq\nries into which the proposed question

Hiay be subdivided, acconling as it is rcferrcil to e.xternal wealth

only, or also to the attendant internal h’cling of welfare.

The disturbing etfect of sentiment or prejudice makes
itself felt, at the very outset of the discussion, in the definition

^ Presidential Address to Si'etioii K of tlio Uritish Association, Hull, I02‘J.

No. 128.—VOL. wxii.
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of the issue to be discussed. In masculine circles the question

is often dismissed with the remark that the work of wq^nen

never, or hardly ever, is equal to that of men. The trutli of

this proposition will be considered later (below, 14). Here it

is relevant to observe that even if the 2)roposition were true the

question would not be stultified. For the term “ equal ”

evidently not to be interpreted, for the purpose of this iiupiii'y,

as identical in amount. Equality, as Aristotle says, is of two

kinds, numerical and proportional—meaning that the shaic of

A is to tlic share of B as the claim or worth (d^la) of A is to that

of B. So when Adam Smith propounds a maxim in tlie o])serva-

tion of which, he says, (jonsists wliat is called the equality of

taxation, it would be trivial to object that the siilqects of th('

State are not all equal in respect of ability to contribute. Of

course he nu'ant, as lie says in the context, taxation “ in ])ro-

portion to tJieir respective abilities ”
;

not implying tliat the

abilities are equal. The question then ai'ises (in economics as

well as in politics), What. is the criterion of that worth which

governs distribution, according to which sluues to be dis-

tributed? ‘' Bay in proportion to eHicitMit output,” the plirasc'

used by the War (‘abinct (,\>mmittee on Industry, expresses

the meaning approximately. By “ equal (efficient output " may

be understood, in the phrase of Dr. Bowley, “ equal utility to

the employer.” To the same effect otluu's speak of equal “ j>io-

ductivity ” or “productive value.” ^ With these ])hrases there

must be understood a certain equality on the side of the employee

as well as on the side of the employer or community. Thus,

when the (.diildren of Israel were compelled to gatiuM* straw in

the fields, the bricks wliich they made might have luum of the

same utility to the taskma.ster as when tlio raw material was

obtained gratis. But if the workers received the same jommuaa-

tion p(*r dozen of bricks as before, we should ncjt say" that, as

compared with the former terms, they were receiving e(pial |)ay

for ecpial work. Again, tlierc might be notlung to choose from

the workers’ iDoint of view between eanying a certain quantity

of silver or the same weight of lead for the same distaiuxi ;
Avhik-

the employer or customer might derive a much greater advantage

from the transportation of silver than from that of k^ad. Jf

^ Tlio definition given by the (majority of the) War Cabinet Coinmitfce in

at B. 211 of tlicir Report [Cmd. 135], 11)19. Professor Ilowley’s defioilioii ia io

tlio first column of p. 177 of (Ap|jeiidices to) tlio Report on U'ornr/i Jnduatii/

[Cmd. 1G7J, 1919. Mrs. Fawcett adopts Miss l^Jeuiior Rathbou(’’s d(Jli)itioii,

wfiieli is substaiifially identieal with our first definition, the ono proper to Hio

present study (Economic Jocunal, 1918, p. 3). It is quoted in pari below (l-l)
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now the carriage of silver is restricted (by custom, say, or

favopritism) to a class defined by some attribute unconnected

with the value of their service (uncorrclatcd with speed, security,

punctuality, and so forth), the carriers of lead and silver would

not be receiving equal pay for equal work, althougli each class

received a pay proportional to the utility of its service. In

short we must understand with the term “ equal work some
(‘lausc importing equal freedom in the choice of work. This

condition should include equal freedom to prci)arc for work by
acquiring skill. Tlierc are tlius presented two attributes ; equality

of utility to the employer as tested by the pecuniary value of

the result, and equality of disutility to the emx)loycc as tested

by his freedom to choose his employment. These two attributes

will concur in a regime of x)erfect comixdition. For then, theoreti-

cally, each employer will apply labour in each branch of his

business up to the point at which the return to the unit of labour

last applied is equal to the cost of that unit, and the same {celeris

paribus) as in all branches of each l)usiness. \<ikewise, in the

state of cquilil)rium which characterises perfect competition the

employee cannot better himself by taking the place of another.

I’lio question thus conceived may be restated: Should there be

perfect competition between the sexes? The question thus put

requiring a categorical answer, Yes or No, may bo labelled A,

to distinguish it from the question of degree, B, which may bo

asked if a categorical answer is not forthcoming, namely, What
sort or amount of competition between the sexes is advisable ?

In the question thus stated equal work is defined objectively

by the fact that as between two tasks the worker is indifferent.

This fact, like the action or inaction of Buridan's ass, is ascer-

tainable by the senses. But something more than what is given

by physical observation seems to be inqilied in ordinary parlance

Avith reference to our (juestion. 8ome comparison between the

feelings of the workers seems to be implied in statements such

as the fcllowing :
“ The remuneration of the peculiar employ-

ments of w'onien is always, I believe, grc'atly below that of

cmjiloyments of equal skill and equal disagreeableness carried

on by men” (.1. S. Mill, Political Pcosoiny, II. xiv. 5). “Men
and w^omcn often work side by side in the same schools

;
. . .

and W'e arc satisfied that the work of w'omon, taking the schools

as a whole, is as arduous as that of men and is not less zealously

and ctliciently done ” (Report on Teachers in Elementary Schools,

bond., Cind. 8939). “ An unfortunate female does not receive

for thirteen or fourteen hours’ close daily application during

GG 2
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yix (lays as much as a man for one day of ten hours ’’ (referring

to Philadclidiia early last century; cp. Carey, Social Sci^ce,

Vol. 111. p. 385). If equal work is interpreted as equal disutility,

in the sense of fatigue or privation of amenity, then equal pay

may be interpreted equal satisfaction obtained from carningvs.

Equality in this sense is not always predicablc of cciual external

perquisites. It is conceivable, for instance, that a gaudy livery

might in general have more attraction for one sex than for tlu^

other. This second question, which is presented by the sub-

jective interpretation of the terms, like the first, may be sub-

divided according as (a) a categorical answer is demanded, or

(h) the question is one of degree.

In the first of the two iiwjuiries which have been distinguished

we may, if we can, maintain the position assumed by Jc^vons

when he disclaimed any attempt to “ compare the amount of

feeling in one mind witli that in anotJier,” when he affirmed that

every mind is inscrutable to every other mind, and no common

denominator of feeling seems to be possible ” (Theory oj Polilkal

Economy, p. 15). The second inquiry presupposc's the faculty

which forms the main theme of Adam Smith's Theory of Moral

Sentiments, Sympathy; in addition to tJie seIf-int(Test wliich

is prominent in his Wealth oj Nations, '^riie first in([uiry belongs

to political economy in a strict or ‘‘ proper s('ns(^ wiiich we

may call pure economics. The second impiiry belongs to politi(‘al

economy in a largcT sense, which includes tlu^ satisfactions

attending the possession and use of w^ealth-'-say the economics

of w’(‘lfare. ".riie second inquiry is wider than and compreliends

the first; since an increase in welfare is, ceteris paribns, apt U)

attend an increase in wiailth. As equality in the first sense,

concerned with production (mly, tendKS to maximise the juitional

income, so equality in the second sense, afi’ccting distribution,

tends to maximise that aggregate of welfare which utilitarian

legislation increases, which wise taxation diminishes as little as

i^ossiblc.

Above both these aims, higher even than economic welfare,

is well-being oilier than economic—moral or spiritual good ;
a

hurt to which may well outweigh a gain in satisfactions less

independent of material conditions.^ But the “ sliould in the

question with which wo started is to be interpreted as referring

only to advisability in the first or second sense. The answers

to the question thus limited may at least afford materials for the

1 On tlio distinction between economic w^clfaro and wedfaro as a whole, see

Pigou, WeaUh and Welfare, ch. i. s. 2, cl tieq.
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answer to it in all its bearings. For the present I confine myself

to the question in its first sense. In a sequel I hope to consider

th^question in its second sense.

3. To the question (A), whether competition between the

sexes should be restricted, it may seem sufficient to reply that

competition between all classes should be unrestricted. In the

immortal words of Adam Hinith, “ all systems, cither of prefer-

ence or of restraint, being completely taken away, the obvious

and simple system of natural liberty establishes itself. Every

man, as long as ho does not violate the laws of justice, is left

perfectly free to pursue his own interest his own way, and to

bring both his industry and capital into competition with those

of any other man or order of men.” This system tends to

increase “ the real value of the annual produce of its (the

society’s) land and labour,” or, as we now say, the national

income. It is pointed out by Professor Pigou that, in order

to secure a maximum of produce, productive resources must be

so distributed that the net product of the uqit last applied in

each branch of industry—the marginal productivity -may be

the same for all branches. To this |.)roximale end lai'^'sez faire

is a means. A maximum of wealth will thus in general be

attained by unrestricted competition.

4. Put a tifa.vimum is not always the grcateA })Oi^sih1c value

of which a quantity is susceptible.^ Hie top of a hillock presotits

a maximum ; but it is not always the highest attainable height.

Half-way up Jlount Everest is higher than the top of Snowdon.

So it may happen that tlie unrestrictetl play of competition

between short-sighted, self-interested employers and desperately

poor workers, though securing a tcmporaiy maximum of pro-

duction, may bring about that degradation oj labour which the

warnu\;t ebam])ions of competition have apprehended; notably

PraiKjis Walker (HV/f/es- Question, (*h. v., and Politieal Economy,

Art. 343 el mi.). There may occur the strange and para-

doxical result” described by ^larshall {Princijdc-'^ of Economic.'^.

Vr. iii. 8; cp. iv. 1) ; employers adhering to old methods which

require only unskilled workers of but indiirerent character, who

can be hired for low (time-) wages. Even Jlill admits that

unrestricted competition may tend to a lengthening of the hours

of work which it is desirable to restrict by law (Political Econotny,

' As to Uio relation between maxiimim and greatest' possible advantag»‘,

seo Ujgoii, Economics of Weffarc, i*art II. eli. ii. «. 7 li srq., restating tlu’ iloetrine

of his Wealth and Welfare, wliieli has been para[iliriised by tlie pieseiit writer

in the Economic Journal for Juno, 1913, p. 215.
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V. xi. 12). On purely economic grounds, apart from humanitarian

sentiment or Socialist bias, it seems that in certain cases the‘

community may with advantage interpose to regulate the

labour market. From such regulation female labour could claim

no exemption ;
rather the depression or dehacle of industry that

is apprehended would be aggravated by the competition of women.

Their competition would be particularly elective owing to three

incidents. First, tlie minimum of requirements for efficiency,

of actual as distinct from conventional necessaries, is less for a

woman than a man (in the ratio of 4 : 5 according to Rowntree).

This circumstance might acquire a dangerous importance in a

struggle for bare life, though not of much significance, it may
be ho

2
)ed, in pros

2
)erous conditions. Secondly, wives and

daughters arc apt to be subsidised; and though subsidies do

not always lead to the offer of work on lowered terms, this result

may be anticipated in the case contemplated.^ Last, and not

least, the woman worker lias not a(*quired by custom and tradition

the same uiiwdllingness to W'ork for less than will siqiport a

family, the same (letermination b) stand out against a induction

of W'ages below that standard. AHog(dher, if \\v are convinced

that some action must be taken to avert the evils which have

been glanced at (cj). ^Marshall, VI. xiii. 12), it seems that our

question (A) cannot receive a categori(;al answer in Ihe

affirmative.

5. I dismiss section A with tlu^ following cautions
:

(a) Let

us not forget the general j^resumjjtion in favour of laii'p.

It may be true that the of a hill is not so high as that of m

neighbouring mountain. It may be ])robablo that by geltiug

down from the liill and getting up on the mountain wv. sliull

ultimately attain a position higher than the hilltop. But the

transition, over unknown ground ixTliaps, is not w'itliont dangc‘r.

For exampile, many who have left the sim|)le [latli of Free Trade

in order to attain greater prosperity through tlio protection of

infant industries have not Ixdtercd themselves.- {^) Lot us

remember tJiat there are Jimils to the effects of regulation, ft

is well to prescribe ;
“ Tlic best way to secure the necessary

advances in wages would bo to set up Trade Boards for all

industries and instruct them to bring minimum w^ages for men

^ As to the effort of siihaidic's see TMgou, PJconoim'cs of WcIfarCf Part V. oh. vii.

s. 3, restating IVralth and Wrlfarc, Part ffl. eh. viii. s. 3.

* The advantages Oieorotirjally ohtainublo by Iho seientific proteetion of

infant industries are well exliibitod by Professor TT. O. Meredith (KeoNOMio

.loeuNAL, P,nt lie adds: “t know no case in which Protection lias

demonstrably done moro good than harm.”
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as well as women as soon as possible to a level which would fulfil

the conditions indicated above (enabling the man to marry and

support a family and the single woman to live in decent comfort).

The rise will be made possible by the increase of productivity.”

But unfortunately, such is the uncertainty of human affairs,

ilic required increase of productivity docs not always follow the

determination of a desirable minimum, as the Australians have

lately experienced. In the fixing of minimums, as in the cutting

of coats, regard must be had to the amount of material or means

available. (7) In view of the uncertainties attending our course

once we leave the obvious and simple system of natural liberty,

let us advance with great caution. Our motto should be

pedetodim, testing cacli foothold })cfore committing ourselves

to an irrevocable step
;
prepared to retract if the ground ])rovo

unsafe. An excellent example of tlie appropriate method is

afforded by the English Trade Boards. The Committee to which

they owe their institution (11)08) recommended that “ Parliament

should proceed somewhat experimentally,” that legislation should

at first be “ tentative and experimental ” (Report on Home
Work, 1908, No. XV. 40, 54). The first step having proved

encouraging, a further step was tried. But that further step,

having proved unsafe, is to be retracted, as recommended by the

(.'ave Committee ((.hnd. HM5).

0. B. Under section 13, dealing with the question as one of

degree, there might jx'rhaps be included the comparative treat-

ment of male and fmnale workers among the classes which shall

ha\\» been excluded from open competition. Thus, according to

Cliarles Booth's plan of segregating tlic feckless class who spoil

tli(i labour market, his class 15, what will be tlie distribution of

work and of pay (or should wc say of rations ?) as between the

sex(‘s? But such questions belong rather to our less purely

(‘conomic sequel. In any case I shall not be expected to pro-

nounce on hypothetical cases as numerous as the Socialistic

scJiemes which are in the air. Under head B it must suffice

to consider a state of things in wliich, desperate com2)etition

having been somehow ruled out, there remain competitors freed

from the deranging effect of extreme poverty and incompetence.

Tlie case is that of which Charles Bootli said that the “ hardy

<loctrines ” of the individualist system “ would have a far better

chance in a society ])urged of those who cannot stand alone
”

(fdje and Labour, Vol. I. p. 107, cd. 2). Or we may recall Mr.

‘Seo])ohm Rowntrcc's distinction between wages below and

above his minimum :
" the former should be based on the human
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needs of the workers, the latter on the market value of the

services rendered [Human Needs, p. 120). It is the latter

kind of wages only that are now to be considered. For a^rst

approximation (I) let us simplify the problem by abstracting

the circumstances of family life, considering the labour world

as if it was composed of bachelors and spinsters.

7. I. Competition now being freed, the Smitli-Pigou principle

(above (3)) resumes its authority. The best results will pre-

sumably be obtained by leaving employers free to compete for

male or female labour. Thus ecpial pay for equal work would

be secured in our sejisc of the term; which docs not imply tliat

the timc-cariiings of the sexes should be e(|ual (2). Equality in

our sense woidd be realised in the conceivable state of things

which a high authority (Professor Cassel) appears to regard as

«actual whefi he argues that but for the inferiority of female labour

“ it is not clear why Ihe employer should not further (than ho

docs) substitute fcunalc labour for the dearer male labour
”

(Theoreiische Soziul-bkonomie, p. 293). There is much force in

Professor CasscTs argument
;

and his conclusion would ho

perfectly true if the implied premiss, the existence of perfect

conq^ctitioii, W(U’c true, Put competition is not 2>C‘rfeet while

it is clogged by combinations both of enqdoycrs and (Mn])Ioycd.

An employer of many workmen is in himself virtually a (‘oni-

bination, as Dr. jMarshall has 2)ointed out. Men, l>eing generally

better organised than women, have exercised an unsymmotrical

im'ssurc on the cm])loyer to their own advantage. h\)r instance,

London ^printing-houses dare not em2
)loy women at certain

machines unless tiiey arc 2Pre])ared io risk a long and costly

fight ” (Mrs. Fawoett, Economic .Iournal, 1904, p. 297. cp. 1892,

2).
i7G). 1 have been told of similar 2)ioccedings elscwdiere.

8. The concession of the employer to male
2
Pressin*e is facilitated

1)}'^ the circumstances that, though the use of male labour beyond

a certain limit is to his disadvantage, yet it is
2
Probably uaf rertf

much to his disadvantage. TJiis circumstance is deducible from

a pro2)osition 2Pcrtaining to tluj theory of maxima, of wdiich I

shall hereafter make mucli use. It may be staled thus: If
!J

is a quantity whicirde2)eiuls upon increases and decaoases with

—another quantity, x, the change of y consequent on an assigned

change of x is likely to be
2
>articularly small in the neighbour-

hood of a value of x for which y is a maximum.^ For example,

^ Mr. lUo.kf'rdiko hna made an interesting application of iho property to tko

theory of Free Trades (Fconomkt JoeiiNAi., Dec. lli.s argument ia dia-

cussod by Oio pivs(;rit uriter in tlio FeoNOAiJc Joitknal for Sox>tornbor 1908,

p. 401.
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in ascending a dumpling-shaped hill from a point of the plane

on which the hill stands, the first hundred yards of advance in

the direction of the summit might correspond to an elevation

of fifty yards above the plane. But as the summit is approached

the same change of length measured along the surface may be

attended with a change of lieight that is a hundred times, or

even a thousand times, less than what it was at a distance from

the summit. The principle is illustrated by the well-known pro-

position that a small tax on a monopolised article forms a very

small inducement to the monopolist to raise the price and reduce

the output of tile taxed article. Thus, in an example given by

Cournot (to illustrate another property of monopoly) a (specific)

tax amounting to 10 per cent, of the i)rice before the tax will

afford a motive to the monopolist to raise the price, but a very

weak motive, since by making the change he will benefit himself

only to the extent of I 2)er cent, of his j^rofits. A tax of 1 per

cent, would afford a very much weaker niotive. By raising the

price to the figure which (after the imposition Hyf the tax) yields

maximum profit he stands to gain (to save the loss caused

by the tax) about a twenty-thousandth part of his profits !

9. Tlic pressure of male trade unions a])pears to be largely

res2ionsible for that crowding of women into a (‘omparatively

few occupations, which is universally recognised as a main

factor in tlie depression of their wages. Such crowding is

prinui laria a flagrant violation of that free com
2)etition which

results in juaximum production and in distribution of the kind

Jiere defined as (aiual ])ay for ecjual work. The exclusion of

women from tlie better-paid branches of industry may be effected

less openly than by a direct veto, such as the “ No female

allowed ” in the rules of an archaic society (TndKsfrial Democracy).

Wdthhoiding facilities for the acquisition of skilled trades comes

to mucli the same as direct proliibition. A striking instance is

meiitioned by Mrs. Fawcett with reference to the allegation

that women are unable to *’ tune " or “ set " the macliines on

which they work. They were never given the op2)ortunity of

learning how to perform these operations (Economic »Joi;rnal,

1918, p. 4). Exclusion may also be effected by regulating that

Women entering an industry should conform in every particular

to arrangemejits whicJi arc specially suited to male workers.

Of such rules Mrs. Fawcett has well written: ‘‘to encourage

Women under all cireumstances to claim the same wages for

the same work would be to exclude from work altogether all

those women who were industrially less efticient than men. A
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woman who was less capable of prolonged physical toil, who
was less adaptive and versatile than the average man, w^ld
be forbidden to accept wages wliich recognised these facts of

her industrial existence” (Economic Journal, 1894, p. 3C6;

cp. 1904, p. 296). The exclusiveness of male trade unions has

been in the past at least fostered by prejudices and conventions

that arc becoming obsolete. Before tJie Labour Commission,

for instance, a witness was asked, “ What is there unwomanly
in steering a barge? ” Answer: It is a work tliat is entirely

unfit for women”; also “it reduces the wages of men.” It

should be remembered, hoAvever, tiiat many of the prohibitions

and prejudices here mentioned as contravening free competition

were adapted to avert that catastrophic competition (4) which

wo here conveniently suppose to l)e excluded.

10. The oppressive action of male unions should be counter-

acted by pressure on the x)art of women workers acting in coik'lmI.

Suppose now that these balanced forces encounter the resistance

of the employers^,’ themselves perhaps associated, wliat will he

the resultant ? We may assume that the rosidting arrangement

will not be in strong ecmllict with the natural forces of coin-

petition. Probably an arrangcunent tliat the weekly earnings

of w^ornen should bo the same as tliose of men, in cases w']iei(^

the actual value of a w'oman as a worker was about 30 per cmd.

below that of an average man emiiloyed in thv. same capacity

(as testified by a majority of employers before a Commiltei'

of tlie Britisli Association, Kirkcaldy, Credit I)fdtfsir/j and the

War, 191."i, p. 108), could not be maintaiiRHl witliout tyranny

on a Russian scale. But wdthin limits thus prescribed tJien^ is

room for a considerable variety of arrangements. On what

principle, then, wall a more exact determination be obtained \

The principle most congenial to the i>rcsent subsection is that

which is suggested by Walker’s doctrine, that “ competition,

perfect competition, affords the ideal condition for the dis-

tribution i)i wa;alth ” {Political Economy, 2nd cd., s. 466; r*p. s.

343).^ We should then not only keep within those limits outside

which it would be futile to set up any arrangement, as it woidd

be sw'cpt av/ay by the forces of competition, but also wdthin the

wdde tract thus delimited we should endeavour to find tin*

particular ])oint which woidd be determined by ideal com-

petition. The first of these precepts may conceivaldy be carried

^ On thf' iililitarinn prinfipU? of (listrilniliori, in l.lio absenro of porfoot com-

pc'tif ion, 1 may rcfcT to wliat I fiavo said ii'i the* Journal, 1807, p-

and to my loctnrc' on The Rchttions of Poiifir.if, Rconounj to War, p. f't
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out by a board of employers and employees. But tlic second

is ^idcntly a counsel of perfection. As Profe^ssor Pigou says

with reference to railway rates, “ it is plain that anything in

the nature of an exact imitation of simple competition is almost

impossible to attain” {Wealth and Welfare, p. 2G7 et seq.). In

the case before us tlic task of the board would be particnilarly

difficult. Por, first, even if the labour contract Avere of the

simplest possible type—so mu(5h energy applied, so many foot-

pounds raised, in return for so much standard money—it appears

from the mathematical theory of demand and supply that, even

if competition between employers and employed Avero as free as

can be supposed, a determinate position of equilil)rium would

not be reached.^ And the contracts with which we have to do

are not simple. As well explained in the First Repoi t on AVages

and Hours of Labour (1804, C. 7507) and olscwlu're, tlic wage-

rate proper to each kinrl of Avoi’k is obtained by numerous extras

and deductions corresponding to variations from a standard

article or process with specified price—a standard wliich is itself

far from simple. Here, for instance, is, or was, the delinition

of the standard woman’s boot: “Button or Balmoral, i\ in.,

military Ikh*!, puif toe; 7 in. at back seam of leg machine-sewn,

channels down or brass rivets, 2>umps or w(‘lts. iinished joiind

strip or black waste.” The extras (and likewise the deductions)

may be presumably calculated on the principle describ('d by

Air. and Mrs. Webb as “ s^^ecific additions for extra exertion or

inconvenience,” so as to obtain “ identical ])ayment for identical

effort.” Arc these additions, and also the standard to whicli

they are referred, to be determined objectively as Avhat would

result from the f^lay of ideal com])etition I Or must we call

in vSocialistic, or, as I prefer to say, IJtilitariaii, piinci])les of

jlistribution in order to fill in the details left blank by the award

of comp<‘tition ? lIoweA^er this d(M‘j) question is decided, what-

ever blend of comt^etition and combinat ion is proper to the

modern hibour-jiiarket, it remains true that on the suppositions

here made (B, 1) the distribution of work and 2)ay between

the sexes ought to be condueted upon the same princij)lcs as

between any other classes of workers.

11. On the general princi2)le of distribution I have nothing

to add to the iittlc that 1 have said hero and elsewhere. I

subjoin some suggestions for carrying out the priuciplo in the

<^asc before us. They relate to the comparative efficiency of

the sexes, concerning which assuinj^tions are to be made with

^ See Economic_.Iournal, 1908, pp. 527-9.
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Ccaution. There are to be avoided two opposite misconceptions

:

the one exaggerating the comparative efficiency of men, the

other that of women. The first exaggeration is countenanced

by Plato when, notwithstanding his admission of women to the

highest posts in his Republic, lie yet holds that they are inferior

to men in all the arts. Even in those arts in which they might

be expected to excel, such as weaving and cookery, he seems to

say that they are beaten by men.^ In the modern world, how-

ever, it appears that w^omen excel in certain branches of the

textile art. “ Having smaller hands they arc able to handle

the twist and weft with greater dexterity tlian men ” (Cmd.

167, p. 79). 8u2)eriority is claimed for them, too, in tyjicwriting

and in telejihoning. As nursery-niaids they are certainly more

efficient. The opposite exaggeration is committed by feminists

when they maintain, in the words of a generally impartial export,

that “ there is no reason save custom and lack of organisation

why fi iiurser^^-maid should b(^ paid less than a coal-miner.” -

No doubt it is •difficult to disprove, and even to define, tliis

proposition with reference to employments that arc not common

to both sexes. The comparison would seem to bo as to tlic

time-wages, say the average weekly earnings, of the two classes.

The institution of the average iiresents difficulties. Still, I

submit it as an inference based on general imjiressions and

ordinary experience that, even if all restrietion of the com-

petition betAveen male and female workers were removed, wc

should still find the average w'cckly earnings of tlio former to

be considerably higher.^

12 . Tile following fuller statement of the matter is siil)-

mitted as intelligibh? and probable. L(d- ns suppose at lir.d

that w'ork can be defined in such precise and neuter terms that

^ IMjito hardly coinmits liiin.scdf (lir.puhlir, I.Vm) lo Mio .slnlemont too rouinlly

attributed to him by Groto “ that women were itiferior to ineii in weaving no

less in other things.” Jiut no doubt ho considered llieni to bo geiujrally less

cniciont : iir\ irafri Se atrOc'i'iarrepw yvui] &vdf*os.

“ f'rofessor Canrnin, in his iniportaiit eontril)ut ion tc> our subject {IVrnfff),

p. 202 ft realises tlio diOicuKy of comparing tlio enmings of a chiklrcn s

nurso with thoH(; of Ijer brother in lii.s oeeiipation of, say, carting coal.

® With respect to tho presumption tliat, oven if all restrictions were removeil,

the (time-) earnings of women would normaHy be less than those of men, some

specific evidence i.s forthcoming in tho caso of tho cotton-weaving industry" ^

strong case if women nro particularly well qunlificMl for that w'ork. Yet (jveii

in tJwit inchistry, “ though tho earnings nro coinputvd on tho snino table of piece-

work prices, the men average more per week than tho women ” (Mrs. Sidray

Webb, AVw StutfsmaUf Augu.st 11)14, ]). r»25). This stutc'inent is borne out by

tho “ lloport on Karnings and Hours” [Cmd. 4.’>4r)j, IDOfi, wlicro tlu^ avorago

woeldy earnings for men and women in tho Cotton Industry aro coinpai'oil

(pp. xxxiv-xxxvi).
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it makes no difference to tlie employer whether a unit of work

is uprformed by a man or a woman. The definition sliould

include not only a specification of tlic product, as in the case

of the boot above instanced, but also the time taken up (affecting

tlic
“ overhead ” charge), the expenditure on apparatus (which

may be greater for weaker persons), and so forth. In ideal

competition men and women shall be erpially fiee to choose

any of the occupations so defined. It may be expected that

ther(^ are some branches of industry into which women only

will enter, others into which they will never, or hardly ever,

(‘Titer. Let us call the former A, B, (’, . . . F, and the latter,

i\l, N, . . . Z. Let the average weekly earning in each of the

former (occupations be a, . . . /; and in the latter /;/,

Then I submit that the av(n*age of a, 6, o, . . . / will be less than

the average of m, //, . . . 2 . There remain occii])ations that are

entered by both sexes: say ({, H, I, K, L. For any (one of

these, e. g. I, the (rate of) pay, say for unit of work in the sense

above defined is to bo the same for men and women
;
but the weekly

earnings will not be the same, say for the female and ig for

the male workcTs ; /\ less than ?
2 . The letters may be applied

so that /i, <Ji, hi, . . . /| will form an increasing series; on

wliich supposition it may bo expected that (/g, //
2 ,

• . .

will also form an increasing series, rising from tJie female to the

male level.

The conception thus ])i'esenied may bo illustrated by an

Australian ruling. Judge Higgins Fixed the minimum rate for

fruit-picking at one shilling an liour, observing that “ the majority

of fruit-pickers aix^ men,” tliat men and women sliould be paid

on tlie same level,” the employer being left free to employ

persons of eilluT sex. But for the operations in the packing-

sheds the minimum for (women) workers in tlu^sc processes, in

which men are hardly ever employed, should bo fixed at 9d.

per Jiour (Common wealth Arbitration Re]}ort'^, 1912, Vol. VI.

p. 72, and context). Fruit-pieking and the operations in tlie

sheds might corivspond to our L and (I respectively.

If the rates attached to each specitieation of work arc proper,

the distribution will be ideal. Suppose tliat a slightly ditferent

system of rates, a', . . . t', . . . v . . . etc., is adopted.

There will be a slight diirereiieo in the distribution of work and

pay. But by tfie property of a niaximuzn above noticed the

dilferciice to the community considered as a sort of collective

monopolist, the diiferciico to the national income will be not

merely slight, but very slight.
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13. It sliould be understood that the preceding representation

relates only to the present, or rather to a short period in^ie

immediate future. The period must be long enough for the

removal of trade-union restrictions to be realised, for training

hitherto denied to bo acquired; but not long enough for a

inaterial change in physique, arts and customs. If in the course

of evolution the female sex became as strong as the male, if in

the progress of practical science muscular strcngtli became less

and less in demand, then the average of a, &, . . . / might no

longer be less than the average of m, . . . z. Again, a con-

ceivable cliange in desiderata would affect the truth of our

representation
;

for instance, if typewriting, telephoning and the

like became more in demand tiian coal-mining and ironworks.

Again, if th(^ vast amount of household work that is now unpaid

could onl}^ be obtained by paying for it, the demand for woman’s

labour and its piice might be considerably raised. Tlie general

principle of equal distribution above indicated would hold good

notwitlistanding Ifheso changes; but the suggestions mad(^ for

its working would require modification. The changes, however,

do not appear very imminent.

14. Existing institutions being presiipjiosed, it should he

noticed tJiat the sujipositioii above made of work dcHnod irre-

sjicctive of sex is somewhat abstract. It w'oiild be aiipropriate

in the Socialist community imagined by Anatolo Krance (Pierre

nianche), where the employer would not inquire whetlier an

applicant for work was a man or a woman, lie would not be

informed by the garments of the applicant, identical attire

liaving l)een introduced along with equal conditions of w’oik.

But in tile jireseiit state of things it will often he witliin the

knowledge of the employer tliat it is more profitable to enijiloy

a man than a woman, altliough the work performed by oaeli

is identical so far as it can bo defined by the most exact rate.

Eor a woman, unlike a man, is “ liable to go off and get married

just as she is beginning to be of some use,” as a candid cliampioii

of e({ual pay has observed (EcoNUMir JoimxAL, 11)17, p.

Again, a w^oman is generally less useful in an emergency. As a

witness before the ('ommittee on the Employment of Women

2mt it, “ A woman jmncliing a ticket may appear equal to a

man, but she is not so useful in ease of a breakdown or runaway.

Of course these “ secondary ” differences, as they might he

called, arc much less serious in some industries than in others.

In some permanence may be less a desideratum, a breakdown

less to be apprcliended. Among secondary differences is Jiardly
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to be reckoned the alleged inability of women workers to “ tunc
’’

tlig^acliincs on which they work
; for that regularly recurring

need can be allowed for by a properly constructed rate. But
it is otherwise with the risks v/hich hardly admit of actuarial

calculation. Besides, even if the probability could be calculated

])recisely, the compensation to the employer for carrying the

risk is not to be measured by the mathematical “ expectation
’’

thereof. This point has been well brought out with reference

to risks in general by Mr. Keynes in his great treatise on Prob-

al)ility. The point is of importance here, as it contravenes what

primd facie seems the simplest solution of tlie dil'ficulty : that

is, in all the industries where secondaiy dillerenccs between the

sexes are operative to lower the rates for female work corre-

spondingly. Thus in industry E, instead of the rate e which

would ))c proper in tbc absence of secontlary dilferences, we

should ])iit the s(»mewliat lower rate e'. Likewise in I (almve

(12)), instead (jf the eommoji rale i for men and women equally,

wv should put a lower rate i' for women, retaining t for men.

Such an adjust meid> seems to carry out the recommendations

of the (majority of the) War (.'abinet Committee when they

contemplate a fixed sum to be deducted from the man’s rate
”

corresponding to the “ lower value of the woman’s work,” if

proved by the employer (par. 10 (5), p. 4). The adjustment

would be in accordance with the definition of ecpial pay for

lapiai work given by those who are best qualified to interpret

tlie claim :
“ Any permanent disadvantage that adlieres to

women workers as such should lie allowed for by a pro rala

reduction in their standard rate's ” (Mrs. Pawcc'tt, citing ^liss

li^Ii'nnor Hathbone, Kooxomk* JoruxAL, 1918, ]). 3). But the

reduction corresponding to the demand of the employer f<n'

women as compared with men workers could not well bo calcu-

lated obj('ctively by a board, it could only be determined by
file play of ideal competition, which exists only in idea. 1’here

would he incurred the danger either (n) of the women's i‘al('

being fixed higli above the point for wdiich production would
be a iiiaximum, or (/:!) its being ” nibbled ” by the employer.

Jdio former danger is probably, as things are, not very serious

;

the latter is much apprehended by experts. Altogether it would

seem better to proceed on (he lines of 3Ir.s. Sidney Webb's

“occupational rate,” rather tiian on the plan recommended by
fhe majority of the Committee, instead of fixing two rates,

^ iuid i', let us fix (for the defined unit of work) a single rate for

men and women alike, sa}^ less than £, which would liave
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been the rate in the absence of “ secondary differences. The
readjustment will result in a redistribution of male and fe|gjile

work. The men would back out of occupations in which

previously it had been worth their while to take part; the em-
ployment of women would be correspondingly extended. The
process may be illustrated by an incident which Mr. and Mrs.

Webb iiave recorded. The reduction of a farthing in the pay
for a dozen of stockings resulted in that branch of the industry

being deserted by the men and occupied by the women (Industrial

Democrarjj, II. p. 502). If tlie reduction from l to i'' was incon-

siderable, the consecpicnces to the consuming public would bo

negligible upon the principle above explained (8). Othei-wise a

great drop from l to t", by greatly increasing tlie number of

women iji the industry, might have as bad an effect on pro-

duction as fixing a women’s rate, too near l, the men’s rate,

so as, by greatly increasing the number of men in tlie industry,

to incur the danger above labelled a.

15. The specious arrangement by which secondary differences

may be masked through the adoption of a uniform rate is not

applicable to another kind of difference between the work of the

sexes which occurs in the case of some personal services. The

vexed question of schoolmasters’ pay illustrates this “ tertiary
”

difference, as it may be called. If teaching were an art as

mechanical as turning a prayc^r-whcel, then (aj)art from secondary

differences) it would be unreasonable that men should bo paid

more than women for the same operation. But supposing that

the presence and influence of a mastc^r, say in dealing with the

bigger boys, is something diffei*ent from that of a mistress, and

that it is considered indispensable,^ it is not unreasonable (in a

regime of pure economics) that the desired article should be

purchased at the market price. The market price of a master

is higher if he comes from a class between our M and Z (14),

for which the average is higher than a corresponding class of

women between A and F. His higher pay is quite consistent

with the finding of the teachers above cited (2), that “ the work

of women, taking the schools as a whole ... is not less zealously

1 On the payment of Bchool-t-oacljora, Mrs. Sidney Wobb, in the course of

her interesting articles on the right of tlio woman to free entry into all occupa-

tions, in tho Nnv tStatennuin (July-August 1914), states that “ oducationisla

think there aro already too few men on tho teaching stall.’* In this connection

it is well said by Mrs. Wobb :
“ Sox, liko youth or middle ago, is a

peculiar oharacteristic which sometimes qualifies and sometimes disqualifies

persons for particular Uisks.” Tho need of mon teachers for boys, and oth<'r

relevant considerations, aro forcibly stated in tho booklet, Equal Pay and the

Teaching Problem^ issued by tho London Schoolmastors’ Association.
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and efficiently done than that of men/* They might, indeed,

be jnore diligent and in most branches of education better

teasers tlian men. A steel knife is a more useful im[)lemeut

for general purposes than a silver blade. But if silver is required

to preserve the flavour of dessert, the epicure must pay for the

metal which has the greater value in exchange. A good cab-

horse may, for all that 1 know, draw a vehicle us well as a high-

stepj)ing thoroughbred. But if for purposes of state and show
the high-paced animal is required, high prices must he paid for

the high paces. The distinction, it will be noticed, turns upon

the nature and presence of the horse. If for the carriage of

parcels one kind of horse was as efficient as the otiier, then,

indeed, a carrier who charged a higher price for the delivery of

parcels because he em[)loyed a particular breed of liorsij could

only maintain this difl’erential charge through a, presumably

noxious, monopoly. That is the difference between the case

of the schoolmistress and the case of the Mrs. Jones, whose

grievance is recorded hy Mrs. Fawcett. Mrs. John rJones during

the illness of her husband passed off her own work as his to the

firm of outfitters which emplo3"ed him to braid tunics. “ When,

however, it became quite clear, John Jones being dead and buried,

that it could not be his work . . . the price paid for it ])y the

firm was immediately reduced to two-thirds of the ])rico imid

when it was suppos(‘(i to be ii(*r husbamrs ”
! (I^c’o.vo.miu Journal,

1918, p. 1). Heie, in the absence of tertiary (and presumabl}’^

also secondaiy) differences, the differentiation of price was

certainly contrary to the princi]>le of equal 2)ay for eciual work.

On behalf of the schoolmistresses it uui^^ still be urged that

the market price of male work is artificially raised by inequitable

laws and customs. To this the Teachers* ( ommittec might

reply that if the time in this respect is out of joint, they^ were

not created to set it right. But it is here questioned whether

the time is so much out of joint. It has been submitted that

the average earnings of male labour {at, . . z) would probably

be higher than the female average (a .
. /), even if there had been

introduced the most perfect freedom of conqietition that is

thinkable in the present state of things (12). If so, the higher

pay of masters for similar work does not violate the rule of

<^qual pay for equal work in the first, purely economic, sense of

the rule (2). The unequal pay for equal effort does violate the

i’uJe in the second, utilitarian or Jiedonic, sense. In fact, the

instance is well suited to bring into view the essential difference

between the tw^o definitions of the formula. The Socialist who
No. 128,

—

VOL. XXXII.
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aims at a closer approximation of pay to efforts and needs

naturally docs not acquiesce in the present arrangements (cp.

Report on Women in Industry, Cmd. 135 : Minority Report by

Mrs. Sidney Webb, eh. ii. || 12, 0). But these considerations

lie outside pure economics, and must be postponed to our sequel.

1C. II. The presumption in favour of free competition and

the methods of putting it in practice require to be reconsidered

when we restore the abstracted circumstances of family life.

Wo now encounter the dominant fact that men very generally

out of their earnings support a wife and family. “ It is normal

for men to marry and to have to support families. ... It is

not normal for women to have to supj^ort dependants ” (Seebobm

Rowntree, Human Needs, p. 115). These words express a very

general belief and sentiment. It is a norm accepted througliout

tile civilised world. It is embodied in the Australian deter-

minations of minimum wage, one of which, by Judge Higgins,

has been above cited (12). Another Australian Judge rules:

“ the man, and' not the woman, is typically the breadwinner

of the family'’ {South Auslralian Industrial Reports, Vol. II.

1918-19). Justice Jethro Brown grounds an award on the

traditional social structure which imposes on men the duty of

maintaining the household." So Professor Taussig, “ For a

man wages must normally be enough to enable a family to lie

supported and reared. The great majority of working woukmi

are not in this case " {Priucijdes, ch. 47, s. 9, vol. ii. p. 1 14).

It cannot be supposed that these authoritative expressions of

belief have no correspondence with reality. Indeed, the wiser

and more moderate advocates of equal pay for women admit it

to be “ unlikely that any large proportion of married wonuMi

will aim at earning their own living as the norm or standard

(Miss B. L. Hutchins, (.'ouflictiug Ideals, p. 03). Few would

agree with the authoress of A Saue (sic) Femin ism, that “ domestic

morality and feminine digfiity make it essential for the married

woman of to-morrow to be mdeqjcndent of her husband’s income,

and therefore norniiilly dependent on some occupation ontsidi*

the liome ... a work to be continued tlirough(^ut married life,

with occasional lapses incidental to child-bearing" (pp. Hb
113). Even Mill admits that “in an otherwise just state c>f

things it is not ... a desirable custom that the wife should

contribute by her labour to the income of the family . . •

actual exercise in a habitual or systematic manner of outdoor

occupations, or such as cannot be carried on at home, would . • •

be practically interdicted to the greater number of married
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women ” (SuhjecUon of Women, pp. 88- 89). Docs it not follow

that the huKsband must support the family, so far as ho is not

asiSted by contributions from adult children or the occasional

—

not “ systematic ’’—work of the wife

17. It has been sought to evade this stu))born fact by the

contention that the occupied single woman is responsible for the

support of as jnany dependants as the man. On the strength

of an investigation conducted by the Fabian Research Com-
mittee it is ]naintained that ‘‘ two-thirds of the wage-earning

women arc not only entirely st'R-supporting, but have others

to maintain besides themselves.” But grave doubts are thrown

upon these figures by the more elaborate investigation which

Mr. Scebohm Rowntrcc lias recently conducted. He finds from

an extensive observation of samples that “ only 12*06 per cent,

of women have either jiartially or entirely to support others

beside themselves ” (Responsibility of Wonien Workers, p. 36).

If we except the cases due to the death of “ the normal bread-

winner ”—admittedly requiring special treatment—the pro-

portion is l ed need tf) 4*12 per cent. The figure w ould not be

serious even if it proved on further impiiry to be somewhat

greater. For the figure has not tlui same significaiure as tliat

which relat(‘s to the (hipendants of the male w^age-eaniers. The

sustentation of the old and infirm cannot be compared, as regards

at least economic; inipoihuico, with the sujiport of the young,

th(; cost of wiiicli iiormally falls on the male breadwlnmu*. The

world got on tolerably before the institution of Old Age Pensions

;

but it could not have got on at all without the support of young

children hy their fatluu’s.

18. If the hulk of w orking men support families, and the l)ulk of

working women do not, it seems not unreasonable that the men

should have some advantage in the labour market. Eipial pay

for equal wurk, when one party is subject to unequal deductions

from his pay, no longer appi'aivs quite equitable. But it can hardly

he expected that the re])resentatives of femak; interests should

look at this (piestioii from the masculine point of view. The

ladies who Jiav(‘ shown this unusual degree of sense and sympath}^

are entitled to a V('ry attentive hearing. JMiss B. L. IfutcJiins,

in her Conflicl of IdeaU, has discerned with remarkable insight

the antithesis between the traditional slain

s

of the luisband and

father, expected to support a family, and the Jiiodern regime

of contract tending to universal competition. Miss Hutchins

does not see her way to ending the conflict : “it is almost

impossible to make any logical scheme or theory that will fit
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the woman and the young child exactly into a commercially

organised society based on exehangc values ” {loc, cit., p. 69).

Miss Eleanor Rathbonc, equally discerning tlie diHiculty^ls

more confident about the solution. She proposes a scheme

which lias certainly the merit of being logical, the endowment
of motherhood, as set forth in her article on the “ Remuneration

of Women’s Services ” in the Economic »JoLrRNAL for 1917.

The plan deserves consideration here as a step towards that

freedom of competition which has been prescribed. The plan

may also be advocated as conducing to advantages loss purely

economic tlian tlioso now considered. When those otlicr

advantages come to bo thrown into the s(?alc, tlie weight of the

economic arguments wdiicli 1 now attempt to estimate will still

be relevant.

As text of the plan to be examined we may take the pamphl(*t

entitled Equal Pay and the Family, the report of the Family

Endowment Committee formed in 1917 at tlie suggestion of

Miss Ratlibone. ‘ With this pronouncement should be placed

the i)roposal independently made by Mrs. Sidney Webb in lier

evidence before the War Committee (1910, Cmd. 135). 'J'he

bright and clear rmime of the arguments given by Mrs. Stocks

in the booklet entitled The Meanhig of Family Eadowmeui is

also to be considered.

The purpose of the scdiome may be summarised in the words

of the Endowment Reixirt : to secure “ that tvitkln each

of income the man with a family should not be in a worse position

financially because he has a family than the single man in that

classP For tJic partial attainment of this juir^iose, allowance's

for children being paid only for six years, tliore would be required

an annual grant of £154,000,000. For the fuller realisation of

the plan, continuing allowances for childi'eii up to the age of

fifteen, the cost would be £240,000,000 {loc. cit., p. 44).
‘‘ Some-

thing like 250 millions sterling annually ” is the estimate of

Mrs. Sidney Webb (loc. ciL, p. 307).

Let us separately consider, firstly the advantages, secondly

the disadvantages, which this plan presents, and, thirdly,

whether there is any alternative course by which much of the

good result with little of the evil may be obtained.

19. i. One main advantage is thus stated in the Endowment

Report: “ When the national endowment of mothers and children

becomes an accomplished fact this excuse for the under-payment

of women (that men have families to keep) will no longer hold

good, and women will bo free to claim—and men to concede to
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them—whatever position in industry their faculties fit them for,

wage based on tlic work they do, and not on tlicir supposed

necessities ” (p. 18). The endowment ‘‘ would do away with

the present involuntary blacklegging of men by women, by
depriving employers of their one really plausible, if not actually

valid, excuse for paying women less than the standard rates;

so putting the competition between the sexc's for the first time

on a basis which is at once free and fair.” The endowment
would certainly facilitate the adoption of that free and fair

competition which has l)cen above re(*oininended (9). But that

recommendation presupposed that there had l)('en ruled out a

sort of competition whieJi is described by some high authorities

as not free, which is at any rate generally regarded as deleterious.

That tendency to the degradation of labour is, as above explained

(4), aggravated by the competition of women. Now the endow-

ment of motherhood would not suffice to remove this danger.

The transitory and episodical character of female labour would

still threaten male wages. Ft may be objectecl that men, freed

frojn the obligation of suj)porting a family, would no longer

have a reason for not com])eting a Voulrancc with equally free

women. They might not have any reason; but limy would

surely long retain the habit, tJie “ social custom ” as it has been

called, engendered by their traditional position as at least potential

heads of families. In short, the propos(‘d (uidowment would not

remove all the difficulties attending competition between the

sexes, but only those attending the ordered competition for

which alone I venture to prescribe ((.lass B above). Tfow largo

an endowment w’ould be required to counteract the consequences

of removing the restrictions on female competition ? A measure

is atforded by the extent to wduch male wages w^ould bo depressed.

We need only, then, consider how much male wages arc likely

to be diminished by the liberated competition of women. In

making this estimate w’e have to take into account the elasticity

of labour, the probability that the greater siqqfiy of work will

be met by a corresj)onding demand for work.^ Wo have to take

into account also the probability above suggested (12), that the

demand for goods in the production of wduch men’s labour plays

a great part greatly exceeds, and will continue to exceed (13),

the corresponding demand for women's work. When these two

circumstances arc taken into account it may be doubted whether

^ Soo Pigou, WeaUh (md Welfare, p]). 88- 89, 321 rt aeq . ;
and Eeonowics of

Wdfare, Book V. oli. iii. s. 8, where roforeneo is made to the present writer’s

statement of the proposition as a postulate implied in the theory of free trade,

Cp. Economic Journal, 1905, p. 195, noto.
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any great reduction of male wages would follow on the improve-

ments suggested—better training of women, hours and applia^j^cs

suited to their requirements, in short every degree of freedom

that does not evidently tend to the degradation of labour. A
comjjaratively small endowment, then, might suffice to deprive

men of a reason for objecting to free competition. The excuse,

indeed, without the reason might remain. And no doubt the

more completely the burden of supporting a family is taken

off the shoulders of men, the more effectually will the excuse

bo stopped. But a reason more specious than stopping an excuse

may be advanced in favour of a large endowment. If we are

about making an endowment, why eonfine ourselvcjs to the one

advantage of smoothing the way for free competition ? Let us

take the op])ortunity of seeuring a second advantage.

ii. The second advantage is tJie 2)()ssibility of distributing thci

resources availatde for the nurture of children in such wise that

Ihc requireuK'nts of the larger families may be met more

adequattdy thaif on the present system. This advantage is

thus forcibly stated by Mrs. Sidney Web!) : “In the actual

course of Nature tlu^ distribution of children aitiong households

varying from none to a dozen or more; the Jiumlx*]* who are

simultaiK'ousIy de])endent on tluur pare?ds varying from (.me (o

more than half-a-dozen; and tlie tinu^ in each family over

which this burden of de 2
)endent children extends, varying from

a year or two to ten times that period bc^ar, none of tlKun, any

relation to the industrial (‘ffieiem-y (*ithcr of the father or of the

motluT; or to tlu^ wage that either of them, or both of th(‘m,

could obtain through individual bargaining by tJie higgling of

the market; or yet to any actual or conceivable occupational

or standard rates to be secured by them, either by collective

bargaining or legislative enactment ” (lve]>ort of the War Com-

mittee [Cmd. l.‘]5], p. :}0G). By a children’s allowance payable

to the mothers in all tlio households of the Unihul Kingdom it

may bo secured that “ ad(‘quato 2)r()vision is made for childnai

not by statistical averages, but case l>y case.” This second

advantage, as well as the first, would certainly be considerable,

if it were unmixed.

20. I will now enumerate some disadvantages; in no

particular order, seeing that the relative iiui^ortancc of the

objections will not be the same for different mentalities.

i. The administration of enormous sums will require a corre-

sponding multiplication of officials; an increase of that bureau-

cratic routine which tends to deaden individual initiative.
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ii. The raising, too, of enormous sums, with the view of

imjifoving distribution, is attended with danger. It requires

the subtlety of a Pigou to devise transferences from the richer

to the poorer classes which shall not have the effect of curtailing

the national dividend (cp. Economics of Welfare, Pt. V. ch. ix.

ss. 7, 8). But there is reason to appreJiend that no such subtlety

would be exercised in the case before us. The Endowment
Committee touch liglitly the question of finance. They mention

as an alternative to income-tax a levy of so much per cent, on

all incomes, including those of the class not paying income tax.

But is it likely that this method will be employed ? Mrs. Sidney

Webb thinks it better that the children’s fund should be pro-

vided from the Exchequer (that is to say, by taxation, like any

other obligation of the community ” {loc. cit., p. 309). No doubt

a stiffly graduated income-tax would play a great part in the

formation of tlie fund. Aliich of the j^opiilarity which the

sclieine enjoys in labour circles is probably duo to the prospect

of transferring hundreds of millions from the iticome-tax-paying

classes to the families of working-people. The imposition of an

('normous additional burden on the hmner class w'ould surely

tend to (^heck saving.

iii. Tile scheme would resemble the quality of mercy in having

an effect both on him that gives and him that takes. But the

rescmblan(?e would end there. The effect on the contributor

will be depn'ssing; but the effect on the recipient is likely to

be more seriously deleterious. It docs not require much know^-

l(‘(lge of liuman nature to justify the apprehension that in

n'lieving the avei’oge house-father from the necessity of pro-

vi(^ling necessaries for his family you would remove a great

part of his incentive to work. There is doubtless much exaggera-

tion in evidence which has been given to the c‘ffcct that when

wives earn, husbands idle. Yet there is probably an element

of truth in the saying which is thus reported by one of our most

experienced lady-inspectors, “ T almost agree with the social

worker who said that if the husband got out of work the only

thing that the wife should do is to sit down and cry, because

if she did anything else he would remain out of work ” (Report

on Home-Work, 4(5, Question 1027, cp. 1024 5). A gratuitous

allowance to the mother would have an effect in this direction

at least as great as her earnings have. A homely truth is

expressed by lludyard Kipling with his usiual vigour when he

describes how the workmen, at the Congress convened by
‘‘
Imperial Rescript,” received the invitation to adojit Socialistic
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motives ; “To case the strong of their burden, and help the weak
at their need.” The English delegate replies, “ I*work for the

kids and tlie missus
;

’’ and the workers of all countries joi^in

declaring :
“ We will work for ourselves and a woman for ever

and ever. Amen.” T owe this quotation to Mrs. Eawcett, w^ho has

used it with effect in the course of a pow'crful protest against a

scheme similar to that now under consideration, proposed by a

member of tlic Endowment Committee (Ecojvomtc Journal,

1907, i)p. 377-8).

It may be urged that similar objections wwe made to Old

Age Pensions, w hich yet have proved a su(;cess. But the motives

affected by pensions givc^n to parents were not exactly the same

as those now considered ; the very mainspring of industry was

not equally touched. Nor w'as tlic measure so tremendous a

step in the dark. The initial cost of Old Age Ikmsions was but

a twentieth part, and the ])rescnt cost is but a tenth part, of the

colossal sum demanded for the endowment of motherhood.

iv. It will !)(’• gatluTed from the two pi’cccMling olqcctions

that the pro])ose(l sclaune is likely to r(*sidt in a diminution of

the provisions at Nature's feast, to use a Malthusian metaphor.

It is now’ to bo added tliat Ihe nuni])er of guests wull probably

be increased. Then^ will be a s(‘rious stimulus to population.

Now" the pressure of population on resources may not be very

alarming in this country at present. But it is tenable lliat as

regards this danger we are only enjoying a n'prieve, “ an age

of economic grace " (cq). Marshall, EroNOMFO Journal, 1907,

p. 10). Is it wise to commit the country to a system which

may jJrove unsuitable, yet unalterable ?

V. The increase of ]X)pnlation might be wdeomed if it con-

sisted of the higher types. But in tlu^ (riirreiit pro])o.sals one

sees no security for the improvement of the race. It is not

suggested that (Jovernmenls might use for this purpose the

powder wdiich they w ill acquire as distributors of a bounty. Bather

it is to b(; apprehended that the least desirable classes, say (diaries

Booth’s Class A and (Jlass B, will bo encouraged to increase aiul

multiply. Jt is argued, indeed, that the better class of artisans

will be encouraged to k(?e]) up their good stock
;

while the

undesirable (4ass are already so improvident that no stimulus

could adfl to their recklessness. But these arguments, based

on a (calculation of motivc^s, seem iirecarious in view of the

enormous risk involved. There arc degrees of improvidemeo

;

there must bo many who are not so improvident but that they

may be made more so by encouragement, The endowment of
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parents in these classes at tlio expense of the income-tax-paying

cl^es may realise the gloomiest anticipations of Dean Inge.

The effect be “to penalise and sterilise those who pay the

doles”; to precipitate the ruin of the great middle class,

to which England owes so much (Eflinbnrgh Review^ April

1919).

21. Let us now consider some alternative arrangements

whi(;h make for the advantages and avoid the dangers which

have been described.

Some arrangements calculated to render the freedom of

competition more acceptable follow automatically from that

liberation ; for tlui removal of restrictions on the work of women
is calculated to increase their cfTiclcncy, and an increase in their

efficiency will be attended, coferis farihufi, with an increase in

their coidributions to their families.

i. The burden of the family borne by its head does not

increase in proportion to the number of children; for some

contribution towards family expenses is often itiade by the elder

children. It a2)pears fjom an investigation recently made by

Professor Cowley tliat in rather more than a third of the house-

holds which he examined there were earning children.” It is

presuj?iablo that they contributed something over and above

their keep to the maintonaiu'e of the family (cp. Cowley, Liveli-

hood avd Porcriff, p, 31). TJie famil}^ would be losers pecuniarily

by the removal of these children. Many of these members

would bo daughters, by hypothesis in the future more efficient

than at present.

ii. Where the number of the children is small, may not some

contribution often bo expected from the wife ? Will it not be

possible to arrange piece-work, or more generally precisely

definable operations (12), adapted to suit women who can only

work a few hours a day ? It may be hoped that in the future the

only alternatives open to married working women will not be

a whole day’s work away from home, or work in a home made

intolerable by the conditions of home work (as strikingly de-

scribed by Mr. and Mrs. Webb, for inslance, in Tndnslrial

Democracy, p. 541). Something better may Ix' expected from

the progress both of physical and of economic science. Leroy-

Beaulicu, who is sanguine as to this resource, characteristically

hopes much from science and nothing from legislation.

hi. Leroy-Ceaulieii also hopes for the contribution to a

prospective family made by spinsters wdio expect to be married.

“ The girl accumulating a dot by w^ork in tlie factory, in order
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to remain at home as a married woman and bring up her family

in comfort {dans de bonnes conditions)—this is the only real^d
practicable progress ’’ {La femme ouvriere . . p. 425). Mr.

(.^adbury’s observations on the ways of the factory girl do not

(encourage us to hope much from this resource in this country

at present. Only in very few cases are they (savings) accumu-

lated in readiness for a marriage outfit'^ {Wo7nen's Worh and

Wages, p. 244 and context). But wc may suppose an imi)rovc-

ment in economic character as well as conditions.

iv. A more obvious compensation to men for the loss of

wages—not, like the preceding, indirectly resulting from the

circumstance which occasions that loss—would be afforded by

an extension of the allowance now made in furtherance of

education. They should be in kind ; regard being had to Mill’s

principle tliat what Government may provide with most propriety

is the conimodities Avhich ])eoplc would Jiot have spontaneously

demanded {Political Economy, V. xi. tS).

"These compensations may suffice to meet the male (objection

to removing restrictions on female competition.

For the further object of equalising the application of

resources to the nurture of children within ea(4i grade a further

extejision of the last-named allowance's (21, iv.) jnay be riskcnl.

But they should b(^ guarded against the dangers objected to the

endowment scheme (20, ii., iii. and iv.). Are those dangers

sufficiently guarded against by Miss iM. E. Bulkloy when, in a

work prefaced approvingly by Mr. R. H. Tawney, she reconi-

mends the provision of a free meal for all sehoolcJiildren {deeding

the Schoolchildren, pp. 223 0) ? "I’lie cost would be £12,500,000

a year. That is for one meal, dinner. But of course breakfast

would often be required (p. 228).

v. A plan for equalising the burden of dependent childieii

would be especially serviceable in tlie case when the family is

larger than the average. That case might be met by the coni-

I)aratively modest subsidy proposed by Mr. >Scebohm Rowntreo

{Human Needs). He estimates that the allowance necessary to

secure physical efficiency “ in case of more than three dependent

children ” would come to only £8,000,000 (if only families with

incomes below a certain figure are to bo subsidised).

Here may be the i)laco to observe that Mr. Rowntree’s pro-

posal to treat widows with dependent children more generously

than at present is not nearly so open to the objetjtions above

enumerated as the endowment of motherhood in general.

vi. Some further suggestions may bo obtained from the
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schemes now under consideration in Australia.^ It is proposed

t^evy on every employer a tax of so much per employee, and

from the proceeds to fonn a fund which is to be distributed

among mothers according to the size (perlia])s also the needs)

of the family. The proposal—like that of the Endowment
Committee—probably owes its chance of being accepted partly

to the belief that the cost of the plan will not fall on those who
arc benefited by the plan, but on the employer, or the capitalist,

or that supposed independent and abundant resource, the State.

But if equality of ])rovision for children within ('ach class is

sincerely desired—without the arrim pensee of equalising the

income's of different classes—a simpler plan is suggested. It is

open to any association of men -a trades union, for example

—

to resolve that each member of the association should con-

tribute a quota of his earnings towards the foiiiiatioii of a fund

which is to be distributed among the wives of members in aceoi’d-

ance with the size of their families. This plan would be much
less open to the objections above enumerated^ than the endow-

ment of motherhood by the State. It would not disturb the

labour markt't or the financial system. It would not require

legislation. Persuasion would sutliee. Those who Ix'lic've that

such equalisation is d(‘sirable, and that Ha re is a rlianee of its

l)eing aceej)ted, should start a campaign of argument and

exhortation. Bachelors and childless husbands sliould be per-

suaded to support a fund by which they may hope one day

themselves to benetit as future fathers of familu'S.

22. To sum up; equal ])ay for etpial Avork, in the sc'iise of

five competition betAATen the sexes, has been advocated, with

some reservations and adjustments. Desperate disordered com-

petition, tending to the degradation of labour, is supposed to

be excluded. There are suggested compensations to families for

the loss sustained by the male breadAviinuT through the increased

competition of AA’omcn. Among such compi'iisations the endoAv-

ment of motherhood on a large scale by the Stale is not iiududed.

The advantages weighed are economic; in a strict sense. The

balance may be affected when Avelfare or well-being in a wider

sense is taken into account. F. V. KnGEAVOirrjr.

^ TIii’i origin uiid fcnilures of tho Australian plans for tlio ondowincnt of

rliildrou aro iloscribod in tho FiCONOMie Joau^nai., by Profossor Heaton.
(Seo also Miss Floanor Rathboiio’s doscriptioii of th(' Soulb Anslralinn scheme
iu that Journal, 1022 )



EMPTY EOONOMTC BOXER : A REPLY

Dr. CLAPffAM’s entertaining paper on Empty Economic Boxes

in tlic Rei^teniber issue of the E^^onomio Journal is evidently

designed to ])rovoke one of his friends, “ some analytic great or

small,” to reply. For myself T am inclined to suspect that the

boxes labelled “ analytic ” and “ realitie ”—if that is the corr(‘-

sponding term -among oef)nomists arc tliemselves empty, and

that nobody in the world really falls into cither category. Still

analytic ” is a charming word and, for the imrposes of tliis

paper, I am ready to accept it as a label. In revenge, however,

for letting inyselt be boxed in this w^iy I claim the right, pro])er

among friends, to indulge in whatever brilliances ” at Dr.

Clapham’s ox2)ensc tlu^ s])irit of (‘ontrov^Tsy may whis])er to m(\

The substantial content of his paper is contained in the

following jiropositions. (1) There arc dilTiculties in the con-

ception of a rate of returns in industry, particularly of a rali‘

of increasing returns. (2) There are diniculties in deciding

which j^articular industries are at the present time being eojidiudcd

under conditions of increasing or conditions of dinunisliing

returns—difficulties which keep the.se economic boxes empty.

(1^) If we could fill the boxes, very little practical good would

come of it. (4) Therefore the said boxes are useless, dangerous

and ouglit to be abolished. The first of these propositions is

obviously true. Ri]icc, however. Dr. Cla2)ham does not display,

or profess to display, any difficulties in the conee2^ti()n of returns

additional to those that have been familiar to economists for the

past quarter of a century, nothing further need be said about it.

In the following pages, therefore, I shall confine attention to the

other parts of his paper.

Let us begin by clearing the ground. There are two broadly

distinguished sorts of knowledge : “ pure ” knowledge about

implications, such as is sought in mathematics and logic; and

realistic knowledge concerned with a subject-matter presumed

to be actual, such as is sought by physicists. Within that second

sort of knowledge must be further distinguished knowledge that

cannot, and knowledge that can, give us direct help in the practical
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conduct of affairs. This second distinction seems to be somewhat
blurred in Dr. Clapham’s mind ; with the result that it is not

clel^ how far his antipathy to the categories of increasing and
diminishing j’eturns is due to his belief that they cannot be given

a concrete filling, and how far to his belief that they cannot show
us the way to card wool or impose taxes. Thus, I cannot gather

from his article whether or not he would enjoy the contem-

plation of these categories, j^rovided they were given a com-
plete concrete filling a)i(L yet could not help practice at all.

This woollinoss in his critique makes the task of reply a little

embarrassing.

If he is to bo interpreted literally, his argument is that tlic

analysis of increasing and diminishing returns is not worth

pursuing, because, even if these economic boxes could be filled,

no help would be given thereby to practice. Let us grant, for

the sake of argument, that the analysis does not touch practice

at all. Idle conclusion that it is not worth imrsiiing does not

follow. Dr. (hipluun, as a historian, is debarred from contending

that the only knowledge which has value is knowledge which can

guide practi(ic; for by far the grcat(T part of the knowledge

which history aims at is totally irrelevant to jH’aetice. Henee,

knowledge may have a value for its ow n sake. But knowledge of

imjdications is just as much knowledge as knowledge of matlers

of lad. That, if certain conditions as to increasing or diminishing

returns prevail, and if a tax of so much is imposed on a given

article, such and such an effect will follow, is a piece of truth,

just as it is a piece of truth—if it is one—that a certain English

king died from a surfeit of lampreys. The historian is interested

ill matters of fact; but the logician is interested in implications.

What right has the one to condemn the other? On wdiat meta-

physical or other basis is ho entitled to lay i(. dow n, that knowledge

of the form, ‘‘ If X, then Y,'’ is inferior to the knowledge of the

form, “ In the year IGOO, X ’’
? There are many empty boxes,

in Dr. Clapham’s sense, in the kingdom of pure mathematics ;

will he invite the matliematicians to abandon them and join in

his researches about lampreys ? 1'his kind of answer to the con-

temner of “ useless knowledge ”—^as followed bj^ other people

—

is, I think, a perfectly legitimate one. Xovertheless, it is not

one that, in the present connection, I wish specially to stress.

Eor I do not myself judge that a knowdedge of implications

of the type that pure economics can provide has, in and for itself,

any large value. To this extent I am really at one with Dr.

Clapham, though, since I see no way in wdiich a person w Jio takes
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a difl’eront view can possibly be confuted, I am less willing than

lie appears to be to dogmatise on the matter.

1 suspect, liowover, that, though Dr. Clapliam in words mSfes
his valuation of different parts of economics depend on their

]n’aetical usefulness, lie would, in tliouglit, be content with any
schema, whether it liad a liearing on practice or not, provided it

could be given a realistic content. For I cannot imagine that a

person, who thinks it worth while to study the economic conditions

of the past for their own sake, should tliink it not worth while to

study these conditions in the jirescnt cxcej)t where it can be shown
that practi(*al applications result. Moreover, I am confirmed in

this view by the curious complex from which Dr. Clapham appears

to suffer in connection with general tiTins. The word “ com-

modity,” for instance, is a rial rag to him. He prefers to talk of

hats, not appearing to realise that, if I wish to say something

which is true, not only of hats, but also of gold watclies and of

onions, to express the proposition in terms of hats alone is not to

express it fully. 'Wlieii this complex' is developed a little further,

lie will proliably rebel at the statement that two and two make
four, and will insist on substituting for it the statement, which is

also true but is not tlie same statement, that two hats and two

hats make four hats ! This, iiowever, is liy the way. 1 nu^ely

refer to it because it strengthens a little my view tliat, in spite

of his words, it is realism rather than jiractical usefulness that

Dr. Clapham wishes to extol.

If 1 am riglit in this vimv, tlie point at issue is whether the

concepts ot increasing and diminishing n'turns arc instruments

of scrvicij in the construction of a realistic economic scienct*.

Dr. Clapham apjiears to hold that, inovided, as boxes, they can-

not be filled, it is self-evident they can serve no purpose of this

kind. In that 1 venture to suggest that he is mistaken, tliat

he has, in fact, misunderstood altogether the nature of the work

that he is belittling. A central problem of economics, from the

time of Adam Smith downward, has been to disentangle and

analyse the causes by which the values of different things arc

determined. In the course of the prolonged attack that econo-

mists liave made upon this problem it has been found con-

venient to distinguish influences acting from the side of demand

and influences acting from the side of supply
;
and it has been found

further, on the side of supply, that the relations betw’^cen changes

in aggregate output ami changes in cost per unit differ according

to tlie nature of tJie article and the period of time that we have

in \'icw. In studying the relation between aggregate output and
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cost wo naturally distinguish the group of conditions under which
cost increases as aggregate output increases from the group of

colraitions under which it diniinislics as aggregate output inci easos.

Since it so happens that alterations in demand will pi'oduee

effects of a different kind, and not merely of a different degree,

according as one or other of these groups of conditions prevail,

we arc led to give the distinction between them a certain promi-

nence. But the distinction itself is not the fruit for which

we have been labouring. Tt is a mere incident in our general

analysis of the problem of value—an analysis in which are brought

to light the complex inter-relations of internal and external

cconomi('s and those deep-seated difficulties, obscure to all econo-

mists before Dr. Marshall wrote, connected with the element of

time. It is not to l)e judged by itself in isolation from the general

analysis. To take the categories of increasing and diminishing

returns out of their setting and to speak of them as though they

were a thing that could be swept away without injuiy to the

whole corpus of economics is a very perverse proceeding. It

w^ould be easy cnougli to drop the names; but does anybody

vseriously imagine that we could have any understanding at all

of the inlluences governing economic values if the fad that

aggregate output and supply cost have varying relations to one

another were ignored ?

But I am anxious to return to the (piestion of practical useful-

ness, because 1 personally am inclined to go further in this matter

than I think Dr, Clapham himself would go. Fjven a thoroughly

realistic economic scieiure would not, hi and for itself, make any

great appeal to me. Practical usefulness, not necessarily, of

course, immediaU; and direct, but still practical usefulness of

some sort, is what T look for from this particular department

of knowledge. Without that, if there were hope of light alone,

and not of fruit, from economic investigation, I sJiould not trouble

much about it. It is here, therefore, that Dr. Clapiiain’s paper

chiefly interests m(\ llci maintains three separate things : first,

that his economic boxes, so long as they arc empty, cannot have

practical usefulness; secondly, that, even if they w’ere filled, they

would not Jiave practical usefulness; thirdly, that they cannot

bo filled. 1 proceed to consider these three contentions in turn.

The first of them 1 have already partly answered. These boxes,

as he calls them, are not merely boxes
;
they arc also elements in the

intellectual machinery by which the main part of modern economic

thought functions. If then it be granted that this thought as a

whole is able to render any practical service—and, in face of the
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enormous range of problems now confronting Europe in which

the issues involved arc laigely economic, this will scarcely^ie

disputed—these particular elements in that macliinery cannot be

singled out from the rest and condemned as useless
;
they are an

organic and inseparable part of that machinery. But there is a

furtlicr consideration of a more direct kind. Even regarded as

boxes, and empty ones at that, the categories of increasing and

diminishing returns are not mere ornaments. Knowledge about

them cannot, indeed, on tJic hypothesis of their eternal emptiness,

help us in a positive way, l)ut it can help us a great deal in a nega-

tive one. It enables us to discover with absolute precision what

assumptions arc implicit in the statements about economic causa-

tion (upon which action is often based) that politicians and other

such persons are accustomed to make for the guidance of the

public. When we arc informed that a tax always raises the price

of the taxed article ])y the amount of the tax, w^e know that our

informant, though himself probably unaware of it, is tacitly

assuming that all'^ articles arc produeiMl under conditions of con-

stant return. Wo know, therefore, that Jiis statement is almost

certainly untrue, and we also know wliat information wo sliould

need to have about any article subjec^t to tax, in order to proiilicsy

what the result on the price, at various intervals after the tax

was imposed, would be. Dr. ('lapham will hardly contend that

this is unimportant. }f(^ will hardly deny that science may hclj)

practice by exposing the falsehoods of charlatanry as wx?!! as by

itself discovering truths.

The second contention is that, even if they could be filkid,

knowiedge about these boxes would liavc no practical usefulness.

Ill discussing tliis contention I am again ])laced in something of

a difficulty by T)r. Claphain’s failure to clarify his own meaning.

Of course, merely to know that a jiarticular article—article, being

a term used by shopkeepers, sounds more “ realistic tlian com-

modity—is being jiroduccd under conditions of increasing or

diminishing returns is to know very little indeed about it. It

is on a par with knowing merely that a man’s temperature is

above or below normal. To get any largo and important guidance

for practice we must know, or, at all events, we must Jiavc some

rough general idea, as to how much above or below tlie normal it is.

If we knew that the hat industry was being conducted under

conditions of increasing or of diminishing returns, we siiould be

able, it is true, to say something more about the effect to be expected

from the imposition of a tax on hats than we can say now ;
we

should be able to say, that is, whether, other things being equals
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a given tax would cause the price to go up by more or by less

than the amount of the tax. But this is all we should be able to

sa^ In order to get a definite result—to be able to say by how
much, in actual pounds, shillings and j)ence, prices would go up,

—

we must know a great deal more than. this. We must know' the

exact shape of the relevant part of the supply curve for hats

and also the exact slnipe of the relevant part of the demand curve

;

in more gcuieral, if less exact, terms, w'c must know the numerical

values of the elasticities of supply and demand for quantities

of Imts in the neigh bourliood of the quantity that is actually

being produced, and the relation of tliese elasticities to the passage

of various intervals of time. Had i)r. Clapliam pointed out that

to know that a particular arthde is being produced under conditions

of increasing or diminishing returns is not to know these things,

and is, therefore, of little practical use, I siiould have agreed with

him. But this is not his line of argument at all. He si)eaks

as though increasing returns is one (hdinite thing and diminishing

returns anotlKu*, wdiereas, in fact, each of theso^terms covers an

infinite jnimb(‘r of difierent things. The boxes between which the

“ analytics ” are interest(‘d to draw distinctions are not, as he

evidently sup2)oses, the ])ulky valises displayed in their sho^)

windows, but an intricate collection of little cases inside these,

each labelled with a h\gcnd of the form ‘‘
i) lies between a and

{a 1- A a) and e lies betw een h and (6 !
A h)” Dr. Ckqfiiamdoes

not say in so many words that the filTuig of these little cases

would have no usefulness for jiractice, because he does not seem

to realise that, inside the valises, there are any little cases. But

the form of his argument suggests that, if he had realised tliat

fact, he would have said this. At all events, in rebuttal of his view

T wish to argue, not that the filling of the boxes w'ould serve

2)racticc a great deal, but only that the filling of the little cases

would do so.

Consider then his argument. For believing that the filling

of the boxes Avould be of no a2)2)rceiabic use he adtluces tw'o reasons.

First, he would not theiel)y be enabled to give any more advice

than he can offer now to a manufacturer of woollen goods in the

conduct of his business. Secondly, the information available

to governments through the filling of the boxes would not, by

itself, enable them to reach any political decisions. To the first

of these reasons the answer is that it is not the business of econo-

mists to teach woollen manufacturers how^ to make and sell w’ool,

or brewers how to make and sell beer, or any other business men
how to do their job. If that w'as wdiat we w-cre out for, we should.

No. 128.
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I imagine, immediately quit our deslcs and get soTnebody

—

doubtless at a heavy premium, for wo should be thoroughly

inefficient—^to take us into his woollen mill or his brewery. *lic

second reason is a remarkable one. Dr. Clapham has learnt from

the Prmci])les of Economics thjit, if wo knew, as between two

articles, tliat one was being produced under conditions of increas-

ing and the other under conditions of diminishing returns, we

could draw inferences that were relevant to the comparative

effects on social welfare of putting taxes on the one or the other

of them. Because there arc also other considerations relevant

to tliat problem. Dr. Clapham considers that this knowledge would

l)e useless ! What is there to say of reasoning of this quality ? It

is as though Dr. Clapham, in cljoosing between two suits of clothes

(ho will forgive the horrible suggestion that lie might buy such

things ready-made !), should refuse to inquire wJiich of them

will fit liim best, because there is another consideration also

relevant to his choice, namely, the amount of money that tliev

respectively cosf

!

'.riierc remains the contention that the empty boxes cannot,

in fact, bo filled. Here I must point out that, had Dr. Clapliani

realised what the issue really was, lie would have been able to

strengthen his case very considerably. For, if it is difficult to

decide whether a particular article falls into the increasing returns

box or the diminishing returns box, a fortiori it is difficult to

decide into which of tfie little cases inside these boxes it falls. 1

am very far from wishing to underrate the difficulty of this task :

indeed I have myself more than once discussed and enqihasised

it.^ None the less to declare, of a piece of work that lias not yet

been seriously tackled, that it is impossible, is, in my judgment,

at least premature. Something, I believe, might be accomplished

if economists would take counsel wdth leadeis of business, expert

in particular branches of production. Of course, if Dr. Clapham,

or anybody else, goes to them and says, “ My dear fellows, an

‘ analytic ’ up at Camliridgc wants to know if your industries

obey the laws of diminishing, constant or increasing returns,”

no great illumination is likely to result. But, if he were to ask

them to discuss the conditions, as regards the relation between

aggregate output and cost, under which various important

articles have been and are being produced,—which is really

asking a great deal more—I for one do not believe that he would

always come empty away. Nor need we rely only on the general

judgment of people expert in particular industries. There is

^ Cf., e.g.f The Economics of Welfare, pp. 8-10.
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already available a certain amount of statistieal material—and
w^jnay reasonably hope that this material will both grow in

quantity and improve in quality—^from which students with

the requisite mathematical equipment may make rough deduc-

tions about the shapes of certain su^^ply schedules. On the side

of demand something on these lines has already been accom-

plished. On the side of supjdy the task is undoubtedly more
difficult. But we need not conclude that it is impossible. The
hope of which I have just spoken, that better statistical material

may presently bo available for study, thus making the inquiry

more feasible than it has been hitherto, should itself forbid that.

There is, indeed, a lion in the imth; the fact that tliose ])eoplc

—

with the toweriiig exception of Jevons -who have the qualities

required for conducting a detailed intensive study of particular

industries and writing monograx^hs about them, are not usually

well versed cither in the more intricate x>fti’ts of economic; analysis

(jr in modern statistical technique; wJnle the “analytics” lack

alike cax)acity and inclination for these detailed studies. For

this there is only one real remedy. VV’^e must endeavour to train

up more men of the calibre of Jevons, who arc equally at home in

both fields. Till wo can accomx)lish tliat, the next best thing, for

those lesser xJcrsons who arc moderately qualified for the one sort

of inquiry and for the other, is to work together in combination,

and not to waste time in quarrelling, x)crhax>s on the basis of an

imperfect understanding, with the deficiejjcies of one another’s

methods.

A. C. PiGou

[For a rejoiiuler to tliis artic*U* t>y Dr. Claphain, floo ami Miimnamla
below.]

1 1 2



PROFIT-SHAKING AND COPARTNERSITTP

INCLUDING A STUDY Oh' THE RE(.^ENT COAJ. SE'ri’LEMENT

Mr. Lloyj) George in the House of Commons on Juno 28th,

1021, said in reference to the Coal Settlement, I feel very hopeful

as to the result of this arrangement by wliicli all the parties

feel tliat they are copartners in this industry, that they have a

direct interest in improving the conditions of things, that if they

do not improve it tlieir wages must nec(^ssarily be cut down, tliat

if they do improve it tlu'ir wages will go up, but that their wages

as well as the profits of the owner depend upon improving

the condition of things. That is ilic new element which has be(‘n

introduced. • • f believe it w ill open a new era of co-operation

in this industry.”

These are large claims and call for some attempt at examination.

Fortunately there is a considerable mass of practical experience

which throws a vivid light on the probability or otlierwise of

realising these claims. '^I'his experience is far too seldom consulted

in the formation of new' schemes, l^rolit-sharing as a solution

of labour troubles has always been able to dazzle the eyes of the

uninitiated, and since the days of Medley Taylor its exponents

have been many.

In the whole history of industry no ease exists where prolit-

sharing has been applied in the way now established in the coal

industry. There are, however, three cases wJiicli show some

analogy to it. The first existed in the coal industry prior to the

war, w'hcn wages were partly determined by lluctuations in the

price of coal. The second existed, and still exists, in the iioii and

steel industry in Britain, where wages are fixed according to the

average net selling price of the finished product. The last case

is that of the gas industry in Britain, wiiere over a large field tha

wages of labour and the dividends of capital are determined in

inverse ratio to tne selling-i>ricc. Apart from the fact that tlu;

principle embodied in the last case flies right in the teeth of that

embodied in the other two, the similarity to the present coal

settlement is only superficial. In each of the three above cases

it is the price to the consumer that is used as the index to wages.

In the first two cases, what was extracted from the consumer

in increased price was shared between the employer and tlic
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worker. In so far as the share which went to the worker would
o^prwisc have gone to the cofTers of the owner, this represents

a share in profits. But only incidentally and under certain

circumstances is this the case. A rise in prices may not mean
increased profits, nor a reduction in jn-ice a rediuition in profits.

The obvious transfer was not of wealth from owner to worker,

but from customer to worker. It was always to the worker’s

interest that prices bo higli, ami this by its(‘lf is quite sufficient

to cast some doubt on tlie princi2)Ie.

The strange tlnng is that the very ()])positc principle was
applied in the ga-s industry. The formal logician used to tell us

that two opposites earuiot b(»th bo true, but industiy certainly

acted as if they were. In tlie gas industry wages (and dividends)

varied inversely to the j)rice of gas ])er cubic foot. Of course,

by wages is meant the total jnoiictary remuneration of labour

including standard wages and bonuses. b]ven in the case of the

gas industry, this did not mean a direct sliaring of ju'ofits. When
prices went up, as they did during the war, dividends were in most

cases reduced to about .‘1 per cent., and the l.)onuses to labour

disappeared aItoge1h(*r. Labour did not in theoiy share so

mucli in the ])rofits as in the economies of production. When
the consumer gained through reduced jHiccs the worker also

gained by incivased bonus, and tin's knitting up of the consumers’

and workers’ intc'rests was an excelJent arrangement. But it

was very far from representing an (‘xperiment along the lines of

that noAv introduced into the coal industry. Jiesides the critcTion

of price being ado})tcd, account must ])e taken of tlic fact that the

gas industry is a special case. Tt is scmi-moiiopolistic in character,

it is regulated by statute, and it possesses, like co-oi)erativc

industry, a large; and assured market. These special eharacter-

isti(;s cut this industiy olf from the main body of ordinary competi-

tive undertakings, and spell caution in attempting to draw deduc-

tions from its experience. Again in the gas industry each unit

stands by itself, there is a wide diffiTcnce in details and no attempt

is made to ])ool results. TJiis is almost necessarily so when

account is taken of the fact that (\acli unit iiossesses a virtual

local monopoly. Thus the Prime Minister was correct in stating

that “ no sucli principles have ever before been applied on so

great a scale to a groat iiulustry.’’

The National Basis

In recent ycar.s, many prominent public; men of all parties

have advocated profit-sharing. Perhaps the best-known names
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are those of Mr. Asquith, I-iord Haldane, Lord Cowdray, Lord
Robert Cecil, Mr. J. R. Clyncs, and Mr. Herbert W. Jor^lji.

Of these, Lord Robert Cecil and Mr. Jordan have definitely

advocated the establishment of profit-sharing on a national basis.

Not that, in either case, they suggest that a scheme should bo

made compulsory on industry. What they do suggest is that

the Government should study closely the whole problem, formulate

a model scheme, and use the influence it possesses through its

conciliatory activities to induce employers and employees to

adopt the model.

Though profit-sharing was first brought into prominence

in France by a house-painter, Leclaire, commonly, though

erroneously, called tJie father of profit-sharing,’’ still in no

country in the world has it advanced more rapidly than in

Britain. Switzerland, Holland, Belgium
,
Italy, Austria, Hungary,

Germany, Sj)ain, Portugal, Denmark, Canada, and the United

States can all supply examples of profit-sharing schemes. In

none of them, hou ever, lias this principle been made the subject

of legislation to the extent of making it obligatory. This was

attempted some Uvelve years ago in IVanco, but ended in failure.

Other proposals for the establishing of copartnership by Act

of Parliament were made in France in 1900, in Massachusetts

in 1912, and in the House of Commons Bill of the same year.

The history of the French attempt is interesting and significant.

In 1910 a Bill was introduced in the French Chainber of Deputies

having for its object the compulsory administration of all French

cocal mines on a profit-sharing basis. Tliis measure was a Govern-

ment Bill and was strongly backed f)y the Ministers of Lalioiir,

Finance, and Public Works. A CommittiH) w^as appointed to

investigate the matter, and after visiting the mining districts

it reported that no universal system was possililo and that any

attempt to enforce uniformity would inevitably result in the

complete ruination of some undertakings. As both the

owners and the miners’ unions Avere op|)osed to the Bill, it uas

finally dropped. Since that time several unsuccessful attcinj^ts

have been made in France to encourage profit-sharing by legisla-

tive action, though no attempt has been made since to make th(i

adoption of schemes obligatory. The encouragement consists

in allowing the formation of new forms of companies, sucJi as the

proposed Socitles a j)art{ci]xilion ouvricrCj in extending to these

the privileges accorded to co-operative productive societies, and

in granting exemption from certain taxes. This is roughly the

method suggested in Britain by Lord Robert Cecil, but so far in
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Franco it has been opposed by the extreme wings on both sides,

a^has never been placed on the statute book.

The Present Coal Setllernent

No direct legislative compulsion has been applied in the present

case, though doubtless the offer by the Government of the ten

million ‘‘ in subvention of wages ” was a strong inducement to

the men to accept the terms of the owners. In theory, at any

rate, we are left with a voluntary agreement on a profit-sharing

basis. But when we try to probe beneath the surface the cpicstion

becomes involved. Who asked for such a scheiiK; ? If not asked

for, then who was its sponsor ? Certainly tluj miners did not

demand it, they asked specifically for a National Wages Pool,

which in its operation is exactly the rcversci of a District profit-

sharing sclicmc. They asked that wages be made independent

of the productivity of any particular district and that what was

substantially an equalisation fund be formed^ from the excess

a(;criiing in favoured districts. Thus they demanded a scheme

which freed any particular district from being subject to the

profits made in it, and by their “ voluntary ” agreement they have

accepted a scheme wliicli directly ])ases wages on “ the proceeds

of the industry as ascertained in such district.’' It is therefore

apj)arcnt that the miners Iiavc accepted the profit-sharing principle

unwillingly as “ the best they could get at the moment," as one

of their leaders put it. This being so it need occasion no surprise

that the miners proceed to look this gift horse in the mouth.

It would seem that the sponsors of profit-sharing have in this

case been the owners or the Government, or both. There is

little evidence tliat the owners are keen on this new principle,

and there is a good deal to show that it was simply put forward

as a smoke screen behind w^hich tlie miners could liide their

diminished heads. It is, for instance, loo.sely and carelessly

drafted and occupies in volume less sj)acc than most schemes

confined to single establishments. Already loud complaints

are made by the men that tlie owners are not observing tlie spirit

of the agreement. Now' in these matters, as in most others, it

is the spirit that cpiickeneth. No system or scheme, however

good in itself, wdll ever work well unless it is administered honestly

and sincerely. Tiic history of jjrofit-sharhig amply illustrates

this. Indeed, a close survey of schemes, successful and unsuccess-

ful, or better, existing and abandoned, leads one almost to the

conclusion that no scheme need fail if the spirit be good, and none

will succeed if it bo bad. The personal equation is, as ever, the
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crucial ouo. Men can be led under the guidance of a powerful,

magnetic, humane personality to carry any scheme to an

siastic success. Lcclairc, Godin, Livesey, Taylor, Humphreys,

and recentlyMr. Austin Hopkinson were indeed captains of industry

in tlie true sense, and could carry their crews successfully through

almost any venture they inaugurated. Men have not forgotten

how to follow if only they arc well led. The Prime Minister

was therefore correct in stating that ‘‘ the whole success of this

scheme depends on the spirit in which it is worked, and tliat

constitutes an additional reason why nothing should be said that

will tend to exasperate, irritate, or embarrass any of the parties.”

It is a melancholy reflection that already a good deal has been

done which has exasperated one of the parties. 'J'hus when the

whole situation is reviewed tliero is a good deal to beget appre-

hension as to the future.

The Details of the Scheme

Apart from tlie all-imj)ortant matter of the atmosj)here into

which the sehefue is born, tiiere is tlie question of its soundness

in details. Docs experiejice suggest that the systern established

in the coal trade is likely to succeed ^ Let us take each point

in detail.

Firstly, it is a District scheme. Tiu? alternatives are a National

or a Unitary one. Of a national schejno, we have no experience^

either at home or abroad, and everything ])oints to the fact that

such a scJieme is both impossible and undesirable. Of unitary

schemes, w^c have a large and varied experience since 1820. The

respective merits of a district as against a unitary scheme is

therefore the practical question at issue. In brief, it can be said

that there is very little in a district scheme to commend it. It is

more than sanguine, it is foolish to expect this to “ open a new’

era of co-operation.” Working for a district wdll never operate

as a motive to elTort. A miner may work for himself (including

his family), his gang, his company, his industry, or for his country.

Apart from abnormal war conditions, the furtlua’ wo move from

the self-regarding motive the feebler the effort. Of course, it

may be retorted that the miner is not asked to work for his

district, but for his own interests as represented by the district

interests. Sup])ose in each of tlie thirteen areas into which thci

coal industry is divided some 50,000 men arc employed, can it bo

imagined that a miiuT will work hanh'r because of the total extra

proceeds of his area lie wdll get a 1 : 50,000 part of the share allotted

to wages, if there be any share at all ? In the most comprehensive
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and critical survey of profit-sliaring issued up to the present it

i^jjgptated “ that the effectiveness of general profit-sluiring is in

direct relation to the rank of the participators, and in inverse

relation to the size of iJic concern or of tJie jiarticipatiiig group.

This is a fact drawn from experience.'’ It was found tiiat in those

businesses whicli were large llie stimulating effects of sharing

profits were not aj)pre(aable. What will they be when, not the

single business, but a whole area is taken as the basis ?

ISecoTulIy, the scheme in the coal industry is one for cash

profit-shai‘ing. By that is nu^ant that any extra remuneration

over standard wages is in tlui form of a cash payment. Olausc

4 of the Terms of Sr'ttlement thus defines it

:

“ 4 The sum to be a])pli('d in each district to the payment
of wages above the standard wag(‘s as luTei naffer defined shall

be a sum equal to 8^1 ])er cent, of the sur[>lus of such proceeds

remaining aften* deduction therefrom of the amounts of the

following items during the ])(‘riod of ascertainnv'nt

:

(a) the cost of the standard wages;

(/>) the costs of production otlu'r than wages
;

(c) standard profits e([uivalent to 17 ])er ccMit. of the cost of

the standard wages;

and the share of the surplus applicable to wag(‘s shall be ex])ressed

as a perc(^nlage upon the iaisis rates prevailing in the district.'’

TJie ])rescnt 2>oint is that if any jiayjiu'iit be made to the

men at all it will take the form of a casli addition to the weekly

I)ay envelope. Now if one thing vnn be proved more than

another from the fifty-live years of exiierimiee in Britain of 2>rofit-

sharing schemes, it is just this, that additional sums in cash arc

ineffective in promoting either greater ellicieney or closer co-

ojieration. The facts are these. Since 1805 some 238 cash

profit-sharing ]dans have been started in tiie Ibiited Kingdom.

Of these, 151 have already been a])and()iu'd, leaving 87 survivors.

But of these, 54 have been inaugurati’d since 1910, most of them

much more recently, and tlu'se cannot lay claim to have stood the

test of time. Thus out of 184 sucli schemes begun before 1911

only 33 survive to-day. And of this “ tliiii rod lific ’ it is known
that not a few have succeeded in no other sense than tliat they

have succeeded in surviving. They have become fossilised.

Yet in face of this direct evidence of failure wo see still another

cash 2)rofit-sharing scheme establislied and hailiMl by the Govern-

ment as “ a new system for the remuneration of the Avage-earner.”
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Tlio truth is exactly the reverse, and reminds us that much that is

old must appear new to the ignorant. If any feature of

present coal scheme be new it is the district basis, and this is a

cardinal error. The reasons lying behind the almost complete

failure of cash profit-sharing are not difficult to find.

In the first place, the payment to labour is always exceedingly

small. In 1918, the average bonus paid to the wage-earner under

some 105 schemes was only £3 13ts\ 3(1. For the whole period

1901-18, the ratio of bonus to wages reaehed only some 5*5 per

cent. Moreover, in the vast majority of these schemes labour

begins to participate in profits at a much earlier stage than it

docs under tlie present coal scheme. Indeed it will bo a matter

of surprise if there accrue for labour in the coal industry any

divisible surplus at all. An industry that requires a Government

subvention to pay reasonable wages is not likely to have any

super-profit bonus to divide. Even if it liad it would be ineffective.

The fundamental fallacy lying ])ehind the profit-sliaring idea is

that what stimulates one man to production will when divided

among the many likewise sti rn ulate the many. Two circumstances

render this false. First, as mentioned above, th(i division means

the reduction of the amount to a “ minimal sensible.” Secondly,

and more fundamental, profit divided among many ownerless

wage-earners ceases to be profit in any real senses It partakes

more of the nature of a dole, or a bri])c, or a gratuity. '^I^hat it

is hardly profit in the commercial and industrial sense is proved

by the fact that a reserve limit varying from 5 to 15 per cent, is

set aside for the shareholders and has the prior claim on the

surplus. Alter that the remaining surplus (if any) is divided

between shareholders and workers. In the case? of tiic coal

settlement, this standard profit, equal to 17 per cent, of the cost

of the standard wages, is further conserved by being made

cumulative. Where there is no ownership, and no direct control

and rcs])onsibility, there can be no real semse of 2)r()fits. The

men may receive sums of money, but they cannot be (ixpccted to

regard these as profits in any vital sense.

Imagine a firm with 1000 employees, a capital of one million,

and a profit of, say, £125,000 at the end of the year after all the

usual funds have been provided for. Further, let us suppose

that the typical profit-sharing arrangement obtains in the firm

and that after 10 jjcr cent, goes to ca])ital as standard profits

the rest is divided equally between capital and labour. Thus

£100,000 goes to the shareholders ])lus half of the remaining

£25,000, leaving £12,500 to bo divided among the wage-earners,
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giving an average of £12 IO5 . a head. With the typical wagc-

e|pier getting £250 a year this would represent the average of

5 per cent. Now it can be maintained that this £12 lO.s*,, equalling

about 2J weeks’ wages, means a considerable addition to the

worker’s income and will win his interest and loyalty for his

firm. Moreover, he will fiiol tliat liis own extra exertion lias

earned this share for himself, and he Avill go forward with renewed

zeal to the tasks allotted to him. Ho will feel a partner in the

firm, a shan'T in its gains, a sufierer by its losses, and this interest

in the iHOspcrity and well-being of “ his ” business will mean a

new spirit of liarmony, goodwill, and co-operation. This will

mean harder work and greater efficiency, the jealous care of the

firm’s property, the prevention of waste, the reduction of labour

turnover, the stability of the labour force, and above all wdll

ensure the greatest blessing of all—industrial i)eacc. All this is

fine, but false.

There is, however, one small sphere in which experience

approves of some of these claims. In so far as the staff are

concerned, the managers, the executive employees—whether

functional managers inside the firm, or buyers, sellers, heads of

bi'anch stores in a chain—among these cash profit-sharing has

proved itself to be effective. The reasons wiiy it succeeds in

those cases indicate botli its limitations and the causes of its

failure when applied to the great mass of wage-earners. Dis-

cretionary employees are a small body of men, they more or less

understand business and its fluctuations, they have an obvious

and direct influence on profits, and can be suitably remunerated

wnth advantage in ])roportion to them. All this is not true of

the average w age-earner. Let us revert to the concrete case of

dohii Smith, w^ho gets his bonus of £12 at Christmas, and try

to understand his point of view^ The gift is w^clcome, but he

accepts it without gratitude. Employers have very often

marvelled at the monstrous ingratitude of their w^orkpeople on

such occasions. An employer known to tlu' writer doing a large

importing business in iManchester presented his clerical staff with

handsome bonuses ranging from £5 to £50. As all his staff’ had

been with him for some lime and were consequently know'ii

personally to him, he tried to allot the bonuses according to the

individual circumstances of each, and thus to secure what he

thought was absolute fairness. The day following tlie distribu-

tion he arrived at his office to find his two office boys rolling

on the floor in a deadly feud. The casus belli wras the bonus, one

had received slightly more than the other, and they were testing
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the employer’s discrimination as to superiority at the bar of

blows. There is a good deal of this boy nature in older and sob^r
folk. This employer is determined never again to buy trouble

wliich affected all his staff and resulted in continual bickerings

at such a cost. This, unfortunately, is no isolated case. In all,

01 profit-sliariiig scliemes have b('on discontinued because of the
“ dissatisfaction ” of one or both parties with tlicir operation.

The lack of a thankful spirit on the ])art of the workers is due

simply to the nature of tlie cas(i. The iinpersonalisation of

industry (gratitude to a board of directors is always difficult),

the prevalent neutralising agent of suspicion and mistrust, the

engendered tliought that a ffriii which can present gifts can increase

w'ages, all account for the absence of gratitude.

The Economic Stinuil‘:s

But if gratitude b(^ absent, will the (h'sire foi- an equal or

greater houus ue>;t .year stirnulatc to effort ? \Vill Jolm Smith

double his output witli the idea of iiiereasing Jiis bonus next

year ? Tliat all the (jii’cumstances are against liiis follows inevi-

tably from a consideration of his point of viow\ The following

arc some of tlioso eonsidiTations, as they app(‘ar to John Smith.

(1) After all, I may work doubly hard and get no bonus at

all due to

—

(a) others not doing their share,

(/>) the mistakes of managemeul,

(c) bad trade,

{(I) new management,

(c) trade union opposition.

(/) being dismissed.

(2) In any cas(j the reward is not ojil.y small, lliuduating,

and problematie, but is also remote and deferrc'd. If I work

harder to-day I may months licneo get jny bonus. Is it wortli it ?

^\nd if John Smith decides that it isn't, wc need not he

surprised. The fact is tJiat cash profit-sharing by the rank and

lile is bound to be ineffectual because it gives the worker no

perman(‘nt stake in the business, no ever-present possession of

part of its capital, no increase in status, hut merely throws liim

some crumbs of excess that fall from the table after the share-

holders arc satisfied. But even more important tlian this is the

jjsychological attitude of the wo]*ker to his sliarc. The worker

has never been a profit-taker, and ivhcii he gets an “ extra ” ho
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is very prone to put it in one of the categories with which experi-

e^o has made him familiar. If he had a sliare in tiie capital

o*hc business he might have an o])poriunity of understanding

what profits meant, but without this lie is ratlicr apt to be

puzzled. The bonus will normally a^jpeal to him as a payment

for services, a deferred wagci—a right, or alternatively as a wind-

fall. If ho thinks of it mainly as the latter, he suspects tlie motive

behind it, and in any case while he accej)ts the gift will not like

the fact that it is purely an “ act of grace ’’ on tJuj part of the

employer. He will wish it to be regularisetl and will argue that

if the firm can alTord to give away sums of money it can afford

to pay liigher wages—to tlic Avorkman a pr('fc‘ral)lt^ form of

payment. If, on the other hand, the share of profits be looked

on as a right, the worker will learn to expect it, will feel aggrieved

if it be not forthcoming, or if its Jimount be reduced. This

attitude of mind has been responsible for the wre(*king of a gi’eat

number of profit-sharing schemes and has jeopardised at one time

or another the small Jiiinority that has siirvXed. The case of

Clarke, Nickolls, and Coombs, Ltd., London, may be taken as an

example. In this case condilions have been unusually favourable,

and for over thirty years a profit-sharing scheme has been in

operation. On three occasions there has been a considerable

reduction in the amount of bonus paid to its (employees, and the

firm rei)ort as follows :
“ These lean years wi‘r(‘ in ('ach ease due

to special circumstances (e. (/. the sugar lax) altogether outside

our control. We are bound to record that the difiiculty of

reconciling the worker-beiieiiciaries to these drops in their bonus

was (especially the first time) greater than we should either have

expected or liked.” Another significant ease illustrating the

failure of cash profit-sharing is that of Procter and (himble, soap

manufacturers, U.S.A. This linn began prolit-sliaring in 1887

ill the belief that paiTicipation in the profits would in itself largely

create a sense of common interest which would mean harmonious

and contented service. The firm was, however, so disappoint(‘d

witJi the results that they abandojied the profit-sharing scheme

ill favour of a system under wJiicdi their (‘inployces had to qualify

as participants by acquiring shares in the company under terms

which compelled them to invest some part of I heir own savings.

This scheme, which lias been in operation since 1905, has luoved

very satisfactory.

It may seem at first sight that an inccuisisteucy is involved

in the above criticisms. If, as it is urged, the workers’ bonus is

almost always too small to be effective, how comes it about that
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a diminution in the amount of this bonus causes irritation and

strife ? Surely if the bonus is in itself a “ minimal sensible
”

reduction must be even more so. This apparent inconsistency

must lie e(][ually on the shoulders of those who exhibit it in practice.

But it must be observed that the stimulus necessary to induce

men to work hard for a whole year may be very different both

ill amount and nature from that sufficient, in the present atmo-

sphere of industry, to provide a casus belli. The case has been

well illustrat(Kl in other walks of industrial life, and indeed it is

the horns of tiic dilemma in the question of wages. Time and

again it has been shown that while an increase in wages fails to

stimulate output (as in the recent coal case), a reduction in wages

never fails to irritate.

James A. Bowie



THE INCIDENCE OE UNEMPLOYMENT BY AGE AND SEX

It is somewhat remarkable that while insurance against

unemployment, whether as a duty of State, industry or individual

factory, has seemingly been introduced to stay, practically

nothing scientilic is yet known as to the incidence of uneinploy-

nicnt by age and sex. Nor Is this because inquiry has shown
there is nothing scientific to know, but rather to a total absence

of inquiry owing to the impossibility in the past of obtaining

statistics on the subject. Inference is still the only source of

information on this im])ortant and interesting subject
;
inference

v/hich really amounts to no morcj than a shrewd guess that during

any protracted period of trade dopr(‘ssion in^cmployinent will

bear most heavily upon the young and the old.

Tills conclusion, of course, does not neglect the obvious

influence on unemployment of defects in personal character,

but it assumes that the “ misfits arc distributed in fairly equal

proportion at all ages, so that this element may be disregarded

by cancellation. Assuming this, the argument is that in bad

times staff is fu’st curtailed by cutting down the normal quota

of new R'cruits. Unemployment increases suddenly, in the

absence of an apprenticeship system, among those who are of

an age to enter industry and who would in normal times be

absorbed by industry as a matter of course. But as the depres-

sion continues the employer cannot content himself with this

negative economy; ho must also dispense with many of the

satisfactory workers already on his pay-roll. Here, other things

being equal, the pressure is supposed to be heaviest on the old.

Tiiosc for whom the weight of years has sapped physical strength

or dulled manual and mental nimbleness will be discharged in

numbers. Without any important discrimination as to sex, it

is commonly accejited as a general iirinciple tliat during a depres-

sion unemployment will begin by bearing heavily on tJie two

extremes of adult life, and will gradually work in from either

end to those in their prime.

An incidental advantage of the existence of a national system

of Employment Exchanges is that it has been jiossibJe to test

the validity of this conclusion for Great Britain during the
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period of post-war depression. Early in February 1922 a clas-

sification of claimants to unemployment !)encfit by age, sex and
marital state was made at all local Employment ExchangeifcU

Great J3ritain and Sontliern Ireland. At the time of the inquiry

the trade (l(»prc‘ssion had existed in marked degree for nearly

a year and a half, and it might T)c su])])os'ed that the conclusion

set down above would have been justified thereby. Such,

however, was tlie case only witli several very important

limitations.

The investigation was restricted to those adults ((dglitceii

years of age and over) (daiining bene fit in respect of total unem-

ployment, and covered nun and women. Tims a

v(Ty Jiigli proportion of all adults of whoso un(unplo3'ment there

was any record on I^Vbruary 7, 1922, was included, as is seen

from the following figures :

UiiomployitK'iit
C\)Vf'r( (I bv Tiujuirv Ou Live Hi Lri.sicr, Hooks
of Kcl). 7, lirri.

‘ Kob. 7, t\‘b. 7, \\V22^

iUon * ijiijiu-
Wonu ‘11 nilCDTl
Jioyn •— <11,Soil --

Cirls 4<),727 —

Tolal I,sa*b;31.S2 l,8.59,})l)o

Of the cases investigated 1:1,799 were 3(‘ported as not avail-

abl(i for anal^'sis, and 92, No more were unaccoiuited for. The

1,034,994 eases analysed, therefore, form 97*2 per cent, of tlie

total of 1,081,930 covered by the impiiry; and form 94-4 per

cent, of the total of 1,731,738 a.d(dts on the Live Register at the

time of Lie inquijy. The total number of persons insured

against unem[)loyment at the time in the ari‘a cov(n*('d was

estimated at 10,510,009, ajul then^ is no reason to doubt the

substantial aeeuracy of this estimate, based as it is on the number

of unemployment books issued to those engaged in insured

oceupations. Table? J gi\ (‘s llu? total number of male and female

elaimants by age-gi*oups.

Not only the national returns, but also those of certain

selected localities are ])resi*nted gra])hically in (.!hart 1. Tliis

gives, for meti and wemien sepaiately, the curve of uiicmploy-

^ Exnlusivo of Nordicrn hi'liuid.

“ ICxohisivo of ail (\s(itiiab‘il mmibor of .‘J0,00<) rlassbiod cusiial workers

(mainly rogisn‘r<‘d dooki'rs). (’lassifk-d casual workers arc not included in

(uther the lirst or tliird coluniiis of tlio al)ov«» tobl(‘, and have lliereforc been

cxclud(‘d from the J/iv(i Register figures, 'rho total nuiniier on the special e.asnal

register of the Exchanges for CJrrat Hrilain and all of Ireland on Ecb. 7, 1022,

was 35,173.
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inent in (a) Great Britain and. Southern Treland as a whole

;

{b^e city of Liverpool, excluding dock labour; (c) the town
(not county borough) of Stokc-on-Trent

; and (d) the two East
End boroughs of Shoreditch and Betluial Green in London.
J. hose particular localities were selected because of the dilTercnt

industrial characteristk’s W'iik-li they ri^prcseiit, the four ciirv'^es

indicating respectively the incidence of unoniploynient at different

ages (a) in tlie country as a whole; {h) in a population })rC“

dominantly cl(‘i*ieal
;

(c) in a ])opulation pr(‘doniinantly engaged

Tabi.e I.

National Uneniploymenl Inj Age and Sex {Febriiary 7, 1022).

Mat* tVnialo llciiefit
All Claimants.

Clainiants. Claimants.
As^G-Oroup.

Tor- Pvr-
Niuiiber. Xiuiibor. rontago. NiiinbGr.

•
fcnlngo.

18 li) 99,.210 7-4 48,003 10-9 147,913 9-0

20 -2

1

240,501 18-3 85,529 29-8 332,030 20-3
2“) 21) 189,374 140 47,294 10*5 230,008

'

14-5

20 .24 148,025 11-0 29,829 10-4 178,151 10-9

35 39 128,223 9-5 2.2,197 8-1 151,420 9-3

-10-44 123,.259 9-1 17,000 0-2 1 4 1,019 8-0

45-40 119,738 8-9 14,247 5-0 13.2,982
1

8-2

50-5

1

102,807 7-0 9,202 3-2 112,129 0-9

55 -5!) 81,011 0-1 0,035 21 87,010 ' .5-4

00 04 00,052 4-5 3,498 1-2 ()4, 1 50 3-9

05 01) 39,921 3-0 1,017 0-0 41,508 2-5

70 and
upward 7,890 00

1

119 0-0 8,015 0-5

Total
analysed 1,348,077

1

1000 280,917 100-0 1,031,994 loo-o

in a singk^ industry (potteiy)
;
and (d) in a typical slum area

where a predominantly unskilled po])ulation is fairly evenly

distribut(^d bet\Aeen the tobacco, clothing, boot and shoe, and

cabinet-making industries. Eor purposes of comparison the

curves, which were first calculated se])arately, have been brought

in Chart 1 to a common scale. In tlio case of Liverpool alone

the chart presents factual numbers of claimants to benelit.

The first ph(momenon brought out Ly this chart is that with

few exceptions ti]ei‘(i is a general similarity in the slope of the

different curves for each sex. The outstanding divergence is

among men at the age-group 45-49. Here the curves for the

two predominantly industrial communities both rise, markedly

in the case of the skilled j)opulation (Stoke), perceptibly in the

No. 128.

—

VOL. XXXII.
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case of the unskilled (Shoreditch and Bethnal Green), while the

downward trend of the curve representing the prcdomin||,t^ly

Cjjart I.

National and Local Unemployment by Age and Sex

{(Fehrnary 7, 1922).

60‘iu

Tho uj)per group of cnirvos hIiows the ri'lativo variation in tlu‘ niimbor of inaU'

elaimantH to iineinployincnt benefit at BuccesHivo ages. 'J'lio lower gi’oui) of

curves shows tho same for female claimants. Tho chart shows actual jiumbcjs

of unemployed only in tljo case of Iho Liverpool curves.

Liverpool Shoreditch National Stoke

clerical population (Liverpool) is barely deflected. This em-

phasises the obvious inference that the coming of middle age
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brings a greater risk of niunnployinent to tJie industrial than
t^^he (‘Icrical worker, althougli it would be unsafe to assume
from the figure's on wliicli tiiis chart is baseel tliat tliis risk is

greater among sldlleel than unskillcel industrial worlvors.^ But
in tlie main it is iiotieTuible tiiat all four curve's in each sed. taken
separately pre'sont a similar alteration of slope at successive

age-groups. Furthermore, in s])ite of initial sej)aration, tJje

curves exhibit a niarkeel ienelency to converge, ])artieailarly in

tlie female group. Flui main inferemejo from the general uni-

fen-niity e)f slope and the coiiveugenex^ in eaedi sex-grou]) is that

the depression ineliiceel a toideiuiy to cepiality of unemployment
in the districts under consieleration, and that thei gieater or

lesser risk of unemployment varied ([uito as strikingly by age

as by occupation.

A second phenomenon brought out by Chart I is the dis-

crepancy between the actual course of tlie curves and the course

which the diminution of the gainfully occupied po])ulation in

each successive age-groux) would lead us to exx^ect. With an
age distribution of unemx)loyment x^i‘<^p(^i'lhmato to the age

distribution of the occupied ])ox)ulation the male curves would

slox^o downward almost uniformly with iiuircasing age. In the

femah^ curves we should exx^ect a sharper drop in the early ago-

groux^s, because of the largo number of women who work before

and not after marriage, but after the early thirties we would

expect the declim^ to be much tiic same as in the case of males.

What actually happens in tlie female group is akin to this, but

ill obviously exaggerated form. Tlie curves roxm'senting female

unemployment droxi as much too quickly in the early age-groups

as they clrox) too slowly in the later age-groiqis, giving the

iinx^ression tliat unemx)loymcnt is unduly bad among young

women, aiul unduly good (if the exxiression may he xx^rmiited)

among women
x^*!**^^

tliirty. A similar analysis ax^x^^^^'^^

course taken by the groiqi of male curves shows that these

dilTer cv('ii more videl}" from expectation. Although we have

as y(*t no information of the relation between the numbers of

nnenixiloyed and the numbers of wage-earners at each age-

group, we can already hazard the oxiinion that there arc definite

foci in the w^orking life at which unemployment bears much more

heavily than at other ages.

A tliird phenomenon w^orthy of notice in Chart I is the contrast

in the general courses followed by the two groups of curves.

* Bcoaiii^o of tlio .small numbers iiivolvod—a total of 1882 men ami 1056

women—the Stoko curve is more liable to inaccuracy than the others.

KK 2
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The evidence here ia that tlie risk of uneniploymcnt is frequently

quite different for men and women of the same age.

In addition to tJieso general observ’^ations a few interesting

inferences may justifiably be made from the course of tlie local

curves of male unemployment between tlie age-groups 30-34

and 50-54. One is that for industrial workers tliere lies between

the early forties ajul the early fifties a very distinct danger period

of unem})I()yment. Another inference is that there is no su(4i

sj)ecial danger period then, nor at any other age, for clerical

workers. A third inference, drawn from the Shoreditch and

Bethnal Green curve, is that in a predominantly unskilled

population the uncertainty of employment which was x^ro-

nounced in the early twenties w-as resumed in the early thirties

during the deprossioJi period.

These inferences cannot be regarded as definite conclusions,

but the cvid(‘nce brought out by the statistics is so strongly

corroborated by^ the observations of individual Employment
Exchange managers that they must bo taken as something

a good deal more than mere surmise. Further research on the

incidence of unemijloymcnt by age and sex in different occupa-

tions is badly needed, for it is obviously an essential preliminary

to the treatment of the wliole i)roblem of unemployment on a

scientific basis.

In order to asec'rtain the I'eal severity of unemployment at

any paj'ticular ago a conq^arison between tluj number of iinem-

idoyed in each age-group and the total number of “ occu})i('d

persons ” (both employed and seeking em])loyment) is needed.

Unfortunately the ('Vnsus returns for 1921 have not, at the ti»ne

of writing, been classifuMl aci'ording to oc(;ux)ation and age

distribution. But on the assumx)tion that even the events of

the 1011-1921 decade will be found to have affected the ago

distribution of the industrial population relatively little, the

following table has been prepared showing the ratio of distribu-

tion of unemployment in insured trades in February 1922, to

tlie distribution of the occux)ied poi)ulation in these sajue trades

in 1911.1

^ Tho roasoriing wliic.h permitH llio ponolusions from this tat>lo to bo rogarfh^l

as valid is as follows, Hetweeu 1911 and 1921 tho total populatioJi of Cliviil

Britain inoroased by G7G,170 inalos and 1,259,058 foiiialos. When, on tho one

hand, tho low birth-rate; during tho war period, and on f ho otlicr hand the five-

year stoppage of emigration, is taken into consideration, it is obvious that the

numbers of adult males in tho ag(;-groups in question cannot show not change

of any magnitude. While the uumbors of adult females in those ago-groups

has certainly inoroased, tlio gain is probably fairly well distributed, although

greatest in tho early adult age-groups.

As tho insured trades cover practically tho entire industrial population.
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Perhaps the most striking information afforded by this

table is the different incidence of unemployment on men and

women of the same ago. Among women the i)roportion*t‘

those unemployed heavily exceeds the proportion of those

occupied in the first two age-groups; exceeds slightly in the

third age-group, and falls below in the four remaining age-

groups. Among men the proportion of unemployment is also

in excess (though in less degree than for women) in the first two

age-groups
;

falls well below the mean in the 25 to 44 period, is

in excess again in the next two age-groups, and is very slightly

below the mean in the last. The extent of the divergences

from the juean (per 1000) arc summarised below :

Taule III.

Vurialion in Ratio of Unem'plonwent.

Age-Croup. M *11. Women. J’orcentage of S(‘x f)ivergt‘iu*e.

Undor 20 1-13
1
50 Women in excess by 4*3 per e(‘ul.

20 24 d 39 -j-50 „ „ 1-7

25 34 -29 1- 0 f» * 3’5 ,,

:i5-44 -41 20 „ » 21 „
i>Fen ill (‘xeess by 4*1. ,,45 54 1- 7 34

55 ()4
!

1

F

- 30 M 50 „
05 and over -- 3 2S

i

„ „ 2*5

Very noticeable is the high rate of unemployment revealed

shiftM ill indiistriiil ofi'iiput ion siiico 1011 mo witliont (‘I'fcat in lliis table*. And
it is safo to assiiiiio timt tlio prossun* nf iiaiii.si rial iinoinployinojit Jmd beforo

Fobniary 1022 fully oouiib'raotfd Ibc A\ardinio drift from agricailtiiro and

domoslic ai^rvico (iioii-insurod) to industry.

Tbo ratio of dislribuLion of Ocoupiod population botwoi'ii difl'oront ag(?-gronps,

wbicli is tlio important mat tor, lias altorcil to somo cxli'iit. Tn 1022 in tbo caso

of males it was doubtless soinowliat less per 1000 in tbo age-groui)s 20 to 45,

and somowliat Jiiglier in tlic “ under 20” and “45 and over” agi'-groups. In

tbo case of females it was undoubtedly somewhat Jjiglier per 1000 hi tbo earlim-

ngo-groups eonsidi'red, and lower in tbo later.

Table II and Chart IF, therefore, teinl to oxaggerato somowliat tho ineideneo

of female imemploymi'iit in tho early age-groups, and to uii(k*r-estiiiiato it soiiK'-

wliat in tb(' later ago-groiips. They slightly iindor-estimalo male unemploy-

ment Ixdween tho ages 20 and 45, and over-estimato it at otln'i* ages. lUit

oven the actual alteration in tho age distriljiition of oeeupii’d population in this

dceatle is iriueh l(*ss tlian first thoughts would iiidicati*, and when reduced to

a ])er tliousaiid rate it will bo found surprisingly small. Experimental eulcnla-

tions indicate that in extreme cases tho difference will not amount to 5 p(*r 1000.

Consequently it may bo assumed that iho margin of error caused by com-

paring the ago distribution of unemployment in 1922 with iho ago distribution

of occupied population in 1011 is too small, oven if it were not hereafter reckoned

with, to invalidate any of the general coiichisions drawn from tho comparison.
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in the earlier age-groups. As shown above, this is even more

marked in the case of women than of men.^

^^^T^hile it is not the purpose of this inquiry to attempt any
analysis of the bearing of marital state on unemployment, it

is of interest to note that married persons contribute heavily

to this high rate of unemployment in the earlier age-grou2)s.

Thus in the age-group 20-24 the rate of unemployment among
married men was nearly double, and among married women
more than treble tlie i)roportion which those groui)s formed of

the occui)icd population in 1911. The excess of unemployment

among single persons at these ages was much less marked.

It sliould be observed also that the proportion of unemploy-

ment among men is greater in both the earlier and later age-

groups than might bo expected from the proportions of the

occupied population in these groups. In the casci of women the

higher unemployment is confined to the earlier age-groui)s.

^That unemployment, taking the s(^xes as a whole, was

l)ortionateIy heavier among men is shown by the following

statistics :

Oil February 7, 1922. M«'n. Womoii. Totiil.

IN'rsons Insured 100%
rorsoiw Claiming Dciiofit

With the assistance of Ciiart 11, whieJi prescoits the informa-

tion contained in Table II i?i graphic form, an analysis can now

be given showing how the incidence of imem 2)loyment varied

hetween different age-grou2)s at a time when the 2>ost-war

depression was at its heiglit. 'fable IV is based on Table III,

but is worked out in more detail, and makes allowance

for the jirobablc alterations in the distribution of occuiiied

population since 1911,2 It must be remembered that this table

only shows the condition of cnqdoymeiit at each age-group in

comparison with the condition which might have bcnni exjieeted

at a time when employment at every age was subnormal. 'Fo

^ If, is advisable at this point In meet probable objeetioiis arising from tJio

fallacy that women are more likelj’^ than men to mis-state their ages. At both

the 1901 and 1911 Censuses in Great Britain hinnies were found to give tlu‘ir

ages sliglilly more accurately than mules. In 1911 mis-statements by males

of fourloeii years of age and over were estimated at l-7Sti per ccait. of the

population; by females at l-THo per cent. The piacentage of error from age

mis-statomont is so small as to bo practically negligible, and is furtbermore

virtually tlio same for both sexes (ef. Cmd. (JOlO, pp. xlvii-xlviii).

As ages ending in 0 and 8 have been found by the Census statistieians to

contain the bulk of tlioso mis-statements, iho tables in this article employ a

(luinquennial age-group which separates these two most inflated values.

* Sco footnote on pp. 482 and 484,
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Chart II.

Dislribution of (Jnemplmjirient {Fehruanj 1022) and
Disirihntion of Omipied Population (April 1011).

Tho Ijorizonhil soalo sliowfi rate's por thoiisami (r/) of lhos(3 luuMiiployod,

and (h) of those' normally ('ugage-d (“ ocoiipiod ”) in iho samo trades (of. Table IJ).

'^riio shaded areas, where for each S(*x the enrve representing the ratio of nnern-

ployrnent is above the eiirvo representing tho ratio of oeeiipied ])0|)ulation,

indieato tho ago (‘xtent of very exeessivc iinem])loyinent
;

tho upper area for

women, tin; two lower areas for men.

Fem<ale rnemployinent Female Ocenpied Population

Male t nemployiiieiit Male Occupied Population
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say, for instanco, that cniployinciit among nu'ii of 40 to 44

in^sive was “ very miieli above average,” nicaiis hero only

\^ry much above averag(i considering the state of unemployment
as a whole. It l)y no means necessarily indicates that employ-

ment at this age was actually good. Where, on the other hand,

a condition of employment was even “ somewhat below average,”

it is definite proof that uiuMuployment in that age-group was
unusually severe. The standard of measurement taken is a low

one. This being understood, the condition of employment for

ea(;li sex at different ages may be summ(‘d up as follows :

Table IV.

Conditions of EniphijineMl xoilh Jio.jerence to Average at

Time of Tnqniry.

AjX('s. Women.

IS 1!) Sonii’wliMt. Ix'Iow’' av(‘riip:o Very mii(*li IxOow averap"
20 2t \^*ry jiuicJi bolow avcrap:o Verv riuieli lu'low average
2.-) 20 Soinfwlint holow avorago Considf'rably belr)W avarago
20 :u C\)nsi(]('ral)]v abovo a\XTa;jj«' Average
175 00 Considerably abova average Average
•10 44 V'ery mneb above averagt* S<ane\\’hat above av’erage.

IT) 40 Soiiiewbat above" avorag.' Considerably above avi'rage

oO o4 Av(‘rage Considerably abf)V() average.

;ir> AO Somewhat ludow av<‘rago C()Msid(‘rably above average
()0 04 Somewhat below avvrago Considerably above average
05-00 Average Considerably above average

From the evidence which has been s(d. out in some detail,

and from the corroboration of it which is given by those who
are in daily contact with the post-war unemployment problem

in dreat Britain, it is 7iow ])ossible to draw a number of definite

conclusions as to the incidence of unemployment by age and sex

during the height of the depression period. These eonelusions

are as follows :

(1) Even at a time when em])loyment seems uniformly bad

the risk of unemployment varies very greatly between different

ages.

(2) At the same ages the risk of unem])loyment always

vari(?te between the two sexes, it is most similar in the age-

groups 20-24 (em])loYment very bad for both sexes) and 40-44

(employment fairly good for both sexes, judging by a low

standjird).

(3) TJie incidence of unemployment by age varies more

markedly between different occupations in the case of men.
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(4) Among men the maximum risk of unemployment is not

among the very young nor the elderly. It is found in the

twenties, among those who had left school six to ten years bc*e
this maximum risk developed.

(5) Extreme unemployment among men is found in both the

early and later age-groups. Employment among men is at its

best between the early thirties and the middle forties.

(6) Among women the maximum risk of unemployment is

from eighteen to the middle twenties.

(7) Extreme unemployment among women is found only in

the early age-groups, but continues severe until the early

thirties. Employment among women is best from the early

forties on.

(8) Taking all ages into consideration unemployment is dis-

proportionately worse among men than among women.

Certain of these; conditions number 4, for instance—are

obviously influenced l)y the eilects of tJio war. On the other

hand, war cifects have only emphasised lendeneies to unemploy-

ment, such as the lack of industrial training among young jueii

too old for “ blind alley ’’ work, which are always latent. It

is probable that additional researeli on tlio incidence of unem-

ployment by age and sex will confirm the above conclusions as

to the situation during a period of severe depression. If so,

their utilitarian value for a more scientific ju'ograinme of unem-

ployment relief is obvious.

Felix Mokley



THE SURVIVAL OF THE SMALL UNIT IN
INDUSTRY

The lifty-four reports of tlic Standing (^ominittoo on Prices

cover a wide range of industries. In the course of tlie in-

vestigations into the alleged undue raising of piices, many
industrial asi)ects were touched upon, including the size of the

producing unit in different trades.

Such information is far from cxliaustive,—industries known

to contain many small firms, such as chain-making, were not

investigated, and in others, as in brush-making^ the reports do

not iiappcn to mention tlie sizes of the firms,—yet, it has seemed

to be worth while collecting these sonujwhat random facts

because of the social value of the smaller unit and the paucity

of information available regarding its survival.

Til the past the small firm has enabled countless clever and

ambitious workmen to become their own masters. As late as

1912 Professor Chapman ^ stated, as the result of personal

inquiries in a well-known cotton manufacturing town,’’ that

88 per cent, of the employers, owning 49 per cent, of the looms,

v.erc employers of the first generation. He quotes the opinions

of Trade Union officials and other authorities, “ that there exists

a free channel of not insignilicant dimensions through which

the directing classes are continually being recruited from the

wage-earning classes.” The present wave of industrial unrest

emphasises the importance of the existence of such a channel.

On the other hand, in many trades there is an unfortunate

connection between a certain type of small cmjfioyer and the

sweating system.-

In 1897 it was estimated that 30,000 factories and workshops

employed not more than five workers apiece,^ and even about

1913, ‘‘ In the majority of trades the number of persons employed

^ 8oo arlielo on the Avt'r,)*;!' Size of Iho Tiuliisli ial l"nil, Journal

,

11)12, |). 4G0.
“ Seo 190G return by lofal antlioritif'S of iiwpcctioiis undor the 11)01 Factory

and VVorksliops Act.
® Hansard, 25/5/08, col. 710.
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per establishment commonly falls below twenty.” ^ But un-

fortunately there is little detailed statistical information avail^lo.

(“ I think I must say that practically we have no reliable statistics

of the number of domestic factories and workshops ”
: evidence

of the principal clerk in charge of the Home Office^ before the

1907 Committee on Home Work.) Only the average sizes of

firms can be worked out from the faijtory returns, and they are

of little use for purposes of comparison from year to year, because

the extension of the scopti of tlio b’actory Acts and the increased

use of power tend to bring more and more of tlu; existing small

firms within tlieir jurisdiction
;

and since 1914 their statistical

tables have been considerably reduced. Professor Chapman
has shown ^ liow valuable is the information contained in trade

directories, but has worked it out fully only in the case of the

textile industi'ies.

These reports by the Standing Committee on prices not only

give fuller information, they also carry it on through the War
and i^ostAVar periods.

The following industries arc (kdinilely of the small unit typo.

“ The clog-making industry,® so fai‘ as clogs used in England
are concerned, is in the hands of very small conc(a.’ns. There
are factories for making clogs by machiiuTy, but the product
of these establishments is exported, and about 95 p(‘r ceiit. of

the clogs used in this country are produced in the small estab-

lishments run by master doggers. The master dogger rarely

employs more than tlneo workmen, and a largo proportion of

his time is spent in executing repairs. Clogs are manufactured
in many cases to order as tinui allows, but n'pairs fill a large

part of the working hours,”

In bacon curing ® tll(^ small unit flourishes. TJiere are 3,090

curers, only sixty of wliom are of considerable size, and even

Messrs. Harris, the largest firm of all, “ does not liy any means

dominate the Willshiie trade.
'

In the case of meat ' the sub-eommittoe investigated the

relation between the home producers, who appear to be small

^ Mr. (jT. 1. n. Lloytl, 'L'ltr dnUn'tj Trti(hHf p. 42.').

Mr. Dt'lovisno.

® 'I'lio ItllO report in one ])laeo records tluit inR|)c'elora noticed a striking

doclino in tlio i)iini))rr of siimU laiindrie.M, and in anolljcr tiiaf, owiiij; lo llio

extension of tlie ajjpJieiUioii of <ho Aefs, there ha<l heeJi a eonsidera})Io iiiereaso

in Uio nurnher of tlic'se eslahlislmients tha< had to l)o inspected. For hicn'ased

iis<‘ of power s(‘0 reports for 1 1)0.3, ’4, ’7 and ’8.

* “ Avora'^o Sizo of tho Industrial Unit,” Statistical Journal, 11)12, p. 4(il).

Cmd. 541. Tloport on (?lo"-nialving.

® Final report on moat. Cmd. 13.50,

^ Cmd. 1057 and Cmd. ]3r>0,
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units, ^ and the import trade, which is highly trustified, and wliicli

c^jglirols 45 per cent, of all the meat consumed in London.

“The representatives of the trade whom we (jiiestioncd

were unanimously of opinion that it was impossible even for

the strongest combination to control ]niees iji Smithlield for

more than a few days, partly be(;ausc of climatic reasons and
the deterioration of chilled beef in cold storage forced quick
sales, partly because a rise in jmees spetulily evoked an increased

supply of home-raised meat.*’

The Committee agreed that so far llie importers had not

inflicted “ material injury to the home trade, although tliey

Jiad kept down prices, but considered that, should they extend

their operations, they “ inay be able to divert necessary supplies

from this country and control distributive businesses in tho

United Kingdom.’'

In Preserve-making there are “ between four and five

hundred jam manufacturing firms in this country,” and the

only combine, that of ^lessrs. Crosse and lllackwell,—which

includes the w(dl-known firms of Keillor, Lazenby, Cosmelli,

Kellie, Jlatger, Cairns and others, and ])roduccs one-fifth or

(mc-sixth of the total national output,—is said not to liave any

effect upon price-fixing.

In the Fishing Industry^ tlie relative advantages of small

and large scale production arc discussed.

“ Broadly speaking, white fish is caught by four methods :

(1) 111 nets by efficient and large steam trawlers.

(2) Tn nets by small steam and motor vessels.

(3) In nets by sailing trawlers.

(4) On lines by small craft.

Tho first method is the most economical in cost. These largo

vessels go to sea for extended periods, lasting from four to

five (lays generally, and upwards to three weeks when the

Icelandic or Moroccan grounds are workc'd. The fish is kept

on ice, and when landed is in good condition, though naturally

not so firm and fresh as if it had been landed soon after being

caught. Tho fish is lauded in large quantities and the produc-

tion cost is low. The other methods are more costly. The

area of ground which can be fished is limited by the mobilit}^

^ Tlicso reports do ool iniinber of ^o’sziers, .nnd in tho Census tliey

uro pliioed under tluj iietiding of “ fanners, ele. '; hut animals destined for fooil

must doubtless bo raised on a large proportion of the eonnlrys 51(1,704 agri-

cnlturul lioldings. Tlio 1011 eeiisus gives tlie nuinhor of biilehers os 20,000.

Tho main wholesale London Trade at Sinitlilield inarkt t is Innidled by 210 tirins,

143 of whom hold but. one stall in (ho market (1008 -0, Departmental Committee

on Combination in tho Meat Trade).
* Cmd. 878. » Cmd. 574.
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of the craft and the landings are comparatively small. Still,

if there is no unreasonable delay in returning to port, tha^h
. is landed in fine condition and is often sold ‘ round ’ (witnout
the gut and ofTal being removed). Only the freshest fish can
be marketed in this manner, and customers who have aciJcss

to tlie markets wlicre these qualities of fish are available will

often refuse any but ‘ round ’ fish. It seems clear, therefore,

that, speaking generally, the vessels that jirodiico most cheaply
do not land the best quality of fish, whilst the less eiiicient

craft bring to market fish of a quality commanding a better

price than that which the former might expect.”

Smaller units arc also favoured by the individual circumstances

of the trade in the making of Agricultural Implements.^

The English firms are comiiaratively small, standardisa-

tion is not general, and though quality is good, costs are

consequently high. . . . Broadly sj)eaking it is true to say
that the Americans standardise, while the British makers
favour special tyjjes. Tiic varieties of soil and conditions in

England enable the makers in this country to hold tJieir own
to a considerable extent in the face of American competition,

so far as the domestic market is concerned, but the Americans
control practically the whole of the export trade.”

In the case of Vinegar ^ the “ domestic ” branch of the industry

has encroached upon the factory method.

To brew vinegar '' requires an expensive plant, the main-
tenance of a brewery, and, before the brewed vinegar is passed

out for sale, the whole process, including maturing, requires

many months and a considerable expenditure in labour and
fuel.

” ®

Since about 1901 the introduction of “ wood,” unbrewed
’

or “ artificial ” vinegar has hit the old(T trade severely. It is

made “ by the simple dilution of acetic acid wdth water and the

addition of caramel,” and only experts can taste the dilFerencc.’

‘‘ Unbrewed vinegar is easily made on a small scale in

domestic fashion, without any works maintenance or appre-

ciable outlay of (japital. Eor this reason tJiose large makers
wdio produce un browned vinegar are not usually able to compete
outside their own territory and supply chiefly local require-

ments. So long as any small trader can, on his own premises,

]>roducc unbrewed vinegar at a cost not appreciably higher

than that at wliicli the larger makers can produce, there is

obviously little or no possibility of makers selling such vinegar

1 Cmd. 1315. a Cmd. 1355.

® Tho fourteen firms in the Trade Association produce 50 per cent, of the

total output of tho country, and there are eight or ten largo firms outside.

^ Costa of production per gallon : browed vinegar, la. 3(1. to 1». 4t/. ;
unhrevvtHl

7d. to 8d. Soiling price : brewed vinegar, Iff. 10(7. ;
unbniwed, Is. 2f/., or Is. 3(7.
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in a district which nccessitalos any considerable expenditure
distributive costs.”

In the Furniture trade, ^ factories, workshops, and “ garret

worksliops ” were found.

“ Contrary to the general principle of industrial evolution,

which assumes higher efficiency with greater concentration,
the economic unit in furniture manufacturing remains the
small master, who, in his turn, has to compete with the indepen-
dent worker, producing on his own account in the back-room
or back yard of his own dwelling.”

Such workers have always been “ prevalent ” in the trade,

and
‘‘ One of the consequences of the recent higher prices is

that enterprising workmen have ceased working for a small

master and have commenced in a small w\ay on their own,
with, in most cases, limited stock, capital and appliances.

These men soinetiiiKJS employ a few hands, and, in view of

the fact that they do not have to bear the I;cavy oncosts and
overhead charges of the larger makers, arc in a position to sell

below the latter's price. These small makers, being their own
masters, work up to sixty and sometimes more hours per week.

Many of their goods arc sold ‘ in the white ’ to larger firms

who do the polishing and general finishing-olT.

“ The furnishing industry, indeed, is, in effect, an illustration

of the theory now generally accepted, tiiat there is a growth

of specialisation no less striking than the growth of standard-

isation, and that wliile the latter more and more tends to

centralisation and mass production, the former retains the

subdivided form of industry, and affords scope for the small

master and individual producer. Certain economic factors

aid this dcvcloimicnt, as, for instance, the availability of

electric power in the small workshop.”

Windsor and Canc-scated (fiiairs are made at High Wycombe.

There w^as severe competition before the War. Manufacturers

either made the chairs throughout in their factories, or assembled

and completed them from parts made in outlying workshops.

The present high prices havt^ encouraged these workshops to

complete the chairs themselves. “ The method of production

and distribution at the present time may be summarised into

three grades.” (Jhairs made in the village workshops sold at

; chairs, the parts of which arc made in workshops, but

which are completed in High Wycombe factories, sold at 7*\;

chairs wholly made in these factories sold at 7^. 9d.

Cheap Parlour Suites, covered in American cloth, arc manu-

factured in many districts by the large firms and the smaller

1 Cind. 983.
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worksliops, the latter being controlled by small master men
with a few workpeople.*'

Bedroom Suites in Oak and Satin Walnut
“ are made by all classes of manufacturers, from the largest

factories in the country to small back-room workshops. In a
number of cases it uas found that certain firms purchased
their suites ‘ in the wliito ’

. . . and then finished and polished

the suites for re-sale. It has been ascertained that sometimes
the firm supplies the timber to the small manufacturer, who
makes tlie suite and returns it to the original firm who supplied

the timber, thus simply being paid for his labour and profit.”

Common Deal Furniture “ is made by the smaller

manufacturer.”

In Biscuit-making ’ the smaller units are less successful.

“ The number of important firms is small, and most of

these manufacture not only biscuits, but also confectionery,

chocolates, etc.”

The accounts of six of the largest firms were investigated, and

it was found that the profits earned on these other products

uero very much higher than those earned from the sale of food

biscuits. “ There must bo a number of small firms whoso results

are unlikely to be as favourable as those.'*

In the Broom and Brush Trade, according to the 1902 Factory

Jieport,- the small workshops of SoutIi-l<]ast London, where it

used to be localised, wer<i declining :
“ The small manufacturer

with limited means is as little able to compote with a large fniii

(employing all the lunvest macliinery) as ho is with the foreign

importer of cheaper brushes.**

Yet these smaller occupiers did manage to survive, for the

Profiteering Beport states that machinery only became general

during the War : “In contrast to the pro-War practice, when

only a few factories were producing by inachinory.’*

The reports also indicate tlic number of small firms existing

in some of the industries dominated by cr)mbines.

There are 220 soap-makers in the United Kingdom."* Thirty-

nine of the firms belong to the Lever combine, which produces

70 to 75 per cent, of the country's total output. Forty-three

lesser firms .are to bo found in the Yorkshire district; these

largely specialise in textile soap, and produce about 0 per cent,

of the national output.

“ Wo arc informed that comijotition in textile soaps is

keen, and that the margin of profit to the small-scale

4 Cmd. 112G.1 Cmd. 856. 2 P. 207. 3 Cmd. 1275.
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manufacturer is so low as not to justify the continuance of
^^pinufacture. Most small textile soap-makers, however, tleal

m oil and other commodities for the textile trade, and find it

an advantage in the maintenance of their general business
connections to manufacture soap, l^hcir production is small
and appears to be cojnparatively oostl3^

'

Of small soap-makers in general tlie i’ej)ort says :

“ I'hough there arc many such juakers t liey are (with only
one or two exceptions) individually unimportant, and indeed,
to a large extent, owe their continued existence, Lord Lever-
hulme himself informed us, to the small scale of their operations

and a certain eooiiomy in production and distribution based
upon this. . . . .riie great bulk of them would lind it practically

impossible to extend their business.
*

In the C(imcnt Industry ‘ two combines produce 75 per cent,

of the total output of the country. The fourteen independent

UrniwS cannot either produce or sell as cheaply.

Jn the case of 8ewing Cotton,^ Coates ct Co.,*with its satellite

companies, produces from 00 to 91) j^er cent, of the sewing

cotton used for domestic purposes, yet there are said to be

sixty other manufacturers.

The Milk trade ^ illustrates the economies that can be elfected

by a large unit in a small unit industry. The United Dairies was

formed in 1915 by the fusion of four large firms and “ numerous

smaller businesses.*’ It claims to have consolidated 736 milk

rounds, eliminating 592 horses, and to have closed sixty-three

redundant depots and shops in the retail section. In the whole-

sale, economies have been made in the working of subsidiary

firms; such as the continuous employment of plant in selected

factories; centralised direction for railed milk and distribution

from the nearest depots, dispensing witli 200 horses.

On the other hand, writing of the milk battle, ' The 'I'imes

of April 8, 1922, says :

“ It has always been advaiuicd in favour of the forming
of combines that economy in cost of distribution would be

effected. From the better wholesale prices given in their

summer contracts by firms outsit le the combines, this contention

has not held good in practice.’*

The relatively smaller firms are the more successful in two

industries with strong combines.

At the time of the investigation, 75 per cent, of the newly-

established English Dye Manufacturing industry ^ was in the

bands of the great British D^'^estuffs Corporation. There were

* Cmd. 1091. » Omd. 563, 930 and 1173. » Cmd. 1102. * Cind. 1370.

No. 128.

—

VOL. XXXII.
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also twenty-five “ fairly largo independent firms and a number

of smaller ones. The report described tlio achievements of sJi:?

of these firms ;

“ The success which is attached to the operations of the

smaller dye-making concerns leads us to think that the advan-
tages of centralised and large-scale production may easily be

exaggerated.”

In the Dyeing, Finishing, Bleaching and Printing trade ^ it

was found, in comparing the costing l eturns of eight non-combine

firms and six combines, that

—

“ The ‘ combines ’ advanced their prices or charges more
than the ‘ non-combines,’ that none the less their ratio of profit

to turnover declined soniew'hat, while that of the ‘ non-

combines ’ increased .

‘ ’

The following industries seem to be entirely carried on by

large firms—Matches,^ Uniform Cloth,^ Light Castings,^ Pipes

and Castings,^ Oils and Fats,^ Salt, Explosives.’

The reports indicate the functions and relative importance

of the brokers, wholesalers, retailers, etc., who exist in con-

siderable numbers even in some of the most trustified industries,®

thus considerably extending the number of persons who exercise

managerial functions.

In Tobacco manufacturing the Imperial Tobacco Company
consists of eighteen manufacturers (as well as one firm of multiplo

retailers)
;

it produces from 55 to (30 per cent, of the tobacco

consumed in this country, and its annual net fu-ofits exceed

£3,000,000. But there are 40,000 retaik'rs dealing exclusively in

tobacco, besides others who also sell new\spapers, sweets, etc.

“ The Imperial Tobacco Company from the time of its

formation appears to have realised the importance of the

retailers and to have taken special steps to secure its position

among them. To maintain and extend the sale of its goods

the company has established a bonus scheme which in effect

employs the individual retailer as the advertising agent of

the company.

“ We are informed by some outside manufacturers that in

order to maintain their connections and sales they have been

compelled to imitate the Imperial Tobacco Company in respect

of the bonus scheme and of the minimum retail prices.”

1 Cmd. 1371. * Cmd. 924. a Cmd. 1339. « Cmd. 1200.

« Cmd. 1217. » Cmd. 982. » Gmd. 1347.

• This may also bo seen in some industries from tho Census.

* Cmd. 658.
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nother example of helpful relations between large and small

in different branches of an industry occurs in jam-making.

Messrs. Crosse & Blackwell,

“ in certain instances . . . advanced money to new growers
to enable them to plant fruit, the comx)any having the option
to purchase the fruit at a minimum market price.'’

Drugs and medicinal tablets ^ arc manufactured by 310 firms.

In addition to wholesalers, there are betw^een 20,000 and 30,000

retail dealers. The Trade Association is controlled by an equal

number of representatives of the manufacturers, wholesalers

and retailers, and it covers all three branches. The Report of

the Committee appointed to inquire into the x>rinciple of fixed

Retail Prices ^ explains the community of interest in this trade :

“ At a time when open competition in proj^rietary articles

was in vogue, it was found that there was very keen cutting

of prices between retailers themselves, proprietary articles

being sold at a margin of profit which left less than a living

wage to the retailer. IMany of the smaller men w^ero driven

out of business, and this reacts on the manufacturer, who
found the number of retailers who were prepared to push the

sale of, or even to stock, his i)roduct diminishing. In addition

to this it was found that the large stores w'cre in the habit of

selling prox)rietary articles at a price less in some cases than

the actual cost to the small retailer. This was done in order

to attract purcliasers for other goods and not by w^ay of

legitimate competition, it sometimes being found that the

proprietors of large stores, after accomplishing their object,

ceased to stock the article any further, with the result that

the manufacturer of it was ‘ let down ’
; and the small retailer

had lost that part of his business without any corresponding

advantage to the public.”

Distillers’ Yeast, ^ which is mainly used in the raising of

bread, is entirely produced in whisky distilleries w'hich are owned

by three comxianics. The yeast is handled by twenty-three

W'holesalers, known as “ merchants,” who distribute it either

through other wholesalers or directly to “ the very large number

of retailers,” who are scattered all over the country and supply

the bakers and grocers locally. ‘‘ Although the local Dealers’

Associations are, we arc told, indei)endent of the Wholesale

Merchant Association, they appear to be virtually under its

control.” The directorates of tw^o of the distillery combines

are strongly represented on those of the principal Wholesaler

companies.

^ Cmd, <>33. 2 Cmd. 662. « Cmd. 1216.

LL2
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Two companies manufacture all horse-nails produced in

England.^ The nails are distributed by wljolesalers to^J>'»

12,000 to 14,000 working farriers. The reports mention agree-

ments between the wholesalers and farriers only.

llie respective functions of productive and distributive units

vary in different trades. The Yorkshire Woollen and Worsted

industries are differently organised :
^

“ Whereas in the worsted industry the various j^rocesse^s

arc standard is(‘.d and mostly carried out ])y separate and
dissociated firms, the manufacturer in the woollen industry,

in the majority of cases, buys his raw material and produces
everything up to tlic finislied clotli entirely under one roof.

Consecpiently tljc risk, which in the worsted industry is spread
over a number of firms at different stages and at different

times, is concentrated in the case of woollen cloth upon the

manufacturer alone, and in this case the mannfaciiirer includes

the woollen .sijinnor.

“

On the other hailtl, other authorities shoAv that ' as a rnl('/ w oollen

mills are very much smaller than worsted mills.
'

The Top-maker ^ in the worsted industry is, Jiowever,

“ essentially a merchant and not a manufacturer.*’

“ Top-making is one of the ciuiin of proc(^sscs in the con-

version of wool into worsted cloth, and the term ‘ top '

is

applied to the wool when it has been prepared to the point

at whi(4i it enters the spinning mill to be spun into yarn.

Speaking generally it may be said that the business of top-

making is to purchase wool in its raw state, to sort it into

different qualities, and to blend these qualities for production

of the desired top, to have it scoured and combed, and to sell

the resultant tops either direct to the worsted spinner or to

the merchant who disposes of them to tJie spinner in this

country or exports them. The top-maker is not, as a rule,

the owner of the machinery which carries out the combing
process, i, e. the actual conversion of the sorted and blended

wool into the top. lie purcliase.s the wool and arranges it to

be combed on ccmimission, for which service a fixed schedule

of combing cliarges exists for the wliolc trade.”

The report points out that the top-maker contributes “ skill and

judgment of a high order ” and bears a considerable amount of

financial risk.

^ Iron and Steel rroduets, Cmd. 1208.

*'* Report on Yorkshire Tweed Cloths, Cmd. 858.

® British Industries, edited by Prof. Ashley, p. 90. Professor Chapiiuxn, in

his article in the Statistical Journal of 1912 shows that the average factory in

woollen districts was a unit of 2,000 spindles. In the worsted district factories

averaged 4,000 to 6,000 and 10,000 spindles.

* Cmd. 1192.
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The useful functions fulfilled by brokers arc noted in several

^ij^stries. Hides ^ are usually bought on commission :

“ The advantage to a tanner in buying through an agent
is that he gets only tlic actual hides he wants instead of having
to take a whole ‘ lot.’ Any one agent may have buying orders
from several tanners.*’

In Oils and Fats - the West African Trade is a peculiar and

intricate one, in that it is conducted through innumerable trading

stations :

“ Importing merchants usually prefer to do their business

through a broker, to whom they pay a certain percentage to

ari*ange all their transactions.*’

In tJie London braiicli of the imported bacon industry ® there

is an agreement that wholesalers will only deal through agents

and agents witli wholesalers.'*

This understanding is “ defended on tlie theoiy that the

two classes of agents and wholesalers are necessary to the

trade. Bacon is imported in the green stage, and has usually

to be smoked before being sold to the customer. It is not
economical to have a smoke-house unless it is kept constantly

in oj^cration, and only a very few large retailers arc able to do
so. The agents also have not got smoke-houses, and the

whole work of processing devolves on the wholesalers. Tliese

wholesalers are generally provision merchants and can combine
the sale of bacon with that of other goods, thus doing it more
cheapl3^

“ The wholesaler thus appears to be indispensable to the

agent, but is the agent indispensable to the wholesaler ? The
answer would seem to bo that any individual agent is not,

but that the wlu)le body of agents is. . . . Under the xiresent

system every day or other day he ’* (viz. the wliolesalcr) “ is in

immediate contact witJi every agent, so he knows exactly

what goods are offering, and can form his own oxiinion as to

the position of the market and act ux)on it at once. If he buys
in Henmark he cannot hope to be in contact with more than

a few of the x^i’oducers, and he has no means of obtaining

anytiling like a general view of the market.*’

W^iiolcsalers are said to be an advantage to “ tiie retailer

who is too small to buy in large C|uantities from an agent,*' as

the wholesaler is x)robably tiying to sell a whole line of goods,

and is therefore more likely to come to terms over individual

items.

^ Ui'porl on Moat, Ciml. lUaT. “ Cind. OS‘2.

‘‘ Final on Moul, C’liul.

* With tho oxwptioii of a few very largo ivtailiiig linns.
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In Agricultural Machinery ^ “ the dealers form the con-
necting link between the manufacturer and the purchaser.
The bulk of the makers sell through the medium of ded8f;^j

whose commissions arc arranged on a uniform scale. . . .

The dealers act as repaii’ers of machines, and they also let

out implements for hire. They advise farmers as to suitable

types, taking into consideration the nature of the land on which
any particular machine is to be worked, and they also act as

advertisers for the firm manufacturing the implements.”

Some Salt manufacturers began to supply London cus-

tomers direct, “ contrary to the interests of the merchants, and

the recognised customs of the trade,” but an agreement is now
in force by which the salt manufacturers agree, subject to certain

conditions, only to deal with the London Association of Primary

Wholesale Merchants within that area.

An instance of the power of the merchants is given in the

second report on the Standard Boot and Shoe Scheme.® The

manufacturers were friendly to the scheme, and its failure was

attributed to thS attitude of the retailers.

In several trades connected with the Building industry

manufacturers give preferential rates to merchants as against

the direct consumer.

In the case of Clayware Pipes,"* merchants on the Manufac-

turing Associations’ list arc granted a rebate of per cent, on

small pipes and 5 per cent, on big ones, independently of special

terms made for members of the Builders’ Merchants’ Association.

“It has been represented to us by one of the principal

manufacturers in the trade . . . that the merchants were

useful in that they were looked upon as distributors, saved

travellers’ commissions and costs, and were accustomed to

purchase stocks of what arc known in the trade as ‘ specials.’
”

Very similar advantages arc given to merchants in the case

of Glazed and Floor Tiles ® and of Cement.®

Cement manufacturers “ submitted to us that to make
any allowance to the large buyer x)urchasing direct, would be

to operate unfairly against the builder’s merchant, inasmuch

as the buyers would be induced to deal with the producer

whenever it paid them to do so, and the merchant would, in

consequence, be deprived of a considerable proportion of his

trade. It must not be overlooked, however, that manufac-

turers supplying direct and thus eliminating the merchants,

do not secure the whole of the merchant's allowance as an

additional profit, in that they have to pay in such cases the

costs of distribution.”

> *(^md. 131C. 2 Cmd. 832. « Cmd. 1269.

* Cmd. 1209. • Cmd. 1209. • Cmd. 1091.
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In the Building Sand Trade ^ producers charge 6d. per ton

more to consumers than to merchants exclusive of transport

(Rlrges. “ The producers, lacking distributive facilities, main-

tain that the merchant is essential for their trade.”

The National Light Castings Association ^ has a reciprocal

agreement with the Builders* Merchants* Alliance (wholesalers)

and tlie Ironmongers* Federated Association (retailers). A
price-list has been drawn up and a graduated scale of rebates is

given to merchants observing it, with a super-rebate to those

purchasing very largo amounts. The general public is charged

10 per cent, above this price-list on most lines of goods.

Sometimes, however, manufacturers tend to favour the large

merchant at the expense of the small one. Mr. Hilton, in his

addendum to the report of the Committee appointed to inquire

into the principle of Fixed Ketail IMces,^ says

“ The difTercntial discounts at present given by some firms

and associations represent far juore than tlio saving in expense

to the manufacturer in selling in large instcfvl of small parcels,

and works out in practice as a subsidy givcai to the large shop
or store at the cxpetisc of the small shop.*’

The number of merchants, etc., who liaridle goods in their

transit to the consumer varies from trade to trade.

Dyers and Cleaners ^ seem to be exceptional in dealing directly

with the customer tlirough their own <lcpots.

“ Practically every firm of any size in the trade maintains

a certain number of branches for receiving goods to be dyed
and cleaned, and for distributi?ig them when finished. It

was stated in evidence that the cost of operating these

branches amounted to from 33 to 4S per cent, of the total cost

charged on an articile. In order, however, to meet the con-

venience of the public such a provision is essential, so that in

each locality a customer desirous of liaving an article cleaned

or dyed may receive export attention aiul advice, as well as

having the article collected and delivered."

In addition some firms liave agencies undertaken by shopkeepers.

In the Laundry industry'^ multiple laimderers also tend to

have their own depots and agencies.

In Agricultural Machinery ® and ^louldcd Glass, ^ and also in

the case of the Imperial Tobacco Company,’^ there are no inter-

mediate wholesalers between the manufacturer and retailer.

The product passes through three hands in the case of Meat,'*

Drugs, Horsenails and Farriery and Brewed Vinegar There

^ C^md. 1001. » Cmd. 1200. ^ Cnul. * Cmd. 1361.

® Cmd. 90.3. « Cmd. 1315. ’ Cmd. 13S5. “ Cmd.

• Cmd. 1057. w Cmd. 633. Cmd. 5-10, Cmd. 1268. Cmd. 1355.
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are sometimes both secondary and primary wholesalers in Salt ^

and Yeast.2 In a good many industries the methods of

tribution vary. Slates ^ are sometimes bought at the quames
by a merchant who resells them, but sometimes by a roofing

contractor who “ contracts both to sell the slates and to fix

them on a building.” Large builders buy bricks ^ direct from

the kilns, but builders’ merchants supply “ local customers with

small quantities.” Clayware Pipes ^ are usually sold to the

builders, but occasionally through a merchant.

Milk ® is distributed either directly by the producer, through

a retailer, a wholesaler and a rctailei*, or through a factory,

wholesaler and retailer.

In the Pish trade ^ trawl“Owners are occasionally wholesalers,

or even retailers, but 88 per cent, of the fish is sold by professional

salesmen as soon as it is landed, and is bought by wholesalers,

who dispose of it either to secondary wholesalers in inland markets,

to retailers who order it direct, or in basses to private customers.

The majority tjf the trades investigated, including such small

unit trades as Clog-making ® and Farriery,-' were found to be

organised. In the handling of quinine,^'' salt,*^ tiles, cement,^^

and soap,^^ the larger firms belong to the associations, and in

the two latter, as well as in Glass Bottle Making, the combines

in the industries dominate the trade associations. The Vinegar

trade association was specially formed to ])rotect the interests of

the vinegar brewers from the competition of the makers of

unbrewed vinegar. But the largest firms among the builders’

merchants, and some of those among the Agricultural Machine

Makers,^** do not belong to their respective organisations.

The repairing of boots, shoes and footwear affords the most

striking instance of what may be accomplished for the small

employer by trade organisation.

“ For a long period prior to the War the majority of the

persons engaged in the repair of footwear were badly paid

and also worked long hours. The financial condition of the

small emjiloyer dilfered but slightly from that of his workman.
A low standard of living prevailed throughout the trade, and

no associations existed for mutual interests among employers

till about fifteen years ago. Employers generally worked long

hours themselves and domauded the same conditions from those

» s:i2. - Cmd. 1210. » CinU. ^ Cmd. 050.

» Cmd. 120!). fl Cmd. 1102. ’ Cmd. 514. « Cmd. 541.

» (.'md. 540. Cmd. 449. Cmd. 8:12. Cmd. 1209.

Cmd. 1091. »» Cmd. 1120. »» c,nd. 1000. Cmd. i:i55.

Cmd. 1200 (ir.U'il in description of nij^rccincnt wilh N.S.C.A.).

18 (.’md. i:«15. Cmd. 1:M5.
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they employed. Methods of costing material and calculating

^l^^vorliead expenses were generally unknown or ignored.

“ Employers’ Associations, though started earlier, really

took elTective shape about seven years ago. They began to

introduce technical knowledge among their members, including
modern methods of leather-cutting, book-keeping, costings,

etc. They also began to arrange scliedules of prices of repairs

for each locality which gradually became operative. . . .

With the rise of the associatkjiis conditions began to improve,
and the fixing of minimum district schedule prices has intro-

duced a new era compared with a few years ago. (Generally

speaking, members of the trade are now in a better position

with regard to the purchasing of leather and grindery.”

In the final summary of their findings the Committee reports :

“ That the Boot and Shoe repairing trade has raised itself

from one of the worst-paid industries in the United Kingdom
to a level with some of the other trades as regards profit to

emplo}'iTs, and general conditions of employment.’'
ii^

Tlu^ Bedstead Makers' Federation ^ is a price fixing, output

regulating organisation, but, in addition

—

“ One of the objects of the Federation, wo learn, has been

to show less highly organised manufacturers where their costs

can be reduced. With this end in view the Federation arranged

for a schedule to bo prepared of the average costs of some of

the large factories, which can proiluce economically, and this

is circulated among all the federated manufacturers in order

that the smaller or less oflicient manufacturer may check his

costs item by item. The minimum selling prices authorised

by the Federation for all its component firms are reckoned on

the.se standard costs.

“ We arc informed that the Federation has made consider-

able progress in standardising the types of bedsteads produced.

Some years ago each firm in the Federation made its own tools

and dies, but the Federation has now organised a central

wnikshop for the manufacture of the implements. Up-to-

date machinery has been installed, evciy tool, die and gauge

produced is of the same size and ijattern. Economy, we are

informed, has been thus etfected and the work of standardisalion

of the finished bedsteads has been in a great measure achievecl.

Arrangements are also in progress for unifying, as far as

possible, the purchase of raw materials so as to eliminate

unnecessary competition between members of the Federation.

This point is of imjiortanee in view" of the fact that bedstead

manufacture is, in the main, an ass(unbling trade, and that,

therefore, raw materials form by far the most important

element in cost.

‘ Ciml. C07.
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The National Federation of Dyers and Cleaners ^ drew up

its price-list, “ owing to the diflSculties, particularly with small

firms, of establishing anything in the way of an accurate cos^^'
system.”

The small Yorkshire Soap-making firms ^ organised success-

fully during the War, in order to represent their interests with

Government departments.

Organisations that restrict output, such as those in Cut Steel

Nails,^ Bedstead-making,^ and Light Castings,® tend to keep

weaker firms in existence and prevent the expansion of stronger

ones at their expense.

On the otljer liand, both in Yeast distribution ® and in

Farriery ^ the organisations prevent new men starting businesses.

“ It was made clear to us that it was practically impossible

for an}^ person or firm other than a loyal member of the whole-

sale Yeast Merchants’ Association or one of the Yeast Dealers’

Associations to obtain supplies of British-made yeast except

by acquiring the business of an established (lealer. This

would also ap^y to an employee of a yeast dealer who might
wish to commence business on his own account.”

In the case of Farriery it has been proved “that individual

men w^ho desire to enter the trade have been hindered if not

prevented from doing so by an attempt to boycott them as

regards supplies of iron and horse nails.” Owing to weakness

of organisation, the Associations of tlie ]\rorcJiants and the

Farriers have not been able to make this boycott elTective over

the whole country.

In Hides and Fats ” an illustration of co-operation between

small units is given.

“ Butchers, as a general rule, send their hides to ‘ hide

markets,’ /. 6. to firms which collect the hides, sort and class

them, and sell them on commission by auction. In a great

many cases these firms arc companies whoso shareholders are

the local butchers.”

Two circumstances prejudicial to the smaller units are men-

tioned several times. The extra expense involved in buying in

small quantities is noted in reports dealing with building materials,

viz. in Bricks,^ Light Castings^® and Cement.^ ^ Dyestuffs and

chemicals for cleaning are also said to bo cheaper when bought

in large quantities. In general the small retailers arc in danger

» Cmd. 1361. 2 Crnd. 1126. » Cmcl. 1208. * Crrid. G07.

» Cmd. 1200. » Cmd. 1216. ’ Cmd. 640.

* See Interim Report on Moat, Cmd. 1057. * Cmd. 959.

Cmd. 1200. 11 Cmd. 1091. 1= Cmd. 1361. “ Cmd. 662.
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“ of being devoured by their more powerful competitors, who,

dealing in a large range of goods, are able successfully to

wallow those who rely for their living upon a single range of

articles.”

The other factor, specially harmful to smaller and weaker

firms, is that of foreign competition. Its effect on the Brush

trade has already been noted. The Glass trade has also suffered

severely :

“ The history of the plate and sheet window glass trade is

similar to that of domestic glassware, except that the effect

of competition from abroad has been even more serious. Manu-
facturers of these commodities have l)een gradually forced out

of business during the past Ijalf-century owing to foreign

competition, with the exception of Messrs. Pilkington Bros.,

Ltd., of St. Helens, who by their strength and efficiency were

able to hold their position in the trade. . . . This firm is now
the only firm manufacturing plate glass in this country, and
also one of the two engaged in the manufacture of sheet

window glass.” ^
,

In Matches, ahnost all of the eighteen surviving firms belong

to three groups, and a list is given of sixteen independent firms,

who were obliged to shut down owing to foreign competition.^

f'orcign competition is also given as the reason for the formation

of the first Cement combine,^ which absorbed 75 per cent, of the

“ total productive capacity of the country.”

It is rather remarkable that these reports, dealing as they

do with articles in very wide and common use, should contain

so much information regarding the small firm, for such manu-

factures offer the least proniising field for small unit production.

‘‘ Wlierever the iiiaterial worked is not uniform in quality,

or cannot be graded or treated in bulk, then the large-scale

method of specialised processes and large output will not

apply. . . . An article or process cannot be standardised unless

thf^re is a large trade. Now there are many articles and services

for whicli the demand is not large, steady or uniform. There

are many processes of manufacture which cannot be stan-

dardised. Here is the field for the small firm.”—H. Clay,

Kconomics for the General Reader, p. 34-.

r. F. Grant

Cnid. 1385. * 024. “ Cmd. 1091.

[Note h}j Editor.—For n quanlitntivo estimate of tlio survival of small units

in London the reader may be referred to an article by Prof. Bowley on “ The
Survival of Small Firms,” Kconomica, May 1921].



PROFESSOR CASSEL ON MONEY AND FOREIGN
J^XCHANGE

Money and Foreign Exchange af/er 1014. By Gl^stav OASSia..

(London : Constable & Co., 1022. Pp. viii + 287.)

Professor Casskl tramples down in fine style many of tlie

absurd doctrines with w4iieh the Euriipean public; was bamboozled

during the war and for some time afterward:-. The few who

lifted up their voices in the wilderness will enjoy the contempt

with which he examines and dismisses the arguments of the

official apologists who denied that their currencies had depreci-

ated, or alleged that the cause of their depreciation wus not tlie

manufacture of adllitional currency, but the “ balance of trade,
‘

which could be put riglit in the best mercantilist manner by

suitable encouragements of export and discouragements of

import. The only doubt that suggests itself in tins province is

whether his exposition will really clear up the difrtculty wliich

many minds seem to find in seeing exactly why and how the

issue of additional curren(;y raises prices. To call the addition

“ artificial " or “ false; purchasing jiower ’ s(‘ems likely to confuse

the reader. In a self-contained community w hich used no moiu’y

but ounces of gold, additions to the currency owing to oidput

from the mines could not reasonably be described as “ artilicial

or false pimdiasing power w-hicli W()uld inevitably compete

with the genuine” (p. 19). Sundy it is both simpler and tnuT

to say merely that the additional money, whether it is inclal

or paper, competes with the already existing mofiey in tin*

purchase of commodities and services, and thend’ore raises tlu*

prices of commodities and services. On p. 20, l*rof. Cassel speaks

in a way which suggests that the issuer of additional eurrciicy

is able to purchase comrnoditic's and services Ix't^ause prices rise

and other buyers consequently cannot buy as jnucJi as before.

It is “ part of the object of inflation to force up the pri(;es of

commodities.” Is not this xnitting the matt(‘r very perversedy ?

The issuer is able to get commodities and s(tvices because he

has money to give for tliem ; the rise of jiricos which his purchases

cause goes against him, and makes his new money buy less than

an equal amount of money would have done before he came on
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the market. He does not ivant a rise of ])rices at all, and to say

It will perhaps bo said that there cannot be mon? than a

difference about a j]ielhod of expression in this matter—that

everyone, or at any rate cv'cry Professor of l^coiiomics, must
really know why and how additions to curreney raise prices,

however he may fail in explaining it in lectures or books. This

seems likely, but I cannot help thinking that a slight haziness

about the fundamentals of the question has a good deal to do

with the adoption by Prof. Cassel of what is the main gospel of

his book, the doctrine that prices must bo regulated by a proper
“ discount polic}’. ' Prices existed and wcav sometimes nearly

stable for considerable periods, and sometimes fluciuated rather

u'ildly long before there were any banks to declare bank rates,

and obviously changes of price Iev(d would take place even in

a community where no one ever borrowed or lent. When we

were on a gold standard we thought of the vaVie (»f gold falling

and prices of commodities rising because men in Australia,

Alaska or the IVaiisvaal were producing gold in large quantities

and giving it in exchange
—

‘‘ selling "
it if you like—for goods

and services. We never thought of alleging that it was all the

fault of the “ central banks,*’ and reproaching them wdth not

keeping bank rates high enough to keep prices down. We knew’

that prices were b(‘ing raised by the new gold, and wn never

dreamt of the output of gold being regulated by a ‘discount policy.”

Banks, just like private persons, could, we knew’, counteract the

effect of the output on the market by storing additional quantities

in their cellars, provided that they did not nullify the counter-

action by issuing additional j)aper ruirency. But to acquire

gold and keep it- out of use is just as expensive to a bank as it is

to an individual, and wc iicvc'r expected the banks to do it

because of their love for the world at large. ('Fho United States

government has in its time bought both silver and gold in order

to keep up their value, but this was done from love of the silver

and gold producers in the United States.) And if such a thing

had been proposed w’e should have said that the banks, even if

willing, could do very little in that way.

Similarly, if we w^ere troubled by a fall of prices attributed

to the output of gold not keeping pace with the requirements

of gold for currency and other purposes, w’e thought of schemes

for “ economising gold, that is, for throwing it out of certain uses

by the provision of substitutes or the adoption of methods which
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would cause it to be less required. So far as 1 remember, low

bank rates were never recommended for this purpose :

generally had them I

Is the situation fundamentally different to-day ? So far as

gold money is concerned, evidently not. According to Prof.

Cassel’s view, the American banking organisation has recently

by a wrong “ discount policy ” kept the value of gold higher

than it should have been, and thereby done a great deal of damage
to the United States and other countries on a gold standard or

trying to get up to it, but he does not seem to suppose that the

wrong policy can continue very long, and in talking of the future

when stability of currency will be restored throughout the world,

he seems to be thinking much as we used to think about the

value of gold, deprecating its use in circulation, the acquisition

of large stores, called ‘‘ reserves," of gold and so on, because he

fears a rise of the price level.

Applied to ai\ inconvertible paper currency issued by an

uncontrolled bank^ the discount policy gospel has a little more

plausibility. We think of such a bank as issuing this currency

by way of loans to borrowers, and consequently issuing more

when it charges a low rate for the accommodation than when it

charges a high rate. We sec that it cannot be stopped from

lending by want of means or fear of bankruptcy, since the power

of its printing press to print notes of larger denominations is

infinite. (If the noughts arc too many to print in a line, tlic

figure can be squared, cubed or raised still higher.) The belief

that the bank can only issue the notes by way of loans is incorrect

:

it can build itself new premises, buy lands and securities. But

if we suppose these outlets somehow stopped up, as they might

perhaps be if we take the high discount policy to include abstention

from expenditure which did not promise a return equal to the

rate of discount, it certainly looks legitimate to say that tlie

value of the currency, or (which is the same thing) the level of

prices, can be regulated by the discount policy of the bank.

But clearly this is only because, under the conditions assumed,

the discount policy will regulate the issues and withdrawals of

currency : the gospel of discount policy is only a somewhat

corrupted version of the good old gospel of due limitation of

issue successfully preached by Ricardo and Horner in 1809-19.

Even the corrupted version may perhaps be good enough

to put and keep the currencies of Sweden, Holland and a few

other countries on the required level. The management of the

Swedish Riksbank and Dr. Vissering may possibly find salvation
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tbeing converted to it, imperfect as it is. But applied to the

Iter part of Europe it is, on Prof. Casscl’s own admission,

absolutely useless. For the success of the policy, he says, it
** must, of course, be assumed that the State, by its demands
for credit, does not force a creation of bank currency nor itself

create fresh paper jnoney to cover its own expenditure ” (p. 106).

This is exactly what can not be assumed in all the most troublesome

cases of diseased currency systems at the present time. Tn most
of the suffering countries the State is always going to the bank
of issue and asking for another loan, and at the moment the bank
has nothing to lend. The President of the Bank might well

reply to the Finance Minister, “ I am afraid we shall have to

print another twenty milliards, and prices are rising already,

so that according to Cassel's theory, we must charge you a very

high rate : what do you say to 20 per cent. ?
” “ All right,”

answers the Finance Minister quite cheerfully, it's all the same

to me : by that little arrangement wt made Jhe other day all

your profits are coming back to the Treasury, so you can charge

what you like !
” Sometimes the 8tate prints the paper itself

and cither spends it direct wdthout any disguise, as in Russia, or,

as in Great Britain, first goes through the form of “ lending ” it to

itself in Ways and ]\Icans Advances or on Treasury Bills and other

Government securities.” It is tolerably obvious that no policy

of the banks can prevent a Government from itself issuing

directly as much inconvertible legal tender money as it chooses :

nor is it any use to tell a Government which goes through the

hollow form of lending an issue to itself that it ought to charge

itself a high rate of interest. In all this immense and important

sphere, then. Prof. Casscl himself is bound to preach that Govern-

ments should meet their expenses by other means than creating

new currency, and this is simj)ly the old gospel of due limitation

of issue.

But, in scriptural phrase, he “ kicks against the pricks.’*

He cannot see much virtue in any limitation except in his own

at best insufficient and at worst wholly futile limitation by

discount. When notes are convertible into free (/. c. meltable

and exportable) gold, they are limited in amount by this

convertibility—limited to the amount which can be got into

circulation and kept there without driving their value below par

with gold. The liability to redeem notes,” Prof. Cassel admits,

“ compels the central bank to adopt a right discount policy, and

that has its importance for the maintenance of the monetary

unit. But it is not a means to that end.” I should say that is
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exactly what it is, and, moreover, that it is a means which doei

not act, as he sujiposcs, indirectly through the discount rCk
but directly through the limitation of issue caustid by the banl

not being able to keep the notes outstanding if the gold which ii

is obliged to give for them is greater in value than they are

The right discount policy of the bank is forced upon it by whai

the Bank of England directors used to call “ consideration foi

the safety of their establishment,” a thing which it would no

have to worry about if it had, and exjH'cted always to retain,

the ])o\ver of issuing unlimited paper currency legal tender.

>fothing can bankrupt a bank or (lovTiTiment w'hich jjossesscs this

power and takes care to owe nothing except money of the country :

even the dropping of the value of the currt'iiey to zero will not

jnake it ujiable to pa}^, since all its obligations can then be paid

in waste paper.

If by an unfortunate lapse from soiuul policy a ])apor (mrrenev

has been allowed to lose its convertibilit}^ into free gold and fallen

below' its par with gold and it is flecidod to bring it up again to

that or some other level, the old gospel taught that the institution

which had control of the issue, whether bank or ( Government,

should be directed to reduce the amount outstanding (or in a

mild case merely to keep it down) till the value of the i^aper

rose to the recpiired level. The Cunliffe Committee accepted

that doctrine, and recommended a policy of cautious reduction

(First Keport, p. 12, top). The Treasury accepted the particular

limitation proposed by the Committee at the end of 1919, but

owing to the usual seasonal decline at the beginning of the

calendar year, this had no operation till a few months later,

when it broke the “ vicious circle
’’ which people used to talk

about, or ‘‘ pricked the ])ubble, ' as their ancestors would have

said, with effects terrific to those wdio believed in a ten-year

boom. A right ‘‘ discount j^nlicy " w\as fonjed on the banking

organisation when it could no longer depend on tlu'^ continuance

of the stream of Currency Notes hot from the press. The post-

war slump, which everyone with any knowledge of history had

always expected, at last set in. Prof. Cassel is not at all pleased.

He belittles the repression and reduction of the notes outstanding,

and also the reduction of prices caused by the Committee, saying

that “ after the Committee issued its first report ” the amount

of notes outstanding still increased, and the Economist price

index rose from 227 in November 1918 to a maximum of 310 in

March 1920.” Is it fair to depreciate the recommendation of

a committee because that recommendation did not have the
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desired effect during twelve months before it was adopted by the

^^jernmenj and a few months more before it came into actual

^^ation ?

But in this matter Prof. Cashel tries to ride at one and the

same time two horses galloping in contrary directions. While

suggesting that the C’ommittee s measure was not very effective,

he complains strongly of its effectiveness. Before recommending

it, ho says, the Committee ought to have thought of the frightful

slump it would cause. He has no ground for sup])osing that they

did not. It is true that they painted no picture of the horrors

of slump and depression in their reports, but does the fact

that a physician has prescribed for a patient without descanting

to him on the extreme disagrccablcness of the prescription, prove

that he was not fully aware of that disagreeableness ?

This brings us to the second great article of Prof. Cassel's

creed, the doctrine tliat deflation must always he avoided at

all costs. When he secs inflation he cries “ Halt ! but mind you

do not recoil a si?iglc inch !

’ On grounds of Justice, as justice

is actually conceived by civilised man, this is clearly wrong.

The depreciation of money may have been so recent and so

violent that less injustice on th(i whole is done by going back

part of the way or even the avIioIc way to the old standard than

by adhering exactly to what the new's])apcrs insist on calling

“ the new low record of the day. Economic expediency

generally agrees with receivc'd id(»as of justice, and certainly

does so here. What j)recise figure it would be best to selc(*.t for

the stabilisation of tlie (h'rnian mark here and now on tliis 1st of

November, 1922, it. is dillicult to say, but all reasonable persons

would agree that the iigure would hv ap[)reeial)ly higher than that

of to-day's purchasing pow(U’.

Prof. Cassel's plan is to accept the price level of the moment

and ri'gulate the currency so as to maintain it without cliaiige,

and so avoid slump and depres.'^ion. Wheth(*r it is completely

possible to do this he seems to have some little doubt, but he

certainly over-rates the extent to which it is possible to approxi-

mate to it. Where prices have been rising for some considerable

time, business is all carried on under the assumption that the

rise will continue ; when this assumption is shown to he wTong,

and it has to be accepted that prices will rise no further, business

arrangements will be upset in exactly the same way as they arc up-

set by a change from a condition of expected stable prices to a con-

dition of expected falling prices, and w ith exactly the same result of

causing a slump and depression. Anyone with diagrammatical

No. 128.—VOL. xxxir.
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tastes may illustrate the angle in the line of prices for himself,

and he will see at once what a jolt can be hidden under the blc|ge:?J^

word “ stabilisation.” On the whole a (diange from a rising lineoi'

curve to the liorizontal is likely to be more violent, and therefore

more disturbing, than a change from the horizontal to a falling

line or curve. It may perliaps be suggested that the proper plan

is to round off the transition in the way in which the top of a

road hill is always rounded off. If the mark is one-thousandtli

of its old value to-day, announce that the issue of paper marks

shall be so regulated tliat it shall be one-(‘lcvcn-hundrcdth six

months hence, one-twelve-hiindrcdtli say a year hence, and then

remain stationary. This, however, is probably quite imprac-

ticable, and if it were not, it could only have the effect of

moderating the slump while it lengthened the depression.

Depression is the penalty of boom, whether the boom has a

monetary or some otlier origin, and it is s(‘arcely in the nature of

things that any means of avoiding it can be discovered. use

unnecessarily strfing language about it {ind liarp on its dis-

astrous ” and “ appalling ’ nature is searc(‘ly the way to help us to

bear it and emerge from it, or to encourage the countries which

are still inflating to face it and get it over. Let us talk rather of

the brighter side of the pudure. Though Prof. Lassel suggests

that deflation adds immensely to flic diliicully ol‘ State finance

(p. 206), wc have seen ihi) position of our own state finance improve

enormously sincei the detlation began, while that of the inllating

countries gets worse and worse. Though we have many un-

employed, we have the satisfaction of knowing that the employed

in this and other deflated countries are bidter off than the (un-

ploycd where the intiation l)oom is still in full swing, and that

what they produce is sullicient not only for that but at the same

time to provide for the unemployed and iji(‘apable, better at any

rate tlian tliey Jiavc ever been provided for at any earliei*
2
)eriod

—

so well, in fact, that tlie goodness of the provision is supposed

to obstruct to an appreciable extent their return to work by

preventing necessary reductions of numey wages in certain direc-

tions. And finally, Jet us nMuemlKU' wiiat figures will never

show, but nearly everyone feels, that the pco^^le of the deflated

countries arc, in fact, more ha2)j)y and contented, less inclined

to internal struggle and bloodshed, than they were in the wild

orgy of 1019-20. With these things in our mind wo shall be

better able to advise our less fortunate neighbours to set aside

their fears and face the inevitable inconvenience of stopping

the rise of prices.
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The question of the moment is not whether these inconveni-

|||s might have been slightly less than they have been in the

t5nitcd States, Canada, England, or Sweden, but what is to be

done in countries where the unit of account is still depreciating

at a terrific and increasing rate. In the worst cases Prof. Cassel

suggests very reasonably the abandonment of “ the old currency
”

(by which he means the post 1914 paper currency). He would

lay “ entirely new foundations.” But would it not be simpler

and easier to use the pre-war foundations ? What ails, for

instance, the old gold mark ? It is just as easy to turn the

present paper mark into, say, one-thousandth of a gold mark

as it would be to make it one-fivc-hundredth of a gold unit twice

the weight of a gold mark.

But whether the pre-war unit or some other is adopted, it

seems unlikely that all obligations to pay marks will be

dischargeable at the same rate as that at which the paper notes

are taken in. It is more probable that the numerous historical

precedents will be followed and a temporal scille set up, begin-

ning at par for pre-war contracts and descending with the recorded

depreciation. A plan very difficult, no doubt, to apply and

of very inqiorfect efficacy for its purpose, but perhaps not so

impossible in practice as Prof, (^assel's rather lofty dismissal

of “ old claims ' as now rendered “ practically valueless ” by

the depre(;iation of currency, and therefore “ disposed of
”

([). 20S), Kor my part I find it difficult to conceive that in any

moderately civilised country not only the National Debt, but

also the debts of local authorities, the debentures and preference

stocks of all companies, life assurances, annuities and pensions,

rents from long leases, and other obligations expressed in fixed

sums of money, can be so easily “ disposed of,” that is to say,

permanently cut doAvn to perhajis a thousandth or a ten-thou-

sandth of their proper value merely because a crazy Government

printed a great many inconvertible notes, most of them in 1921-2.

Edwin Cannan

mm2
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Das Malthiissche Bevolkenuujsqesetz nnd die theoretische National-

okonomie der letzten Jnhrzehnte. Von Dr. Siegfried Budge
(Frankfurt). Braun: Karlsruhe. 1912. Pp. 221.

The Population Problem, a study in Human Evolution, By
A. M. Carr-Saiinders. Oxford : Clarendon Press. 1922.

Pp. 482. 2l6\ net.

Tjjp:sk two strong books are in coniploto contrast, but not

in conflict, and they might well be taken as complementary of

each other. Mr. Carr-Saunders surveys a vaster field than

Dr. Budge, no less a field than the evolution of man from the

beginning of lift on this j)lanet. The German author limits

himself to one book and its critics: but he gives us an inde-

pendent economic discussion, which, some of us feel, was bound

to come in the end, if not sooner.

Taking the “ jMalthusian law ' to bo roughly this : that

popidatioii tends to increase beyond the means of subsistence,

ho considers whether, in face of many objections i^reseiited by

economic writers in tlie last two or t hree decades, the said “ law
’

still holds its own. Ho decides in its favour; and it is no hasty

judgment. He has the rare qualitication of a thorough know-

ledge of his author, and is thus able to show^ that most of the

objections were forestalled in the second and later editions of

the Essay on Population. Many critics, for examj)le, seem

unaware of the importance attached by Malthus himself to tlie

notion of the “ standard of living, ’ the meaning of “ necessaries
"

to the people concerned (Budge, 27 seq.). Dr. Budge is the

first for a long time to do him full justice in this vital particular.

8ome of the critics make his “ tendency ” into a prophecy of

tlie remote future, wdicn, in the last days, tliere is to be an

appalling replenishment of the earth. ^ It w^as meant for a

statement of present facts. Borne think that Malthus stands

or falls with the exactitude of the relation between a geometrical

ratio of human increase and an arithmetical of food; some

even think he had no knowledge of the principle of “ decreasing

* The poasibilitieg of fecundity are given by Mr. Carr-Saunders, p. Id.*),

without any thought of a prophecy.
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returns ” in agriculture. He really takes the geometrical

llHipase as a minimum for an unhindered growth of population,

and goes on :
“ The rate according to which the productions

of the earth may be supposed to increase it will not be so easy

to determine. Of this, however, we may be perfectly certain,

that the ratio of their increase must be totally of a different

nature from the ratio of the increase of population. A thousand

millions are just as easily doubled every twenty-five years

by the power of population as a thousand. Jbit the food to

support the increase from the greater number will by no means

be obtained with the same facility. JMan is necessarily confined

in room. When acre has been added to acre till all the fertile

land is occupied, tlie yearly increase of food must dei)end on

the amelioration of tlie land already in possession. This is a

stream which from the nature of all soils, instead of increasing,

must bo gradually diminislied. But population, could it be

supplied with food, would go on with unexhausted vigour

(Emxy, 2nd ed., 1803, 1, i. 5). In fact Malthus makes the principle

of decreasing returns the very basis of his conclusions (of. Budge,

p. 17, more full}^ ch. ii. 4:9 seq.).

His problem was therefore a present one. So far as he

forecasts the future, he anticipates not an overcrowded, growing

population, but a stationary one (Budge, p. 150 note, Essay,

Oth ed., Bk. Ill, eli. xiii.), though, unlike Mill, he took no pleasure

in the prospect. It is true that the modern restriction of births

was neither anticipated nor desired by him. Still, the motive of

it is just the retention of the standard of living in which he saw

the chief hope of the future.

Dr. Budge uill not allow us to present the last question so

barely; in an interesting section (the second of eh. iii. 156 foil.)

he argues that the phenomenon cannot be traced to prosperity

or to economic; hindrances or the fear of them. The great

cause of the change observable since 1870^ is one lying outside

economics and psychology, and, as it were, thrust upon us,

namely, the exploits of science in lengthening life and lessening

the death -rate, if more children survive and at the same time

the standard of comfort is not to suH’er, then there must bo

fewer children (184, 185). IVlalthus (says Dr. Budge) had a

glimpse of this situation when he remarked {Essay, Otlied., 1825,

II, vii. 395) that the rate of increase in France, 1813 to

* In Franco forty years before, and tljcrefore Iiardly explainable in this way.

Budge, 177-180.—For our author’s view of economic hindrances in Germany
ai present see Economic .1ouhn.\l, .Tuno, 1017, p. .‘111.
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1820, was kept up (in spite of a diminution of births) “ owing

to a diminished mortality, occasioned by the improved situs^^;^

of the labouring classes since the Kevolutjon, and aided probab^'

by the introduction of vaccination.” He says elsewWe “ it

will generally be found true that the increasing healthiness of

a country will not only diminish the proportions of deaths, but

the proportions of births and marriages ” {ib. ch. ix. 449).

Nowadays we must say the proportions of births, not neces-

sarily of marriages. Diminution of births is not now brought

about simply by the Malthusian deferment of marriage. Dr.

Budge allows that the figures point to a kind of prudential

restraint that would not, to Malthus, have been a moral restraint.

Since Malthus thought the risks of the deferment of marriage

a less terrible evil than high mortality (Append. 4th ed., 1807,

vol. II, 463, Budge, 197), he might conceivably, were he living

now, have taken a milder view than in his own day, wlicn he

bluntly ranked all artificial restraints under vice (Append. 5th

ed., 1817, p. 395). Whatever the ethics of the position, it is

the desire of maintaining or raising the standard of living whicJi

is, at present, the broad general motive for the restriction of

births. In Australia the motive is to raise the standard higher

and higher and to keep labour well rewarded, under conditions of

competition and private property. Socialism might lessen the

felt need for restriction only too well (Budge, 218). Writing in

1912, Dr. Budge sees a political danger in the situation. Pie

thinks it is the tragedy of the problem of population that, if

population grows up to the full resources, the masses are poor;

if it stops very far short of them, there is a standing temptation

given to a more crowded race to strike in, overrun, and subdue

(217, 220). He is less sanguine than either Malthus or his admirer

John Stuart Mill.

Mr. Carr-Saunders is not among the admirers, though he

makes full acknowledgment of the great influence of the Kssay

(ch. ix. 197 seq.). He thinks that Malthus confined himself

too much to the j^roblem of the relative increase of jxjpulation

and food, neglecting the productiveness of industry. He even

says this last is ‘'an idea which finds no place ’’ in the Esmy

(198). Readers of the later chapters of its Third Book (viii. to

xiv.) will hardly believe the charge. It is true that Malthus

does not lay the emphasis where Mr. Saunders would place it.

Mr. Saunders would look at the whole matter from the point

of view of Professor Cannan's optimum, the number of people

which, under given conditions of time, place, and habits, would
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be just enough to secure the ynaximum production. When
lation is below that number, increase is desirable; when
it, we have over-popillation (200, 201, of. 2i;}). We come

back to Maltlius, however, when we arc told that this notion

of the optimum involves the notion of a standard of living (224),

and indeed we find our author dealing with this part of the

subject quite in the manner of Malthus. On his own pee.uliar

ground he renders valuable service to the iMalthusian theory.

As a review of the “ jiositivo " clieeks and bow they work out

a decrease of numbers, over the whole range of human life on

this planet, historical and prehistorical, there is probably no

book of its kind so eoniprehensive. The early part has a worthy

sequel in the impressive chapters, xix. to xxi., written after the

manner of Bagehot's Physics aud Politics. If there is more

Anthropology hero than Economies,^ at least the economist will

bo glad to have it. Tlio pniblcm of
i)
0])ulation is discussed,

not as it is for man merely, but for the remote ancestors of man
and “species in a state of nature’' (37). TlieMilTercnt forms of

reproduction arc considered (31) svq.) and the effect of the appear-

ance of mind and inteiiigeneo in the higlier animals (51). Unlike

Weismann and Sehallniayer, our author, dealing with ditTerenccs

of quality between species, admits the possibility of a “ mutation
”

or permanent change in the germinal constitution as distinguished

from mere “ modification ' (08). In man this germinal change

has been infiuenced ])oth in direction and intensity by mental

evolution, and especially by tradition and communication of

ideas (81, 82), in addition to environment. “ Tradition comes

to be of more impoitance than germinal change among the

underlying causes of history. But tradition is profoundly

inHuenced by the quantity of population, among other factors;

and therefore, to the extent to which this is so, the determining

factor ill human history is still bound iqi with the population

problem ” (322). The conclusions are summed up in the last

chapter (xxii. 475 seq.). In the earliest periods, ascertainable

human achievement dejiends on germinal change; but, from

the latest prehistoric times and tliroughoiit the historical, the

controlling cause is the iufiuence of environment on tradition;

finally, in our own times progress is to be explained not by a

change in quality, but by a growth in qiuintit}^ of the popula-

tion, breaking down the segmentary grouping of society (or

grouping by descent, 430, 431) and giving rise to the organic

* As in Sclinllrnayor’s Iiifu ritniicv ami StlccfioHj whicli was reviewed in

this Journal, 1905, pp. 2;)0-2ir»,
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grouping (by occupation and profession). “ This is the paradox

of the population problem. Change among species in a

of nature is based on germinal change alone; change among
our prehuman ancestors was equally a matter of change in

the quality of population; but the explanation of the most

outstanding fact in recent history, broadly viewed, is to be

sought in a change in quantity rather than in quality of popula-

tion” (481).

If Mr. Carr-Saunders’ paradox is less imposing than Dr.

Budge’s tragedy, it is because the facts of the latter lie at our

feet and we tread on them daily with our clouted shoon.

J. Bonar

(1) Premike^^ Notions (VEconomie Politique. By Charles Gide.

(Paris: A1 bin Michel. Pp. IS,*).)

(2) Precis cVEconomic Politique. By MaT' rk k .Iournh. (Paris :

Librairie Felfx Alcan. Pp. 490.)

(3) A TeH-hook oj Economics. By M. Brkh^s, M.A. Camb.,

B.Sc. (Peon.) Loud. (London : Ibuvcrsity Tutorial Press,

1921. Pp. xvi t- Pri(;e 8.s‘. iki.)

(4) Industrial and Commercial Geograpluj. By Arthur Radford,

B.Sc. (Econ.). (London : Collins’ Clear Type Press. 1922.

Pp. 295.)

(5) Principles of Political Science. By R. N. Gilchrist, M.A.,

Principal and Professor of Politicial Econoiiiy and Political

Philosophy, Krishnagar College, Bengal. (Bengal, London,

etc. : Longmans, Green & Co. 1921. Pp. 799 + li.

Price 18.S.)

(6) Physical Economics : An Essay on Fundamental Principles.

By L. SouTfrjoRNs, M.A., B.8c., Wh. Sch. (London

:

The Labour Publishing Company. 1921. Pp. 07. Price

2s. fkl.)

Some knowledge of economic theory and machinery is a

necessary equipment of the modern citizen, who is a very variable

being
;
and the subject needs constant fresh presentment to meet

the needs of students approaching it from quite different angles.

These two assumptions doubtless underlie the recent outburst

of books and booklets on the outlines or fundamentals of economic

theory. Whether the fresh presentation or selection of fact and

theory cannot be left to the teacher or to the independent student

is open to question. Assuming, however, that a different state-

ment of the subject is required—in print—for different audiences,
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then each of the heterogeneous collection of works enumerated

receive, in greater or less degree, satisfaction from its appropriate

text-book.

(1) Of M. Gide’s little book we would sj)oak willi the respect

due to the author. It ai)pears as the first ])rodiict of the ‘‘ Cosmos”
Library

—
“ petite bibliotheque de culture gencralc,” and is, we

gather, intended not as a text-book but as a general introduction,

possibly for children, but essentially for the intelligent adult

student of the now generation, “ celle qui revient de la guerre et

celle qui n’y est pas encore allee,” who wants to get some idea of

the content of the wliole subject before committing himself to

its further study. No crabbed economic laws, no doctrines of

“ margins,” await him in tliis work. Ratlier does he approacli

by a sunlit patli, sin rounded ))y birds and beasts and honey-bees

(the first economi(i beings), with Heton-Thompson’s s(piirre]

stories eidivening the exposition of the tlieory* of pro])erty and

tlie origin of capital (as embodied in nuts), to the dozen funda-

mental conceptions of sociology which, according to M. Gide,

underlie all economic theory. Political Economy has its

roots in biology
;

it is one of the chapters of natural history, that

of the genus homo ”
; and even when tJu' animals arc left behind,

in order that the student may develop his ideas from the study

of more completely economic beings, the reader is still constrained

to regard his economic studies as but one aspect of the more

general study of the growth of ideas and institutions.

The seven short chapters of the book deal with Wants and

Labour; Exchange and Value (the laller “ created by the Avants

of others and tlurefort^ containing a strain of immorality ”)

;

Money (whose value really depemls on “ social confidence ”)

;

Property and Iidieritance. Here Ave have a description of the

change made by the AAur in the general attitude toAvards the hold-

ing of ju'operty, noAv “ Avell on its way to be a public function.”

“ Private property appears to us like a moment of individualisation

between two states of collective OAvnership- -collectiA^e in its

origin and ultimate destination. ... It is the trunk of the tree

\vhose roots go into the ground and Avhose branches stretch to the

sky. But the trunk is important, and it Avould be imprudent

(on the part of the socialists) to cut it through.”

Tavo chapters deal Avith landholding, rent and interest, and

with wages and profits respect!A^cly. Econoini(i rent, ” for more

than a century an inexhaustible theme of meditation and
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discussion to the economists,” is, as might perhaps be expected,

dismissed cursorily, while we are told that “ in post-war soc^?j

everyone will be more or less a ‘ rentier,’ . . . but no one mil'

be able to live on his ‘ rentes.’ ” Finally, after a brief discussion

of trusts and of schemes for nationalising production, the author

introduces us to the consideration of the working of competition

and combination, and leaves us to contemplate three contemporary

and diverse forms of combination—with complete freedom of

choice as to which to select.

The student will, as the professor warns him at the outset,

have obtained little definite information as to modern economic

conditions in the 177 short i)agcs of his primer. But he will have

been introduced in an atmos2>hei*c of admirable lucidity and

urbanity to some of the fundamental conceptions of pure theory.

References to lessons from war ex})erience, indicated, if deliber-

ately not developed, in the book, will have counterbalanced impres-

sions based on the squirrels and Robinson Ousoc and the Sleejnng

Beauty (demonstrating monetary theory), whom he Avill have

met route, and should have convinced ovtm the most literal-

minded that the subject is one of sober as w ell as of picturesque

interest. The reader of the book can hardly fail to bo stimulated

to ask for more, both of theory and of fact- wdiich is the

result that the author by his own statement primarily desires

to secure.

(2) No greater cojitrast to jM. Cide’s primer could be found

than is supplied by M. Journe’s book, a treatise dealing mainly

with the hard facts of descriptive economics, liach section and

chapter of the book begins with a brief digest of theory in its

simplest form, after which the author passes on to an account

of actual economic structure. Thus he deals successively wdtli

the contemporary production of goods and Ihiancial, industrial

and commercial organisation; with currency, international trade,

taxation and debt, wages and the distribution of wealth, as these

have been affected, mainly ]>ut not wholly in l^Vance, by influences

of the war and peace, lie describes hirnscif on his title-page as

M. Journe, “ negociant,” and it is clearly for the “ practical

man ” (not exactly for the expert in any one line of business)

that he writes. Despite all temptation to the contrary, ho manages

to maintain a wholly objective attitude to the events and develop-

ments which he describes (very clearly). Even in the constantly

recurring sections on State intervention, in industry, commerce,

price control, etc., he avoids any expression of opinion. Almost
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the only two points in which he diverges from this attitude of

ion are on p. 373, when he refuses to contemplate a tax or

Xe^ on capital, and on p. 429 when he, curiously enough, commits
himself to so “ advanced a project as family endowment (in

tiie form only of extra payments by the employer for the

support of children, wife or dependents).

On other controversial topics, such as the disposal of profits,

he preserves a non-committal attitude, and goes no further at

the beginning of iiis final section tlian to say that “ the present

economic organisation which we have tried to expound does not

satisfy everyone.’’ After which he analyses very briefly the aims

of co-operation, syndicalism, and socialism, and (like ]\I. Gide,

but after a very different journey) leaves the reader to contemplate

their divergence.

To the EnglisJi reader, Iho work will a])pear valuable chiefly

as supi)lying a well-i)roportioiied and accessible summary of

French economic conditions during and after tlie war, with a

(!ollection of material drawn from outside sources, sufficient to

show the similarity of i)ost-war problems in at least the belligerent

countries. The section on taxation and national debts will

probably be of iuost interest from this point of view.

The author has a misstatement on page 432, with regard to

the prevention of strikes in England.

(3) The probable clientele of this Text-book of Economics

is described by its author rather vaguely as being to be found
“ not only among university students, but also among that much
larger class of persons wliich feels, since the war, drawn to take

an intelligent interest in financial, industrial and commercial

affairs.” Mr. Briggs refers in liis preface to the recpiirements

of students for the London Intermediate Examination in Econo-

mics and Commerce, but the book is quite as much suited for a

(presumably) rather older student, e. f/., of the University tutorial

class type, who is prepared to take his work seriously, starts

with a reasonably “ grown-up ” knowledge of current economic

questions, and needs to Jiave his theoretical material collected

as far as possible in one volume. This is no beginner’s easy

introduction to the subject. The student is plunged early into

marginal theory and kept to its consideration (we would especially

draw attention to the author s treatment in this connection of

wages theories); for him there is no pleasant soaring in the

economic empyrean of M. Gide’s primer. But the bona fide

student, especially the mature student, ought—on the assumption
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that he requires one self-contained volume as his main stand-by

—

to profit by the book, which is a sound and competent statenj||g?^

of modern economic theory, seen in the light of war and post-war

experience.

The author gives a good deal more space to the history

of economic theory than has normally appeared in text-books

of this size, and lie contrives to do so in a way which should give

life and interest to an aspect of the subject, often uninteresting

to the student with inadequate means of suj^plcmenting sum-

maries by wider reading. The book as a whole is not, perhaps,

stimulating to independent inquiry; the completeness of the

efficient text-book does not foster this attitude. But it is in no

way a colourless piece of work. The autlior, though he does not

seek controversy, floes not shrink fj*oin j^ronoiineing definite

conclusions, either on points of thoor^^ or their application.

(4) This introduction to industrial and commercial geography

is one of a scries ot useful text-books—of which otheis have been

already reviewed in the Jocknai.— written primarily for l)oys

and girls in secondary and perhaps in continuation schools. It

aims, according to its author, at suj^plying the schof)l “ ecjuivalcnt

of economics,” since, as ho justly points out, the schoolboy or

girl is not normally ready for economif; theory. ‘‘ The book is

called an industrial and commercial geography, but this is merely

a matter of names. Economics is the science which treats of

men and women ‘ in the business of getting a living.’ What

else is industrial and commercial geography ?
”

The question is perhaps characteristic of the (exponent of

modern geography, with its far-flung net. Jt is, however, of

little importance whether the book deals in tiaine with gcograj)hy

or economics. It sets out to answer the question, “ Why do

people live where they do live, and liow do they earn a living ?
”

and it does this in a series of short chapters on the world as a

whole, but mainly on the position of Britain and the British

Empire. This is all interesting and business-like from the teacher’s

point of view . But the best part of the book is in the ingenious

set of exercises at the end of each chapter, w ith suggestions as to the

pupil’s means of quarrying material from maps and Government

reports and local sources. The study of elementary economic

theory, now inserted as a subsidiary subject in so many specialised

courses at universities and elsewhere, would be of much more

value than at present, if some such previous preparation as this,

both in the acquisition of information and still more in the
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dovolopment of initiative in work on these subjects, might be

mmed on the part of the average student.

(5) The audience presupposed for the next volume on our

list is Indian. This is a lengthy work by Professor Gilchrist,

of Krishnagar College, Bengal, composed and printed in India

under j)ost-war difliculties which a sympathetic reader can

imagine, and designed primarily for the Indian University student.

It is not really an economic work, though it overlaps inevitably

into ‘‘ economics ’’
in certain sections dealing with administration

and in, e. [/., a brief discussion of Socialism. It is an attempt to

provide in one volunu^ a compendium of political theory, past

and present—the meaning of liberty, sovereignty, political rights,

etc.—together with an account of actual political structure,

in half a dozen selected countries. There lias obviously been a

great effort to keep this mass of material in s(;ale. Thus the

author reduces, with comparative success, the whole of English

constitutional liistory to sixteen out of liis cngfit hundred pages.

(Tie lias not succeeded in being absolutc'ly accurate and up-to-date

in the section on English local government.) The presentation

of botli fact and tlieoiy luive inevitably suffered from the attempt

to (jompress and yet to bo compreJicnsive. ^.Flie work, Ijowevcr,

is a courageous (and instructive) experiment in the selection and

pres(‘ntment of most imwieldly material for the student who

from lack of books or time or other limitations cannot select
”

for himself. As such, it shouhl be of definite value in its own

hirtiiplace, in any case. It would, further, he well worth while

for some too parochially-minded English students to seek per-

spective by its means, if only for the digests which the book

contains of administrative structure in India and Japan, and for

the author's Indian point of vknv, specially interesting at the

prc'scmt in liis discussion of the attitude of the state to religion

and of representative government.

(h) The last volume of the group to be considered is by no

means a text-book, but a brief essay on “ some fundamental

aspects ’
of “ Physical Economics." Its appropriate audience

may perliaps be visualised in an intelligent (and critical) Summer

School or a university students' essay society.

The author starts work by coining a new^ phraseology dealing

with economic “ entities ” (e, y., land, skill—the “ real things

used in the development of our economic processes ”), and

symbols ” (c. </., money). Thus equipped, he flings himself
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into the question of the remuneration of abstinence and the

ownership of capital. “ Is the abstinence of the potato-grc||g||,

when he reserves some of his potatoes for seed an economic

'

entity ? On the answer to the question . . . the future course of

economic civilisation will ultimately depend.’" . . .

*' Clearly the

buyers of the potatoes must pay for the seed used, but must

they pay in addition for the mere sacrifice or abstinence of the

grower? . . . Abstinence is negative and things are produced

by positive factors—matter, energy, skill. Abstinence is neither

an economic symbol nor an economic entity.” '' In the present,

society pays for entity capital (seed) but also-- because industry

never gets a start—^for abstinence as well. ... In the future

when industry has caught up . . . the use of natural resources

must carry with it the obligation to jjroduce and reserve the

necessary entity capital for the continuance and expansion of

industry. The entity capital reserved will be paid for, but no

mere abstinence will be paid for.'"

We have all ^leard the right of continued payments for

abstinence,” and the possibilities of a new production and

ownership of capital discussed already, and wo shall, doubtless,

hear tliem discussed again. 8o far the contribution of Mr.

Southerns is all to the good, though some readers would fi?id him

more helpful if ho were less diagrammatic, and would give some

space to the mechanism by which industry is to “ get a start.”

But is the new vocabulary of ” physical economics ” justifiable ?

Is it really necessary in order to deal with th(3 question of paynu‘nt

for abstinence, to call seed potatoes primary ” (or secondary
”

or “ tertiary ”) “ economic entities ” ?

V'. V. Butj.kPv

The Development of Economics, 1750-1000. By 0. Fked Boucke,

Professor of Economics at Pennsylvania Htatc College.

(Macmillan Co., New York, 1021. Pp. 347.)

The Theory of Marginal Value, By L. V. Bhick, Dr. Sc. Pol.,

Professor of Ecjonomics at the University of Copcnhagcui.

(London ; George K-outlcdge & Sons, Ltd.
;
Now York :

E. P. Dutton & Co., 1922. Pp. 351.)

The history of economic thought is a useful and fascinating

study. To know what the old masters said, especially the many

wise things that have stood the test of time, to understand how'

they came to say those things that have proved less wise, to
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trace the gradual development of ideas and to observe the part

Hinged by the chances ol external incident and personal tempera-

rrtent—something of this is essential to sound judgment and
perspective in economic thought; and everyone wlio helps us

in this deserves our gratitude. But a treatise on this subject

calls for various qualities- erudition, lucidity in exposition and
criticism, insight into the working of the human mind, and some
faculty of telling a story. Of these qualities, Professor Boucke
possesses erudition in aji einitumt degree, but with the others he

is not equally well-equipped. The following paragraph, which

Professor Boucke himself dignilies with italics, is a fair sample of

the whole :
“ To give tlicse disquisitions on moral sense and

acquired moral sentiments tlieir proper value it should be remem-

bered that Sinitli as the founder of Naturalistic economics in

England followed the ethics of Jlume and Hutcheson, adding,

to be sure, his own theory of sympathy. In its beginnings

British economics was thus non-hedonistic. But under Ricard-

ianism a decided change takes place. Fro/ii there on the

hedonistic-utilitarian concept dominates economists bolli on the

Continent and across tlve Cliaimel, so that hiensationalism

necessarily forms a part of our liistorical survey.”

Nowhere does it appear that' the niiiuls of living men have

been at work, puzzling over the problems that have arisen in the

actual world, seeking to improve on old explanations, when these

have become inadequate. Everywhere it is 'istns

:

one ’ism

impregnated by another ’isiu, and giving birth to further ’isms

in a direct lino of clescejit from “ Aristotelianisin ” to “ Marginism.”

Professor Boucke actually gives us three complex genealogical

trees (he himself calls them genealogies) to indicate the resj)cctive

antecedents of British Utilitarianism, Social Science, and the

Psychology of .John Stuart Mill. The Bible is there, and Greek

Metaphysics, and ‘'Modern Seience”; along with ‘‘Intuition-

ism,’' “ Universalistie Hedonism,” “ Historisjn,” “ Histiography
”

and the like.

Tl;e structure of I'rofessor Boucke' s work raises a question

of some general interest. Economic tlieoi y has been very largely

written by men who were ])rimarily ])liilosopiiors, or a\’Iio had at

least a strong philosopliieal bent. Naturally their treatment of

the subject was atfeeted, to some extent in substance and to a

greater extent in form, by their personal philosophical beliefs;

and it is right that an historian of economic tlieory should be on

the alert to detect this influence. But Professor Boucke carries

bis examination of the philosophical assumptions of economists
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far further than tJiis consideration warrants. This, indeed, is

his main pi'eoccupation
;

his book is not so much a histoifci^i

economic theory, as a history of the Welianschammgen of econ^Vo
writers. In the case of each of the four main ’isms into which

he divides his subject, Naturalism, Utilitarianism, Historism and

Marginism, he prefaces a comparatively slight account of the

economic theories themselves with a longer and more elaborate

analysis of the “ premises,” theological, metaphysical, psycho-

logical, upon winch he supposes them to rest. He seems to suppose

that the economic doctrines follow from these premises in the

same direct manner as the propositions of Euclid follow from the

axioms and postulates. It is true that the economists themselves

have sometimes sj)okcn as though this was how they reasoned;

but it is surely excessively naive to take such careless phrases

ail pied de la letlre. Wlien a man writes after this fashion,

“ The natural desire of the individual to promote his own self-

interest will lead him to sell in the dearest and buy in the cheapest

market; lienee ^^^len the number of buyers exceeds the number

of sellers, the latter will raise their prices," it is absurd to suppose

that he is I’cvilly deducing the laws of suj)ply and demand from

the “ premise ” that a man is actuated solely by his own self-

interest. What he is doing is to interpret the economic proposi-

tions, which have been established and tested by direct observa-

tion, in terms of the psychology which h(» may either ])elieve in

from profound conviction, or may jierhaps have accepted un-

critically at second-hand. In neither case is the validity of tlu'

economic proposiliojis likely to be seriously shaken by later

develoi)ments in j)sycho-anal\'sis or herd pyschology. Indeed,

the notion that the propositions witli r(‘gard to money and the

foreign exchanges, taxation and tarills, jwolits and wages, pro-

ductioJi and ])opulation, which have always tilled so j>rominent

a place in economic tlieory could conceivably have been evolv(‘d

by a purely dediudive process from any postulates in the domain

of metaphysic,s or ])sycliology is so fantastic as to make it almost

incredible that anyone should entertain it seriously.

Yet this is not only what Professor Houcke implies of

economics in the past; it is what Professor Birck ])ractioally

asserts of modern economies in his Theory of Marghwl Value

:

“ Our method is deductive; our deduelion rests on certain of the

results of Psychology (the law of maximum satisfaction and

decreasing utility) and on (;ertain objective^ outside relations,

which observation has made into material for our purpose.”

“ Certain objective outside relations ” may, of course, cover
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much; but the secondary importance which Professor Birck in

'>ij|||||g^ attaches to them is aptly indicated by their position in this

i^ehtencc. Ho represents economic theory as though it were

built up on such foundations as “ the logaritlnnic i)roportion

between the quantity of work and the feeling of onerousness
”

in such a way that tlie whole su2)erstriictui*e must collapse if

these foundations were discredited. Granted this method of

approach, Professor Birck’s exposition possesses many merits.

Without adding much on his own account, he sets out clearly and

accurately all the most elaborate developments and refined

intricacies of tlie marginal conception. He succeeds in doing

this without any recourse to the differential calculus and with

comparatively little use of algebra, preferring to rely on copious

arithmetical illustrations. So far as the propositions are of value,

his exposition will, therefore, be found helpful by students who
are capable of advanced mathematical thought, but unfamiliar

with advanced mathcmati(;al technique. But the book as a whole

leaves an impression of remoteness, of supreme unconcern with

reality, which is rivalled by very few primarily expository works.

(3f this, it is fair to add, Professor Birck is fully conscious
; indeed

he is impenitent, not to say defiant. Of course the theory of

marginal value does not mean as great a difference from past

theories as its men often believe
;
but it is stamped by a unity

and firmness which is due to the fact that we have found a method

which permits us to cany tlirougli the analysis. The science

has undoubtedly lost p()j)ularity ; it demands of its man a special

training in the same manner as Law and Mat liematics
;

it has to

an increased extent become a tJieoretical analysis and has come

farther and farther away from what has bca'ii termed ‘ merchants

and bank economics ’—this brancli of the liberal school which

seems to have been created by and for the business men in honour

of themselves.”

This, doubtless, is magnificent, but is it really science?

Science, certainly, need not be popular
;
and it must often keep

far away from the problems which seem of immediate interest

to practical men. But the ultimate test of tlie validity and

value of any theory must be not its intrinsic *’ unity and firmness,”

but the accuracy and ]ierspective with wliicli it explains the facts

of the actual world. That merchants and bankers should find

the marginal theory diflicult to follow is no discredit to it
;
but

if we who do understand the marginal theory are not better

equipped thereby for understanding the problems of merchants and

bankers, the sooner avo abandon it the better. In the reviewer s

No. 128.

—

VOL. XXXII.
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opinion, the margimil theory docs truly describe and appro-

priately emphasise many of the most important features of^^?,

actual economic world. J5ut it is upon tins, and not on^Ti^li

rigidity with which it follows from certain psychological premises

that its place in economics must ultimately depend.

K. D. Henderson

i)(C Cr^Kflprohlciitc (hr (hvorcti^ehcM VoIkswirl'^chajl6lehrc. By
\VoLFGA>;o LR, L'rof(‘ssor in the Technical High School

at Budapest, (i^cipsig: Quelle & Meyca*. 1922. Pp. 104.)

The aim of the author is to give an account of the work

done in pure, economics. To watcli the colierencc of the trains

of thought, to join isolated chains of speculation on theoretical

problems seems to iiim a woi thy subject of investigation.

First of all, the theory of value is followed down from its

classic form to tlie socialistic dogma of surplus \'alue and to the

subjectivist explfinations of Jevons, Walras, and Ch. Mengor;

in the course of which some remarks are oll’ercd on the Jiature of

cost, 'riien tJie proldem of price is dealt with and explained.

Whereas the elder tiieory laid special stress on tiu? analysis of

supply, the new one (uiters thfu’oughly into that of demand.

The chapter on the distribution of income dwells upon the

perception of the circulation process l)y the physiocrats and

by the classic wTiters, upon the principle of marginal pro-

ductivity, the residual theoiy, its connection with the theory

of costs, finally upon the part wdn'ch jiowTr jilays in the dis-

tribution ol wealth.

Furthermore, the author treats the generalisation of the

rent principle and the absolute rent of land; the theory of

interest on capital, from its beginnings with the canonists, down

through the theories of productivity and of abstinence, to the

theory of premium and to the so-called dynamical view of rent

;

theories as to the nature of pi*ofit and wages, from the precepts

of the classical school down to the productivity theory of wages.

Professor Heller has elaborated his personal dogmatic view\s

in his voluminous Treaty (Kozgazdamgtan, Budapest, Nemeth,

1920), published in Hungarian.

K. Nc.uwni^DLAND
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Die Lehre vom Gelde in der WirLsckaft (eight chapters on the

theory of money). By Richard KERsciiAiL. (Vienna ;

Manz, 1922. Pp. 64 gr. in 8'^.)

This book, of which the first edition appeared in 1921, deals

with the principles of monetary theory since 1800. The author

seeki:'. to explain questions of method in their liistorieal order. One
chapter deals with the Ricardian views and the quantity theory.

Dr. K. believes that the theory of absolute value was the obstacl(5

in the way of Ricarflo's reaching a correct result as to the varia-

tions of the value of irion(?y. N^ext he gives an account of the

monetary theories of Adam Muller, of Knapp, of Bendixen, of

Wi(*scr, who recognised tlie income jiroblcm as an important

part of the problems in question, and of S. CeseJi, the last a

Socialist, not as well known as some parts of liis writings-

although mixed with blunders and error—would in Dr. Kerschagl's

opinion deserv'e. K.*s own theory seems to be, that the develop-

merjt of money depends on the existence of clearing centres

and of the growing importance of the modern state or of govern-

juental administration as a centre of payments. The study of

all these is difficult enough, and the explanation, how' the

‘'medium of exchange'' has become "legal tender” is to be

explained in a further book by the same author. An index of

literature mentions the principal works about money during the

last hundred years and the influence they have exerted on the

methodical development of theoretical monetary problems.

E. SCIIW’IEDLAXD

Le pnpier-monifiaie. Par 0. Subercaskaux (Bibliothequc Inter-

nationale d’economio politique). (Paris : Girard. 1921.

Pp. 446.)

JUI >siifewa, monetario i la organizacion hancaria de Chile.

Guillermo Subercaseaux. (Santiago de Chile : “rniverso,”

1921. Pp. 404.)

The author of these volumes is a Professor in the University

of Chile and a statesman wdio has played a groat part in the

monetary policy of that country. His twofold activities are

reflected in his writings, w hicli combine study of general juincipics

NN 2
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with elaboration of practical details. The general theory of

paper money is illustrated by concrete examples. The hist^^.

and description of the Chilean monetary system is illuminatea
‘

by reference to first principles.

In the first of the volumes before us the properties of an

inconvertible currency arc considered under three heads : the

origin, life, and extinction of paper money. One of the com-

monest ways in which the phenonemon originates is through

the permission given to Banks, on the occasion of some national

crisis, not to cash their notes. Professor Subercaseaux tells

once more the story of the English Bank Restriction. Other

less familiar instances are furnished by Latin America, where

paper money and national crises have abounded. The creation

of a forced currency directlj^ rather than through the trans-

formation of bank-notes, is illustrated by the fiscal notes which

the Chilean Government issued on the outbreak of war with

neighbouring States in 1879. Among the causes which our

author passes in review he assigns a prominent position to the

varying currents of popular opinion. As a specimen of the

mentality which makes for paper currency, he cites a numerously

signed petition which was i}resented to the Senate of the United

Stales in 1775. '' The troubles,’* so ran this document, “ which

afflicted the State were not to be cured by building up manu-

factures (or) by encouraging commerce.” These were the things

which made the troubles. The true jmriacea was paper-money.
” From the very day on whicii the bills began to issue from the

Treasury, the burden of taxes would grow lighter, debts be

discharged with ease, arts and commerce flourish, and the faces

of all men wear a contented expression.” The partisans of

paper-money in Latin America, the “ papeleros,” actuated by

similar convictions, often prevailed; sometimes, when people

were suffering from a surfeit of paper-money, the partisans of

gold, the “ oros,” triumphed.

Confidence is essential to the life of paper currency. Given

confidence, a currency declaicd to be eternally inconvertible may

be maintained. In fact, however, such a declaration is not made,

at least on the introduction of the currency. The importance of

the ” psychological factor ” is illustrated by the case of Japan,

where in 1869 the Government tried in vain to float the new

paper currency by means of proclamations and penalties, and

even the permission to pay taxes in the currency. But when

they promised to redeem the notes in thirteen years, con-

fidence was established, and the notes circulated. In this case
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depreciation could not be attributed to excess in the quantity of

issued
; on the relation of which to the value of a money

i^e author expresses a well-balanced judgment, assigning to

experience and theory respectively their proper weights. He
instances cases in which the increase of currency has not lowered

the premium on gold, and cases in which the premium has fallen

considerably without any reduction in the amount of the circula-

tion. Still the increase in the quantity of money carries with

it a tendency to depreciation. The multiplication of notes

cannot go on indefinitely without the tendency coming into

action, either directly or indirectly, by shaking confidence. It

was not surprising that when (Spanish) Columl)ia increased

her currency from tlirce millions of piastres in 1886 to 800

million in 1900, the premium on gold should concomitantly

rise from 35 per cent, to 10,000 jjer cent. We must pass over

the explanation and exemplification of many important points

in monetary science—the need of that ehtstidUj which is proper

to a convertible currency, the relation between the foreign

exchanges and internal prices, and the rate at which depreciation

is propagated to different markets.

One of the most important questions which arises is how to

put an end to paper-money. Should we endeavour to restore

the old par value of the paper; or, ratlier, having regard to the

present value in gold of the paper unit, the “ peso in the case

before us, shall we define the peso to consist of about that quantity

of gold ? Our author admits tiiat the element of promise latent

in almost all paper money is in favour of the former course.

But the latter is demanded by economic expediency in order that

the functions of money may bo properly discharged. Professor

Subercaseaux elucidates the question by reference to instances of

“ corversion ” (from paper to gold) in Latin America and other

countiies. Tlie exx)ericnces of Chile are shown in greater detail

in the second volume, which we proceed to notice.

The history of the Chilean monetary system may be said

to begin willi the Spanish invasion; tlie traces of money among

the primilivo peoples in earlier limes being insignificant. Tlie

evaluation of weights and measures used in the colonial period

(under the rule of Spain) present difficulties of the kind which

Thorold Rogers encountered in his history of prices. Inter-

preting these ‘‘ hieroglyphics,** as our author well calls these

obscure data, he obtains a measure of the purchasing power

of money in past times. Here, for instance, are the materials
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of an index number expressing the level of prices in 1913

compared witli that of 1790

170(>. ioi:j

Sugar lot)

Ritv ... 100 25
(^ortaiu col t on gnoils ( /’luvo/o) 100 21

Jiaizc ... 100 30
Woollen clot li 100 4r>

Wheat 100 187

Rarloy loo 185
I’lvnch 1 Jeans... 100 288
IJccf 100 .‘17.3

Mutton (Orrjii) 100 807

Totals 1000 l.OOS

Index number 100 200

We liave ])nr2)osely rearranged Professor Su))c]*cascaiix’s data

so as to bring out the circumstance that the relalivc prices fall

into two grou])s of very different types; the median of the

first five relative prices being 25, of tlie last five 288. The

divergence corresponds to the classical theory that prices of

manufactured articles and articles of which the impoit has

been facilitated, tend to fall in compaiison with the pioduels

whicli are more nearly raw materials.

The difficulty of interpreting the early monetary history

of Chile is aggrav^ated by the prevalence of a binudallic systtuu

with ratio varying from time to time. When one of the metals

was under-valued by the authorized ratio it would tend to

disappear from circulation. There thus resulted a dearth of

currency; one of the circumstances which our author enumerates

among the conditions favouring the introduction of pajuM*

money. It is therefore remarkable that this substitute for

coin should bo so late in making its ap])caranee in Chile. Kveu

convertible bank-notes did not flourish there till the middh*

of the nineteenth century. Our author severely criticis(\s the

liberty of emission permitted to the banks at this period. .An

arrangement unsiiitcd to the circumslanees of Chile was fostei(‘(l

by the doctrinaire teaeliing of Courcelle-Seneuil, if we rightly

interpret our author's ref(?renee to his distinguished ])redecessor

in the CJiair of Political Economy at the University of Chile.

The rising generation of statesmen were diverted by tliat teaching

from ‘‘ the positive obscu’vation of the circumstances of economic

life ” which ought to ])e, says our Professoi*, “ the heading

guides in political cconoTny in general, ami (.‘specially in Banking.”

The convertibility of bank-notes was temporarily suspend(^d

in 1865 on the outbreak of war with Spain. But it was not
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till 1878 tliat ill consoqiicnce of war or niniours of war paper

^ ?y came to stay in (liile. Tlie sii])sccjiie]it attempts to

llirow off the disease and the eonliniial rehapse are gi*apl)ieally

described. Very impressive is the j)ictnre of tlui evils attend-

ing the use of ])aper money wliieh Professor Subercaseanx
jnesentod in a sptM'ch delivered to the National (Vmgress in 1012.

iSubsequently Ik; served on a Commission appointed 1o advise

on reforms in Currency and Banking. The leport drawn u])

by the Professor re(;ommended the convinsion of tlie j)aper

money at (or in tlie neighbourhood of) ten gold ])ennies for the

peso, the then prevailing rate of exeliange. The measun'

might have been carried but for tlu; outbreak of tlie (beat War.
(bile flourished during the War owing to the demand for her

nitrate ]}rodiicts to make explosives. TJie foreign exchange

rose high above par; and it might be hoped that casli payments

could be 1‘esumed at j)ar, with the peso erpiated to eighteen

gold pennies. But the demand for explosives fell off with the

cessation of hostilities, and the exchanges Iiad sunk by 1910

to a figure corresponding to about twelve gold pennies for the

peso. Such was the ])osition when Piofessor Subereaseaux

was appointi'd ^Minister of Finance (Hacienda). In accordance

witli the piineiplcs laid down in his treatise he ])roposed to

convert the paper money at about the prevailing rate. There

wei'e also salutary ])rovisions about Bai\king, based on a part

of our author’s studies which we have not had space enough to

notice. But the Bill was defeated by unscrupulous obstruction,

fgnorance and sinister interests triuinjilual ov(*r knowledge

and wisdom.

V. Y. FixinwoiiTH

Trudn in Brillsh InduHru, 1914-21; .4 Slfidij of Heceni Develop-

vfcnis in J3iasinC’'<fi Onjani'^ation. By d. Moiujax Bkks, 31. A.,

Lecturer in Economies and Political {Science, Ibiiversity

(k)llege of Wales, Aberystwyth. (P. S. King Son, Ltd.

1922. Pp. viii {
209. Price IOn. 0(/. net.)

VVbiiLE tJlis book contains .some original material, it is in the

main built up out of the reports issued by the Sub-CVnnmittees

appointed by the Standing (Vimmittee on fl^ usts and the Standing

Committee on the Investigation of Prices under the Profiteering

Acts, 1919 and 1920. i\lr. 31organ Ih'cs has luul the opportunity

of performing a vwy useful service to sludtMits by reducing these

reports to a leasonable size and presenting tliein in an easily
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accessible form, and as he is a lecturer on economics, we have the

right to expect that he would treat his responsibilities

seriously. In a compilation of this kind the reader must teT

on the author not only for the accuracy of his actual quotations,

but also for the accuracy of the paraphrasing of those long passages

which perforce have to be summarised. The views of the author

must also be carefully separated from the conclusions of the Sub-

Committees. Care in all these respects cannot be too meticulous,

and any serious failure to observe it must destroy reliance on

the book. If it has been found wanting when tested, although

in the less important details, even those portions which are

correct are suspect. The requirements indicated are not

excessive, they are merely elementary, and it must at once be

said that, judged by them, Mr. Morgan Rees’s book is subject

to severe criticism. It would have been a pleasure to praise a

book which might have been so useful, but, unfortunately, it

has many marks of serious carelessness, and it would almost appear

that it had not bebn submitted to ordinary proof-reading. These

are grave accusations, and in support of them w^e will proceed to

compare, at haphazard, some sections of the book with the

original reports.

The Report on Light Castings (Cnul. 1200) is dealt with on

pages 86 to 07. At once on page 88 wo find tlH‘ number of houses

under construction in 1891 stated as 87,000, whereas on page 3 of

the Report it is given as 84,000. At the foot of the same page is a

quotation to the effect that in 1912 the National Light Castings

Association ‘‘ probably represented not far from 95 per cent, of the

Light Castings industry ”
;
the correct ([notation is “ not far fr(mi

95 per cent, of the total output of the Light Castings industry,” and,

as only numbers of linns had been jner)tion(?d before, the omitted

words are of some impoj’tance. Oji pages 90 and 91 a passage of

nine lines is given in quotation marks, which is not a (piolation at

all but a jumbled summary. The whoh» of the description on pages

90 to 92 of the pooling arrangements of the National Light Castings

Association and of their system of fixing prices with discounts to

the various classes of middlemen is muddled. It docs not state

that the members’ quota are based on the average output of each

member in the three years prior to his joining the Association,

and it does say, quite inaccurately, that “ these percentages are

not fixed but would vary according to the total output of the

members at the end of each year,” whereas the Report correctly

describes them as “ not percentages of a fixed and incxpansible

total, but of whatever may turn out to be the total output of the
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members at the end of each year ”
; the percentages, of course, are

m- Mr. Morgan Rees also states distinctly that the agreements

^^iioted were made with the “ Building Materials Supply Com-
mittee,” whereas they, and especially the one for deferred rebates,

were made with the individual merchants, ironmongers, etc.

The Building Materials Central Committee is strangely treated;

not satisfied with naming it correctly, Mr. Morgan Rees calls it the

Building Materials Supply Committee, the Builders' Merchants*

Central Committee, the Builders’ Materials Central Committee,

and the Building j\Iaterials Committee
; in six references on pages

90 to 92 the Committee only gets its proper name once, and the

Builders* Merchants’ Alliance is miscalled tlie Building Materials

Association and also the London Area Association. A bad case

of adding a remark of tlie author’s own to a piece of paraphrase

—

imperfect paraphrase at that— occurs on page 92, where it is

said : It was given out that 21 per cent, is the average trading

margin aimed at by the Builders* iMerchants’ Central Committee

—

a margin not unreasonable for goods of this nature sold from stock,

provided the prices to the merchants were fairly reasonable.”

The proviso, like the title of the Committee, is the author’s own

;

the Report (page 7) says : We are informed that prices given in

llio B.M.C.C. list are calculated with the intention of showing an

average trading margin of 21 per cent, over the wdiole range of

goods, and that the actual margins vary from 7J per cent, to 33

J

per cent. It was staled to us in evidence that 21 per cent, is

necessary in the retail trade to cover stocking, establishment,

and distribution cliarges and as a result of our investigation w-e

are disposed to believe that this percentage is not unreasonable for

goods of this nature sold from stock.” .Mr. ^lorgan Rees errs

both by addition and by omission. Sometimes, indeed, he seems

hopelessly incapable of reproducing the sense of a simple passage.

The Committee said on page 8 :
“ We have suggcsled also that

owing to the thoroughness with which it was found possible

directly to control prices, the pooling arrangement by which

production was to be diminished became a factor of little account

as regards influence on price.” This is transmuted on page 94 into,

“ On the question of tlie eiTects of * pooling * the Committee reported

that the complete control over prices secured by the Association

made the reduction of production of little elTect.” On page 95

there are tw’o paragraphs in (piotation marks
;
the first is practi-

cally correct, so are the first tw'o sentences of the second with the

exception of three unnecessary prefatory words added by the

author and a bad blunder of 1921 *' for “ 1920,” but the concluding
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sentences in pannithescs are not in tlic Report, being the aiithoi'’s

comment. Lastly, the (piotatioii on page 07 contains two er|

Chapter VMl, Sc'ction (A), Dyes and DyestulTs (pages 158 to

16f)), is also prolific in instances of carelessness. On page 150

aniline oil is called a sim])le dye, wdiich it is not; the ‘‘ Hdchst-

(^assella Croup” is transformed into “ Hochst Casclla Group”;
in one place it is said tliat “ our pre-war consumption amountetl

to 20,000 tons, of wliicli IS,000 tons . . . came from Germany,”
and a few lines lower down we find that “ by 1013 80 per cent, of

the artificial dyes used in this country were made by Germans
but for the author's incon-igiblc habit of miscopying and so

producing such contradictions as the foregoing he would have

made the correct statements that in 1913 the United Kingdom
used 20,000 tons of synthetic dyes and dyestuffs, 18,000 tons of

which were imported, 00 per cent, of the imports coming from

Germany, and also that “ in 1013 Germany produced 80 per cent, of

the w'orld’s consumption of artificial dyes”; again, on page 159

it is stated only of the iNfersey (hemical Works that they were set

up after the passing of the Patents Act. 1907, whereas the Report

(Cmd. 1370) says clearly oii page 4 that both these works and the

Ellesmere Port Works were established to j}ieet the requirements of

that Act; at the foot of the [)age we find that the two dye cartels

“ also owned jointly all fa(ttori(‘s in foreign countries,'' whereas

according to tlu^ Report the " joint establishment of factories in

foreign countric^s ” was allegtsl as om* of the reasons for the

combination—a quite difierent matter; and, finally, the statemerit

ill the Fietxirt (at the top of l>ag(^ 5) that it has been asserted

that withifi two y(*ars after the combines were organised, the costs

for travelling salesimm and advertising were reduced by one-half,'’

is transforine-rl into as soon as these two groups were organised it

is stated they reduced expenses of marketing by half,” which,

besides being grossly w I'ong, is not evTii decent English. 1’his is

not bad for a single page, but on ])ag(' IfiO the good work is carried

on with tile statement that " the Swiss shared ten per cent, of

the British trade,” the trutli being that they snj)plied something

less than 10 per cent, of British imports, and, though we may pass

over some bad grammar and a new coal-tar product “ ophenol,’

we cannot forgive the disguising of the well-known firm of Messrs.

Read KoHiday and Sons as “ Read, Holloway & Go.'’ (page 160).

The Report is, on th(‘, whole, not uncritical of the British Dyestuffs

Corporation, and it is somewhat strange to find (page 163) that

the Sub-fAnnmittee “ considers the ( V)rporation Jjas justified its

existence ”
;
they did say that tlie amalgamation

—

i. e. the creation,
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not tiio results, of tlic Corporation— was, “ all things considered,

{te|||j|p best interests of tlie indnstry, its customers, and the nation.”

oil the top of page 104 the increases in the price of dyes ‘‘ are

a(5Coimtcd for in the Report by inen'eases in cost of fiu‘l, materials,

labour, i*epairs and renewals, Imt mainly owing to the fact that

the n(iw plant and equipimmt put up at a high cost has to ])e

paid for. . . . Tliis niay certainly bo as stated, but again we fail

to sec why all the buildings and plant, etc., x)ut iq) during the

years of the war shoul<l be x^aid for in one or two years by the

enormous jirices charged to the consumer.^’ 'Phe Report states

on page 14 (36) tliat one, however, of the most important causes

of the increase in the prices of dye.-.tuffs was the cost of manu-
facturing intermediate products —a x)oint obscured in the

sumTiiary. The cost of equixiping the country with new plant is

admitted, but there is no suggestion that this should be x^^dd for in

one or two years, and, on the contrary, tiu* Sub-Committe(* sa^'s

(page 15 (*19)) that so far as we can ascertain there was no question

of dye manufacturers taking advantage of the situation to drive

hard l)argains with their cu.stomers.” On page 165 the author

says, “ this survey may fittingly conclude with a short account of

the international x^ositioii since the Armistice ”
;

this is not his

own, as the sentence would imply, but is abstracted from the

llex^ort. Weariness promjits us to ])ass over various misprints,

but we cannot refrain from a smile when on xiage 166 Mr. Morgan

Roes, after alluding to the profitableness of selling bad Rnglisb

dyes for a good gives the sad expericuice of a friend of

Jiis ill buying permanganate of potash. AA'as no ease of ‘‘ bad

English (lyes " at hand ^

Finally, lid us turn to Meat (pages 177 to 187). and here we will

only take a few examples of carelessness. ]\lessrs. C'udahy will

be astonished to find themselves alluded to on x^^^gt'
1"9 not only

as “ the Cudahays ” but ])ossibly under an entirely new titli',

on line 4; as ])unetnated, the pa.s.sago runs, *’ five eor])()rations

—

Armour it (V)., Swift A: (V)., Morris Co., Wilson (V). and Ine

and (.’iiduhy Racking Co.” Rcriiax^J^, how’ever, “ Fnc "
is associated

with Wilson & Co. and not with Cudahy, but there is no Mr. Inc ;

there is Wilson*. Co. (Tne.),” i.e. “ liieorporated the proper

title is given lower down. Mr. Morgan Rees or his copyist should

eitluu* be uniformly inconvet or uniformly correct. This is

only a little bit of comic relief, Imt really the well-known bacon

firm of Messrs. Marsh and Baxter of Brierlcy Hill should not be

X>arodied on x^'^^o ^lessrs. Marsh * Buxter of Brier Hill.

More serious is the very faulty description of AVstey Brotliers,
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Ltd., on page 182, which is so gross that only the deadly parallel

meets the case. The book says :
“ One of the most

British Companies is that of Vestey Bros, controlled by Engu^i

owners resident abroad. . . . Vestey Bros, control also :

—

1. The Union Cold Storage, Ltd. 2. Other meat works in Australia

and New Zealand operated by W. & K. Fletcher, Ltd. 3. W.
Weddell & Co., Ltd. 4. The Colonial Consignment and Distri-

bution Co., Ltd., who ai*e large importers of Australasian produce.

5. Multiple shops, retail companies of W. R. Fletcher. 6. The

Argentine Meat Co., Ltd. 7. Eastmans, Ltd. ” For errors and

omissions this can hardly be beaten : the Report, (hnd. 1057, page 8

(19), says ;
—

“ The interest controlling this British registered

company controls also The Union Cold Storage Co., Ltd., subor-

dinate companies with meat works in Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela

and China; meat works operated by W. & R. Fletcher, Ltd., in

Australia and New Zealand, and Nelson Bros., Ltd., in New
Zealand, W. Weddell & Co., Ltd., and the Colonial Consignment and

Distribution Co.,^Ltd., whicJi are large importers of Australasian

produce, and the multiple shop retail companies of W. & R.

Fletcher, Ltd., the Argcrita Meat Co., Ltd., and Eastmans, Ltd.”

One other example must suffice. At the top of page 183 we find :

“ Our control or ownership of shipping was one effective method

of control over meat supplies moving from the United Kingdom

elsewhere. Therefore, to ])revent British meat supplies falling

under the domination of f(;reign interests, rt'serve 2)owers in

regard to the ownership and control of insulat(‘d shipping should

be secured by the Government.” The whole passage is a travesty

of the recommendation of the Sub-Committee “ that the control

of insulated shipping would afford one effective means of jire-

venting BritisJi meat supplies from falling under the domination

of particular interests, and that, accordingly, the Government

should be equipped with such reserve powers, and should main-

tain such relations with the shipowners, as would prevent the

diversion of meat supplies from the United Kingdom and tlie

wholesale transfer of British insulated shipping to foreign owner-

ship ” (page 13 (5) ).

The reader must judge for himself, but the j^rcsent writer

declines to trouble himself about the rest of the book. Students

will be well advised to go to the original documents, and one may

venture the suggestion to the Stationery Office, that it would be

an excellent paying proposition to reprint the whole of these

valuable repoi ts in a cheap and handy octavo form.

Henry W. Maceosty
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^^j^heruTigswesen. Vol. I. Allgcmeiiie VersicJierungslehre

;

Besondere V'^crsiclierungslelirc. By Aleked Manes.
(Leipzig and Berlin : B. G. Teiibner, 1922. Pp. xiv + 231,

andxiv + 357.)

Eight years elapsed between the publication of the first and
second editions of this treatise, and similarly eight years separate

the issue of the second and third. During this latter period

there has taken place, as Dr. Manes puls it, the first act of the

world revolution.

One is tempted to wish that the results of this revolution on

insurance generally had engaged more of the autlior’s attention.

Not that such a record would have been particularly sensational,

for only in Russia, as Dr. Manes remarks, has there been any

actual collapse of insurance, and then not because it was insurance

but simply because it was something stable and as such had to go.

In other States insurance institutions emerged from the earth-

quake in no worse plight than the rest of the capftalistic furniture,

and w'hen it came to sweeping up the bits it was for the most part

fantastic City Equitables which were founrl among the dehris '-

about as substantial still as they ever had been—and not the

wreckage of anything more considerable.

In England the newer companies of the respectable sort are

just now having their troubles, because in many cases they had

forgotten to bear in mind that their large war profits, particularly

when derived from marine business, contained a large liability;

but most of them will probably emerge, though a iht dishevelled.

The great composite concerns, on the other hand, which largely

control the insurance market, whilst compelled since the early

daj^s of the War to write off enormous sums for depreciation in

their investments, had already sunk their roots loo deeply to be

even shaken. True, falling values and curtailed activity in

industry have meant falling premium incomes, and the incomes

of insurance comiianies are in any case largel}" based on the pre-

war valuation of money (for insurance was one of the few things,

like the teaching of economics, which tlid not go iqi in price mucJi

during the boom), and working expenses and loss reinstatements

are based, of course, on the new valuation, which is an unfor-

tunate combination, to say the least of it. None the less the

collapse of a single large tariff insurance company would perhaps

be an even more surprising event than the failure of one of the

big joint stock banks.

To-day the business of insurance occupies such a prominent
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position in any civilised country that a survey of it implies a

survey of all the leading features of its social and political a

It has so many points of contact with the life of the commitHR^^
that the phenomenon of a world revolution, even though the

effects are not actually sensational, cannot fail to be prodiudivc

of many far-reaching and ai resting results. Hence tlie temptation

to wish tJiat the author had turned the third edition of Avhat has

already been referred to as a treatise into a breezy chronicle of

economic (change. It would, of course, be al)out as logical to

wish that ^lilton might have been instead a contributor to Punch.

The treatise is a sj)lendidly systemjitic one of the sort which has

never been attempted on tJio subject in English, and of tlie soit

wiiich the pi’eseiit leviower (who veiy gialefully acknowledges

none the less the help which years ago he received fiom the

earlier editions) would not find it altogether easy now to sit down
and read froin end to (‘iid. It is, that is to say, an exceedingly

sound of woJ‘Jv, and in fact covers the ground so com]detely

that the task of^'thc reviewer, searching for some oversight or

omission wlancwith to justify himself, is made hopelessly diflicult.

It need hardly be added tliat wJiilst refusing in any way to 2)ander

cither to our natural indolenec or our inherent desire for the sen-

sational, Dr. ilaucs does carefully notice and label the various

legislative and administrative changes which have taken place :

throughout the two volumes indeed he marslials his facts with a

precision of which any drill-sergeant might be i^roud, so tliat it

almost becomes a presumption to look for one of them out of

place or wrongly accoutred. It only remains for someone on the

look-out for a quiet winter’s work to prepare an English edition.

From the point of view of tlic large public now actively engaged

in the profession of insurance, as well as the professional econo-

mists, wlio cannot venture to be altogether ignorant of such a

far-reaching economic institution, it would be well woifh the

laboui*.

A. EtNOLAM) flAOK

II Fallimento della Politica Annonaiia. By Umberto Ilicci.

(Florence; “ La Voce.” 1021. Pp. vii -f 403.)

Aapeiii Sociali ed Economici della Guerra Mondlale. By Achille

Loria. (Milan ; Vallardi. 1021. Pp. xii + 458.)

Professor Ktcct of the University of Pisa is one of the

outstanding figures among the younger generation of Italian
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economists. He will need no introduction to those who are

ac^ainted with the admirable statistical \'ear Ixjoks published

International Institute of Agriculture at Rome, where

he is head of the statistical departjncnt. His previous con-

tributions to economic theory and to current economic con-

troversy are distinguished by the gifts, not too common in

combination, of lucidity, subtlety and caustic humour.

These characteristics reappear in his latest book, which is a

critical study of tlie policy of the Italian (h)veininent during,

and immediately after, the war in regard to currency, pri(C-

control, rationing, et(^ He passes a severely adverse judgment

both upon the prhudples of the jKjlk^y adopted and u])un its

detailed administration. In his view, a system iindtr which
* the distribution of necessaries and the fixing of their prices

fell into the hands of tlic bureaucracy resulted in a check to

production when a stimulus was nec'ded, and a stimulus to con-

sumption when a check was needed
;

in the destruction of food-

stuffs on a large scale, through faulty storage, etc., at a time

when they were specially precious ; in large Biidgit deilcits and

in mucJi unnecessary suffering, ” which drove even tlie most

quiet people to cxas])eration.’' Thus bureaucratic interference,

“ seeking to save the people from want and inequality, caused

universal impoverishment ’’
(pp. iii. iv).

Professor Ricci supports the.-o gcner.il crilici.-ms by a detailed

examination of governmental regulatk)ns, inteispersed with

some lucid expositions of first prineii)les. He begins with a

study of the rise of prices in Italy, predominantly attributable,

as he shows, to the output of paper money. Interesting com-

parative tables of production, prices and curreney during

successive periods illustrate, with a remarkable degree of

accuracy, the quantity tlieorv of money in its simplest form

(chap. ii). It does not appear that any expectation of con-

tinued inflation peree])tibly inilueiUH'd Italian prices. In this

connection Professor Ricci docs not cuter into any lengthy

<liscussion of banking and bank credits,” in mystifications

concerning wliicii so many writers are apt to lose their way,

but takes a simple view, similar to tliat of Professor Caiman.

” If the State prints new pieces of paper and gives them to the

banks, which lend them to private individuals, who lend them

to the State, which uses them for making payments, these loans

are only a little game. . . . Prices rise, not because of such

loans, but because of the increase of paper money (pp. b9, iO).

A large part of the inflation could, and should, have been avoided,
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in Professor Ricci's opinion, by an earlier increase of the price of

tobacco—in Italy a state monopoly—^and of the taxes on

incomes and inheritances, by a more intensive propagaiid^om

behalf of the War Loans and the adoption of War Savings

Certificates on the British model (pp. 81-3).

Turning to the war-controls ” in the narrower sense, he

gives a number of examples of production being checked through

the fixing of prices too low, and criticises the prohibitions and

restrictions on the movement of food-stufTs from one part of

Italy to another (pp. 124 ff.). It is an interesting feature of

Italian public administration during the war that not only

the central government, but also the provincial prefects, often

forbade the export of food-stuffs from particular provinces, while

sometimes even the mayors of communes forbade export across

the communal frontiers. The object of these regulations was

twofold, to prevent local shortages of food-stufis and to economise

the means of transport. But Professor Ricci contends that in

both respects, o^ing to bureaucratic incompetence, they did

more harm than good. Another line of Government policy,

directed against profiteering by middlemen, was the encourage-

ment, by subsidy and otherwise, of the co-o2)erativc societies

(pp. 161 ff.). Professor Ricci is unsympatiietic to this policy,

and gives a few local examples of its failure. But a broader

survey of its effects would have been interesting.

The rationing system was applied in Italy to a wide range of

commodities, including bread, “ paste good.s,’' maize, rice, olive

oil, bacon, butter, cheese, meat, preserved lish and sugar

(pp. 184, 185). After the Armistice rationing was gradually dis-

continued, but in the spring of 1920, owing to a shortage of

food-stuffs, which occasioned much popular agitation, it was

reintroduced as regards bread, paste goorls,” maizci, rice and

sugar, while two meatless days per week were instituted. Pro-

fessor Ricci stresses the theoretical imperfections of any rationing

system and dwells upon the evasions practised in Germany and

Austria. He makes no reference to the comparative success of

the British arrangements. He complains that the Italian rations

were in some cases, e.g. bread and sugar, fixed so higli that an

increase in total consumption occurred, whereas in liis view a

diminution was called for, that in the Army much bread was

wasted, and that in the country districts it was often fed to

beasts, because at the rationed price it cost less than forage. So

far as the Army is concerned, the present reviewer remembers

that, where Italian and British troops were in contact, an
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exchange of Italian broad for British bully-beef was habitual,

beneficial to both parties. Further, an increased

t56hsumption of food, as compared with peace-time standards,

was a necessary condition of military efficiency. The war ended
with the triumph of tlie well-fed armies and the collapse of the

hungry; the Italian army itself was better fed under Diaz at

Vittorio Vencto than under Cadorna at Caporetto. Among the

civilian populations also the condition of the stomach was a

rough measure of moral. For these reasons, it may well have

been a wise military policy for the Italian Government to aug-

ment the normal Italian consumption of food-stulTs by large

purchases from abroad. Throughout his book Professor Ricci

makes very litthi allowance for x>olitical considerations. It may
be that, as he alleges, there were too many officials at work,

that they were ill-chosen and inefficient, and that many of their

regulations were economically bad. But, if tiiese regulations

gave to uninstructed minds t;ven a temporary illusion of

economic security, they may have been justified from the

standpoint of politicians aiming at military victory and civilian

endurance.

Professor Ricci is on stronger ground in his criticism of the

i'onmrzi Nazionali di approru/ionamenlo (pp. 411 ff.), which

were created by tin* (Government after the Armistice as a half-

way house between tlie war-controls and the decontrolled economy

of xioacc. These bodies were given the monopoly of purchasing

and dealing in certain commodities, both imported and home

produced, the Government fixing the Iiome selling prices. He

adduces a good deal of evidence to show that they worked

badly. So far as the war period is concerned, he sketches briefly

(pp. 437-440) the policy which he thinks should have been

pursued. The Italian Government should have made better

terms with its Allies, more especially at the moment of entering

the war, for the su[)ply of food, war materials and shi|ox^ing. It

should have made more use of business men in high adminis-

trative x><^>*^ts, and of existing business orgauisatiems in x^ace of

specially created bureaucracies, move esxieeially for the conduct

of foreign trade. In gcju^ral, there should have been no fixed

prices, no x^i’^diibition of imports and no restrictions on the

internal movement of commodities. The largest possible oppor-

tunities for private should have been left open, and war

fortunes should have been subjected, as they accrued, to ‘ reason-

able taxation*’’ Rationing should have been limited to a very

small number of commodities, and should have been only partial.

No. 128.—VOL. xxxii. •
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A small ration at a low fixed price should have been guaranteed

to all, but the rest of the supply should have been sold

for wiiat it would fetch. These are interesting proposal^^
some of which a strong ease can be made out, but their political

adequacy is open to question.

Professor Loria’s m'w book deals with various aspects of the

war, its causes, its cost, its immediate and its more permanent

effects. Much that lu‘ says is familiar, but even in the treat-

ment of well-worn themes his native originality is never wholly

absent. Believing iji the “ materialist interpretation of history,”

he is sometimes apt to ])ush half-truths too far. Thus he believes

that it was solely at tlic instigation of Britisli, French and

American capitalist groups, which had obtained railway and

other concessions in diigo-Slavia, that the Allied Governments

resisted the Italian claim to Finnic (pp. 70-9). in any case,

opposition would hav(^ been greatly modified if the Italian

Government had undertaken to make Fiume a free port. But

wise undertakings of this kind run counter to the econoniic

spirit of an age which regards the idea of free iiiternatiojial

exchange as both unpatriotic and insan(\ Differing from Pro-

fessor Ricci, Professor Loria thinks that, on the whole, the

rationing and price fixing of th<‘ war ])eriotl worked well (p. 218).

Differing, again, from most (‘conomists, he advocates a return

to the pre-w'ar gold value of continental cmrrencies, to b(‘ achieved,

in tlu* case of the Italian lira, in about ten years, by means of

special taxation during this ])erio(l, roughly proportional to

incomes, the proceeds being devoted to the cancellation of

redundant paper money' (pp. ,140- 4). But he is among the

orthodox in favouring a capital levy for the redenqdion of dcht

(pp. 398-401), and cites a number of aneiejit authorities, ineliidiug

Petty, Davenaiit and Archibald Hutcheson, in favour of s\ieh

a policy. He draws an interesting parall(4 between the ])resi'nt

preoccupations of economists and those of Jlieardo and his

followers, who also wrote in a period immediately following a

great war (pp. 440, 447). In both cases, in his vieAv, war lias had

“ a peculiarly harmful inlluencc upon economic science by

restricting its field of vision to commercial phenomena, to the

foreign exchanges and to questions of taxes and loans," to the

exclusion of more fundamental questions of property and the

evolution of the capitalist system. Thus to-day “ the Economk-

.JouRNAii, the great organ of English economic science, lias

become a mere supplement to the Evonomistj the adviser of tlie

bankers, and Ricardo seems more modern than ever, since our
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economic thought is once more confined within the narrow

gpmdaries of his day.”

Hugh Dalton

La Teona di Marx della Mi'^eria Cre-^cefde. Jly Roberto AIk ii els.

(Torino: Bocca. 1922. Pp. viii + 244.)

Lezioni di Scienza Economica Razionale e Sperimentale. By
Alfonso di Pietri-Tonelli, with a preface by Vilfredo

Pareto. (Rovigo : Industrie Grafiche Italianc. Second

edition. 1021. Pp. viii + 907.)

Professor Mktiej.s makes an interesting contribution to the

history of the development of economic ideas, and gives evidence

of a very wide range of reading among authors of many nation-

alities through several centuries. He finds germs of the theory

of increasing misery ” in the writings of Frenchmen in the

seventeenth century, and exhibits these germs multiplying and

spreading witli the passage of time. The theory is closely

associated by several early writers with the theory of population,

as by Giammaria Ortes, the forerunner of Alalthus, in 1774.

Later it came to be associated with increasing industrialism,

as by Sismondi, the forerunner of Alarx as regards
*'*'

surplus-

valiuj ” and of Hobson as regards “ under-consumption,*’ in

1S27. Fourier, writing in 1821, stands on the dividing line

between tliese two periods, attributing increasing misery partly

to industrialism and partly to tJio excessive subdivision of

agricultural land. Later, again, belief in increasing misery

became a source, no longer of despair, but of revolutionary hope.

I’rofessor Alicluds shows clearly that Alarx can claim little

originality in this, any more than in his other leading ideas.

He also recognises that, taking the niiudeenth century as a

whole, the theory of imuM'asing misery is contradicted by statis-

tical evidence in Kngland and (*Isewhere, chiefly, in his view,

owing to the growth of Trade IhiioJiism. But Jie thinks that

“ psychologically ” it may have been true, or, in other words,

that the increase in the material welfare of the poor may have

been outweighed by increasing consciousness of unequal dis-

tribution. He traces the origin of the saying that the rich

are growing richer and the poor poorer to The Effects of CivtL

isatiofi on. the People in European States, by Charles Hall,

published in 1805.

Dr. Pietri-Tonelli has produced a formidable tome, which

would have been more conveniently published in two volumes,

00 2
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or, better still, in a single volume much abbreviated. The
author belongs to the school of Professor Pareto, who contrii|||^

a short preface. The general idea of the book is a stud^m
“ economic equilibrium,” both static and dynamic, and the

author works out in great detail a number of problems of value.

But the discussion is so overloaded with tables of statistics,

graphical representations, systems of algebraic equations and

long lists of authorities as to be almost unreadable. It does

not appear to contain much that is new, and, though considerable

space is devoted to trade fluctuation, the author docs not seem

to be acquainted with the large and growing volume of work

on this subject by English and American economists.

Hugh D^vlton

Esquisse d' luie histoire du regime agraire en Europe aux XVTW
et XIX* nieUes. By Hknri SiIie. (Paris : Marcel Giard.

1921. Pp. 276. Price 15 francs.)

The remark of E. A. Freeman, that ‘‘ in order to write a small

history you must first write alarge one,” may be an over-statement

prompted unconsciously by its author's inveterate verbosity;

but to attempt a summary survey of an enormous historical

field before anybody has wrestled adequately with its problems

in a 'magnum opus is bold to the point of rashness. Yet this is

what M. See has done. It is true that the subject of his Et^quisse

is not quite so vast as its title suggests. Except for a few

incidental references to conditions in Piedmont, tho lands of

southern Europe—Spain, Italy and Greece—are entirely excluded,

while practically nothing is said about Switzerland, Belgium,

Holland, Sweden, or Norway. But even thus limited, tiie field

covered by M. See's book is too large and has been too little

subjected to comprehensive comparative studies to lend itself

to the kind of treatment he gives it. In such a case a first-

hand knowledge of primary authorities is hardly to bo expected :

the real trouble is that tho secondary authorities, upon which

reliance is necessarily placed, consist almost entirely of mono-

graphs dealing, at most, with single countries or districts, or

with particular aspects of the agrarian situation. To deal

satisfactorily with such material and make it tho basis of an

instructive synthesis requires much more intensive thought

than has apparently been given to tho writing of this book,

which, in this respect as in others, falls far short of the standard
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.set by Dr. Clapham in his Economic Devdoprnent of France

^SUfPermany, 1816-1914.

M. Side’s knowledge of the monograph literature is unquestion-

ably extensive; but it is uneven. Though he has made use of

such recent books as Van Houtte’s Histoire economique de la

Belgique d la fin de VAncien Regime, A. do Calonne’s La vie

agricole sous VAncien Regime dans le Nord de la France (3rd

edition), and Mr. Gooch's Germariy and the French Revolution—
all of which were published in 1920—ho not only makes no

reference to Sartorius von Waltcrshauson’s Deutsche Wirtfichafts-

geschichie, 1815-1914 (which, as it too was only published in

1920, might pardonably escape attention until the Esquisse was

in the press), but also show\s no knowledge of the work done in

English agrarian history by Dr. Gay, Mr. A. H. Johnson, Mr.

Tawncy, Dr. H. L. Gray and the late Sir Edward Gonner, while

the edition of Lord Ernie's book to which he refers is that of

1888. ,

The Esquisse is very largely a mere narrative of facts

geographically arranged, and, wdiat is surprising in a book by

a French scholar, the stylo is dull and uninteresting. Even so

it would bo an extremely useful book, if its accuracy could be

depended on. But M, 8ee is not tlie most accurate of writers.

The section which deals with England contains some strange

misconceptions. We aro told that the enclosures of the Tudor

period slackened after 1530 and still more after 1550 and came

to a sudden stop (p. 87)—a thesis which was tenable twenty

years ago, but cannot bo maintained in the face of the researches

made by Gonner, Miss Leonard, and Dr. Gay, at least in so

far as the movement created a social problem, though it is no

doubt possible to hold almost any opinion in regard to the

counties where enclosures were carried out silently—roughly

the counties furthest from the Midlands. We are told again

that the drainage of fens was undertaken in the second half of

the eighteenth century : it is mentioned along with the construction

of canals, so that xVllI cannot be a mere misprint for X\ll

(p. 89). It is of course a fact that the seventeenth-century drainage

of the fens was far from being complete or satisfactory : the

Reports to the Board of Agriculture of 1793 and 1794 make it

clear that much still required to be done. But this need not

disturb the general truth that the fens were ‘‘ undertaken ’ in

the earlier century. No doubt M. Sec has based his statement

on M. Mantoux^ account of the drainage works in the fen country

between 1767 and 1780, and possibly M. Mantoux is right in
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giving greater prominence to this movement than other writers,^

but M. Sec does not even mention the earlier enterprises,

unlike the author of La Revoli(tioti itidustrielle, uses language

which might be taken to imply that drainage was only begun

after 1750.^ The same page contains less equivocal errors. Wo
read that the example of Lord Towiishend was followed by other

landowners “ comme le comle de Norfolk (surely an eponymous

hero invented to account for the Norfolk husbandry, or else a

misdescription of Coke^), and we arc given as an example of

an improved rotation the amazing sequence
:

peas, wheat,

barley, oats
—

“ On vit s' inlrodnire des assolements confinns sans

jacliire, comme velui-ci
: ims, fromenl, orge, nwine." Elsewhere

language is used which seems to imply that a copyholder towards

the end of the Ifiddle Ages was a “ freeholder ” who held for three

lives; but the sentence is ambiguous (p. 82). In speaking of

the period of parliamentary enclosures M. Sec says deilnitely

that the movement for the enclosure of wastes and Common
pastures preceded that for the enclosure of the arabh^ fields (j). J)7).

The truth is just the opposite.^

The second part of the book, which is concerned with 1 Ih‘

emancipation of the peasantry (while the first part is a description

of the agrarian systems of different countries before that movenuMil

began), opens with a few seidences about the general causes of

the enfranchisement. Here stress is laid upon economic factors :~

“ On saisit les causes delerminantes du mourement d'affranchisement.

Oesoni d>ahord les ideesd'emuncipalion, proimjees par la philosophic

dn X VIIP siecle. Ce soul ensnile et surloul les hesoins economiipus,

le souci d'accroitre la ^modnet ivile (])p. 187-188). But as a gent‘j .il

rule M. See is inclined to emphasise political rather than economic

factors in the history of the movement. It is by politic.il

conditions, for example, that he accounts, at least very largely,

for the divergent course of the evolution in Austria, as compared

with Prussia—its early start under the personal rule of Joseph H,

its stagnation in the period of aristocratic reaction which foJIowi^d

his death, its definite accomplishment on radical lines as a result

of the Revolution of 1848. A political factor—the wars of

the period 1789-1815—created a tendency among the Austrian

peasants to divide their holdings among their children, because

‘ Sec Paul Mantoux : La Rdvolution imtualrivlh (IDOO), p. 151.

2 Coke of Holkham is, however, 8oparatt3ly mentiouod on the same page.

® Seo A. H. Johnson ; Disappcaraiice of the. Small Landowner (1900), pp. 00,

94. The maximum of “ waste ” enclosures was roiichcd after the flood of

“ common field ” Acta had begun to ebb.
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this means they could save their sons from military service.

JJJlIPs also in the forefront of M. See's explanation of the similarity

between Austrian and Prussian conditions before the einanci*

pation—that prevalence of Oul.sJierrschafl which distinguishes

both these countries from the more western regions of the

continent with their Orunflherrschafl.

M. See thinks that the importance of Mtein's work as a factor

in the histoiy of Prussian emancipation has been exaggerated,

and, in regard to the controversy about the inftuence of French

revolutionary ideas upon him, sides definitely with Meier as

against Lclimann. Notliing is said, liowc^ver, about the influence

of English ideas and institutions either ii[)()ii Stein, who received

their impact both by way of Hanover and through liis visits to

England in 178() and 1787, or npon Hardenherg, w-hom Meier

asserts to liave been fill(‘d with tlu^ ideas of Adam Smith. But

there is no reason to suspect anything tcndcMicions in this

omission. The influence of Fnglish waiters ppoii agricultural

j)rogross in France in the eighteenth century is duly noted (p. b‘l),

aiifl th(' e Hurts made by Fred(‘nck the ({reat to introduce Fnglisli

agricultural methods into Prussia are also mcntioiietl (p. 111).

In spite of AuhmVs verdict of “ nou-proven, ' M. See maintains

tliat there was a definite increase (»f feudal burdens in France

i/i tlie latter days of the Aneien Regime. On the other hand,

w'lien he puts the total number of serfs on the (*ve of the Revolution

at not more than a million and says that perhaps even that

number is too large, ho is in agreement with Aiilard, who rejects

the total of 1,500,000 given l)y Oarre and sus})ects that it has

no other foundation than a ])ropagandist pamphlet by tlie

Abl)e Olerget, published in I7S9J

IvKOIXAM) JjKNNAKU

The National Ile.sonrre'^ oj South A Inca. Ry R . A. IjKHFULOT,

D.Se. With a Preface by the Right Hon. J. C. Smuts,

((.iondon : Longmans, (ireo]i & Fo. 1922. Pp. ^9.)

In this short study Professor Lehfeldt oilers an estimate of

the total income of persons in the I nion of South Africa cnca

the year 1918. The material at his disposal was very imperfect,

but he has used it with great caution and allowed a good maigiii

for error. We must be prepared to read at least i 10% after

every item in his Summary tabic (p. 77), which is as follows.

' Soe A. Aulard ; La Bh^olulwn Jranraisi ri k IkijimrfMal (1919), CP. 7-8.
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Income in the Union of South Africa, circa 1918.^

Summary,

(In million £.)

* Ineome of

. ! eolouroU Iteiit.
inoome. ,

Interest. Visages.® Profits,

.population.

Farming 40-3 1 11
1

7 2 31
Mining 22 1 7-4

,

2 2 1!) —
Manufacturing 22-2 1 3*2 * 4 12®
Transport

;

-7
1

— — (i
—

'

Morchanting 15 -
1

-- 3 r> 7

Professions 2-1 1 • - • - • — 2®
!

—
Government Sorvict? . .

.

11-3
'

-S i
~ ; 11 •

i
—

Domestic Service 5 ; ;
; 5 ii

Occupation of bouses
i

13 1

— ’ 3
i

—
;

Total 137-2 2S-l 12 21 01 13

* Hpading not given in tlu* original.
® Including salario.s.

® Tn the original thl'so numbers are intorcbangi'd by an unfortunate misprint.

It is interesting to see tiiat the net produce of farming, wliicli

is intended to include jiroduco consumed on the farms, is mucli

greater than that of mining or manufacturing, and that manu-

facturing produces for the citizens of South Afri(;a as large an

income as mining; manufacturing includes building and railway-

works and is mainly for the local market. The distinction

between interest and profits is not made clearly, and indeed a

good deal of the explanation is too sketchy. Besides the income

included above, £5,000,000 from mines and £3,000,000 from

railways is paid to foreign shareholders, and an unknown amount

should be deducted from manufacturing profits in the same

way. The proportion of wages and salaries to rent, profits and

interest is said to be 2 to 1 ; but if the profits paid abroad are

included, as surely they should be, we have wages and salaries

£91 millions
; rent, interest and profits over £54 millions

;
and wages

therefore under 03% of the total, not 07%. In the United Kingdom

in 1911 the proportion in mauufnrlnre was estimated as

but of the w^liolc homo income only 58%. The proportions are

therefore not very different in the two countries.

The income accruing to the w4iitc population (1,442,000

persons) was only £74 per head in 1918, a sum which seems small,

however it is regarded. Retail pri(ies in South Africa were

estimated to be 31% higher in 1917-18 than before the war,

and some part of the money income is therefore to be attributed

to high prices, though of course the inflation has never been
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SO serious in Africa as in England. After a series of rough and
|||||g|rery trustworthy estimates Professor Lehfcldt comes to the

eonclusion that the average purchasing power per head of the

white population in South Africa in lOlT-lS was no greater than

in the United Kingdom in 1913. This conclusion will be sur-

prising to those who sui)posed that the level of living in South
Africa was high

;
tlie exidanation is that much of the wealth

of the country goes to foreign owners, and that, though skilled

men’s wages were up to £.5 or £6 a week, and the bulk of unskilled

work is done by natives, yet a great part of the wliite population

are engaged on farms, from which the receipts arc by no means

large cither to occupier or labourer.

The book is not confined to statistics, but contains some

analysis of the potentialities and probable future of mining,

industry in agriculture in Soiitli Africa and some rather hasty

economic generalisations. It suffers from compression, and it

may be hoped that it will be re-written m such a way as to bring

out the statistical analysis more clearly and with more adequate

definition and explanation, and to separate the numerical state-

ments (which are valid within definable limits) from the less

definite opinions of a non-statistical character. In such a new

edition income should be written instead of Htrnlngs in the

context of p. 18.

k. L. BotVLEY

The I.W.W,: A Study of Ainerican Symlicalism. By Paul

Frederick Brissknden, Pir.D. (Columbia University. 1920.

Pp. 438. Price Sh cloth; $3-50, paper.)

This book forms Number 193 or Vol. LXXXIII of Studies

in History, Economics, ami Public Law, edited by the faculty

of Political Science of Columbia University, and the (pialifications

of the author are that he was sometime Assistant in Economics

at the University of (California, University Fellow at Columbia,

and {Special Agent of the United States Jlepartment of Labour.

It was first publislied in 1919, and the present is the second

edition.

Dr. Brissenden’s object is to tell the truth about the Inde-

pendent Workers of the World—the “^^obblies in Western

slang—for, he says in his preface, “ the public has not been told

the truth about the things the I.W^W^ has done or the doctiines in

which it believes. . . . The popular conception of this labour

group is a weird unreality.’’ He quotes the sheriff of a small
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Western town, who told a liigh official of the Federal Department
of Justice “ that they were ‘ having no trouble at all wit

Wobs/ ‘ When a Wobbly comes to town,’ ho explained, ‘ I just

knock him over the head with a night stick and throw him in the

liver. When ho comes up he beats it out of town.’ ” In their

turn the Wobblies were out to scare the capitalist, and people

who saw the song about “ Casey Jones- - the Union Scab ” who
wouldn't join the strike

—

Then aoino one put a bunch of railroad ties across the track,

And Casey hit the river with au awful crack ”

—

were not likely to disbelieve the newspaper reports of erinio and

outrage.

“ One Ih’g Union,” the (General Strike,” and ‘‘ control of

industry by the workers ” are idt'as of respectable ancestry and
antiquity, and, unfortunately, violence has stained the labour

inoveinents of all ^countries. AVJiat stanris out in the history of

the I.W.W., in the opinion of a fbitish reader, is its immense
futility 11 nd incapacity. Koundt^d in 1005 by groups who were

convinced of the inelfectlveness of current unionism to redress

grievances, it followed in the path alri^ady trod by the Kniglits of

Ijabour and many earlier and later labour and Socialist groups,

and again issuetl the clarion call to all vvorkias to unite and throw oil*

the yoke of the oppressor. At the first convention 43 organisations

with about 143,000 members were represc^nted, and 01 individuals

(like Debs, Simons, etc.) also attended. The ideas represented

were as heterogeneous as the trades. At the second convention

in 1000 the “proletarian rabble” under I)c ijeon d(q)osed the

president Slierman, who stuck to his office, and the quarrel

went to the Courts of Law! ]5y the beginning of 1007 the

W'^estern lAideration of Minors, tia? strongest industrial unit in

the infant organisation, ceased to belong to the I.W.W. “ This

frenzy of squabbling,” as Dr. Brissenden calls it, passed for a

moment to alhnv great, and not illiberal, schemes of organisation

to bo planned, and the Joss of the most “ reputable, best financed,

and most respectable elements . . . tended to give sharp defini-

tion and emphatic imj^uJsc toward a more revolutionary policy
”

(p. 177). A brief period of success for the mass organisation

policy came at Goldfield, Nevada, in 1907, but it was followed by

several failures, and the panic of that year nearly wiped the I.W.W

.

out of existence. Another split was by now due, and it came in

1908, when the De Leon or Socialist Labour Party (revolutionary

Marxists) and the non-political St. John-Haywood group separated
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stile organisations. Both retained tlie same name, but
^Jprect-aciionists were of the truer faith.

Strikes and a campaign for free speech
—

“ refinement is not
the Wobblies’ long suit”—occupied 1909, and alleged member-
ship grew to about 18,000 in 1912- -misleading figures, says our
author. Preaching sabotage led to quarrels with the Socialists,

but the success of the great Lawrence strike in 1912 created

visions of “ No God ! No Master !
” in a new world. C’onstitu-

tional quarrels again camc - a fight against “ centralisation,” and,

quite separatcl3% advocacy (aidc'd by d\nn Mann in 1913) of a

policy of converting existing trade unions by ‘‘ boring from

within” insbaid of liammcTing from without.” In 1917 there

were. 00,000 paying members, and the T.W.W. had spread from

the United State's and Canada to Australia. (V)incidoiitly, numer-

ous laws were ])a.ssed by the Western States against “ criminal

syndicalism ” or sabotage, ami in 1!)I8 Haywood and other

h'aders w(‘n' s(‘ntenced to long pt'riods of impysonment for anti-

war activities. In 1919 then* were 35,000 meml)ers.

Dr. BrissendeJi thinks that tin* propaganda of the constructive*

ideas of the l.W.W. will eoutinue, but that the Wobblies are

grot(*squely unj)r(*pared for r(‘sponsibility.*’ He obviously

1‘egards Hkj charges of violence* in wliich the public are more

interested—as exaggerated, but on this point readers will form

their own opinions. Tlu*re is an excellent index and bibliography,

and appendices ch'al with "Father Hagerty's Wheel of Fortune”

(a diagrammatic classification of tlie industrial popuLitioii), the

T.W.W. Preamble, nu'inbershi]) statistics, structural organisation,

local unions, strikes, anti-I.W.W. statutes, and a selection of

l.W.W. songs as revolutionary in rhythm as in sentiment.

Altogether tliis is an admirable and very readable book, a patlietic

study in social patludogy.

Hen’ky' W. ]\rA( uostv

Violence and Ihe Labonr Mocement. By PvOBERT Htsteu.

(New York : The Macmillan (ompany, 1919. Pp. xiv -j 3SS.

Price SI. 50.)

The author of this work is a strong advocate of political

action for achieving the social revolution, aiul his book appears

to aim at indicating, by appeals to history and experience, the

programme and methods of iMarx, against those of Bakoimin,

“ the father of terrorism." The preface suggests that it was

written prior to the war, and places its origin in the eient.s of
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1911-1913, which led the writer to re-state the case for political

action.

The first part of the book traces the history of the Terrorism

in Western Europe. It begins with a cliapter on the life of

Bakounin, and devotes others to main features or personalities in

the movement. The concluding chapter of the part contains an

attempt to analyse and explain the causes of terrorism and the

psychology of the terrorist. Here the author often shows a real

power to understand the point of view of the other side, whilst

clearly exposing its errors and fallacies. Tliroughout the book he

pleads strongly for constitutional methods, illustrating from the

experience, for instance, of America and France, the tendency of

anarchism to strengthen reaction. Tlie relation of anarchism

to egoism, and its tendency to subordincatc social to individual

infiucnces, are well brought out. Thus tJic terrorist “ looks upon

all social evils as the result of individual WTong-doing,” and is

therefore “ led inevitably to make war on individuals,” whilst

the socialist attributes such evils mainly to economic and social

causes. The author's power of seeing other points of view is,

unfortunately, limited. He fails to show the same breadth of view

in dealing witJi the efforts of rulers and of society as a whole, to

vindicate the rights of society against anarchy, as, for instance, in

the reference to society cherishing the thought that anarchism

may bo ended by the murder of the anarchist.”

The second part is concerned with tlie struggle between

Anarchism and Marxian Socialism. It also opens with a bio-

graphical chapter on the life and writings of Marx, and then deals

with various phases of the struggle between the two ideals.

Under the Newest Anarchism, for instance, the movements

covered by the term syndicalism arc dealt witli. By the Oldest

Anarchism, again, is intended the anarcliy or lawlessness of

powerful individuals or classes, us instanced by the feudal rights

of private war. The author argues, on the one hand, that the

consummation of the ideas of Bakounin and Proudhon would

lead inevitably to a return to such a system. On the other he puts

forward the suggestion that, as in tlie case of some “ extra-legal

police agencies ” in the United States, resort is beginning to be

had to modern forms of this anarchism to resist the growing

strength of the working classes. His evidence of this strength

causes the author to conclude on an optimistic note in a final

chapter entitled “ Visions of Victory.” The book is worth

reading not only for the actual treatment of its facts, but for the

point of view which it presents. N. B. Dbarlb
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By the Committee on the Elimination of Waste in

iidustry of the Federated American Engineering Societies.

(Published by the Societies, the McGraw-Hill Book Company,
sole agents : New York and London, 1921. Pp. xi -f- 409.)

The problem of waste in industry presents a wide and, to a

great extent, an uncharted and unexplored field. The present

study is modestly described as comparable to the preliminary

assay of a mine, to the first pencil drawings of a ikjw machine
;
but

in it the Committee have done a ))ig j^ieco of necessary work, by
laying down general lines for study, and elucidating the various

problems to be solved. The obje(;t was to carry out through

highly skilled investigators a rapid intensive study of a few typical

plants in some of the cliief industries. Six in all were dealt with

—

building, metals, textiles, mens clotJiing, boots and shoes, and
printing. Hoav thorough the work was may be judged from the

qiieslionmire prei)ared for the investigators, which runs to just

on eleven closely printed pages.
*

The book opems with a brief discussion of tlie Sources and

Causes of Waste and Rceommeudations for their removal. In this

the Committee gives a valuable analysis of the problem, and

a well-tliought-out series of definitions. Xo doubt additions and

corrections will be made to botli as the inquiry proceeds; but

the necessary foundations are excellently laid. Waste is classified

as due to low production caused by faulty management
;

inter-

riiptcd produclion of idle men, plant or materials; intentionally

restricted production, whether by enij)Ioy(Ts or employees
;
and

lost production from ill-hcaltli and similar causes.

The second and t\\ird parts of the book follow out the workings

of these infiiHuices in simu* detail. The former, whicli consists of

the “ engineers' field reports,"' describes the conditions in each

industry investigated. The tiiird part reports generally on the

chief individual causes of waste in all the industries. An in-

teresting attempt is made to calculate the proportion of waste

attributable to the different factors —management, labour, and

“ outside eontaets "
;
and it may be noted that by far tlie largest

proportion is held to be due to the first, whilst tlio responsibility

of outside contacts is somewhat loss than that of labour.

Whilst, therefore, the investigation set out primarily to learn

what there was to learn, it has resulted in far more. For it has

produced much that will help directly to solve the problems of

waste, and lias put much information at the disposal of the

future inquirer. The Societies and the Committee, therefore.
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deserve the tlianks both of economics and of industry
; and it is

much to be hoped that some similar investigations will be

foot in this country. For a great opening seems to bo offera^ui

certain industries at least, for work on these lines by Joint

Industrial (\)uneils.

N. B. Dearle



NOTES AND MEMORANDA

Statistics of Extukmeia" DEpR^riATioi) Citruknctes

^NNAN has shown in a recent article ^ that when a currency

becomes extremely depreciated it is no longer true that the

elasticity of demand is equal to unity : the demand becomes

more inelastic. Statistical material exists for testing this coii-

clusion, and the results arc of some interest.

Let Q be the amount of money in circulation,

P be the value of the unit in an invariable standard

(provisionally, say, in gold),

T PQ be tlie total value of the currency.

Then the elasticity of demand, e, is by definition

P (IQ __ d log Q
“

Q, fTP
" “ d log P'

If c is not constantly unity, hd us assumetas a first a])proxi'

Illation that it lias some other constant value. Then -

Now when a (Jovc'rnmeiit issues fresh curreney dQ to its

subjects, it extracts from their pockets the value P(/Q, so that

fQ
the total value obtainable by this method is

|

Pr/Q - ^ V say.

Then

—

1

e <’

If e - I, V becomes iidinite when P is diminislied indefinitely,

which, of course, is equivalent to a proof that r eamioi keep up

the value unity. If e is notably less than unity the situation is

very dilferent; for, in the limit,

V _ c

To "1-c*

^ Economic Journal

y

XXXI, p. AGO.
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So that if e == |, V == STq, and the most that Government can

acquire by inflation is three times the normal value cj|g|g|

currency (/. e. its value when not depreciated).

(iormaiiy. Poland. Austria.

a 5
flj
^

« O Notes

in
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(10*

marks).

Gold

value

(10®

marks).
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es
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X
W

Notes

(10®

marks).

Gold

value

(10“

marks).

o
bo
a

W

X^otes

(10®

crowns).

Gold

value

(10*

crowns).

1919 I 49-2 33*65 16*56
! 1

11 43*4 34*52 14*98

III 35-8 30*33 13*00

IV 35-5 37*73 13*39

V 28-2 38*91 10*97

VI 30*5 41*91 12*78

VII 24-8 40*99 10*17

VIII 21-3 39*98 8*52

IX 17*8 41*31 7*35
,

X 13-5 42*14 5*70 !

XI 10-2 43*89 4*48

Xll 8*7 48*57 4*23
;

1920 1
5*88 49*5 2*91

1

II 4*33 52*8 2*280

HI 5*28 57*9 3*057

IV 7*42 00*6 4*497

11*22 01*0 0*91

1

VJ 11*15 00*0 7*120 2*013 21*73 5*74 3*632 10*97 0*10

VH 10*50 07*9 7- 170 2*510 20*31 0*02 3*272 18*72 0*12

VIII 8*84 70*4 0*223 2*1 19
1

31*0!) 0-5<J 2-418 20-05 ' 4*91

IX 7*33 73*8 n-410 1*815 i 33*20 0*01 2-211 22*27 i 4*92

X 0*15 75*3 4*031 1*505 ! 38*40 5*79 1*752 25*12 ' 4 *40

XI !
5*53 77*0 4*258 1*172 !

43*2 4 5*07 1 '540 28*07 . 4*32

xri 5*77 81*1 4*079 0*758 4!)*30 3*74 1*313 30*65 1*12

1921 I
0*51 ! 78*3 5-070 0*005 .55*08 3*33 1*170 34*53 4*04

TI 8*56
i

78*5
!

0*720
:

' 0*549 02*51) 3*44 1*23 4 ,
38*35 4*73

111 i
0*72

j

79*9
1 5*30!)

I

1 0*533 71*09 3*95 1*224 41*07 i 5*03

IV! 0*00
i

80*7
!

5*32f>
;

0*.“» 40 80*70 4*74
,

1*402
i

45 0 4 0*31

v! 0*82 1 81*2 5-538 0*537 94*58 5*08 1*270 ’ 45*58 5*82

VI

!

0*07
1

84*3 5*117 0 34 4 102*7 3*53 1*030 : 49*68 5*15
i

VH
1

5*40 86*0
I 4-0‘m 0*219

1

115*2 2*52 0*095 54*11 3*76

VIll

;

5*01 88*1
11

4*414 0*209 I1 133*7 2*79 0*588 58*53
,

3*44

IX i
4*09 94*2

1

3*853 0*112 ' 152*8 0*468 70*17
;

3*28

2*88 99*1
1

2*854 0*089
I

' 182*8 1*03 0*275
j

90*90: 2*50

XI !
1*07 108*5 1*812 0*123 i 207*0

1
1

2*55 0*182 : 1200 1 2*19

XII
j

2*15 122*2 2*027 0*130
[

2 2*98 0*188
j

i

174*1 3*27

1922 I

:

2*19 123*6 2*707 0*139 i 239*0 3*33 0*1008
1

227*0 3*65

2*04 128*2 2*015 0*121
i

247*2 2-99 ' 0*1431 259*9 3*72

ml 1*52 139*0 2*122 0*100 250*7 2*51 0*0753 304*1 2*2!)

JV;
\r 1

1*450 149*8 2*181 0*110 260*6 2*89
i
0*0059 346-7 2*29

V
VI 1

!
i



Date 1920 VIT 1921 VII 1922 I92:i

1919 11 I X I

I

Total Gold Vahte of (iKUMAS' Currency (in 10* marks).
— . — . — . — . — ,, „ „ PoLisir ,, (ill 10* marks)

—X

—

X —X—

X

— ,1 ,f M Ar.STkiAN „ (in 10* crowns).

TJie values of P and Q arc published in the Monthly Bulletin

of Statistics of the League of Nations ; the values for Germany,

Poland, and Austria have been tabulated and T worked out,

and tlie results are sJiowii on the aecoinpanving grapli.

The first point to be brought out is that the depreciation

has been markedly periodic ;
i. e, it is affected by psychological

influences which show a period -of about ten months. Instead

of the values of P depending only on the values of Q at the

moment, they are affected by anticipation of wJiat Q is likely

to become; affected, of course, through tlie mechanism of

speculative purchases and sales. Optimisiii prevailed about the

middle of 1920, in the spring of 1921, and the beginning of 1922,

with well-marked pessimistic minima between : the period

being, in the case of all three countries, very closely ten months.

The semi-amplitude of the oscillations is round about 25 ^ler

cent, of the mean.
No. 128.—VOL. xxxTt. ri*
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The data arc not worth analysing by any very elaborate

mathematical method, but the foliowhig approximatio](iilBritft

servo to determine the magnitude of e.

Taking the case of Austria, the cycle extending from 1 920 VI

to 1921 IV has its mean date as 1920 XI and mean T — 488

(unit 10® gold crowns)
;

it is succeeded by a cycle whose mean
date is 1921 IX and mean T — 381. The values of Q at the

two mean dates arc 280*7 and 541*1 respectively, so we should

have
381 _ /5411Y-1
488 V2807/

"

wduch yields e — 0*73.

Treated in the same way, and over tlie same period, the

Polish figures yield e — 0*67. In both these eases the value of

P was of the order of 1 per cent, or Jess of the original (or 2)ar)

value of the money.

Oerman currency has not been depreciated to nearly tlie

same extent, the^*ange in the period eonsider(‘d being between

10 per cent, and 1 per cent, of par. Nevertheless it yields an

even lower figure for e- -in the neighbourhood of 0*5. The mark

has certainly been depreciated by other than purely eonnnereial

influences.

11. A. Leiieeldt

The L’n iwmity, Johanmsb urg,

11)22.

The Economic Jh)XKs

A Rejoinder *

By the courtesy of the Editor and of Jh’ofessor Pigou I am
allowx'd to append a few notes and comments. My obj(»ct having

been to elicit a reply, I am content to have succeeded and so will

be brief. The preliminary sparring before the big blows are hit

1 wall pass over, without denying that so good a sparrer as Pro-

fessor Pigou “ gfds in.” Neither he nor 1 think very highly of

“ pure ” economic knowdedge which is likely to remain ” pure
’

indefinitely. We agree that a mere study of implications which

is fully justifiable “ in the kingdom of pure mathematics," or a

mere study of facts in succession which may be justifiable in the

kingdom of history, would not be justifiable as the main business

of economics. I cannot tell him—nor in a similar case, 1 should

imagine, could he tell himself—how much of my rudeness towards

the boxes is due to (a) their emptiness and (5) their possible use-

^ S(*.o ProtVssor Pigou’.s articlo printed aljovo.
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lessness if filled. The emptiness is ground common to us both

;

^mi^ortant fact, I think.

A word about “ complexes.” In form Professor Pigou's refer-

ence to them is only a sparring point, but 1 think it has import-

ance. I admit the anti-commodity complex : Professor Pigou

has found the right name for my complaint. 1 know that the term

commodity is used in order that it may cover hats and gold

watches and onions, and I constantly suspect that the user does

not know whether the propositions which he is afiirniing as to

commodities are true of ('it her oniojis or gold watches or Jiats.

The oft(‘ner he does it without an illustration the stronger grow

my suspicion and my (loinplcx. The cure— in a friend s hands

—

is a series of illustrative footnote's.

This leads to a point of more general interest. “ Dr. Claidiam

appears to hold that, provided as boxes tluiy cannot be filled,

it is self-evid(mt that they can st'i’vc no purpose “ as instru-

ments in the construction of a realistic ccononvc science.” “In

that 1 venture to suggest . . . that he has, in fact, misunder-

stood altogether the nature of the work that he is belittling.”

Profess(.)r Pigou then goc's on to show the importance of the laws

of returns, or some (Hpiivaleut, in the whole theory of value,

and says that to take them out of their setting is “ a very per-

verse proceeding.” 1 see no perversity in criticising part of a

theory; l)ut I was at first disposed to search for empty boxes

in more parts than one. This space forbade. 1 have a fear

lest a theory of value wdiich should prove permanently unable to

slate of what particular and individual values some of its more

imj)ortant conclusions were true might in the long run be neglected

by mankind. I fear also that a too constant thinking in terms

of commoditi(\s may tend to blind “analytics”—to use the

nickname as to whose imperfect applicability Professor Pig(.>u

and I are in fact at one -to this danger. It was solicitude for

the theory of value, not indifference to its complex beauties,

which urged me on.

Professor Pigou's argument about the negative use of the

boxes, even if em])ty, is decisive within its range. It is one of the

considerations which I had overlooked and uhich I am glad

to have pointed out .
“ Dr. Clapham will hardly deny that science

may help practice by exposing the falsehoods of charlatanry as

well as by itself discovering truths.” He will not; but he is

very anxious that economic science should be able to do more,

and that, where and in so far as it is at present unable to do

more, it should make the fact (piite clear.
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I believe I was aware of the “ intricate collection of little cases

inside ” my big boxes; although T seem to have written

lessly that Professor Pigou can tell people that 1 “ evidently

suppose ’’ that “ analytics ” are only interested in the question

whether hats or onions arc in big box D.R. or in big box I.R.

My natural, and not unscientific, wish was to learn about the big

boxes first. When I know that my Botany tops arc in l.R.

it will be time enough to examine furtlier. Professor Pigou will

find a reference to to2)s whi(;li shows that I was not entirely

blind to the subdivisions of the big boxes, though I know well

enough that he and not 1 should be entrusted witli the labelling

of some of the little? ones. He has shown, that had 1 “ realised

what the issue really was,’' I could have made this part of my
argument much stronger. I always thought I could.

I accept the rebuke, whose point is sharpeiuul by references to

ready-made clothes and a certain naiveie.
' My statements in

the section criticised were exceedingly incomplete. I was not

writing a treatise. I was merely anxious to indicate that wo have

had hitherto, even from the very greatest economists, rather

sketchy indications of the probable uses of the big and little cases,

when filled. I was not anxious to suggest that it is Professor

Pigou's business to teach a brewer to brew
;
but L think it may

be liis business, when ho says that such and siujh social con-

sequences will result from a tax on, or a monopoly in, com-

modities of such and such a type, to be able to tell tlio bn?w'er

whether in this context “ commodity ” covers beer as well as hats,

onions and g(;ld watches.

Professor Pigou does not say whether or not inventions arc

to be included in that general progress in the idlicicncy of an

industry which tends towards increasing returns. I assume,

therefore, that he agrees with me that exclusion will condemn

the boxes t(; perpetual emptiness. His suggestions towards

filling the boxes are much scantier than I. had thought possible,

r made my treatment a trifle crude partly in the hope of provoking

someone to say—Give me these and those facts and series of

statistics about, say, pig-iron and I will box it for you. I had

anticipated that the facts and statistics demanded might be, by

common consent, at present unprocurable
;
but [ had hoped that

they might be specified. And now 1 am paid with a cheque drawn

on the bank of an unborn Jovons, (Jan no one give us more

current coin ? I do not deny that a second Jevons may do this

thing
;
but I do not think that Professor Pigou's reply has given

him much help.
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Finally, I do not agree that discussions about method arc

^wasted in quarrelling,’' even if, as Professor Pigou suggests,

^ have an inipcufect understanding of one another’s methods,

i^ublic discussion elucidates tlie methods and improves the

understanding. There has for some y(‘ars been too much
abstention from it among economists, due in part to a certain

very natural piety. Things ai-e constantly said in conversation

which never get into print, and we need, as one of us would say,

to bring inside and outsule opinion into line. Mounted on tiie

smoothly running machine which he handles with such ineom-

parahlc skill, Professor Pigou may be a trifle impatient of sugges-

tions that a rather differently constructed model might have a

longer and more useful life
;
but that is no reason why the sugges-

tion should not be made, even by a much less expert driver.

J. H. CTapha.m

(.’riiKicNT Topics

At the nu'cting of the British Association last September,

the discussions in which Section F was joined by other sections

proved jiarticularly interesting. IWore an audience composed

of mathematicians and agriculturists, as well as economists,

Sir William Beveridge? developed the theory of Weather Cycles

which he had propounded in the? Fa oxomic Journal. Pro-

fessor H. ir. Turner, referring to astronomic analogies, opined

that ex(onsivT> observations such as those which Sir William

Beveridge had compiled were adequate to afford indications of

periodicity
;
which it was desirable to contirm by discovery of

reasons. ^Ir. t"dny Yule, insisting on the dynamic character of

economic phenomena, desid(Tated a law representing the move-

ment of prices and production. As often in physical dynamics,

the law might be pei iodic
;

the fluctuation being explicable by

the psychology of the business man.

The possihilUy of incrcasiiuj the food supply of the iHxtiou

was discussed by the economic and agricultural sections in

conjunction. ^Sir Jolin Jlussell, Director of the Agricultural

J<]xpcrimental Station at Kothampsted, enumerated various

ways in which our crops might be increased. Mr. C. S. Orwin,

of the Agricultural Institute, Oxford, showed that increase

wJiicli w\as possible might not be profitable, owing to the law^

of diminishing returns, which he illustrated by remarkable

statistics and diagrams. Professor Somerville pointed out that
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grass lands admitted of the largtjst increase of yield consistent

with profit to tlie farmer. Professor Cannan recalled

to the subject. The food supply of the nation depended

on the possible increase of exportable produce in foreign countries.

Practical agriculturists should remember that the law of

diminishing returns had been discussed a hundred years ago

by the economist sitting in his proverbial arm-chair.

Among tlie other proceedings of 8(‘ction P may be noticed

papers by Mr. J. L. Cohen on the future of unemployment insur-

ance, by Professor .1. 0. Smith on municipal markets, by Mr.

Jraniilton Whyte on the effect of war conditions on the stock

market. Professor Bowley dealt with the ndations between

wholesale and retail prices in a paper wdiich has been published

in Economica. Mr. Bickerdyke discussed the possibility of

controlling industrial fluctuations. Long-period stabilisation,”

he said, ” on the lines of Irving Fisher’s scheme, does not go far

towards checking ^ordinary fluctuations of good and bad trade.”

Miss A. Ashley compared the Fnglish and Scottish Poor Law in

relation to the able-bodied, and deduced some practical con-

clusions. 31iss A. Ib^ynard anah^sed the psychology of tlu^

business man and that of tlie worker. Tlie [^resident’s Address

is reprinted in the present number of the Kconomk’ JoriiNAL.

In the Order under The Hajegnarding oj InduHtrie>^ Act quoted

by Captain Wedgwood Penn in his article published in the

Eapiember Journal (bottom of p. 100), there is a misleading

misprint W'hich needs to be corrected, the word “except” having

slipped out between the w^ords “cross-examined” and “by.”

The quotation from the Order should have read as follows: -

“A witness w'hom the (^munitteo desire to hear may, if he

wishes, be accompanied by solicitor or counsel who may address

the Committee on his behalf, but no witness shall be examined

or cross-examined except by the Members of the Committee.”
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Journal of the Royal StalMcal Society.

July, 1922. Discussion on the Value of Life-Tables in Statistical

Research. Opened by M. Greenwood. The Interpretation of
Statistics relating to Shipping Casualties. J. W. Vkrdier. The
Goodness of Fit of Regression Formulce. R. A. Fisher.

Quarterly Review.

October, 1922. What Labour Wants. Bertram Clayton.

Edinburgh Review.

October, 1922. Labours Disillusionment. The Editor. The
economic harmonies arc illustrated by reference to recent writings

on Labour.

Fortnightly Review.

September, 1922. Public Assistance and yalioml Decay. J. A. R.

Marriott. Estimating the contribution to public assistance

from rat(\s and taxes as 133 millions, and referring to Stoddard’s

Revolt Agamst Civilisation, the writer denounces the present

system as financially and morally fatal.

Contemporary Review.

September, 1922. The Coalition and the Free Trade Issue. Capt.

Wedgwood Benn, M.P.

Economica.

October, 1922. The Relations between Wholesale and Retail Prices

since the War. A. L. Bowley. To find a formula whicli relates

the retail index-number at any date with the wholesale index-

number of the same, or of a preceding date, and to forecast the

movements of the rcdail from the wholesale index-number
;
such

are the problems here treated by three methods.

Manchester Guardian Commercial.

Bcconstruetion in Europe.

Section VT. Populafion, Afjrictature and Food Supply. The Praaant Revolution
in Europe. Kemoto causes and consequences, transcending the interests

of tlio lionr and even of the age, are htue conteinplntcd. Jlr. Keynes, who
in a previous articlo had pointed ont thul the prnctice of the imich-proachod
virtue of thrift conduced to tho growth of populiition in the nineteenth
century, now vii'ws with conconi tho supply of labour depending on con-

ditions whicli affected the birth-rate many years ago. “ A slow hut steady
lowering in tho standard of living may result. 'J'Jie juohh'ni of pojailation

is going to he tlio greatest of nil jiolilioal questions. A great transition in

Iiiiinan Jiistory will liavo begun when civilised societ}’ assumes conscious
control of its inereaso.” Tlio philosophical Signor ("roeo is averse to

statical Utopias; and does not formuliilo n general theory of population: -
“ this, or that nttitiido [towards incroasi*] is justitied only in the moral
conscience as a moral ngreomont with onosolf.*’ Prof. Ualin of Freiburg

makes a more definite suggestion, wlieii, referring to plans whicli we sJiouId
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df^scribo as tho endowment of parenthood, he maintains that the princij^le

of higher wages for larger families must bo adopted by international aggpcies^
such as tho I^eaguo of Nations in determining the distribution of^-wlllll^
wealth and raw materials. Dr. Brownlee, viewing with alarm the
of population on tho resources of English soil, advocates regulate^rwni-
gration, but deprecates tho restriction of births. Prof. Pribram of Vienna
recommends the emigration from Austria of now supci fluous otneials whom
other countries might accept if accompanied with skilled Austrian artizans.

Baron Kcikishi Tshirnoto of Tokyo holds that the only way in which Japan
can meet tho difliculty of population growing faster than supply of food is

by tho restriction of births. “ Birth control is now tho most important
question of the world.” Those prescriptions are basetl upon diagnosis of
statistics showing tho movement of population in many countries. Prof.
Rist dwells on Iho decrease of tho French population during the War and
the slowness of its subsequent increase. At present rates of increase it will

take Franco four more years to rt'gain her population of 1913; while in less

than ten years Gormaiiy will have within her narrowed boundaries as largo

a population as in 1914.

The second part deals with tho food supply in different ])arts of tho
world. Jn the third part Mr. L. B. Namier d(^seribes tho Agrarian revolution
in Eastern Europe as a retrograde movement. “ I'Iuto is no room for a
leisured class of independent means and of an independent spirit.”
” Perfect tlieoeraeies may yet arise.” Tho economic consequences of land
reforms or rev’olutions in several countries are described by different

writ(?rs. Mi\ Louis Levine compares the tremendous losses of life, wealth
and culture duo to iho Revolution with the gain to the peasants through
tho acquisition of land, tlie abolition of debt, and a new mentality.
Tho sovcjith section deals wdtli Itailwuya, Coaly Iron, Strrl, Kny/nrerhiff.
Tho problem of Ilrjxtration/i is discussoil in the eighth se(;lion. Mr.

Keynes recommends a morutoriiim up to the end of 1023, and tho dis-

contimiance of tho Reparations Commission, of the deliverance of coal to the
French, and of tlio occupation of German territory. Jle puls the amount
to b(^ claimed from Germany at 40 milliards of gold marks» due in 1935.
An annual payment of 2 milliards will discliarg(5 this debt by 193.'5. But
if only milliards is annually forthcoming, then Ihe* debt will not he wiped
out till about 1950. An arrangement is proposed by which, if German
trade and credit should improve more than is expected, a larger (rontribution

may bo obtained. He replies to critics who suppose that economic progress
will be as rapid in tho future as before the War. Other opinions are
expressed

; almost as many as tho States which the' .sevc'ral wTiters represent.
A particularly interesting contribution is formcMl by a syini)Osiiim in which
six professors of different nationalities discuss the qia'stioa :

“ How rniieb

can tlio Allies indnee Germany to pay with advantage to tliemsclves ?
”

Prof. Cannan derides the suggestion that it would not bo to tho advantage)
of the Allies to receive a large payment. But ho doubts whether they can
” induce ” Germany to make largo payments over long j)eriods. Mo
recommends making a good bargain for immediate payment in ret\irn for

guarantees of peace and retirement from oc'cupied territory. J’o tho
qu('stion, ” How much ? ” Prof. Gido rej)Iies : As much as was agreed at
tho London and >Spa Coiiferenco.s, viz., to France, 52 per cent, of 132
milliards of gold marks, i.e. 58 milliards. Ho allows .some reduction in

respe(!fc of “ pensions ” and exaggerated contractors’ profits. He deplores
that French Protectionists oppose tho aeceptaiieo of German imports. Tho
“avidity of Fnjiich maniifacturcra and speculators ” provenlcfl the reparat iou

of tho devastated areas by German work. Still, as a Germnu had said

during tho War, “ with suitablo methods the payment of a war indemnity
of any magnitude is po.s.sible.” Would nob a suitablo inc'thod bo one that

is adopted by the Co/il Gommis.sion whic*h rceeiv'cs and distribute.s coal

without prejudice to Fnmeli iritere.sts ? Prof. Andr^^ades insists on the
rjced of monotaiy stability. Jle would offer a now hundred-mark note in

the place of two or jnore of those now current.

Labour Gazelle (Bombay).

The Gazette, published raonlhly by the Labour Office Secretariat,

Bombay, ha.s W(‘I1 fulfilled, during the first year of its existence,

the purpost) announced in a foreword to the first issue (September,

1U21) by the Governor of Bombay :
“ tho preparation of statistics
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in simple forms, enabling not only employer and employed, but
the press and tlic i)ublic, to take a better-informed interest

^Bkipour problems.” The clianges in the cost of living from
mOTih to rnontli are exhibited by a carefully constructed index-

number. There was, for instance, a fall last August from 160 in

July to 150, compared with 100 in July, 1914. There is a history

of industrial disi)utes in the Tresidency, and some account of

documents relating to Labour in different parts of the world.

For example, the lt('p<)it of Wages In([uiry in Trinidad is analysed

ill the current number of the (iazette; drawing conclusions from
Family Budgets res])ecting the Cost of Living and a minimum
wage.

Internailonal Ijiboiir Revitw (Ceneva).

Septemheu, 1922. Tha Right-hour Daif and the I^rohlems of Overtime

in Germany. Du Leymann. The Workers' Educational Associa-

tion of Great Britain. A. Mansbridce.
October. The Law of Collective Bargaining in Germany. Dr F.

81TZLER. Workers' Edneation in Belgium. H. de ^Ian. The.

Three-shift System in Iron and Sied. Tlie adojition of the system,

though general in Kuro])e, is so recent that investigation has not

elicited definite conclusions as to the effect on output and the

welfare of the worker. •

Noviomber. Labour Legislation, in Greece. 1’rof. A. Andreades.

.Most of the measures recommended by the Washington Con-

ference had been already adopted by (Irec'ce
;
which is the more

creditable, considering ihat Gr(*(‘ee is not highly industrialised.

The Campaign against Unemployment in Sweden. E. G. Hrss.

The. Quarterly Journal of Economics (Cambridge, Mass.).

Aihiust, 1022. Land Fu/arv in Mew York ('ity. G. B. Aknkr.

Much of the increase in tin; value of vacant land goes in contribu-

tions to the revenue of the City. Holding vacant land is not

a profitable inx estmeiit. A Theory of the Rate of Wages. W. H.

Hamilton. Skill. Anna Bezanson. The definition of skill

in industry includes subtle factors of shop lore and experience

that are commonly overlooked. Jniendly of Cultivation. Hib-

bard. A study of the changes in the margin of agricultural

prodmrtion, which atlcmd a change in the ])rice of the product

01 in the cost of jiroduction.

The American Economic Review (Cambridge, Mass.).

September, 1922. A Popular Theory of Credit applied to Credit

Policy. Anna Younoman. Commercial Importance of Russia.

Alonzo K. Taylor. The Circuit Flow of Money. William
T. Foster. How little wc know about money is shown by the

continuance of elfectivo consumers’ demand during the depression

in 1921. If we knew more, the evils of expansion and contraction

might be more controllable.

Political Science Quarterly (New York).

September, 1922. The New Normal in Foreign Trade. H. 11.

Mussey. The United States uill firobably increase its foreign

invostm(‘nts on the lines of other liighly dcv'cloped countries,

but avoiding their faults. Germany's Industrial Parliament. E.

Frankel.
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Journal of Political Economy (Chicago).

August, ]922. Britain's Economic Outlook on Europe. J. A.
Uneniploymcnt has reached the figure of two millions

j

of J3ritish capital and labour has been idle for a year
;
our exports

are deficient by f 100,0()0,0(X); work-people claim a larger share
of a reduced product. Itemcdy is sought in policies which identify

the interests of employers and employees. The author prescribes

also for cx]jansion of markets. He hopes for a closer international

control of finance.

October. English Agriculture since 1914. I. R. Lennakd. An
accurate record of doings during a troubled period, from which
arguments cannot bo drawn for or against Government control

in normal peace-time. One conclusion indeed may be drawn :

Maximum prices lower than market prices tend to impair quality.

The Iron and Steel Industry of Japan. A. Ber(3LUND. Dumping
in International Trade. /. Jacob Vjnkr.

The Yale Review (New Haven, Conn.).

October, 1922. War DefHs. R. C. Lefitngwell. A general

settlcnu'nt bringing j^cace and disarmaments, balanced Riidgets

and remo\aI of trade barriers, is lU'eded by Euro})e, and might
be promoted tby America. The Famine and the. Bolsheviks.

Emma Ponafidine. A lurid picture—illustrated by the cas(3

of an estate on which the writer had lived—of the ruin of agri-

culture caused by the Bolshevik regime.

Bureau of Tjohour (Washit)gton).

Wholemle Prices, 1800-1920. The index-number based on all commodi-
ties shows a rise from 100 in 1913 to 245 in 1920. The (litTcrent

groups, food, clothing, fuel, etc., show corresponding growths.

Journal des Economisles (Paris).

October, 1922. Aberrations (Jermanophiles. Yves Guvot. La
recuperation de. taxes sur les benefices de guerre. Fernand-
Jap:. Le controle ouvrier sur la gestion des entreprises. G. de
Nouvim. “ Industrial democracy is denouficed.

Revue d'Economie Politique (Paris).

July-August, 1922. Le change el les pru:. M. Olivier. Contri-

bution avx themes du capital el du revenn (suitii)- Cii. Bodin.

Les questions Jhiancieres d la conference de (Jhies. K. Ptoard.

La question monelaire dans le terriloire de la Sarre. J. Pmou.
Le nouvel emprunt force du gouvernement grec (suite). K. tl.

Tsouderus.
S eptember-October. Le contrdle ouvrier snr la production

.

G. Piiiou.

Most of the experiments in Joint Management (co-gestion)—in

Russia, America, England, Italy—are not encouraging. The

recent tentatives in Germany arc more promising. Les banques

d emission scandinaves pendant la guerre. E. Sommartn. Thti

writer criticises the proceedings of tlie Northern Banks with the

authority of one who is Sceretary of the Swedish Banking

Commission as well as Professor in the University of Lund. Le

jnroblhne monelaire ei la thdorie du Professcur Cassel. C. J.

Gionoux. Le Bolchevmne d la lufniera des jjrecedenfs hisioriques.
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J. Delevsk Y. The immediate fall of the Soviet Government ia not

Sited by historical parallels. Such were the long struggle

m ri(;h and poor in ancient Greece; the ('ommunism
need into Persia by Mardak in the fifth century a.d., which

tlourished for some years, till suppressed by Chosroes.

Jahrbuchar fur Nationalokonomia (Jena).

July, 1022. Das Gdtiingsprobkm der sozinhn Werturteils. Herbert
ScHACK. The Socialistic criterion of value (Wertmasstfd)) as

an “ empirical-analytic ” or “ transcendental-analytical ” prin-

ciple, and the practical signifi(;ance of the Socialistic ideal are

among the topics.

August. Das Geld ohne Ki(jpnyr,rt und die Dreislehre. Oskar PIng-

LANDER. On the th(‘ory of a money not possessing intrinsic

value. Das Bodetujesdz. Or. W. IIobeck. A mathematical

theory of diminishing jetiiriis in agriculture.

October. Zur Lahre der Enslehnmj der soziahn Klasse. G.

Albrecht. Grundlage der Preis-nnd-Lohnbilduwj. Riedexauer.

Arcliiv f'ilr SoziaJwlssenschaft und SozialpoUtilc (Tiibingen).

May, 1922. Deutschlands finanziclle LcistungsJdJiigkcit jetzt and

kunftig. Alfred Weber. Deafseher Xatiojialismus and deats-

ehcr HoziaJisinns, Prof. Karl Priijram. Sozialistischc Rec/i-

nangskgang. Or. Garl Polanyi. Das Gesetz von abnchmcndai

Bodanerlrag. Or. Hans Neissek. Der Kriegs-problem und die

Marxisfische Theorie. Or. (Jerhart Lutkens.
August. Zur lehre von der Klassenbildang. Robert Michels. A

surv'cy of various })rinciples of division by which society may bo

classiii(Hl -wealth, expenditure, work, etc. Die Grappe als

Tdeetrager. Or. S. (Jracaner. A metaphysical study in which

the “ Group 1 ” is contrasted with the “ Individual 1.” Die

logische Theorie der hislorischen Kulfarwissensckaft von Max
Weber and in besondcren spin, hegriff des IdeaJlgpus. A vox
SCHELTJN(3.

Weltwirtschaflliches Archiv (Jena).

July, 1922. Zur frage der Beteiligung der Arbeiter am Unterneh-

mergewinn. Prof. Karl Oikiil. On profit-sharing, in the light

of theory and experience. Die driile internationale Arbeitskon-

ferenz in Genua. Dr. W. Zimmerman x. Zur ideologic des rassis-

chen kommanismas. Or. 11. vox K(’KARDT. Such is the niental-

ity of the Russian Communists that they have put an end to

Socialism in Russia.

Ze.itscJirift fUr Volkswirtschaft und Sozialpolilik (Vienna).

Rand 11, 4-6 Heft. Der Slrcit am die Moglichkeit and das ]re*Y?i der

Gesellschafislchere. O. Spann, Die Kriegivirtsehafflichen Organ i-

sationen und Zentraalen in Oslenricli. H. Witter. AaJ dem
Wege zur Kanft. 0. Wittmayer. On indnstrial organisation.

De Economist (La Hague).

October, 1922. Metalissmc en d-melaUisme. Prof. Or. A. Veruun
Stuart. The trend oi theory and cireumstance is towards a non-

metallie standard; which, however, is not to be expected just

now.
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Oiornale degli Economisti (Rome).

September, 1922. 11 porto di Genova. Epicarmo Corbin
problenia della conim-Assicurazkme. RAcrKico Mazzoc*;

October. Injlnzione. monetarie e corso dei Cambi. Marco
Liiice. dl navigazione sovvenzionale. G. Marciietti.

La RIforma Sociale ('I'lirin).

Sel*tember-0(!TOBER, 1922. Projetlo di Umono-ltalo-Amtriacn. E.

Giretti. The project of a “ coniiiicreial union ” between Austria

and Italy is not advisable in the present state of politics and
politicians. / vnt^i Risiera c Vesportazione dcJlo sbramalo. Or.
I)e Santis i\IiCHELE. On the exportation of rie(^ not divested

of the husk (“ ‘^lunie ”) (as Proteetionists deniantl).

Scienlia (Milan).

No. (^X\IV., 8. L<\s problimes des pri.v et da capital par rapport a la

question de la socialisation. T. E. (iREOOrv.

No. (^XXV., 9. A Suggested Limitation of Capitalist Property, ei.

A. Ryan.

No. ('XXVTI., 11. La contribution des dijjerenls pcujdes au progres da

la science ecotwmlqne. A. Lokfa. Enj^Iaiul, with Ricardo, is

placa'd first. The works of siibs(‘(|uent J^'nglish economists an?

but elaboi'ations of his theories. Even the tn‘atis(‘ of Marshall

is mainly a syst(‘matic ex[)osition of ilicanlian theory; while
“ the works of Cannan, Pigou . . . Nicholson, lveyiu‘s, WitluTS, and
even tin? socialist writeis such as W(‘bb, Kobson, (?te., are

but mon()graj)liic elaljorations of lh(‘ Ricardian systcan.” As for

the French, American and other national syst(‘ins, (jompared

with the English they are like planets now r(‘V()l\ ing about tin* sun,

though onc(? they may have had independent motions. All

systems are but temporai'v. l/abolition da salariat. ( k 1). 11. ( Jobe.

The worker (1) should be secured against unemj)l(»yment
; (2)

should determine the ends to which his work is directed —c.(/.,

whether to produce necessaries or artich's of luxury; and (‘1)

should enjoy “ comj>lete autonomy” in tin* management of the

iFidustry.

Problemi Italiani (Naph^s).

Aucust, 1022. Economic a imposie. A. de Viti de Marco. The
subject is treated by the Roman IVofessor with sf)eeial reference

to tlie condition of Italy, which is (h‘scrib(‘d as sulTering from

administrative ])aras'itism, opjnvssrd by a burc^aucracy as ex-

acting as that whi(?h fjrccipitat(‘(l the fall of th(‘ Roman Emjhre.

8ome resistance; may be offered by the League of Taxpayers.

Revista Nacional de Ecqnomia (?tladrid).

\"oL. XII., No. »‘17. Einpleo de los benelicios de la guerra rcalizados

jjar Espaiia. Andres Bartfie. An estimate of the gains

realised by Sj)ain from transactions with foreigners during the

War. El male.siar del mundo dc.sjimes de la paz. .Ifjan Gi71 XE.

A gloomy picture of present conditions
;
darkened by the pros])ect

of a future war between Franco and Germany; which Avill not be

averted by the Ijcague of Nations, that outcome of “ Ideologia

Wilsoiiiaiia.”

ANNO.
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NEW BOOKS

English.

Banrrjea (Pramathanath). Fiscal Policy in India. London ;

Macmillan. 1922. Pp. 25(1.

Charity Organisation Society. The Prevention and Relief of

Distress. A handbook of information respecting the Statutory and
voluntary means available for the relief of distress and the imj)rove-

ment of social conditions. Being Sir Charles Loch's “ How to lielj)

Cases of Distress ” reviserl, rearranged and brought up to date for

the Charity Organisation Soeidy. London : King. 1922. Pp. 140.

2.S'. Cid.

[To be reviewed.]

(Jlauke (John J.). Social Administration and the Poor Laws.
London. Pitman. 1922. Pp. 11G4.

[To bo rev lowed.
1

*

Cumbicrlani) (M.) and Harrj.son (RAVAiUND). 44ic New
Fconomics. London ; Pahner. 1922. Pp. xii-|-14o. tly.

[On the lines of Major Douglas’ “Credit Powt'i* and Deinoerucy.”]

Dr Montgomery (B. G.). British and (.’ontinental Labour Policy.

London : Kegan Paul, etc. 1922. Pp. 575. 2Ly.

[To b(3 rcvi('wed.l

I'loutJLAS (C. II.). The Present Discontent and the Labour
Party and Social Credit. London : Palmer. 1922. 1^.

[Contains a reply to tho Labour Party’s eriticisin of the author’s now ago
erodil scheme.

]

Fngeln (D. D. Von). Inheriting the Farth
;

or, The Geographical
Factor in National Development. London : ^Taemillan & Co. 95.

Finland, 4T'ade and Industry of. Ihdsingfors : Sinielius. 1921-2.

Pp. 74G.

[A .sumptuoiw quarto volume designed to form “ one link in tho chain of

]iropagi'..ida ’ for llu) fxteusioii of <-omimTeial ivlalions between Finland
and tho Fa iglish -speaking countries. Hero are accurate and (piiio objective
descriptions of tho largest and most vitally important economic undertakings
in Finland.” An introdiadory survey of economic aiul political conditions in

Finland, is contributed by Prof. Kyosti fjjirviucn.j

Fitt (.V. R.). 47ie llinuan Insfincts in Businos.s. Melbourne ;

Lotliiaii. Pp. 09. .Ty. Or/.

[Tho author is Vice-Principal of tho 'rcaehers’ College, Auckland.]

Giiosii (J.). A History of Land Tenure in Fngland. Calcutta:
Kar. 1922. Pp. 2vS0.

Granue (Herrrkt). Wheat Costings, 1914 and 1919-22. London:
King. 1922. Pp. 10.

Hobson (J. A.). The Fcononiics of IJneinplo^uncnt. London:
Allen & Unwin. 1922. Pp. 157. 45. (yd.

Industrial Negotiations and Agreements. London : Labour Party

(32 Eccleston Square, S.W.). Pp. 76.
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Jevons (H. Stanley). The Future of Exchange and the Indian
Currency. London : Milford. 1922. Pp. xi+264. I85 .

[To bo roviewed.]

Loria (Aciiille). The Economic Foundations of Society.

Translated from the Second French Edition by Lindley M. Keasbey.
With a new Preface by the autlior. London. 1922. Pp. xiv-h385.

5s.

Macassey (LynuexN). Labour Policy—False and True. London :

Butterworth. 1922. Pp. 320.

[To bo l•cvi(^w(M^.]

Malcolmson (V. A.). T'he Place of Agriculture in the Life of a

Nation. London : P. S. King. 1922. Pj). 28.

Nauain (Belt). Essays on Indian Economic Probkans. Part 1.

(Indian Economic Problems.) Lahore : Punjab Printing Works.
1922. Pp. 547. Rs. 5.

[Tho autlior ia Professor of Economics at Lahore.]

Orr (JofiN). A Short History of British Agriculture. London ;

Oxford LIniversity Press. 1922. Pp. 90.

PAiiMEK (A. lliDSON). Finance. Vol. 1. (Bell’s Handbooks of

Commerce ajid Fineiicc.) London : Bell. 1922. 5s.

Peck (Annie S.). Industrial and Commercial SoutJi America.

London : Fislier Lhiwin. J922. Pp. xviii-| 509. 18.s*.

Rees (J. Moikian). Ihaists in British Industry, 1914-21. A
study of recent developments in business organisation. London :

King. 1922. Pp. 269.

[Reviewed above.]

Stlver.man (H.A.). The iSubstanee of Fconomies. For the

Student and the (kmeral Reader. London: Pitman. 1922. I^). 350.

[Tlio author is Lt'cturer in Economics and Ecoiioiiiic History in tho University

of Birmingham.]

Webu (Sidney and Beatrice). English ]..ocal Covernment

:

Statutory Authorities for Special Purjioses. J..oiidon : Longmans.
1922. 25^.

[To bo reviewed.]

Weston (W. J.). Banking and CuiTcncy. London : (.'livi^.

1922. Pp. 330.

[Tb(? syllabus for tlio Intormedialo Examination at London University

formed tho franunvork of this volume, whicli is inteiuled “ primarily as a hand-

book for caiididutc‘S.”J

WiiJJAM (Maurice). The Soeial lnt(U7)i*etation of History.

London : Allen &; Unwin. Pp. x.x.vi
1
397. lO.s. Od.

[Directed against Marx’s materialistic interpretation.]

Wood (If. 0.) and Ball (Arthur E.). Tom Bryan. London :

Allen & Unwin. 1922. Pp. 156.

[A biography of tho first Warden of Fircroft, a. setllenuiiit designed for tbn

education of adults; and an account of that important movement.]

American.

Dewey (David R.) and Shuorue (Marm J.). Banking and Credit.

New York : Ronald Prtjss Co. 1922. P^). 566.
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Dickinson (Z. Clark). Economic Motives. A study in the

ndations of economic theory, with some reference to

^j^^H^^Sfeciences
.

(Rarvard Economic Studies, Vol. XXIV.)
CamDDM^PMass . : Harvard University. 1922. Pp. 304.

Kobayashi (U.). War and Armament Loans of Japan. (Carnegie

Endowment for International Peace.) New York : Oxford University

Press. 1922. Pp. 221.

[A survey of Japanese war-loans, mostly foreign, and an estimate of tla'ir

economic effects, mostly deleterious.]

Leitks (K.). Recent Economic Developments in Russia.

(Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.) Oxford : Clarendon

Press. 1922. Pp. 240.

[Professor Harald Wosforgnard, who has acted ns editor, regards the author’s

method of invest igatioii as a giiaranteo of his aeeuracy.]

Lt (Chtjan SJiiii). Central and Lm;a I Finance in China, ((.'olinnhia

University {Studies.) New York : Longmans. 1922. Pp. 187. 8.s‘.

MASLOiar (S. S.). Russia after Four Years of Revolution. London :

King. 1923. Pp. 237. 5.s‘. (k/.

[A tremendous indictment.]

Notz (William F.) and Harvey (Richard S.). American Foreign

7'rade. A ])raetical and basic guide-book. (Amc?ican Trade Exten-

sion.) Indiaiiopolis : Robbs-Merrill Co. 1921. Pp. 593.

('riio Wobb-PomcrcuG an<l Edge At*ts, intondt?d to promote American foreign

trade, are explained and applied.]

French.

Aftalton (AhRiiiRi'). Les fondements dii Socialisino. Atude
critique. (Bibliothetpie generale d'economie jjolitifpie.) Paris

;

Riviere.

CossA (Luigi). Premiers elements dYconomie politique. Traduc-

tion par Alfred Bonnet. Paris : Giard. 1922. Pp. 257.

[Tho work traiislntod is the fourteenth edition of a well-known treatise, of

which tho tirst edition appeared in 187.5. Professor Gru/.iaiii, tin? editor, has

made some judicious additions to tho original, and has brought tho bibliography

up to date.]

Totomiantz (Prof. V.). Histoirc des doctrines economiques ct

sociales. Preface de C. Rist. Paris : Giard. 1922. Pp. 238.

[Beginning with primitive China and ancient Greece, tho learned Professor

—

sornolimo of tlie University of Mo.seow -traces the development of economic

iiloas down to the Modern Co-operative 8ehool. Ho differs from ordinary

text-books in directing special attention to tho less known writers.]

PiLENCO (A. 1.). La legislation Sovietiqiie ct la eonfmx'iico dc la

Hayc. Paris ; Giard. 1922. Pp. oG,

[Tho writer, formerly a professor at tho University of Pelrograd, discredits

tho reforms annonnei'd in 'J chieheriu’s Memorandum of March 11)22.]

Rivet, Henri. iStiide de la loi portant fixation definitive do la

legislation sur les loyers. (Loi du 31 Mars, 1922). Paris ; Giard.

1922.

Strat (Georges Z.). Le role du consoinraatcur dans lYcouomie
moderne. Paris : Editions dc la vie universitaire. 1922. Pp. 252.

12 francs.
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German.

Bebnis (Pbop. Francisco). Die National-okoit* . ‘^p^us-
setzungen fiir den Wiederaufbau. Hamburg: BroschekV 1922.

Pp. 16.

[A lecture dolivorod at the Univeraity of Hamburg last August. Among tho
pro-roquisites of reconstruction the lecturer places discipline as well as freedom.
Ho looks for a new economy whicli, resting on a broad dernocratio basis, but
retaining tho wage-system, puts at the head tho truly creative spirits.]

Dietzel (Heinrich). Tcchnischqr Fortschrift iiud Freiheit der

Wirtschaft. (Staatswisscnscliaftlicho Untersiichungen, Heft 7). Bonn :

Schroedor. 1922. Pp. 02.

[Reviewing past exporionce, the slavery of Iho ancient world, the medieval
regulations and modern times, the distinguished writer argues that without
freedom progress in mechanical improvements is not to be expected.]

JoiiR (1)r. Adolf). Dio Ziikunft dor Valiiten. Zuri(?h : Oroll ;

Fussli. Pp. 08.

[The writer is Director of the Swiss “ Krcditanstalt.”]

Ottel (Klemens). Die Tochnik der Wirtschaftliclion Verkehrs.

Vienna : Hdlder-Picliler. 1922. Pp. 301.

[A careful description of various matters relating to international trade :

Weights and Measures, Hills of Kxehange and otiu'r instruments of credit;

money markets in ditten'iit count ru*s, etc*. Tlio aiitlior is a “ dozent ” in tho
technical “ Hoehschulo ” of Vienna.]

Rathenau (Waltiibr), Canno.s und Cenua. Berlin : Fischer.

Pp. 79.

[Four speeches on the problem of Rei^uration; tho last words of the murdered
Minister.]

Italian.

Carli (Filippo). Dopo il Nazionalismo. (Biblioteca di Stiidi

Sociali, XI.). Bologna : CappelU.

Carli (Filippo). La borghc.sia fra due rivoluzioni. Bologna :

Zanichelli. 1922.

[The sociological cost of protectionism, the sliaro of workmen in innnageinont,

experiments in profit-.sliaring, are among tho topics covered by a secondary
title.]

Coletti (F.). Studi sulla popolazione italiana in pace e in guerra.

Bari : Laterza.

Tino-Branca (A.). Ciiiquant’ anni di Econoinia Sociale in Italia.

Bari : Laterza.

Rfiv^sz. La rceonstitucii'm de Kiiropa, y La Rusia de lo8 Soviets.

Prologo por Gabriel M. Gamazo. Madrid ; Biblioteca Internacional.

1922. Pp. 150.
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